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INTRODUCTION

Because of their relative brevity and the almost total lack of other

earlier or contemporary works of Old Iranian literature, the Gathas
of Zarathustra are truly a text bound with seven seals. Much of the

grammar, the vocabulary and the syntax encountered in these lyrics

remains unique in relationship to the language appearing in the later

texts assembled in the Avesta. Likewise, the prophet's hymns are

laden with ambiguities resulting both from the merger of many
grammatical endings and from the intentionally compact and often

elliptical style which characterizes his poetic art. The higher level

question of the interpretation of the Gathas' content, frequently

expressed in metaphoric and allegorical terms, is even more proble-

matic. The noted literary isolation of the text within the ancient

period has excluded the possibility of fixing a true position to the

prophet's theology within the preceding developments of Iranian

religion. Similarly, there exist no early analytical commentaries of the

Zoroastrian tradition, written in the wake of Zarathustra 's influence,

which could present in detail the meaning of his message to the

community of his adherents. And finally, the mechanical arrangement

of the Gathas within the Avesta according to their metrical schemes

has effaced all certain chances of even following the prophet's

intellectual evolution within his own fragmentary works. Thus, to

anyone struggling with these lyrics, the Gathas truly appear to be a

book of riddles.

But like all riddles, the problems encountered within the Gathas beg

to be solved, and many have been solved. Most of the grammatical

forms have been puzzled out through the help of the related Indian

Rigveda, which has also provided the source for establishing much
of the fundamental vocabulary of Zarathustra's lyrics. This literary

monument of India has likewise revealed a number of stylistic figures

and syntactic conventions which have aided in the interpretation of

various passages in the prophet's hymns. And the Rigveda has moreover

furnished a textual counterpart against which the dominant themes

of Zarathustra *s teachings can be compared and judged. Other progress

in understanding this ancient A vesta n text has been achieved, primarily

through the efforts of Humbach, by the careful internal analysis

of recurrent literary devices and repeated expressions within the
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language or the Gathas. For. besides establishing without doubt the
unity of composmon of these lyric poems, this type of philological
study has been extremely helpful in revealing several basic techniques
or the syntactic and expressive organization of the prophet's words
Yet many riddles still persist which prevent us from sraspin"

unequivocally the meaning of Zaraihustras poetry. The transmitted
text of the Gathas has suffered profound corruption in a few important
passages which escape assured reconstruction. Furthermore, various
items of the vocabulary of these lyrics remain unknown; others
particularly those which appear to have connections with the Ri-vedic
vocabulary, continue to be a source of dispute owing to the possibility
of either a difference in meaning between cognate words or a false
basis of comparison. But overshadowing all the difficulties inherent
in properly understanding the Gathas is the problem of disentangling
the intricacies of their syntax. Because, as long as little certainty existsm the establishment of definite rules for inlerpretinc the 'various
possibilities of syntactic coordination within the special eloquence
o Zarathustra s poetry, there can be no assurance that the translation
ol.a given passage approaches the intentions orminally formulated by
the prophet. When this lack of certitude exists for ihe'arcater number
of .-verses within the limited corpus of the Gathas, the^i we are faced
with the realization that much of our knowledge of these poems is
highly doubtful.

This present work results from the attempt to offer some solutions
to the persistent problems of the text, the grammar, the vocabulary
and especially, the syntax of the Gathas. which can better aid our
understanding of the prophet's words on several levels. In this regard
I have followed the main philological principles which have been
described above: analysis and explanation through comparative and
internal material. For the abundant data of the Riavecla not only
provides a means ol access to the problems of Gathic philology but
equally offers a well tried touchstone against which one can teVnevv
suggestions concerning the interpretation of the Iranian evidence
Equally, the remarkable unity of composition and content of the
Gathas allows us to search within the framework of that text itself for
evidence of parallel or equivalent formulations. For Zarathustra is a
man haunted by a vision, which has pursued him relentlessly throughout
his life, and his poetry is in as many ways the autobiography of an
idea as much as it is the self-portrait of the prophet.

In this last regard, it is precisely the recognition of this obsessive
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determination lying behind the formulations of these lyrics which

obliges us in turn to seek a coherent and uniform interpretation of

their teachings. For where doubt and hesitation exist in the under-

standing of the Gathas, they exist only for us. For Zarathustra, who

composed these exalted poems with all the craft of his admirable

poetic art, the compelling character of his message was undoubtedly

clear, and he surely labored with great pains to express his thoughts

in a fashion ultimately comprehensible to those who cared to

listen to him. And for us, too, the approach to these lyrics must be the

same : an effort founded upon the careful labor and examination into

the composition of the prophet's poetry to reveal its underlying

unity of thought and language. There can be only one correct inter-

pretation of each line for us as there was for the man who first

formulated them.

The text

1 have followed in general the text of the Gathas given by Humbach

(1959, I), since he has proposed a few helpful improvements to the

readings, while adopting the many variants favored by Barthotomae

(1904) which are more in keeping with the regular orthographic

practices of the Mss. than those presented in the standard text in

Geldner's edition (1896). Where I have differed from his text with

regard to a critical readina. I have indicated in the notes to each

Gatha the Ms. source(s) which I have followed, and I have explained

in the commentary to the pertinent passages the reasons for preferring

the selected variants. A similar approach has been chosen with respect

to the emendations which I have accepted from previous studies of the

Gathas and which I myself have conjectured. These emendations are

noted in the apparatus at the end of each Gatha and are further

discussed in the commentary. No attempt, however, has been made

to correct all the instances of false vowel length or to restore all

underlying forms masked by orthographic conventions. Only those

forms which contribute a substantial change to the understanding

of a passage are included in the notes. There the term 'read* indicates

an emendation, the term "for* signifies that orthographic principles

have prevented writing a word in its historically correct form.

Unlike Humbach, however, I find the text reconstructible from the

surviving Mss. an often imperfect and inadequate representation of the

earlier form of the Gathas. and I therefore have sought to establish
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some procedure which would permit the possibility to explain the
appearance of clearly incorrect forms in the standard text as well as
the means to justify other necessary emendations. Such a procedure
to my mind, must be both restrictive and predictable in its application

1

For as Humbach rightly argues (1959, 1 2Sff.), the chief fault with
Andreas' theory ot false vocalizations of an earlier unpointed text lies
in its inability to explain why the most archaic forms of the Gathas
such as sraoia 30.2. 45.1. tbbtnaoia 32.5. have escaped alteration and
why so much ot the surviving form of the text in eeneral conforms
to our linguistic expectations. This is certainly not to be awaited if a
new recension of the text has been produced independent of an
unbroken tradition, a premise which is at the basis of Andreas'
approach to text criticism. To evoke an extraordinary mechanism
only to aid m limited instances betrays at once its general ineffectiveness
and ultimate misconception.

For my own part. 1 have tried to develop a procedure of text
criticism, utilizing the existing materials, based upon the observation
and subsequent categorization or the variants appearing in the
extant Mss. For the characteristic tendencies of the variations
observed in such late Mss. as we possess must certainly be an accurate
index to similar types of variations which existed in earlier forms of
the Mss. And in the case of the Gathas. the back projection of such
characteristic mistakes and their consequent application as a mechanism
ot text criticism for the reconstructed text is particularly effective
since all our surviving Mss. clearly repose on a sinele archetype
whose date can be no more remote than some 300 or 400 years
before the oldest extant Ms. (c r. Geldner's comments IS96 xxxiii IT.)

bvidence for the existence of a unique archetype is readily drawn
from the following facts. All surviving Mss., apart from very few
added glosses, omissions, abbreviations and the expected orthographic
variation, offer essentially the same underlying text of the Gathas
Furthermore, this reconstructive text as found in the Mss reveals
intrusions of common glosses throughout the hymns which destroy
the proper, awaited meter, be they the hypermetric repetitions of
preverbs or the unconscious doubling of small words such as or
and conversely, instances in common where the meter is clearly defective
for obvious reasons. Similarly, the Mss. underlying the reconstructed
text exhibit the same heavy hand of redactional interference in exactly
the same passages, be it the question of the inconsistently applied
repetition of preverbs or the introduction of compromise forms, such
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as yangstu 46.14, vastd 46.17, or the redactional absurdities gaus.dis

30.2 and gaits.a 51.3 for *gaosdis and *gaosa, dwoi ahl 34.11 for

*6woyahi {*8wayahi), etc. Finally, all the Mss. indicate the identical

readings in those passages where the text can be clearly shown to

be incorrect in its reconstructed form. That there exists such thorough-

going uniformity in the Ms. readings with regard to these issues just

mentioned attests, to my mind, the descent of the extant Mss. from a

single archetype, for it is otherwise impossible to envision any other

genealogy which could impart the mark of such curious consistency

to the text of the Gathas appearing in the surviving Mss.

Acknowledging this unique origin of the Mss.. it therefore becomes

quite reasonable to apply to the reconstructed text of the Gathas the

methods of a text criticism based on the observation of the different

categories of variation encountered in these extant Mss. For it is our

full expectation that those signs which clearly distinguish the offspring

must have also characterized their parent. With this view in mind,

I present here the various types of variation observable in the surviving

Mss. and the ways in which 1 have utilized them to correct the defective

text of the Gathas.

( 1 ) Preservation and anticipalion

These effects involve the alteration of the end of a word under the

influence of forms which precede or follow it. Instances occur in the

variants to the following passages. 28.7a tqm asim vaijhmis (var.

van.him), 32.16a tat vahistacit (vahista tci t ) , 33.11c add i kahydcit

(kahyaicit). 34.9ab span tarn anna itun ... baraxdam ... avisti (avistjm),

43. 1 e asis vaijhaus (varjhls), 48.5c yaozda masyd (masya), 50.1 lab

aijhded ... tardea isdicd (isaca), etc.

The observation of this process is of -significant importance in its

first application in determining the correct reading in passages where

. variants of equally good Mss. stand in opposition to one another.

Thus, in 5 1. 12a vaepya kavino paratd (parato) zamo, the loc. form

paratd is preferable, since it reappears in the filg. 51.13b cinvato paratd

(cf. xraid 48.4); the var. paratd shows assimilation to the ending of the

surrounding forms. Similarly, in 44.8d yded asd anhaus aram vaedya

(-dyai), the bracketed var. is clearly inferior in that it reveals the

influence of nwnddidydi in line b. The same effect is seen in 46.3e

Qwa sqstrd (-trai) varane, whose var. stems from the effects of daraOrdi

and CtOai earlier in the verse. In 47.4c asdune kd9S (ka8e), the former

reading is better because it yields a phrase parallel to the antithesis
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aka dmgvdite in the nig. line; the var. is simply a preservation form
A similar instance is encountered at 44.1 Id paowuvo (-ve) fravdivide
where the latter var. anticipates the ending of the following verb form*
Likewise, in 33. 13c fro spaniel drmaiti (-te). the var. has arisen under
the influence of vouruva&ane in line a occupvina the same metrical
position in its line before the caesura. In the other direction in
43.1 6d .vnnji.c/urnso (-soi) xsadroi iiya, drmaitis. the var. stems from
anticipatory tendencies: the gen. reading appears to be the favored
one m view of 53.9c! mi mazda tavd xsaOrw and the usual appearance
ol a gen. with .vw/ftvim in 31.16a cbnumahva xsaOmm, 33.5b xsadrtm
vcujiwus mtnuujho. etc. Further examples of this process at work are
easily multiplied.

The recognition of preservation and anticipation in the attested
Mss. permits us in turn to postulate the same processes in an earlier
stage ol development of the text and to acknowledge their effects as
already accomplished in the archetype underlvina the surviving Mss
This oilers a valuable tool for emendation in the followinu passu ces
In 46.1 le yard, vispdi druja chmtnuV asiavd. tbmandi rep!aces^orig

+ttomww. as is evident from the parallel 49.1 Id dnljo chmane haiOva
aijlmn astaya. The reading thmanai has been subject to the effects of
preceding vispdi The identical mistake has also occurred in 47.3bc
y7i. ahmdi gqm . .. at hoi vdstrdi rdmd da drmaitim, where vdstrdi stands
lor ong. *\tiXtr? (dat. of vdsiar- 'pastor'), for the verse contains the
typical juxtaposition ofgan- and vdstar- seen in 29.1 gnus urvd ... vdsiu
29.2 Mawi ... vdstrd. Preceding ahmdi has clearly evoked the chance
to vastrai. Similarly, 53.5b xsmaihyded uubmno reposes on an orfo
reading xsmaihyded *\whmnu 'and to you, ve bridegrooms 1

whicli
has yielded to the influence of vazyanmdhvd kainihvd appearing in the
preceding line. And in the same hymn, 53 .2d dd,jhd ar*zu$ pate should
be emended to *dwjlw wzzus pu8d: the attested reading has been
subject to the effects of the surrounding forms visidspd, spiidmo, ahuro
and saosyanto besides the influence of adjacent paOa.
As cases of anticipation there are the following 2 passages. In 31 "Jab

advd aibUbr,xud va/iya at vd vispSng dyaL there is no reason whatsoever
to accept the form advd as the proper nom. sg. to advanam 34.13 44 3
evoked by the parallel word panta. Rather, for this unique attestation
or the nom. it is much more sensible to emend to *ae/va (= Ved. ddhva)
for this oldest stage of Avestan and to recognize the anticipatory effects
ojvahya and the rhyme combination at vd; cf. also mazdd ava qsayd in
line c. Similarly, 32.12c ydis grShma asdt varatd karapa requires the
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emendation of grafund to *grShma, since such a form patterns better

as masc. nom. sg. to the neut. grahmd attested in fllg. 32.13-14.

Cf. this type of mistake in 44.18c dasa aspa (aspa), 5 1.6b xsadra mazdd

(-da), etc.

Of the same type as 34.9ab spantam annaitim ... baraxSqm ... avisti

(-stlrn) is clearly 33.5ab vas/e vispa.mazistdtn saraosam ... darago jyditim

a xsaOram, where *darago.jyditi must be restored as an adj. agreeing

with xsaQram; cf. passage for disc. Note this type of preservation also

in 34.4b asistam amavantam stoi rapante (-ntsm) ciBra.avaijham.

Similarly, I sec the effects of preservation in 31.4a yada asam zavim

{— zaviyam), which derives from Urtext *yada asam zuvlya (aor. opt.);

cf. 43.10a asam hyat ma zaozaomt, 5 1. 10c maibyo zbayd asam.

Preservation effects are also observed in the Mss. which influence

the vocalism of non-final syllables. Thus, 29.1b aesamo ... ramo (raemo),

31.7a pcioumyo vaocabis roi&wan (raoQwan), 32.6a aena Snaxsta

(aenaxsta). With regard to this, it is important to note that the pi.

subj. form aijhama appears only in the phrases 32.1c dutdijbo aijhama

and 49.Sd/raestdnho aijhama, where the preceding words contain -aijh-.

This explains the peculiar vocalism of aijhama vis-a-vis aijhd aijhat etc.

Similarly, note that the loc. ajsmdni occurs at 46.17a ajsmdni sanghdni

preceding a subj. form containing the proper sequence -am.

This exact process clearly lies in the attested reading 32.7ab aojoi

hddroya yd joya- (= hadrdiyd yd joiya), which should be emended to

aojoi *hddrdyd yd *juya (for orig. *jivya). Cf. in the same hymn 32.10

morandal ... yS ... oogadd ... yasca vadara voizdat asdune (vars.

maoirandat ... vaoizdat asaone). Such influence has arisen in these

passages because of the rarity of the forms in question, which in

general are the first ones to submit to alteration.

In the opposite direction, the appearance of r internally in a word

exerts anticipatory influence on preceding forms. Ct. 34.8b aqja (aojya)

ndidydijham and 32.4bc vaxsante (vaxsyante) ... sizdyamna ... nasyanw.

The very type vaxsante (vaxsyante) must be recognized in 4S.7a ni

aesamo ( ni') .dydiam paid ramain (ptiiii) .syddimu where dydtqm clearly

replaces orig. aor. impv. ^datum under the effect of fllg. syddum. Note

also the appearance of varazydtqm in identical metrical position in

preceding vs. 48.5d, which worked its own influence. This emendation

thus allows the proper combination of ni *datarn with the Ved. idiom

n't dha 'stop'.

Other verb forms show the same effects of preservation and anticipa-

tion as do nouns, and particularly so, since they appear in fixed
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positions within the ver.se lines, a condition which makes themespecally suscepuble to normalizing influences. Thus, apart from theexpected type 1. a,ka, ... ,„,, (var . .ca() mJ ™ £
wt h the var ™™/fl„, ,„ the latter passage. Similarly, in line-finalS etc
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of the initial word in the line. Again, all instances of the elimination

of rare forms in the text.

With regard to pronouns, the following passages come into con-

sideration. In 51.17b yqm hoi isyqm daiil, the rel. pron. is syntactically

impossible in employment with an impv. form. Here it is best to

restore the conjunction *ydt 'in consequence of which', changed under

the influence of isyqm and preceding vs. 51.16b yqm cistim asd mama
occupying the exact metrical position. Similarly, in 44.9b kada moi

yam yaos daenqm ddne, the use of the rel. pron. is difficult in a question

and likewise metrically difficult in its position before the caesura.

Emendation to *tqm seems necessary, a reading which was altered

under the influence of line c yqm huddnaos etc. Also the masc. ace.

lam in 53.4a tarn zi va ... nivaram yd faSroi viddi is impossible in view

of the fern. rel. yd. It replaces orig. *tqm under the influence of the

opening o^ the preceding vs. 53.3a tamed tit. That this form itself

stands for an older *tSncd (see below), we clearly see that processes of

change were at work continuously throughout the history of the text

transmission in the same fashion as they can be observed in the surviving

Mss. With 53.4a, cf. also 5 1. 15c td va volnt mancujhd for *tat va

discussed below.

Two parallel emendations are seen in the following examples. In 51.12c

hyat hoi im ... zdisanii vfizd, the senseless im stands for orig. du. *i

agreeing with vdzd. The form has been replaced under the effect of

im in line a no it td im xsndm. Likewise, 45.4b ya im ddt should be

changed to yd it ddt, since the pron. refers to antecedent neut. vahistam

tisdt hacd. The reading im stems from the appearance of Im in the

previous vs. 45.3cd yoi im va no it ... yaQd im mandicd raocacd. Cf.

comparable mistake in Mss. at 44.19ce yS it ahmdi ... ddite, ... yd

im (var. it) aijhat apamd, with /"/ taken over from the earlier line.

Typologically similar mistakes must be also acknowledged in the

following examples. 50.2d dialstang md nisqsyd reposes on orig.

*akqstang md nisqsyd. with the reading influenced by 11 Ig. 50.4d dkd

aradrang appearing in identical verse position. 3 1. 18a md.cis at ...

dragvato ... gustd offers no significant meaning with prohibitive md.cis.

Therefore 1 emend to *naeci.s, ascribing the change to md avidva aipi

dabdvayat in preceding 3 1. 1 7b. This change, however, may be a

conscious redactional substitution of the type seen directly in aipi

dabdvayat for orig. *aipi bdvayat. Likewise, 46.7a kamnd ... pdyum

dctdd stands for orig. *kam vd ..., as is evident from the parallel

opening of the next vs. 46.Sa ya vd moi. The change to kamnd has
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variants to 34.2 pairigaeOe, 43.2 darago.jyatois, 43.8 vasasa.xsaQrahyd,

etc.

In a less obvious fashion, the following passages show the effects of

false division. 28.4a man gaire should be emended to *m§ng aire; the

attested reading results from the influence of garo 45.8, 50.4, 51.15.

Also 29.1 la at ma masa reposes on underlying *al mqm asd (= *artd),

which was influenced by 49.1a at ma yavd, 51.10a at ya ma and the

consistent use of ma in second position in its clause throughout these

hymns. Likewise, 32.14b varacd.hica for *varacahicd results from hi

31.10, him 29.2, 44.14, 50.2, which appear in second position within the

line (cf. also vispa.hisas 45.4); and 33.10a vispastdi for *vispds.tdi has

been evoked by the placement of stai in this same position at 45.10.

This wide-ranging influence has also worked upon 44.12c katdram a

for *katdra ma, which is the obvious reading in view of yS ma dragvd

in the fllg. line. Normalization has taken place under the influence

of 31.17a katdram asavd. This last example is especially interesting

in that it shows that -a also appeared freq. in the text at the end of

words longer than 2 syllables at one time.

The freq. appearance of the repeated preverb in ayamaite 31.13,

andse 44.14, avaena 46.2, arapd 49.1 has been responsible for attested

3L.16b fradaOdi asparazatd for underlying *fradaOdi.a spararatd; cf.

fradaOdi.a 45.9. Note the same effect in 32.3c ydis asntditm for *ydis

a srudum and 46.4c xl

dis syaoOandis ahamusto for *xrdis syaoQandis a

hamusto, which clearly belong to the syntactic type encountered in

28.1 1c yd is d ci/jlnts 32.15a andis d vi.nandsd, 34.1 Ic tdis d mazdd, etc.

Here too consider 30.3a yd yomd x'ajbnd asrvdtam for *xlafand d srvdtam,

which contains a similar fixed syntactic employment of d with loc;

cf. passage for disc. These last 3 exx. belong more properly with the

instances of false combination, but they have been presented here

because of the similar motivation lying behind the alterations.

Finally, 32.6b hdtd.mardne reflects older *hatarn ardne (better *arane)

and 53.6c dmjo dyese hois piOd older *hai spi9d, although it is difficult

to understand why the first form was altered in view of common hatam

in the text. Some influence, however, may have been exerted by

vourucasdne 33.13, which occupies a close position to hdtd.mardne

in the verse line.

(3) Influence of one passage upon another

Many of the instances of preservation and false division previously

discussed have resulted from the conscious or unconscious attempt
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to normalize passages within these Gathas after other ones containing
paralSel forms. Yet this process of mutual interaction has much wider
effects than those already described, and involves the replacement of
a word in a segment of text under the pressures of a .similar soundin"
sequence appearing in a second passage. Such effects can he noticed
in the Ms. variants to the following examples. 31.20a vn aval tvir
duyflu: ddyd, stems from 29.7c yS i ddydi. 34.10b dqmhn vulva hiBam
(ha.Oim

)
asahyd

: influence of 3 1 .8c ImWlm asahvd damim. 34. 1 1 b va,jlm,s
xsaBru (xraOwa) muncnjho: xraOml intrudes from 4S.3d vaqh.iux vn/ftm
manaijlm. 46.18b maiiyd istois (cisloifi): var. from 44.10c malivd risiois

Recognition of this principle clearly permits the necessary emenda-
tions in the follow, ng passages. 1 n 45. 1 Ode xsaOrdi hoi haurvdm amnnvdid
ahmai sio, dqn rnvisi uiayuitL dan must be emended to loc *dum thus
parallel to preceding loc. xsaOrdi. The form dqn has penetrated from
similar 47.1c ahmai dqn haundtd aimmvdid. Similarly, 51.1 0a anvdOd
ahmai stands for older anydBd *ahmat, with ahmdt imported under the
innuence of 45. 1

1
c anySng ahmdt (cf. also ahmai 34,9 with var ahiml)

Also note that the beginning of the line a, yn ma na (var. na) appears
with.a variant influenced by 32.10a hvd ma na and 46.10a vn vd nidi na
Here too we must consider 47.5c drngvd haxsaiti for Vnixsaitc whose
form was generalized alter 50.3d dr^vd haxsaiti where ihe wrone
form arose under preservation effects (see above). Also cf 46 10c
asvni (var. asim) ami volnl xsaBrzm manaijhd, with var. asm, influenced
by 43. 1 6e asim syeioGandis volnl daidii manaijhd.
A parallel process is seen in the next two examples. The pron idm 31.13c id vS volnl manaijhd clearly replaces *tai, since the referent

is hyat miidzm in line a. The form id has arisen from the pressure of
the similar line opening id vS found in preceding 5 1 .2a id yd ma-da and
3 1. la ta yS urvdid. Likewise, the senseless 30.7c aesam ,di a anhai
requires emendaLion to aesqm *pai d aijhat, which beloncs with 44 1 5b
ahya ... poi ... xscwlu. The attested reading stems Iram" the influence
or 34.1c aesqm roi ahurd appearing in the identical position in the
verse and from the freq. attestation of toi and ,e in second position
in the line. Cf. also the type 46.7a kSmna for *kSm vd and 50 ^d
akasLing md for *akqstSng md discussed under preservation procedures
above.

In a similar fashion, 33A4bcnwna hasvd vaijlwus mazddi svaoBanahyd
asa yaca exerted its influence on the orig. form of 30.1 be vaijlmts
manaijho humqzdriu *asdydcd, changing *asdvdcd to attested asa yced
(through asa *ydca). Here it is quite clear that the sequence of similar
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4; words in 33.14bc, which appear in the same metric positions, has
;

;
;..;|

worked profound effects in 30. 1 be. The identical mistake in 51.2a ta

vS mazda paourvlm ahura asd(i) yecd for *asaydcd also seems to be

dependent on the freq. juxtaposition of mazda or ahura with asd(i)cd,

as seen in 29.8b mazda vasti asaica, 32.9c mazda asaica, 34.6a mazda asd,

34.3a ahura ... asaica ddmd. Note also Dig. 51. 1 5c ta vo vohu mananhd
asaica for *asaca, which belongs with the general confusion of the

forms asded and asaica seen thoughout the surviving Mss. of the

Gathas.

To my mind, 4S.1
1
be husditis vdstravail! ... drdgvd.d.ibis xrurdis

ramqm ddnti requires the emendation of ramqm to *r3tnam because of

the surrounding terms drdgvoxhbis xrurdis; cf. 29.1-2. The reading

ramqm has been introduced owing to the similarity of 29.10b yd husottis

rdmqmcd ddt. Cf. similar mistake in Mss. to 43.10e aesdm dydt, with

var. aeiidimm which has been evoked from the like sounding parallel

44.20c aesamdi data. Likewise, 48.7a maesamo (ni).dydtqm paiti rsmsm

(paitl) .syddum shows that *idnwm must also be introduced into 49.4a

aesdimm mradan rdmqmcd. The appearance of rdmqmcd is probably
to be ascribed to the process of generalization of a single form rdmqmcd
in the text, based on its first attestation at 29.10.

Lastly, note that 34. 1 Ic tdt's d mazda vidvaesqm dwoi alii for *vidvae$am

*8\voyahi (assim. oT*8\vayahi\ cf. dwornstd etc.) shows the undeniable

influence of 31.9a Owoi as as normalizing model. Also 29.1c add moi
sqsld vohu vdstryd for *vdstrd probably has been effected by Vr. 15.1

YdrDzyaium \5a vohu vdstrya. and iw in 30.2c ahmdiiw sazdydi stems from
5 1 .6c add iij sazdydi.

(4) Replacement or alteration of rare words byfrequently occurring types

Here the attempt is made to eliminate uncommon forms by

leveling in favor of common types. Thus, vidvanoi 31.3, vaedrind

34.7, hacSna 44.13 all have vars. vidvamnoi, vaedamnd, hacb~mnd,

which are modeled after the freq. med. parts, in -amna-, -am/io-.'The

forms £/vo43.S, usyd 43.15 and vaedyd 44.8 appear with vars. dydi, usvdi

and vaedyd i influenced by the common in Is. in -dydi, such as voizdydi

43.13. suidydi 44.2, tmnddidydi 44.8. Similarly, the hapaxes mazda9a
30.1, hdmo 31.7, mainis 31.15, 44.19, srdvahyeiti 32.6, d.hoiOdi 32.14,

myazdam 34.3, azo 43.14, madahyd 48.10, etc. show variants mazda
6wd, haomo. mainyus, sra vayeiti (source of long vocal ism in srdvahyeitil),

a hoi Qwoi, mizdjm, az3m, magahyd, which have been normalized after

forms better known elsewhere in the Gathas and the later Avesta.
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This process has also been responsible for the appearance of the
following forms in the antecedent archetype, tlyai 29.8 for *clya: this
form reveals the same effect of the infs. in -ttyfii (cL dvaitlvai 43.8 cited
above). Similarly, tiivunuwm 3 1 .20 for *tlyunumn is not to be considered
a case of false vocalization but rather as the attempt to introduce the
freq. part, ending -cmuuvn into the underlying form. Note that attested
ilimnumv can be the graphic representation of *ilyuvamnnm. which
would have resulted from this normalization.

imaui 32.14 for *mn,yc shows the influence of mraomi. as is also
attested in some Mss. to the passage. Ciroi 34.3 for "ami has been
leveled after the preceding perf. form ami 33.9: the same form has
been generalized into ami 50.5. Note that the old inf. survives in the
false division 2S.4li m7vi ;>airv for *m»n» aire (see above), /tow
43.12 lor *Jru.xsiitinC> has submitted to neighboring fraxsianam in nig.
43.14: cf. also frclxsn.vin 29.11. asisiis 44.9 for

'*
as.Litis has been

alfected by asi.sul 30.10. aslsi.vn 34.4. and ifaiityui (with var. daidyaj)
44.10 for "ilidyat has been modeled after the common yAv. opt. ttaidya't.

vulvacsqni 34.11 for *r/V/iw.wm shows inlluence of common rhyme
gen. ac.iqm etc. Furthermore, pisycinti 44.20 for *

PLs\vmti surely shows
the influence of sycinti YH. 37.2, 39.3, Y. 12.3. Note correct shape is

maintained in pLvyasti 50.2. which also appears with dominant var.
pisyasu evoked by 44.20.

In the same category of elimination of uncommon forms belongs
53.3a tnmca tu pourucistd for orig. */,w«i til: cf. hUntfi 33.7. 53.8 with
var. hSm til. Also vuotwjhc 28.11 for *vacai}iw, developed from
*vatwjhya

( = Ved. vacasya). which was drawn into the inf. type
vaenaijhe 32.10. acmujlw 46.7. 8, etc. Likewise, the freq. form
tldttt is the source of the introduction of the long vowel into 3pl.
data 44.20 for *ikihl and numzi/did 33.11 for *marottiam and the
opt. type tiyiima 30.9. liydtd 50.7 the source of the lona vowel in
visyaia 30.3, 6. muiuydid 45.1 1. y.v.izydtqm 48.5. etc. Agamrsupplanta-
lion of unusual forms through the processes of normalization after
common ones.

How far these changes are the results of unconscious processes and
how far they issue from the institution of direct redactional efforts
is often difficult to decide. In some instances, such as the uniform
appearance of ciroi in the text, the handiwork of the redactors seems
apparent. In other cases, however, it is unmistakable. Thus, in 45.3ab
jravaxsyd ... paoiirvinu yqm nidi ... vaocat, paowvim must clearly be
emended to fern. *paourvyqm to agree with filg. re!, yqm (sc. sasiim).
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The reason for ihe attested reading, however, becomes obvious when
we notice the fact that all of the other 4 exx. ofpaourvtm in the Ustavaiti

verse form (43.5, 8, 11, 44.2) appear similarly at the end of the verse

line. Therefore it seems rather obvious that a redaction of the text

equally introduced paourvtm in place of the abnormal *paourvyqm in

this special position at 45.3a. Of similar origins is the appearance of
haiQim in 5 1. 1 3a chena .wozaos IwiBim. where again a fern, form
*hai6yqm is needed in this passage to refer to preceding chena.

Observing the occurrence ofhaiQim likewise in line-final position at 31 .6,

we can probably attribute the reading luiiOtm in place of expected

*ltaiByqm to the normalizing activities of the redactors.

The clearest instance of their direct interference is found in the

examples of m.m da appearing in the Gathas. For there is no way that

the surviving reading 53.5b rn.vwa i mazdazdum can have arisen through

the repetition of preverbs except by the existence of an earlier form
of the phrase a's *mqscd t mazdazdum (modeled after 44.9b yam daenqm
yaozddnc). Likewise. 31.5b nuncd daidydi must repose on orig. *mqscd
daidydi iind 44.8b m.vuldidydi on *mqzddidydi, all parallel to inunqzdrdi

30.1. However, once the orig. form of 28.4a *mmx aire ... dadt> was
falsely divided into man gain' ... dade, as we noted above, the redac-

tion simply generalized the first form of the text throughout the

rest of the Gathas. This process thus parallels the generalization of

fro as unique tmesis form of* the preverb in these hymns on the basis

of its first attestation at 28. 1 lb fro.ma xisii. where the change of *frd

lo Jrd is phonetically motivated, although it is not proper at 33.13c

fro sp.mu'L 46.3b fro a.sahyd. 4(i.ll)e fro hiis.

Yet we can continue the argument. The repetition of orig. *fra in

33.8a frit nidi travdizdi'tm and 49.6a fro va fraOsyd must have occurred

before the phonetic development of *lrd to fro and its subsequent

generalization, otherwise there is no means to explain why fra~ is the

only form of the repeated preverb and why fro is the only normalized

form in tmesis. In this way we can distinguish at least two clear

levels of redacttonal activity and two clear levels of textual history.

The first involves the redactional procedure concerning the repetition

o\' preverbs. This must have taken place at a lime when the text

existed in a relatively archaic slate, for it is only at this period that

both 33.8a */rd nidi fravdizdum and 33.13c *fru Sfuvtld ... fvadaxiiaya

could be possible, as well as 53.5b *ma$va i mazdazdum. The second

level involves the generalization of the tmesis forms of the preverbs.

and this can only have occurred after the phonetically conditioned
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change oryrSto/ro (similarly, *apd > Upd. *ava > avo) and the false
division of *mmg aire to mm gaire had already been achieved This
represenis a period considerably later than the former one a time
when the oral Vulgate had already cxened substantia! interference
upon the older canonical written form or the text. It is probably durinu
the redactions activities of this later period that .such normalizations
as paourvim, haidim. ami etc. were accomplished, for in outlook thev
are not really different from the generalization concerning tmesis forms
ol the preverbs. Here too one should probably consider the discussion
of 3 1 .

1

6bJradaBai asp^zaiu, 32.3c ydis usnulum. 46.4c .v',7/.v svaoQundis
uhmmsto. 30.3a yd ySma xUifnnd usrviitzm found under the category
of false division. For they most likely show the effects of direct
redactional interference in the attempt to treat the older preceding *a
on the model of the repeated preverbs. Similarly, to this period belong
the redactional generalization of maihyd 28.2, 31.4 etc. and itiihvd
30 8. 34.1 etc. as piii.se forms, against the retention of older maihvacd
and nnbyacd. although the mechanism which motivated maibrt and
unhyo is not clear to me. Possibly 43.14b maihvd mazdd is the primary
locus.

To this same period I would ascribe the redactional changes of
didatijlw 43.11 lor perf. *cliUiiijhe and didarnsaid 46.7 for perf subi
*dddarnati {= Ved. dadharscni). which arise from the attempt to
introduce -/- mto the reduplicating syllable of uncommon forms
modeled after dhbrtza 44.15 didrayzd.duye 4H.7. jig^zat & 13 elc

'

Conversely, the change of *didyui to daidyai in 44J0 after well known
opt. dmSydf etc.: the word does not have a clear reduplicative character
Likewise, atpi dnbdvayai for aipi *hdvayai in 31.17 results from the
redactors' attempt to normalize the form after cbhaomd 30.6, dmmaotd
32.5, etc.: cf. hypercorreel dnhozaiii 44.6. dnbifzai,lul 47.6. drzgvd dnhis
29.2, 48.11. etc. Similarly, fasti 31.4, isasoil 50.2. isasqs 51 19 for
/.«/, *i.W//. */.s\/.v stem from the learned effort to indicate that these
lonns are related Lo common yAv. isaili etc. As usual, this attempt is
not systematically introduced [,« 30.1. 41A etc. remain) and falsely
applied in the hypercorrection of *lmai to hisasai at 32.13.

(5) The false combination offorms

This process is the reverse of the mechanism of false division, and
consists of the incorrect joining of words which surely were
separated in the original. Motivation usually arises from the similarity
with other segments of the same shape attested elsewhere in the hymns
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For the variants this effect can be observed in 29.1a ka ma (var. ksma)

rein/, 31.5b yehyd ma (yehyama), 32.3b mas yazaite (masyazaite),

32.7b yd jdyd (yajoya), 34.9c mas aid (masasa), 51.12b ururaosi asto

(ururaostastS), etc. In these examples the occurrences of kdmam 28.10,

liydmd 30.9, masya 32.4 etc., hddroyd 32.7 and isoyd 43.8, tasto 49.9

have exerted influence on the Ms. tradition.

The same effect has already taken place with regard to a number
of forms in the underlying ancestor of the surviving Mss. 46.4e fro.gd ...

carat should be divided into fro ga ... carat, since we are clearly dealing

with the idiom fra kar 'reveal, free
1

; cf. passage for disc. The combi-

nation results from the pressures of 49.6a fro.vd fraesya; also influence

of common fro.ma (mot). Likewise, 48.1a addis for older *ad dis

reflects the influence of the instr. forms andis 28.9, 32.15, 53.6, 8 and
avais 32.15, 44.15. And quite similar to this last example is 46.5a adqs

dritd for *a das dritd, undoubtedly affected by add 29.2, 30.10 and

add 44.4. The effect of forms such as uxsdno 46.3. maratdno 30.6, 32.12,

mqdrdno 32.13 brought about the false combination apano in 33.5b,

which stands in place of underlying *apa na i shall attain for us
1

. This

instance is of particular interest in that the false joining must have

occurred before the replacement of final -5 by -d in almost all poly-

syllabic words; cf. katdram a for *katdra ma in 44.12c discussed above,

which also supports this view, and note frdxsnana 29.11. Thus the

change must have been realized while *uxsdna. *maratdna etc. still

existed in the older recension of the Gathas.

Of similar origins is sax1

'an! 53.5 for *sax' an /"(older *sax* an /'), falsely

combined because of the existence of the loc. type casmaini 31.8,

45.8, with its vocalism adjusted according to x'-ang 44.3, 50.10. etc.

The compound visp5.muzislam 33.5 also has evoked matin, vista is 46.19

(both before the caesura) for *manS yistdis (older *manu vistdis).

Here one should notice the interesting detail that *mand vista is has

developed phonetically in the oral Vulgate to attested nutna.vistdis

in a way fully parallel to *savisto > savisto, *ovistI > avisti, etc.

In the instance of ddivyeinti hueana for *adt vyeinii hocand in 44.13d.

the combination stems from the rarity of the forms in question, for

the Mss. tend to blend together words of unusual character. Cf. variants

in 3 1.20b dytt tamunho (ayiiismanho), 44.4b ada nabdscd (adanabasca).

etc.

Finally, d.mdyastrd 30.9 reposes on orig. *« nidi (a)std and 43.7d

daxsdrdfarasaydi disci on orig. *daxsdr dfarose (d)disd. The history of

these changes is discussed in detail in the commentary.
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(6) Effects of the oral Vulgate

As Geldner carefully noted {1896, xlvii), the Mss. of the Gathas
reveal in obvious fashion the encroachment ofan oral Vulsate recension
upon the older written version or the text, a situation" arising from
the fact that the scribes who copied the Mss. undoubtedly knew these
hymns by heart and frequently adjusted the Ms. read incs" before them
according to their memorized version or the Vulgate text!" Unmistakable
signs of the Vulgate influence are seen first in the incursion of yAv.
types into the Ivlss. which reflect modern pronunciation. This can be
found in the variants to aojonghvat 28.6 (var. aojorjhvat aojanhvat)
clvaem 2S.6 (tbaesa). tvnm 28.1 1 (ium\ frasahyo 29.5 (-sabvo). vijmnyat
44.1

1
(vljimyat). etc.. as well as the modern forms which already have

penetrated into ihe reconstructive text. Cf. Jsumue 29.5 (: jsuvcmicwcu
29.6). m5/jA/29.IO(:/H5/W/H 31.8 etc.), vaurayd 31.3 (: vaurmniaicin^)
jimaiti 48.2 ( : Jamaiti 30.8). etc.

Secondly, the influence of the Vulgate is noticeable in the expected
.oral processes of (a) haplology and contraction, (b) vacillation or
hesitation in similar vocoid complexes. Type (a) developments can
be observed in the Mss. at 31.1c zrazclc) cujiwn (var. zarazdflijhan).
31.1>a purasa aval (parasEivat). 33.10c volul uxsvd (vohuxSya), 417c
kahyd ctht (kahyahl). 47.1ab mamnjha hard (manarjhaca), 'sasmmum
48.3 (sasnam). mlvuyaenm 49.6 (sravaema), etc. Type (b) appears in
jasaetam 30.4 (jasaitam). wihyo 30.8 etc. (taeibyo), Sam 33.5, 43.3.
46.16 (sail? saiti seill etc.). asdime 32.10 etc. (asaone).

Recognition of the effects of type (a) already accomplished in the
underlying archetype is essential in the following instances. Clear
haplology appears in vairyci 43.13 for *vairyaycl hzvii 46.1 for *luhnca,
and 46.2c wazoi loi a it avaena for *garazui toi a a it avaend. These
emendations are essential to improve defective meter. Likewise
contraction must be acknowledged in yclhi 46.14, which reposes
on *ya ahi. a change which both improves the meter and allows a
sensible interprelaiion of the passage. Similarly, the contraction seen
in sravayaema 49.6 (sravaema) has already had profound effects on the
shape of most opt. forms in the Gathas. Thus, zaranaemd 28.9, atjhava
32.16 and xSaya 50.9 have developed from *zaf<ndyaemd. *d hdva(i)vd
and *xsaya(i)ya. again forms required on metrical grounds. Note
the same origins for the forms A-.we.fa Y. 8.5 and xsaeta YH. 41 2
apaemd YH. 41.2. zaemd YH. 41.4, which derive from \xsavaesa and
*xsayaeta (: xtoyete). *apayaemd (: apayeiti), *zayoemd (:' ivizayaOd
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53.7). And, in parallel fashion, sravima 2S.7 (= *srdimd; cf. cavisf 51.15

for *cdis() has developed from older *sravoima; cf. var. sravaema, which

is a modernization. Thus we must posit a general tendency to contract

the parallel sequences *-ayai- > -ai- (== -ae-C-, -ay-V-) and *~avoi- >

-oi-.

Preferable readings or emendations based on type (b) are required

in pardsaite 31.12, parDsaite 31.13 and hSmyasaite 33.1 for *hdm.yasaete

(vocalism of attested reading affected by yasd 28.1, S, etc.). These

suggestions all conform to the general confusion seen in the variants.

Returning a moment to the question of contraction, it is perhaps

to avoid the possible effects of this process thai the attested reading

45.7d utayutd yd ndrcis for utayutd *d iwrqs developed. But in this

example we might be able to ascribe the false reading to normalization

after the rel. pron. which appears so frequently in this position

following the caesura. Possibly the var. huhml encountered in 34.5a

yaBci vd ahmi also stems from an unconscious attempt to anticipate

the h of ahmi, in order to create an effective hiatus tilger capable of

preventing the tendency towards contraction. Cf. in the Mss. the type

5 1. 12c hyat hoi im (var. him; but probably a preservation form).

The existence of this oral Vulgate beside the older Ms. tradition

has resulted also in a definite tension between the two recensions

with regard to forms which were possible in pronunciation and forms

which could not be written because of existing orthographic restrictions.

The forms in question are naturally those involving sequences of the

semivowels *-/V- and *-uv- (and their combinations), and for the most

part, the problem of indicating proper meter was accomplished by

the use of the vowel a. fundamentally employed as a syllable marker

in the written version of the text. We see this practice in the Ms. variants

to zavistyaijho 2S.9 (var. -tayarjho), tvSm 28.11 (tvaarn, i.e. tavam).

civaitli 29.5 for *divaidi (davaidi), vdstryaecd 29.6 (vastrayaeca), dyai

29.8 (dayai). jvdmahi 31.2 (javamahl), jvanto 31.3 (javanto). etc.

The observation of this practice now allows us to correctly evaluate

some critical readings. Thus, with regard to bvat 30.9, hvairi 30.10,

bvaintl 33.10, all with var. hov-, the readings beginning with bv- are far

preferable, since they can be interpreted as *buvat etc. and exactly

compared with the Ved. subj. blu'ivat. The correct forms also require

us to consider bavat 2S.II as the graphic representation of *buvat as

well. Similarly, davqscind 31.10 can be the graphic representation of

*duvqscind, and the word can therefore be related to Ved. ditvas-,

a help in understanding the passage.
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If we consider the question of the Vulgate in broader term, thefollowing points can be mentioned. The text of the Gathas recon-
struct* e Irom the extant Mss. already shows considerable influenceofa Vulgate text. Apart from the defective forms just discussed

andthieb™ ?; °7' ^^ *"* "* hapl°l0gy :lnd con»™-"and which must be also projected back into the antecedent archetype
Jie reconslrucle tex , of lhe hymM^ ^^^^
e,cf ,nd i„°,',

n penelriluo

?
°rmodern rorms «yp« ./««»/. yfe.«,tf.

etc.) and ,n the many examples of phonetically conditioned readinas
(
ype./ra,„„. abasso.hva. dr^vS,blvs for P,e-redactional ^iWfe
Wh ,

W1°SC
;'

Ppeari
!

l,Ce is likewisc ewninteed for the ancestor Ms'What does h,S archetype then represent? As 1 view the matter, thearchetype orour extant Mss.. or the earlier Mss. Irom which i, directly
derives, must represent the attempt ,o reconcile an archaic written

;?°L°e 'r ?">
Wi"la li

.

urgically empl0
-ved— Si°" ofite

text whoscchiel characteristic, ol course, was .he consistent protraction
of a,| lnn

,
vowds When this special redaction was achieved is v ry

difficult to determme. Tor its subsequent history mus, have been inmany ways parallel to the history of the text of the hymns we canm he extant M SS . That is to say. this older text must have beensub eel to a constant attack on the forms i, contained by consciousand unconscious processes and influences parallel to those which wehave JUS . described in the preceding pages. In view ofsuch a history and
various effects occurring during i,s development, it is remarkablethan* great a part ol the Gathas ha., survived for us in uncorrtipted

Till- TRANSLATION

Jder'V ,"?'T
' ranSlali0n 0l' UlC G5,haS

- '
have ^deavored torender as literally as possible the grammar and syntax of the

original text, while attempting to still maintain a reasonable deeree orimmediate readability. Where there has been a departure from th
onginal, usually to avoid the cumbersome sequences of relative clauses-countered ,„ the hymns, this fact is mentioned in lhe com^
ansLlTTTT'^ ^ ^ a,S° been dev° ted >° "teransation of mdividual words which, whenever possible appearranslated with only one English equivalent. Again, any variantom this practice is fully justified in the following commentary b aborough study of the employment of such terms in the hymns intheir diffenng contexts. All these efforts, of course, have been made
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in the desire to allow the text to speak for itself, for it is our primary
task to interpret what the text itself says, not to project our inter-

pretations into it. However, some notes have been appended to the

translation whose purpose is to supply certain fundamental ideas

occasionally left unexpressed by Zarathustra in his poetry and to

explain some basic notions reappearing in the hymns. The latter

have been added for the aid of those who might wish to consult the

translation without any philological interest in the text or commentary.
For them I have also normalized the transcriptions of proper names
encountered in the translation, and I have adopted the same procedure

in the introductions to the individual hymns found at the beginning

of the commentary on each Gatha.

Tl-IE COMMENTARY

My chief aim in the commentary has been to discuss the difficult

problems of the syntax ol" the Gathas, while adding my views on the

truly thorny issues of grammar and vocabulary. This end I have tried

to achieve through a thorough and impartial investigation of the

important material in the hymns, in the attempt to avoid the usual

polemics which have characterized many investigations of these

remarkable poems. With this view in mind, I have omitted a good deal

of negative criticism of ideas and interpretations which I have rejected,

for it became clear that this work could never have been completed

if a discussion of every alternative suggestion had been presented and

evaluated in its turn. In the interest of economy, I also have not

repeated the many well known examples of textual parallels existing

between the Gathas and the Rigveda, since these are readily available

in the works of Humbach (1959, 11) and Schlerath (1968a, II).

New examples, however, have been included where they have been

overlooked by previous studies.

My own efforts with regard to the question of parallel passages has

been concentrated in other directions. In the first place, I have stressed

the appearance of contrasting or antithetical statements and ideas

appearing throughout the Gathas, because I believe that these notions

belong to Zarathustra's fundamental philosophy and therefore are

often of importance in establishing the exact interpretation of passages

whose meaning is not clear when approached independently. Secondly.

I have tried to signal as far as possible the thematic parallels existing

in these lyrics, that is, instances in which Zarathustra expresses the

same underlying idea through the technique of paraphrase or through
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other means of variation and amplification. For. as mentioned at
the beginning of this introduction, the messaue of the Gathas is
remarkably uniform and consistent in both outlook and expression
and m this light, the indication of thematic parallels is a productive
instrument in assessing the meaning or many a passaae whose inter-
pretation ,s uncertain at first glance. The usual method "of presentation
of these thematic parallels is to gather and treat them toaciher in one
Place in the commentary, while signaling this place of discussion at
the other points in the text where the individual parallels appear
This indeed is the general technique of presentation in the commen-

tary with regard to all matters under consideration and inveslmalion
Thus for example, an indication such as cfi 30.7 almulica jam, etc'
signifies that the pertinent material for the interpretation of the text
is presented ,n the commentary on Y. 30.7. in the paraemph beeinnin.
almmuv ja.sa,. Where such indications have been reerettabW overt
looked, the parallels can nonetheless be found ihroimh ihe aid of the
index locorum. which signals line by line the places iin the commenlarv
where each text citation has been mentioned.
An introduction precedes the commentary on each Gatha. wherein

I have attempted to explain the contents of the hvmn and lo aive
indications orwho is addressed by Zanuhmira and for which purple
ruthermore. I have tried to emphasize in these introductions the moral
and ethical character of Zarathustn.'s teachings, which, to mv mind
has been seriously neglected in the recent misplaced lascinaifon with
the ritualistic background or these exalted lyrics. It may be true
that the prophet has emerged from a society actively enaaaed in the
performance or the traditional cultic rites, and that by tipbrfnaina and
training he had inherited the techniques and crafts of this ritualism
which reveal themselves in the signposts of his vocabulary and in 'the
general character of his poetic art, but above all this, the focus and
emphatic insistence of the prophet's hymns are directed towards
a purpose and unity of thought which oppose the empty, mechanical
methods or the ritual. In contrast, I see the extraordinary contribution
of Zarathustra in the profound realization that man can both serve
and honor god more meaningfully in the enactment of '.he lordly
principles of truth and good thinking among his fellow men than
in the awesome reverence founded upon fear and dread. It is true
that god merits praise and worship, but chiefly so because he created
and offeree

I

to his people those instruments or good which can in
turn offer dignity and happiness in the world or man. If the world
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is to be saved, this can only happen if man responds to man in

accordance with those lofty principles which god founded and

represents and which man must uphold in determination and spirit.
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Yasna 28

1

.

ahya yasa mmayha ustdnazasw rafaSrahvd
mamyaus mazda paourvlm spamahyd aid vispang syaoGana
vayhaus xratum mcmcujho yd xsnavisd gauscd urvanam

2. yS vd mazda ahura pairi.jasdi vohu manaijha
maibyo ddrdi ahvd astvatascd hyaicd mananhd
ayaptd asal Iwcd ydis rapanto daidit xra8re

3. jvi vd asd ufydm mtmascd vohu apaourvtm
mazdqmca ahttram ycwibyn xsadramcd ayzdnvamnam '

varndaiti annaiiis d nidi rafaSrdi zavangjasatd

4. ya urvanam 2 man gairc 2
vohu dude haOrd mananhd

astsca syaoQananqm vklus mazda ahurahyd
yavui isdi luvucd aval xsdi aesc asahvd

'

-i. asd kai Qwu darasdni manascd vohu vacdanvw
gd tinned aJuirdi savisrdi saraosam mazda

i

and mqOra mazistam vduroimaidi xrafstrd hizvd

6. vohu gaidi mananhd ddidi asd da daragdvu
arasvdis tu uxddis mazda zaraOustrdi aojon^hvat rafano
ahnunhyacc, ahura yd daihisvato dvaesa taurvavdmd 3

^
K..T,: cf\ ayzonawmnam Mf2 .

" read nmig aire.

read tcmnama.
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1

.

With hands outstretched in reverence of him, (our) support, the

spirit virtuous through truth, I first entreat all (of you), Wise One 1

,

through this act, for (that) through which Thou mayest satisfy the

determination of (my) good thinking and the soul of the cow 2
.

2. I who shall serve all of you, Wise Lord, with good thinking, to

me are to be granted the attainments of both existences — yes, of

matter as well as of mind — those attainments befitting truth through

which one might set Thy supporters in happiness.

3. I who shall eulogize all of you as never before — thee, o truth,

and good thinking and the Wise Lord and (those others 3
) for whom

piety 4 increases their unharmable rule — come ye to my calls for

support.

4. I who thoroughly bear in mind to uplift myself with good thinking,

and who knowingly bear in mind the Wise Lord's rewards for (our)

actions 5
, as long as I shall be able and be strong, so long shall I look

in quest of truth.

5. Truth, shall I see thee, as I continue to acquire both good thinking

and the way to the Lord? With a fierce tongue we would turn the

greatest obedience to the most powerful Lord through the following

prayer

:

6. "Come Thou together with good thinking. Along with truth, grant

in accordance with Thy lofty words. Wise One, the long-lived gift of
strong support to Zarathustra and to us. Lord, through which we shall

overcome the enmities of the enemy 6 "'.

I Also intended are truth and good thinking, who appear in the company of Ahum
Mazda {the Wise Lord) throughout this hymn,

: The soul of the cow, or the cow alone, is the good vision, a view of the world
governed by truth and good thinking. Cf. introd. to Y. 29.

3 Namely, the other good and enduring values which the Wise Lord represents.
II That is. the piety of the faithful.
5 he they good or had. The intention is that a man shall be rewarded according to

his actions at the moment of judgment.
" The enemy is deceit and its followers, the deceitful ones, who have ruined the

present world.
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7. daidi asa lam asfm vcujhzus dyapid manmjha
doidi lu a rmaite visiaspai iSam maihydcd

'

dastu mazzdd xsaydcd n7 v$ mq0rd srovima - rada

8. vahiSitm 6ud vahisia ySm ftW wAa,fl
-

/if/r^m
flA«rw» vmr? .wf naraifarasaoStrai maibvaca
yae&yasca it nvjhaijhdi vfspdi yave vtyhSuS mcmatjho

9. anais va noil ahurd mazda * ^mcr;« r*™,™,* *m« hyat vahisizm yf,i vS y6i6»md dasme stutam
n/r.7m zavi&ty&ijho isd xsaBrtmca savayhqm

1 0. at ys„g asciatca vdistd vayhtusca dating manmjha
artlhviing mazda ahurd aeihyo pzrmd dpandis kanwm
at ,, xsnuiihyd asund vacdd x >aiaidyd vaintyd sravd

1

1
• yS dis aszm nipdijhe mamtsvd valid vavaeidite

tv,vv mazda ahurd frd.md slsd Onahmdt vaocanhe*
mamynus hoed Ou-d ^jhd yais d anhus paauruyd havat*

A
read swima. from orig. sravoima: ct mmwma K
omit. 4 '

* read zartmayaema (mcir. zarnavavnw).
omi{.

(

B rcad v"caijhi\ from orig. rm-ai/hva.
" for /w«/.
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7. Give, o truth, this reward, namely, the attainments of good

thinking. Give thou, o piety, power to Vishtaspa 7 and to me. And do

Thou give, Wise Ruler, that promise through which we may hear of

your solicitude (for us).

8. Thee, Best One, the Lord who art of the same temperament with

the best truth, do I lovingly entreat for the best for Frashaoshtra 8
, the

hero, and for me, and (for those others 9
) to whom Thou shall grant

it, the best for a whole lifetime of good thinking.

9. May we not anger all of you, Lord, by these entreaties — not Thee

and the truth and that thinking which is best — we who are organized

in the offering of praises to you. (But) ye are the strongest, (and)

to mighty ones (like you) belong the powers and the mastery t0
.

10. Therefore, those whom Thou dost know. Wise Lord, to be just

and deserving in conformity with truth and good thinking, for them do

Thou fulfill their longing with these attainments. For I know that

words deriving from good purpose and from love are not to be left

wanting by you.

11. Thou who dost guard truth and good thinking for eternity in

accord with the following things, do Thou, Wise Lord, instruct me (in

these very things) through the eloquence befitting Thy spirit and with

Thine own mouth, the things by means ofwhich the foremost existence s '

shall come about here.

" Prince Vishtaspa was Zarathustra's pa iron, who accepted the prophet and founded

the first community of true adherents to Z.'s message.
B Frashaoshtra and his brother Jamaspa were noblemen in the circle of Vishtaspa.

Jamaspa, so tradition tells, was adviser to the prince and married Pourucista. one of Z.'s

•'"
- dauahters . C I'. Y . 53 .3-4

.

V'\'. 4
9 among the faithful

'.

''.*
\

""! 1D
to grant these requests.

11 The foremost existence is the time when deceit and its forces shall be destroyed

and the rule of truth and uood ihinkinc shall reian in the world.
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Yasna 29

1

.

xsmaibyd gtus una garazdd kahmdi ma duarozdum kS met tasat
a ma aeszmo hazascd rmo (d)hisdvd (bvzsca ' uivisca
no,t nidi vasta xsmai anyo add mai sqsid vohu vdstryd 2

2. add tasa gSitS parasol asm kaQd toi gavoi rams
hyat him data xsayanw hadd vdstrd gaoddvo Bu-axw
km, hdi usra ahurmi ya dragvo.dahis avsamam vdddydit

3. ahmcli aSa noit sarajd advaeso gavoi paithnravat
avaesqm noit viduye yd Samite ddrang arasvd,/ho
hdtqm hvo aojisto yahmdi zavang jimd karaditsd

4. nutzdd sax'arS mairisto yd zi vdvarazoi pairi.cidit
daevdiscd masydiscd yded varasaite aipUiBir
hvo viciro ahum add /;> atjhat yaGd hvo vasal

5- at vd ustdndis ahvd zastdis frinanvul ahurdi.d
ma urvd gmtscd azyd hyat mazdqm dvaidi* fwsdbyd
noit arazDJybi frajyditis noit fiuyerne dragvasil pain

omit ca.
2
read vasira.

3
for divaidi.
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Yasna 29*

1

.

To ail of you l

the sou! of the cow 2 lamented : "For whom did ye
shape me? Who fashioned me? (For) the cruelty of fury and violence,

of bondage and might, holds me in captivity. I have no pastor other
than you. Therefore appear to me with good pasturage".

2. Thereupon the fashioner of the cow 3 asked truth : "Is thyjudgment
for the cow to be in this way? Ifye ruling ones have placed her (on earth),

there should always be cow-caring zeal by a pastor. Whom do ye wish to

be her master, one who might destroy thefury (caused) by the deceitful
?"

3. To him they replied through truth: "There is no help free of
enmity for the cow. Of yonder beings, that strongest one is not to

be found through whom the lofty are to activate the lowly 4
, to whom

I of ready ear shall come at his calls".

4. "The Wise One is the first to heed His agreements with both gods
and men. those which He indeed openly brought about and those which
He shall bring about in secret. He is the decisive Lord. As He shall wish it,

so shall it he for us".

5. Thus 3
. indeed, did we two continue to pray to the Lord with

outstretched hands — namely, my self and that of the fertile cow —
that we might dispose the Wise One to the questions : "Is there to

be no future for the man who lives honestly? No future for the man who
breeds cattle 6 among the deceitful?"

The verses should properly follow the sequence 1-3, 6-9. 4-5, lO-lf.

immortal mws. Here Ahura Mazda, truth, good thinking and the virtuous spirit
are the personages addressed.

; That is. the good vision: cf. Y. 28, fn 2.
-1 The fashioner of the cow is the virtuous spirit.
4 The lofty are the heavenly, immortal ones: the lowly are the mortals on earth.
s Namely, with the preceding prayer contained in verse 4.
" Metaphor for the truthful man who increases the flock of the faithful.
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ho// c/evf? n/m m/o /i««/o ra///.v a.ra/tv7 Aocg
at zf Owa Jxityanfaced vdxtrydicd Owomxtd (alam

7. tarn dzuiois ahurd nuiOvam ictxat astl hazaoxo
mazcld guvoi .xxYidnmcd hvo uruxacihyo spunto xdxnayd
kasw rohii muuuijhd yn i cfdydf naava marjtaeihyd

8. ami nidi kid visid y* nS aero xdxnd guxaiii

zaraOuxira xpitdmd h\v n? mazcld raxn axdicd
carahnraBru xnlrayajhe hyat hoi huchnwm c/ydi

5 vaxadrahvd

9. a tea gaits urrd raoxtd yn anaesam ^.xxtutn mane* rdcbm
rdcim turns axurahyd yb~m a raxnmi ixd ..xsaOrim

katid yard hrd aijhat y,i hoi tlatlat zaxiavat avo

10. yitznm ac'ihyd ahurd aogd daid am xxaOmmcd
aval vohu ntaiuitjhd yd hu&v'ti.s ramqmed eld I

uzanwii ahyd mazild Swum nfiijhf paourvim vaechm

1 1

.

kudd as.im rohuvd mtmo .xxaQrnmcd at
1ma nutxd 1

\-uznui mazild Jhlxxn.vii) H mazo i magaiM paiti.zdnaid
ahurd mi nd avara *nhmd rdtoiT yuxmdvatqm

* read at5.
5

rejid tiyu. for <Uya.

H , : read .xxnuni tmna.

read rnqm ti.sa (*mam ana).
s
J 2 . Mr,.

'' read ohma.ra lot's.
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6. Thereupon the Wise Lord, the Knowing One, spoke these solemn

words by reason of His attentiveness : "A master has not been found

by a single one (of us), nor a judgment which indeed befits truth.

However, the shaper did fashion thee for both a cattle-breeder and a

pastor
1 ".

7. The Wise Lord, who is of the same temperament with truth,

fashioned that promise of butter and milk 8
for the cow. He is virtuous

to the needy in accord with His commandment. (He said :)
il Who has

(been found) by thee, good thinking, who might give these things to the

mortals below?"

8. "This 9 one
t . Zarathitstra Spitama, has been found by me here

to be the only one who has given ear to our commandments. He wishes,

Wise One, to recite hymns of commemoration for us. and for truth,

if he might receive for himselfsweetness ofspeech".

9. But thereupon the soul of the cow wept :
*7 who have recognized

that my caretaker is powerless, (merely) the voice of a man without

might, although I wish him to be one who possesses rule through power
— when, during my lifetime, shall that person appear who shall give

help and hand 10
to hiniT*

10. "Lord 11
,
grant ye to these (mortals) strength and the rule of

truth and ofgood thinking, by means of which one shall create peace and

tranquility
11

. I have indeed recognized the first possessor of this to be

Thee, Wise One"

.

\\. "Where 1 * are truth and good thinking and where their rule?

Yes, come ye now to me. Wise One, do ye acknowledge those fit for

the great task! Lord, (come) now to us down here in consequence of our

gift for you 1 A'\

7 Mcuiphor for the truthful man who devotes his care to prospering the good
vision.

H The promise of butter and milk refers to the preceding words of Ah VI. in verse

- ._„{:.:-! 6 which reassure the cow that there will be those who will care for her. Butler and

•_<-.'i:^"y.. milk is a metaphor for strength and prosperity.

t'&S&Mi '' Good thinking answers.

"i-rf.'^:
''-, ,a That is. assistance.

"-
jf- Jk;

;

',-. u
' l Zara ihus tra suppi icates .

ifc3tfj^5i-l!
' : That is. in place of the current cruelly, fury, violence, etc.

.'.' 1J Zarathustra continues.

- - !a Namely, the gift of piety and faith.
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1. at id vaxsya isanw yd mazdddd hyatcit viduse

staotava ahurai yesnyded vaijhaus manatjho

humqzdrdi 1 2 asd yeca 2 yd raovabis darasaid urvdzd

2 . sraaid gaus.fiis vah isid avacuaid sued manaijhd
dvarand vfciQahyd naram naram x'aliydi tanuye

para maza yaijhd ahmdi na 3 sazdydi haodanlb pain

3. at la mainru paouruye yd yamd x'afand asrvdiam*
manahied 5 varahied syaoQanoi hi vahyo akamed
dscd hudaijho aras visydid noit duzddijho

4. afed hyat to ham mainyu jasaetam paourvim dazde
gaemva a/rdilimed yadded aijhaf apamam aijlms

,.}1
ovisto dragvatqm at asdline vah istarn mono

5. aya main iva varaid ya dragvd avisto varazyd

asam mainyus span isto ya xraozdistang asano vaste

yaeed xsnaosan ciimram luiiOydis syaoOandis [moral mazdqm

6. aya noit aras visyfitd daevdeind hyat is d.dabaomd"
parasmanUng updjasat hyat varandtd aeistam mono
at aesamain handvdrantd yd hqnayan ahum maratano

2 rend asayeca. from oriu. asclytua.
3 omit.
"* rend o svvatntn.
f omit r«.
h
read a (bhaonuh
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1. (to the adherents). Yes, to those (of you) seeking \ I shall speak

of those things which are to be borne in mind — even by one who
already knows -— through both praise and worship for the very Wise

Master of good thinking and for truth, which tilings are to be looked

upon in joy throughout your days,

2. Listen with your ears to the best things. Reflect with a clear

mind — man by man for himself— upon the two choices of decision,

being aware to declare yourselves to Him before the great retri-

bution 2
.

3. Yes, there are two fundamental spirits, twins which are renowned

to be in conflict. In thought and in word, in action, they are two : the

good and the bad. And between these two, the beneficent have correctly

chosen, not the maleficent.

4. Furthermore, when these two spirits first came together, they

created life and death, and how, at the end, the worst existence shall

be for the deceitful but the best thinking 3 for the truthful person.

5. Of these two spirits, the deceitful one chose to bring to realization

the worst things. (But) the very virtuous spirit, who is clothed in the

hardest stones *\ chose the truth, and (so shall those 5
) who shall satisfy

the Wise Lord continuously with true actions.

6. The gods fa did not at all choose correctly between these two, since

the deceptive one 7 approached them as they were deliberating. Since

they chose the worst thought, they then rushed into fury, with which

they have afflicted the world and mankind.

1 to know.
1 This is the lime of Ihe final judgment.
3 Best thinking here is an abbreviation for the House of Besi Thinking, a metaphor

for heaven.
* Intention is thai truth is enduring and unchanging like sione.
5 among you mortals.
6 Cf. Y. 32, fn L
7 The evil spirit spoken of previously.
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1. ahmdicd xsadrd jasai mcmaijha voliu asaca

at lohrpam uiayiiitis daddt anna iris qnmci

aesqm idi
1 a aijhat yaBa ayaijhd* dddndis paoitruyo

S. atca yada aesqm kaena jamairi aenaijhqm

at mazda laihyo xsaOram vohu manatjha vdi.vidaite"*

aeibyo saste alntrd yoi asdi dadan zastayo drujim

9. afeci mi vaem fiydmd yoi imfavasam karanaon ahum
mazdasea ahuriiijho a.mayastro l0 harand asaca

hyat ' l hu&ra mand ' l

bvat ' 2 yaBrd cistis aijhat maeOa

10. add zi avd drujd (avd) hvairi 13 skandd spayaBrahyd

at asista yaojame d husilitis vaijimts mamnjho
nwzdd ascitis

md i xl yd i zazanti vaijhau sra vah i

I I
. hyat id urvd'td sasaBd yd mazdd daddt masydtjlw

x'iticd nmfiii hyaicd daragam dragvo.dabyd rasa

savacd asavahya at aipi id is aijhairi usid

" read phi.
a omii.
9 Jp

t . cf. vomdaue J 2 .

10
read a mot (u)xia.

1
' read huQrcj.imnui.

12
Pt 4 . MT,. etc.

,3
J,.
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7. But to this world He 8 came with the rule of good thinking and

of truth, and (our) enduring piety gave body and breath (to it).

He shall be here for the protection of these (faithful), just as He shall

be the first (to do so) during the requitals with the (molten) iron
9

.

8. (to the Wise Lord). And thus, when the punishment for these

sinners shall come to pass, then, for Thee, Wise One, shall the rule

of good thinking be at hand, in order to be announced to those,

Lord, who shall deliver deceit into the hands of truth.

9. Therefore may we be those who shall heal this world! Wise One

and ye other lords, be present to me with support and with truth, so

that one shall become convinced even where his understanding shall

be false
10

.

10. For then shall descend the destruction of the prosperity of

deceit, and there shall be yoked from the good dwelling place of good

thinking 1

1

the swiftest steeds l2
,
which shall race ahead unto the good

fame of the Wise One and of truth.

11. (to the adherents). Men, when ye learn those commandments

which the Wise One has posed, when ye learn (there is) both a way of

easy access and one with no access, as well as long destruction for

the deceitful but salvation for the truthful, then each one (of you)

shall abide by (all) these commandments. Wish it so.

S£ir$ H Ahura Mazda, the Wise Lord.

'Csii&M
'' The lesl of truth during the final judgment.

-_•?:;. ?* iq concerning our ultimate goo!.
'.' " .'?' ' l Metaphor for the community of the faithful and the truthful.

'. ".' >.
l2 Metaphor for the faithful and truthful themselves.
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1

.

id va urvdt/i nuimnid agustd vacd sanghamahi
aeibyo yoi urvdtdis cirujo asahya gaeBa vhmrancaite
atcit aeibyo vahisia yoi zrazdd aijhan mazddi

2. ye=i ciis no if urvane adva ' aihi.cforn.ua vativa
at va vispv/tg ciyoi

2
yada ratum ahuro vae'dd

mazda aya qsayd yd asdl luted jvdmahi

3. yam da malm* aBrava asaca cois rdnoibva xstmtam
hyat urvatmn cazddntjhvadahyd tat ,w mazda vidvandi vaocd
htzva Bwahyd ctijlid yd jvantd vixpSng vdurayd

4. yada asam zavim 3
aijhan mazddscd ahunujho

asha armain vahisia isasd
a
manatjhd

.

maibyd xsaOram aqjdnghvut ychyd varadd vanaemd drujim

"5. lat mot viriciydi vaocd hyat mdi asd data vahya
viduye win! manatjhd mancd daidydi yehyd ma arasis
tacit mazda ahum yd noil va atjhai atjhaiti va

6. ahmdi atj/utt vahistam ya mdi vidva vaocdt haidim
mqOram yfnt haurvatdta asahya amaratdiasca
mazddi aval xsaOram hyat hoi vain, vaxsai manatjhd

1 read adva.
2
for a.iyoi.

read zavya. Tor orig. zuviya.
4
read isa.
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1. (to the immortal ones). Heeding these commandments of yours,

we do teach those words l which have gone unheard by those who,

by reason of the commandments of deceit, continue to destroy the

creatures of truth, but indeed are the best words for those who
shall be faithful to the Wise One.

2. (to the adherents). If the better course for the soul has not been

seen through these words, then let me lead all of you in which way the

Wise Lord knows (to exist) that judgment between the two alternatives

by which we are going to live in accordance with truth.

3. (to the Wise Lord). That satisfaction which Thou hast created

for both factions 2 together with Thy spirit and hast promised (to

them) through fire and truth 3
, that commandment which is for Thy

adherents — speak. Wise One, with the tongue of Thine own mouth,
in order for us to know (all) that, by means of which I might convert

all the living.

4. (to the adherents). When I. might call upon truth, the Wise One
and the other lords

4
shall appear; also reward and piety. (And)

through the very best thinking I shall seek for myself their rule of

strength, through whose growth we might conquer deceit.

5. (to the Wise Lord). Speak Thou, in order for me to discern that

very good thing which has been created for me by truth, in order for

me to know and to bear in mind with good thinking (that thing) of

which I am to be the seer. Even those things, Wise Lord, which either

shall not be or shall be.

6. (to the adherents). The best shall be for him, the knowing man,

who shall tell me the real precept concerning the truth of His

completeness and immortality : "Such is the rule for the Wise One that

one shall increase it for Him through good thinking".

1 of your precepts.
1 Namely, the truthful and the deceitful.

s That is, at the time of the final judgment.
* Here, truth and good thinking.
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7. vasta mama paouruyo raocahis roiOwan xld6rd
hva xraQwa dam is asam yd ddrayat vahistam mono
la mazda mainyu uxsyo yS a nuramdt ahtira homo

8. at Owa manghi paourvim mazda yazum stdi manaijhd
vaijhaus ptaram 5 manatjlw hyat 6wa ham casmaini (hanjgraham
luiidim asahyd damtm aijhaus ahwarn syaoBanaesu

9

.

Owo i as amm it is Own a gaits tasd b
as xratus 6

mainyus 7 mazda afund In >at alhw / dada padqm
vastlyat va aire* ya va no it aijhat vastlya

10. a i hi aya fra varaid vastrim aIn -aijsuyantam
ahuram asa vai\am vaijhaus fsanghim nutnaijh

6

no it mazda avdstn 'd davascind 9 humaraid is haxstd

1 1

.

hyat na mazda paourvim gaeddsvd tasa daendstd
Owa manayha xrafused hyat as t vantarn dada ustanam

.. hyat syaadandca sanghqscd yadra varanang vase) ddyete

12. aOrcl vdeim haraiti miQahvucd va aras.vard va

vulva va avidvd vd ahyd zaradded manuijhdcd
dints.haxs .

cirmait is main\ >u parasa ite ' ° yaOrd maeQa

5 Jp,. Mr,. a . eic.
'' read as..xratus.
7
Jp

t , MT,.,. eic.
H

for u.iie.

9
for (hivqscina

10 K4 . Mf,.
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7. He who first thought thus, "They are to be joined with happiness

throughout their days", He created truth in accordance with this

very intention, by reason of which He has (also) upheld the very best

thinking.
\

(to the Wise Lord). Through this spirit
5
, Wise One, Thou art to

grow, Thou who, up to now indeed, hast been the same, Lord.

8. Yes, although Thou art the First One, I realized Thee to be
(ever) young in mind, Wise One, when I grasped Thee in a vision to be
the Father or good thinking, the real Creator of truth, (and) the Lord
of existence in Thy actions.

9. Thine was to be piety, Thine the fashioner of the cow, namely,
that spirit of great determination, when Thou didst grant the way to

her 6
to go either (to him who) shall act as pastor 7 or (to him) who

shall not be pastor (for her).

10. And, of these two, she 6 chose for herself the cattle-breeding

pastor to be her truthful master (and) the cultivator of good thinking 3
.

Wise One, never did the non-pastor share the friendship of her who
requires good attention.

11. Since Thou, Wise One, at the beginning, didst fashion for us

by Thy thinking creatures and conceptions and intentions, since

Thou didst create body and breath, since (Thou didst create) both
actions and words, (all these things) whereby a person with volition 9

expresses his preferences,

12. Therefore one raises his voice in accord with both his heart and
his mind, be he false-speaking or true-speaking, be he knowing or un-

knowing. (But) in due course, piety shall come to terms with one's
spirit where there has been opposition.

5 Thai is. through this very same spirit among men allied with truth and nood
thinking in this world.

6 The cow. i.e. the good vision.
" The truthful man.
B Good thinking among men is 'the pasture which sustains the cow' in the human

world.

That is. the man who is free to act; one who is not a slave and subservient
to the will of another.
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13.

14.

O.

.6.

17.

ydfrasa avisya yd va mazda parasaiie J J
lava

yS vd kasvus aenagho a mazistqm (a)yamaite bujim
la casmang Bwisra hard aibi asa ( aibi) .vaenahi vispd

Id 6wd parasd ahura yd zi diti 1

2

janghaticd
yd isudd dadante dadranqm hacd asdimo
yasca mazda dragvo.dabyd yada id oijlwn hankarata hvcu

parasa avat yd maenis

dus.syaoOandi ahura

vdsiryehya aenaijho

ya dragvdite xsadram hunahi
ya noit jyotum hanara vinos ti

pasaits virdatcd adrujyanio

parasd aval yada hva yS huddnus damanahyd xsadram
soidrahyd vd da/iyaus vd asa » *frada0ai asparazatd ' 3

6wavqs mazda ahura yada hva aijhat yd.syao8anascd

katdram cisavd va

vidvd vidif.sc mran til

zdi na mardd ahura

dragvd vd varanvoile mazy5
ma avidvd ciipi dahdvayai 14

vaijhaus fradaxstd mananho

1 S
.

ma.cis 1
* at va dragvoto mqOrqscd gusld sdsndscd

dzi damanam visam vd

dusitdcd marctkaecd

9. gusta ya manid asam

araiuxddi vatwjhqm

9\va dOrd suxrd mazda

sdiOram vd ddh'yum vd (d)ddt

add is sdzditm snaiOisd

ahum.bis vidvd ahura

xsayamnd hizvo vaso

vaijhau vidatd rqnavd

" K *,H "
1

- read a.aeri or a.adm.
read fradoOai.a spamzaiii.

14
read havayat.

13 read naecix.
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- t

• t

13. The open deliberation and the one which is deliberated in

secret, o Wise One, the person guilty of a small offense (and the one
who) shall receive a very great punishment — regarding with clarity

of vision, Thou dost look upon all these things with truth.

14. I ask Thee, Lord, about those things which indeed are coming
and shall come, namely, about which of the payments shall be taken

as claims from the truthful and which from the deceitful, Wise One,
and about how they shall appear when their readiness is at hand.

15. Likewise, I ask about which payments shall be (for him) who
shall promote the rule for the deceitful one of evil actions 10

, Lord,

for that one who finds no means of living apart from harming the

cattle and men of the undeceiving pastor.

16. Likewise; I ask about how that person shall be, namely, the

blessed one 1 ' who shall be eager to prosper the rule of the house or of

the district or of the land with truth, and about when he — someone
like Thee, Wise Lord — shall* appear and with which actions.

17. (Tell) which of the two? Does the truthful man or the deceitful

one turn to what is more important? Let the Knowing One l2 speak to

the knowing, (but) let not the unknowing person participate. Be for

us, Wise Lord, the revealer of good thinking.

18. No one at all who belongs to the deceitful (faction) has listened

to your precepts and instructions. For such a person has (already)

placed house and settlement and district and land in strife and destruc-

tion. Therefore cut these down with your weapon.

19. This knowing world-healer 13 has listened, he who has respected

the truth, Lord, being one who has mastery over his tongue at will

for the true speaking of the (proper) words when the distribution in

the good shall occur to both factions through. Thy bright . Tire !.*,.

Wise One.

10 The evil spirit.

'

'

The savior, the faithful man who is the incarnation of truth in this world.
12 Intended is Ahura Mazda himself.
13 Namely, Zarathustra.
la At the time of the final judgment.
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20. yd aval asavanam divanmam x

b

hoi aparam xsavo 1 7

daragam ayu tamaijhd dus.xyava&am avaetos va'co

tarn vo ahum dragvanto SyaoBanais x'ais daena naesat

21. mazda dadai ahuro hourvuid amaratatasca
bind is a asaliyclca .Vapaidydt xsaBrahya sard
vaijhaus vazdvara manaijho ya hoi mainyvsyaoBanaisca itrvaBo

22. ciBra i hucicujhc yadaml vaedanmai manaijha
vohu hvo xsaBrci asam vatwjha syaoBanaca hapii
hva toi mazda ahum vazistn aijhaiii aslis

"' read tkummm.
17

J 2 . K,. LUC.
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20. "Heaven/mess ls
shall be the future possession of him who shall

come to a truthful person (now) I6
. (But) a long lifetime of darkness,

foul food, the word woe — to such an existence shall your conception,

along with its (corresponding) actions, lead you, ye deceitful ones".

21. "The Wise Lord, in consequence of His abounding authority of
rule over completeness and immortality and over truth, shall give the

permanence of good thinking's alliance to him, the one who is His ally

in spirit and actions".

22. These things are clear to the beneficent man who accepts them
along with the effort in harmony with good thinking. He serves truth,

during his rule, with good word and good action. Such a person shall

be Thy most welcome guest, Wise Lord.

15 These next two verses are citations from Ahura Mazda's own words. They are
the precepts mentioned in verses 18 and 19.

16 Namely. Tor instruction in these truths.
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aliydcd xvaetus vasal ahyd varazanam men airyamnd
ahyd daeva mahmi manoi ahurahya urvdzamd mazda
Owai dutarjha aijhdmd tang ddraya yoi va daihisanti

aeihyd mazda ahuro saramno vohu manaijhd
xsadrdt hacd paiti.mraot asa hus.haxd x'anvdtd
spamqm va grmmtim venjuhim varamaidi ha nS aijlicit

3. at yds dqexa vispdijho

yasctl va mas yazaite

syaomqm aipi daihitdnd

4. yaat yusfafminima0a 2

vaxsame ciaevo .zitstd

akcit manaijhd stel ciOram

drujciscd pain.mato iscd

yd is asrudum ' humya haptaiBe

yd masyd arista danto

vaijhaus sizdyamnd manaijho
mazda ahurahya xratSas nasyantd asaa ted

5. la dahanaofa masim hujydta is amaralaicised

hyat va akd manaijhd yang daevang akctscd mainvus
akd syaoGanam vctcaijhd ydfracinas dragvantam xscivd

6. pouru ciena andxstd ydis srdvahyciti yezi idis add
hdta.maranP ahum vahistd voistd manaijhd
Bwahmi vS mazda xsaOrdi asaica sangho vidqm

' read a srutlum.
- read framimaBu.
3 read hatqm arand.
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1. (to the gods). At my insistence, ye gods 1

, the family, the

community together with the clan 2
, entreated for the grace of Him,

the Wise Lord, (saying :) "Let us be Thy messengers, in order to hold

back those who are inimical to you".

2. To them did the Wise Lord reply, as befits His rulership, He
who is allied with good thinking and the good companion of sunlike

truth : "We have chosen your good and virtuous piety. It shall be Ours".

3. But ye gods— as well as the one who worships you — all of you

are the offspring stemming from evil thinking, deceit and disrespect.

Hateful, too, are your actions, by reason of which ye have become

renowned in this seventh part of the earth 3
.

4. Insofar as ye authorize these actions, which the worst mortals

(then) serve, those agreeable to (you) the gods shall increase, as they

continue to retreat from good thinking and disappear from the will

of the Wise Lord and from truth.

5. In this way ye have deceived mankind out of the good way of life

and immortality, much as ye have deceived yourselves, the gods, (of it)

by such evil thinking, and the evil spirit himself. Your action is allied

with evil words, by reason of which the Ruler has marked the deceitful

person
4-

.

6. (to the Wise Lord). Shameful are the many sins by which one

attains fame, if at all by such things. (But) Thou knowest. Lord, (only)

when there is uplifting of beings with the very best thinking, fame is to

serve Thee and the truth, Wise One, under Thy rule.

V"...
l By 'gods' Z. refers to those other divinities who stand outside of the system

...>;;.--.;/-
';•. formed by Ahum Mazda and his forces, and who are worshiped by the proponents of

:*£>.y-..- the old, traditional religious system now so fully enveloped by deceit.
2 That is, the whole society of the truthful.
3 The area inhabited by the Aryans.
A
for future damnation.

«&*>-?
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£,.„-; 4-7. aesqm aenaijhqm naecu vulva aojo't hddrovd

yajoya 5 sSnghaiie yais sravi xraena ayaijha

yaesqm tv alntra irixiam mazda vaedisio ahi

8. aesqm aeiiaijhqm vivaijlntso sravi yimascit

ya masy&ng cixmuso ahmaksng gaits baga x'dramnd
ae.sqmcir a ahint Owahmi mazda vicidoi aipi

9

.

dussastis sra va mdrmdai h vd j\ >a taits sanghandis xraium
upa ma tsrim (apa)yuimi baraxSqm haitim* vaijhaus manaijhd
la uxSa fvainynus mahyCi mazda asdicd yitsmaibyd garaze

10. hva ma nil srava morandai ya ads Iam vaenaijhe aogadd
gam asibyci hvaracd yasca dcidmg dragvalo dadat
yasca vasird vivdpal yasca vadara voizdat asdune

1 1

.

laecil ma mdrandan jyoiftm yai dragvamd mazbis 7
cikditaras

aijuhisca aijhavascd apayeiti raexanaijlw vaedam
yai vahis la [ asaond mazda rdrasyqn manaijho

12. ya rd/jhayan sra vaijhd vahisidf syaoQana / maraland
cu'ibyd mazda aka mraoi \ >d i gaits mdrandan urvdxs.uxiijyoturn
yd is grahmd H

asdt varaid karapd xsa&ramca isanqm drujim

4
read hadraya.

5 read Juya, For oric. jivya.
6

JPi, Ja. K4 .

7 Jp„ Pt4 , Ka,ctc.
8 read grahmd.
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7. By reason of his correct conduct, a knowing person is never

accused of those sins which are decreed to be capital, for which one

has (already) been tried by molten iron, and of which Thou, Wise Lord,

art the One who dost best know the consequences 5
.

8. Even Yama 6
, the son of Vivahvant, was tried for these sins, he

who wanted to satisfy our men (by) swearing: "The cow is goddess'" 1
.

If I, too, am guilty of these sins, Wise One, lies in Thy judgment.

9. The one of evil doctrine 8 has ruined the (true) words. He has

ruined the intention of life by his own teachings. He has robbed the

esteemed power which really belongs to good thinking. I lament these

words of my spirit (to Thee), Wise One, and to truth — to all of you!

10. Each such man has (also) ruined Thy teachings: the one who

has professed the worst in order to see the cow and the sun with

his eyes 9
; the one who has set the deceitful against the just; the

one who has cut down the pastures 10
; the one who has raised a

weapon to the truthful man.

11. Those deceitful ones who appear in grandeur as lords and

ladies, even they have ruined this life by stealing the property of the

(true) inheritor, (as well as those) who have tried to deflect the truthful

From the very best thinking.

12. By reason of that teaching with which they deflected men from

the best action, the Wise Lord spoke of bad things for them 11
, for

those who have ruined the life of the cow 1 2 with their habit of pleasure,

and because of whom the rich Karpan 13 chose the rule of tyrants and

deceit rather than truth.

5 That is. ihe punishment to be wrought at the final judgment.

" Yamu wus the first mortal and king during the golden ace of mankind.
' The cow here is not the good vision but the earth, which was worshiped as a

goddess by the Aryans.
s The evil spirit.

" This expression means 'to remain alive".

10 Namely, those of truth and good thinking.

1 ' Namely, at the final judgment.
'- Here the cow is both the earth and the good vision.

'-1 A class of traditional priests.
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13. yd xsadrd grahmo hisasat 9
acistahya chmane managho

aijlmis marsxtaro ' ° ahya yaeca mazdd jigarazat kame
dwahya madrono dut'tm y? is pat darasdt asahva

1 4

.

ahya grahmo a.hoiBo i m kdvayascit xra tils (ni) .dadat
varacaM'tca

' l

fraidivd hyat vismita dragvantam avo
hyatca gduJ jaidydi mraoi 1

2

yS duraosam saocayat avo

1 5

.

andis a vi. 11musa \ -a karapo.tchrd ka vitascd

avals aihi \ Sng dainti noil jyatmts xsayamnSng vasd
tot ahya 1

3

bairydme vatjlmis a damdne manaijho

16. hamam tat vahisidcit yS usuruye syascit dahmahvd
xsayqs mazda ahurd yehya ma aiOiscit dvaeOd
hyat uenatjhe dragvato h"adnit isyang aijhdyd !4

'* read liixat.

10
Jp,.J,. K s . K 4 , eic.

" read wrncahica.
>2 read mruyc. fororiu.. mntroi.
13 read ad/Ma.
J K

, „ , L ,. from or\a. aijhavtidiva.
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13. Because of such (evil) rule, the destroyers of this world viewed
their riches in the House of Worst Thinking 14

. Also those who
complained, in their lust 15

, about the message of Thy prophet, Wise
One, a lust which did guard them from the sight of truth.

14. Even the Kavis 16 have continually fixed their intentions on
capturing and plundering the riches of this world, since they have

begun to aid the deceitful one 17 and to say : "The cow ,e
is to be killed

(for him) who has been kindling the Haoma l9 ...".

15. Because of these things, the class of Karpans is disappearing,

and the Kavis, along with those they ensnare. They shall not be brought
to those who rule over life at will in the House of Good Thinking 20

.

16. This is equal to the best 21 indeed (for him) who surely lies in

the ... of the Wondrous One. Wise Lord, (may I) have mastery over

each person whose threat is surely inimical to me, if I am to capture

the deceitful for their harm against the worthy.

'-1 Thai is. hell.

15 for riches.

'" A class of rulers, the princes of the lands.
17 The evil spirit.
ia Here the good vision.

'"The intoxicating drink which formed the sacrament in the worship of the
traditional gods.

20 That is. heaven.
21 Namely, to be brought to heaven.
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1. ya9a a is i6a vamsaite yd data aijhSus paouruvehva
rams ! syaoBana razista dragvataecd hyatca asaone
yehya Iwmydsaite 2 miBahyd yacci hoi dmzvd

2. at y5 akarn dmgvdite vacatjhd vd at vd manaijhd
zaswihya vd varasaiti vaijhdu vd vd'tOaitc astim
tdi varai rddmu ahurahyu zausc mazdd

3. y? asmme vahisto x'aetu vd at vd varazanvo

airyunvui vd aluiru vidqs vd Owuxsaylia gavoi
til hva a.sahyd atjhat vaijhausrd vdstir mtmatjhd

4. yfl Owat mazdd usrustim akamcd maud yazdi apii

xUieiDaxcd tarjmaiiim varnztnaliydvd nuzdistqm drujim
airyama/uiscd luubntd gwiscd vastnil orismm mamurn

5

.

yasld vispj.maz isMm wraosam zba\ -ft a vaijhdn e
apano* c/arago.jyaitim* d xsaBrmt vwjluvts numaijhd
asdt a Droits paOu yavsu mazdd ahard saciti

6. yd zaota tisd amzus hva mainySux a vahistdt kaya
ahmdt avd manatjhd yd v.imzycidydi mama vdstrvd
id mi izyd ahunt mazdd darstoiscd iwm.parstdiscd

1

J ,. H,. etc.
2
Lb;. B 2 , c lc . : read h,vu .yasacte

.

3 read apa no (nH).
4
read damgo.jyaiii.
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1

.

(to the adherents). As in harmony with those things which are

the laws of the foremost existence 1

, the (final) judgment thus shall

bring to realization the most just actions Tor the deceitful as well

as for the truthful man, and for the person for whom falsity and honesty

are held to be indifferent.

2. Therefore, who shall bring about what is bad for the deceitful

one 2 either by word or by thought, or with his hands, or who shall

enlighten his guest in the good — all these shall bring success to His

desire and be in the approval of the Wise Lord.

3. (to the Wise Lord). The person who is very good to a truthful

man, be he allied by family, or a member of his community, or allied

by clan. Lord, or be he someone who continues to serve the cow 3

with zeal, such a person shall be on the pasture of truth and good

thinking.

4. Wise One, (it is) I who, through worship, shall turn away

disobedience and bad thinking from Thee, and opposition from the

family, and the nearest deceit of the community, and scorners from

the clan, and the worst counselor 4 from the pasture of the cow 5
.

5. I who. at the stopping (of these), shall summon the all-greatest

obedience for Thee, T shall attain for us here the long-lived rule

of good thinking and the paths, straight in accord with truth, wherein

the Wise Lord dwells.

6. The priest who is just in harmony with truth is the offspring from

the best spirit. In consequence of this, he is allied with that (good)

thinking by reason of which he has respected to bring to realization

his pastoral duties. By reason of this very thinking. Wise Lord. I am
eager for Thy sight and Thy counsel.

1 Cf. Y. 28. fall.
- The evil spirit.

3 The uood vision.

* The evil spirit.

5 Metaphor for the community of the faithful and truthful.
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7.

S.

9.

12,

13.

14,

a ma (d)icium vahi.ua d x'aidyaca mazdd darasatcd
am voinl manaijha yd sruye parpi magaono
a vis na an r ora hmtit iiamaxxa ills ciQra rawyd

fro nidi (fra)vaizdCtm araBd td yd valid syavdi manaijha
yasiwm mazcla xsmdvato at vd asa staamyd vaca
data vS amwatched uiayuit't haurvards draano

at tdi mazcla rmi mainyftm asaoxsayantd saraidvavd
x'clBrd 5 nuicBd mora* vahistd haratu manaijha'

yayc'i hachue urvanaaye) drai hdkurnmm

vispchstoi ° hujitayo

yctscd mazcla hvainti
1

vo/m uxsyci manaijha

yd zi anhard ydscd Iwnti

Bwahmf his zao.se aha.xsd.hva

xsaBrd asclcd ustdtanum 8

yS spvisto ahum mazddsrd drmaitiscd

asamcafratlat.guedam manascd volul xsaBramcd
sraotd mo i marazddid mo i dddi kahydcii pait i

us moi (uz)drnsvd alutrd armaiti tavisim dasvd
spUn isn't mainyu mazdd vaijhuyd zavd add
asa haza Timaval votut manaijha fiavatum

ra/bSrdi \'ourinmane
la xsct&rahyd ahum
fro spanid armaiti 9

ddisi moi yd vS ahifrcl

yd vaijlmis asis manaijho

asa daend (fra)daxsayd

at rdtqm zaraBustro

dadd iti paur \'aidtarn

syaoOanahvd asa vaca

tanvascit x'aliya ustanam

mcmaijhascd vaijhnus mazdd i

ttxdah'ydcd saraosam xsaBramcd

5 read maeBa.nwyu.
b read vispas mi.
S, : cf. bvanii Ml\.

"J,. Mr,. S,.
'' Jp

i : read armaiti.
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7. Come hither to me, ye best ones. Hither, both personally and
boldly — Thou, Wise One, together with truth and good thinking —
by reason of which I am to be famed before (every other) adherent.

Let bright gifts and reverence (for all of you) be manifest amid us.

8. Take ye heed of these goals of mine, which I shall enact with good
thinking; worship of all of you, Wise One, and words praiseworthy

with truth. Your enduring worshipful offering has been established

:

;

to be immortality and completeness 6
.

r;. ;,. y .

,

9. Yes, for Thee, Wise One, let a person support with good thinking

-yh; the very spirit of these two companions 7 who increase truth through

that happiness consisting of change 8
. The association of these two

has already arisen 9
, under whom (all) souls are in harmony.

10. All those (beings) whose way of life is good for Thee — those

who have been, and those who are, and those who shall be — give

them a share in Thy approval, Wise One. (And) grow Thyself, in

breath and body, through the rule of good thinking and of truth.

11. The Wise One who is the Mightiest Lord, and piety, and truth

which prospers the creatures, and good thinking, and (good) rule —
listen to me, have mercy on me, when there is any requital.

12. Rise up to me, Lord. Along with Thy most virtuous spirit, Wise
One, receive force through (our) piety, strength through (every) good

requital, powerful might through truth, protection through (our) good
thinking.

13. Lord of broad vision, disclose to me for support the safeguards

of your rule, those which are the reward for good thinking. Reveal to

me, by reason of my virtuous piety, those conceptions in harmony with

truth.

;-iC 14. For Zarathustra does give the breath of even his own person as a

•%:' ;' gift, in order that there be for the Wise One predominance of good

\J;
- thinking along with (predominance) of the action and the word allied

-£••' with truth, that there be obedience and His (good) rule.

W-
jpjp

That is, granted by the good thinking and piety of the truthful man.

jf$f&-'.
7 These are most probably good thinking and piety.

wfe- '-•'" 6
in this world. That is, the change brought about by the healing of the world

•Ji"

'

currently afflicted by the ways of deceit.
q among Thy followers.
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1

.

yd syaoOana ya vacaijhd yd yasna amsrataidtarn
asamcd taihyo ddijhd mazilii xsaOrsmcd haw vaidid

aesqm tat ahitra shmd pourutamdis daxie

2. alea i tdi mananha mainysuscd vaijhsus vixpa data

spantaliydtd nsras .syaoOana yehyu urvd asd hacaite

pairigaeOe xsr na vatft vahnw mazda gardhix xtutam

3. at tdi myazdzm almrd nanwijhd arnica ddma
gaeOa vixpa a xsaOrdi ya vohil Oraosid manaijhd
drat

l

zi Inulayha vispdix mazda xsmavasu xavd

4. at tai atram ahum aajdijhvantarn asd uxnmahi
axixiam smavan I'am xta i rapantc ciOra.avaijham

at mazda daihixyante zaxidixidix daraxtd.at'naijham

5. leaf va xxaOrzm kd islis syaoOana i mazda yaOd vd ahmi 2

asd volnl manaijhd drdyoidydi drigum yuxmdkam
para va vixpa is (pars ) .vaoxama daevdixed xrajxtrais maxvaiscd

6. yeziadd xta haiOim mazda asd volnl manaijhd

at tat moi daxxtam ddid ahyd anlmts vixpa maeOd
yaOd va yazanmaxed urvdidyd sturns ayeni petit

i

7. kuOrd tdi aradrd mazda yoi vaij/mts vaedanu manaijhd
sSnghus raexana axpancit xddrdci} caxraya usmml
naecim tarn anyam yuxnmt vuedd asd add na Ordzdum

1 read aroi.

2 S„ 0,, etc.
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1. By whichever action, by whichever word, by whichever worship,

Wise One, Thou didst receive for Fhyself immortality, truth, and

mastery over completeness, let these very tilings be given by us to Thee,

Lord, in the very greatest number.

2. Moreover, all these things have been granted to Thee by the

(correct) thinking stemming from good spirit, by the action of the

virtuous man whose soul is in alliance with truth, (and) by songs

of praise (sung) in universal glory of your kind, Wise One.

3. Therefore, let us reverently give an offering x to Thee, Lord, and to

truth, all of us creatures under Thy rule whom one has nourished with

good thinking. Indeed let salvation be granted to the beneficent man
by all those among your kind, Wise One!

4. Now, we wish Thy fire. Lord, which possesses strength through

truth and which is the swiftest, forceful thing, to be' of clear help

to Thy supporter but of visible harm, with the powers' in its hands,

to Thy enemy, Wise One.

5. Have ye the mastery, have ye the power, Wise One, for the act to

protect your needy dependent — as I indeed am — with truth and

with good thinking? We have said that ye are above all others, be

they fierce gods or mortals.

6. If ye are truly so — Thou, Wise One, along with truth and good

thinking — then give ye that sign to me through every change of this

world 2
, so that I shall very happily approach all of you, as I worship

and praise.

7. Wise One, where are. those sincere ones who, through their

possession of good thinking, make even immoral decrees and painful

legacies disappear? 1 know none other than you. Therefore protect

us in accord with truth.

1 Thai is, ihe one true offering of piety and good thinking.
2 for the belter.
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8
.

idis zi nd sy -aoBandis hyaimi 3
yaesu as pahi pourubyo idvejo

hyat * as aoja A
ndhlydijham Bwahya mazcla qstd urvatahva

yoi noit assm mainyamd aeibyo cluire valid as maud

9. ydi spantqmdrmairim Bwahya mazcla bamxSqm vkhiso
dusJyaoBana avazazai vaijhaus avisit manaijho
aeibyo mas am syazclat vavai almm aiinin'a xrafsira

10. ahya vaijlwus manaijho syaodand vaocat gsrahqm huxratus
spantqmcd clrmaitini dqmim vtclvd liiBqmasahvd
lava vispd aluira Bwahmi mazcla xsaBroi a vdyadrd

1 1

.

at toi uhe haurvasca xxaraQdi.a cimaraialdscd
vaijlmis xsadrd manaijho asd mat drmaitis vaxsf
utayuiti lavffi mis a mazcla 5

vhlvaesqm BwoLaln 5

12. kctttoimzara hat vast" kat va mud kat vd yasnahya
sriiiclydi mazcla frdvaocd yd viddydt asfs rdsnqm

;-. sisd nd asd paBo vaijlmis tfaeiSng manaijho

1 3. tarn octvanam aluira yam nidi mraos vaijlmis manai}iw
claend saosyaniqm yaliii

7
karntd H

asdcil urvdxsat
hyat vavistd " Iwtidbyo mizchm mazcla vehvd ti, ckiBram

3
J 2 .

J
read as.tit ijt).

* read rhtnivs.vn Bvmyaht.
" Jpj. i 2 : rend vaxS.

'Js-S.-etc.

J

1

in hu.kar.vr, Jp,. Mr,. K4 . etc.
" rend fiiixtu.
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8. Because they frighten us — much as a man of great strength a
weaker person— with such actions in which there has been danger for

many, good thinking has remained at a distance from these persons

who, because of malice for Thy commandment, Wise One, have not
respected truth.

9. Those of evil actions who, through their lack of good thinking,

have abandoned virtuous piety which is esteemed by Thy knowing
follower, from them one has certainly retreated in accordance with
truth, much as fierce beasts (retreat) from us.

10. By his action stemming from good thinking, the man of good
determination has expressed his understanding and his virtuous piety,

knowing, as he does, the creator and companion of truth 3
, and all

those other forces existing under Thy rule, Wise Lord.

1 1

.

Yes, both completeness and immortality are for Thy sustenance A .

Together with the rule of good thinking allied with truth, (our)

piety has increased these two enduring powers (for Thee). Because of
these things. Wise One, Thou dost terrorize the enemy.

12. What is Thy directive? What is Thy wish? Is it for praise?

Is it for worship? Speak out, Wise One, in order for that thing to be

heard according to which one should distribute the rewards to those

who follow Thy directive 3
. Instruct us to those paths of good thinking,

easy to travel in alliance with truth,

13. To that. Lord, which Thou hast told me to be the road of good
thinking, to the conceptions of those who shall save, along which
Thy extol Ier shall proceed in alliance with truth indeed to the prize

which has been promised to the beneficent, and of which Thou art the

(only) source of giving, Wise One 6
.

J
to he Thee.

That is. the completeness and immortality created by the faith and devotion of
the truthful is the only sustenance which Ahura Mazda requires.

5 That is. at the time of the final judgment

.

s The prize is earthly and heavenly salvation.
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14. tat zi mazda vairlm astvaite ustana i data
vaghsus syaoBana manaijhu yot zt gou.s vmzSne azya
xsmakqm huctsiim ahura xraiSus asa fradd varaznna

15. mazda at mot vahisia sravasca syaodanaca vanca
la til vohu manatjha asdca isiubm stiito

xsmaka x\a6ra ahura farasam yasna haidyam da ahum
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14. For that prize, desirable for the body and breath, Wise One,

has been established (for those) who, through their action stemming

from good thinking, indeed exist in the community of the fertile cow 7
,

as they further the good understanding of your will with truth, Lord,

throughout the (whole) community.

15. Wise One, therefore tell me the best words and actions, namely,

those allied with good thinking and truth, as the just claim for my
praises. By your rule, Lord, Thou shalt truly heal this world in

accord with our wish.

7 Metaphor for the society .of truthful adherents who promote the good vision on

earth.

--1
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1

.

itstd ahmdi yahmdi itsid kalmwicit

vasa xsaytts mazilu t/dydt ahurd
itlayiu'ti ' tavi.wn gat .id i vasami

asam cbrahlydi iui nidi tld firnmiri 2

rdyd axis vciijhaus getcm nutiuiijhd

2. aicu ahmdi visptmttm vahi.itam
x'dBmycl* ml x*aOram* tluiiiitd

Owd vkidwfi span isid maitiytl mttzdCt

yd da am vaijhan.s nutyd mttmnjhd

vixpd aydra (laragd.jydtdis urvdilaijhd

3. at hvii vaijIiUns vahyd nd aihi.jainydt

yS nd arazus savaijhd paOd sisdit

uhyd aijlmts astrend numaijlutscd

haiOyang d.sris ySng aJsaeiti ahurd
araclro Owdvets huzantusa spanid nuiztld

A. at Bud matiir/uli taxmamed spamam muzcld
hyai id zctsid yd n't hqfsi avd
yd da axis drngvaiie asuwuwed
dwahyd gar,una uQrn asd.aojaijhd

hyai mdi vat/halts lutza jimai mtmuijhd

5. spaniam at dwa maziid manglti ahurd
hyai Bwa aijhaus zqQdi dctrasam paoitrvim
hyai eld xyaoOand mizclavqn yded uxSd
akSm akai vatjithim astm vatjhaove

9\va hunard tldmoix urvaese apame

1 read uiayuitim,

- U: cf. Srmaiti Jp
t
, Mf2 . K4 . etc.

3
for x'aBroi yd.

* read xvar?9am.
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1. "May 1 the Wise Lord, who rules at will -, grant wishes to him, to the

person whosoever has wishes". I (therefore) wish enduring strength to

come, in order to uphold the truth. By reason of my piety, grant this

to me : the rewards of wealth and a life of good thinking.

2. Moreover, (I wish) for this person 3 the best of all things, that by
which a man might place a person of good purpose in happiness

:

to be understanding ail his days, with the joy of long life, understanding

through Thy most virtuous spirit, Wise One, by reason of which

Thou didst create the wondrous powers of good thinking allied with

truth.

3. And may that man reach what is better than good, namely, the

one who would instruct us to the straight paths of the Mighty One
— (to those) of this material existence and (to those) of the mind —
and to the true heights where the Lord dwells, he being someone
sincere, of good lineage, and virtuous like Thee, Wise One.

4. Yes, I shall (truly) realize Thee to be both brave and virtuous,

Wise One, if Thou shalt help me (now) with the very hand with

which Thou dost hold those rewards Thou shalt give, through the

heat of Thy truth-strong fire, to the deceitful and to the truthful 5
,

and also if the force of good thinking shall come to me.

5. But I have already realized Thee to be virtuous, Wise Lord,

when I saw Thee to be the First One at the creation of the world, and

when I saw that Thou didst determine actions as well as words to have

their prizes, namely, bad for the bad, a good reward for the good, (each

to be giyen) through Thy ski 1 1 at the final turn i.ng po in t of. creatio n

1 A citation from a sacred prayer; cf. Y. 45.4 with note.
2 over everything.
3 Namely, Z. himself.

That is. the very best thing mentioned in the previous verse.
5 That is, at the lime of the final judgment.
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6
.

yahmi spanrd Onv mainyu urvaese jasd
rnazcld xsa&rd ahmi volnl manuijha
ychyd .{van 8undis gacOa asd frdchnte
ac'ihyu mius sanghuiii drma it is

dwahyci xri/inas yUm naevix ddhuyeiti

7. spnmom tit B\vfi mazild nwnghi ahurd
hyaf ma vnJu'i pairLjasat mamnjhu
pnmsatcd n tfi vis ahi kahyd alii

kadd uyarZ 5
tlaxsdrd

.
f'arastn •d i disci

5

ctihi Qwahu gai'Odhu lanuxicd '*

8
.

at hoi auji zuruQustrd paourvim

haiOyd ilviiC'sd hyat ixdyd"1

dragwin1

a I asaoiw rajimii liynm aojunghvat

hyat a huxtis \vsus,t„\xtt6rahra dyd
h yawl a " 8wfi mazdd siaomi uj'ydvu

" 9. spamam at Qua niazi/d nmighi ahurd
hyat ma vohft pairi.jasut manaijhd

ahyd farasnin kahnidi vividuye vaxi

add
i}

Own/1nidi dOrc rdltpn luwunjlw
axahyd ma yavat ixdi manydi

10. a i id nidi c/dix axam hyat ma zanzaoml
drnwiii havimnd it drum
paraxdcd iui yd tot ahmd parst

a

parslam zf 8wa yaOand tat amavatqm
hyat 9\va xsuyqx acsnm dydt amavantarn

1 1

.

spantarn at Owd mazdd manghi ahurd
hyat ma voliu pairijasut /nana ijIid

hyat ' ° xsntu uxSais '

" didahjhe '
' paourvim

xdtlrcl mdi sus musyaOsu zrazdditis

H'l vofatyehlyai hyat "nidi mraatu vahistam

* read tlux.wrS it prtixv idnlisd,
'' read itiniixitrft

.

for ixuiya.

* read yawlit.

"J,: rend tula [*iiii<l).

111
read xxma.uxSaix.

1
' read tU'ulaiijIic

.
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6. (But) at this very turning point in which I exist, Thou, the Wise

One, hast come into the world with Thy virtuous spirit (and) with the

rule of good thinking, through the actions of which the creatures allied

with truth do prosper. To them does piety announce the judgments

of Thy will, Thou, whom no one is able to deceive.

7. And I have already realized Thee to be virtuous, Wise Lord, when
he 6 attended me with good thinking and asked me: "Who art thou?

To which side dost thou belong? How, this day, wouldst thou begin to

explain these revelations among thy creatures and thine own?".

8. Then I said to him first: "(I am) Zarathustra. If I were able, f

would he a true enemy to the deceitful one 7 but a strong support to the

Truthful One*". That, while I continue to praise and eulogize Thee,

Wise One, I would begin (to explain) the endeavors of Him who rules

at His wish.

9. Yes, 1 have already realized Thee to be virtuous, Wise Lord,

when he attended me with good thinking. To his question, " Whom dost

thou wish to serve?" I then replied : "Thy fire. As long as I shall be able,

I shall respect that truth is to have a gift of reverence
9

.

10. "Therefore do thou reveal to me the truth, which I continue to

summon. Being in companionship with piety, I have deserved it. And
counsel us with regard to what has been asked by us of thee. For what is

counseled through thy effort, that belongs to the forceful, since the

Ruling One l0 could create thee to he powerful andforceful"

.

1 1

.

Yes, I have already realized Thee to be virtuous, Wise Lord,

when he attended me with good thinking. (But) when I was first

instructed by your words, painful seemed to me my faith in men to

bring to realization thai which ye told nie is the best (for them).

° The virtuous spirit of the lord.
1 The evil spirit.

" Ahura Mazda.
9 Fire was considered to be a manifestation of truth. Therefore worship of the

fire was worship of truth.
10 Namelv. Ahura Mazda.
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1 2

.

hyatcd mo i mraas asam jasd frdxsnane ' 2

at tit moi noil asntsta pairyaayzd

uzirnidydi para hyat nidi d.jimat

saraosd asi mqzd.rayd hacimnd
yd vi am randibyd savo i ( vi)dayat

13. spantam at 8wd mazda manghi alwrd
hyat ma vohu pairi.jasat manaijha

araOd vdizdyai kamahya tarn moi data
daragahya vans yam vd naecis dara.il ite

voiryd ' 3 stdis yd Owahmi xsadrdi van

14. hyat nd fryai vaedamnd ism daidit

maihyd mazda htvd rafand frdxsnanam
hyat Bwa xsaOrd asdt hacd frusta
uziraidydi aza saradand sanghahyd
mat wis vispdis ydi idi mqdrd marami

15. spamam at Owit mazda mangiu ahura
hyat ma vohu pairi.jasat manaijha
da.xsul usyd '**

tusnd.maitis whista
nail nd pourus dragvatd liydt cixsnuso
at idi YispSng angrnng asaond ddara

16. at ahura hvo mainyum zaraQustrd

vat-ante mazda yaste vised spmistd
as t vat asam liydt us Iand aajdnghvat

x'nng.daraso 1 5 xsaOrdi liydt drmaitls

ashn syaoOundis vohu daidit manaijha

12
risid Jraxiune.

13
read vtiirrtm)

.
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12. However, that Thou didst say to me: "Thou hast come to the

truth in thy discernment; moreover, thou hast never contradicted Me
in disobedience", it was for me to arise before obedience was to come
to me accompanied by a wealth-granting reward, (for it is obedience)

according to which one should distribute the rewards to both factions

at the time of (our) salvation l

l

.

13. Yes, I have already realized Thee to be virtuous, Wise Lord,

when he attended me with good thinking, in order that the goals of

my wish be known. "Grant 12 ye all to me that wishfor long life, to which

no one has dared you to accede, and that wish for the desirable condition

which is said to exist under thy rule
12 ".

14. Yes, Wise One, (grant) to me Thy proper support, which an

able man, possessing such, should give to his friend and which has

been obtained through Thy rule that is in accord with truth. Let me
arise and drive out the opponents of Thy teaching! Let me along with

all those who remember Thy precepts I

15. Yes, I have already realized Thee to be virtuous, Wise Lord,

when he attended me with good thinking and revealed — he the

meditative one — the best things to be said : 'VI man should not wish

to satisfy the many deceitful people, for they say that the truthful are

all bad".

16. Therefore, Lord, this Zarathustra chooses that very spirit of

Thine which indeed is the most virtuous of all. Wise One. "May**
truth be embodied and strong with breath. May there be piety under the

rule of Him who has the appearance of the sun 15
. May He dispense

through His good thinking (each) reward corresponding to one's

actions".

1
' Thai is. the final judgment shall bring salvation lo the truthful but damnation

to the deceitful. Z. therefore looks upon the final judgment as a time of salvation.
12 Words of Z. spoken to the virtuous spirit during his revelations. These are

paraphrased in the following verse, which is addressed now to Ahura Mazda.
13 Namely, under the lord's rule of truth and good thinking which is motivated by his

own virtuous spirit.
1-1

Continues the words of the virtuous spirit begun in the preceding verse; thus
an affirmation of Zarathustra's understanding expressed in the opening lines of verse 16.

,s Nametv. Ahura Mazda.
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i . wi Bwd parasa arss moi vaoca ahum
immayhd a yaQa mmn xsmdvatd

mazda fryu i Bwdvqs salivaf mavaile

at iw ascl frya dazdydi hdkurmd
yaQa nd a volnt jimai manaijhd

2. tat Bwd pmnsa a/vi.v moi vaoca ahum
kada aijimis vahistahyd paaurvim

kdBS suidydi y5 i pa iiisd t

hvo zi asa spanto irixmm vfspdihyd

hciro mainyu ahum.his urvaBd mazda

3. la I 8\\'ii ...

kasnu zuOei pld 1 asahya paauruyv 2

'-*

kttsna .x*nng starmica s
dot advdnnm

kn yd ma uxsyeiti nninfsaiti Swat

ladI mazda vasmii anydcd vuluye

4. tai Qua ...

kaxna tfordta . zqincd add nahdscd

avapasidis ka apa urvarasca

kit viinli itvqnmuibyascd yaot>ni asu

kasnd vayhnus mazda dqmis manaijhd

5. iat Bwd ...

k r? hvdpa raoctisca ddf lanuhcd

kH hvdpa x'apnmuv ddf zaemdcd

kn yd usci arnm.piQwd xsapdcd

yd nwiuiaOrts cazddntfhvant.vn ar.iBahyd

6. tat Bwd ...

yd fravaxsya yczt id add haiByd

fl.Yrim syaoBondis ihbqzaiti drmaitis

taihya xsadram vohu cinas manaijhd

kaeihyo azim rdnyd.skamilim gqm ta.sd

' Jr.- wr,.,. k 4 .

' Jm,. O,. etc.
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1

.

This I ask Thee. Tell me truly, Lord, Someone like Thee, Wise

One, should declare to me, his friend, how reverence for your kind

is to be from the reverent person, and how friendly associations with

truth are to be established by us, in order that it shall come to us

together with good thinking.

2. This I ask Thee. Tell me truly. Lord. Is the beginning of the

best existence in such a way that the loving man who shall seek after

these things is to be saved? For such a person, virtuous through

truth, watching over the heritage for all, is a world-healer and Thy

ally in spirit, Wise One.

3. This I ask Thee. Tell me truly. Lord. Which man in the beginning

was the father of truth during the creation? Which man did fix the

course of the sun and of the stars? Through whom does the moon wax

(now), wane later? These things indeed and others I wish to know,

Wise One.

4. This I ask Thee. Tell me truly. Lord. Which man has upheld the

earth below and the heavens (above) from felling? Who the waters

and the plants? Who yoked the pairs of swift (steeds) to the wind and

to the clouds? Which man, Wise One, is the creator of good thinking?

5. This I ask Thee. Tell me truly. Lord. Which craftsman created

the luminous bodies and the dark spaces? Which craftsman created

both sleep and activity? Through whom does dawn exist, along

with midday and evening, (all of) which remind the worshiper of

his purpose l
?

6. This 1 ask Thee. Tell me truly. Lord, if these things which I shall

speak forth are really true. Through its actions, piety gives substance

to the truth. It has made clear to Thee the rule of good thinking.

For whom hast Thou fashioned the joy-bringing, fertile cow 2
?

' Namely, to praise ihe lord.

2 The good vision.
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HI! tiwd ...

ka haraxSqm last

ka uzamam coral

azam id is Own
spaniel mciinyu

xsaQrd mat armamm
vydnayd puBiam pi&re

J'raxsne* avumi mazda
vhpanqm ddtdram

lat Own ...

manddidydi

ydcu volid

yded asa

kit ma urvd

yd lot mazda ddistis

ttxdii frasi numaijha

aijimis uram vciedyd s

vohti urvdxscif dgamat.td

lot Own ...

kudu mot ytim

yqm huddnaos

arasvd xsa&nJ

hadamdi asa

yaos daenqm (yaoz)ddiw

paiiisa saliva! xsaOrahyd

Bwuvqx asistis 1 mazda
vohucd syas ntanaijhd

tat Bwa ...

tqm daenqm yd hdtqm vahistd

yd mo i gae9a asa fradait hacamnd
drmatdis ttxSais syaoOand aras daidyat a

maliyd cistais lJ

6\vfi istis" usan mazda

tat Owd ...

kaOd tang ft

yaeihyn mazda
azam idi dis

vispang anyiing

xijamydt drnwitis

Owoi vasyete daend

paouruyd 10 /ramivide

mainyaus spasyd dvaesaijha

4
J.,.

h read mm.
read a.s.isiix.

" read dktyat.

* read Bwa.ixifx.
,0 H„J h . elc .
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:

7 - ™s * ask Thee. Tell me truly, Lord. Who fashioned esteemed

¥jr>. P^ty in addition to rule? Who made a son respectful in his attentiveness

£ ;.; to his father? By these (questions), Wise One, I am helping to discern

Thee to be the creator of everything 3 by reason ofThy virtuous spirit.

8. This I ask Thee. Tell me truly, Lord, in order for me to bear in

mind Thy (every) precept and those words about which I have taken
counsel with good thinking and those things which are to be correctly

acquired from an existence in harmony with truth. To what goods
shall my soul proceed in the Future?

9. This I ask Thee. Tell me truly, Lord. How shall I bring to life that

vision of mine, which the master of a blessed dominion — someone
of great power like Thee, Wise Lord — would decree by reason of his

lofty rule, as he continues to dwell in his seat
4

in alliance with truth

and good thinking?

10. This I ask Thee. Tell me truly, Lord. Have they truly seen that

vision which is the best for those who exist, and which, in companion-
ship with truth, would prosper my creatures already allied with truth

through words and acts stemming from piety? In consequence of my
insight they have wished for Thy powers, Wise One.

11. This I ask Thee. Tell me truly, Lord. How might piety separately

come to those to whom Thy conception 5
is taught, Wise One? I have

been accepted by them as Thy foremost (follower). Do Thou look

upon all others with enmity of spirit!

3 That is. creator of everything in both the physical and the moral worlds.
J

Or, on his throne.
5

Still the good vision of a world governed by truth and good thinking.
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12. tat Bwa ...

ka a.savcl ydis parasdi chagva va
1

' kaiarSm a 1
' angro va hva va angro

ya ma dragvd dwa savd paiti.arafe

vyanghat 12 hvd no it ayam angro mainvert

13. tat dwa ...

kaOa tlntpm nix ahmat a (nis).ndsdmd

lnag a am yai asmsin if parandijhd

naij asahyd ddhyeinti ' * hacand

noit frasayd vaijhUitS cd.xnara manaijhd

14. tat Bwa ...

ka8d asdt drupm dyajn zastayd

ni him maratdydi Owahyd maOrdis sanghahva
amavaitim sinam ddvfri dragvasu

a is dvq/sang mazdd , aindse astasia

15. la I Bwa ...

yezi ahyd asa pai mat xsaychi

hyaf ham spddd anaocaijhd jamaC'tc

ava is urvutciis ya tit mazdd dUhraza
kuBra ayd kahmdi vananqm dadd

16. tat Bwa ...

kS varnBram.jd Bwa pai saitgha yai hanti

ciBrd mat dam ahfan.his ratfan cizdi

at hoi vohil saraosd jam ft manaijhd

mazdd ahmdi yahmdi vast kahmdidt

17. tai Bwa ...

ka8d mazda zarnm rarani hard xsmat
dskailim xsmdktpn hyatcd moi Hyaf vdxs aesd
saroi buzdydi haurvdtd amaraidtd

a va. mtfira yh~ idBamd asdt hard

1
' read kiniira ma.

1

2

read a mighui

.

' 3 read atli rreinii.
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12. This I ask Thee. Tell me truly, Lord, (those principles) according

to which I shall ask : "Who is truthful or who is deceitful? Is this one

evil or is that one evil?" The deceitful person who, in order -to fight

against Thy (means of) salvation, shall act with evil, is it that such a

person — not this one 6 — is considered evil?

13. This I ask Thee. Tell me truly, Lord. How shall we repel deceit

away from us and on to those who, being full of disobedience, do not
pursue truth's care and company, nor delight in the counsel of good
thinking?

14. This I ask Thee. Teil me truly, Lord. How might I deliver

deceit into the hands of truth, in order to destroy it in accord with

the precepts of Thy teaching 7
, in order to create a powerful schism

among the deceitful ones, in order to bring afflictions and evils upon
them?

15. This 1 ask Thee. Tell me truly, Lord. IfThou hast the (necessary)

mastery to protect the world allied with truth in accordance with those
commandments Thou dost seek to uphold, Wise One, when the

two hosts who share no wonts come together, where and to which
one shalt Thou grant victory?

16. This I ask Thee. Tell me truly, Lord. Who shall smash the

obstacle (of deceit) in order to protect, in accord with Thy teaching 8
,

those pure ones who exist in my house 9
? As world-healer, promise us

a judge, and let obedience to him come through good thinking, to him
whomsoever Thou dost wish him to be, Wise One.

17. This I ask Thee. Tell me truly, Lord. Wise One, how shall I, with
your accord, impassion your following, so that my voice might be
powerful (enough) to strive for alliance with completeness and immor-
tality (for Thee) in accordance with that precept 10 which adheres to

...the. truth?

^V=;., .

b Namely. Zaraihustra himself.

E -A:':;---,
7

Cf. Y. 47.4.

£:£/'££!
H

Cr. Y. 47.4 again.
'*& ,}

Thai is. the community of the truthful and the niiihful who are adherents to

Zarathustra's messaee.
,0

Cf. Y. 31.6.
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18. tat 9wd ...

kada asa tat mizdam liandni

dasd aspa arsnawitis usframed

hyat nidi masda apivairi haw-vata

amaratdtd yaOa hi taibyd ddijhd

19. lat 8wa ...

yastat mizdam haname no it dait!

ya it ahmdi arazux&a na del ite

kd tarn ahyd maenis aijluit paouruye
vidvei avqm yd im aijhat apnrna

20. ciBima mazda hitxsadra daevci dtjhara

at it parnsd yni p ixyeimi '
-1
aeihyo kqm ' 5

yais gqm karapci usixsca aesamdi data

yded kava qnmane uruddyatd

noit him mi-an l " am vastram frddahjhe

14
read pixwiiui.

'* read kSm.
"'

rmitl izHu.
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18. This I ask Thee. Tell me truly, Lord. How shall I win through
truth this prize, namely, ten mares together with their stallions and
a camel ll

, a prize which is to inspire completeness and immortality

in me, just as Thou hast received these two for Thyself?

19. This I ask Thee. Tell me truly, Lord. The person who shall not
give that prize to the one winning it, namely, to the man who should
receive it in accord with (our) promise — what shall be the first

punishment for such a person? I know the final one which shall befall

him ll
.

20. Wise One, were the gods good rulers in any way? Yes, 1 ask this

(about them), they who continue to lie to those 13 along with whom
the Karpan and the Usig 14 have delivered the cow 13 unto fury,

and the Kavi as well. ... They have not been eager to prosper her and
her pasturage l6 with truth.

1
' Metaphor for a devoted following of Zarathuslra's teachings, and most probablv

Vishtaspa and his circle.
ia Namely, damnation.
'•' Most probably, the evil rulers of the lands.
14 Another traditional type of priest.
15 The good vision.

"' Metaphor for the faithful followers of the good vision.
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5.

at fravaxsya

yaeca asnat

nit im vispa

noil daihitim

akci varana

at fravaxsya

vara spanya

no it no mand
naeda varana

noil daena

mi guso.dilm nu sraota

yacal durat isaBa

ciBra zi mazdaijho.dum

dus.sastis ahum marqSyat

drngvd hizva avaraid

aijlmis mainyu paouruye

fiili mmvat yam angram
noil sangha noil xratava

nail uxSa naeda syuoQand

nail urvqno hacainte

3

.

at frovaxsyd • aijlm is aln 'a paourvim '

yam nidi v'ulvu mazda vaocat ahum
;: yoi im va noil i8a mqQram vamsanti

yaBci im nmiaica vaocaia

aeihyo aijiwu.s ami aijhat apamam

4, at fravaxsya aijlmis ahyd vahislam

ascii haca mazda vaedii ya im 2
dot

piarnm 3 vaijhaus varnzayaiita manaijha

af hoi dugadci hmyaoQana annaitis

noil diwzaidycli vispa.hisas ahum

a t fravaxsya hyiif moi mraol spanid.tamo
vaca sriiidydi hytii mora taeihyo vahislam

\ -q i mo i ahmd i saraosam dan va \ -ascii

upa.jiman haurvdtd omaraidid

vaijhaus nw'n;,aus svaodandis mazda ahum

1 read patturrytpn.
2 read //.

3 K 5 . Mr,.,.(Pu).
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1. (to the adherents). Yes, I shall speak out. Give ear now, listen

now, ye who seek from both near and far. (Listen) now, all of you,
to this (precept). Because it is clear, bear it in mind. "May not the

deceitful one of evil doctrine ' destroy the worldfor a second time 2
, he

who has turned hither with his tongue and his evil preference".

2. Yes, I shall speak of the two fundamental spirits of existence,

of which the virtuous one would have thus spoken to the evil one:
"Neither our thoughts nor teachings nor intentions, neither our pref-
erences nor words, neither our actions nor conceptions nor our souls
are in accorcf.

3. Now, I shall speak or the foremost (doctrine) of this existence 3
,

that which the Wise Lord, the Knowing One, told me : "Those ofyou
who shall not bring to realization (each) precept now exactly as I shall

conceive and speak of it, for them shall there be woe at the end of
existence"".

4. Now, I shall speak of the best thing of this existence in accord
with truth 4 : 'V s know the Wise One who created it to he the Father of
effective good thinking. And His daughter is piety ofgood actions. The
A II- viewing Lord is not to he deceivecf\

w
5. Now, I shall speak of what the most virtuous one 6

told me, that

ord which is to be heard as the best for men: "Those of you who
shall give obedience and regard to this (Lord) of mine, they shall reach
completeness and immortality 1

. The Wise One is Lord through such
actions stemming front good spirit

8,
\

1 The evil spirit.

: The first destruction was the false choice made by the traditional <>ods- cf
Y. 30.6. °

' '

' Namely, piety for the Wise Lord
4 Namely, the very best truih itself.
5 Probably a citation from a sacred prayer of the type Y. 28.6. Y. 51.21, 22.

Cf. verses 6 and 7 below.

*| The virtuous spirit who inspired the revelations in Zarathustra; cf. Y. 43.7 ff.
7

in the next world.
H enacted among the faithful.
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6.
.
atfravaxsyd vispanqm mazis iDin

slavas asd yd Inula vol iwmi

spanlii mainyii sraaiu mazda ahum
yehyd vahme valid frasi manaijha

ahya xraiu fro.ma sdsid vahisid

7. yehyd savd isdiiii rddaijhd

vol zi jvd dijhamcd bvain ltea

anwrataiti asaond urvd acsd

uiayuid yu A
ihirqs sddrd tlrtit>vato

idea xsaBrd mazda dqmix aland

S. ih~m nii xiao/ais iiDinaijhd a.vivatDsd

nu zir ceismaini vyudarnsnm

raijhStts mainyous syaaQanahyd uxdaliydca

vidus asd ynm mazdqm ahurnm

a! hoi valmimg cfomdnc garo nicldmd

:"9. tnm iid vahil mar manaijha cixsntisd

yd nn Mm ivmi spnncd aspmed
;* mazda xxadrCi var.izl nu dydt ainird

pasus vhnng ahmdkmg JhuhiBdiM

vaijlmix axel haazqOwdl a manaijha

1 . tarn nS yasr litis drum id is mimayzd

yd qwnmi mazda srdvi ahtird

hyal hoi asa volitied cat's! manaijha

xsaBroi liar haurvdld anwrnldid

ahmd't stdi tlqn
5

t.ivist uiavditl

4
read a.

5 read eiqni.
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.
'. "fl

''

^;: ; 6. Now, I shall speak of the Greatest One 9 of all, praising with

piA- truth Him who is beneficent through His virtuous spirit to those who
:'

j exist. "May 10 the Wise Lord listen, in Whose glory I have taken counsel

with good thinking. May He instruct me in His best intentions.

1. "Because those who are alive, and those who have been, and those

who shall be, shall seek after the salvation that comes from Him, the

One who offers solicitude. That the soul of the truthful person be

powerful in immortality, that woes beset the deceitful men in an enduring

fashion — these things, too, did the Wise Lord create by reason of His

rule"".

8. I shall try to turn Him hither to us by praises of reverence, for I

have just now, knowingly through truth, seen the Wise One in a

vision to be Lord of the word and deed stemming from good spirit.

Yes, let us set down His glories in the House of Song 13
.

9. I shall try to gratify Him for us with good thinking. Him who
left to our will (to choose between) the virtuous and the unvirtuous.

May the Lord, Wise in His rule, place us in effectiveness, in order

to prosper our cattle and our men in consequence of the good relation-

ship of good thinking with truth ,3
.

10. I shall try to glorify Him for us with prayers of piety. Him,

the Lord who is famed to be Wise in His soul. Whatever one has

promised to Him with truth and with good thinking is to be

completeness and immortality for Him under His rule, is to be these

two enduring powers for Him in His house.

fr
''.'".''

'

'' Namely. Ahura Mazda himself.
10 These lines and the whole following verse are probably citations from a sacred

prayer.
1

' over everything.
12 Metaphor for heaven.
lJ

existing among the faithful on earth.
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1 1. yasia daevang aparo b masyqsca
tarS.nmsta yai im tara.ma'myama

anyang ahnult ys hdi armi mainyaia
saosyamo dang patois spanta daeita

urva&u hraici pta vei maztici aluircl

read aparo = a.para.
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11. (to the Wise Lord). The person who, in this very way 14
, has

opposed the guilty gods and mortals who, in their turn, have kept on
opposing this one l5 — that is, people other than the man who has been

pious to him — such a person, by reason of his virtuous conception,

is an ally, a brother, or a father (ofThee), Wise Lord, the Master of the

house Who shall save (us) 16
.

,A
Namely, by promising to behave with truth and good thinking.

13 Namely. Zarathustra himself.

16 That is. any man in this world who acts under the motivation ot" his own
virtuous spirit is himself of the very nature of god.
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1

.

kqm namdi zqtn kudra namdi ayeni

pair! xl

actaits airyumanasvd ckuktiti

ndit ma xsndus yd varazand hacd '

naecld claHynus ydi sastara dragvanto

kaOa 6\\a nifiztld x.snaosdi ahurd

2. vaedd tat yd ahmi mazild anaeso

ma kamnafsvd hyaicd kamndnd ahmi
garazdi toi

2 d it (a)voend ahurft

rafaSram cag \ *ii hyti t fryd fryd i daidit

dxsd vaijhatts axii isiini manatjhd

3. kadd mazild ydi iixsdnd asnqm
uijhUits daraOrdi fro asahya (fr)drante

.'' varazddis sSnghaix saosyantqm xraiavd

kaeihyo uQdi vohu jimat manaijhd

maihyo 6\\d sqstrd 3 varanc ahurd

4. at tang dragvd rang asahya vazdrang par

get fromto is soiOrahya vd daliyaux vd

duzazohu has x'dis syaoOandis ahamuxto 4

vastam xsuOrdt mazild mdiQat jydtaus vd

hva tang fro.git
5 paOmang hucistdis carat

5. ya vd xxayqx arias * tlritd ayantam

urvdtois vd huzanlus miOmibyd vd

nixnd jvqx va iisuvd dragvaniam

Yiciro hqs fat fro x'aeiaw tnruyut

uzuiBydi im mazild xrunvat ahurd

1 read Vj.j/i.Vw (*luiluna\.
- read toi ft.

Mj. K..
J
read a hUniMsiii.

read I'm gil,

" rc;id ii il,ix.
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1. To what land to (lee? Where shall I go to flee? They exclude (me)
From my family and from my clan. The community with which I

have associated has not satisfied me, nor those who are the deceitful

rulers or the land. How, then, shall I satisfy Thee, Wise Lord?

2. I know that (reason) because of which I am powerless, Wise One:
by my condition of having few cattle, as well as (that) I am a person
with few men. I lament to Thee. Take notice of it, Lord, offering the

support which a friend should grant to a friend. Let me see the power
of good thinking allied with truth!

3. Wise One, when shall the bulls of the heavens l

rise forth for the

maintenance of the world of truth? The intentions of those who
shall save 2 are in accord with Thy mature teachings! To which
persons shall one come with good thinking to (give) help? To me?
1 choose (only) Thy teachings. Lord.

4. Yes, the deceitful one 3
has guarded the draft oxen of truth

4

— either those of the district or those o? the land — from arising,

being, as he is, difficult to challenge and contentious by reason of
his actions. Whoever shall expel him. Wise One, from rule or from
life, thut person shall free the oxen for the flight of good under-
standing 5

.

5. The man of good lineage, who is master of a house, should
respectfully receive any person coming (to him), be it in consequence
of an order or (other) pacts. (Bui) if a truthful person, living in

accordance with this directive, discerns that man to be deceitful,

he should declare it to his own family, in order to save it from
violation. Wise Lord.

%£;-?:'';';; 1 \
M^aphor lor Adura MuzdS ;ind his immortal forces.

^!?'.'iV-
r

lA
: That is. the earthly community of the truthful.

a&Hfcs.-.'-i •< The evil spirit.

Metaphor for the community of the faithful and truthful.
5 Another term for the good vision.
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6. at vastam no if na ismmo dydt 7

dritjo hvo (lamqn hacBahyd gat

hvo zi dragva yS drdgvuite vahisio

hvo asava yahmai uxavd fryd
hyat daend paouruyd da ahura

7. kSmna a mazc/d mavaite puyion dadd
hyat met dragva didaraxatd y

acnaijhe

anySm Bwahnwt d&rasvd manaijhuscd
yaya syaoBandix us.vit druostd ahura
tqm mo i dust vt(m daenuydi fretvaocd

8. yS va mai yd gavBu dtizdc aetunjhe

no it uhyd md dBrix syaoBandix jrosyat
1

° paityaog.it id
l ° ahmd ijasd it dvaexatjhd

tanvSm a yd im hujyutdix pdyut
noil duzjydtoix kdvii mazdd dvat'satjhd

9- ka hvo yH mcl aradrd coiBuj paouruyd
: yaOa Bwd zayixtim uzmiuhi

,_ xyaoBandi spnnhvn ahunvn asavan.vn

yd iSi asfi yd axdi gmix tuxd mraot
ismti md td tdi vohu manatjhd

10. va vd mot net gmtd w mazdd ahura
ddydt aijhStix yd tu vdistd vahistd

usom '

' asCti vohu xsa&rzm manatjhd

yqxed haxxcii xxmdvatum yahmai.

a

fro tats vixpelt'x an vain (frajfrd pnr<vum

1 1

.

xktBrdix yujSn kctrapand kdvayaxed

akdix svuoQandts ahum in.vangaidydi maxim
ymg .v

r
3 urva x'accd xraodat daend

hyat aihi.gnman yaBra cinvatd p.vntus

yavoi vispdi druja chmdndi ' 2
asta va

' read a.aval.
H
read kSm vii.

'' read datliir.vnii.
10 read ptiiivaoti.tijii.

" J-.
,:

read if.viulnC:
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6. But which person, likewise being able 6
, would not (receive) him

who shall come, such a person shall go to the bonds of deceit's'

captivity. For that person is deceitful who is extremely good to the

deceitful man, and that person is truthful for whom the truthful man
is a friend, ever since Thou didst establish the first conceptions, Lord.

7. Whom hast Thou appointed as guardian for me, Wise One,

if the deceitful one 7
shall dare to harm me? Whom other than Thy

fire and Thy (good) thinking, through whose actions one has nourished

the truth. Lord? Proclaim that wondrous state to me for the sake of

the (good) conception.

8. May the threat (caused) by the actions of that person not reach

me, namely, the one who takes it upon himself to harm those who
are my creatures. With responding enmity may it come back to him,

up to his person which guarded him from the good way of life but

not from the bad way of life. With every sort of enmity. Wise One!

9. Who is that person, the sincere one who shall first enlighten

me in how to respect Thee, the Most Mighty One, the truthful Lord,

virtuous tn His action? They (the adherents) indeed seek after those

things of Thine which are in harmony with truth (and) those which

the fashioner of the cow 8
told to truth. (Also) those things of Thine

in harmony with good thinking.

10. Wise Lord, whoever — be it man or woman — would grant

to me those things which Thou dost know to be the best for existence,

namely, the truth for the truth and the rule of good thinking, (with

that person) as well as those whom I shall accompany in the glory of

your kind — with all these I shall cross over the Bridge o\~ the

Judge 10
.

11. During their regimes, the Karpans and the ICavis yoked (us)

with evil actions in order to destroy the world and mankind. But their

own soul and their own conception did vex them when they reached the

Bridge of the Judge, (there) to become guests in the House of Deceit ' l

forever.

'' Namely, also being a man of means.
' The evii spirit.

H The virtuous spirit.
9 Namely, the enactment of truth for the knowledge of truth.
,0 The place where the final judgment is enacted.
M Metaphor for hell.
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12. hyat us asd iuipiyac.su najsucd

turahyd (uz)_ fin fr\ unahyCi aojyae.su

I'lWMvjs "ueQu j'rt'uld dwaxsatjhd

at is valid hnm.aihi.moist manaijha

aeibyd rajbSriti niaztlu saste ahum

13. i,1 spiifmhvn zarathistmm rdtlaijhd

mar.vacsd xsturns hvd na frasruidydi nr.iOwd

at hat maztlti ahum dm hi; aIntra

uhmiii t>aef)t'i valid Initial muiuujlul

tnm vii asd mnhmahli hus.liaxdhu

14. zuruQustnl haste asavd urvaOd

nuizd i nmgil t k .5 vd frasruidydi vast

i

at hvo kitvd visidsiid \ aIn '

-

1

ynngstd mazeId luubmdi minas a/itird

tang zhuyd vatjluiis uxSiu's mauatj/id

15. haerat.aspd vttxsyd r.i spitamdtjhd

hyat (Iddnnii vicuyuQu addOuscd

tdis yds syao Oimais asntn xsnutih] v7 dadtnv
ydis ditidis paountydis ahurahyu

16. [nrasuostra aOrd id urndrdis itli

h vd .# vd td is y5n» us valti usid std i

yaOrd asd hacaiie drnuu'tis

yaOrd vai/h.ius mamujhd istd xsaBmm
yaBrd nutztla var.Mhmajn saeiii a/tut a

1 7. yaOrd vii ujsmdiii snughunt

nu it anafsnuim tfcjiin u'tspd hvo .}> vd
14

Inula vnsrd
ia vahmng saraosd rdiiutjhd

ya vhitutot dd&anud adaOamvfi

ddiigrd man tit asd inazdd ahaid

raid yii ulii.

read Inula.vasiti.
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12. Since thou, truth, didst arise among the noteworthy children and
grandchildren oF Friyana, the Turanian, the one who prospered his

creatures with the zeal of piety, therefore did the Wise Lord unite
them with good thinking, in order to announce Himself to them
for their support.

13. (to the adherents). Who among men did gratify Zarathustra
Spitama with solicitude, that man was deserving or being famed.
And the Wise Lord granted existence to him and prospered his

creatures with good thinking. We respected him among you as
the good companion of truth.

14. Zarathustra, which truthful person is thy committed friend for

the great task? Who, moreover, wishes to become famed? Yes, it is

Kavi Vishtaspa ,2
, with whom thou art allied. "With I3 words stemming

from good thinking I shall call upon those whom Thou, Wise Lord,
hast assembled in Thy abode".

15. Haecataspas, ye Spitamas 14
, I shall tell you how ye shall

distinguish the just and the unjust men. Through such actions ye shall

assume the truth for yourselves, in accord with which first laws of
the Lord (the foremost existence shall come about here).

16. Frashaoshtra Haugva 15
, come thou hither together with those

sincere men whom we two wish to be in His favor. Hither, where
piety is in harmony with truth, where sovereignty is in the power of
good thinking, where the Wise Lord dwells in maturity.

17. Hither, where, o Jamaspa Haugva 16
, I shall declare to you

in verse— not in non-verse— in total inspiration, and with obedience,
the glories o\' Him who offers solicitude (to us), the Wise Lord who,
together with His clever advisor, truth, has judged the just and the

unjust

'

7
.

12
CI". Y. 28. In 7.

lJ
Citation of Vishtaspa *s words, revealing that he has trulv committed himself

to the support of Ahura Mazda.
1-1 Members of Zanithustra's family.
,5 Cl\ Y. 28. In 8.
,h

CI*. Y. 28. fti 8.
!7

appropriately.
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18. yn mathya yai>.s uhmdi astir vahisid

maliya istois vohii ivisnm mcmaijha

tistmg alwuli yn na usidi tiaiiHtd

mart/a aid xsmdknm varum xsnaosnmnd
la i moi xratHi/s maiuujhasvd vfciOnm

iy. yd moi usui hat'Oini hard varnsaiii

ztiraQitsird i iiynt nixnt'i fnraidj fvmm
ahmdi mizibn i hannnic pardhum
munii. vista is ' " mat vispdis tjdvd nzi

tacit nidi sets ivUm mazrfd vuOdisid

'

** rend numH visiaii

.
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>--#^J-t 18. (to the Wise Lord). The person who (has given) life to me,

^j
to him I indeed have promised with good thinking the best things in

£j my power. But evils to the person who would deliver us to evil! —
j thus satisfying your wish with truth, Wise One. This is the decision
': of my will and my mind.

i\ 19. The person who, really in accordance with truth, shall bring to

& realization for me, Zarathustra, what is most healing tB
accordina to

\ (our) wish, for such a person, (besides) winning the prize of a future
existence, shall there be a fertile cow and a steer 19

, along with all

my possessions (in this existence). Even these things, it has seemed
to me, Thou dost best know, Wise One.

'" Namely, what is most healing and restorative Tor the world currently afflicted
by deceit.

'" Metaphor for the good vision and Zarathustra himself.
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i
. spanta mainyii vahistdcd manaijhd

haca asdf syaoBanacd vacaijhdcd

ahmcii dqn haurvdtd amaratdtd

mazda xsaOrd drmaiti aIntro

2. ahya mainyait's spanislalira vahistam

hizvd uxdai.s vaijlmts nadim manaijhd

annato is zastdibyd syaoBana varazydt '

ova 2
cisti hvo ptd asahyd mazda

3. ahya mainya its tvam alu id spanto

ya ahmai gtp ? j ranyd.skaraitim ham .takit

at hoi vastrd i
•' rdmd da drmaitim

hyat ham volid imizdd ( hamaj.frastd manaijhd

4
. ahmdt maim vi/.v rarasyvinti dragvanto

.;_- mazda spaniel t noil idcl asnoiw

kasauscit nd asdww kada* atjhai

isvacit hqs pantos akd drngvdite

5. idea spanta mainyft mazda aluird

asdune cdis yd zt vied vcihist

a

Itanara Owahmdt zaosdt tlragva ha.xsaiu*

ahya syaoQu/idis akd I d syqs manaijhd

6. id da spanta mainyu mazda ahurd

dOrd vaijhdu vidditim rdndihya

around is dabqzaijhd asaliydcd

ha zi pnurus isantd vdurdite

"for w/vo. from 6 irii.

3 read rustre

.

* Mf,.,. K 4 . etc.
5 read hu.wsviiv.
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1. "Through 1

a virtuous spirit and the best thinking, through both

the action and the word befitting truth, they shall grant completeness

and immortality to Him. The Wise One in rule is Lord through piety'".

2. ""A person shall bring to realization the best for His most virtuous

spirit with his tongue, through words stemming from good thinking,

and with his hands, through (every) act of piety, according to the

single understanding ; the Wise One is the Father of truth".

3. Thou art the virtuous Father of this spirit, the spirit who fashioned

the joy-bringing cow 2
for this world. Moreover, Thou didst create

tranquility and piety for her pastor 3 when he took counsel with

good thinking. Wise One.

4. Wise One, the deceitful are not able to deflect those who are

properly truthful from this virtuous spirit. "Be* a man indeed of little

worth (or) indeed the master of much, he shall he loving to the truthful

person and bad to the deceitful one" 5
.

5. And through this very virtuous spirit
6

, Wise Lord, Thou hast

promised for the truthful person what indeed are the very best things.

(But) the deceitful man shall have his share apart from Thy approval,

since he lives by his actions stemming from evil thinking.

6. Wise Lord, together with this virtuous spirit Thou shall give the

distribution in the good to both factions through Thy fire, by reason

of the solidarity of piety and truth
7

. For it shall convert the many who

are seeking 8
.

' The first two verses are citations from Ahura Mazda's precepts.
2 The good vision.

i Here Zarathustra himself.
4 Another citation from a precept of the lord.

5 The expression 'the truthful person and the deceitful one* is to be understood on

two levels. First, as men of this world: secondly, as AhM. as 'the Truthful One* and

the evil spirit as 'the deceitful one'.
6 That is, when U is enacted by the faithful believers in this world.
7 That is. when piety and truth have grown strong among the faithful.

H
to know.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

yezi addis ! asa drujim vanijhaiti

hyat qsa.suw yd daihildnd fraoxid

amaratdiw 2 daevdiscd masydiscd

a I wisavdi.s vahmam vaxsai ahurd

Ivam vulva ahurd

1311 "*yd mang* paraOd jimaiti

vaava mo i yci

para hyal ma
fail axava mazdd vanghal dragvaiuam

hd zi aijhSux vatjuhi vista dkaratis

a I vaedamncii vahisia sdsnanqm

yum Inula sdsti asa ahum
spanto vulva yai'cit guzrd sanghdijhd

Owdvqs maztla vaijhaus xraOwa mana/jlw

1*3 da i mono
hvo daenqm

ahyd zaasang

dwahmi xrata

vahyo mazdd asyascd

syaaQandca vacwjhdcd

usiis varanang hacaitc

apamam nana aijhat

huxsaOra xsmtqm ma nS dusaxsaOrd xsantd

vaijhuyd cisrois syaoOandis armaiti*

yaozdci masya aipi.zqQam vahisia

ga vii i varazy'dtqm iqm m x'araQdijsu\ -o

hd zi nS husdidamd hd ns uiayuitim

da I lavisim vaijhaus nwnaijlm haraxtJqm 5

at a/iydi asa mazdd urvard vax.iai

ahurd aijhaus zqOdi paouruyehyd

' read ml ais.
2
J Pl .

' read rw/»Lint;.
4

J Pl |j,).

* J 3 (K4 ).
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1. (to the Wise Lord). If, during the times after this (present) one
which is under the workings of evil, one shall defeat deceit by truth,

that hateful deceit which has been taught by gods and men for the

sake of immortality, then one shall increase Thy glory. Lord, during

those times of salvation.

2. Tell me what things Thou dost know, Lord, before the far end

of the course shall come tome 1

. Shall the truthful finally conquer the

deceitful, Wise One? For that is known to be the good Form of

existence.

3. (to the adherents). Yes, for the person who accepts this, there

applies the best of commands which the Lord, beneficent through

truth, virtuous and knowing, commands, and even His profound

teachings.

(to the Wise Lord). Through the determination of his good thinking,

he shall be someone like Thee, Wise One.

4. Who has set his mind on the good, Wise One, and (who) on the

bad, (each) such person follows his conception in action and in word;
also his pleasures, his desires, and his preferences. (But) when Thy will

shall be done, the end shall be different (for each).

5. Let those of good rule rule over us— not those of evil rule— with

actions stemming from good understanding and with piety.

(to the adherents). Men, let the best vital ization for the cow 2 be

brought to realization on earth, in order to breed her for our food 3
.

6. For she shall bring peace to us, she shall grant to us the enduring

and esteemed strength of good thinking. And the Wise One shall

increase the plants 4 for her through truth, He (who is to be) Lord at

the birth of the foremost existence.

1 Namely, before I die.
2 The good vision.
3 Thai is, so thai she shall sustain us in our quest.
A Metaphor for the faithful believers in the good vision.
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7. nl iiesnmo (JiDMydtuni* paiti rsmam (paiti) .syddum
ydi u vcnjlmts mamujho didreiyzo .duye

asd vvqm yehyd hiOuus nd spnn/d

at hoi demuri7i Oweihmi a dam altitrd

8. kd lot' vaijhnits maztla xsuQruhyd is/is

kd idi eisdix (hyaliyd maihyd alnird

kd 8\vdi eisu dka arailrwg isyd

vaijhnus ma ii n*.mv s\ 'in 'flananum jetvara

9. katlel vaveld yczi ctihya xsayaOd

ma:eld asd ychvd md diOis thaeOd

was nioi (,7i;7:)uccii}i vaijlmts vajus mamiijlm

vulval saosyeis yuQd hoi axis aijhai

10. keulu mazdel mqnurdis nam visnmc

kaeld afin mttOrnm ahya meiduhyu

yd angraya karttpand ttntpeiycinti

yard xralu dus.ixsaOrd daliyunqm

1 1

.

kculei mazefci eisd nun annairis

jimat xsaftnl litis,vtis vdstravait

i

•' kdi drngvd.dnhis xnlrdis rdimim 1
de'imf"

.' knng a vaijhMs jimat muneiijlw cisiis

12. aI tdi aijlwn saosyeimd daliyunqm

ydi xsniim valid muiuujhd heuunic

syaoQandis am Owahyd maztla snnghahya

tdi zi da id hamuesiard acsnm.mahvd

'" read cltiiqui.

read r.viuvn.

"JPi-
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7. Let fury be stopped. Cut away cruelty, ye who wish to attract the

attention of good thinking along with (that of) truth. The virtuous

man indeed is its companion.

(to the Wise Lord). Yes, his bonds are in Thy house. Lord.

S. What is the power of Thy good rule, Wise One? What of Thy
reward for me. Lord? What (reward) of Thine is to be sent by truth

to those who are certainly sincere as an incentive for actions stemming
from good spirit?

9. When shall I know. Wise One, if ye have mastery through truth

over anyone whose threat is inimical to me? Let the solemn words
of good thinking be truly told to me. (For) he who shall save should

know how his reward shall be.

10. When, Wise One, shall men desist from murdering? When shall

they fear the folly of that intoxicating drink 5
, through the effects of

which the Karpans as well as the evil rulers of the lands torture our
(good) intentions in an evil way?

11. When, Wise One, shall piety come along with truth, bringing

peace and pasturage 6 throughout the dominion? Which men shall

stop the cruelty (caused) by the violent deceitful persons? To which
man shall come the understanding stemming from good thinking?

12. Yes, those men shall be the saviors of the lands, namely, those

who shall follow their knowledge of Thy teaching with actions in

harmony with good thinking and with truth. Wise One. These indeed

have been fated to be the expel lers of fury.

5 The Haoma, cf. Y. 32. fn 19.
6 Metaphor for freedom.
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1

.

at ma yuvd baiulvd pa/re mazisio

ya ihtsaraGrfs cixsnuXd usd mania
vaijuhi aiia gakli mot a moi (a)raptl

ahyd vohfi aaxn vttid manuijhd

2. at ahyd mil hnndvahya mdnayeiii

ikae.w drngvci liaihitd usd! ruraso

nait spamam dorast ahmdi sidi drinuiiim

niiccld vohil mazdd frusta maiiuijhil

3. aled ahmdi varandi mazdd nittdiam

asam suulyoi ikiiesui rdsayeijhC' thuxs

id vaijlmis sara izyd matuitjho

antara w.v/i,i//» ilragvatd haxmSng (amara).mruyC'

4. yai dus.xraOwci acsamam varaiian rdmamvd '

x'dis hizubis jsuyusu ajsuyuntd

yui'sqm noil hvarstdis vqs ihtzvarsid

ini tlaernng chin yd drngvaid liaOnd

5. a i hvo muz t Id izucd didifixed

yS tiat'iuim vohii sdrastd mtnwijhd

drmuiois kitsvit asd huzantits

tdixed vispilis Owulnm xsaOrdi ahurd

6. fro va (fra)esyu maztld asamvd mruite

yd va xraiaus xxmdkuhyd djiumaijhd

3i'3s vicLIyai yuOd i srdvayacmd

turn daenqm yd xsmavatd ahurd

1 read ranismva.
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1. Yes, throughout my lifetime I have been condemned as the

greatest defiier, I who try to satisfy the poorly protected (creatures)

with truth, Wise One. If requital is good, come to me and give support
to me. Through good thinking find a means of destruction of this.

2. Yes, the deceitful professor of this resembles the defiier, as he

deflects (others) from the truth by himself. Neither has he supported

virtuous piety in order that it be his, nor has he taken counsel

with good thinking.

3. However, it has been fated for this world, Wise One, that the

truth is to be saved for its (good) preference, that deceit is to be

destroyed for its (false) profession. By reason oT this, I am eager

for the alliance of good thinking, in order to ban all the deceitful

persons from our company.

4. Those who, with ill will, have increased fury and cruelty ' with

their own tongues among the cattle-breeders, these non-cattle-breeders 2

whose evil effects one has not yet defeated with good effects, they have
served the gods, which is the conception of a deceitful person.

5. But that man. Wise One, is both milk and butter 3
(for Thee),

namely, the one who has allied his conception with good thinking.

Any such person of piety is of the (same) good lineage with truth and
all those (other forces) existing under Thy rule. Lord.

6. I do urge you— Thee, Wise One, and the truth— to tell (us) what
the intentions of your will are, in order- for us to correctly judge how
we might make them heard as that conception which belongs to one

..of. your. kind,.Lord.

1

for the foir. i.e. for the good vision.
2 The cattle-breeders are the followers of the good vision, the non-cattle-breeders

are their deceitful opponents.
3 Metaphor for strength and prosperity. Intention is that every believer grants new

power to god through his Faith.
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7. ffl/ra vohu mazdd sraotu manaijha

sraotu asa gusahvd tu aIntra

kfi airyamd k? x'aetus dawis aijhai

yd varazandi vaijuhim ddt frasasttm

S. farasaostrdi urvdzislam asahyd da

saram tat Qwa mazdd yiisa altara

maibydcd ycint vaijhutt Owahmt a xsadroi

yavdi vispdi fraeSt&yho dijhdmd

9. sraotu susnii jsmghyo stive lasto

noil aras.vatct saram didqs dragvuid

hyat daend vahistc yujan mizilc

asii yuxtd ydlii dnjamaspa

10. talcd mazclu Qmihmi a dqm ntpaijlw

memo vohu urunascd usdtmqm

namasvd yd urmaitis tided

mqzd.xsaOrd vazdatjlid avamird 2

\ I
.

at dusaxsaQrUng dusJyaoOanang duzvacaijho

duzdacmang duzmanai/ho dragvato

akdis xyara&dis patIt tirvqnd (puit)yantd*

drujo daman haiOyd atjlwn aslaya

12. ka t lot asa zhayenie avaijho

zara&ustrdi kat lai vohu nutnaij/ul

ya vH staotd is mazdd frindi aiutrd

aval ydsqs hyat va isid vahistam ....

3
read tutamira ( 7

)

J J:|K.|.
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7. And let a person listen to that with good thinking, Wise One.
Let him listen with truth. Do Thou, Lord, (also) give ear (to this).

Which clan, which family shall abide by Thy laws, thus being one
which shall give good fame to the (whole) community?

8. Do Thou grant the most happy alliance of truth to Frashaoshtra*— I entreat Thee for this, Wise Lord — and also to me, namely, that
alliance which exists under Thy good rule. We shall be Thy envoys
forever.

9. Let the cultivator 5
, being one fashioned to save, listen to these

instructions: "The 6
truly speaking man has never expounded alliance

with the deceitful one 1
, since those who are yoked with truth 8 have

yoked their conceptions on the best prize when the retribution comes".
Yes, Jamaspa q

.

10. Wise One, Thou dost guard in Thy house this good thinking,
and the souls of the truthful ones, and reverence with which are allied

piety and milk l0 —
- Thou dost guard (all these) with an inalterable

permanence that grants rule (to Thee).

11. But the deceitful persons, bad in rule, bad in actions and
words, bad in conceptions and thoughts, them shall their souls continue
to encounter with foul food when they shall be the true guests in the
House of Deceit '

'.

12. What help by truth hast Thou for Zarathustra who calls? What
help by good thinking hast Thou for me, who shall propitiate all of
you with praises. Wise Lord, while continuing to entreat for the
best which exists in your power ,2

?

4 a. v. :s. fns.
3

oj gout! iliinkiii}>

'" Another precept of the lord.

The evil spirit.
s Metaphor for the truthful adherents
" CI". Y. 28. fiiS.
,0 Term for worship. On another level, milk is again a metaphor (cf. fn 3 above]

lor the strength the lord receives through the pictv of the faith fu

I

" Metaphor for hell.
12

Paraphrase of ynttr very best power, i.e. the rule of truth and good thinking.
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1

.

kai moi urva isv vahyd avaijhd

k? moi pasi? us kf> ma.nd Orala visid

cmyo a.sat Qwaivd mareld aIntra

azdd zuia vulnsldalvd manaijhd

2. kaOd mazdu rfinyd.skamitinj i>i{m isosoii '

yd him ahmtii vdsiravaiiim stdi usydf

arazajis asd pourusft hvara pisyasu -

akasiang 3 n\d nisasyd da8am ddhvd

3. a leiI ahmdi mazdd asd aijhaili

yam hoi xsciBra voluird coist manaijhd

ya nd asois aojaijlul varadayaf'ift

yam nazdisiqin gacQajn dragvd haxsaiti 4

A. a! vd yazdf stavas mazdd ahura

hada asd vahisidea manaijhd

xsaOracd yd isd siaijhai a paiQi

dkd arndrH/ig cbmane nam saraosdne

5. ami 5 zi xxma mazdd asd ahura

hyut yiismcikdi mqQrdnc vaordzadd

aihixlarasta dvtsyd araijhd

zasldisld yd nd x'uQrt' dayfit

6. ya nit[8rd vdeim mazdd haraili

urvadu asa nainaijhd zaraQustrd

daid xraiaus hizvo raiOhn sidi

mahyd razting valid saint manaijhd

' read i.\fiit.

- H,.J„. etc.

' read nklisting.
4
read IvixsttiiP.

5 read tirfri.
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1. Does my person have control over anyone who can offer help?

Who has been Found to be the protector of my cattle? Who of me?
Who other than truth and Thee, Wise Lord, and best thinking, when
my summoning really occurs?

2. How, Wise One, should that person seek after the joy-bringing

cow 1

, namely, the one who would wish her to bring pasturage 2
to

him, as he lives honestly in harmony with truth among the many who
secretly betray (us)? Reject these latter evil ones, (but) accept the

just man.

3. For she 3
, indeed, whom one has promised with good thinking

to him during the rule of truth and good thinking, she shall belong to

that person who would strengthen, with the power of such a reward 4
,

his nearest fellow creature, whom the deceitful one 5
shall (otherwise)

appropriate.

4. Yes, praising, I shall always worship all of you. Wise Lord, with

truth and the very best thinking and with their rule through which

one shall stand on the path of (good) power, t shall always obey (you),

the truly sincere ones existing in the House of Song 6
.

5. Lord, let wisdom come in the company of truth across the earth!

Yes, if ye shall be pleased with your prophet, reveal Thyself with visible

help, mighty through Thy hand, through which he might set us in

happiness.

6. Reverent Zarathustra, the prophet who raises his voice. Wise

One, is an ally of truth. May the Creator instruct through good thinking

....(the course) of my. direction, in order to be the charioteer of my will

and my tongue.

1 The good vision.
2 Metaphor lor peace and freedom.
3 Again the good vision

.

4 Namely, the advent of the foremost existence.
5 The evi! spirit

.

6 Metaphor for heaven.
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7 . at v5 1•«»/</ r.T r/.vn'Hiig awvend

jayciis pnm&tls vahmahyd yusmdkahya

mazdd asa "gi'Mtg vohu manaijlid

yd is azdOd mahmdi liyuld avatjhe

H . mat vd pa(Id is yd frasru td Iza\'d

pairiju.su / nutzdd ustanazas t

a

at vd asa itrndraliyueu nnnunjhd

at vd vaijhnns manutjhd luiiuirnldid

9. id if vd yusndis paili slavas ayeni

mazdd asa vatjlmis syaoQandis manaijlid

vadd asois mul'iyd vtt.sH xsayd h

at huddnaos isayits li.vnzdt! Hy.vn

10. ui yd vurosu yucit pairi a is syaoOauft

yard vohu vastnam ar.y'ai manaijlu!

iamii .y'.ihjj asnan i u.xsu aearns

xsmdkdi asa vahnidi mazdd alnird

11. at vn slanta aojdi mazdd aiffidea

yet veil asct lava eft isdied

delta tajhUus arndat vohu manaijlid

haiOydvarnxfttm hyut vasnd fhraso.hvmm

" read .xsiiruiilrii.
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7. Yes, 1 shall yoke for you the swiftest steeds 7
, those wide (going)

with the victories of your glory and strong with both truth and good
thinking 8

, the steeds with which ye shall race (ahead) 9
, would ye be

ready for my help.

8. With hands outstretched, Wise One, I shall serve all of you with

the renowned footprints of milk l0
. You, moreover, with truth and with

the reverence (worthy) of a sincere person. You, moreover, with the

skiltfulness of good thinking.

9. Praising, I shall encounter you with such worship, Wise One, and

with actions stemming from good thinking allied with truth. When I

could rule at will over my reward, then I would, exercising such power,

be in the stride of the blessed one 1

1

.

10. Yes, those things which Thou hast brought to realization, as well

as those things which Thou hast reached by Thy action, and those

things which one shall esteem, through good thinking, in his

vision — the lights of the sun, the bright bull of the heavens 12 —
these are for your glory

13
, Wise Lord allied with truth.

1 1

.

Yes. I shall swear to be your praiser, Wise One, and I shall be it,

as long as I shall have strength and be able, o truth. Through good

thinking the Creator of existence shall promote the true realization

of what is most healing
14

" according to our wish.

"

" 7 Metaphor far the faithful and the truthful.
H The intention is that truth and good thinking offer strength to the faithful to

persevere in their quest for a better world.

" Namely, to win the race with the forces of deceit.
10 Metaphor for worship as well as for the strength which the lord receives

through the worship of those who believe in him.
1

' This is truth.
12 Most likely the moon.
13 That is. these things will be praised in the hymns to glorify the wondrous

achievements of god.
la Namely, what is healing and restorative for the world currently afflicted by

deceit. That is the rule of truth and good thinking.
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1. vohu xsadran i vairim bdgamaihi.hairi.siom

. vidisamndi it:civil asa amarn.raruiii

syaodandis mazda vahistsm tat m nuvif vamsdnv

2. id vH mazda /laourvim ahurd l asd yevd 1

taihydcd armaUv ddisd nidi isidis xsaQrom

xsmdlom vohu manaijhd vahmdi ddidi savaijlid

3. d vS gmts.fi hJm.yantu ydi r,? syaoOandis surnnte

ahurd asa hizzvii uxSdis vatjhhis manaijhd

yaesqm tit paountyd mazda jradaxssd alii

4. kuBrd amis a fsaratus kuQrd m.wnzdikd axsiat

.. kudrd yasoJiym attain kit spmta drmaitis

kuOrfi maud vahistam kuBrd Qwd xsaOrd mazda

5. vispd id pnrasqs yaOa asa I hard gam vidal 2

vdstryo syaoOandis ?rzsvd hqs huxratus n.vruujhd

yS daQaeibvo way ratum xsavas asivd cistd

1 read asayeca, from orig. asdyaca.
2 read vidat.
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1. That good rule must be chosen which best brings good fortune

to the man serving it with milk 1

. In alliance with truth, it shall

encompass the best (for us) through its actions. Wise One. This very

rule shall I now bring to realization for us.

2. These things 2 indeed first belonged to you— to Thee, Wise Lord.
and to truth. But to thee, o piety, I shall reveal these things 3

in

consequence of my power 4
. Grant thou, piety, your rule or good

thinking for the glory of the Mighty One.

3. Those who (already) are allied with you by their actions, let them
(also) join with you with their ears. (For) Thou art the Lord by reason
of Thy tongue (which is) in harmony with truth and by reason of Thy
words stemming from good thinking, of which Thou, Wise One, art

the foremost revealer.

4. Where shall there be protection instead of injury? Where shall

mercy take place 5
? Where truth which attains glory? Where virtuous

piety? Where the very best thinking? Where, Wise One, through Thv
rule?

5. Through all this I am asking how the pastor 6
, lofty by reason

of his actions, shall (best) serve the cow 7
in accord with truth, as he

continues to be a reverent person of good determination and one who,
although having the power over (the choice of) both rewards, has
correctly understood the (proper) judgment for the just people.

1 Milk represents both the milk -offering, a term for worship, and the metaphoric
sense of strength, the power which the rule of god receives through the belief of the
faithful in him. The rule implied here is the rule of truth and good thinking.

- Namely, the above-mentioned good rule, good fortune and the best of everything.
3 among men here on ear:it

.

.-"*. "•'- -
4 That is. //*/ have the power to do so.

in place of punishment.
h The truthful man.
7 The good vision

.
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6. yd vahyo vaijlmis chzcle yascd hoi vdrdi racial

ahum xsaOra mazcla at ahmcii akdi asyd

ya hoi no it vidditi apnme aijhaus urvcwse

7. tlaidi moi yS gqm tasd apasca urvardscd

amaratdtd Iwurvdtd spnnistd mainyu mazcla

tavisi utayutti mcniai/1icl vohti saiujhe3

8. at zi lot vaxsya mazcla vhluse zi no mruydi

hyaf akoycl
A

ttragvaire asto yd asnm dculre

hvo zi muQrci sytito yn viduxi1 mravaiti

9. ytpn xsmltam rdnoihyd da Owd dOrd suxrd mazdcl

ctyaijha xsusicl aihi ahvdhu claxstnm eld vat

rdsayeijhc c/movantam xavayo axavannm

1 . at yn ma na s mcirnxsaitO cmycWfi ahmdt h mazcla

hvo ddmais ilrujd Inimis id cluzild ydi hnnli

maibyd zhayd asam vaij/myd tis't \>at.te

11. kS urvaQd xjiitamdi zaraOiistrdi na mazcla

kn vd ascl afrusta kcl spamd drmaiiix

kn vd vaijlwus manaijhd arista magdi nrnxvd

,12, noil ta im .xxndux vacpyd knvind pornta 7 znmd
zaraduxtram spitdmnm hyaf ahmi ururaost asto

hyat hoi im K
varaiaxcd aotlarascd zdixanu vdzd

' Pi,.
J

IY>r (iknirii.

" read ultima.
'
jp,. j,. mt,.,. cic

H read f.
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6. The one who accepts what is better than good 8 and who shall

bring success to His wish, (him) the Lord, Wise in His rule, (shall

accept). But what is worse than bad shall be, at the final turning
point of existence, for that man who shall not serve Him.

7. Thou, Wise One, who hast fashioned the cow as well as the
waters and the plants 9 by reason of Thy most virtuous spirit,

grant Thou to me immortality and completeness 10
, those two enduring

forces which are to be praised with good thinking.

S. For then I shall say to Thee, Wise One — because a man should
say it to the One who knows '

' — that I would do evil to the deceitful

one ,2
, (as) in accordance with the wish of Him who has upheld the

truth 11
. Indeed would this prophet be happy, who shall say it to

Him who knows.

9. The satisfaction which Thou shalt give to both factions throuah
Thy pure fire and the molten iron, Wise One, is to be given as a sign

among living beings, in order to destroy the deceitful and to save the
truthful

.

10. Yes, the person indeed who shall try to destroy us, Wise One,
is different from us : he is a son stemming from deceit's creator and
thereby maleficent (to those) who exist. 1 (therefore) summon truth to

me, to come with my good reward.

11. Wise One. which man has been an ally to Zarathustra Spitama?
Which one has taken counsel with truth? With whom is virtuous
piety allied? Which man of good thinking has shown himself to be
lofty (enough) for the (great) task?

12. In no such way did the roguish Kavi satisfy this Zarathustra

Spitama at Earth-bridge 13
, since he rejected (him who) arrived at that

spot, although his two draft animals were trembling from wandering
and from the cold.

H That is. ihc very best, which here is a paraphrase of the very best truth.
" On the metuphoric level, the cow is the good vision and the waters and the plants

are the devoted faithful. On the literal level, the cow is employed as a symbol lor the
earth.

,,.--,_-;
I0 Thai is. a devoted following of adherents who believe in the prophet's message

;-*;-cuvi ii Ahura Mazda.
12 The evil spirit.

.

:

.

' 3 Probably a place name.
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13. id dragvato maradaiti daena arazaos haiOim 9

yehyd una .xrraodaitt cinvaio paraid aka

x'dis syaoBarials hizvascd a.whya nqsva pado

14. noit urvada cidtdihyascd karapand vastrat aram 10

gavdi drais a sandd xr
ais syaoOanaisca sanghdiscd

yp is sangho apamam clrujo damdnc dddt

1 5

.

In«/ nuzdatn zuradustro magavan)v cd Is I para

garo damane alniro mazda jasat paouruyd

la
'

' va vohil nwiwijhii asdicd ' 2 sa veils cavisi ' 3

16. tqm kavd vistdspo magahyd xsadrd nasal

vaijlmis padabis manaijho yt{m visum asd mama
spanto muzdti aIntro aOct na suzdydi usla

1 7

.

harax5qm n id i farakiostrd hvo .gvd daedd 1st kahrpam

duenaydi vtitjhuyui yqm ,a
hoi isyam del I ft

xsaycis mazda alniro asahyd dzdydi garazdim

IS. turn cisiim ilajdnuispd hvd.gvd isid is x'aranci

asd varanit? tut xsuQram manaijhd vaijhaus vidd

tat moi da iill aintra hyat mazda rapan lavft

.- 19. hvo tut na maidyd'unciijhd spllama ahmdi dazde

duenayu vai'danmd ya ahum isasqs
' 5

aihi

mazda data mraoi gaychyd syaoQunais vahyd

" read ImiOytim.
111

read anvn.
'

' read tat.

12 read uxuiv.
1 * read niisi.
,J

read yat.
1 * read /.w/.v.
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13. By reason of this, the conception of the deceitful person misses
the true (conception) of the honest man. His soul shall vex him at
the Bridge of the Judge l4

surely, in that he has disappeared from the
path of truth by reason of his own actions and (the words) of his
tongue.

14. Neither are the Karpans our allies, they who are at a distance
from our laws and from the pasture 15

. Theirs is a pleasure from
(bringing) injury to the cow 16 by their actions and their words, a
doctrine which shall place them in the House of Deceit 17

in the end.

15. What prize Zarathustra previously promised to his adherents— into that House of Song IH did the Wise Lord come as the first one.
This prize has been promised to you during the times of salvation by
reason of your good thinking and truth.

16. Through his rulership (following) along the paths of good
thinking, Kavi Vishtaspa "> reached this understanding of our "task,

which he respected in harmony with truth: "The 20 Wise Lord is

virtuous. Therefore wish ye for Him to announce Himself to us".

17. Frashaoshtra Haugva 21 has continuously displayed to me the
esteemed form (of piety) for the sake of the good conception, in

consequence ofwhich let the Ruler, the Wise Lord grant power to him,
in order for him to attain the stride of truth.

18. Glorious Jamaspa Haugva 21
(has displayed) this understanding

of His power: "One- chooses that rule of good thinking allied with
truth in order to serve (Him). Wise Lord, gram to me Thy support".

19. Madyoimanha Spitamas 23
, acquiring it by his (good) conception,

that man assumes for himself this rule, namely, the one who
continues to seek for existence to be (in accord with what) the Wise
Creator said is better for life through its actions 24-

.

u
Cf. V. 46. In 10.

15
of truth ami gtnnl thinking.

1(1 The good vision.
17 Metaphor tor hell.
,H Metaphor for heaven.
'" Cf. Y. 28. Tn 7.
20 Words of Kavi V.

^ Cf. Y.28. In 8.

" Words of Jamaspa,
Zi Members of Zarathustra "s family.
:j Namely, the enactment of truth and good thinking in this world.
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20. lai i*5 nn hazzaoxdijha

axnm vohu manaijlw

yazdnmatjlw nmuujhd

21. armain is i\ci sp.tnio

daend asnm xpHnvai

mazdii thttia J uluirn

22. relive! nidi aMil luial

vaedd maztlci ahum
tq yazdi .x'cris iidmUmx '"

vLspi'iijhd daidydi xavo

u.xSd ydis drmailix

mazdii raj'nSrnm cagndd

hvti cixti u.xduix syaodanu

vohu xxa&rnm manaijhd

lJim vaijulum ydxd axim

vahixlfim yesiw paili

ydi dijhar.icd h.vuhd

pairivd jaxdi vanid

read niintHbtx,
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20. All ye (immortals) of the same temperament, let that salvation

of yours be granted to us : truth allied with good thinking! (We shall

offer) words allied with piety, while worshiping with reverence of the

Wise One who offers support (to us).

21. "Virtuous 25
is the man ofpiety. He is so by reason of his under-

standing, his words, his action, his conception. Virtuous is truth and
the rule of good thinking. The Wise Lord created this, (and) I shall

entreat Him for this good reward*.

22. '7 know in whose worship there existsfor me the best in accordance

with truth. It is the Wise Lord as wed as those who have existed and

(still) exist
211

. Them (all} shall I worship with their own names 21
, and

I shall serve them with love"

.

^s'Q-'-S.
2S Tn 's verse ant* lne following one are sacred prayers.

'y.
""'.

'

1o Namely, ihose who are immortal; specifically, the good and enduring values

of the lord.
: That is. / shall warship rrut It uith truth, good thinking with good thinking, etc.
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1

.

vahistd Islis sravt zaraBustrahc

spiidmahyu yezi hoi ddt dyaptd

asdt Imcd ahum mazda yttvoi vispdi.d hvaijhavim

yaecd hoi daban sa.skancfi dacnayd vatjhuya u.xdci

syao&anucft

2. afeci hoi scan tit manaijhd ttxddis syaoBandiscd

x.snam mazda valuvaixl fraornt yasnasrd

kavacd vistaspo zaradustlis spitdmd farasaosirased

dciijhd ' araziis paBd yam duOni{m ahum saasyantd daddt

3. tamed'1 td pourucistd hat'cui.aspdnd

spitami yezivi dugadrum zuniQusirahv

vaijhalts pairydstim manaijhd asahyd mazddscd taihyd ddt

saram

add ham.jhrasvd Bwa xraBuct span is ta drmatdis

huddnvurasvd 3

4. tarn
4

zi va sparadd nivctrdni yd J'aSrdi viddt

paiOyaecd vastryaeihyd and x'aetaove

asduni asavahyo manaijhd vaijhnus x'anvat hanhits mam
haadus

mazda daddt ahum daenaydi vaijhuydi yavoi vispdi.fi

5. sdx'ani 5 vozyamndhyu kainibya mraomi
xsmaibydca vadamna'1 mancd i (im(Z)dazdum

vaeda.diim cluendbis ahyascd ahum yn vaijhnus manaijhd

asd va any5 ahum vivanghanl fat zi hoi husanam uijhut

1 read ildtjhe.

2 read lanca.
3 for huiitlnu varjvi'fl.

4 read iqm.
3 read sax'Hn ("jw'q/r) f.

* read vudomna.
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1. (to the adherents). The best wish of Zarathustra Spitama has been
heard if the Wise Lord shall grant to him those attainments in accord
with truth and a good existence for all his lifetime. Likewise, to

those who have accepted and taught the words and actions stemming
from His good conception '.

2. Moreover, let Kavi Vishtaspa 2
, the son of Zarathustra Spitama 3

and Frashaostra 4
continually accompany their knowledge — and their

prayers as well — with words and actions in harmony with such
(good) thinking, for the glory of Him, the Wise One, in order to serve

the straight paths s and that conception which the Lord granted His
savior.

3. Do thou persevere, Pourucista of the lineage of Haecataspa and
Spitama, thou young one among Zarathustra *s daughters. To thee

shall He grant the firm foundation of good thinking and the alliance

of truth and of wisdom. Therefore, come to terms with thy will, and
bring to realization the most virtuous and blessed (acts) of piety.

4. For I shall join in marriage her among you. the one who shall

serve father, husband, pastors and family. If she is truthful to the

truthful, the Wise Lord shall grant (to her) the sunlike gain of good
thinking ... for her whole lifetime, for the sake of the good conception.

5. f tell these words to these girls who are being married and to you,

ye bridegrooms. Bear them in mind, too. Through the (proper)

conceptions acquire for yourselves and your women an existence

of good thinking. Let each of you try to win the other with truth, for

this shall be of eppd aain for each,

' Again ihe good vision of a world ruled bv truth and izood thinking.
2

Cf. Y. 28. Tn 7.

3 Intended is the eldest son of Zarathustra, whose name was Isatvastra.
4

Cr. Y. 28. fn 8.
s of mull
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6. iQa i haidya nara add janayd

clnija haca rdOanw yama spasuOa fraidim

drujo ayese ' hoispiOd 7
tan vo para vayu.baradubyo dm.x'araOam

nqsat xra8ram

dragvo.dabyd dafti.arataeibyd anais a manahfm ahum

nwrangaduye

1. ana vS mi-dam aijhat ahya magahyd

yavat atus zrazdista hftnoi ha.xlava

panted mraocqs aordcd yaBrd mainyus dragvata anqsat H

para

ivizayaOd nutgam lam at va vciyoi ayha it! apamam vtuv

8. ana is a duzvarastunjhd dafsnyd hamit

zaliydcd vtspdijhd xraosantam itpa

huxsaQrdis janarqm xrunarqmcd rdmqmvd ais daddtu

syvitibyd vizihya

ha tit is dvafsd hvo dnrazd maraOyaos mazisto mositcd astCt

9. duzvaranci is vaeso rdstt tot narapis rajis

aesasd da ftLarata pasd .tanvo

k it asavd ahurd \ -a is j\ •« /Hits hamid \ -at vasa. itoiscd

tat mazdit lava xsaOrnm yd arazajyoi ddhi driguove vahyo

read hoi s/UBti.
H read aiu/scii.
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6. These things are exactly true, men; exactly, women. There is an
adherent or deceit when ye see a prospering of deceit. (Bui) ] am
taking these prosperous conditions away from his person. Foul food
shall be for these, as they cry 'woe' 6

, in that happiness has been lost to
the deceitful who violate truth. In alliance with them, ye are goina to
destroy the spiritual existence.

7. However, there shall be for you a (good) prize for the following
task. Namely, that there be the most faithful fervor (by you), while
your legs are on the ground 7

, in that place where the spirit 'of the
deceitful one 8

, sinking lower and lower, shall finally disappear. If ye
abandon this task, then the word woe shall (also) be for you at the
end.

8. By reason of these things, let those of evil effects become trickabie
and risible. Let them all scream out. But in alliance with those who
have good mastery over the men-killing, men-violating (deceitful

persons), let a man create tranquility for the peacefully dwelling set-
tlements. Let that affliction, most mighty with death's bondage,
come to these (deceitful), and let it come quickly.

9. Poison adheres to those of evil preferences. They are decline and
darkness, these furious violators of truth whose persons have been
condemned. Where is the truthful Lord who would expel them from
life and liberty?

(to the Wise Lord). Such is Thy rule. Wise One. through which Thou
shalt grant what is very good to Thy needy dependent who lives

honestlv. "

* Namely, when ihey shall be in hell.

Thai is. while ye arc siHI afire.
H The evil spirit.
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This lyric is essentially a series of entreaties (1-3, 6-10) addressed to

Ahura Mazda, the Wise Lord, and to his two most effective forces, truth

and good thinking. Throughout the Gatha Zarathustra supplicates for

power, strength and solicitude for his supporters and himself, whose
purpose is to defeat the forces of deceit in this world (6). whereby the

foremost existence shall come about on earth (11). This is the realization

of the rule of good thinking and of truth (cf. 29.10, 30.7) in this world,

which shall permit mankind, so long oppressed by the ruinous and
destructive effects of deceit (30.6. 31.1). to shape this earthly existence

according to the noble and enduring values of truth and good thinking

thai so uniquely characterize the true nature of the one true god
and his creative powers (cf. 31.S). As a result of the advent of this

rule or truth and good thinking in this world, there shall thus arise

happiness and prosperity for the just and deserving man (2, 10).

who by his faith and piety and by his enactment of these lordly

principles shall increase the power and meaning of god and his

rule (3). In essence this Galha closely approaches the nature of a

pact between god and man in the profound realization that only by
the.mutual support of god and man can either one survive.

Against the dominant theme of supplication and entreaty, Zara-
thustra has worked into the composition of this poem the subtle

counterpoint of his fundamental moral philosophy. In verse 1 the

prophet sets the scene immediately by stating his reverence for the

virtuous spirit, since the mention of this spiritual force has two aims
in mind. The first is to draw the attention of the Wise Lord to the

fact that the awakening of a similar virtuous spirit in Zarathustra

(the theme of Y. 43) has truly been the source of his good determination

in viewing himself as the chosen pastor for the cow, namely, the

promoter of the vision of a world governed by truth and by good
thinking. Moreover, the power of this spirit has been a true support
for the prophet in his perseverence to fulfill his good conception
o^ such a view of a perfect world founded upon the essence of

goodness. The second purpose in expressing his devotion for the

virtuous spirit is to evoke a feeling of compassion and identification

in the Wise Lord, for it has been through the workings of such a

spirit in the Wise One himself that the lord has been moved to offer
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a means of escape from the ways of deceit and to create thereby a
possibility of salvation for the world and for mankind (cf. 30.7-9).

In this fashion the prophet and his god are of the same nature, and
the recognition of the sameness of their essence is intended to arouse
the Wise One to come to the aid of his followers.

Verses 2-4 then specify in an undertoned manner the workings of
the virtuous spirit in man in both their sacred and profane dimensions.

First, service and eulogy for the lord, as he deserves, for above all

his nature as godhead must be maintained through the piety and
respect of the Faithful directed towards him and the eternal principles

which he represents. Second, there must be continual enactment of
good thinking among men as well as the relentless quest for truth

in this world, for this correct behavior of the true and the just man
equally promotes in its own way the fitting homage to god by bringing

to life in this earthly existence the qualities and character which
define the lord's own beneficent spirit.

In the next verse Zarathustra stresses the need for obedience for'

the Wise One, since he is the most powerful of gods. Defining the
: '

character of god in this way also has its special purpose. If man
can approach the nature of god by enacting his enduring values in

this world, then too man must also possess an analogue of the

majestic power of god to ensure the effective realization of these

prime qualities of god in his own earthly space. Thus the prophet

invokes his god to rise to this need, and thereby justifies his incessant

demands for power and might which dominate the following verses 6-9.

Verse 10 then unites both the themes of supplication for assistance

and of the recognition of the virtuous spirit in man by asking the

Wise One to aid those who are truly motivated by truth and good

thinking. For the world is moving towards the better through the efforts

of the Few who now know the true potential oF these lordly values,

and yet existence can improve even beyond that through the decisive

intercession of the powers of god. This is the point of the final verse,

which calls for the advent of the foremost existence through the direct

help of the lord, thus resuming the initial supplication found in verse 1 :

The power to fulfill an existence of truth and good thinking.

28.1. ahyd yasa namagha ustcmazasto rafaSrahyd 'I entreat with hands

outstretched in reverence of him, (our) support'. The gens, ahyd and

rafdSrahyd, as well as filg. mainySiis spantahyd, are dependent upon
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nanunjhd. The term namah- is always construed with an obj. gen. when
there is a nominal complement: 44.1b yaBd iwma xsmdvatd 'how
reverence for one of your kind (is to be)". 50.8c amdraliydcd namaijhd
'with reverence (worthy) of a sincere one*. 51.20c namaijhd mazdd
rafadram cagadi? 'with reverence for the Wise One who offers support*.

In RV. both ndnuisd and ndnmhhih are used only adverbially and thus

do noi appear with dependent nouns, but sidnui- is often construed
w

i th an obj .
gen . : X 99 .11a i is\ -a stdnwhh ih *w i th pra ises for h i

m
"

.

V 16.3a asyd xrdiue mughanah 'in praise of him. the liberal one*, etc..

which are lypo logically similar.

The formula nnmaijha ustdnazastd also appears in RV. VI I6.46cl

uttdndhasia ndnuisd and 111 14.5b. X 79.2d. Both usulna- and Ved.
inland- continue Indoir. *uix-uliuK a form dissim. from the aor. pari.

*uts-tndnd- of *uts tan 'stretch up. out' (SI. 1968a. (SI In 5). On med.
parts., cf. ayzomamnam in 2S.3 below. On ydsd namaijhd. ef. RV. Ill

2.14d idm unahe ndnuisd vdjinam hrhdi 'Reverently we entreat him.
the booty-bringer. for a lofty (gift)*.

The root yd 'entreat for' (cf. W. P. Schmid 1956, 222 IT.) is regularly

construed with double ace. in Av. and Ved. Cf. 28.8ab below voltistain

Bwd ... ydsd *I entreat Thee for the best*. 51.21c tarn vmjuhim ydsd asim
*1 entreat Him for this good reward*, etc.; RV. VIII 27. led red rami ...

di'vamdvuh 'With my song I entreat the gods for help*. 1 24.1 la idi rvd

ydmi'l entreat thee for this*. Yet the ace. of content needed here in 2S.1

cannot be syaoBand, since the fllg. rel. pron. would have to be vdis.

not attested yd. Note directly II Ig. 28.2be maihyo i/dvdi ... dyaptd asdt

hard yd is . .
. daidft To me a re to be gra n led the a 1 1a i nmen Ls helming

iruth through which one may place ../. 50.7ad yaojd zavtstyang aurvato
... ydis azddcl '\ shall yoke the swiftest steeds with which ye shall

drive*, etc. In form syaoOand is therefore instr. Nor can Ihe obj. of
ydsd be xratfmh because cd of paused urvqnam can only connect this last

phrase with xratum, with both terms dependent upon xsiwyfsd.

Object atyasd is thus the oft suppressed demon, pron. tat. C[, 31.5b
(tat) viduye ... yehyd ma arasis 'to know (that) of which I am lo be
seer". 34.12b (tat) sritidydi mazcld frdvaocd yd viddydt asfs rdsnqm
'Speak out. Wise One. in order for (that thing) to be heard according
to which one shall distribute the rewards to those who follow Thy
directive"; also 34. 13be, 45.5ab. etc.

Note that it is dialectally sign iReam that Zarathustra does not employ
the closely synonymous root jad 'request', known to the rest of the
A vesta and to OP. (pres. jaidya-, OP. jadiya-).
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mainyaus ... spantahya asa 'of the spirit virtuous through truth'.
Besides parallel 44.2d aid spanto, am freq. appears as attributive instri
with other adjs.

: 33.6a ya zaotd am arazns 'the priest who is just in
harmony with truth*, 50.2c arazajis am living honestly in harmony
with truth'; 34.4a aojonghvantam am, 50.7c am ugrSng volul manaijha
'strong through truth and good thinking', 33.8b am staomvd vacii
'words praiseworthy with truth', 48.3b Inula ... asa 'beneficent "through
truth'. Related also : 43.2c Qwd ciciBwa spanista mainvii 'understanding
through Thy most virtuous spirit', 45.6bc ya Inula ... spanta maim*
'who is beneficent by reason oF His virtuous spirit', 51.6b (passim)
xsaOra mazda 'wise with rule' (cf. 47.1).

The exact determination of the meaning or spanta- is difficult
(ct. Lommel 1971, 16 1\). However, I have chosen the translation
'virtuous', not 'holy', since spanta- and its related forms often inter-
change with forms of vahu- 'good'. In 30.3b the two spirits are called
vahyo akamal and this is parallel to their description in 45.2b as
spanyci ... migrans. The phrase 45.1 Id spanta claend is the equiv. of the
more common vanuhi (vahistd) claend in 44.10b tarn daenqm vd hdtam
vahistd 'the vision which is best for those who exist', in 51 .17b ciaenavdi
vaijhuyah 53.ld. etc. Similarly. 53.3d spanista drmatdis Vtudanu *varasvd
•Bnng to realization the most virtuous and blessed (acts) of piety'
recalls 43.1 le tat varazyeiilyai liven mot mraotd vahistam 'to brina to
realization that which ye told me is the best'; cf. also 47.2 vahistam ...

varazydf. AhM. is described as 29.7b hvo urumeibvo spanto 'He is

virtuous to the needy', and a similar expression concerning man appears
in 33.3a ya asdune vahistd 'who is very good to the truthful one'.
Finally, it should be noted that spanista mainyu of 33.12b (also
30.5b, 43.l6ab) exchanges with mainyans vahistdt in preceding 33.6a.

vispang. As obj. of ydsd, vispang requires wj, obvious from vd ...

pcihijcisdi and vd ... uj'ydni in vss. 2a and 3a below.

Thou mayest satisfy the determination of (my) good thinking~and the
soul of the cow'. The phrase va/jhaus xratilm manaijha has been
preposed before the rel, pron. so as not to break this syntactically
close unit across the caesura. Similar convention appears in 30. 10*c

mazcld asa/hded : yoi zazanti va/jhdu sravalii 'which shall race ahead
unto the good fame of the Wise One and of truth', 3i.8b vaijhSus
ptaram manaijha : hyat 6\vd ham casmaini graham 'when I grasped
Thee in a vision to be the Father of good thinking', 34.14b lanhans
syaoOana manaijho

: yoi zi gans varazane azyd 'who, through their
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action stemming from good thinking, indeed exist in the community
of the fertile cow'. CT. also 33.1 and 53.S Iwxsa&rais etc.

xratum. Just as manah- signifies the faculty 'mind*, its process

'thinking' and its object 'thought', xratu- is employed in the 3 meanings
'will' (fac). 'determination* (proc.) and intention* (obj.). First meaning
clearly in 43.fide ranis ... Bwahyd xrataus 'judgments of Thy will',

46.18e tat moi xrataus manaijhascd vicidam This is the decision of my
will and my mind'. Second occurs here and in 48.3d vaijhaus xra&wd
manaijhd 'through the determination stemming from good thinking'.

Th ird i n 32
.
9a In v) nwrandat ) j\-diaus sanghaiid is xratun j 'he has ruined

the intention of life hy his own teachings', 45.6e ahyd xratu fro.md sdstu

vahisul 'Let Him instruct me in His best intentions', etc. A similar frame
of meanings occurs for casman- as 'eye* (fac.) in Yt. 10.23 casmand
sukam 'the light o\' their eyes": 'vision' (proc.) in 50.10b yard volnl

vasmum orajot numaijhd 'and which one shall esteem in his vision';

'vision" (obj.) in 31 .8b hyat Owd ham cosmoini graham 'when I grasped
Thee in a vision' (also 45.8b). Likewise. syaoQana- is 'action, act'

(proc. and obj."): xsaOra- is 'rulership. mastery' (conceived as fac),

'rule, sovereignty, control* (proc). 'dominion, realm' (obj.). Different

uses of these last 2 words arc freq. Cf. Addenda.
xsnavisd. Humbach (1956b, 69 f.) has argued thai this form can only

be 2sg. pres. opt., but this is unlikely since the root xsnu otherwise
appears in the Gathas only as an s-aorist : 3sg. xsndus 46.1, 13, 51.12;

xsnaosan 30.5; xsiutosdi 46.1; them. part, xsnaosamno 46.18. The
expected 2sg. opt. to the med. sigm. aor. should have been *xsnausisa,

which simply dissimMated in Zarathustra's speech to *xsnavisa >
xsnavisd (cp. *sovista- > savista- etc.) under the effect of the

surrounding .v sounds. This explains the unexpected full grade (correct

pres. opt. *xsn visit like framrvisa 'thou shouldst declare' Yt. 10.119),

which is normal for med. sigm. aor. opt. (cf. Narten 1964, 43 f.).

For the root xsnu itself, I find the translation 'satisfy, gratify' suffices

for the whole of the Avesta; cf. particularly xsnili- at 31 .3. Benveniste's

attempt (1945, 48) to explain this root as a relative of xsnd 'know' has
no validity, since xsnu is cognate with Ved. ni hut 'satisfy, appease,
gratify', apa him 'displease'. In Brahmana texts ni hnu is employed
uniformly in passages which describe the appeasement of a god (or

the sacrifice itself), who would be angered by a certain incorrect

ritual action. E.g.. SBr. 3.8.2.2 tarn vdcayati nomas ta dtaneti

icismai emitad yajndya nilmute tatho haindm esd yajiio nd hinasli 'He
makes her recite— Hail to thee, extended one. In this way she satisfies
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the sacrifice, and thus the sacrifice does not harm her
1

. This corresponds
exactly to the usual Av. usage of xsnu in sacrificial contexts, e.g.

Y. 62.9, Yt. 10.32, 120, where xsmtta- 'gratified
1

is opposed freq. to

tbista- 'angered
1

. Zarathustra employs xsnu in a broader sense, as he
freq. does with old cultic terms, but this extended usage also appears in

Ved. dpa hmi 'displease'. Cf. RV. I I38.4fg nahi tva piisann atimanye ...

nd te sakhydm apahnuve 'Pusan, I never disrespect thee, nor do I

displease thy comradeship 1

. Connection of xsnu and Ved. hmi had been

tentatively proposed by Bthlm. (1SS7, 20), but later abandoned by him.

gaits urvqtwm 'the soul of the cow 1

is the good vision, the good
conception, a view of the world ruled by truth and good thinking;

cf. introd. to Y. 29.

The whole final line thus expresses the notion that the Lord must
offer the necessary support to allow Zarathustra to spread the idea

of the good vision, which itself seeks to come to full realization.

The determination of the faithful is also linked to the future of the

cow in 5l.5ab yada asdt hacd gam *vklat vdstryo ... hqs huxratus

twmatjhd '... how the pastor shall (best) serve the cow in accord with

'

truth, as he continues to be a reverent man of good determination
1̂

(note gqm ... huxratus parallel to xratitm ... gaits). Yasna 29 in general

deals extensively with this theme.

28.2. ya vd ... pairi.jasdi 'I who shall serve you ...'. Etymological
translations of pairi gam as 'umschreiten, umwandeln 1

etc. offer no
sense in the Gathas. This combination is equiv. to Ved. pari car

'wait on, attend, serve", and has exactly the same meaning. Cf. RV.
V 29.13a katho nu te pari coram' vie/van 'How shall I, the knowing one,

attend thee now?
1

; I !27.9ef ddha smd te pari varan ti ... srustivdnah

Thus (the peoples) serve thee with obedience'; ace. in ChUp. 4.10.1

tasya ... again parieacdra. pairi gam usually occurs in association with

yaz 'worship*: 5 1.22c tq yazai ... pairica jasai vantd 'I shall worship
them and serve them with love'; Yt. 10.6 miBram yazai zaaOrdbyd,

tarn pairi.jasai vantaca iwmaijhava '! shall worship Mithra with libations;

I shall serve him with love and reverence
1

. Note also that 50.8b pairijasdi

... ustdnazasta is followed by 50.9a yasnais pain stavas ayenl 'Praising,

I shall encounter you with prayers
1

. Seems to be old cultic term,

but also appears in typical extended usage of Zarathustra's community
in YH. 36.4 volnt 8\\d mana/jhd vohu 8\vd asd vaijhuyd 6\vd cist5 is

syaoOandiscd vacSbiscd pairijasdmaide 'We shall serve Thee with good
thinking, Thee with good truth. Thee with actions and words stemming
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from good understanding' and in Zarathustra*s description of his

encounter with the virtuous spirit in 43.7 ff. Bthim. (1905, 1) correctly
has

'

dienenVbut.9.n!y »n this passage, which Duchesne (1948) follows.
astvatascd hya ted manaijho "of the body as well as of the mind*, liratea

is simply a conjunction "as well as'. We have 30.1 lb .V/wo main hyatcd
daragam ... raso 'both a way of easy access and one with no access,
as well as long destruction*: 32.14bc hyat vfsamd ... avd hyatcd ..]

mraoi 'since they have begun to help .....as well as to say": 33.1b
dragvataecd hyat.cd asaone *for the deceitful as well as for the truthful'

(comparable to 43.4c dragvditc asdwuiecd): 46.2b ma kamnqfsva hyarca
kamndnd a/urn *by my condition of having few cattle, as well as (that)
I am one with few men': etc.

Almost identical in usage to hya tea is the employment of ran/,
which tends to follow gender and number. Cf. 33.1c ychyded
*ham.yasaeie miOahyd ydca hoi drazvd 'and whose falsity as well as his
honesty are held to be indifferent'; 43.5c hyat da syaadand mizdavqn
ydca uxSd 'that Thou didst establish actions as well as words to have
their prizes'. However, there are passages where ytica has no true
grammatical reference. In 33.14bc, ydca must refer to the preceding
paurvatdtam, i.e. paurvatdtam numaijhascd raijhaux ... xyaaOanahyd a!id

ydca uxSa/iydcd 'predominance of good thinking as well as (pre-
dominance) of the aciion and word allied with truth'. Similarly, vded
in 44.20de karapa itsixscd ... ydca kavd 'the Karpan and the Usig ...

as well as the Kavi': 48.10cd karapand ... ydca ... dusaxSaOrd
dafiyunqm 'the Karpans ... as well as the evil rulers of the lands'.
Note also that the usage of -co ... hyatcd and -cd ... ydca in 28.2b
here astvatas-ca hyatcd manaijho, in 33.1b ilragvatae-ca hyatcd asaone,
and in 33.14bc paurvatdtam manaijhas-cd vaijhmis ... am ydca support
the dual interpretation of *.v'm *aniii in 30.11b x'iti-cd main hyatcd
daragam ... raso. If these terms were not in the dual, cd would have
to follow a/w/nas in 44.20de karapa usixs-cd ... ydca kayd,

maihyo ddvoiahvd ... ayapta ami hacd 'To me are to be granted the
attainments in accord with truth which belong to both worlds'. Cf.
53.labc vahista litis sravi zaradustrahe spitdmahyd yezi hoi ddt dvapid
asdt hacd alutro The best wish oi: Zarathustra Sp. has been heard
if the Lord shall grant to him the attainments in accord with truth*.

The attainments of both existences (worlds) are spelled out in 43. le
ray6 asfx vatjhSus gaem manaijho 'the rewards of wealth and a life of
good thinking' and in 43.1 3cde tarn moi data daragahyd yaos
vairyd stois yd Qwahmi xsaBroi vdei 'Grant to me that (wish) for Ions
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life and for the desirable condition which is said to exist under Thy
rule*. This latter is the truly 'good reward' (vaguhi asis), and it is

a life governed by truth and good thinking. Even it alone is good for
both existences. Cf. 34.14a tat si mazda vairim astvaite ustandi Tor this

(prize) is desirable for body and breath. Wise One'.
ayapta- is surely dissim. from *abyapta- (to Ved. abhi dp 'attain'),

a view Tedesco presented to me many years ago.

2S.3. yd vd asa ufyani mcmascd volnl ... mazdcimccl ahuram T who
shall eulogize all of you — thee, o truth, and good thinking and the
Wise Lord

1

. Syntax of this type of construction has been°correclly
explained by Zwolanek (1970, 56 ft). Essentially it consists of a plural
pron. form (following the required case of verb) used in conjunction
with a voc. sg. of a person included in the group addressed. The
remaining parties follow the inflected case of the preceding pronominal
form. For translation, it is best to repeat a pronominal form agreeing
with the voc.

Other exx. in the Gathas are as follows. With ace. : 28.9ab below ...

vd no it ahurd assmed ... zaranaemd mcmascd hyat vahistdm "May we
not anger you — not Thee, Lord, and truth and the thinking which
is best'; 49.6a fro vd isyd mazclci asdmvd *I do urge you — Thee, Wise
One, and the truth*. With dat. : 29.8b hvo n} mazdei vasti asaicd
Tie wishes to ... for us. Wise One, and for truth'; 32.6c

17? mazclci ... asclica songho viclcim 'Fame is to serve you — Thee, Wise
One. and truth*; 32.9c ... mazclci asclica yusmaihycl gwaze 'I lament to
Thee, Wise One, and to truth — to all of you"; related {with sg. pron.)
34.3a at toi myuzifam ahum ... asdicci cldivd Therefore let us give an
offering to Thee, Lord, and to truth*. Also 51. 2a td vS maztkl puonrvim
aimrd *asdydcd (Mss. asa. asdi yecd) These things first belonged to you.
Wise Lord — to Thee and to truth*.

When the intended parties are subject ..of. ..a...verb...form,, the voc.
is then accompanied by a comit. instr. of the remaining members not
included in the direct address. Thus, 33.7ab d ntd itlum ... mazclci ...

asa vohit mancujhd 'Come ye hither. Wise One — Thou together with
truth and good thinking*; 34.6a yezi aBcl srd haiBim mazdd asa vohu
mancujhd Ml* ye are truly so — Thou. Wise One. along with truth and
good thinking*. Since there are no end. nom. forms of the plural

prons., these naturally do not appear.

However, against Zwolanek (op. cit. 38), I do not recognize comit.
instrs. employed with any other than the implicit nom. case in direct
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address. Therefore, translate 50 .4a be at va yazdi ... mazdd ahurd i

hadd asa vahiswed manaijhd / xsaOraca ... as 'I shall always worship
.you. Wise Lord v with truth and best thinking and with their rule ../.

Were this passage or the same type as 28.3ab etc.. it would require
*... hadd ax<im vahistamed maim xxaOramcd. See passage for further

disc.

yaeibyo xxaOramcd ayzanvamnam varadaiti annait is 'and (those others)
for whom piety increases their unharmabie (unassailable) rule", cd
cannot connect .y.y«Gram and drmaitix, since varadaiti musi be 3sg. pres..

not pres. pari. fern, (expected part. *varadaintt). Thus xxaBram
ayzanvamnam is the obj. of varadaiti, and cd belongs with vacihyd.
Syntactic placement of cd is identical in 29.7b gavoi xsvfdamcd. To
yaeihya supply tang anyang (intended are the remaining Amasa
Spantas). exactly as below 2S.8c yaeihyaxed it ratjhaijlwi requires
aeihyo anyacihyn .

ayzfmvamiwm (var. ayzaan-). A.-W. {1931, 317) suggested that this

word was a mistake For *ayzinvamna~ (to Ved. kxinoti 'destroys').

but it is dim cult to see why there should have been a confusion
between /and <), ao. It is therefore preferable to relate the word to Ved.
kxanutv 'is hurt, hiirmed\ in SBr. 4.4.3.13 ma vdi yuktdh ksanute va
vi. vii lixdtc 'Moreover, if a yoked (animal) is hurt or scratched*;
cf. also AV. X I.16d ma kxanixthdh parchi 'Do not hurl thyself.

Go away 1

. The Skt. part, should be kxanvdnd-, to which one expects
Av. *ayzanvanu-. But here it is important to notice that Zarathustra
does not employ any med. parts, in -ana-, only them, forms in -amna-.
Thus ayzdnvamna- (orig. *ayzanvamna-) replaces *ayzanvdna- exactly
as ixamna- 'able* 46.6a and xxnaoxamna- 'satisfying' 46. 1 Sd replace
isdna- Y. 65.14 etc. and Kxsnao.sdna-. Note also purported perf. part.
apano 33.5b is for orig. *apa *«5. The only athem. form is continued
in ustdna- (cf. 28.1 above), but this is an old, inherited form belonginu
l0 the for^ uhlic re

as a part. Better orthography would be *ayzo.nvamna-, as Bthlm. (1904,
50 f.) proposed. Vars. with ao show freq. replacement ofo by ao.

In general. xsaOram ... varadaiti drmaitix expresses the very important
idea thai the power of god is only as strong as the piety and respect
men allot to him and his authority. The mulual dependency of xsaOram
and drmaitix is one of the principle ihemes of the Gathas and appears
in the following citations. 30.7ab xxaQrd jasat ... at kahrpam utavuitix

dadat drmaitix qmna 'He came with His rule, and (our) enduriim
piety gave body and breath to it': 44.6cd axam ... dabqzaiti drmaitil
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taibyo xsadram ... cinas 'Piety gives substance to truth and has made
clear to Thee Thy rule'; 47. Id mazda xsaOra armaiti alniro 'The Wise
One in rule is Lord by reason of (our) piety'. With lavish 'force, power'
in place ofxsadram : 33.12a armaiti tavisim dasva 'Assume (Thy) power
by reason of (our) piety'; 34. II be armaitis vaxst utayuiti tavisi 'Piety

has increased these two enduring forces (= immortality and com-
pleteness) for Thee

1

. Here, too, belong passages of the type 31.6c mazddi
avat xsadram hyat hoi vohti vaxsat manaijha, which are collected

there. Zarathustra also expresses the interdependency of piety and
rule in the question 44.7b ka baraxSqm last xsaOra mat drmaitim 'Who
fashioned esteemed piety in addition to rule?

1

.

Related notion also appears in RV. Cf. VII 9 1. lab kuvid angd ndmasa
ye vj-dhdsah, purd devd anavadydsa dsan 'Certainly indeed it was by
reverence that the faultless gods became strong previously' and I

171.2d yuydm hi sthd * ndmasa (text ndmasa) id vrdhdsah 'Indeed ye
are strong by reason of (our) reverence'. Thus the idea is old and surely

belongs to the Indoiranian religious system.

28.4. yo urvqnam man gaire vohu dade haOra manaijha. The inter-

pretations of gaire as inf. 'to wake' or 'to sing', or dat. of gar-
'song' make little sense in this passage. It is important for the

understanding of this line to recognize that urvan- appears in both
meanings 'soul' and 'self, a usage completely parallel to that of Ved.
atman-. Consequently, we can then redivide man gaire as *mSng *aire,

and take aire as inf. to the root ar 'rise, raise'. On inf. *aire. cf.

identical form ami (for *aroi) in 50.5a drdi zi xsmd mazda asii ahum
'Let wisdom arise (come) in the company of truth across the earth,

Lord'. Note also comparable inf. *aroi from ar 'grant' in 34.3c *ardi

(Mss. drdi) zi huddijho ... savo 'Salvation of the beneficent man is

to be granted'.

In fact, the redivision of man gaire is preferable since the majority
of the best Mss. write man gaire, with the nasal sign only correct before

a fllg. stop; cf. tang, daevang, etc. The form *mang thus derives from
*mans, as in Iwmqzdra- 'very wise' 30.1, and shows the correct

development of *-ans to -ang also appearing in the ace. pi. forms
masyang 32.8 {masyqscd 45.11), yang 28.10 etc. {yqscd 46.10), etc.;

in the gen. x'ang from *suvans 43.16, 44.3b, etc. (cf. Humbach 1959
I 30f.).

Furthermore, the sandhi-vars. masyqscd, yqscd, etc. show quite

clearly that attested 31 .5b mancd daidydi and 53.5b mancd / (mqz)dazdum
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cannoi be ihe orig. readings. Rather, in both instances *mqxcd must
have appeared in the text, and in fact 53.5b mqzdazdum makes this
certain, for the repeated Form before dazdwn is modeled after the
type 44.9b yaos ... (yaoz)ddnO. and this can only have occurred if

*masca existed at one time in the Urtext. Similarly, 44.8 imviddidydi
is a reworking o\: *mqzddidydi. What we are dealing with is the
common process of the conscious leveling of one standard form
throughout the lexi of the Gathas ai the expense of sandhi variants
(cf. e.g. 46.14d ynngxiu for *yqsiu). and in the instance of mm.
we can at once note thai this must have occurred only after the false

division of *mpng air? into mm gain*. The llrst form 'in the text was
lints assumed to be the standard one. For disc. cf. introd. p. 14 ff.

haOrd. like Ved. scant has the value -completely, thoroughly*. Of.
YH. 38.1 imam zqm gmdhix IwBnl yazamaidc yd.na haraitf vdxed
toi g.wa ahura mania 'Wise Lord, we worship completely this earth
which supports us and those women of Thine {= waters)': *RV. I 7 1.9b
t-kah xairtl sum vdxva is? "Only the sun alone is completely master of
(every) good', etc. The comit. instr. is expressed only by mar. 32.1a
vnrdzHiwm mat aivyamnd 'the community together with the clan'.
43.l4e/jK// id is vispdix 'together with all those*, 44.7b kn Iwrri.xdqm taxi
xxadra mat dmwitim 'Who fashioned esteemed piety along with rule?*,
etc. lutOrtJ never appears in this function.

This whole line is therefore r,7 urvqnnm *mwg *atre vohu dade
haBrd numaijiul *1 who thoroughly bear in mind to uplift myself with
good thinking*, and is to be directly compared with 32.6b *hdtqm
*arane (Mss. Iidid.marunc) vahisid manaijhd *in the uplifting of bein'es
with the best thinking'. Idea corresponds to the usual notion that
one best serves the Lord with good thinking and truth. Cf. 34.]0ab
ahyd vaijhmix manaijhd syaoBand vaocat garahqm inixratux sp.vitqm
drmaitim Through his action stemming from good thinking, the man

luous piety'; 50.9ab (vd) paid ... ayem ... axd vaijhUuS svaoBaiuVs
manaijlw

V

I shall encounter you with acts stemming from good thinking
allied with truth": etc.

asisca syaoBananqm vidux mazcid ahurahya 'and (who) knowingly
bear in mind the Wise Lord's rewards for our actions', ca connects
this line also to be obj. of*nwng dade. vidus, however, cannoi be nom.
sg. of vidvah-, which appears only as vulva in the Gathas. Rather, the
form is nom.-acc. sg. neut. of the part, and is employed adverbially
like the Ved. forms dravdt 'quickly', dhrsdt 'boldly

1

, etc. Similar use in
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45.8bd ml zit casmaini vyddarasam ... vidits asa Tor I have just now
seen (Him) in a vision, knowingly with truth ...\ Same explanation
required Tor vaumts in nig. 28.8b ahuram yasa vaunus 'I do lovingly
entreat the Lord'. Rigvedic vidus (2x) requires a different explanation.
syaoOananqm is an obj. gen. dependent upon asis, and since mazda

ahurahyd cannot belong with vidus, it modifies asis, i.e. 'the Wise Lord's
rewards for (our) actions

1

. Parallel obj. gens, in the Gathas appear
in 31.19c vhiata rqnayd 'distribution for both factions', 33.13c yd
vaijhaus asis manaijho 'which is the reward for good thinking', 34.8b
Bwahyd ... qsta urvatahya 'malice for Thy commandment'" 34. 15b
isLuhm snuo 'the claim for (my) praises', 43.13cde tarn (kcimam) moi
data daragahyd yaos ... *vairyaya stois 'Grant to me that wish for long
life and for the desirable condition ...'. Related: 48.8d vaijhaus
mainyjus syao9anamtm javard 'incentive for actions stemming from
good spirit*. Cf. also disc, at 44. 1 Ob yd hdtajn vahista.

Bearing in mind the rewards for actions means remembering that
the Lord at the end will reward one according to his actions. Common
theme: cf. 43.16e asim syaoQandis volm daidit manaijhd 'May He
dispense with good thinking (each) reward corresponding to one's
actions'; 43.5cd Styat dti syaoOand mizdavwt ydcd ux3a / akam akdi
vatjuliim asim vaijhaove *... that Thou didst determine actions as well
as words to have their prizes : bad for the bad. but a good reward
for the good*: etc.

ava[ xsaiaeseasahya 'so long shall I look in quest of truth'. The word
aesa-. like Ved. esa~, has more the sense of -search' than of 'desire*:

cf. Oldenberg (I90S. 477 f.). Related passage: 46.9de yd toi asa ...

isanti mti They indeed seek after those things of Thine which are in

harmony with truth*; cf. 32.2 for syntax.

28.5. numascd volm vaedamno gdturned ahurdi 'as 1 continue to
acquire both good thinking and a way to the Lord'. H.-P. Schmidt
{ 1957, 165 iZ) has convincingly shown that vaedamno belongs to the foot
Wf/'find", since the form here follows aesa- in vs. 4 in the same way as
aesa- and vaeSa- appear together in Y. 68.13 razistahe paOo aesamca
vaeSdmca. He then posits a meaning development 'find' to Mind out.
understand' for this med. pres. stem, which he tries to defend
throughout the Gathas. But vaeda- clearly means 'possession' in 32.11b
apayeiii rae.wmaijhd vaedam 'stealing the possession of the inheritor*,

and it is also possible to translate Y. 68.13 as, 'the search for and
acquisition of the straightest path'. Note, too, the same meanings for
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vaedana- and a visit- in 34.7a vatjlmts vaedand manatjhd 'through the

acquisition ofgood thinking* and 34.9b vatjlmts avistt manatjhd 'through

the lack of ...\ -which correspond to Ved. vedana- vina-. both 'acquisi-

tion, possession". Thus. 1 prefer 'acquire, possess' for all occurrences

or the med. stem vaeda-. which then corresponds to the usage of

the Ved. med. pres. rnubile.

"Note also that 53.5c vaedd.dum ... *dhyascd ahum ya vatjlmts munaijhd

"Acquire for yourselves and your women an existence of good thinking'

closely resembles in structure and meaning 46.! 5c id is yds syaodandis

asam xsmaihyd dathtye 'Through such actions ye shall receive (acquire)

the truth for yourselves'. CT. as well 51.1 9a hvo tat { ~ xsaOram) ... ahmdi

dazde 'he receives thai rule' and 5 1.6a ya vahyo vatjlmts dazde 'who

accepts (acquires?) what is better than good*, where voltyd vatjhaus is

much the same as vatjhaus ahum manatjhd asa mat "an existence of

good thinking allied with truth*. Thus it appears to me thai med. da.

with or without accompanying pron.. meaning 'receive, assume.

acquire*, is the equiv. of med. vaeda-. Interesting also is the distribution :

.; there are 5 exx. of vaedamna- but only I finite form (53.5b cited

•

:
above): med. clCt only appears in finite forms, never in the pres. part.

• Thus these two seem \o be in suppletion with one another, and
.;. occasionally, as in 48.3 vaedamnai, the sense of med. vid shades into

'accept*.

For other parallels to ihe current line. cf. 31.22ab ciOrd i lutdaijhe

yadand vaedamna i manatjhd valid 'These things are clear to the beneficent

man who accepts them along with the effort in harmony with good
thinking': 44.8d yard asa atjhnus aram vaedyd "and which are to be

properly acquired from an existence in harmony with truth*, where
asa atjhaus is a stylistic variant at ahum ya vatjhaus manatjhd.

savistdi saraosam mazddi and mqQrd muzislam vduroimaidi xrafslrd

hizvd. The appearance of 33.5a vispa.mazisiam saraosam zhayd "I shall

summon the al 1 -grea test obed ience' makes it impossible to separate

saraosam and mazisiam here. This last word then cannot be an adverb.

Similarly, Ihe positioning of mazisiam after and mqdrd excludes the

possibility of considering saraosam to be in apposition to the preceding

gdturned, as does the use of double cd in nuttuiscd .vohu and gdturned, a
fully inclusive type of coordination. The best solution is to end the

first sentence with ahurdi, and thus to take saraosam as the obj. of
vduroimaidi. Syntax thus basically same as RV. II 14.9a ddhvaryavah

kdrtana srusttm asmai 'Celebrants, manifest your obedience to him'.

This form vduroimaidi 1 ascribe to the redup. aor. o[ var 'turn'.
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Here the translation 'turn' fits very well, and in the 2 other passages,

a technical sense 'convert
1

is present. Cf. 31.3c yajvanto vtspSng vauraya

'with which I might convert all the living' and 47.6d ha z't pounls
isanto vauraite 'For it shall convert the many who are seeking*. This

root var also occurs in the pres. varanvaite (Ved. type pinvate 'swells')

in 31.17a asava va dragvd va varanvaite mazyo 'Does the truthful one
or the deceitful one turn to what is more important?' (note varanvaite

mazyo
: mazistam yduroinwidi); in the desid. a.vivaraso in 45.8a tarn na

staotdis namaijho d.vivara.so 'Let me try to turn Him hither to us with

praises of reverence' (q.v. for Ved. parallels); and in the past part.

dvaratd in 45. 1 e akd varand dragva hizva dvaraid The Deceitful One
turned hither with his evil tongue and his evil preference' (note

hizva as in 28.5 here). Connections of the stem vdura- with root var

'choose' are excluded, since the idea of 'profess' and the like is

expressed only by the combination J'rd var: Y. 12.8 mazdayasno
zaraOustrisfravardne.... Vr. 5.3 fra te varane ... mazdayasno zaraQustris,

etc.

xrafstra is simply an adj. modifying hizva, and probably means 'fierce'.

Cf. 34.5c daevdiscd xrafstra is masydiscd 'by fierce gods and men'.'

The application of this word to describe wild, harmful animals is a

specialization of the original meaning, and parallels the development

of daeva- 'god' to signify 'fallen god, demon'. In general, I find the

expression xrafstra hizva 'with a fierce tongue* no more unusual than

the para 1 lei xraozdy-eh\ a frasruit/'with a ha rder reci ta tio
n

' in Y . 9.14

frasrdvaya ... aparam xraozdyehyn frasruit i "thou didst recite succes-

sively with a harder (= louder) recitation*.

Thus translate: 'May we turn the greatest obedience to the most
Mighty Lord through the following sacred-formulation (prayer)'.

28.6. dvaesa taurvaydnw. The form taurvaydmd is a modernization of

orig. *taurvdmd (cf. Meillel 1920, 196) under the influence of the freq.

yAv. expression tbaesti taurvayeiri etc. The stem taitrva- is the equiv.

of Ved. turvati 'overtakes, surpasses".

28.7. dctidt ... vistaspdi isam maibydvd 'Grant power to V. and to me'.

Both is- and isti- allow the consistent translation 'power' throughout
the Gathas and are characteristically employed beside the allied

concept xsaOra- 'mastery, sovereignty'. Cf. 28.9c below iso xsadramcd
savaijhqm To mighty ones belong the powers and the mastery';

34.5a kat va xsaQram kd islis 'Have ye the mastery, have ye the power?*;
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46.16d yadrd vaijhaus manaijho ista xsaOram 'where the sovereignty
is in the power of good thinking'; also 51.18 isiois ... xsaBram. Note
also that the fig. vaijhans isti- manaijho (also 32.9, 46.2) exchanges
with hazah- 'force* in 43.4e vatjhSus haza manaijho. CS. also 50.9%
huddnaos isaycts etc.

Similarly, ae.ki- is 'powerful* and anaesa- 'powerless*. Thus YH. 41.4
wiara ... amavamascd huyamd 'May we be powerful and forceful*
and 43.10e hyai 6\vd xsayqs aesam dydt amcivantam "since the Ruler
could create ihee to be powerful and forceful* clearly belong with
Yt. 10.33 daziti ... isrim amnm varaOraynamca 'Grant power, force and
victory*. Similarly. 29.9ab apposes anadsam ratten 'powerless care-
taker* with vdc-im n.ir.is asilrahyd 'the voice ol' a man lackhm michf.
Other related forms in Ista- 'power* in zasrdista- 34.4. 50.5. lsvd-\d

*

51.17. isan 'haying power* 32.12, and pres. part, demon', isavas
'exerasmg power* 50.9. Note, too. that 51.17b ... hoi isyqm ridtil
is a variant of ildhli ... vistdspdi isam maihydcd in 28.7 here.

Since the set is- isii- ism- acsa- is parallel to Ved. jus- justi- justa-
josa- etc., it is best to set up a root is 'have power'"* Similar
meaning 'power* for Ved. isii- in I 166.14cd aval midnan vrjdnc jdndsa.
chhir yajnehhis u'iri ahlri'stim asydm If our men are to spread out in the
community, then might 1 reach such power with these worships-
Note also thai Ved. is- can freq. = 'power*; cf. 29.7 tarn dziltois etc.

(/dsiil mazcid xsayded 'and do Thou give. Wise Ruler*. The cd here
can only coordinate this phrase with the preceding ddidi. and iis

unusual placement is governed by the following syntactic conventions.
(1) rit occurs in 2nd position in its pada or clause. E.a. above 2.S fib
arasvdis id. ddidi til in vs. 7 here, 32.7c yacsqm til, 34.13c vchvd lu
etc. (2) A compound voc. sg. cannot be broken within* a 'given
metrical unit. E.g. above 28.2a ya va mazcid ahtirtl. below 28.10b
araOwang mazcid ahurti, 28.11b tvam mazdd ahurd, 3 1.5c tacit mazc/d

presumably also in Gathic. Therefore, since til must follow rids and
since mazdd xsayd cannot be split, cd has moved to the end of the
line.

It follows then that the 2 exx. of -cd tu in the A vesta cannot be correct.
In 53.3a iamca.nl pourucisid emend to *

taiicd.nl (cf. passage for disc).
Similarly. YH. 41.4 rapoiscd til.na daragamed ustded hdtqm Iwddstamd
should be altered to *rupdis tiuia daragamed Vstd *yd hdtqm iwddstamd
'And do Thou support us for a long time under that power (or Thine)
which is most beneficent for those who exist*. In this passage the
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false use of -a? has been assimilated from preceding hanaemaca zaemdcd
...aesdcd Bwd Smavantasca ... by the text tradition, but note that
-cd has moved to position after daragam, first non-enclitic after
tit.na, as in deism meizdd xsaydcd.

xsaya- 'ruler' also appears at 32.5, and this word approximates the
meaning of xsayqs at 43.10, 51.17, where we meet the similar fig.

xsayqs mazda ahuvo.

yd vS mqOvd sravimd rddd "through which promise we may hear of
your solicitude for us

1

. On meaning, cf. 29.7 tarn dzutois ... mqdram.
The obj. of dels is mqdram, which has moved into the rel. clause.

Similar syntax in 46.1c no it met xsndus yd varazand *hShSc& (Mss. Iwed)
The community with which I have associated has not satisfied me*.
Cf. also RV. I 166.1 4ab yenei divghdm numnah suseivdma, yusmdkena
pdrtiiasd turelsah 'Swift Maruts, (grant) your bounty through which
we shall grow strong for a long time*.

sravimd = *srdimd, just as cavisi 51.15 and cavistd 34.13 = *coisi

and *coista. This *sroinid is a contraction of *sravoimd, aor. opt. of
ath, which in fact is attested in the modernized form sravaemd
in K 5 . Similar contractions occur in zafnaema 28.9 below from
*zar'nclyaemd: zavnui YH. 41.4 from *zayaemd; xsaya 50.9, xsaesa
Y. 8.5. xsaetd YH. 41.2 from *xsaya(i)yd *xsayaesa *xsayaetd; apaemd
YH. 41.2 from *apayaema\ and aijhaya 32.16 from *aijliuya(ij\v.

These latter forms all have -dyati presents. However, *sravdima itself

has been built to aor. subj. *sravamd, thus parallel to the Ved. type
gamema founded upon aor. subj. gdmdma. Similarly, opt. isayd 43.8

(= *isoiya) has been built to corresponding subj. isdi 2S.4. 43.9. 50.11.

No te a Iso vain rt 43 . 1 3 con tracted from * vain« i -a

.

The word rddah- cannot be dissociated from rdda- (or vdd-) 'care-

taker* 29.9 (also Y. 9.23). and means 'care, solicitude'. The adj. form
appears in the gen. riidwjho 'offering care.' solicitude* 45.7. 46.1 7. which
always refers to AhM. Good support for meaning from Ved.. where
"solicitude' is the favorable translation as well. Best exx. : RV. VIII

l.6cd mata va mc cluulayatliuh samd vaso* vasutvandya rddhasc 'Thou,
good (Indra). and my mother seem to me equal with regard to goodness
and solicitude*. IV 20.2ab a net indro ... ydin ... dvase radfiase ca 'Let
Indra drive hither for our help and solicitude*.

28.8. ydsd vdwws *l do lovingly entreat*, vdumis is adverb; cf. vidus

in 28.4 above. The root van 'adore, love' belongs to the standard
vocabulary of worship. Cf. 51.22c to yazdi .... pairicd jasdi vantd
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*I shall worship them and serve them with love* (cf. 28.2 above); 28.10c
below vaintyd sravci 'words founded on love*. Note also Ved. vanits-

'adorer* in RV. IV 44.3cd riasya vcl vanuse purvyaya. noma yemanah ...

'or offering reverence to the foremost adorer of truth'. 111 27.1 ! agnim
... pasya yttgc vanusuh. viprclh ... sdm inclhaie The adorers and the
poets kindle A sni in this event of truth*, etc.

yaeihyaxed requires aeihyo anyaeihyd: cf. yaeihyo xsaBmmca in 28 .3

above.

28.9. ahum mazila. muzdd is a gloss, discernible from the spliuinc
of the vol*, across the caesura : cf. 28.7 above.

zat
Jlnaemd has contracted in recitation from *zar'ndyaenw; cf. srpvimu

in 2S.7 above. The siem zar-nd-ya- is thus directly cognate with Ved.
hr-na-ydnt- hr-nd-yu-: but the vocalism zar- (in place of *-/•-) stems
from the perl*. zazaruna- ( = Ved. juhurdnd-). Note thai the med. form
zarnimna- Yt. 10.47 < *zur-n-yumnu- also exactly corresponds to
Ved. hr-ni-yaminiu-: thus with proper loss of*/) in medial syllables.

\ uznn
i
zn vis /

1

'at/ho i\n xia&r.vma xa vaijhan i *Ye are the st ron cesi

.

To mighty ones (like you) belong the powers and the mastery'. This
last line explains the reason for Zaralhusira's entreaties: only the
immortal ones have the necessary power to grant these requests.
Although znyWiya- is "swiftest* at 50.7 (modifying aurvatd 'steeds')!
here and at 46.9. where it refers to AhM.. the v*alue is 'strongest''
This corresponds to zavah- "strength" in 33.12, where t.ivisim zavtl and
hazd stand in parallel. Cf. also Sogd. z'wr "strength",

Syntax oP«7 in fso xsaBrnnud savui/hqm follows 31 .1 5c pasnus virdated
ailrujyunid 'from the cattle and man of the undeceiving one', etc.
The stem savah-. like rat/ah- discussed above, when usecf in the uen"
is adjectiva I a nd rePers to AhM . : c P. 43 . 3

.

28.10. at y5ng asaated vuixtii vanlmtsed t/cWnng mana/jlw waOxvang
'Therefore, those whom Thou knowest to be just and deserving in

conformity with truth and good thinking ...". Because manaijhn follows
t/dBnng rather than precedes it. asaated ... vaijhUused manaijha modifies
ildOnng rather than voistd. The term nraBwang is simply attached
asyndetically to thlSSng. Word order is thus identical to 33.3c at hvo
asahyd aijhar vaijhnused vastre manaijha 'That person shall be on the
pasture of truth and good thinking*. Note that adverbial phrases
surround the verb which they modify: e.g. 45.10c hyat hoi asd vahued
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coist manatjhd, 32.4bc vaijhaus sizdyamnd manaijho ... nasyantd am tea,

33.8a yd vohu syavdi manaijhd, etc.

cidBa- is 'just
1

and belongs with data- 'law\(HH. 1952b, 4): fuller

disc, at kdda- 44.2. araQwa- means 'deserving' (close, Bthlm's "worthy
1

,

etc.), and the word is derived from a root ar 'deserve*. I also identify

the same root in asi- (*fti-) 'reward', i.e. 'what one deserves', and in

the i sg. imperf. (or aor.) dram in 43.10b drmctiti hacimnd it dram
'Being in companionship with piety, I have deserved it'. Later use of
asi- with ar 'grant' results from secondary association.

Omit xsmaibyd (gloss or vS) in the last line (so, A.-W. 1931. 319),

whose meter requires at vS asund vaeda : huvar"6iyd vaintiyd srava.

asuna- belongs best with Skt. *asuna- 'not empty, wanting' (in asunya-).

xr
arai9iya-ar\d vaimiya- are secondary derivs. From *x'ara8a- (3 sy I lubes)

'of good goal, purpose' 43.2 (= Ved. .s"v-drtha-) and vantd- love'

51.22. On this last word. cf. vdunus in 2S.8 above.

Thus the final line is at va asilnd vaeda x'araiOyd vuintyd srava "I know
that words deriving from good purpose and from love are not left

wanting by you'. Idea recalls RV. Ill 33.8a etad vdeo jaritar rndpi

mrsthdh 'Do not ignore this word, singer'. VII 32.5ab srdvac chrith

karnah ... nit cm no mardhisad girah The one of listening ears shall

listen. He shall never ignore our songs', etc., employed in the same
context of worship.

28.11. fro .ma sisd Qwahmdt vaocaijhc mainyaus hacu 6\va aadijhd.

The reading vaocaijlw seems incorrect for 2 reasons. (1) The positioning

of dwahmut and mainyaus around raocatjhe conforms to Zaruihustra's

usual syntactic practice of framing a noun by the phrase which modifies

it. Cf. 43.4d dwahya garamd ddro, 44.14c Qwahya mqBrais sanghahyd,

46.l4e van

h

jus uxSdis manaijho. etc. (2) Parallel passages with the

instr. hizvd usually occur with a 2nd instr. Cf. 45. le akd varand

drag vd hizvd dyarato. 47 .2b hi:vd uxSdis yatjhaiis aadnu manaijho .=....

5 1.3b hizvd uxSdis vaijhaus manaijho. and especially above 28.5c and
muQrd . . . vduro imaidi . . . hiz vd

.

In light of this. I emend to Qwahmdt * vacaijhyd mainyaus 'through the

eloquence be fi tt ing Thy spirit", with * vacaijhyd the i nstr . o f vacaijhyd-

'eloquence* = Ved. vacasyd-. Thus the line has a parallel sequence

of * vacaijhyd ... aadijhd. Good support also from RV. II I0.6cd ...

ognim juhvd vacasyd ... johavimi "1 summon Agni with my tongue

and its eloquence'. Mistake seems to arise from the development

of * vacaijhyd > *vacaijhe; cf. kaine Vd. 15.11 from *kanyd, samjhe
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5!.7 from *s5nr)hya. also paowuye 30.3. 44.19 from *paounivd (cf.

Bthlm. 1895. 157 §268.32). Subsequent normalization of *vacai)he to

inl\ vaoimjlw follows tendency to replace rare, words by commonly
known forms; cf. introd. p. I3ff.

sisd requires /«. agreeing with surrounding dis and yclis. Similarly.
48.2a vaaca mot yd ivnm vulva -Tell to me (those things) which Thou
knowesi". 44.8b nuvuldulydi yd tdi ... tutist is Mn order to bear in mind
(that) which is Thy precept', eic.

yd is a atjluts pumtniyd ha vat "by means of which the foremost
existence shall come about*. On syntax of.imv d. cf. 32.3 svuomam a'ipi

etc. The form havat is orthographic for *buvat. since the sequence
-itva- is written either as -ava- or -va-: cf. yvdtwm yavdtwm Vr. 3.3.
kvucii kavacit *Y. 23.3. etc. Thus cognaie with the Ved. a or. subj.
hlwvai which, like the indie, dhltut and pert', hahhuva. is properly built
with zero grade (differently. K. Hoffmann 1967. 236 \n 246). Similarly.
havat 30.9, havaili 30.10. havainii 33.10 all require hit-. In these la'si

passages excellent Mss. offer the alternate orthography bvat etc..
which 1 have adopted; cf. also hvuinti 45.7. In general! cf. imrod. p. 19.

This explanation of havat substantially aids in the understanding
of the expression atjlms puouruyd. since the use of the subj. form
clearly indicates that this stale of existence has not vet taken place.
Thus 1 do not believe with Lommel (1930. 144 IT) ihui wjhux paauntvd
is the 'first existence' in the sense of the -spiritual existence of the
present world* viewed as the lime preceding the future existence, i.e.

the time following the final judgment. Rather. I understood atjhus
paouruyd 'the first existence* to mean 'the foremost existence*,' viz.
the one ahead of all others in terms of its importance. This is the
time when the rule of truth and good thinking (xsaGram vain, mana/jhd
asavci) shall be brought to realization on earth (cf. 3U.7-8), when deceil
shall be destroyed forever (cf. 48.1-2). thus bringing on the 'uood form

....

of
..

exi
.

sl
.

e
?
ce, • This l ^ r°rni ° r .mm^^LmM..aijhsus...\w/uhr

dkni-rvis) and 'the foremost existence* are identical in mv opinion, and
both belong to the fulure. They are also called 'the best existence*
(44.2b wjhSus vahistahya) and "the healed (or restored) existence*
(firasSm ahum 30.9a, 34.15c).

Here it is important to note that Zarathustra employs paourvva-
m the sense of fiatma-, a word which does not occur in the Gathas.
This usage, however, is also common in the RV. for the cognaie
purvyd-. Cf. Ill 10.5ab pro hone purvydm vdeo, agnciye hharatd "bvhdi
'Offer on high the foremost word to Agni, our Hotar*, X 49.1a
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ahdm dam grnate purvyam vdsu
l

I gave the foremost wealth to the
singer', etc. Thus, similar interpretation for 33.1a yd data aijlmis
paouruyehya 'which are the iaws of the foremost existence', 48.6d
ahuro cujlwus -q6oi paouruyehya 'Lord at the birth of the foremost
existence' and their variant 46.15d yens dcitais paouruyais ahumhva
'through which foremost laws of the Lord ...'. Also here: 44.Ud
azSm toi ais paouruyo fravoivide 'I have been accepted by them as Thy
foremost (follower)'.
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This hymn is essentially a supplication for help (I. 5, 9. 10-11).

whose purpose is to destroy the fury wrought by the powers of deceit

(1-2) and to bring about in its place peace and tranquility thro mill
she rule of good thinking and of truth (10-11). In it we also encounter
the heavenly approval of Zarathusira (8) io be the chosen one to
lead his followmen in this great task (II).

Of all the extant works of Zarathusira. this Gatha has attracted the
greatest attention ol* scholars, and justifiably so. since the content
of the poem is unfolded in dramatic form, which places this work
in a unique position among the prophet's surviving creative output.
Yet. notwithstanding the cure and concern expended upon the inter-

pretation of this poem, many problems remain regarding the proper
understanding of the message contained in its eleven verses. From the
question of the identification o( the cast of characters, through the
problems pertaining to the development of the action depicted in

.the Gatha. to the Until assessment of the overall significance of its

content, there still remains among these interrelated Issues much that
is unclear or uncertain in the previous treatments of this work. In
the hope that a careful analysis can further clarify some of these
troublesome problems, we begin our discussion of this Gatha with
a study of the personages and the action appearing in this poetic
drama.

The opening action of the hymn is immediately placed in focus
by the words of the narrator, .xsmaihya irpux urva garnttla To you the
soul of the cow lamented". Not only does this brief description" set the
general lone of helplessness which dominates the whole or the followine

95lha
- bul il .«W.!).y. signals the existence of the several parties who

participate in the drama, here indicated by a contrast among the
pronoun .xsmaihya. the specified soul of the cow and the unnamed
narrator. The use of .xsmaihycl anticipates the later appearance of
ytiinm 'ye' in vss. 10 and 1 1, where it is employed with the voc. ahum
or mazckl occurring both limes in close proximity with asam 'truth'
and volnt mono 'good thinking'. Since each of these characters plays an
active role in the ensuing development of the poem (vss. 2-3. 6-8). it is

evident that the Wise Lord, truth and good thinking are included in this
group first addressed. Furthermore, when the lamentations of the cow
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at once provoke the fashioner of the cow (gSus tasa) to question truth
in the very next verse, we can conclude that he also belongs to the
same group of heavenly personalities hidden behind the pronoun
xsmaibya. Who the fashioner of the cow really is cannot be ascertained
from Y. 29 alone, since he makes this single appearance in the
drama which merely mentions his responsiveness to the cow and
quotes his words directed to truth. However, both 31.9ab Qwa a gaits
tarn *as„xratiis mainyus Thine (= AhM.) was to be the fashioner
of the cow, that spirit of great determination' and 47.3ab ahva
mainySus tvSm ahi ta spanto yS ... gam ... hSm.tasat Thou
(= AhM.) art the virtuous Father of this spirit which fashioned the
cow* allow us to readily identify the fashioner of the cow with the
virtuous spirit (cf. also 51.7ab y§ gqm taso ... spanista mainyii ma:da).
Thus the personages to whom the cow complains comprise the
intimate circle of the Wise Lord, the virtuous spirit (his motivating
force), and truth and good thinking (the foremost moral principles
which he represents).

The identification of the cow is discussed later in the introduction,
where it is argued that she is a metaphorical representation of *the
good vision' (vcujulu daend). Here we wish to stress with Humbach ( 1958,
52 IT. and 1959, II 12). that in the singular the stem gao- typically
refers to a cow in the Gathas, since this word is referred to

anaphorically by fern, pronouns in 3l.9abg.mf tasa ... aliyiti and 48.5d
gavoi ... ram (48.6a lull or combined with an unambiguous fern. adj.

at 50.2a b gam ... vastramirim. Therefore, the cow appearing in la. 9a
gaits unci. 2a gnus tasa, 3a. 7b gavoi must be the same figure described
as gaits(vet) azya in 5b ma urvc't gausccl azyci "my soul and that of the
fertile cow*. This excludes the possibility of interpreting the phrase ma
urvcl gSuscd azyci as spoken by a bull (the great Urrind) in the company
of its mother cow, which latter character would otherwise play no
role in this or any other Gatha. Rather, ma unci 'my soul* in vs. 5
miist be^compared to the diction of 44.^c ma itrvcl 50A ii mdiin-vu and
28.4a urvqiwnh where this phrase constantly refers to Zarathustra
himself (so Humbach, op. cit.). and similarly identified there with the
prophet who is named in the course of Y. 29.
As to the narrator, there can be little doubt that the impersonal

voice describing the progress of the action is that of Zarathustra. For
he alone has truly understood the lamentable condition into which
the world has fallen under the forces of deceit and he alone has been
the first to realize that help and support for mankind can come
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only through the intercession of the Wise One and his good forces.
His identification emerges from the discussion or the dramatic evolution
described in the poem which follows. But let us note here that the
prophet manipulates the scenes with great psychological control by
not speaking in his own personal voice until he has been accepted as
the protector of the cow by both the heavenly powers and the cow
herself.

The succession of events in the first 3 verses forms an integrated
development which can be paraphrased in the following fashion.
Lamenting to Lite Wise Lord and his close circle, the cow "asks them
why she has been created, if she is lo remain in the oppression of the
cruel and violent forces of deceit on earth. Since no mortal has come
forth to protect her in this deplorable condition, she must turn lo her
heavenly benefactors and entreat them to offer the means for her lo
survive (1). These plaintive words instantly arouse the virtuous spirit.

who bears the responsibility for the cow's existence, to ask truth
whether this is a proper judgment for the cow. He singles oui truth
from among the group of his allies insofar as it must be truth
itself who best understands that this judgment for the cow in no way

; beHts the truth as it should be. In contrast, the spirit continues by way
of his further questions, a proper judgment would exist if all o 1**1hose
who placed her on earth — the Wise Lord, good thinking and truth —
could also provide care for her through a protector and master capable
of destroying the oppressive forces directed at the cow (2). In vs. 3
truth accedes that the virtuous spirit's proposal is correct indeed.
and that he and his companions would assist such a person, but a human
mighty enough to protect the cow has not been found among yonder
mortals. There only exists widespread hostility in the world of mankind.

Verse 4 follows with a statement that the Wise Lord always heeds
his agreements, no mailer with whom they have been concluded, and
lhaLhc

..

islhe..^
this verse has been traditionally regarded as a continuation of truths
answer in vs. 3. namely, that the truly decisive issue concerning the
fate of the cow lies in the hands of the Wise Lord, to whom the
fashioner of the cow must now turn. But two things speak against
such an interpretation. First, the major part of the" verse treats the
theme or the Wise Lord's adherence to his word, yet there has been
no mention of any promise or agreement in the preceding development
of the hymn which can be underscored now with reference to this

motif. Second, it is not possible to envision that the final phrase
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aOa nS aijhat yada hvo vasaf 'So shall it be for us as He shall wish it'

can be spoken by truth. Such a statement belongs only in the mouth of
man, for it is a clear affirmation that this worldly design, for better

or for worse, truly lies in the powers of heaven.

For these reasons it seems best to me to combine vs. 4 with the

opening of vs. 5 at va us tana is ahva zastais frimmna ahurdLa m5 urva

gmtsca azya Thus indeed did we two continue to pray to the Lord
with outstretched hands, namely, my self and that of the fertile cow
(= I and the fertile cow)'. Above we have noted that the dual subject

ma urva gditsca azya requires the interpretation of Zarathustra and the

cow (cf. also the elliptic dual in 46.19d gdva azi = Zarathustra and
the cow), and it becomes understandable at once that the content
of vs. 4, which we have described as only appropriate to the words
of mortals, pertains to Zarathustra's trust in his god, expressed in

his prayers mentioned in vs. 5 and uttered in the company of the

cow. Furthermore, when the purpose of the prayers is described in

vs. 5 as a means to move the Wise One to answer the questions

of whether there is to be a future or survival for the cow's pastor

and protector as well, we immediately see the link with the preceding
statement aQa nS aijhai yciQa hvo vasaf of vs. 4. Be the answer yes or no,

it is nonetheless the will of god, a will imposed upon the lowly beings

on earth.

Two problems remain as yet unanswered. What is the reason for

stressing the Wise Lord's nature to honor his agreements? Why does

Zarathustra speak in vss. 4-5, when he is first mentioned in vs. S

below? These will be explained in the course of the following discussion.

Verse 6, in which the Wise Lord is the speaker, contains answers

to the two questions originally posed by the fashioner of the cow
to truth in vs. 2. That is. the Wise One relates that no earthly master

has been found by anyone among his kind {no it aevci aim visto responds

to 2c kSm hoi ustd ahuram), nor a judgment befitting the truth

(naec/ci rants asdtcit liaca responds to lakada tdi [= asahyd] gavdi rants).

To whom can he be speaking? It cannot be either truth or the fashioner

of the cow, since both already know the answers from vs. 3. Nor can it

be good thinking, who does not appear until later and who does not

ask any questions. Nor can it be Zarathustra and the cow, who are

the subjects of vs. 5. For these two have asked whether there is not

to be a future for the pastor, and the Wise Lord's answers concern

the survival of the cow. certainly an inappropriate response. The only

possible resolution to this problem, as I view the matter, is that the
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Wise Lord is responding to the cow alone, and this suggestion is

supported by the use of the pronoun 6wa in the first line at zi 6wa
fsuyamaeca vasrryaica dworasia taiasa 'However, the fashioner

did fashion thee for both a cattle-breeder and a pastor'. For the use

of Bwa is an ill suited form of address to the preceding dual subject

explicitly mentioned in vs. 5.

This signifies that vs. 6 must originally have followed directly after

vs. 3. Placing vs. 6 in Ihis position continues Ihe logical development
of the action very clearly. Once truth has reported, in vs. 3. to the

virtuous spirit the unfortunate lack of a mighty mortal, this sorrowful

news is conveyed to the cow directly by the Wise Lord. Yet he goes
on to reassure her that a protector will be forthcoming, since her
fashioner did foresee the need for such care. This is an important
point, for these words are truly a promise to the cow and constitute

the underpinnings of the allusion to the Wise Lord's adherence to his

agreements appearing in vs. 4. However, vss. 4-5 cannot follow

.immediately upon vs. 6 because of the aforementioned appearance of

.Zarathusira in these two connected stanzas.

Rather, vs. 7 continues the action of vs. 6 quite correctly, insofar

as a promise is mentioned in its opening words, lam azuwiS ahitro

mifiram tasat ... mazda gavoi xsvkbmal This promise of butter and
milk did the Wise Lord fashion for the cow*. Through the use of the

anaphoric pron. tmu this statement must refer to the previous words
ofAhura Mazda, at zi 8wa ftuyantacca etc. Thus the narrator begins vs.

7 with the affirmation that the Wise Lord indeed promised the cow
that there would be strength and prosperity for her in her world
(butler and milk arc metaphoric), and he explains that this promise
is in harmony with the Wise One's benevolent nature shown for the

needy. The direct quotation which ends the verse, haste valid manaijha
r5 / dayat aaaxa marataeihyo "Who has been found by thee, good
thinking, who might deliver these things (or, these two - butler and
milk?) down to (yon)'mortals?', must be the words of the Wise Lord.
They express his attempt to fulfill his solemn word to the cow by turning
to good thinking for a solution. This act forms a balanced counterpart
to the attempt of the virtuous spirit (the fashioner of the cow) to do so

earlier by enlisting the aid of truth to resolve the woeful fate of the

cow

.

There naturally follows the answer of good thinking given in vs. 8.

Zarathusira is the one who can aid the cow, for he alone in his

insight has hearkened to the words of the one true aod and his forces.
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Moreover, he also wishes to spread the fame of these heavenly forces

among his fellowmen through praise for and instruction in the principles

which they represent. Herein lies the essential difference between truth

and good thinking. Whereas truth, m an uncompromising way, sought

might as the only solution to protect the cow (cf. 3bc noit viduye ...

hvd aojisto) against the equally mighty destructive forces of deceit,

good thinking recognized, in his selection of the understanding prophet

as the cow's protector, that the eventual overthrow of deceit must
depend upon the growth of reason and understanding in mankind.

Namely, a further show of strength in the world leads only to further

antagonism, but the human condition can be elevated for the better

by the exercise of good thinking.

The choice of Zarathustra by good thinking subsequently evokes

the response of the cow in vs. 9, who complains once again that her

appointed master is apparently powerless, although she has longed

for him to be a mighty protector. Her stance follows the argument

:

What good are such fine words, even if they embody the highest

principles, when they issue from a man who has no real power?

Thus she entreats the heavenly ones to send someone who can offer

the needed support of strength to her new found master. The cow
seemingly takes truth's side in the question of the means required for

the ultimate victory.

To my mind, vss. 6-9, as just described, constitute a coherent

succession of events, which attaches itself quite logically to the opening

vss. 1-3. In vs. 6 Ahura Mazda informs the cow of truth's inability to

find an adequate protector, but he goes on to promise her that there

indeed shall be one. Verse 7 then underscores this promise and relates

how the Wise Lord turns to good thinking to help him fulfill his word.

Verse 8 reveals good thinking's answer to. that promise : Zarathustra is

the one to be the cow's master. Finally in vs. 9 the cow accepts

Zarathustra , however rel uctan tly , as her master and en treats fo

r

further support. Tt is at this point that the conjoined vss. 4-5 naturally

belong, and precisely here for the following reasons. Once the

impersonal narrator, who has described the succession of events in

the new sequence of verses 1-3, 6-9, has been named as Zarathustra

in vs. 8 and has been accepted by the cow in vs. 9, he can then speak

personally as mS urva in the company of the cow, as indeed is the

case in vs. 5. But, more importantly, the preoccupation in the beginning

of the connected vs. 4 with the Wise Lord's adherence to his agreements

can only have direct reference to the promise which he made in vs. 6
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and which is immediately repealed at the start of vs. 7. Furthermore, if

we remember that the final words of the cow in vs. 9 ask whether
someone shall come to aid her powerless master, then we can view
this supplication as a prelude to the following question in newlv
placed vs. 5 which enquires whether there shall not be a future for

the cattle-breeder. For both phrases ask the same basic question, yet
the latter one (of vs. 5) is attached lo a verse intoning the truth that
Ahura Mazda is the first to heed his promises. Its citation by
Zarathustra and the cow is thus intended to remind the Wise Lord lo

hearken to his already given promise to send aid. For if this «od has
promised real support to the cow, he must also protect heAnaster
as well

.

No answer comes directly from Ahura Mazda because Zarathustra
immediately suggests, by his supplications in the final vss. 10-11, what
means are required to guarantee the survival of the caretaker of the
cow and, by implication, of the cow herself. He thus answers this

question by his entreaty for both strength and the rule in harmony
with truth and good thinking for the people on earth {aeibvo resumes
avaesqm haium of vs. 4). This is the combination of the individual
solutions offered by truth and good thinking earlier, and it reflects the
position that the good rule on earth, although it be founded upon
truth and good thinking, must be backed by the necessary power
to bring it Lo realization. Here, it seems, the cow has effectively
convinced the prophet of the real need for a show of strength.
Only in this way. Zarathustra continues, shall there be peace and
tranquility in the world ofman. thus freeing the cow from the oppressive
state she described and lamented over in the opening vs. of the Gatha.
In the final verse the prophet repeats his preceding entreaties by suppli-
cating for the advent of truth and good thinking and their rule on
earth. By his omission of strength or power, he returns somewhat to
his earlier stance, reflected in the words of good thinking, that reason
arid understanding"illone may suffice to bring about the good way of
life. To stress this point, he beseeches the Wise One aruThis allies lo

acknowledge all those others whose insight and proper thinking have
prepared them for the great task which lies ahead. At the conclusion,
the prophet promises a gift to Ahura Mazda and his forces if they
intercede. This can only be piety {drmailis) and obedience {saraosd\
as yet left unmentioned in the great scheme of cooperation between
man and god described in this Gatha, which are the unique gifts man
can actively offer to god. For the power of god is only as strong as the
belief men place in him (cf. 28.3, 31.6, etc.).
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Accepting this necessary reordering and explanation of the basic
drama depicted in Y. 29, we must nevertheless seek a reason for the
apparent rearrangement of the verses of the Gatha. Here too an answer
can be found without great difficulty. Namely, the similarity of 5c
noil Jsuyente dragvasu pain with 6c at zi dwa Jsuyantaeca, as well as
the appearance of ahurd in 4c, aiutrai.a in 5a and ahum in 6a and 7a,
motivated the redactors of this hymn to present in order those verses
which contained similar diction. This process is in no way different
from the ordering or Y. 31 after Y. 30 because the former Gatha
begins td v5 urvata maramd and the latter one ends hyat ta urvata
sasaBa (30.1 la), and likewise the placement of Y. 50 after Y. 49 based
upon the textual similarities or 49.12a /cat tot asa zbayemi avayho and
50.1a kat mot una ise cahya avmjho.Undoubtedly the same principle
is at work in both sorts of situations.

Before we can truly determine the significance of the drama
unfolded in Y. 29, it is necessary to identify the figure of the
cow who plays such an important role in this hymn and elsewhere in
the Gathas. Valuable progress in this direction has been contributed
by Cameron (1968), who has recognized that the terms cow and
herdsman (cattle-breeder, pastor) are consistently employed in meta-
phoric usage by Zarathustra throughout his poetry. Cameron rightly
stresses (267 IT.) that it would be surprising to find embedded amid
such exalted and serious verse constant reference to the mere protection
and preservation o'i cattle, which in fact never prospered well in the
barrenness of Iran, or to encounter impassioned statements on
Zarathustra *> part against the followers ot another religious faith
whose ritual centered around the slaying of animals and the drinking
of the intoxicating Haoma beverage (LommePs position, last defined
in 1971, 32 IT.). He thus concludes (270 IT.) that the cow is a symbol
for 'God's Hock* and that the herdsman is an energetic member or this

flock who M°ws llie
:

will pf God in thought, word and deed.
Although I approve of Cameron's metaphoric understanding of cow

and herdsman, and accept for the most part his definition of"the role
or the pastor, it is on the question of the underlying nature of the
cow that 1 disagree with him. For I do not believe that the cow can be
a symbol lor humanity, because Zarathustra makes it quite clear in his
poetry that the cow is a benevolent force which must be sought after
by the truthful man (50.2), and which shall be given to the honestly
living person as a reward in order to save his fellowman from the
forces or deceit (50.3). In this way the figure of the cow approaches in
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essence ihe Lord-creaied values of truth and good thinking, whose
quest Tor and realization on earth is the task of the righteous man
(29.10, 31.4, 47.2, 51.1, etc.). and which shall bring on the defeat or
deceit {31.4, 4S.1. etc.). Similarly, when 51.5-6 juxtapose in antithetical

rash ion the notions of a person who shall serve the cow in accordance
with truth and of a person who shall not serve the Wise Lord, the

reverence to be allotted to the cow conies very near to that of Ah lira

Mazda himself in importance. Thus the cow in origin seems to belona
to a higher world than that of man. and her appearance on earth and
her required attention are for the purposes of bringing nourishment
and peace to the faithful (4S.5-6), much as the attainment of good
thinking and truth in the mortal world are to accomplish these Very
same aims (29.10. 33.5. 34.12-14. etc.).

This line of reasoning leads me to believe that the cow is an
allegorical figure for the vuijuhi tluena 'the good vision' (51.17. 53.1.3).

the conception of the foremost existence belonging to the immortal
forces (45.11. 49.6). and one which the Wise Lord granted to the
savior Zarath listra (53.2). U is the conception which is best for those
who exist (44.10). and entails the pious and faithful worship of the
Wise One and his allies (44.10. 49.5. etc.). in order that he grant the
rule of good thinking and of truth on earth (29.10. 31.4. 5 1. IS).

The whole outlook ofZarathustra on these points is aptly summarized
in 51.21 : 'Virtuous is the man of piety. He is so by reason of his

understanding, his words and actions, his conception. Virtuous is

truth and the rule of good thinking. The Wise Lord created this, and
I shall entreat Him for this good reward'. This verse also clarifies the
content of 33.3 which stales that the man serving the cow with zeal
shall be on the pasture of truth and good thinking. For the person
who dedicates himself to Ahura Mazda and to the values of truth and
good thinking which the Wise One created, represents and sustains
is ..the one who .strengthen
and significance to the very qualities which characterize the true nature
of the Wise Lord. He is the pastor, the man of faith and piety, the
champion of what is good and proper, who tends and promotes the
good conception of a world governed by truth and good thinking
by his own active involvement in his own world through these lordly
principles conceived by wisdom and aroused by a spirit of virtue.

In this way he gives life to the essence of his god on earth, whereby the
whole human condition is elevated towards a better existence.

The questions now to determine are whether Zaralhustra was able
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to employ such metaphor ic imagery in his poetry and whether the
cow is indeed an appropriate symbol for the good vision. We can give
affirmative answers to both these questions, in my view, by returning
once again to the diction of Y. 29. For there we see that, once the

cow has lamented her pitiable state to the heavenly forces and demanded
their support expressed as good pasturage, the guarantee of protection
is described as

l
the promise of butter and milk' in vs. 7. Yet, can the

Wise Lord have truly intended to relieve her suffering by offering to

her butter and milk, if these terms are to be interpreted literally?

What possible good could these have served to free her from the
oppression of deceit? None, in any realistic view of the situation.
Rather, as suggested above, the terms butter and milk require the
metaphoric interpretation of strength and prosperity, for these are
exactly the conditions which can free the cow from her bondage and
which are directly expressed at the end of the Gatha as lOab aogd ...

asa xsaOramca aval vohu mcma/jha. Similarly, when we turn to 49.5ab
at hvd mazda izaca azithisca yd daenqm vohu sarasta mcmaijha

s

Yes,

'

Wise One, that person is both milk and butter (for Thee), who has 1

allied his conception with good thinking', are we to accept the parallel

'milk and butter
1

only on face value? This is clearly not possible, and
!

we are forced again to view these terms in their metaphoric sense
of strength and prosperity as before.

At this point we can combine both ideas. If milk and butter, those

products which issue from the cow, are utilized by Zarathustra in his

poetry to express strength and prosperity, then does not the cow,
the very source of these products, equally represent that entity or
capacity which can provide the signaled strength and prosperity?
When the Gathas constantly stress the message, as we remarked above,
that only the good vision, that is, the view of the world governed by
truth and good thinking, shall prosper the creatures, is the best for

those who exist, shall bring good fortune to the peoples, etc.. then
can we not conclude that the cow and the good vision are equivalent
entities? The parallelism of both sets of terms cow : butter and milk
and good vision: peace, tranquility, prosperity etc. speaks Tor just this

identification with which I feel obliged to operate in reaching a proper
understanding of the message of Y. 29.

Accepting the true nature of the cow, we can return to a new
assessment of some important points described in this remarkable
Gatha.

Verse 1 really expresses the notion that although the idea of ruler-
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ship through truth and good thinking exists on earth, the forces of
deceit have prevented men from bringing this good rule to realization.

This corresponds to the prophet's own lament throughout the Gathas.
The major problem concerning vs. 2 is why the virtuous spirit is the

fashioner of the cow, whereas Ahura Mazda is elsewhere depicted as
the creator of everything, including truth and good thinking. The answer
lies in the realization that it has been the awakening of a virtuous spirit

in Zarathustra himself, so eloquently described in Y. 43, which broueht
the prophet to understand that this worldly salvation depends upon
the institution of truth and good thinking among men. In this measure
the virtuous spirit is truly the creator of the good vision in the world
of the prophet. "Note as well that in addressing truth and his allies

as xsayanto. there is a direct allusion to the phrase axel xsadv.vn aval
vohu manaijha appea r ing 1a ter i n vs . 1 Oa b

.

Why truth is seeking, in vs. 3, for strength alone to further the
good vision is difficult to answer, but it is this quality which is

characteristically associated with truth in the Gathas. Cf. 34.4a carJim
.... apjdrjh\wmm asa and especially 43.16c astvat asam liydt ustana
aojonghvat among other citations. However, it cannot be said that
truth's inability to uncover a master reflects a basic disinterest in or
distance from the problems of humanity (cf. Duchesne 1973, 101).
He does admit that he would assist such a person and he does join
the Wise Lord in vs. 7 to promise help for the cow. Perhaps the proper
understanding of truth's position is to be sought in the fact that he
represents a state of perfection, both physical and mental (of the two
existences repeated in the Gathas), which is difficult to achieve by a
single man and which forms the characterization of Ahura Mazda
as yS savistd ahura mazclasca 'who is the mightiest and wise lord' at
33.11a. Thus, whereas good thinking is willing to accept Zaralhuslra

1

s
insight as reason alone to appoint him master of the cow, truth cannot
accept this compromise at first.

Verse 6 essentially contains the reassurance that the good vision
shall be fulfilled on earth, the only promise of this given in all of the
Gathas. And vss. 7-8 continue this notion by affirming that it is

Zarathustra who shall bring this to pass insofar as he has been the
first to hearken to the true solutions to the problems of existence.
These verses are of equal importance because they reveal the heavenly
acceptance of Zarathustra as the true prophet of Ahura Mazda and
his teachings.

When the good vision complains in vs. 9 that words alone are not
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sufficient means to bring about the good rule, this thought corresponds
directly to Zarathustra's entreaty in 44.9 : 'How shall I bring to life

that vision of mine, which the lord of a blessed dominion — someone
of great power like Thee, Wise Lord— would decree by reason of his

lofty rule?'. It is the realization that force must be added to reason in

order to further the prophet's ideas. Verses 4-5, which must follow

here, continue the same motif, but express it from all possible sides.

Namely, the prophet, his conception and his god all wish this to come
about.

In the final 2 verses Zarathustra abandons the drama and directly

entreats for the advent of the rule of truth and good thinking for all

other mortals who have understood the importance of these principles

in their lives. Thus, whereas the purpose of the former part of the

Gatha has been to explain the origin and current state of the good
vision and the recognition of Zarathustra as its heavenly appointed

prophet, the finale is intended to move Ahura Mazda to offer this means
of earthly salvation to other men. Support for the good rule must stem'
from the cooperation of others on earth in whom awareness and insight'

have likewise awakened.

It is difficult to say exactly why the image of the cow was chosen
to represent the concept of a world motivated by truth and good
thinking. Dumezii (1965. 23 ff.) has pointed out that the lamentations
of the cow in Y. 29 correspond to a widely diffused theme in Indoiranian

folklore characterized by the complaint of a cow (or bull etc.) to a

lofty god bemoaning the cruel and harsh Fate which has befallen

her lot. Consequently, he sees the existence of this motif behind the

construct of this Gatha and Zarathustra's general employment of
the allegorical use of the cow throughout his poetry, which in DumeziPs
view is an adaptation and exploitation of the underlying myth. There
may be some truth to his opinion, but it is difficult to determine,

especially so, since the cow is not the only personage who laments
in the" Gathas nor"the only character who incessently supplicates for

assistance. All of the actions of the cow in Y. 29 are equally appropriate
to Zarathustra himself. He laments the treachery and degradation
caused by the deceitful spirit in Y. 32.9 (note 32.9c yusmaibyii garaze

mirrors 29.1a xsmaibya gaits urvcl garazda), and likewise complains in

46.2 about his general powerless condition (note 46.2a vaeda tat yd
alum mazdci anaeso is an avatar of29.9a atcagaus urvcl rciostd ya anaesam
*xsnqm *mSnd). Similarly, the prophet entreats his lofty gods for help

and support throughout the Gathas, and the expression of the
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particular request in 31.4bc vahista *isa manaijha maihyo xsaOram
aojonghvai corresponds to the supplication of the cow in 29.10a

yuiam aeibyo ah lira aogo data asa xsaBrsmva aval vohii manaijha. Thus
we are faced with the dilemma : Has Zarathustra modified his whole
approach in the Gathas after the prototype of the folklore drama of the

cow crystallized in Y. 29 or has he cast Y. 29 in a dramatic form
intended to reflect his basic emotions concerning the deplorable state

of his world?

1 tend to believe the latter alternative insofar as the lamentations

of the cow in Y - 29 can be viewed as the attempt to present the comple-
mentary notion to the expression of Zarathustra's enduring deter-

mination to bring to realization his own special idea of a world founded
upon truth and good thinking which characterizes the message of the

Gathas. What the prophet and poet has achieved in this remarkable
hymn is the presentation of the reverse side of the coin. Namely, by
creating a work in which he expresses the desire of the good vision

-itself to reach fulfillment, he has provided a model to justify his own
• ends, to offer him and his supporters the belief and faith that their

.-..devotion and efforts are not an useless cause founded upon the

greedy and destructive motives which dominate the behavior of their

...deceitful adversaries. Rather, the construction of Y. 29 embodies the

noble thoughts that the vision of a world of truth and good thinking has
been created by the Wise Lord through his spirit of virtue and has been
presented lo the world of man as a means of salvation, and that the

Wise One and his forces have promised their assistance in bringing
this godly idea to fruition, as it deserves and as it so desires itself.

This still leaves unanswered the question of the exact choice of the

image of the cow. However, if we examine those passages in the Gathas
where there are mentioned the direct benefits the cow shall bring to the

world of man, these passages seem to express a uniform theme:

. ...IS?, row shal) bring peace to the world. We see ..this ..in.48.6a ha zi

nS husdiOdina 'She shal! bring peace to us
1

and in the question 50.2ab
kada ma-da rdnyd.skamilim gqm *isoit, yd him ahmai vastravaitim stoi

usyat "How, Wise One, shall a person seek the joy-bringing cow,
namely, the one who would wish her to bring pasturage (= peace)
to him?' And in the direct context of Y. 29.10, we notice the pointed

supplication for the rule yd husaitfs rcimamca dat 'through which one
shall bring peace and tranquility*. Herein, I believe, lies the answer to

the choice of the cow as symbol for the rule of truth and good thinking.

The peaceful and tranquil nature of the cow represents the prototype
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of those attributes which can best serve the need of man in constructing

a peaceful society for himself through the institution of truth and good

thinking. Although cows may not have prospered in Iran, the whole

use of pastoral vocabulary in the Gathas surely provides evidence for

their presence in the land, and thus the nature of the cow, undoubtedly

well known to his audience, could function as a meaningful symbol

for Zarathustra in his poetry.

29.1 . a ma aesamo hazasca ramo hisdyd dardscd tavisca 'The cruelty of

fury and violence, of bondage and might, holds me in captivity
1

.

Omit cd after daras; cf. A.-W. (1931, 320). The subject of a ... hisaya

is ramd, with aesamo hazasca and dards tavisca each in apposition to this

term.

The perf. a hisaya belongs to hi 'bind
1

(cf. SI. 1971, 580 f.), but this

root has already acquired the special meaning 'capture
1

in the Gathas.

Besides our passage, we have 32.14ab d.hdiQoi ni kdvayascit xratus dadat

*varacahica 'even the Kavis have fixed their intentions on the capture

and plunder ...\ 45.6b cirujo hvo daman haeOahyd gat 'he shall go to the

bonds of deceit's captivity
1

. Similarly, for a ha in 32.16c dragvato ..-..

anhayd (orig, *dijhdyayd) 'if I might capture the deceitful
1

. Meaning

attested also for the root si in the RV. : VIII 67.8a ma nah setuh sised

aydm 'May this trap not capture us
1

.

a9d moi sqsta vohu *vastra (Mss. vdstryd) 'Therefore appear to me
with good pasturage', sqsta and sqs 43.1 1, 46.19 best belong to the root

sand 'seem, please
1

; the s-aor. sqs and yAv. pres. saSayeiti — Ved. achdn

and chaddyati. There seems to be no evidence at all for the assumption

of a root sand 'voltziehen
1

: saste 30.S, 46.12 and sazdydi 30.2, 51.16 are

infs. from sanh 'declare'; cf. 30.2 (final para.). sSndd 51.14 is a noun

meaning 'pleasure
1

; cf. passage for disc.

Emendation of vdstryd to *vastra is required ; the former word is other-

wise always trisyllabic, which is metrically unfavorable here.

29.2. ka8d toi gavoi rants 'Is thy judgment for the cow (to be) in this

way?'. kaQd, with value 'is it in this (such a) way'?
1

, also appears in

44.2b kaQd atjlmts vahistahyd paourvhn 'Is the foundation of the best

existence in such a way (that) ...?'. It is thus a shortening of kat add.

kat usually functions as a particle of questioning : cf. 48.2c kat asavd ...

vSnghat dragvantam 'Shall the truthful defeat the deceitful?
1

, 50.1a

kat moi urva ise cahyd avaijho 'Does my person have control over

anyone who has help (to offer)?
1

, etc.
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hada vastra gaodayo Bwaxsa 'always (lo be) cow-caring zeai by a
pastor', hada is only adverb 'always* = Ved. sddd (similarly, Benveniste
1945, 51 rr.). Cf. 50.4ab at vd yazdi slavas mazdd ahurd hada asd
vahistdcd mana/jhd 'Yes, praising, I shall worship you. Wise Lord,
always with truth and the very best thinking and RV. ill 54.21a
sddd sugdh pitumdm asm pdnthdh 'Let the path always be easy to travel

and full of rood', VII 1 .20d yuydm pena svasiihhih scida nah 'Protect us
always with welfare*, etc.

The form vastra here is instr. of vdstar- 'pastor', corresponding to

nom. vasta in the preceding verse, and it is immediately resumed by" the
followingword cthurzm. The syntax or vastrd gaodayo Owaxsd 'cow-caring
zeal by a pastor* is thus exactly parallel to the following dragvdxhhis
aesmwm 'fury by the deceitful*, where it is intentional thai vdstrd and
dragvo.dahis, gnoddy5 Bwaxso and aesanwm are contrasting terms. The
stem vdstar- also is required at 47.3 * vastre (Mss. vdstrdi). The fig.

gaodayo Bwaxsa corresponds to 333b vidqs vd Qwaxsaijhd gavdi. For
disc, cf, 32,4 yd masyd acisid etc.

29.3. alima i aid no It sarnjd advaeso gavdi paiti.mravat 'To him did
they reply through truth : "There is no help free orenmity for the cow" \
no it saraja advaeso gavdi is direct speech; the rest is narrative. Framing
or direct speech also occurs at 43.8a at hoi aoji zaraBusuv paourvim
Then I first said to him : "(I am) Zarathustra"**; 32.14c hyatcd gaits
jaidyai mraot \.. as well as lo say: "The cow is to be killed*", etc.

The form paitunravat is 3pi. imperf. of paid mril 'reply
1

, and has
been formed in analogy to theproterodyne 3pl. *stavat (d*. Narten 1968,

9 rr.), owing to the merger in vocalism of mraominnd staomi etc. (cf. SI.
1972a, 64). Similar forms appear in the 3pl. imperf. syazdat 34.9 and
the 3pi. aor. xraodcu 46. i 1. The change to the 3pl. form mravat has been
motivated by the feci that the preceding question has moved from
2sg. (kaQa toi rants) to 2pl. {data xsayanto; kSm ustd); correct,
Gershevitch(1952, 1741*.). For the difficult

'

sarajd. I follow Blhlm'.
(1904, 1566) in positing a stem sarajan- {-gan-\ but I take it as a neut.
'help', with advaeso (= Ved. advesds-) modifying it.

avaesqm no it viduye etc. avaesqm no it viduye belongs immediately
together with the following hatqm hvo aojisto, with the first rel. clause
interposed. This syntactic reature is characteristic of this Gallia and
is also found in the following verse, where mazdd saxvarS main'sto and
daevdiscd masyaisca are a syntactic unit, with the yd zi clause again
interposed; again in vs. 8, where aim moi idd visto and zaradustro
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spitdmo belong together and the ys na aevo ... clause occupies a
position between both parts of the syntactic unit. Note also the identical
syntax in 46.19ab ya moi asdt haiBim haca varasaiti / zaradiistrai hyat
vasna faraso.tamam, where the pre-caesura soraOustrai in the 2nd line
belongs with moi in the 1st line. Cf. also 47.4 (final para.).
yd samite adrSng arasvdijho 'through whom the lofty are to activate

the lowly'. Idea corresponds to 44.17bc kada mazdd zaram cardni haca
xsmat dskaitim xsmdkam 4How

t Wise One, shall I, with your accord,
impassion your following?

1

.

The form savaite cannot be 3pl. pres. because of the subj. form in
the following yahmai jima. Indie, and subj. cannot stand in parallel
in rel. clauses of such future value, only modal forms or inf. Cf. 33.2ab
yS akam ... zastoibyd va varasaiti vaijhdu va coidaite astim 'Who shall
bring about what is evil with his hands or (who) shall enlighten his guest
in the good', 33.7ab a ma idum ... yd sruye 'Come ye hither to me, by
reason ofwhich I am to become famed ...\ etc. Syntax of noit viduve'hvo
aojisto yd savaite adrSng arasvdijho That strongest one is not 'to be
found through whom ...' is thus similar to 31.3bc tat nS ... vidvanoi
vaocd ...ydpanto vispSng vdurayd 'Speak in order for us to know that
thing through which I might convert all the living

1

, with its correct
modal opt. Thus savaite is an inf. of the type saste 30.8 (q.v. for disc.),
and the underlying stem is savati- (suffix -ati), comparable to Ved'
amdth 'force", ainhati- 'narrowness', yAv. aiwi.varati- 'overflow', etc.

ddra- 'lowly' contrasts with arasva- 'lofty' exactly as do Ved.
cognates ddhrd- and rsvd-. Both ddra- and Ved. ddhrd- continue Indoir.
*adhrd~, simply a sec. deriv. to *adhar 'below'; cf. adara- = Ved.
ddhara- 'inferior, lower'. This *adhar is thus parallel to avarS 'below' =
Ved. avdi\ Ved. updr-i -above', etc. In our verse the adrSng 'lowly'
are those who live on earth (avaesqm hdtcyn 'yon beings'), the arasvdijho
'lofty' are the ones who live in heaven.

at his calls*. The difficult karadusd I take as nom. sg. of a deriv. stem
karad-us-an 'of ready, attentive ear', where the underlying karad-us-
is similar to Ved. srut-karna- 'of listening ear'. Cf. RV. VII 32.5a
srdvac chrutkarnah The one of listening ears shall listen', VIII 45.l7bc
srutkarnam sdntam utdye, durad ihd havdmahe The one of listening
ears (= attentive one) do we call hither from the distance for help"
etc. employed in similar context. Thus a form like yAv. srut.gaosa-.

29A. mazdd sax'dra mairisto and daevdisca masydiscd belona together
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syntactically: cf. preceding verse. saxrara is neut. pi. of a stern

sax'arjn- 'word', also appearing in 53.5a *saxr
5n *i ... kainihvo

mrqomi 'I tell these words to the girls*. Cf. also Sogd. swyn 'parole'. Here
used as the word of god, ii is clearly "promise, agreement*.

vavarazni and varaxaite need not be passive, since med. vrz is trans,

in 33. lab varastute ... xyaoQanci razixid 'it will bring to realization the

most jus I acts*. 51.1c tat ... varasane. 53.3d span ista ... *hudanu
*varaJsva 'bring to realization the most virtuous and blessed (acts)*, etc

With Benvenisie (1954a, 26). 1 believe vrz means only 'bring to

realization*, never simply 'do*. Cf. also caus. in 45.4c vaijlmts

varazayanta manwjho 'of effective good thinking*; also varaz- 'effec-

tiveness* in 45.9c varazi ml dyat ahum 'May the Lord place us in

effectiveness*, hvarsia- 'good effect* and ditzvarsta- 'ill effect' both

49.4. duzvarasnah- 'of ill effects' 53.8.

1 take the enigmatic painxiOit and aipixiB'tt lo be adverbs, and

relate the latter to Ved. apkyci- 'secret': pairixiQit must be the opposite

'openly*. Hum bach's interpretation (1959, 11 15) of ciQit as opt. is not

possible, since such forms only occur with (descriptive) full grade

before -// : da'ulit xclhii vainit zalrit (— *zahit).

This whole verse is the prayer referred to in the following verse, for

it is impossible that the final statement a6a na aijhctt yaQa hva vasal

'As He shall wish it, so shall it be for us* can be spoken by truth.

It belongs in the mouth of men, and its purpose is to remind AhM.
to fulfill all the agreements which he has concluded with gods and men.
Benvenisie (1967, 144ff.) has shown that in the context of the Galhas
the word daeva- still has the meaning 'god', but with the overtone of

'false god', and represents a divinity of some competing religious

system. According lo Burrow (1973. 128ff.) most likely those of the

Indian system, which he believes still existed in Eastern Iran.

29.5 . ahya ... frmamna ahuraLa 'as we twp continued to pra y. to. the

Lord*. The construction with the root ah and a pres. part, to express

'to continue to' is similar to Yed. tisihatimlh pres. part. Cf. e.g. RV. X
18.12a ucchvcmcamcma pfthivf su listhata 'Let the earth continue to

remain gaping'. Latter construction at Vd. 5.19 histanti yzara.yzarantis

'they continue to flow
1

. Related also: 43.15d noil na powus dragvato

hyat cixsnuso 'A man should not continue to try lo satisfy the many
deceitful

1

. Possibly 50.9c isayqs ... IfySm.

In general, the pres. part, by itself is consistently employed to express

continuing action in the Galhas. Cf. 28.5a hat Qwa darasani manasca
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vohu vaedamno 'Shall I see thee as 1 continue to acquire good
thinking ..?'; 32.4bc vaxsante ... vaijliaus sizdyamna manaqho
nasyanto asaaica *... shall increase as they continue to retreat from
good thinking and disappear from truth'; 33.3b vidqs va Gwa.xsa/jlw

gavdi 'or continues to serve the cow with zeal'; 44.9e hadamoi asa
vohuca syqs manaijhd 'as he continues to dwell in his seat in alliance

with truth and good thinking'; 49.11 be dragvato akais xvara9ais paid
uryqnp yanto 'their souls shall continue to encounter the deceitful with
bad food'; 49.12cd ya ... frinai ... aval yasqs 'I who shall pray, as

I continue to entreat for that ...'.

hyat mazdqm dvaidi frasabyo 'that we two might dispose the Wise
One to the questions'. The form dvaidi cannot be du. med. aor. of da,

since full-grade restitution must take place before consonantal endings;
*davaidi thus is the only expected form (cf. SI. 1971, 573 ff.). The form
dvaidi is therefore opt. and represents *divaidi, just as jvamalu 31.2,

pernio 31.3 etc., yAv. cvant- represent *jivama!u *jivanto *civant-.

The correct form is hidden in orig. reading dviaidi of J 2 . The opt. is

also employed in preterite contexts at 43.10e hyat Bwa xsayqs aesam
dyat amavantam '... since the Ruler could create thee to be powerful
and forceful' and 46.8d tanvam a yd im hujyatois pciyal '... up to his ;

person which could guard him from the good way of life
1

. For later

use of pret. opt., cf. Tedesco (1923, 298 Ff.) and Dresden (1970, 136 IT.).

.

Other med. opt. aor. forms of da occur as lsg. a dyd (= *dtya) 43.8,

2sg. a disci 43.7, 3sg. *dya (= *diya) 29.8. Necessary full-grade resti-

tution in med. indie, daijha 34.1, 44.18, 3sg. (pass.) data 31.5, 34.2.14;

act. opt. rffl.ro/ 29.7, 43.1 etc.: act. impv. rfoVrff (freq.), med. impv. dahva
50.2. 3sg. *danun 48.7. Note that the opts, dyqm 44.14 and dyat
43.10, 45.9 are best considered as analogic to pres. opt. forms yAv.
daidyam daidyat, evoked by the relationship between parallel indies.

dadat and dat etc., which are similarly built with secondary endings.

no it arazajyoi frajyciitis no it Jsuyente dragvasil pain 'Is there not
to be a" Fu'ture fo r the honestly 1 iving man ? No t for the ca ttie-breeder

among the deceitful?'. Humbach (1959, II 16) correctly combines
frajyditi- with hujyaiii- 'good way of life' 32.5, 46.8, and translates the

word as 'Lebensmoglichkeit'. But it seems to me more of a question

concerning the future life of the cow on earth, and I therefore translate

the term as 'future'. Same sense in Ved. dti jiv 'survive' in SBr.
4.2.4.6 f. nd ha samvatsardm ydjamdno 7/ jivet ... tatho ha ydjamano
jyog jivati 'The worshiper would not survive the year. Likewise the

worshiper lives for a long time'.
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The fig. arzzajyoi ... dragvasu pain is varied at 50.2c arazajis ...

pisyasu. Cf. latier passage for disc.

29.6. *aia (Mss. at 5) vaocat alntro mazda vidva vaftis vvanava 'There-
upon the Wise Lord, the Knowing One. spoke these sol'emn words by
reason of his attentiveness*. at a is clearly for *ata, the equiv or Ved
atas -thereupon'. Word falsely divided under influence of freq. line-
initial a/; cf. particularly at vd in preceding vs. Similarly, yavat a
43.8e reposes on orig. *yavata. In general, cf. inlrod. p. 10.

"

48.9c aras nidi ucqm vayhaus vqffl manaijho 'Let the solemn words
stemming from good thinking be told to me truly

1

shows clearly that
vajus is obj. of vaocat, not of vidvcl here in 29.6a. Cf. also 3l.6ab
yamai vidva vaocat Imidim mqBvam 'the knowing one who shall tell" to me
the true precept' and 45.3b yam (sastim) nidi vidva mazdd vaocat ahum
'which (doctrine) AhM., the Knowing One. told me\

vycmaya is instr. or a stem vydnd- 'attentiveness' (cf. sdsnava in vs
7b in identical metrical position), which belongs to the root wa "turn
one's attention io, pursue', an enlargement of v/'id.'. Both are related
to Ved. vi 'id.', on which cf. W. P. Schmid (1968, 613 IT.). The
appearance of vyana- in 44.7c next to uzama- 'respectful

1

is very
fitting

:
kit uzamSm coral vycmaya puOram piQre 'Who made a son

respectful in his attentiveness to his lather?'. In our verse vycmaya
provides the motivation for AhM.'s reassurance to the cow. Cf. also
vyd- •intention' 48.7 and *vyeinti 44A3.
noh aevd aim vista 'a master has not been found by a sinele one

(of us)\ The parallelism of this phrase with vs. 8a avm mat kid visto
and wuh vs. 7c kaste vohu manaijhd permits the equation of aim, aem
and kas, of instr. acvd, moi and tc\ and clearly necessitates the
addition of i.«/d in vs. 7c. Thus aim is undoubtedly nom. sg. here,
as also in Y. 27.13. Best suggestion concerning its peculiar inflection
stems from J. Schmidt (1889, 78 f.), who proposed that the form has
come from a dual aim ratuscd of the Ved. type mitrcl .. vdruno
yas ca sukrdtuh (RV. VIII 25.2ab). But this seems unlikely because this
Ved. type, very rare in itself, is surely secondary to the nom.-voc. type
mitra ... vdrunas ca (cf. Zwolanek 1970, 45 ff.).

I agree with the dual origin of aim, but I insist that it must stem
from a dvandva in which the second member is ambiguously dual
or singular, thus allowing the same indecisiveness concerning aim
Only one such dvandva is possible, viz. *alnl aim lord ancUady\
where *ahvi (later aijuhf) is either nom. sg. or du. On this figure, cf. 32.1 1 b
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atjuhtsca mjhavasca ladies and lords'; on dual, cf. gava azi 46.19,
utayuiti tavisi (freq.), both -/--stems. The words aim- and ahum-, both
lord, master

1

, belong best with HitL hassu- 'king'; cf. Schlerath
(1968b, 146).

The jsuyant- 'cattle-breeder
1

is the man who increases the flock of
the faithful; the vastar- or vastrya- 'pastor' is the man who provides
the pasturage of his faith to the cow (the good vision) for her continued
prosperity.

29.7. tarn dzutdis almro mqQram ... gavoi xsvidamca 'The Lord
fashioned this promise of butter and milk for the cow'. This must
refer to the preceding words o\~ AhM. to the cow, viz. at zi Bwa
jsuyantaeca vastryaica Bworasta tatasa 'However, the shaper did fashion
thee for both a cattle-breeder and a pastor'. Namely, the promise that
there will be a prosperous future on earth for the good vision.

Thus, this statement belongs in the context of 49.5ab at hvo mazdd izaca
azuitiscd, yS daenqm vohu sarasta-manaijlia 'That man is truly milk and
butter (for Thee), Wise One, who has allied his conception with good
thinking', where izaca azuitisca is also metaphor for prosperity"and
strength (similarly, H.-P. Schmidt 1968, 175). In the direct application'
of 29.6-7 here, the milk and butter are to be taken as a symbol for

prosperity embodied in the previously mentioned /w/jyhw- and vastrya-.

Comparable use of such metaphor also appears at Y. 55.2 ta.nd hand
gaOa haradraraitlscapaBravaittsca ... ta.nd hand urune "vaem x'araBamca
vastramca These Gathas offer refuge and protection for us. They are for
us both food and clothing, where the expression 'food and clothinH*
is likewise symbolic. Cf. Addenda.

Note also that the Ved. terms is- and urj-, the close equiv. of
azuiti- and xsvtd- or /fa-, are also used in the RV. as a metaphor for

strength and prosperity. Cf. II 19.9cd brahmanydntah ..., isam Orjam
suksitim sunmdm asyuh 'May the eloquent poets attain strength and
prosperity, peace and happiness*, etc.

The word madra- (once nu(9ra- 43.14) is almost always the word of
god, usually envisioned as his solemn precepts (cf. particularly 45.3),
and in this usage maBra- often is associated with sasnci- 'command,
instruction" or sangha- 'teaching'. Thus, 31.18a ma.cis (orig. *naecis)
at vi) dragvaro mqdrqscd gusta sasndsca 'No one belonging to the
deceitful faction has listened to your precepts and instructions' and
44.14c nihim ( = drujSm) marqzdyai Bwahya mqOrdis sSnghahya 'in order
to destroy it in accord with the precepts ofThy teaching' ; also 3 1 .6, 44. 1 7.
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The passage 43 . 1 4de azS saradand smghahya mat mis vispai. \>o i to i mqQra
maranti *to drive away, with the help of those who heed Thy precepts,

the opponents ofThy teaching' is important, for the fig. mqQra maranti
corresponds to 31.1a to vS urvdtd marantd 'heeding your com-
mandmenis\ where the word of god is considered an imperative to those
who are faithful, and undoubtedly also implied in the parallel usage of
mqQra-. And in the same sense belongs 45.3bcd yam {sastim) ... vaocat
ahum l yoi im vS no it iQd mqQram varasanti / yaQd im mmaicd vaocacd
'... which (doctrine) the Lord told to me : "Those of you who shall not
bring to realization (every) precept exactly as 1 shall conceive and
speak of it ..."", for the conclusion of the verse tells of the damnation
awaiting the heedless. mqQra- is thus the sacred word or formulation
stemming from god.

Yet the word of god can have other senses. In 2S.7c. where it is a

question of AhM.\s solicitude for the faithful, the meaning of mqQra-
can only be understood in the sense of •promise': god promises
solicitude to his adherents. Thus. 28.7c deist ft ... yd vS mqQra srnvimd
rdda

'Gran t Th ou that prom ise through which we may hear of yo u

r

solicitude (for us)\ Similarly. I see azutdis mqQram in the identical

sense 'the promise of butter (strength)* and combine its employment
with vs. 4a maxdci sax'urn mairisto *the Wise One is the first to heed His
words (= agreements)', where loo the words of god are his agreements
or promises. Finally, it may be said that since mqQra- is the word of
god. it can also be used as the word for god. and this is the usage of
28.5bc smaos.im mazildi and mqOrd ... vdwdimaidi. where the sacred
formulation of men follows in the next verse.

hva wusat'ihyo spantd sdsnayd 'He is virtuous lo the needy in accord
with His instruction'. Syntax and sense related lo 45.6bc yS hudd yoi
hanti spantd ma'myu 'who is beneficent by reason of His virtuous
spirit lo those who exisl\ urusa- belongs with Ved. ruksd- lean, weak*-
cf. Humbach (1958, 51).

koxie vfiliu mamnjhu. From t lie preced ing d iscussion of vs.' 6b no it

aevd aim vista and from vs. 8a item mot idd vista, it is clear that we must
supply visto to haste vohu mamujhd here as well, and that te fund ions
as a parallel instr. This permits the identification of te with the following
instr. vohu ma/uujhd, and thus places the answer in vs. 8 in the mouth of
good thinking, as Bthlm. correctly supposed (cf. also Duchesne I94S,

197; 1973, 101 ff.). Syntax of te ... vohu manaijhd thus resembles 46.19ab
men ...zaniQustrdi and the Ved. type RV. X 10.7a yamdsya ma yamyarn
kama ilgan 'Lusi for Yama has come upon me, Yami\
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Wackernaget (1930, 473) cites Ram. 3.43.49 apramattena le bhdvyam
asramasthena Thou shouldst become a serious recluse', with te in

Function of instr., and it appears to me that Hitop. 22, 14 (Schlegel

and Lassen) kirn tvayd papakarmand krtam is best translated as:
"Why was this done by thee, evil doer?", with papakarmand almost in

the function ofvoc. as in vohit mananhd here. Note also that the answer
in vs. 8b hvd namazdd vastiasdicd "he wishes to ... for us, Wise One, and
for truth' is of considerable importance, because it is meaningful only
if vohu mono is the speaker.

y5 l ddydt Sddvd marataeibyo 'who might give these to the mortals
below'. Sadvd is for normal avd (so, HH. 1958, 53), and corresponds to

avarS in vs. 11. The question in vs. 7c is asked in heaven, and it is

proper that the mortals are below (cf. again vs. 3bc avaesqm hatam).
The first 2 lines of vs. 7 are spoken, however, by a narrator, who is

Zarathustra, and who identifies, when necessary, each speaker as he
appears, including himself in vs. 5. The final line of vs. 7 is AhM.'s
question, however, and it appears without a verb of speaking, but
such usage also occurs at 32.1c.

29.8. aim nidi idd visto ... zaraQustro spitdmo This one, Zarathustra
Sp., has been found by me here'. These two phrases belong together
syntactically; cf. above 29.3 avaesqm ndit etc. Similar syntax also.in

46. 1 9ab yS nidi asdt haiQfm hacd varasait! / zaraOustrdi ... 'Who shall

really in accord with truth bring to realization for me, Zarathustra ...'.

hvd ... vast! ... hyat hoi hiuhmam dydi vaxadrahyd. The reading hoi
... dydi cannot be correct. Med. da in association with a pers. or reflex.

pron. consistently means *to receive or assume for oneself, acquire'

in the Gathas. Cf. 34. lab yd ... aszmcd laibyo dcujha xkiBromcd
'with which ... Thou didst receive truth and the rule for Thyself,
44.18e ya9d hi taibyo ddijhd 'just as Thou didst receive these two
for Thyself, 46.15c asam xsmaibyd daduye *Ye shall receive the truth

for yourselves', 51.19a hvd tat nd ... ahmdi dazde 'Such a man receives

this for himself, etc. Thus, in our verse it is clear that we must translate

•He wishes ... if he might receive for himself (acquire) sweetness of
speech'. Consequently, we must read hoi ... *dyd, as I formerly
proposed (SI. 1962, 67 f.). but 1 now see that the form dyd can only be
3sg. med. aor. opt., i.e. *d!yd. This *diyd, with ending *-a, is extremely
archaic and is directly comparable to the archaic Ved. opt. duhiyd-i\

cf. SI. (1972b. 562 ff.). In the med. aor. opt., we have lsg. a dyd 43.8,

2sg. d disd 43.7, and 3sg. *dyd here. The reading dydi simply results from
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ilie influence of the common infs. in -dyai throughout the text:
cf. introd. p. 13 f.

29.9. yS anae.vam xsqnmUne racfam. The accepted reading xsqnmnni'
does not seem correct for two reasons. (1) The use of an inf. is

difficult next to the finite forms vasamf and dadat in the parallel rel.

clauses. (2) The Mss. vnrs. xsnqn mSiw H„ xsnqnnw m S,. xsnqm
mSnc J h , etc. point to an orig. reading beginning with xsn-. Thus I

reconstruct *xsnqm *mnnd. where xsnqm = Isg. a or. or xsnd 'know,
recognize' and ¥mmd (orig. *mand) = gen. 'of me'. CX. paiti.zdnatd

in 29.11 below and *manS 46.19. *mS.na 50.1. The sequence thus
attained, viz. yn *xsnqm ... ynm vasamt ... tv? f/flrfa/ is therefore identical

to the sequence of verbs in 30.5 varaid yS dragvd ... yf, vusie
yucca xsnaosfm .

ranm /wra.v asurahyd "the voice of a man without might'. Idea corres-
ponds to 44.17c /n-tf/rfl mm /?>7/ iw.v.v «c".vo \so that my voice be powerful
(enough) ...'. where Zarathustra speaks. Above it was noted thai
29.3b yd sawHe ddrnng .vnsvdtjhd corresponds to 44.17bc IcaOd
zarmn earani heted xsmai asknilmi xsmdknm.
yavd is 'during my lifetime': identical usage appears in 49.1a

ma yarn. Cf. 30.7 ayaijhd dddndis.

29.10. aogo data am xsaOrnmed / avat vohu numaijhd 'Grant strencth
and the rule in alliance with truth and good thinking

1

, aogo and
xsaQrnm are the objs. of data, and am aval vohu manaijhd modifies
xsaQrom according to the fig. xsaBram vohu manaijhd amed. On latter
cf. 30.7 Tor full disc.

For aval itself, note the interesting observation thai its use in the
consecutive verses 31.14-16. containing the sequence pavDsd (14),
parasa avat ••• (15), parasa aval ... (16), resembles the employment of
11(6

...

in
...

lhe
.

Ved
: }y?e .

RV
v.
Vn

.l
60 -9

.../
J^» -:-MhLulQ.,,,.pahi\..elc..

Consequently, we can also combine the use of aval in am ... aval
volnl numaijhd with the use ofaid in the Ved. type III 32. 1 3cd yd stomebhir
vdv.rc/lw purvyehhir, yd madhyamebhir utd nuianebhih, etc. Thus aval
functions freq. as 'likewise, moreover'.

yd husaitis rdmqmcd ddi 'through which one shall create peace and
tranquility'. Parallels are given at 50.2 ya him ahmdi etc. The fin.

husaiiis rdmqmcd is opposed to 31.18c dustided marakaeed 'in strife
and destruction' (also with ddi).

rdmqmcd is for orig. *rdmqncd. Similarly, syaomqm 32.3, varadamqm
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46.16, anajsmqm 46.17, damqm 48.7, casmqm 50.10 are all from orig.

-mqn. They all have arisen through assimilation in the oral recitation

of the text.

29.1 1. kudcl asom vohuca mono xsadramcd 'Where are truth and good

thinking, and (where) their rule?', xsadram must refer back to asam

and vohu mono in consequence of the preceding fig. asa xsaBram

aval vohu manaijhd. The identical disjunctiveness also appears at 33.1 lb

asamca J'radar.gaeOam manascd vohu xsadramca and 50.4abc at vet yazai

... j hack! asa vahistded manaijha / xsaQrdea yd iso staijhat a pai6V\ shall

always worship you with truth and the very best thinking and with

their rule through which one shall stand on the path of (good) power'.

at ma masd. I follow Lommel (1935b, 99; 1971, 31), who suggested

the emendation *mqm flifl, since mam 'men' is fully out of place here.

Yet, I interpret asa for *artci, i.e. 2pl. impv. aor. of ar 'arise". Thus the

translation 'Yes. come to mef belongs with 33.12a us moi drasva

ahum 'Rise up to me. Lord!' and 50.5a *aroi (Mss. aroi) zl xsma

mazdd asa ahum 'Let wisdom come in the company of truth across

the earth. Lord!'. Note also 53.8d irattt is dvafso 'Let affliction come

to themT.Cf. Addenda.

yuzJim mazdd fraxsnano mazoi magdi.a paiti.zdnatd 'Wise One.

acknowledge ye those fit for the great task P. The var. fraxsnana (i 2-

Mf
(
etc.) is far preferable since paitLzdnatd requires an ace. obj. arid

because a plural form is certainly expected in view of the following

nd and *ahmd.rdrdis. The form is thus ace. pi. of the stem JrS.xsnan-

(later fraxsnin-), whose meaning 'discerning' has developed the sense

'fit. proper* (through one's discernment). In this way the fig. frdxsnan-

mazoi magdi.il Tit for the great task' is merely a variant of 51.1 1c

magdi arasvo "lofty (enough) for the task',, where again the implication

is 'serious, fit enough for*. Both correspond to the diction of 28.10ab

asdaicd vaijhauscd .. daOSng manaijho tira6\ySng

.

..'just and deserying .
in.

conformity with truth and good thinking'. In 43.14b maibyo mazdd

tavd rafino Jhl.xsihvwm "(Grant) to me Thy proper support. Wise One".

one also encounters the same proposed sense for the them, form

frdxsiwna-. Cf. also the yAv. fig. fmxsni avi mono 'if his attitude is

fitting, proper* (= nom. absolute).

For maga-. 1 believe with Bthlm. (1904, 1110) that this word is

hardly the same as Ved. maghd- 'liberality
1

, whose gender is also

different. However, I see the word to mean 'task
1

from the definitive

context of 53.7. There the text clearly states 'There shall be a prize
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(mizdam) for you for the following maga'. which is then described as the

continued, most faithful fervor of the truthful during their lifetimes.

The text then concludes, 'If ye abandon this maga. then the word woe
shall be for you at the end*. In no way can the value liberal gift* or

even *Bund' satisfy the intention of this passage: only some term like

'task, enterprise*. For I see the Tig. magam zd lo be the equiv. of Skt.

udyogam tyaj appearing in Paneat. 11 147 nd ... tyqjecl lulyogam

uumtnuh 'one should not abandon, his task*. Similarly, the meaning
Hask* fits well in the remaining passages: 46. 14ab kaxtc asavd urvaQo

mazoi magdi "Which truthful person is thy ally for the great task 7

\

5 1. 1 6ab tarn kcml visidspo magaIn a .xsadrd nasal ... yam cistmi asd

mania Through his rulership Kavi V. reached this understanding of

(our) task, which he respected in harmony with truth

\

Consequently. 1 take maga van- to mean 'one sharing the task;

adherent, follower*. Thus. 51.15a hyat mizdam zaraOustra magavahyo
co isi para 'which prize Zarathustra previously promised lo the

adherents' and 33.7ab a ma iditm ... yd sruyv para magaond "Come ye

hither to me ... by reason of which 1 am to become famed ahead of
(every) adherent* (q.v.).

For ahmd rdtois a compound *ahmd.rdtois is better in view of

ahmd.rafanah- *YH . 40.3 . S im i Ia rly ,
*haBra.manet 30 .9 (cf. haOva . tursti-),

*maeda.mayd 33.9, *xsmd .u.xSti is 43.11, *
Bwd.isiis 44. 1 (so B th 1m

. ),

*hada.Ydsta 46.17 should all be restored. AH have been falsely divided

in the Mss. owing to the existence of uncompounded ahma. lutQrd,

maeOd, .xsmd, 6\va and hadd elsewhere in the text of the Galhas. For
the principle, cf. introd. p. I Of.
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This Gatha is a hymn of instruction in the fundamental teachings

of the prophet, and its theme is primarily concerned with explaining

the nature and the consequences of the choice between good and evil,

truth and deceit (2-3, 5-6, 1 1), which are manifestations of the virtuous

and good spirit and of the deceitful and evil spirit (3-5). The old gods
wrongly chose the ways of deceit and thereby afflicted this world and
mankind (6). But Ahura Mazda came to the world with his rule

founded upon good thinking and truth, in order to reestablish the

proper equity for each man's individual choice as well as to guarantee

a means of protection from the destructive powers of deceit and its

followers (7-8). To adhere to the ways or deceit shall bring a man at

the end to the very worst existence and extensive ruin, but the paradise

founded upon and sustained by good thinking, along with the means
of salvation in this world, awaits the pious man who follows the ways
of truth (4. 1 1). Therefore a man should be pious to the true lord (7)

and wish to unite in the only common true cause (S-9) which shall heal

this fallen and debased earthly existence (9), as it brings ruin upon
the forces of deceit (10). Verses 1-7 are spoken to Zarathustra's

followers: verses 8-10 to the Wise Lord and his immortal forces,

triggered by the view of the earthly and heavenly salvation described

in verse 7.

The presentation of these ideas in this Gatha follows Zarathustra's

typically imaginative and eloquent style of composition. In verse 1

the prophet promises to speak of those things which shall bring joy

to mankind if they are heeded through the fitting worship of the

master of truth and of good thinking, the Wise Lord. Thereby he implies

the Wise One indeed created this means of happiness tor mankind
and thus deserves the reverence and praise lor manifesting his godly

powers in a fashion which can save the world. Similarly, the careful

designation of god as the very wise master of truth and good thinking

has its own specific end : To signal that these moral qualities of truth

and good thinking belong only to the Wise Lord and that through

their effect upon him the Wise One was moved to offer an alternative

to this woeful existence. These notions, only hinted at here, are

directly expressed later in verse 7.

Verse 2. introducing the dominant motif of the choice between
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good and evil, intimates at the complementary theme to the first verse
by its mention of the great retribution. For the prophet thus evokes
the incisive idea that the Wise Lord not only controls the means to
save but he also possesses the power which can damn when he sees fit.

In this indirect fashion Zarathustra thus places the concept of salvation
and damnation in parallel with the motir of good and evil, and leaves
no doubt at the beginning, as he emphasizes at the end of this hymn,
that these two issues are intimately connected.

In that there exist two possible decisions for each man to weigh.
verses 3-5 now explain how these came to pass. Existence is permeated
by two motivating spirits which stand in total opposition to one
another. Through their conflicting interests they have taken their stand
at the opposite poles of good and evil in thought, word and action.
and they have created the antithetical conditions of life and death
and of salvation and damnation to symbolize the exclusive nature or
their beings. Cutting across all modes of existence with their opposing
values, these pervasive spirits have forced mankind, by imposing these
.contrary categories upon all dimensions of life, to equally make a
^decisive choice with regard to its alliance with the essence of good
or with the essence of evil, which, so to say. exist in the nature of ihlims.
The maleficent and the deceitful have chosen to follow the ways of evil.

but the beneficent and truthful have selected the ways of virtue and
.truth. Foremost among these laUer are those who" shall serve the
Wise. Lord continuously in the recognition that he is the prototype
of the totally beneficent and truthful being and also the creator and
master o? the exalted principles of truth and good thinking.
By the nature of his being which is in harmony with truth and good

thinking and by his prime motivation through the effects of the spirit
of good and virtue, the Wise Lord therefore stands in opposition to
the old, traditional gods. For as these were deciding their own position
concerning the choice between good and evil, the evil spirit deluded
them into followingWays of deceit, and in

^^ consequence of this, they
have caused the debasement of this world and or mankind in general.
Verse 6 thus concludes in this fashion the evolution of evil'lroni a
creative or anticreative principle, through its existence amid the divine
world, to its manifestation as a powerful and ruinous force in the
life or man.

Verse 7 now focuses on the highlight of the prophet's leachinas.
Recognizing the unfair and sorrowful state of this earthly existence.
the Wise Lord has come into the world, offering protection and
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salvation to mankind through the acceptance of his rule of truth and
good thinking. Thus man truly possesses now an alternative to the
evil ways of deceit in this world and the balance between good and
evil has been set in equilibrium once again. Moreover, this rule of the
Wise Lord is more than the reciprocal choice or evil : It signifies a
means of salvation in this current earthly life and in the next one for

those who are devoted to the Wise One who has created this.

Having spoken of the Wise One's great gift for the world, Zarathustra
now turns to his lord, to directly move his master. Verse 9 affirms
that the faithful shall indeed rally to the cause of the rule of good
thinking and of truth when the time for the deliverance from deceit

is at hand. Therefore, verse 9 concludes, the Wise One and his forces

should bring assistance to his prophet, so that he may ever increase the
number of followers convinced by the principle of the good, which
alone shall heal the world of the afflictions of deceit. Verse 10 then
promises that these adherents, driven by the force of good thinking,

shall ensure victory and fame Tor the Wise One and truth in this

world, as they certainly do merit. This is the awaited oath of man for

his god if the almighty likewise intercedes for the cause of the good
in this world.

*"

,

In the final verse Zarathustra returns to address his followers, and
the prophet admonishes them, in their new found understanding,
to heed the commandments of his true god, for there exists no other
possibility to save themselves and this earthly existence from inherent

destruction.

30.1
.

at td vaxsya isdiuo "Yes, I shall speak to those seeking about the

things ...'. The pres. stem isaiti uniformly means 'seeks' and is the

equiv. of yAv. isaiti = Ved. ichciti. It has arisen in Zarathustra's dialect

by the substitution of the freq. root-final '-§ of is also into the old pres.

isaiti (cf. SI. 1970, 190). Here, too, belong the hypermetrical forms
isctsa 3 1 .4, isasdit 50.2, isascis 5 1 . 19 (for brig, *iM"*Wif */iqj), which
show the attempt to correct the Gathic pres. isaiti after the yAv. pres.

isaiti. This process has in turn led to the redaction of orig. *hisat 32.13

into the false and hypermetric form hisasat.

Parallel Gathic and Vedic uses of is 'seek' exist in the following exx.

50.2a kada mazcia rdnyo .skdrditim gam *isoit and RV. I 164.27b vatsam
ichdnti ... abhy clgat 'She has come hither, seeking her calf. 31.4bc
vahista *isa manmjha maibyo xsadram aojonghvat 'With the very best

thinking I shall seek powerful rule for myself and RV. Ill 57.3a
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... vfsna ichant i sakrim 'they (who) seek power for the bull
1

, 51.19b

yn ahum * isqs a£bi\vho seeks existence' and RV. VI 47.10a ... mdhvam
jfvdtum icha 'seek life for me*. In 30.1a here, isanro has the implication

viduyc *io know* because of the foilowing viduse. Cf. KausSu. 94.2

vidvdmsam hraJimdnam icha "one should seek a B. who knows*

(cl*. SI. 1970, 188).

stemmed ahurdi yesnyded vaijhSus mano ijho humqzdrai asa yecd.

Despite my earlier attempts to defend the traditional text (op. cii. 199).

I now follow K . Hoffmann's suggestion that we must restore *asa recti =
older *asayaccl (dat.). since ahurdi ... *asdydcd reflects the same
combination as mazda usuliydcd seen in vs. 10c below. Similarly,

51.2a la vS mazda paourvim ahurd asa yecd should be restored to

*... asdyacd insofar as the construction is of the same type as 32.6c

... v? mazda ... asclicd (cf. 28.3 for disc). 1 see the motivation for the

separation of orig. ... vwjhnus mananhd humqzdrai *asciycica into *asa

ydta 5 1emm ing from 33.1 4bc numaijhascd vaijlwus mazda i syao6anah\ 'cl

asa ydvd. owing to the similarity of expressions in both passages;

following yd of vo raocnhfs ... also exerted some effect. The subsequent

separation in 51.2a is based upon the normalizing tendencies of the

redactors. For disc, of these processes, cf. imrod. p. 1 1 ff. The change

of *ydcd to yccci is parallel to the change of *aydni to younger a vent

34.6. 46. h 50.9.

vanhous mcmaijhb appears to be dependent upon ahurdi, i.e.. lord,

master of good thinking*, ace. to 31.8b vaijhnus ptarnm manaijha, 45.4c

ptarmn vaijhnus vurnzayantd manaijho, etc.

Furthermore, it is also apparent thai the var. humqzdrai (L,) is

superior to humqzdrd. for the collocation ahurdi ... humqzdrai is nothing

other than a stylistic variant of ahurdi mazddi. The prevalent var.

humiceIra simply shows assimilation to surrounding -a forms stuotded,

yesnyded. sec. asa yecci and urvdzd, with preservation of the

predominant vocalism in the verse: cf. tntrod. p. 5ff.

The remaining siaoidcd ...yesnyded are instr.. dependent upon iridz-

ddOd ace. to the usage seen in 31.5b viduye vohu manaijhd nwncd
da idyd i Ho be known and borne in mind through good thinking'.

Thus we have sluotded ahurdi yesnyded vaijhSus mananhd humqzdrai

*asdydcd 'through praise and worshipful act for the very Wise Master

of good thinking and for truth*. On the use of the dat.. cf. 33.14b

paurvatdtnm manaijhascd vaijhnus mazddi 'and predominance of good
thinking for the Wise One*.

yd raocShfs darnscttd urvdzd 'which (things) are to be looked upon in
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joy throughout your days', ya refers back to ta in la vaxsya. On raocSba,

cf. 30.7 aya/jha adanais below. The form darasatd is best taken with

Kuiper (1964a, 105, fn 40) as the equiv. of Ved. darsatd-. Finally,

urvdza is loc. of a stem urvdzi- 'joy
1

, whose instr. urvdzyd appears in

YH. 36.2 (cf. SI., op. dt. 187 ff.).

30.2. avaenata sued manmjha 'reflect with a clear mind' corresponds

to the idea found in 31.13c casnwng Bwisra hard Mocking with clarity

of vision'. Adj. sfica- ~ Ved. sued- (so, Bthlm. 1904, 1581 ; thus against

Humbach, 1959, II 20).

avarana- is 'choice
1

and is different from vardna- 31.1 1, 45.1,2, 48.4,

49.3, which is consistently 'preference
1

.

para mazo ydijlw 'before the great retribution
1

. The difficult word
yah- (always yaah-) has been variously interpreted. Bthlm. *Kxise,

Wendepunkf (so, Lommel 1930; 'Wende1

1971), Duchesne 'epreuve
1

,

Humbach 'Bittgang', etc. Recently H.-P. Schmidt has argued (1968,

178) for the meaning 'Gang, entscheidender Gang
1

> 'Entscheidung
1

,

and his proposal has been newly endorsed by Kuiper (1973, 186).

Schmidt's argument is based on the fact that Zarathustra employs' the

terms urvaesa- 'turning point' (of a race-course) and za 'race ahead'

in speaking of the moment of decision, and he therefore concludes

that yah- must be another horse-racing term used metaphorically or

allegorically by Zarathustra.

But I do not follow his conclusions. The root yd clearly means v

to

travel or race' in Vedic (never *go') : cf. RV. II 1.6c tvdm vdtaih

ydsi 'thou dost race with the winds
1

, VI 62.2d apo dhdnvany ati yd:ho
djran *Ye race beyond the waters, deserts and fields', etc. Thus if

yah- belongs to the root ya. then we should expect the word to mean
'race, contest* (like a/7-'), and in view of. Y. 44.15, where the question

ofa decisive contest between truth and deceit is envisioned, the meaning

.
'contest" would be fully defensible.

However. I do not believe this. Horse-racing is not the only source

of Zarathustra's vocabulary. We surely have many terms from
agriculture and its allied enterprises in the use of gaa-, vastar-,

vclstra-,Jsuyan!-.Js5nghiya-, etc. And the legalistic sector provides many
important terms : vlcira- 'juridically decisive', vlcWa-

l

j. decision',

irixta- 'consequence', raexanah- 'legal inheritor
1

, sSnghus- 'decree', aoj

'to accuse', sni 'to try', sank 'to decree', etc. And specifically, with regard

to the question of the final judgment, most of the terms applicable

here do belong to the legal sector : ratu- 'judgment' is certainly a
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legal term, as is xsnut- 'satisfaction' <cf. 31.3). Similarly, both ddd-
and dcidna- 'requital, repayment' must be words of legal origins, since
Ski. a da is employed in the legal sense of 'to reclaimer. Manu VI 11

222 ff.).

1 therefore also view yah- as a word of equally legalistic origins and
combine it with Ved. yclidr- 'revenger, repayer', rna-ya- and rnu-yuvun-
'repaying, requiting debts*, which also belong to the same technical
vocabulary. Thus I understand. yah- to mean 'retribution*, and the
word pointedly refers to the time when the truthful and the deceitful
shall receive their fair share, a repeated major theme of the Gathas.
The underlying root yd is far better attested than hitherto

acknowledged, since the Ved. concept of dva yd 'to make payment,
requite, redress* must belong here. E.g. RV. IV l.4ab nam no ague
vanmasya vidvan. dcvdsya held *vu ydsisisthdh 'Agni. thou the knowina
one shouldst redress Varuna*s anger for us*. VI 66.5d mi fit suddtwr
dva ydsad ugrcin 'Now indeed shall the blessed one redress the sirone
ones (== the gods)*. Also uvaydtdr- 'redrcsser, requiter* in I 129.11b
avayaul sddam id durmatindm '(Indra) is always the requiter of evil

minded ones* and VI 11 4K.2b avuydtd hdraso ddivyasya 'the redresser
of divine wrath*. This concept can in no way belong to yd 'entreat',
as is possible with German 'abbitten*, for it is exactly the process or
incessant entreaty which angers the gods. CI*. 28.9a noil va ... vdndis
zaranaemd 'May we not anger you with these entreaties'. We therefore
must accept an Indoir. root yd 'repay, revenge' for all of these terms,
and most likely add to these the Gk. word zemid 'penalty, amends*'.

almwi (iw) sazdydi haudanto putifbeing aware to declare (announce)
yourselves to Him*. nS is a later addition to the line, transported into
the passage from 5 1. 16c add iw sazdydi: cf. introd. p. 13. Note that
ahmdi belongs only to the demon, pron., as Humbach stresses.

The infs. sazdydi and saste both belong to sanh 'declare' and are
cons 'stenl,y emP!o>'ed medio-passiyejy in the sense 'declare oneself, to
announce oneself, with the dat. of the person addressed. Cf. 30 .8be
below xsadram ... voi.vidaite aeibyo saste 'the rule shall take place in
order to announce itseir to those .„*; 46.l2de at is volnl iwmxtibi.moist
manaijhd aeibyo saste Then did He unite them with good thinking in
order to announce Himself; 51.16c add na sazdydi ustd Therefore
wish ye for Him to declare Himself to us*. The point is that both god
and his adherents must announce their faith in each other before
the final judgment. On similar constructions, cf. 43.6de aeibyo ranis
sanghaiti drmaitis Bwahya xraiSus To them does piety declare the
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judgments ofThy will'. Medio-pass. in 32.7b yd joyd (*jivya) smgkaite
'which are decreed to be capital' (technical use). The root sank is treated
in detail at 3 1.J.

30.3. yd yamd xv
afona *a *srvdtam (Mss. asrvatam) 'which twins are

renowned to be in conflict'. Ft is not possible in my view to ascribe
tfafina here to the word xv

afna- 'sleep'; such a meaning has no sense
in this passage. Rather, ace. to the apt Ved. parallel cited by Humbach
(RV. VII 104.12b sac edsac ca vdcasi pasprdhdte 'the true and the
untrue word are in contention'), we should expect a comparable
statement concerning the two spirits. I therefore take x'afand = loc.

to a stem x'afni- 'rivalry', which I relate to Ved. dusvdpnya- 'ill rivalry'.

That the Ved. word also cannot belong to svdpna- 'sleep' is shown by
RV. VIII 47.14ab ydc ca gosti chisvdpnyam ydc cclsme ... 'what ill rivalry
exists among our cattle or among ourselves ...\ where it should be
clear that it is a question of fighting among the herd, not of the
animals' loss of sleep or nightmares. Moreover, X 36.4ab gravd ...

dpa rdksanisi sedhatu dusvdpnyam nirrttm visvam atrinam also shows
by its juxtaposition of rdksas- 'destructive force', nirrti- 'destruction'
and atrin- "type of hostility' with dusvdpnya- that the concept
represented by the last word is much stronger than 'nightmare' or
the like, and is capable of being repelled by the pressing stone. Here
one should compare VI 47.29d durdd ddviya dpa sedha satrun 'Repel pur
rivals farther than far away'. Lastly, note Y. 62.5 (ddyd) nairyqm
pascaeta fiajn.varatim drddwd.zangqm ax'afnyqm 'Thou shouldst grant
afterwards heroic valor, straight-legged (= uncowering) and freedom
rivalry', where axl

'afnya~ must also be an appropriate quality of
hqm.varaiti- 'valor, bravery'. Thus I see the necessity to posit Indoir.
*smpni- 'rivalry', *svapnya- 'rival rous, rivalrousness'. Cf. Addenda.
The form asrvdwm should be restored as *a *srvd(am with *d

belonging to the preceding loc. x'afana. This syntactic fig. x'afsnd *d
'in connict' follows the pat^^
Bwahmi ... xsadroi a, 48 .7d Owahmi a dqm in Thy house' = 49.10a,
49.8c vatjhau dwatuni a xsaOroi, 50.4c iso std/jhat a paidi '(by which)
one shall stand on the path of power', etc. The orthography asrvdlam
thus shows shows the influence of passages, such as 31.13b J mazistqm
ayamaite, 46.2c a It avaend, 49.1c a moi arapd, where the repeated
preverb appears in shortened form before the verbal form with which
it belongs. Similar influence in avaenatd for *avaenatd (impv.) 30.2,
acista for *acista 51.11. Likewise, 31.16b asd fradaddi asparazatd
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requires the emendation *frada8ai.a *sparazatd and 32.3c yen's asrudiim

is to be emended as ydis *d *srtidum: cf. passages for disc, and introd.

p. 11.

Intdanhd ... duzzddijhd. Andreas* translations (1909. 7) 'die Guthand-

elnden' and
v

die Schlechthandelnden' seem to be the proper designations

for these terms (similarly, Lommel 1971). They are not cognate with

Ved. sudds- "of good gifts* (so. Humbach). but belong rather with

sudha- 'good basis, welfare* and durdhcl- "disorder, misery*. In general.

hudah- corresponds quite clearly in usage to the Ved. word sukft-.

which also equally applies to men and gods. One can compare 34.13c

hyat vd vistd hucU)byd mizdam 'which prize has been promised to the

beneficent' with R.V. I 1 28.6 f. visvasmd it sukfte varum rn vat i Uignihi
l

Agni grants what is desirable to each beneficent person". This Ved.

passage containing the combination o\ sukft- and the root ar 'gram*

also recalls 34.3c *aroi (Mss. ami) zi Inulaijho ... savo "Salvation of the

beneficent man is to be granted", where hudah- likewise appears with

the root ar. Finally, notice that the freq. designation of the Amasu
Spantas as both hu.xsadrd and huddijho (e.g. Y. 13.4. 35.1. 58.5 etc.)

is quite pointed: not only do they possess the necessary mastery to

.
act as they wish, but they also employ their mastery to bring about what

is good for the world. Cf. the characterization of AhM. at 45.6bc

y? Inula ydi Iwnii spama mainyu "who is beneficent by reason of His

virtuous spirit to those who exist', which corresponds to his designation

as vcujhuddh- "good -creating
1

at YH. 38.4.

duzdah-, by contrast, is 'maleficent* and its meaning is quite apparent

at Yt. 10.52, where it is glossed as aydvaraz- "evil-working*: cf. fiat

yat duzda frae/varaiti yd ayd varus ... Then, when the maleficent man
who is evil-working rushes forth ...'.

30.4. hyat ... ham jusaetam ... dazde gaemca ajyditimed 'When the

two came together, they created life and death'. Here dazde must be

3du. imperf. (or perf.) of da, fully parallel to the preceding jasaetam

(correct, Bthlm. 1894, 66 §l20.1c), and permits the following expla-

nation. If the Av. 3pl. ending -dire corresponds to Ved. -ire (SI. 1971,

575), then we can reconstruct for Indotr. both a full-grade *~aarai and

a zero-grade *-arai. Similarly, the 3du, med. ending must have been

both *-aatai and *-atai. Vedic continues this last ending in the full-

grade form (bruvate dadhate etc.) because the -a- is always accented.

But in the 3pi. of the middle, where the last (or first) syllable is accented,

only the zero-grade form survives {hhejire uhire, (sire etc.). Conse-
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quently, Tor Av. both *-ate and *-/e (with loss of internal *a) are
expected, depending upon the placement of the accent. Former ending
is preserved in mamandite Y. 13.4; latter ending in dazde here. Good
support also from the Ved. du. impv. trasitham (metrically always
*trasitham in cadence), where we have the zero-grade Ved. alternant
*-itham of usual -atham.

aijhus acisto dragvatqm at asaune vahistam mono 'the worst existence

for the deceitful ones but the best thinking for the truthful man'.
The similar juxtaposition appearing in 32. 1 3a acistahyd damane manatjho
and 32.15c vatjhaits a damane manatjho strongly suggests that vahistam
mono is metonymy for vahistahyd damdnam manatjho. Note, however,
that vahistam mono has been carefully chosen in order to contrast
with acistam mono in 30.6b below.

30.5. fraorot 'continuously'. Since the root var 'choose
1

is originally

a heavy base, the final -/ of fraorat excludes derivation of this word
From that root (cf. gar- 'song' : Ved. gpiati, etc.). The word therefore
is identical with Ved. pravft, which belongs to pi a vrt 'to proceed,
continue'. Single occurrence at VS. XV.9 pravfd asi pravfte tva allows
the translation Thou art continuity. For continuity thee!'. However,
in our passage/raora/ is clearly adverbial. Note that the image contained
in yaecd xsnaosan ahuram ... fraorat 'and those who shall satisfy the

Lord continuously' is a conscious imitation of the preceding description

of the spanto mainyus as yS xraozdistang asano vaste *who is clothed' in

the hardest stones', for the latter description can only mean 'who is

enduring, indestructible'. The intention is that the faithful must also
be as enduring in their determination as the virtuous spirit or god
himself.

30.6. hyat is axhbaoma parasmanang upd.jasat. Kuiper (1973. 201 IT.)

has convincingly argued to emend axhbaoma to *a *dabaoma, since

*a ... upd.jasat belongs well with the Ved. type RV. Ill 42.1a upa nah
sutdm a gain', etc. However, unlike him and almost all translators,

I believe that Geldner's interpretation (1926, 3) oF dabaoma from an
agent noun dabaoman- 'deceiver, betrayer' offers the best sense. It is

certainly the angro mainyus who has deceived the gods in 32.5, and
in 30.6 here he undoubtedly is the intended dabaoman-, particularly in

view of the discussion of the two spirits in vss. 3-5. Vedic has enough
agent nouns, such as dharmdn- 'supporter', vadmdn- 'speaker', soman-
•presser', etc.. to support this type of formation. Thus translate : 'since

the betrayer approached them as they were deliberating'.
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yd bqnayan ahum moraland '(fury) with which they have afflicted

(denied) the world and mankind". Humbach (1957a, 306 f.) has

correctly argued lhat marDidno cannot be gen. sg. because of the

existence of yAv. gen. maradno. but he has overlooked the possibility

thai moraland can also be ace. pi. (cf. Ved. type uksdnas vfsanas).

We surely have ace. pi. asand in the preceding verse (— yAv. asano).

which is also differeni from the yAv. gen. sg. asnd. Thus, ahum and

ntaraiww are asyndetic' the worid and mankind", and this interpretation

is supported by the variant 46.1 1 b ahum marangaiclydi masim 'to destroy

existence and mankind', where masim is the substitute for maratdnn.

Similarly, maratdno in 32.12a is also ace. pi. : cf. yd rdijlwyan sravaijhd

vahisidi syaoQandi nwraidno "Because of that teaching with which
Ihey deflected men from the best action ...*.

30.7. ahmafed .xsuOru jasat manaijhd vohu asded 'But to this world

He came with the rule in alliance (harmony) with good thinking

and truth
1

. This line stands in antithesis to the preceding line : although

the gods have ruined the world (by accepting the ways of deceit),

the Lord has come with his rule founded on truth and good thinking

to offer salvation to the faithful community of the truthful, cd is thus

clearly adversative as in fllg. 30. 11 be claragam dragvdxlahyo rasa

savacd asavahyd 'long destruction for the deceitful but salvation for

the truthful", etc.

ahmdi resumes ahum of the preceding vs. and thus refers to this

world, a usage identical to Ved. asyd asmhu which often signify this

world. Parallel resumption also appears in 32.13b aijhaus ... ahyd.

which is then followed by uhyd in 32.14a; also in 43.5b aijhaus,

followed by ahmi in 43.6b (cited below). Similarly, 44.15b ahyd am
pot 'for the protection of the world allied with truth" belongs with

46.3b aijhaus chiradrdi ... amhyd "for the maintenance of the world

of truth' (cf. also 44.8d am a ijhatis). In the same function, ahmdi also

appears in 47 .3b ya ahmdigqm rdnyo.skaraitim ham. tami 'who fashioned

the joy-bringing cow for this world", which is simply a metaphorical

paraphrase of our line, with gam = vohtl xsadram. The full phrase

ahyd aijhaus "of this world" occurs at 32.13b, 34.6b, 43.3c, 45.3a.

Since cd in the phrase .x.saQrd ... manaijhd vohu asded only follows

the last term, these words cannot be in equal coordination: cf. 31.21

hanrvaid etc. Rather, both manaijhd vohu and am modify xsaOra

in the sense 'the rule in alliance (harmony) with good thinking and
truth*, a stylistic usage characteristic of the Gathas. For disc, and full
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exx., cf. 32.2. The other exx. of tliis important figure are: 29.l0ab

aogo data asa xsaBramca aval vohu manaijha (q.v.), 33.10c vohu uxsyd
manor]ha xsadra asacd, 50.3ab asa ... xsadra vohuca coist manaijiid

'promised during the rule of truth and good thinking'.

Frequently only vohu manaijha appears : 30.8b (next vs.) xsaBram

vohu manaijha, 31.4bc vahista isasa manaijha maibyo xsaBram aojonghvat,

V:V-! 43.6ab ... urvaese jaso mazdd xsaOra atuni vohu manaijha 'At this

-;

;
v' .! turning point Thou, the Wise One, hast come into this world with Thy

: V •:
., rule in alliance with good thinking' (closest variant of current 30.7a),

;';;;..;-" 44.6d taibyo xsaBram vohu cinas manaijha, 46.10c vohu xsaBram
".'."".*

i manaijha, 5 1.2be xsaBram xsmdkam vohu manaijha ... daidi, 51.21b

;.. asam spmvat vohu xsaBram manaijha 'Virtuous is truth and the rule

allied with good thinking'.

Variants also occur in 34.11 be vaijhaus xsadra manaijho asa mat
'through the rule of good thinking allied with truth' = 5 1.18b asa

varante tat xsaBram manaijho vaijhaus 'He chooses that rule of good
thinking allied with truth' and in 46.16d yaOrd vaijhaus manaijho

"y.y; ista xsaBram 'where the rule is in the power of good thinking'. Also
'

.:
related : 33.5bc *daragd.jyditi a xsaBram vaijhaus manaijho, ascit a

-vr* .

.

arazus paBo 'the long-lived rule of good thinking and the paths straight

:;' in accord with truth' and 51.1 6ab xsaBrd ... vaijhaus padahis manaijho

*by his rule following the paths of good thinking'. Cf. also 50.4abc

at va yazai ... hada asa vahistdca manaijha, xsa&rdcd yd ... For ease of

translation, I have adopted the expression 'rule of truth and good

thinking' throughout the Gathas.

at kahrpam utayuitis dadat armaitis qnma 'and (our) enduring piety

gave body and breath lo it', utayuitis is, as always, only an adj.,

agreeing here with armaitis; it is only natural that the piety of the

faithful be enduring. Support for adj. interpretation stems from the

:.:." equivalence of 33.5b *darago,jyditi ... xsaBram vaijhaus manaijho 'the

long-lived rule of good thinking' and 4S.6ab utayuitim taxisim

vaijhaus manaijho 'the enduring power of good thinking'. Thus 1

interpret the dual utayuiti tavisi at 34.11c, 45.10e, 51.7c as 'the two

^, ;j::," ; enduring powers, forces', and in these last two passages they stand

iifS'fe 'n apposition to the dual amaratdtd haurvdtd 'immortality and

&M3&? completeness', which they always represent.

iSfeSvS kahrpam 'body' and qnmd 'breath' are thus the asyndetic objs. of

iMP^^fifc dadat. Similar syntax occurs for the equiv. terms astvant- and ustana-

:

-'.".-
- cf. 31.11b hyat astvantam dado, ustanam 'since Thou didst create body

.'-.IT V-
;
a and breath'; 34.14a vairim astvaite ustandi 'desirable for body and
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breath'. Coordination with cd in YH. 37.3 tarn ahmdkdis azdibiscd

itslanaisca yazam aide'Wc worship Him with our body and breath
1

, which

is clearly related to 33. 1 4ab at ratam zaraBustro lanvascit x'alivd

ustaiwm ... mazddi Therefore Zarathustra does give as a gift to the

Wise One even t"he breath of his own body*, annum- is thus the equiv.

of Ved. atmcm- (HH. 1959, II 60 compares animus), which also is used

asyndetically with lanu- 'body': cf. AV. 1 18.3a vat la dtmdni tanvam
ghorain dsii 'whatever awful thing is in thy breath and body'.

This line 30.7b expresses again the important theme thai only the

piety of the faithful grant strength to the Lord and His authority. Cl*.

28.3 xsadrnm ... vamdaii i drmait is for d isc

.

acsqm toi a cr/jiuit yaOti ayaijhii dddndis paouruyo. Since it follows

that AhM. must be the subject o\~ ai/hat. the reading toi cannot be

correct. 1 therefore propose to read */«""/. as in 44.15b ahyd asd poi

Tor the protection of the world allied with truth (see a hove)', which
also appears with a dependent gen. Also note gen. in 46.3b anlimits

daraOrai ... asahyd also cited above. The change of poi to toi has

taken place under the influence of 34.1c aC'sqm toi ahum, appearing
in identical metrical position. For principle, cf. in trod. p. II IT.

ayanha dddndis 'during the (lime of the) requitals with the iron".

Kuiper (1964b. 85 IT.) has plausibly suggested that uyaijhd is a later

gloss added to this passage, since ayaijha otherwise appears in the

Gainas accompanied by a qualifying adj.. viz. 32.7b xUtcnd ayai/hd

and 51.9b aycnj/ul xsustd. This may well be the case.

In lerms of syntax, dddndis is an instr. of temporal extent. Similar

usage in 29.9c yavd 'during my lifetime* = 49.1a ma yard; 30.1c. 31.7a

raucnhis* througho til the clays': 31 .22b xsaOrd 'during his rule* = 46.1 la

xsadrdis 'during their rule, regimes"; 44.3b zqQd "during the birth,

crcatio n* ; 48 . 1 d , 51.15c savd is "during the limes o f sa Iva lion *
; 48 . 1 a

add is (for orig. *ad ais) 'during the limes after this". Instr. of spatial

extent is found in 34.14c varazUnd 'throughout the community'; 48.1 lb

xsdOrd 'throughout the dominion*: 50.5a xtmd Across the earth*

(= yAv. zamd, Ved.,/m«). Vedic has identical usage in dhobhis dyubhis

'throughout the days', ksapd nak labia's 'during ihe night*, and also

with non-time nouns such as tydjasd 'during Ihe time of danger',

jam'tsd jdnnuma 'during his birth'. Cf. RV. 1 166.12c hulras tana tydjasd

vi hrundti *tdm (text tat) 'Indra never avoids that person during a

time of danger" ; 1 1 56.3ab ... yd thd vidd j'tdsya gdrhhamjanusd pipartana

'As is well known, tend the child of truth during his birth*: 111 26.7a

agnir asmijdnmanajdidveddh i am Agni J. during Ihe lime of my birth";
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etc. Instr. of spatial extent in prthivyj 'across the earth\ rdjasd 'across
the reaches', krstihhih 'throughout the countries;. Latter in I lOO.lOab
sd gramebhih sdnita ... vide visvdbhih krstibhir m< ddyd 'He is known
today as a victor throughout the villages and all the countries'.
Thus the final line is

: 'He shall be present for the protection of
these (faithful), just as He shall be the first (to do so) during the
times of requital (by the molten iron)'. Theme thus corresponds to
common notion that the Lord will support the truthful in this world
as well as at the time of the final judgment, when they shall be saved.

30.8. aesqm kaend ... aenaijhqm 'the penalty for these sinners'. Since
aesqm in the preceding vs. must refer to the truthful, aenaijhqm must
be ascribed to the possessive stem aenah- 'sinner* here. Thus aesqm
aenaijhqm resumes maratfmd in vs. 6c, i.e. the men whom the gods have
inflicted with fury and deceit in their turn, viz. the deceitful^Cr. 32.11
raexdnah-.

at mazdd taibyd xsaQram vohti manaijhd voiMdaiie 'then for Thee.
Wise One, shall the rule of good thinking take place (be at hand)**
Elsewhere in the Gathas where a sequence of yada ... at occurs, the
verb in the second clause is always 'to be\ Cf. 50.9cd yada ... tiara,
at ... liyUm 'If T had control, then I would be*: witli ellipsis 31.4a
yada ... *zD\>iyd, {at) aijiuvi mazddscd ahwaijho 'When I might call ...

then the Wise One and the other lords shall appear*. Thus, in 30Jb
here the var. voi.vidaite JPl (cf. also voividaite J,) is preferable, since
it belongs together with the Ved. med. intensive of vid 'find*, which
means 'be present, be at hand*. Cf. RV. Ill 54.4cd ndras ad vdm
samitlw surasatau. vavandire pythivi veviddiulh The men who were
present in the conflict, in the battle of heroes, were praised by you
two, o^earth'. Same meaning in med. aor. in VI 21.12ab sd no bodhi
puraetd sugestL utd durgesu pathikfd viddnah 'Be our leader in comfort
tmd the P^
roi.vidaite is thus properly subj. (against Humbach's protests 1959,
II 22). and is correctly parallel to its correlative subj. jamaiif. In the
RV. the subjs. of intens. stems usually appear with zero grade of
root

:
cekitat mdrmrjat marmrsat etc. The Mss. vars. voi.vfdaiti etc.

have been influenced by common vfdaitt etc.- 'he serves*. Lommel
(1971, 42) aptly translates 'einfinden*.

aeibyd saste 'in order to be announced (announce itself) to those".
saste is inf. to sanh 'declare' here and at 46.12. For disc, cf. above
30.2 ahnai sazdydi. The other infs. of this type in the Gathas are
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iie 43.13, Site (read a.iie) 31.9. gat.ioi 43.1, gut.te 51.10. pairi.aiaie

44.12, mruite 49.6. savciitc 29.3. .v/o/ 31.8. 34.4 etc. They are simply the

equiv. of the yA.v infs. in -/5e and -tayaeccu namely, dat. sg. of the fern.

abstr. in -//-.Note savaite is a formation in -an'-: cf. 29.3. The Gathic

ending merely results from ha piology in Zarathustra's dialect of

orig. *-tayay > *-tay {> -toi -id). Thus these forms belong directly

to the abi. infis. avapasiois 44.4, froratd is 46.4. Inf. scisic is therefore

related to fra-sastim 49.7 and Ved. sasti-. Benvenisie's explanation

(! 935, 67) of these forms is false. Cf. also daste 34.1

.

30.9. atea toi vaOm liyania yoi hn farasam karanaon ahum *Yes. may
we be those who shall make this world healed'. Clearly intended Lo

contrast with above 30.6c yii (aesamd) hqnayan ahum maraidnd 'with

which (fury) they have afflicted the world and mankind*. Similarly.

34.15c xsmdkcl xsaOrd ahtircl farasam vastid IwiOyam eld ahum 'Through
your rule. Lord. Thou shall truly make this world healed in accord

with our wish * is mea n I io func t ion as antithesis to 46 . 1 1 ab xsaOrd is

yujan karetpano kdvayascd akdis xyaaOandis ahum marangaidydi maxim
'During their regimes, the Karpans and the Kavis yoked (us) with evil

actions in order to destroy this world and mankind'. Thus, the idiom

ahum farasam kar or eld in the Gathas must mean 'to heal, repair the

world* and it is employed to express the restorative change that

AhM.'s rule of truth and good Lhi.nki.ng (cf. preceding vss. 7-8) shall

bring to the world currently afflicted by the destructive powers of

deceit. Mole (1963. 172ff.) is correct in comparing the later use of

farasu- as 'renovated'.

With regard to its etymology, jhrasa- is undoubtedly to be derived

as past part, from fra ai\ i.e. *fraria~ > farasa-, for its use is strongly

reminiscent of the employment of Ved. ud ar or sec. ii\ also appearing
in the meaning 'heal, repair*. Cf. RV. 1 117.24cd ... syavam asvind

vikastam, uj jivdsa airayatam 'Ye Asvins did heal Syava who was
split open, in order for him to live* ; T 11 8 .6a ud vdndanam curatam
damsdndbhih 'Ye healed Vandana by means of your wondrous skills*;

II 34.4cd un no virdm arpaya bhesajehhir, hhisdktamam tva hhisdjam

srnomi 'Heal our heroes with your medicines. I hear that thou art the

best of physicians
1

; etc. With this last Ved. passage, note the

characterization ofAhM. and Zarathustra as ahum.his 'healer of the

world (existence)* 31.19, 44.2,16, which is a pointed contrast to the

phrase 32.13c aijhSus maraxtaro ahyd 'the destroyers of this world'

(= yAv. ahu .maranc-), said of the deceitful.
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mazdasca ahurdnho d.moyastrd barana asaca. This line lacks a verb,

which in fact is hidden in a.moyastra. I envison an orig. reading *dmoistd
which should have become *d moi astd with the usual repetition of
preverbs. Cf, 46.2c a it avaend, 49.1c a moi arapd, etc. Subsequently,

accidentally changed to *a mdyasta in scriptio continua; and the final

alteration of -std to -stra results from the effects of the normalizing

tendencies seen in vdstd sqstd 29.1, which have variants vdstrd

sqstrd, etc.

Thus emend and translate : mazdasca ahunujho *d *moi*(a)std barana
asaca 'Wise One and ye other lords, be present to me with support and
truth'. *a *moi *(a)sta thus corresponds to preceding 30.7c aesqm
*poi a aijhat *He shall be present for the protection of these'. On sta,

cf. 32.3, 34.6. baranacd asaca 'with support and truth' thus recalls 28.6ab
ddidi asa ... aojonghvat rafino 'Along with truth, grant powerful
support', with a similar combination of asa ... rajhno; etc.

hyat *ha6va.mana bvat yaOrd cistis anhat maeOcl 'so that one (also)

shall become convinced where his understanding might be false'.

A compound *ha9rd.mana is preferable to Mss. haOra maim, whose
separation has taken place under the infiuence ofhaOrd 28.4 (cf. 29.1 1).

For its meaning, *ha6ra.mana 'completely minded' certainly implies

the notion of 'convinced*. On bvat, cf. bavat discussed at 28.1 i

.

cistis maeOd here contrasts with 48.5b va/jhuya c isto is 'of good in-

sight
1

. The root mid originally meant 'to be on opposing sides', but
early acquired the sense 'to be false', clearly attested in midahvacah-
'of false words' 31. 12, midahya- 'falsity

1

33.1 (cf. SI. 1 973. I63ff.).

Thus I prefer 'false understanding
1

for cist is maedd. However, in 31.12c

amts.ha.xs drmaitis mainyu parasaite yaOra maeOa 'In due course piety

shall come to terms with one's spirit where there has been opposition
1

,

it is best to consider maedd as a noun contrasting with drmaitis.

Thus the antithesis drmaitis: maeOa belongs to the type Y. 60.5

drmaitis
: taromaitim (quoted at 33.4),^AMnistimtarmaitim:yi,5

sdraosdtn etc.

30.10. add zi ava drftjo hvaiti skdiido spayadrahyd Then indeed shall

descend the destruction of the prosperity of deceit'. J, bvaiti = *buvaiti

is the correct reading; cf. 2S.11 bavat. Most closely related parallels

concerning the end of deceit appear in 44.14d Smavaitun sinqm davoi

drdgvasu 'to create a powerful schism among the deceitful
1

and 53.6c

ayese *hoi *spi8d tanvo para 'I am taking away the prosperous

conditions from his person', where the phrase frdidim driijo 'the
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prosperity of deceit" precedes. The expressions dmjo spayaOru- and

drujo frdidi-, *hai *spi6a- are intentionally parallel.

spayadrch, derived from spa 'grow strong, prosperous' = Ved. svd

'id.', permits the analysis spay-adra-, with r replacing lost *n to prevent

contraction (cf. xsay-ati < *.xsa,i-ati etc.: SI. 1971, 580 fn 14): the

suffix -adra- is also found in drW.izi.iaka&ra- 'of mighty onrush*

Vd. 3.42. The word spi-Ou- is therefore secondary to spayaQva- (root is

not *spay). following the normal pattern ay : / of /-roots. Thus.

spayaBra- is comparable to Ved. svd iid-, which is employed in similar

situations. Cf. RV. X 88.4cd sd patatriivardm sihd jdgad ydc. chvdirdm

agnir akrnot 'Agni has brought to prosper what flies and what goes

(on foot), what stays and what moves*.

at asistu yuojtmic a husiinis vaijhnus manaijho 'Then there shall be

yoked the swiftest (steeds) from the good dwelling place of good
thinking*. RV VI 1 60.3a (- I 115.4c) dyukla sapid haritah sadhdsthdi

'He yoked his seven steeds from (out of) iheir abode' clearly suggests

. that husiidis is abl. like sadhdsihdt. Thus. husiii- is employed as a simple

noun here (not possessive), as in 29.10b. Similar usage often in RV.:
cf. II 35.15a ciydmsam ague suksiiim jdndyti 'Agni, I offered a good
dwelling place to the folk', etc. Note also that Iwcisii- is simply

'good understanding' in 34.14c and 46.4e.

mazda asa/iraca yoi zaznim vaijhau sravahi 'which shall race ahead

unto the good fame of the Wise One and of truth'. Because vd

follows only asahyd, it is impossible to connect mazda asaliyuca with

the preceding vaijhnus manaijho; cf. 31.21 hawvaid etc. Thus, mazda
asahydcd are dependent upon the following vaijhau sravahi, and they

have been preposed before the rel. pron. to avoid breaking this

syntactically close unit across the caesura. For disc, cf. 28.1 vaijhnus

xranun mwuiijho. In the RV. srdvas- also often appears with dependent

gen.: cf. V I8.5cd dyumdd ague mdhi srdvo, brhdi Iq'dhi maghanam
'Agni, make Lhe fame of the libera! ones to be brillanl, great and lofty*;

VII 1 1 5.8ab idvd ... prihivf vdrdhati svdvah 'The earth increases thy

fame*; etc.

za with loc. is 'surpass in, race ahead unto'. Similar usage of related

Ved. ha in RV. 1 169.2cd mariitdm prtsutir hasamana ... pradhdnasya

satdu 'The legion of the Maruts surpassed in the battle for the (good)

prize'. Same meaning without loc. also in YH. 41 .4 hanaemaca zaemdca
mazda ahum Owahmi rafanahi daragaydu 'May we win and surpass

under Thy long-lived rule, Wise Lord'. K. Hoffmann (1968, 284 f.)

prefers the translation 'to win a race for*.
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In general, it is important to note that asistd luditois vaghSta manaijho
.

\
'the swiftest steeds of good thinking's dwelling place' is a metaphor

(

for the faithful members of the true community. They are also called

..: - asahya vazdrang ga 'the draft oxen of truth' in 46.4ab at tang drdgvd

. :
• yang asahya vazdrSng pat ga froratais 'the Deceitful One has prevented

the draft oxen of truth from arising'. That passage and 30.10 here are

directly related : the forces of deceit have restrained the forces of
truth (46.4); but if deceit is destroyed, the truthful shall spread out
to increase the good fame of their Lord (30.10). Likewise, the root

yuj is employed metaphorically in 49.9d asa yuxtd 'those yoked with

truth' and in 50.7ac at va yaojd zavistyang aurvato ... asa ugrsng vohu

mana/jhd 'I shall yoke for you the swiftest steeds, strong with truth and
good thinking

1

, both times referring again to the faithful with their

characteristic attributes oTasam and vohu mano. Note also the metaphor
gaus varazana- in 34.14b vaijhaus syaodana manaijho yoi zi gaits

yarazaneazyd 'who, through their action stemming from good thinking,

indeed exist in the community of the fertile cow', where again it refers

to the truthful and the cow stands for the way of good thinking and
truth. -,

In another direction, the faithful are called urvara 'plants' in 48.6c

at ah'ydi ... mazdd urvara vaxsat 'and the Wise One shall increase the

plants for her', where 'her' once more refers to the good vision in. the

guise of the cow. Similarly, apascd urvarasca 'waters and plants' describe

the faithful in 51.7a yn gam taso apascd urvarasca 'Thou who didst

fashion the cow as well as the waters and the plants', with gam appearing

in its usual allegorical sense.

30.11. hyat td urvdtd sasaOd yd mazdd daddt 'When ye learn those

commandments which the Wise One has posed ...'. Cf. Y. 55.6 yd delta

aijlmts paauruyehyd ... *si.xsamnu sdcayanma dadrdna ... 'the laws of
the foremost existence which are to be learned and taught, upheld ...',

with cognates of sasaBa employed in similar context. Note also that

the use of id urvdtd sasaBa corresponds to td vaxsyd 'I shall speak of

those things' (= teach) appearing in 30. la above and also to 31. la td

va urvdtd maranto ... vacd sanghdmahi 'Heeding these commandments

/£!#!
ol * yours

^
we do Leach lhose words ...' in the beginning of the next

jftpj hymn.

3©y Despite H.-P. Schmidt's careful study (1958) of Ved. vratd- and Av.

urvata-i I cannot accept his attempt to explain these related words as

.. . 'vow'. Rather, I find the meaning 'commandment" given bv Grassmann
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( 1873) et al. a far more appropriate designaiion for these words,

particularly in view of iisjuxtaposition in the RV. with sruxti- 'obedience*.

Here it can only t*e a question of obeying the commandments of a god.

E.g. RV. 1 69.Tab ndkis ta eta vratd minanii, nfbhyo ydci ehhydh

xrustim cakdrtha *No one infringes these commandments of thine,

since thou hasi demanded obedience from these men": 11 38.2 visvasva

hi xmsidye clcvd iirdhvdh, prd hdhdvd pnhi'ipdnih sisarti upas cicl asva

vratd a nimrgrd. aydm cicl vena ranunc pdrijnnin To have the obedience

of everyone, the lofty, broad-palmed god stretches forth his arms.

At his command even the waters become tranquil, even the wind
stops on its circuit*.

This same question of obedience to a commandment is also expressed

in a different aspect by the freq. vratdm sac *io follow a commandment',
\v hich also a 1 lerna tes with xdxnh xac

'

to fo 1 1ow an order*: VII 5 .4a

b

tciva ... vratdm ague sacania They have followed thy commandment.
Agni* and and 1 60.2a scixur nhhdydsa/i sacantc "Both follow his order*.

etc. Here again the emphasis lies in the direction of obeying an

,,. injunction originating from a god rather than the avowal on the pari

of men (or priests) to establish a relationship with a god. Similarly, too.

for those other verbs which designate more or less a comparable
idea.: ami i. gam* car 'to follow*, npa ksi 'abide by*, d del 'accept*, etc.

The concept of commandment (command) is too strikingly marked
in the RV. to be denied.

For the post-Rigv. usage of vratd-, one must acknowledge that the

various religious precepts and rules are likewise commandments
pertaining to the religious sphere, and that the typical usage of vratdm

iipa /or vratdm cur has the definite signification of "approach, undertake

a religious rule* or 'practice a religious rule*. Once religious life had
become organized by standardized and required practices, these rules

governing religious behavior were as much commandments and
injunctions for the good Aryan as those issuing from his kingly leader.

"

" I n
"

'
these terms , amivratd- is m tich mb re' *d u t i ful . obed ien i

* than it is

'faithful
1

.

For the Gathas the same conceptual framework behind the Rigv.

use of vratd- is also present for urvuta-. AhM. after all is a ruler {.xsavo.

xxayqs), and in this capacity he certainly instructs or commands : 48.3b

yqm (sdxnqm) Inula sdxti astl aIntro, 45.6e ahyd xratu fra.md saxtil

vahistd. And it is the duty of the faithful to know what the command
of the lord is, as well as to follow and heed it (cf. important remarks
at 48.3). Thus, there are the related statements in the same Galha
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of 31.3b hyat urvatdm cazddntjhvadahyo tat na mazda vidvanoi vaoca
'Speak, Wise One, in order for us to know what is the commandment
for Thy adherents' and 31.1a ta vj urvata maranto 'Heeding these
commandments of yours ...\ In both instances the urvata- issues from
god, as is expected. Similarly, it is understandable that the separation
of the truthful from the deceitful lies in the adherence to the commands
of AhM., a question also touched upon in Y. 31 : cf. 31.18a *naecis
(Mss. masts) at vS dragvato mqdrqsca gusta sasnasca 'No one belonging
to the deceitful faction has listened to your precepts and orders
(instructions)' contrasting with 31.19a gusta ys mania asam 'He has
listened, who has respected the truth'. Therefore the deceitful are
characterized to have hatred for AhM.'s commandments (34.8b Qwahya
mazda qstd unatahya) and to follow the contrary commandments of
deceit (3 1 . 1 b yoi urvatais drujo) . Cf. Addenda to 28. 1

.

Finally, it appears that if we have the relationship o{ daBa- 'just
1

to
data- 'law', then urvada- is best translated as 'ally' in view of itrvdta-

'commandment'.

Attica maitihyatca "both a way of easy access and one without access,
as well as ...\ Cf. 28.2 astvatasca hyatca.

daragam dragvo.dabyo raso savaca asavabyo 'long destruction for the
deceitful but salvation for the truthful', ca is adversative here; cf. above
30.7 ahmaica.

at aipi tais atjhaiti 'then one shall abide by these (commandments)'.
aipt ah with instr. is the equiv. of Ved. dpi as *to abide in' with foe.
Cf. RV. VIII 44.24c sydma te sumatav dpi 'May we abide in thy
benevolence'. X 71.6ab yds tityclja ... sdkhayanu nd tdsya veley dpi
bhago asti 'Good fortune does not abide in the speech of the person
who has abandoned his comrade', etc. Similar usage without aipi also
in the Gathas at 49.7c ka x'aetus datais ai/hat 'Which family shall abide
by Thy laws?' The suppletive caus. is found in 31. 1 7b ma avidva
aipi dabdvayat (orig. *bavayat) 'Let not the unknowing one participate'.
In general, aipi urvdiais ah corresponds to Ved. ^vratdm upa ksi:
cf. RV. Ill 59.3c aditydsya vratdm upaksiydntah 'abiding in the
commandment of the Aditya'.

usta 'Wish it so!' Interpretation as impv. seems fully defensible
in the Gathas. Later usage as 'hail' can simply be a reassessment of the
term as a benediction. History of the word is thus parallel to Indie
hdnta, also originally an impv. form (cf. Thieme 1938, 2f.).
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The theme of this Gallia focuses upon the precepts of the Wise Lord

(1-3, 5-6. 18-21) and the benefits which they can bring to this debased

earthly existence if they are brought to realization by mankind in its

world. To justify the need for mankind to obey these commandments

of the Wise One. Zarathustra searches into the essence and character

of his I rue lord and of the moral principles which he created that

compelled him io then offer these as a means of salvation for this

life (7-1 3). Again the prophet inquires of his god how these lordly values

shall be brought to life on earth (14. 16. 22) and how the deceitful

shall be punished for their hindrance of the institution of truth and

good thinking in this world (15. IS. 20).

The beginning of this lyric is of extremely complex structure in that

the first 6 verses are alternately addressed first to the immortal forces

(I. 3. 5), then to the adherents of the prophet (2. 4. 6). with each of

the statements provoking a corresponding affirmation directed to the

•compiemen lary sides of the forces of truth and good thinking

represented by god and man. Similarly, the firsi part of verse 7 is

addressed to men. the last pari to the lord, again motivated by the

mutual cooperation required by both god and man for each lo survive.

Establishing the inherent antithesis between the destructive powers

of deceit and the creative capacity of truth in verse I. Zarathustra

immediately seizes upon the notion of the precepts and commandments
of the Wise Lord and affirms lo his god that those men in this

world who are allied with truth obey and propagate the true words

of the Wise One. because it is through the enactment of the lord's

teachings that good shall arise again in this existence. Turning now to

his followers in verse 2. the prophet assures them that he shall move
them in a com pel I i rig way io bririg about the good in t heir I ives even if

their understanding of its power is not immediately comprehended

from the precepts of their lord. This provides the transition to verse 3.

in which Zaraihusira asks his master to reveal the final mi lure of the

reward or punishment for mankind, for it is perhaps through the fear of

damnation thai the prophet must convince these mortals, in a

coercive fashion, to turn to the cause of virtue.

Verse 4 than assures the adherents that the Wise One and his

enduring moral forces shall rally to this cause of virtue, whereby the
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power of deceit shall be destroyed on earth. After promising this

participation of god in the defeat of evil, Zarathustra needs to ask
of his god in the following verse how he indeed shall offer help to

his prophet. This requirement of god's intercession to preserve the

existence of man moves into the profound statement addressed to the

adherents in verse 6 : Man also must intercede to preserve the existence

of god, for the power of god derives its strength from the enactment

of his essence and principles in the world of man. This message is so

important that it is presented as a precept of the lord.

Verse 7 then paraphrases this fundamental notion in a decisive way.
To bring happiness and the good to mankind, the Wise Lord was
moved by his benevolent spirit to create truth and good thinking. Yet
for the lord to grow in his rightful power, mankind must also be

moved by the same spirit founded upon truth and good thinking.

The destiny of the world of man and the destiny of the world of god are

thus linked in this cooperative function.

The remainder of this hymn is addressed to the Wise Lord. First,

Zarathustra announces his own personal vision of the nature of the

Wise One. He is the first and the last because he is ever creative in

spirit, and his creativity wrought the godly principles of truth and
good thinking (8). He created piety to give dignity to his rule, the

virtuous spirit to move him in a benevolent way. And through this

benevolence he created the rule ofgood thinking and truth for mankind,
while also fashioning the truthful man who can promote this blessing

in his own world (9-10). He granted men the full dimension of
freedom and understanding so that each person can make his individual

choice with regard to good and evil (11-12). He is all-knowing and
just, and possesses powers to dispose as his just nature sees fit (13).

This embracing portrait of god by his prophet is intended to

disclose to the Wise One that his chief supporter truly understands

the depth and breadth of his lord's nature and that he is therefore fit

to know the ultimate truths about which he then inquires in the

following verses 14-17. These concern the events of the future: Wiil

deceit be defeated, and what punishment shall there be for the deceitful?

Who shall bring about the furtherance of truth, and how shall the

truthful be rewarded ?

The final verses return to the question of the precepts of the lord.

Verse 18 affirms that the deceitful have taken no heed of the Wise
One's precepts, since they have continued to destroy the world.

By contrast, in verse 19 Zarathustra solemnly asserts that he has indeed
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been mindful of these truths in his self-envisioned role lis healer of the

world. In proof of this he cites directly in verses 20-21 from those words
of his god which contain the fundamental doctrines of existence in its

highest form: The deceitful await damnation but the truthful heaven
and salvation, for the truthful man is of the same essence as his

true and virtuous god. The last verse again affirms to the Wise Lord
that these teachings are the inspiration for any man who has chosen to

serve the good cause of man and god with truth and good thinking.

31.1. id 17) urvaici nutrnmo agitsid vara songhdmahi "Heeding these

commandments oT yours, we do teach those words (gone) unheard ...*.

agusid is intentional contrast to muranto. just as fllg. 31.18a *naeax
{Mss. ma.ci$) at r.i tlragxaid madrascd gasid sdsndsrd is careful anti-

thesis lo the whole phrase id r.i urvdicl mar.vitu. On unata. cf. 30.1 1.

sanglwmahi. The rool.vtm/j is employed in 3 senses in the Gathas. (1)

'declare or announce*. Cf. 44.1 be yada iwmn ... Bwdvifs saliva t mavaiic
'Someone like Thee should declare to me how reverence is to be ..."

' and 43.6de aeihyo rants snnghaill drmain's Qwahyd xratnus To them
piety announces (he judgments of Thy will*. Same usage also for the

infs. sazclydi and sasic discussed at 30.2 ahmdi (iw) sazclydi etc. This
employment corresponds to sangha- 'word* when used in unmarked
association with syaoQana- 'deed", e.g. 31.11c syaoQcmdcd sangluiscd.

5 1. 14b x'ais syaoOandiscd sUnghaisca; also sax'arfn- 'word' (cf. 29.4).

(2) 'teach*. Here the meaning is most easily perceived in the

singular use ofsanghu-. Cf. 44.14c Qwahyd maOrclis sanghahyd 'according
to the precepts of Thy teaching*, 48.12bc xsnam (orig. *xsnqni)

Owahya sanghahyd "the understanding of Thy leaching", 43.!4d saraclana

sanghahyd 'the opponents of Thy teaching*. Also in plural in 48.3c
yaeni guzrd sanghaijho 'even the secret teachings', 46.3c varazcldis

sanghdis saosyaniam xratavo 'the intentions of the saviors are in

harmony with Thy mature teachings', etc For verbal forms in this

meaning, I find besides 31.1 here the use of sSnghani at 46.1 7ac yaBrd
vS afsnumt sangjulni ... vahmang 'where I shall teach to you in verse
the glories ...', where the situation also describes the instruction of the
faithful into the true doctrines. Same use also for sqsira- 46.3: chts.sasii-

32.9, 45.1, both limes referring to angrd mainyits.

(3) technical sense 'decree* (legally). Clearly in 32.7b yd (= aend)
joya {*jivya) sSnghaite 'which sins are decreed to be capital

1

, where
employed next to legal terms aoj 'accuse', sru 'try

1

, etc. Similarly, in

44.9cd, where it is a question ofa ruler decreeing an institute throughout
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his realm
: yam ... paitisa sah'ydt xsaOvahyd avasvd xsaOrd 'which the

master of a realm would decree by reason of his lofty rule
1

Finally
legal sense is attested also in sSnghus- 'decree' 34.7, which appears
besides similar legal term raexanah- 'legacy' (cf. 32.11 apayeiti
raexDiuujho vaedam).

gaeOd- is simply living creature' and corresponds to gaya- life' in
the same way as ahva- 'being' 51.9 corresponds to aim- 'existence
world'. With the latter, we also have yoi iwnti 'those who exist' 44.16]
45.6, 51.10, whose gen. is always hdtqm 44.10 (restored also at 3? 6)'

never *aesqm yoi iwnti. Note also 29.3 avaesqm imam 'of yon
beings', referring to men on earth. The Tig. asahyd gaeOd is discussed at
44.15.

The juxtaposition of urvata maranto 'heeding your commandments'
and vaca sanghdmahi... vahistd 'we teach the best words' reappears in
4S.3 as the prime directive for the man who will accept the aood form
of existence. Cf. latter passage for disc.

31.2. yezidis noit urvcme *adva (Mss. aclva) aibi.darastd va/ivd 'ir the
better course for the soul has not been seen through these (words) v..

\

The attested reading advd as nom. sg. of advan-, besides ace. advdnam
34.13, 44.3. does not show influence of poind 'path', but has been
changed in the course of the transmission of the text from *advd under
the effects of adjacent va/iyd, at vd (particularly), mazda ayd qsayd;
cf. mtrod. p. 6. The form *advd should be restored in this passage.

Here aibi.darastd is 3sg. medio-pass. aor. of drs. Besides the regular
pass, forms in -/, viz. cavisi (*coisi) 'was promised' 51.15, rat-/ "was "said'
43.13, maw 'was heard' 32.7,8, 45.10, 53.1, the followina -td forms are
employed passively

: frajta 'was attained' 43.14, acistd {*acista) 'has
shown himself 51.11, cavistd (*coistd) 'was promised' 34.13, data 'was
granted, established' 3 1 .5, 33.8, 34.2, 14 (on ablaut, cf. 29.5 hvat mazdqm
dvaidi).

'*!"*" V'SP™S dyoi yaBdratum alwrovaeda 'then let me lead all of you
in which way the Wise Lord knows to exist that judament ...'. dvoi
requires add or iOd as correlative to following yaGd. Similar syntax in
3lA4acparasd ... yaOd td anhan, 44.1 be yaGd nama ... saliva t, 44.l8de
apivaiti ... yaQd hi taibyo daijhd, all with suppression of correlative aOa
or iBd. The ace. ratilm in 31.2b here probably requires an inf. stoi.

dyoi is inf. to a i and is to be read as *d.jydi, exactly as the inf. Site in
31.9 below metrically requires *d.ite. Its employment is clearly jussive,
parallel to *aroi in 50.5a *aroi ... mazda 'Let wisdom come (or
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arise)*, and its ca us. value lead* the only possible interpretation. Con-
nections with yd ""entreat* are excluded, since this root does not appear

with the preverb d: cT. ydsd 28.1.8. 49.S etc.. yd.su t 32.1. yd.sqs 49.12.

ayd qsayo 'between the two lots, alternatives", q.sa- is cognate with

Ved. amsa- "portion* and the Av. word is used in the sense "alternative,

possibility*.

31.3. yom ... cdis rdndihyd .xsmlt.mi "which satisfaction Thou hast

promised to both factions*, xsmli-. from the root xsnu "satisfy" (cf. 28.1

xsnnvi.sd). is "satisfaction* in the legalistic sense. Cf. Oxf. Eng. Diet. IX,

121 sub sal isfaction 1.1 : "The payment in full of it debt, or the fulfil-

ment of an obligation or claim ... the pecuniary or other gift or penalty.

or the acl. by which a debt or obligation is discharged or an offense

atoned for". This is exactly the sense in which .www/- appears in the

Gathas. In general, almost all words pertaining lo the final judgment

are I aken from the I ega I varabu 1a ry : c f. 30.2 yah-

.

yd /vanid vispjing vdurayd 'by which I might convert all the living*.

,On vdurayd. cf. 28.5 vdurdimaitli.

'31.4. yatld aspm zavim tnjhnn maztld.scu aluirdijhd "When I might

summon truth, (then) the Wise One and the other lords shall appear*.

According to 50.9cd yatld ... xsayd, at ... Hymn 'when 1 might have

control, then 1 would be ...* and 30,8ab yatld ... jamttitU at ... voi.vhlaite

'when it will come, then it shall be on hand*, it appears clear that 31.4a

here is shortened from yatld as,vn zavim. tat) aijlwn .... and that

zDvim must represent a modal verbal form. Thus, the metrically

necessary restitution *zavfynm represents the old Isg. med. aor. opt.

*zuviyu, which has attracted the final -w of as.im in the course of the

recitation of the Gathas. For a similar mistake, cf. 33.5b tlarago.jyditim

a xsaQnnn and introd. p. 7. The aor. form is thus comparable to lsg.

*diya 29.8, and the fig. *a$am *zuvfya of the Urtext recalls 43.10a

ftwm lira! ma zaozaami, 51.10c maihyo zhayd asm (partially incorrect.,

Si. 1965, 19). A proper orthographic representation of *zuvfyd in the

Mss. should be *zuyd (ct.jttya- from *jfvya-) or *zavya.

vahistd isasa (orig. *Lsd) manaijhd 'I shall seek through the very best

thinking
1

. For meaning and orthography, cf. 30.1 isamo. Cf. also

50.2 kaQa ... gqm isasdit, where this phrase is discussed.

31.5. lira/ moiasa data vahyo 'what very good thing has been created

for me by truth', data is 3sg. med. aor. used passively. On the necessary

full-grade restoration of da-, cf. 29.8 *dyd. Cf. also 31.2 aibi.ddi'dsta

above.
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i 31.6. ahmai atjhat vahistsm ya moi vidvd vaocat The best shall be

J|"-|
for him, the knowing one who shall tell to me ...\ The referent of

\;f
' ahmai and ya is impersonal, not AhM., since it is one of the prime

"v-Vi
dutieS ° f the faithful t0 rea] ize that their piety and good actions give

jv-
i

.

life to god, the notion contained in the mqOra appearing in line c. This
t impersonal usage is quite common, and the nearest parallels appear

• v
"-

in 46. 1 Sab yS maibya yaos ahmai ascit vahista . . . coisam 'Who (has given)
life to me, to him I have promised the very best things

1

and 46.19ac yS
moi ... varasaiti ... ahmai mizdam 'Who shall bring to realization for
me ..., for him shall there be a prize

1

.

haiQlm mqQram yim haurvatato asahyd amaratdtascd 'the real precept
concerning the truth of (His = AhM.) completeness and immortality'.
The following mqQra pertains to AhM., and therefore the current line

concerns the truth about AhM.'s completeness and immortality, not the
completeness and immortality of truth, a subject never touched upon in

the text. On mqQra-, cf. 29.7 The word mqQra- etc.

mazddi aval xsaQram hyat hoi vohu vaxsat manaijhd 'Such is the rule
for the Wise One that one shall increase it for Him through good
thinking'. Possible also : 'Rule for the Wise One is (only) as "great sas

one shall ...'. This line is surely the mqQra mentioned, for it contains
one of the fundamental precepts for the faithful. For parallels and disc,
cf. 47.1 spamd mainyft etc.

-.V7- "... :

31.7. raocabis roiOwan xTaBra 'Let them be joined with happiness
throughout their days'. Direct quote dependent upon preceding mama.
On raocabis 'throughout the days\ cf. 30.7 ayaijhd addndis (also SI.

1970, 187 IT.). roiBwan is typical usage of jussive inf.; cf. also dyoi in

31.2 above, uxsyo below, and list given at 34.3. Syntax of rdiBwan
xvd0rd follows ta ... mainyu uxsyo 'through this very spirit Thou art

to grow* in line c.

hvo xradwd damis asam yd darayat valmiam mono 'He created truth

with" this intention, with Which (intention) He has (also) upheld the
very best thinking'. Idea follows naturally upon the preceding state-

ment
:
once AhM. decided to bring enduring happiness to the world,

he created truth and good thinking to make this possible. Thus, yd must
resume xraOwd. which is varied with ta ... mainyu in the final line. On
this syntactic type, cf. 43.2 yd da asd etc.

td mazda mainyu uxsyo 'through this very spirit Thou art to grow,
Wise One'. Intention is : through the same effort of truth and good
thinking on the part of the faithful man, AhM. will grow in strength.
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Thus, a paraphrase of the preceding mqBra 31.6c mazddi aval xsadram
hyat hoi vohu vaxsai manaijha.

a nuramcit 'up to now indeed'. Same use of a with ace. in 46.Sd
ianvam a 'up to his body (person)'.

31.8. paourvim ... yazum stoi *... the first one to be (ever) youna*.
Intentional juxtaposition of paourvya- and yazu- meant to express not
only the immortality of god but also his constant creative powers.

var/hnus piarvm manaijhd hyat Qwa ham vasmainl graham 'when 1

grasped Thee in a vision to be the Father of good thinking ...\
vcujhaus ptaram manaijha belongs within the rel. clause, but has" been
preposed in order not to break this syntactically close unit across
the caesura. For parallels, cf. 28.1 vatjlmts xraium manaijhd. Generally,
this whole verse is a paraphrase of the preceding vs. 31 J.

31 .9. OwS a gaits rasa *as.xratus (Mss. as xratus) mainyus (Jp,, Mf, .,,
Pt4 , etc.) Thine was the fashioner of the cow, the spirit of creat
determination'. In view of Yt. 10.141 hayanqm asti as.xraOwas'tamd,
it is preferable to restore *as.xratus, agreeing with mainyus, in place
of accepted reading as xratus (note as in L„ Bb,). Reading' has been
influenced by as in the preceding parallel phrase duvi as drmaitis;
for disc, and parallels, cf. introd. p. 8. The var. mainyus is also better
since the spanto mainyus is the gdus tasd, and both terms are merely set
in apposition with one another.

vastryat va She (metr. *a.ite) ya vd noit atjhat vastryo 'Either to
go (to him who) shall act as pastor or (to him) who shall not be pastor'.
The form vastryat is 3sg. subj. of denom. *vastryaiti (cf. vdstryacta Vd.
14.17, etc.) and thus is antithesis to Rig. vf? noit atjhat vastryo. Latter
phrase is necessary because negative denom. *avastrya it i is impossible.
Thus, ya has been omitted in the beginning of the first phrase, a feature
also occurring in 3 1. 13b below, where ya va kasaus aenatjho a mazistqm
yamaM hWnl^™te for ya yd ... *yayd a ... yamaite ... Likewise in
48.4a yaddtmano vahyo mazdd asyascd, which derives from underlying
*yS dat mono vahyo mazdd yascd asyo. Similarly, ahmai is suppressed
in both clauses (indirect obj. of aile), but this omission of the demon,
pron. is a common feature. Cf. below 31.15a yd maenis (ahmai) va ...

hunditt, 31 .21 ac daddt ... vazdvara (ahmai) ya hoi ... urvaBo, etc.

This type of abbreviated style of discourse also reoccurs at 46.6a
at vastam noit nd issmno dydt, again representing *at vastam noit nd
isamno ddritd yd ahmai dydt 'But the able man who would not receive
that person who shall come to him ...'. Also 51.12b hyat ahmi ururaost
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astd, which stands for *hyat tarn ahml ururaost ya asto 'when he rebuffed
him who had arrived at that spot'.

31.10. Jsanghiya- (also 49.9) I translate as 'cultivator', following
Bailey's suggestion (1934, 275 f.) that the word belongs with Mid. Pers.
jsah, Jseh 'farmer'. This is reasonable in view of the agricultural
vocabulary chosen by Zarathustra to speak in metaphoric terms of his
ideas; cf. 30.2 yah-.

twit ... avastryo davqscma humaratois baxsta 'Never did the non-
pastor have a share in the friendship of her who requires eood
attention

1

. Related to 29.9b hada vastra gaodayo Qwaxso 'there should
always be cow-caring zeal by a pastor'. I connect davqscma (for
yuvqscina; cf. 28.11 bavat) with Ved. divas- 'friendship', duvasvdti
'befriends'. Thus the notion davqscma ... baxsta close to Ved. idea
in RV. Ill 33.12b dbbakta viprah sumatim nadtnam The poet has
shared the benevolence of the rivers'.

The root mar 'remember' has the connotation 'heed, be attentive to'

in the Gathas. Cf. above 3 1. la urvata maranto, 43.14e yoi toi madrd
maranti 'who are attentive to (heed) Thy precepts', 29.4a mazdd
joA-'ara malristo 'The Wise One is the first to heed His words (agree-
ments)'. Thus, I interpret humarati- as 'needing good attention',"and
this recalls gaodayo of 29.2 cited above. The good vision requires an
effort on the part of the truthful man : cf. below 31.22a cidra i huddijlw
yadand vaedamnai manatjhd 'These things are clear to the beneficent
man who accepts them along with the effort in harmony with good
thinking' and 50.2ab kaQa mazda ranyd.skaraiiim gqm isasoit, yS him
ahmai vastravaitim stoi usydt 'How, Wise One, should that person seek
after the joy-bringing cow (= the good vision), namely, the one who
would wish her to bring pasturage (= peace) to him?'. Therefore, it is

natural that the deceitful man who has rejected the ways of truth and
good thinking should have no interest in expending the required
attention to the cow.

31.11. hyai astvantam dadd ustaiwm 'since Thou didst create body
and breath'. On asyndetic astvantam ... usumam, cf. 30.7 kahrpam ...

qnma.

yadrd varanang vasd dayate 'whereby a person with volition expresses
his preferences'. I follow Bthlm. (1904, 1383) in taking vasd as nom.
sg. of adj. vasah-, for the idea intended is surely that when a man is

free to do so, he shows certain definite preferences. Thus, vasd cor-
responds to the common idiom vasa xsd 'to rule at will, have free reisn
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over*, and the implication arising from the next verse, and in fact from

this whole Gatha. is that the truthful man makes the correct decisions.

Cf. same notion in 50.9cd yadd asois maliyd vasS xsayd, at imddnaos ...

garazdd liyam if ! could have free reign over my reward, then 1 would be

in the stride of the blessed one (= truth)'.

ddyete is difficult, but may represent oris. *daycie {with influence

at dayat etc.). In that case I would derive it from di 'view, consider' (cf.

daidyat for *didyat 44.10). with the pair perf. diSaya Y. 62.8 {sec. pres.

*di5aeii) and pres. *dayaw parallel to Ved. bihhaya (sec. pres. bihhai)

and bhdyate (cf. SI. 1971, 583 f.). As for the meaning 'express' besides

'view*, note that the root aw. like Ved. kind, means both 'see' and

"relate*. Cf. N. 17 yd *azrazddi *mq6ram caste "who relates the precept

to the unfaithful man ...*.

31.12. amisMaxs drmaitis mainytt porasditc yaOrd maeOd ' I n due course

piety shall come to terms with one's spirit where there has been opposi-

tion', annait is 'piety' and mueOa 'opposition' are in deliberate contrast

here: cf. 30.9 cist is maedci for disc. Owing to the preceding adverb

dnus.haxs (= Ved. dnuscik 'in turn'), the subj. parasdite (K4 , Mf2 , etc.)

is the preferable reading. Cf. RV. 1V 4.1 Od yds ta aiithyam dtuisagjujosai,

X 176.2c havycl no vaksod cimisuk. etc., where dnusdk occurs with subj.

verb form.

31.13. yd frasci dvisyd yd yd ... parasaite tayd 'which deliberation is

open, or which is deliberated in secret'. In view or frasahya 29.5,

farasmi (*-i/m) 43.9, etc., j'rusa must be nom. sg. of the stem frasd-

'question' (so, HH. 1952a. 26). Consequently, yd vd ... of the second

clause must be fully parallel to the preceding yd dvisyd frasa and
therefore nom. sg. as well. Thus parasaitt* (K 5 , H ,) is the correct reading.

Syntax simply same as 45.1b yaccd asnat yaeca durdt isaOd 'both ye who
seek from near and ye who from afar', 48.4a yS ddt numo vahyo ...

asyascd 'who has set his mind on the good and (who) on the bad', etc.

Simi Iar Iy, 3
1

'. 1 7a below dsavci vd dragvd \>d varariva iie mazya 'Does the

truthful man or the deceitful one turn to what is more important?'.

tayd (for *tayd) coming at the end of the line is most likely adverbial

'in secret". Such adverbial qualifications usually appear in this metrical

position: vyanayd 29.6, sasnayd 29.7, yezi id is add 32.6a, vispSng ...

spasyd dvaesaijhd 44.1 le, etc.

yS vd kasatis aemnjhd d mazisiqm yamaite bujim 'either the one who is

guilty of a small offense, (or the one who) shall receive a very great

punishment'. Hinz (1960, 85 f.) is correct in requiring a contrast of
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subjects in this line, as in the preceding one. Line is thus reduced from
expected *ya vd kasSus aena/jho yS va a mazistqm yamaite bujim. For
disc, and syntactic parallels, cf. above 31.9 vastryat va etc.

The gen, kasSus aenayho (sc. astt) is the regular way to express the
notion 'to be guilty oT. Cf. 32.7a aesqm aenatjhqm naecit vldva aojoi
'a knowing man is never accused (to be guilty) of these sins' and 32.8c
aesqmclt a alum 'if I am indeed guilty of these (sins) ...\

casmSng Gwisra hard 'regarding with clarity of vision' corresponds to

the notion 30.2a avaenata suca manaijha 'Reflect with a clear mind'.
aibi asa vaenalu vispa corresponds to the Ved. type RV. VII 61.1c

abhl yd visva bhuvandni caste 'who looks upon all creatures', said of
the sun in its function as the eye of Varuna.

31.14. On the sequence in verses 14-16 of parasd ... parasd aval ...

parasd aval ..., cf. 29.10 a vat. The form aid is to be read as *d.ae('i)ti;

cf. ayoi (for *a,iyoi) in vs. 2 above, due (for *d.ite) in vs. 9 above.
yd isudo dadante ddBranqm hacd asauno is literally 'which claims

among the payments shall be taken from the truthful'. Bthlm.

(1904, 375) was certainly right in defining isud- as 'Schuldforderung
1

,

although I prefer 'claim, due\ which can be applied to the denom.
Lutidyairi 'pay or give due (to someone)'. Cf. YH. 39.4 aBd 9\va dis

yazamaide aBd namah'ydmalu aBd isitidydmahi Bwa mazdd ahum 'In

exactly this way we worship Thee with these goods, we reverence Thee,
we give Thee Thy due. Wise Lord'. Same meaning also valid in

RV. for isudhydti: cf. V 50. 1 abe vlsvo devdsya nen'ir, mdrta vitrita

sakhydm / visvo rdyd isudhyati
L
Each mortal should choose the comrade-

ship of the god who is leader. Each pays (him) his due for the

purpose of wealth'. Note that RV. V 41.6c has isudhydva ftasdpah
'giving one's due and serving with truth' in coordination; these terms
almost define each other. In general, we can say that isudam with

med
; .f*f

*

t0 talce as a
?).
a

' !?.*
.!.?

rTierely *!?!?. .?.P.n?P.!?™en tary expression to

the common notion xsnutam with act. dd 'to give one's satisfaction'.

Both are certainly legal terms.

yaBd td aijhan hankarota hyat 'how they shall appear when their

readiness (is at hand)*, hmkarata is clearly related to Ved. sdmskr
'to prepare, make ready", and the best solution is to take the form as a

syncope from *hankaratata, thus directly comparable to the freq.

amardtdt- often syncopated from amaratatdt-. Cf. also *ham.usto 46,4

< *ham.us.tato.
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31.15. Verse 15 is antithesis to verse 16.

dragvdite ... clus.syaodandi "for the deceitful one of evil actions*

must refer to angro mainyus, whose rule here [xsa$ram) is contrasted

with the rule of truth (xsadram ... asd) in the fllg. vs. In general.

Zarathustra refers to the evil spirit by his true name only when
describing cosmological events (cf. 30.3,5, 45.2), but otherwise refers

to him by appropriate epithets when discussing his effects or possible

effects in the world at the current lime or in the future. Most common
epithet is dragvani- appearing at 32.14b, 33.2a (contrast ahurahvd
mazdd), 43.8b (conlr. asaone. vasasa.xsadrahyd = AhM.). 45.1de
duLsastis ... dragva. 46.4a (contr. asahyd), 46.7b (contr. dwahmdl [

=
AhM.] dOrased etc.), 49.9b (contr. am), 50.3d (contr. mazdd), 51.8b
(contr. ya a.sam dddre = AhM.). 53.7c. Like dragvaite ... dusJyaoGandi
here, note also dus..sasti.s 32.9a, 45.1de (see above). Finally, oristarn

mamOm 33.4c also refers to angro mainyus.

ya no it jyntiun hanara vinasti vdstryehyd adnaijho pusaus virelated

adrujyanto 'who finds no means of living apart from harming the

cattle and men of the undeceiving pastor*. Related : 46.7b hyat ma
dragva *dddarasati aenaij/w If the deceitful one (= angro mainyus) shall

dare to harm me* and 46.8a ya vd mbi yd gaeOd dazdc aenaijhe
fcwho

takes it upon himself to harm my creatures'. The fig. vdstrvehvd

adrujyanto is intended to contrast with preceding dragva.

31.16. yaQa hvo yS huddnus damanahyd xsadram ... am frada&di
asparazatd. Since the augment is never used in the Gainas with a

verba! stem beginning with a consonant, fradaOdi asparazatd should be
emended to read *fradaOdi.a *sparazaid. Cf. 30.3 asrvdtam for parallel

resiorations, and cp. the related forms ahurdixl 29.5. magdi.d 29.11,

xr
araddi.d 34. 11, etc., ail altered from orig. *-dyd by the redactors since

this form oT the them. dat. was unknown to them. Furthermore,
sparazaid cannot be an imperii (or aor.) verbal form because the rel.

clause must contain a subj. parallel to the following aijhat of yadd hvo
aijhat. Therefore 1 see the necessity of supplying aijhat in both phrases
yadd hvo and yd huddnus, and of interpreting sparazaid as instr. of an
abstr. sparazata- 'eagerness

1

; cf. hankaratd- from *hankaratatd- in vs. 14

above and yAv. yesnyatd- vahmyata- xsnaoOwatd-, all Yt. 8.50. Also
possible sparazata < *sparaza-tdt-d.

Therefore translation is : 'how that person shall be, the blessed one
who shall appear with eagerness to prosper the rule of house ... with
truth'. Free use of infinitival *frada8di.a also appears in the related
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passage 45.9cd varan nd dyat ahuro pasus virang ahmakang fradaQaud
'May the Lord place us in effectiveness in order to prosper our cattle
and men with truth\ To prosper the rule with truth is a paraphrase
for the realization of the rule of truth.

31.17. asava va dragvd va varanvaite mazyo 'Does the truthful one or
the deceitful one turn to what is more important?'. For translation,
cf. 28.5 vduroimaidL

ma avidvd aipl ddbavayat. Since we have the caus.-iter. ddbaveiti
'deceives' 43.6, it is impossible that dabavayat (metr. *dbav-) can belong
to the root dab 'deceive

1

. The form simply stands for *bdvayat and
shows the same hypercorrect orthography found in dabqzaiti

'

44.6,
dabqzaijhd 47.6, etc.; cf. also aipi.dbaoya- Yt. 15.45 and Bthlm. (1895,'

178 §302.5). This *aipi bdvayat is simply the suppletive caus. to aipl ...

fl///ifl/Vrshail abide' discussed at 30.11, and has the sense 'participate',
similar to Skt. ami bhu 'participate, experience'.

3 LIS. Verses 18 and 19 contrast with one another.

ma.cis at vS dragvato mqBrqsca gusta sasnasca. I find the reading
ma.cis difficult for two reasons. (I) In the preceding verse the prohibi-
tive ma dvidva aipi ddbavayat correctly contrasts with a preceding
impv. mraotu, but in vs. 18 here gusta seems only to be a simple past
coordinated with the fllg. simple past dat. (2) Since 18 and 19 are
antithetical, I would expect that a statement 'No one belonging to the
deceitful faction has listened' would be the proper contrast to the
following gusta yS mania assm, also a simple past. For these reasons
I emend ma.cis to *naecis and explain ma as an intrusion from the
preceding verse, perhaps ascribable to the handwork of the redactors.
Cf. introd. p. 9.

Thus translate: 'No one belonging to the deceitful faction has
listened to your precepts and orders (instructions)'. Idea resumes
notion of above 3 Lib yoi urvatdis drujo asaliya gdedd vinwrincaite
'who, m accord with the commandments of deceit, destroy the creatures
of truth', for the enemies of the truthful clearly obey the precepts of
deceit rather than those of AhM.
aziddmanam ... dat dusitdca marakaeca 'for he has set house ... in

strife and destruction'. Contrasts with 29.10b yd (= xsaOrd) husaitis
ramamcd dat 'through which (rule) one shall create peace and
tranquility'.

31.19. gusta ys mantd asam 'He has listened who has respected the
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truth". The root man freq. has the sense 'respect' in the Gathas. Cf.

33.6b yd ( = numaijhd) varszyeidyui mania vdstrya "with which (thinking)

he has respected to bring to realization his pastoral duties'; 51.16ab

tarn ... nasal ... yam cisiim asa mama lie reached this understanding,

which he respected in harmony with truth*: 43.9de ratam namayho
manya i "I shall respect the gift of reverence': 46.l3e tSm iv> asa mnhmaidi
hus.ha.xaim 'We respected him among you as the good companion of

truth*. This meaning of man contrasts with pairi man 'disrespect', which
appears in pairi.maili- in 32.3ah at yds davva ... sia ciQrmn dnljasvd

pain'.mata ixca 'But ye daevas are the seed of deceit and disrespect*.

Also stated as 34.8c ydi naif as.vn mainyamd 'who have not respected

the truth*, which is an intended contrast to yn manul asnm here in 3 1 .1 9a.

Vedic has exactly the same meanings for man and pari man. Cf. RV.
VI 30.2a adha nuinyc hrhdd asunam asya *1 respect his lofty lord iness*:

X 34.13b vine ranwxva halu) mdnyamdnah 'Take pleasure in thy

possessions- respecting them much*: II 12.10b cimanyamdncm cluirvd

jaghana 'With his missile he slew those who did not respect him*.

On last 2 passages, cf. Liiders (1940. 593 fn I). Pari man appears in VII

59.3a b nahi vas carumdm cand. vdsisthah parimdmsalc 'V. shall never

disrespect even the least (important one) of you'; VII 93.6c nu rid did

parimamndiiw asmtin 'Ye two indeed have never disrespected us*.

Moreover, the same contrast between man 'respect' and pairi man
•disrespect* is also seen in aog 'assert' and pairi aog 'contradict'. This
latter combination clearly with negative value in 43.12b at til moi no si

asrustd pairyaoyzd 'Moreover, thou hast never contradicted me in

disobedience*. Sense follows thai of Ved. pari vac! 'revile, contradict'

in KausBr. 6.4 (end) lasya vraiam brahmanam cva na parivaded ili

'His rule is : One should not contradict a Brahman 1

.

Since we have pairi man and pairi aog. we should also expect pairi

vrz 'to counteract*, and this combination clearly occurs at Vr. 15.1 :

• • •Ji varstanqm syaodnanqm varzziii

.

. .pairi

.

. . didvarstamim syaoQnqmtm
varzzdi^or the realization of well done actions, ... for the counteraction

of badly done actions*. This group of roots man, aog and rrr is thus

fully attested with the preverb pairi functioning negatively or perjo-

ratively. And this special use ofpairi is an aid in interpreting the difficult

pairi da at 46.1b. Since the nig. lines cd slate that neither the community
nor the leaders of the lands have satisfied Zarathustra, it is also clear

that 46.1b pairi xK

actHits airyamanascd dadaitf must contain a parallel

statement. Thus I translate: They exclude me from my family and
from my clan', and 1 see pairi da 'exclude' to be the opposite of med. da
'accept, receive', which is discussed at 29.8 hvo ... vasii.
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vaijhau vidata rqnaya 'when the distribution in the good shall occur
for both factions'. The phrase is loc. abs. ; other exx. of this construction
appear in the Gathas at 33.11c adai kahyacit pate 'when any requital
occurs

1

,
4S.4d 9wahmi xrata 'when Thy will be done\ 49.9d yahi when

the retribution comes', 50. id azda ziud 'when my summoning really
occurs', 53.7b bunoi haxtaya 'while your legs are still on the ground

1

.

31.20. Verses 20 and 21 are mqdras. This is made apparent by the
absence of voc. ahura mazda appearing in the surrounding verses

19 and 22, and also by the context involved. When vs. 19 begins with
the statement The one who has respected the truth has listened (to your
precepts and orders)' and vs. 22 likewise commences with the expression
These things are clear to the beneficent man', then the precepts and
orders (instructions) are precisely the material covered in vss. 20 and 21.
Speaker must be envisaged as AhM. himself, but with Zarathustra
relating back to his Lord information which had been passed over to

him on a previous occasion.

yS ayat asavanam 'who shall come to a truthful man'. Here, it seems,
we must supply some word such as 'for instruction'. I relate this with
the idea of 30.1a vaxsyd isanto 'I shall speak to those seeking (to know)',
for the phrase in 3 1.20a seems to express the notion that if a man
chooses sides with the truthful, he shall ultimately reach salvation
through his right knowledge. Intended to contrast with the false

conception [daena) of the deceitful expressed in the final line.

divamiwm is, with A.-W. (1911, 31), a mistake for orig. *dyunuwnu
the equiv. of Ved. dyumnd- 'heavenliness'. However. I do not explain
the form arising from false vocalization but rather from the replacement
of -mna- by more common -amna- during an earlier redaction of the
text, with resulting *dyuvanwam written divamiwm. Cf. mainivd <
*mainyuvd and in trod. p. 13 IT.

aparamxsayd * final possession', xsayo (J 2 , K 5 ) can only be the correct
readin£- since this^vyprdMpngs to a™ 'possess'. Its formation is

founded upon the pres. stem xsay-a- in analogy to the type raoc-ah- :

*raoc-a-te. rdd-ah-: *rad-a-ti, which accounts for the segmentation
xsay-ah-. When a root in final -a built an athem. pres., then the related
-a/i-stem appeared as disyllabic -ah- (= -aah-): e.g. yah-: *vari
'requites' {d. 30.2), httddh- : *dadati, Ved. hhas- : bhdn\ etc."

syaoQanais x'ais daena naesat '(your) conception together with its

corresponding actions shall lead ...'. SyaoBanais x'ais is comit. instr.

with daena. Syntax similar to 44.1 e yaOd nS a vohu jimat manaijhd 'so
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thai it (= truth) shall come to us together with good thinking;
46.10e><? tais visrpdis cinvata fra pm-mitm

v

l shall cross the Bridge of the
Judge together with these'; etc., all usually with a verb of motion

claena constantly stands for *dayand in the Gathas and represents
the reworking of Midlr. den into the redaction of the text. The word
signifies 'vision, conception' and thus continues the value of its
underlying stative root df View, consider", with which it is employed
etymologically at 44.IObd mm daenqm ... daidvat (oris. *dfdvaf) 'have
they seen that vision ...?' (cf. Nyberg 1938. H4ff.). Later, of'course
the meaning develops into 'religion', bui for the Gathas, however'
us usage is often close to that of Ved. dhf- 'vision, thoimht', on which
cf Gonda (1963, 68 IT.). In the Gathas the expression^/,,- daend
'the good vision- refers to a world governed by xiaBrsm vo/iu manmjha
asaca 'the rule of good thinking and truth', which is discussed at 30 7
Related terms to this concept are signaled at 2S.II m,huR paouruvo
the foremost existence'.

31.21. haurvato anwraiatasrii / hurois d asaliyded x'dpaiBydt xsaQrahvd
Mn consequence of His abounding authority of rule over completeness
and immortality and over truth ...\ The 3 gens, haurvato, anwwdiascd
and asahyacd are dependent upon xsaOrahyd, since x ... yea ... zed (or
xca ... yea ... zed) is the only correct way to coordinate equal terms
in the language of the Gathas. Cf. 32.3ab akdt managho std eiBram
drujasca pairunatofSca 'Ye are the seed stemming from evil thinking
deceit and disrespect'; 32.10 yS aogada, yased daddu vased vlvdpcu
yasea voizdat; 13A Ozbyd ~i dnhart yasea Iwnti vased ... bvaimr 33 | lab
y* . .

.

mazdased drmaitiscd atom* . . . numased vohu xsaBmncd ; etc Th us
the sequence of terms is identical to that of 34.1ab yd yasnd am^ia-
'^'"'vMwcotaibyddchjhd

worship Thou, Wise One, hast received Tor Thyself immortality truth
and rule over completeness', where xsaBnim is employed only with
the final member of the 3 terms because a gen. asa/iyded would not" fit"
the meter in the passage. Both passages are related moreover, for only
once having acquired these principles which characterize his sodliness
can AhM. grant good thinking to the faithful, as befits his total mastery
over everything.

buroiS d ... x'apaiByd! shows typical use of ablative, with or without
tf, to express result. Syntactic parallels in 33.6b ahmat ava manatjha ydmama 'In consequence of this, he is allied with that (ttood)' thinkine
by winch he has respected ...'; 44.10e ma/iyd eistois *Bu-dJstis usin
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mazda Tn consequence of my understanding, they have desired Thy
powers, Wise One'; 45.9e vatjimis asa haozqBwat a manaijho 'in conse-
quence of the good relationship of good thinking with truth'. Cf. also
Ved. type RV. VII 89.5d nianas tdsmddenaso deva ririsah 'God, do not
harm us in consequence of this offense

1

, etc.

sard vaijhaiis vazdvaro manaijho 'the permanence of good thinking's
alliance

1

. The parallels 32.2a sdrdmno vohu manaijha 'being allied with
good thinking

1

, 49.3c vaijhmis sar5 izyd manaijho 'I am eager for the
alliance of good thinking

1

, 49.5b yd daenam vohit sansta manaijha 'who
allied his conception with good thinking

1

, etc. show that vatjhSus
manaijho must also be dependent upon the gen. sard here in 31.21.
Thus vazdvan 'permanence

1

governs the preceding gen. sard. Note The
structural parallelism of earlier dependent gens, asaliydcd ... xsaBrahvd
with sard vaijfwus ... manaijho.

yd hoi mainyu syaodandiscd urvaBd 'who is his ally in spirit and
actions

1

. Syntactic use of the instr. similar to 44.2de hvo n mainvit
ahum.bis urvaBd 'for that man is a world-healer and Thy ally in spirit'
to the

Jig. xsaBra mazda 'wise by his rule
1

discussed at 47.1, and to
51.5b syaoBandis Dfdsvd '

1o fty in his actions '

.

3 1 .22. cidra i huddijhe ya8,vid vaedamncii manaijha vohu 'These things
are clear to the beneficent man who accepts them along with the effortm harmony with good thinking

1

, cidra i refers back to the precepts
embodied in vss. 20 and 21; cf. disc, at 31.20 above. Cf. similar
expression at RV. VII 104.12a suvijildndin akituse jdndya 'It is of easy
perception for the person who understands

1

.

yaddnd (J2 , rcs , Mf,). metr. *yaBnd, seems to me best combined
with Skt. yatna- 'effort'. Meaning also valid at 43.10d parstdm zi
6\va yaBdna tat Smavatqm 'for what is counseled through thy effort,
that belongs to the powerful

1

. The instr. manaijha vohu qualifies
preceding yaddnd in the sense 'the effort in harmony with (in alliance
with) good thinking

1

; cfr
32.2 for full disc

vaeddmndi acts as supplelive part, to med. da 'receive, accept" (cf.

2S.5) and clearly appears in that function here. To my mind, Zaraihustra
expresses the notion here that these precepts of the lord are clear to
the man who accepts them not only as doctrine, but who also brings
them to realization through his good actions. Thus I interpret yaBana
as a comit. instr. dependent upon a suppressed /, and see this figure to
be fully parallel to the fllg. vohu ... vacatjhd SyaoBandcd hapti lie" serves
with good word and good deed*, where word and action appear in their
usual juxtaposition. For fuller disc, cf. 48.12.
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xsa&ra 'during: his rule' is instr. of temporal extern : for parallels,

cf. 30.7 ayaijha a (land is.

vdzisto ayhain aslis 'He shall be the most welcome guest*, vdzisio

is uncertain. Translation merely follows the context.
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' The dominant theme of this lyric is the condemnation of the ways
of deceit and of sin. Turning to the most notorious of sinners,

Zarathustra first addresses the old gods in the first 5 verses and reminds
them of their great failings. By stressing from the outset in verses 1 and
2 that the prophet's society, namely, the whole community of the truth-

ful, begged to serve the means of the Wise Lord, who indeed did accept

their devotion and piety, the prophet clearly discloses to the opposing

gods their fatal mistake of not also having wished to seek the honor and
favor of the Wise One. Similarly, in his characterization of the Wise
Lord as the ally of good thinking and the companion of truth,

Zarathustra thus prepares the proper focus of transition to then
damn the gods in verse 3 as the offspring of evil thinking, deceit and
disrespect, of those values which are antithetical to the nature of the

one true lord. The prophet then further censures the gods for their

hateful actions, undoubtedly motivated by their perverse origins,

and for their encouragement of equally evil actions in those who pay
service to them. This last wicked activity is likewise a damnable offense,

for as the forces of the gods' worshipers increase, these men are

driven away from the principles of truth and good thinking, from the

very essence of the Wise Lord. Thus in verse 5 the prophet seals

the Tate of all the deceitful in disclosing to the gods that their

deceitful ways have gained nothing but a vile and insidious fame among
these lands. Rather, they have lost the possibility to attain a good
existence and immortality, and they have been marked for damnation
by the true lord.

This evokes the notion by contrast that there indeed exists a possi-

bility to reach a good form of existence, immortality, salvation and
enduring good fame. Therefore Zarathustra turns in verse 6 to the Wise
One who. by his rule of truth and good thinking, has offered to mankind
the means of attaining these desirable conditions, and the prophet
affirms to his lord that it is the enactment of good thinking in this

=£;:.-L;
V':.: very world — never the institution of sin — which is the only fitting

£K:y way *°r l 'ie devoted and pious man to render true service and true fame

Mi 'M t0 Lhe =od oi
*

truth
-
The man who understands this and therefore acts

with justice and honesty, the next verse continues, shall never be judged
guilty of any offense, for which the Wise One also controls "the

methods and means of punishment at the end.
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Verses S-14 then investigaie in detail the uselessness of sin. its various
manifesiations in this world, and the unfortunate consequences to
which it has brought those entrapped by its toils. Beginning with Yama
the first mortal (8) and concentrating on the current evil rulers (11)
and evil priests (12. 14) who have fallen into the corrupting influence
of the evil spirit (9). Zarathustra laments to his lord how these sinners
have missed the mark or truth either by their weakness (Yama's fault
undoubtedly) or by their insatiable greed and lust for riches, which have
driven them to follow the ways of deceit and to oppose the ways of truth
and its followers. Punctuating these denunciations with the knowledge
that the Wise Lord has indeed damned these sinners. Zarathustra now
stales in verses 15 and 16 that hell shall be for these sinners but heaven
for those who abide in the Wise Lord's enduring values. The pointed
reference in verse 15 to the Karpans and the Kuvis. the deceitful priests
and rulers who continue to serve the old gods, has two purposes.
First, to link their condemnation here with the condemnation of those
they serve appearing in the beginning of the hymn. Second, by
mentioning thai these adherents of the deceitful world are now' dis-
appearing, the prophet intends to disclose to his lord that the creatures
who belong to the world of truth are growing strong in their turn.
This provides the transition to the final verse, which entreats the Wise
One to offer further support to the just and worthy men of this world.

32.1. ahya the'va. ihwvd can only be voc. here, since it is clear from
vss. 3-5 that Zarathustra is addressing the ihwvas and recalling to
them the wrong choice which they made (30.6). The (hems never sousiht
lo serve AhM., only the evil spirit, and this was their great offense and
the first ruin of the world, ahya is thus a stylistic repetition in anti-
cipation of the nig. ahurahyd; cf. 28.1a ahya ... rapSrahyd with the
same technique.

malum manoi 'at my insistence* is uncertain. 1 derive manoi from
...mm 'remain' as a tentative guess. This figure might also mean 'in

respect for me\ with the special sense ofman discussed at 31.19 mania.

32.2. sdmmnd whii manaijhd ... asa hus.haxa '(who) is allied with
good thinking and the good companion (comrade) with (= of) truth'.
Closest parallel of content

: 44.9e hacivnoi asa volutca svqs manaijhd l

as
He continues to dwell in His seat in alliance with truth and good
thinking

1

.

The notion Ho be allied with
1

is expressed by the med. pres. of the
root sar accompanied by the instr. : cf. sarznvw vohii manaijhd here and
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51.3a a vS gmts.a hSm.yantu yoi vS syaoBcmais samite Those who
(already) are allied with you by their actions, let them (also) join with
their ears'. The trans, notion to this is expressed by the aor. stem
saras- in 49.5b y§ dctenqm vohu sardsta manaijha \vho allied his

conception with good thinking'; but note only when the subject
performs this action on his own behalf. When a different subject
performs the act for another person, the trans, notion is expressed by
the idiom savam da 'to give the alliance or. Thus WMbfsrasaostrai ...

asahya da sarSm 'Grant to F. the alliance of truth
1

, 53.3c asahya
mazddsca taibyo dat sarsm 'He shall grant to thee the alliance of truth
and wisdom', also 31.21 dadat ... sard vaijlwus vazdvara manaijho.
Similarly, once with ham aibi mil at 46. 1 2d at is vohu hamaiblmdist
manaijha Therefore did He unite them with good thinking

1

, again
with different persons involved.

The notion in the present system corresponding to 49.5b yS daenum
vohu sardsta manaijha appears with hacaite in 48.4bc hvo daenqm
syaoOandca vacaijhdca ... hacaite 'he follows (allies) his conception with
the action and the word ...'and 48.l2bc yoi xsnSm (*xsnqm) ... hacdnte
syaodanais 'who follow their knowledge with actions ...'. Here the
speaker acts on his own behalf again. Yet, hacaite is also employed
intransitively like the pres. stem sara- in the sense

l

be in companionship,
alliance or harmony with

1

. Cf. 46.16c yaBra asa hacaite armaitis 'where
piety is in harmony (alliance) with truth

1

; 34.2b yehya urva asa hacaite
"

whose soul is in harmony (alliance) with truth', etc.

Most important of all. however, is that the notions embodied by the

in trans, uses of sar and hac can be expressed simply with the instr.,

without any use of a verb form. This is proved by the existence of
parallel expressions appearing once with a verb, other times without.
Thus, 33.3ab yS asaune vahisto x'aetu.vd ... airyamna va 'who is

very good to a truthful man, be he allied by family or by clan ...'

belongs with 46. lc ya varazSna *hahSca 'the community with which
I have associated (been allied)

1

(mtrans. act. perf.). Similarly, 33.13c

fro ... asa daena daxsaya 'reveal those conceptions allied (in harmony)
with truth' belongs with 44.10c ya (= daena) moi gaeda asa fradd it

hacdinna ... 'which conception, in alliance with truth, would prosper
my creatures

1

.

Most freq. usage occurs with instr. asa (as above), very often in

conjunction with vohu manaijha. Best attested is the combination
xsaBram vohu manaijha asdea 'the rule in alliance with good thinking
and truth

1

, discussed at 30.7. Also common is qualification of words
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and deeds by asd and vohu manaijhd. CL 34.15ab vahistd sravdscd

syaoOandcd vaord id n't vohu manaijhd asded Tell the best words and
deeds, ihose allied with good thinking and truth*: 33.14c syaoOanahvd

asd ... u.xSaliyacd: 4S.12bc vohu manaijhd ... syaodandis asd: 31.22ab
yadma ... manayha vohu 'the effort in harmony with good thinking*.

Elliptical: 46.9de yd loi asd ... isnnii ma id idi vohu manaijhd They
indeed seek after those things of Thine which are allied with truth and
ihose allied with good thinking*. Similarly related are 44.8d yard asd
aijimts arUm vac'dyd 'and which are lo be correctly acquired from an
existence in harmony with truth* and 44.15b yc=i ahyd asd pdi mat
.xsayehi if Thou ha si the mastery to protect this world allied with

truth ...'.Also their variant 43.6c gat'Oa asd 'creatures allied with truth'

i also 44.10c) = 3 1. lb usahyd pudOd 'the creatures of truth'.

Here also belong 32.5c aha syaoBimam vacantia 'your action is allied

with evil word" and 33.6b uhnuti avd manaijhd yd ... 'In consequence of
this, he is allied with thai (sort of) thinking by reason of which ...*.

The fllg. 3 exx. show a special usage: 49.10c iwmascd yd anna it is izded

"and reverence with wh ich a re allied p i et y and wo rsh i
p

' : 51.11b kd
spmtd annaiii.s 'with whom is virtuous piety allied?*: 51.20b uxSd viiis

drmaitis '(we shall offer) words with which piety is allied*. Thus 46.14c

en hvd kavd vistdspd ydhi requires the emendation *yd *ahi Ml is

Kavi V.. with whom thou art allied*.

Note Rigv .
use o f sdvate is rela ted to cm pioymen t of haca itc . C\\ 1

145.2cd nd mrsyatv prathamam ndparam vara, asyd krdtvd saaitc

dpraclrpitah 'The unarrogant man does not overlook this one's first

word, nor his last. He is in harmony (allied) with this one's will*:

I 152. led aval iratam dnrtdni visva. rtena mitrdvarund saccthe 'Ye have
defeated all lies. Ye two are in alliance with truth, Mitra and Varuna'.
With ellipsis, 1 1 01. 1 lb vaydm indrcna sanuydma vdjam 'In alliance with
Indra. may we win the contest*: II 27.8c riendeliiya mdhi vo mahitvdm
^d ' lyas

' your vei7Feat ?reatness is alJied..
w.i'-h. LruVh'.'. IV 42.4c rtena

puiwdiiiter rtcivd 'the truthful son of Aditi is allied with truth*:' etc..

with the last two exx. close lo Gathic use of asd.

The type asd husJutxa reoccurs in 46. 1 3e asd ... hus.haxdim and
50.6b urvadd asd. RV. has parallel X 31.1c tebhir vaydm susakhdyo
hhavema, I 173.9a asdma ydthd susakhdya ena (= incirena). Dat. in

X 9 1 . 1 d susdk ha sakhiyate

.

32.3. akdt manaijhd std cidram ... cirujasca pairi.maid iscd 'Ye are the
seed (offspring) stemming from evil thinking, deceit and disrespect'.
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Antithesis to 33.6a yS zaotd asd arazus hvo mainySid a vahistat kayd
The priest who is just in harmony with truth is the offspring stemming
from the very best spirit'. Related also : 51.10b hvo ddmois drujo hunus
4The one (different from us) is the son of deceit's creator'. Note that the
use of ca in the phrase yascd vd mas yazaite connects its subject yas
with the antecedent subject yiis. The following abis. dntjasca pairlma-
toisca are thus properly coordinated with preceding akat manatjho;
cf. 31.21 for disc. On the meaning of pairijnatois* cf. 31.19.

syaomqm aipl daibitdnd yais *a *srudwn (Mss. asrudum) bumyd
haptaide 'Hateful, too, are your actions, by reason of which ye have
become renowned in this seventh part of the earth'. On syaomqm,
cf. 29.10 ramqmca. aipl is the equiv. of Ved. dpi 'also, as well', which
is employed in exactly the same syntactic function. Cf. AV. XII 1.25 f

tendsmam dpi sdm sfja 'Join us too with that', etc.

daibitdnd, metrically *dbi-% belongs to the root dvi 'hate, be inimical',

appearing also, in the adj. dvaeOa- 'inimical' 32.16b below, 48.9b
(both times in the fixed formula aiOis dvaeOa 'inimical threat'). Root dvi

is related to more common root dvis 'id.' exactly as the root Owi
'dread, arouse dread', appearing in *9woyahi 34.11, upa.Qwayeiti Vyt.

27, Owayahvant- 'dreadful' Yt. 13.20, is related to the root 'fhvis 'id.*,

which occurs in Bwaesah- 'dread' Y. 57.18 etc.. Ved. tvesd- 'dread-

arousing, terrorizing'.

Emendation of yais asrudum to yais *d *sriidum is required in view of
the fllg. passages: 28.llc.imf a aijiuis paouruyo bavat, 32.15a below
ana is a vi.niindsd yd karapo.td(scd) 'By reason of these things the

class of Karpans is disappearing', 34.1 1c tdis a ... *vidvaesam *0\vdyahi
'By reason of these things Thou dost terrorize the enemy

1

. Related

also : 53.6d andis a ... mamngaduye and 53.8a and is a ... hmtu. Similarly.

46.4c x'dis syaoQandis ahSmusta requires the emendation x'ais syao-

Qandis *d *hSmusto (q.v.). Cf. introd. p. 1 1.

32.4. yaatyustdframimaOa yd masyd arista danto vaxsante daevo .zustd

insofar as ye authorize those (hateful actions), which the worst mortals

(then) serve, those agreeable to the gods shall increase'. Intended contrast

to 48.3ab at vaedamndi (- asdune) vahistd sdsnanqm yam hudd sasti asd

ahuro 'Yes. for the (truthful man) who accepts this there applies the

best of orders which the beneficent Lord orders through truth'. Anti-

theses are daevaframimaQd : hudd sasti ahuro; masyd acistd : vaedamndi

(— asdune).

The prons. td ... yd resume the previously mentioned syaomqm daihi-
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tana of vs. 3c. framimadd can only be for *framimdQd. with necessary

full-grade restoration of root-syllable: cf. 29.5 dvaidi and SI. (1971,

573 ff.). A short-vowel subj. interpretation seems unlikely because of

the context here which involves a continual action.

Important is the fact that yd masyd arista danto ... daevo.zustd cannot

be separated from 49.4d tai dacvang dan yd dragvato daend They have

served the gods, which is the conception of a deceitful person*. Further-

more, these passages belong both semantically and morphologically

to contrasting 5 1.Sab yaOd asdt hacd gam * vidat (Mss. vidat) vastno
*... how the pastor shall serve the cow in accord with truth* and 33.3b

vidas Qwaxsatjlw gavoi 'or the one serving the cow (= the good vision)

with zeal", both related to 29.2b vdstrd gaoddyo Owaxsd "cow-caring zeal

by a pastor
1

. The above-cited 5l.5ab also notably contrasts with the

nig. vs. 5l.6bc at ahmdi akdt a.syd yp hoi {= aintra i) noit vidaiti

'But worse than bad shall be for the person who shall not serve Him*,
and it is apparent that Zarathustra intends an opposition throughout
the Galhas of the dragvan t- ya dacvang vidaiti and of the asdvan- va

gamIgavoi (or alntrdi) vidaiti. This last notion is unequivocally staled

at 53.2d *daijhe (Mss. ddijho) ... yam dacnqm ahum saosyanto daddt
'... to serve that conception which the Lord granted Wis savior', with

the correct identification of gam - vaijahim daenanr, cf. Y. 29 in trod.

The remaining passages of vidaiti also undoubtedly express the

notion of 'serve' and are construed with the dative: 32.6c below
Qwahmi va mazdd xsuQrdi asdicd sangho vidqm 'Under Thy rule. Wise
One, fame is to serve Thee and the truth": 43.9c kahmdi vividuye vasi

'Whom dost thou wish to serve?*; 53.4ab yd fadroi vidat paidyaecd ...

'she who shall serve father and husband ...". In 51. 18b we should also

supply a suppressed tai referring to AhM.: asd varante tat xsaOram
manaijho vayhaus vido 'He chooses the rule of good thinking allied with

truth in order to serve (Thee)*.

To t It
i

e same concept I a 1so asenhe vidisd- ' service*, wh ieh consla ntly

.

appears in association with frdrditi- 'generosity' at Y. 55.3, 58.4,

Vr. 21.3, etc. The function q[ this dual combination frdrditi vidise

'generosity and service" is clearly defined at Y. 11.18 fard va rdhi

amasd span ta yasnamed vahmamed fard mancnjhd fard vmwjhel fard

syaoQcmd ... '1 have granted to you, virtuous immortals, worship and
glory by thought, word and action', where yasnamed vahmamed are

a paraphrase of the usual vidisd-. In this light. 1 therefore see vidisd-

to be the equiv. of Ved. viddtluh (older *vidh-dtlw-) 'service
1

, and
explain its formation as *vidh-isd-, with the suffix -isa- likewise
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appearing in the Ved. cuitic term man-isu- 'wisdom, devotion
1

. That
Zarathustra also knew vldisa- is apparent from the denom. part.

vidissmna- encountered at 51.1b vidisamtwi izacit 'to the person serving
with milk indeed', where the word similarly occurs in a cuitic context.

Surveying the attested forms in Avestan, viz. them, stem vid-a-,

inf. vividuye (from *vividvoi), inf. vidqm (type itcqm), vid-isa-, I see
little choice but to posit an Indoir. root *vidh 'serve, honor\ which
also adequately accounts for the Ved. forms : verbal stem vidh-d- and
deriv. vid-dtha-. The 2 exx. of dan to 32.4 and dan 49.4 are thus best

explained as resulting from the false segmentation of the pres. stem
*vidatias *vi-dati under the influence otdayah- 'care, attention' (= Ved.
dhayas-), which was absorbed into the semantic sphere of Gathic
vid 'serve'. This same freeing of vi- also accounts for its use in the inf.

vi-viduye, a form which in no way can be built from a redup. stem.
For an analogous process in Vedic, cf. the root raps falsely abstracted
from an older denom. *viraps(v)a~, so elegantly explained by
Bloomfield (1909, 192 IT.).

Thus we are forced to reject K. Hoffmann's suggestion (1969, 1 ff.)

that the Indoir. root *vidh is derived from vf dim 'distribute'. The use
of the part, vidus and freq. Ved. vidhdnt- speaks against such a

derivation, and the common Ved. opt. vidhema can only belong to a
them. pres. vidhdti of the type visdti 'enters', srjdti 'frees', etc. Cf. SI.

1968b, 324 fn20.

vayhaus sizdyamnd manaijho mazdd ahurahya xratnus nasyanto asdaica
'as they continue to retreat from good thinking and disappear from the
will of the Wise Lord and truth'. On the use of the pres. parts., cf. 29.5
ahvcl ...Jniuvnnd. The idea expressed in lines be contrasts with 28.5ab
asii kai Qwd darasani manascd vohu vaedrwmo gdturned ahurdi 'Truth,

shall I see thee, as I continue to acquire both good thinking and the
way to the Lord?'. Thus clearly the idea that the man who serves the

lord through the ways of good thinking shall approach his god and
the truth; but those who serve the damned gods move farther and
farther away from the ways of wisdom and truth, since their gods
have allied themselves with the ways of deceit. Cf. Add. to 29.7.

32.5. id dalhvuio tu maxim . . . hya l vd akd n utnaijlul yang due vSng akascd
mamyits 'In this way ye have deceived mankind, much as ye have
deceived yourselves, the gods, by (such) evil thinking, and the evil spirit

(himself)". Humbach is correct to supply dabanaotd again in the

hyat clause, but neither he nor anyone else has seen that akascd
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manyus must be a subject parallel to the implicit yds of the verbal form.

Zarathusira simply states here that the daevas have cheated the man
who serves their wonts (cf. 32.3b yasca va mas yazaite. 32.4a masya

acisici danto). they have also cheated themselves, and the evil spirit

himself, out of the good way of life and immortality through evil

thinking, the characteristic quality of deceit. This is thus antithesis to

the notion of 34.12-13. which expresses the idea that only by good

thinking can a person reach the ultimate good. On the use of hyai

'much as', cf. 34.8b hyat *as.aojd iwidytitjluwi 'much as a very strong

man (frightens) i\ weaker person'.

oka syao&unam vacanhd yd fravinas drngvantrim .xsayo 'Your action

is allied with evil word, by reason of which the Ruler has marked the

deceitful person'. Syntax similar lo contrasting 33.6b ahmdt avd

manaijlw yd vnmzycidydi mama vdstryd in consequence of this, he is

allied with that (good) thinking, by reason of which he has respected

to bring to realization his pastoral duties*. On this use of the instr. cf.

32.2 above.

Jmantis certainly must mean more than 'discerned' in this passage.

In that AhM. is characterized as all-seeing at 45.4e niiit diwzaidvdi

vispd.hisas ahuro 'The all -seeing Lord is not to be deceived*, etc., it is

certain that he is easily able to distinguish the deceitful people from

the truthful ones. 1 therefore prefer to combine Jhuintts here with Vcd.

prake ia- 'sign. mark", and to understand that Za rath ustra intends to

say here that AhM. has marked the deceitful for destruction. Same use

of pro cit also occurs in RV. IX 97. !3cd ... vagnur a srnva tije'tu,

pmvetdyann arsuti vdcam enulm 'His voice is heard in this competition.

Marking his speech now (with eloquence), he rushes (to victory)'. Here,

too. one must note that the use of vi vi cannot mean 'distinguish' at

46.l7d for the reasons stated above pertaining lofra cit. Rather, it must

have the technical sense 'judge", which also appears in vicim- 'juridically

decisive" 29.4, viciOa- 'j. decision' 32.8, etc. Thus 1 interpret 46. 1 7d

ya vicinani da&anwu addQnmcd as 'who has judged both the just and the

unjust man', which again refers to the future lot of the truthful and the

deceitful. The ideas w fitwinas dragvaniam .xsayo and r5 vk'inaot dadarn-

cd udaOamca thus belong together in my view.

32.6. After addressing the daevas in the first 5 vss.. Zarathusira now
turns to AhM. with the remaining 1 1 vss. (voc. ahura or mazdd 6-9,

11.13.16).

pourft ciena ind.xsia ydis srdvahyeiti 'Shameful are the many sins by
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which one attains fame'. I cannot follow Humbach (1959, II 34), who
ascribes Snaxstd here to yAv. andxsti-, for that word means 'war',

not 'violation (of laws)', as he asserts. Cf. Yt. 10.29 turn dxstois andxs-

toisca imQra *xsayehi daliyunqrn 'M., thou dost control the peace and

war of the lands', etc. Rather, I take Snaxsta as nom. pi. neut. from the

past part, axsta- at a kas (cf. Ved. type a-gtlhd- 'uneaten' from ghas),

and see the word used in the same meaning as the cognate Ved. a khyci

'to relate'. However, the sense of neg. *an-dxsta- is 'unrecountable' >
'shameful', and thus can be directly compared with Ved. a-vculyd-

'untellable* > 'disgraceful' and yAv. ahqxsta- 'uncountable
1

from ham
kas (not xsd).

yezi tdis ada has only one possible translation : 'if. in this way. by

such (sins)'. The point is. Zarathusira doubts that it is at all possible to

attain fame by the execution of many, unspeakable offenses, and the

following lines contain the notion, by contrast, thai there is only one way
for fame {sSnghd here) to be meaningful in this world.

hdtd.mardne vahistd voistd maiuujlid. This must contain the antithesis

to the preceding idea of seeking fame through sinning. Consequently,

by revision we have *hanun *arane vahistd mana/jhd 'in the uplifting of

beings with the very best thinking'. The phrase therefore belongs

directly with 28.4a yS urvqnmn *mong *aire volut clacle haBra numatjhu

i who thoroughly bear in mind to uplift myself with good thinking*,

where further parallels are given. The form Iratcunaranis in Yt. 1.

8

simply results from the false interpretation of the orig. *hdtqm *arane

as a voc. with voistd (type 33.7a d ic/tlm vahistd. 33. 1 2a us moi dv.isvd

ahurd. etc.). and has no worth with regard to the real meaning of

current passage.

Owahmi v5 maztld xsuQrdi asdicd snnglid vh/qm "fame is to serve

Thee and the truth. Wise One. under Thy rule'. On syntax, cf. 2S.3

at vd asd ufydni etc. On the meaning of vklqm. cf. clanto in 32.4 above.

This verse essentially states that there is no fame through sin; only

by the utilization of the best thinking can one truly bring fame or merit

to god and his sovereignty, and to the values which he represents.

32.7. Th i s verse and the nex t o ne co nt inue the mo t i f o f s in and o ffense

.

H urnbach's realization ( 1 957b, 364 IT.) that srdvi "was heard* and viciGoi

"in decision* are employed as legalistic terms 'was tried' and 'in jur-

idical decision' (also possibly x'drdmna 'swearing') has been an

important contribution to the understanding of these verses. However,

he did not follow this lead to its conclusion, for most other words
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of vss. 7 and S arc also used in legal terminology. Viz. aog "assert*

is 'accuse". Java- (orig. *jivva-) "concerning one's life* is "capital*.

sanh "declare* is "decree*, ri.xta- "what remains* is "consequence,

sentence', ah with gen. is "be guilty of.

aesqm aenaijham mecil vulva aojoi hdclroyd "By reason or his correct

conduct, a knowing person is never accused of those sins". The form
aojoi is 3sg. pres. of aog (not Isg.). corresponding to the Ved. type

save "lies*, stave "is praised*, etc. (cf. SI. 1972a. 62 fn 2). For its technical

meaning here. cf. also apyuiw in RV. VII 1 04.1 4a b yehfi viiluim dnrtaclvva

asa. mdgham rd ilcvan apyuhe ague "Agni. if* 1 have either been a person
of false gods, or if I have wrongly accused (our) gods ...*. Note thai the

Rigv. verse appears in the context of oath-swearing, closely related

to juridical practices.

hdclrdyci I take as a mistake for orig. *lu~ufrdyd. whose vocal ism.

like thai of following jo rii. has been in Hueneed by aojoi in Ihe course

of the recitation of the Gathas: cf. in i rod. p. 5 IT. for the principle.

The form is inslr. of a stem luulrdya- "correct conduct', a empd. o(
hdclra- (-/•«- var. of Ved. sdtlhu-) and aya-. Its sense comes very close

to that of Ved. sddhuyd.

" yd jd\v xUngha iic "which (o ffenses ) are decreed to be cap i ta
I

" . jo\ 'd

replaces an ear 1 ier read ing jin d a nd is th us a n o rthograph ic var. of
yAv. jivya-, as A.-W. (1931, 325) recognized. But the word jivya- does
not refer to ayaijiul in 32.7 here, as they maintained. Rather, il belongs
with aenci in the meaning aend jivya "offenses concerning one's life',

i.e. those for which one's life is at stake. CS. Akkad. din napisti

"a case of life" used in exactly this sense.

sSnghaiie "are decreed'; cf. 31.1 sJmghdmahi for disc, of technical

uses of the root sanh. ri.xta- "consequence, sentence" belongs wilh

similarly legalistic use of rac.x.mah- 'legal inheritor" in 32.11 below,

which should be consulted.

32.8. gdus hagd x'dramno is difficult. But if we adopt the meaning
'swear' for x laramno (cf. HH. 1957b, 366 f.), then gaits hagd can be
direel discourse as appears in 32.14c below gdus jaidydi mraoi "... to

say : The cow is to be killed". Thus hagd must agree with gdus, and
1 see no other possibility than to take it as fern, to common Iran, hagd
"divinity, god'. Therefore translate : \„ swearing : The cow is goddess

1

.

When later tradition condemns Yima for having eaten the cow, that

notion can be reconciled with the current statement by attributing

totemistic practices to his religious beliefs. This, in a way, is the frame-
work behind the Vedic cultic worship of Soma. Cf. Addenda.
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aesqmcit a ahmi Bwahml mazdd viciGoi aipi
l

If I, too, am guilty of
these (sins). Wise One, lies in Thy judgment'. On ah with gen. to express
'be guilty of, cr. 3 1.1 3b yS va kasSus aena/jho 'or who is euilty of a
small offense'. The notion 'if

1

here in 32.8c, without use or vezi or
the like, corresponds to common usage of such clauses placed in line-
initial position. These are collected at 49.1 vaijuhi add gaidi moi

32.9. Motif or the next 3 verses contains a description of those
people who have undermined the proper mode of existence and the
offenses which they have committed.

dus.sastis srava nwnwdat The one of evil doctrine has ruined the
(true) words', dusjtastis is most probably angro mainyus, with Zara-
thustra's typical reference to the evil spirit by epithets; cf. 31.15
drjgvclite ... dusJyaoBanai for disc, srava requires vohu or the like
owing to the contrast represented by the choice of the particular
term dus.sastis.

apo met istim yantcl fm-D.xdujn haitim vaijhSus manaijho 'He has robbed
the esteemed power which belongs to good thinking'. On apo vantd,
cf. apayeiti in 32.1

1 below. The reading haitim (J,, J Pl , KJ is preferable
to hditinu which shows the effects of normalization after hdtum, like-
wise a form of the part, oi' ah. Thus the phrase haitim vaijiwus manaijlio
simply is expression of belonging, which can also appear without the
pres. part, in the type 28.9c iso xsaBmnva savaijhqm To mighty ones
belong the powers and the mastery', etc. The intention of the line
is that the power should really belong to good thinking not to the evil

spirit and deceit. Parallel in 46.l6d (idi) yadrct \wjh0u5 mamujho i.std

xsadram 'Come to where the sovereignty lies in the power of eood
thinking'. Note also 43.4e hyat moi vaijhms tiazH jimai manaijho
*... if the force (power) of good thinking shall come to me'.
mazda asdicd yilsmaihyd g.waze. On syntax, cf. 28.3. The use of

g.iraze anticipates j1g.7r.7zat in vs. 13 below, whereby Zaralhustra tries

to express the well founded lament of the truthful "man (i.e. the ruin
of the world by the ways of deceit) in contrast to the selfish lament
of the deceitful person (i.e. desire for greater riches).

32.10. yd acistsm vaenaijlw aog.idd gam asihyd hvar.icd 'who has
asserted the worst in order to see the cow and the sun with his eyes'.
gam 'the cow

-

is a metaphor for the earth here, as freq. in the RV.
In general, the expression gam hvaraca vaen 'to see the earth and the
sun' means 'to continue to live', parallel to the Ved. idiom svdr drse
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'10 sec ihe sun( light)', i.e. *to live on". CL ihe paraphrase in Y. 9.29

mcl :qm vaendiu ma gum vac'tulii.CL Addenda,

vasal rfdOnng drflgvata tlaildt. 1 do noi believe i his can mean 'who has

made ihe just into deceitful persons", as ihe translators have taken it.

Rather, "who has turned the deceitful against the jusf ; thus a shortening

of paiti eld or the like.

32.1 I . yoi ih'.iiz vanto nittzlvs cfkd it,v;is aijulus i a aijlui vast \1 "the dee ei I fu 1

lords and ladies who appear in grandeur*. Translation follows RV. 1

186.9a pro iu'i ytiti csdm mahind rikitrc 'now that they have appeared

in i heir grandeur*: plural thtmsdnais also in 1 166.13d so k dtp nam
damsdnair a cikitrirv 'All at once the men have appeared in (all) their

wondrousness*. tnaz- can function as a root noun as well as an adj.

On uijnhtsal u //ha vasal. c£. 29.6 aim.

apayciti racx.vtaijho vacdnni 'by stealing the possession (properily)

of (he (true) inheritor". This description oi' the deceitful contrasts

w i th lhe descr ipiion o f lhe i ru t h I"ul a l 4-4 .2de // vd z i .

.

. iri.xum vispdihyd :

hard nutinyft ctlulni.his urvaftd mazdd 'This person indeed, watching

over ihe heritage for all. is a wo rid -healer and Thy ally in spirit.

Wise One*.

rtie.x.viah- "inheritor" (cf. Ved. sitrcknas- 'one of good inheritance*).

iri.xta- 'heritage, inheritance' 44.2. rac.x.viah- "inherilance. legacy* 34.7

all belong to the vocabulary o^ the legal sector. The difference between

pi. rac.Xfinu 34.7 employed as an abslr. noun and gen. rac.wwaijhd here

used as a possessive adj. follows the practice of rtuh't 'solicitude' 28.7 vs.

rddaijho 'of the one offering solicitude* 45.7. 46.17: actid 'sins, offenses'

32.6 vs. ac'iuiijhqin 30.S: raztirH 'directive" vs. rdsniim 'of those following

the directive*, both 34.12. In general, the gen. forms of -c///-stems are

possessives : savaijhd "offering salvation' 51.2. savaijhqni mighty" 28.9.

Consequently, I interpret 50.1a kat nidi urvd isc cahyd avaijhd as 'Does

my person have control over anyone who possesses help?', with

avaijhd a possessive adj. coordinated with athyd.

apayciti ... vacdnm is clearly 'by stealing the possession*, since apa

yam usually means "steal". Cf. Y. 1 1 .5 yd mqm lat draona zindt vd trdfyal

vd apa vd *yasdiii (Mss. ydsditi) 'who shall sack me of my offering,

or who shall rob it, or who shall steal it ...*, where the 3 similar verbs

zyd. irp and apa yam appear together. Similar meaning also in above

32.9b apo ma tstim ranta 'he has robbed the power*.

yoi vahistcit asaono ... rdrnsyqn manatjhd 'who deflected the truthful

from the best thinking'. Corresponds to intrans. notion vaijhms
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slzdyanma manatjho 'continuing to retreat from good thinking' in

32.4b above.

32.12. yd rchjhuyan sravaijhd ... manland 'By reason of that teaching
with which they deflected men ...* maratano is ace. pi. with rdtjhayan,

fully parallel to asaono ... rdrasyqn of the previous vs. Cf. also 30.6c,

where the form is also ace. pi. The subject of rdijhayan is implicit

dragvantd, obvious from yoi dragvantd of the preceding vs.

aeibyo mazdd uktl mraot 'the Wise One spoke of bad things for them'.

aeibyo does not seem to be simple indirect obj. with mru, but rather
dat. commodi. Similar syntax in the antithesis 47.5b asaune cois vci

zi ciccl vahistu Thou hast promised for the truthful man what indeed
are the very best things'. Both passages thus refer to the differing fates

of the deceitful and the truthful, typified by 30.4bc apamam wjhus
avis 15 dragvutum at asaune vahistorn mono, 43.5d a/cam akdi vaijuhim

asim vatjhuove, etc. Cf. also syntax of 33.lab ya akam dragvdiie ...

vurasaiti.

yoi gaits morandan urvdxs.uxti jydtum 'who have ruined by their

habit of pleasure the cow's means of living, uxti- seems best combined
with Ved. tic 'be accustomed to, in the habit of. for the intention of
vss. 11-14 is the condemnation of those people who sacrificed good
principles for the sake of wealth and obviously the pleasures deriving

from such riches. Cf. also anuocanhu 44.15.

ydis *grahmd (Mss. ground) usdt varata karupd xsuOranted isanum
drujim 'because of whom ihe rich Karpan chose the rule of tyrants

and deceit rather than truth*. The interpretation of this line and the

next 2 vss. is dependent upon grainml and grahmo. I accept Hen ni rig's

proposal (1944. 139 In 5) that these forms are related to Sogd. yr'myy.

Parth. gr'mg -property, wealth', but I see the necessity of positing a

single -a/i-siem for the Gathas. We have the ace. neut. grahmo in vss. 13

and 14 (so. Henning). and in 12 here, where the word must modify
karupd. we must emend grahmd to *grahmd, taking the form as nom.
sg. of the adj. grahmuh- 'rich*. The change of *grahmd to grahmd has

taken place under the influence of following vurtttd and karupd. On
principle, cf. in trod. p. 5 IT.

xsa8ramcd tstmqm drujim. The placement of cd after the first word
of a coordinated pair also appears at 33.Sc unuvatuscd ... huurvutds.

34.6c yuzanmused ... stunts. 51.14a ddtdihyuscd ... vdslrut. muzduscd
ulutrutjhd (30.9b. 31.4a) is also related to this construction, isunqnu

metrically * isnum. is gen. of a sec. deriv. is-cm- 'having power", here used

perjoralively 'tyrant*.
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32.! 3. grahmd hisasat acistahyd damdne manaijho / aijhaus maraxtdro
ahya 'the destroyers of this world (existence) viewed their wealth in

the house of worst thinking (= hell)', hisasat is hypercorrect ortho-

graphic redaction for *htsat (disc, at 30.1 isanto), and the form is

simply 3pl. imp erf. of ha 'view, regard', i.e. *hi-s-at (3sg. *hi-sa-ii).

Thus related to pres. part, in vispd.hisas 'all-viewing
1

45.4; -ra- adj.

in 31.13c casmSng Owisrd hard "regarding with clarity of vision'.

Note also that it is not accidental thai the red up. forms *lusat jigarazaf

and dadat (vs. 14a) all appear in neighboring lines.

yd is pelt darasdt asahyd '(a lust) which guarded them from the

sight of truth'. The rel. pron. yd here only makes sense if it refers

back to kame, not to Qwahyd madrono* for Zarathustra is stressing the

point thai the sin of greed has often driven a person from the path of
truth. Thus this passage belongs as well (cf. above 32.4bc vaijhaus

sizdyannul manaijho etc.) as intentional antithesis to 28.Sab asd hat
9wa darasani nurnascd vohu vactbmno gelturned ahurai Truth, shall I see
thee, as I continue to acquire both good thinking and the way to the

Lord?*. For syntactic parallels, cf. 46.8 yd im hujydtois pdydt.

32,14. ahya grahmd tl.lwiOoi ni kdvayascif xratus dadat I varaid.hied

frctidivd
k

Even the Itavis have continually fixed their intentions on
capturing and plundering the wealth of this world'. The pron. ahYd
resumes aijhaus ... ahya of the preceding verse. For disc, c{. 30.7

ahmdica xsaOrd etc.

Both SMiOof and varacd.hicd are parallel loc. infs. dependent upon
ni dadat. The construction is a blend of Rigv. types V 32.1 2d
ye tvdyd (= loc.) nidadhuh kdmam indra They who have fixed their

desire upon thee. Indra' and VI 15.15b ni tvd dadhita mdasi ydjadhyai
'May he set thee down in order to worship the two worlds*, d.hdidoi

belongs to a hi, which in the Gathas has the special sense 'capture'; cl\

29.1 a hisdyd. varacd.lu is a redactional change from orig. *varacahi,

separated in its attested way owing to the freq. occurrence of hi in 2nd
position in the line or after caesura : cf. 30.3b syaodanoi /;/..., 31.10a

at hi ..., 44.1 Se yaOa hi ... The underlying stem varacah- (so, Bthlm.
1904. 1367) belongs together with fraorac'mta "they plundered' in

Yt. 17.19 no it mqm vispe yazatdijhd anusantam fraoracima, dat mqm
aevo zaraOustra anusantam apayeiti "All the worshipful ones have not
plundered me if 1 was not willing; but Zarathustra alone (was able)

to rob me if I was unwilling'. The pairing of /ra vrc and apa yam in

this last passage is a variant of d hi and vrc in 32.14 here.
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fraidiva belongs with Ved. pradiva pradhas 'from antiquity, continu-
ously

1

.

hyat visSnta dragvantam avo hyatca gaits jaidyai mraoi 'since they
have begun to aid the deceitful one ( =* angro mainyus), as well as to say •

The cow is to be killed'. Since Ved. ni vis means 'ceases, stops', I take
visanta here to be its opposite 'enter upon, begin'. Consequently, both
avo and mraoi, coordinated by hyatca (cf. 28.2 astvatasca hyatca),
are infs. dependent upon visanta. Same syntax in Y. 8.4 vasca ... imq
vaco naif * visaite framruite land who does not undertake 'to speak out
these words ...', N. 19 *visaite dim frayrarayo noit frayrayrdyeiti 'He
begins to awaken him, but that one does not awaken'.
The preceding construction gam baga x<dramno in vs. Sb suggests

that gaits jaidyai mraoi is of similar structure, and I therefore believe
that mraoi somehow reposes on an orig. reading inf. *mruyoi
(= *mruwi)- Note vars. mraovi (L ll2 ), mraomi (J,, K3 ) show further
normalization of the form after mraomi 53.5.

yd ditraosam saocayat avo is difficult, but stil! seems to be part of
the d.rect quote, i.e. '...to be killed (for him) who has been burning
the haoma ...'. avo is probably corrupt, and the text probably shows
normalization effect of 29.9c ya hoi dadat zastavat av<\ since the end
ol each line is similar.

32.15. avais aibi ySng daimi 'along with those whom they ensnare*.
aibi ... daimi (for *daimi) certainly is the equiv. o{ Ved.' ahhi dclii
abhi ddsafrensnares'. Cf. SV. 1.336ac.ro no vanusydnn abhidati mdrtah,
ksuihiyudha... tarn 'Destroy with thy weapon that mortal who, actum
with hostility, entraps us' and Narten (1963, 56 H\).

noil jydtaus xsayamnang vaso loi dbyci hairy-ante vcnjhaus a damdiw
manor/ho They shall not be brought to those who rule over life at will
in the house of good thinking". Thejydtaus xsayamnang vaso ' those who
rule over life at will' can only be the immortal ones, who indeed
dwell vaijhaus damdne manaijho. Therefore it is clear that noil ... dbvd
bairydmc is simply noil ... *afi)bi *a bairydme -they shall not be
brought to*, with ace. complement (correctly, A.-W. 1913. 385). The
point is. neither the Kavis nor the Karpans, nor those they ensnare
with their schemes, shall be brought to heaven. Their place "is in hell,

as appears in vs. 13a above.

32.16. hanwm kit vahistdcir (alimdi) ya ... This is equal to the best
indeed for him who ...'. Clearly refers to last mentioned idea of
reaching the seat of the immortal ones.
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yn usuruyP syasrii tlahmahyu "who lies (?) in ihe ... of lhe Wondrous

One*, usuruye is opaque to me. 1 lake syas- (for *xiyax or *suyas) as

an adj. from si 'lie'.

yehyci md aid}sell tivaeda 'whose danger is inimical to me*. From

Y t . 10.37 cm'/ clis item .\sa\•anmo aiOim hard it i Owyanu -a 'Being able 10.

he shall bring danger and terror upon them*, where diOi- appears

besides Owyd-. ii seems thai the former term means "threat, danger',

rather than 'destruction* or ihe like (correctly. Humbach. Lommel

1971). Thus I take the combination diQ'is tivaeda here and at 48.9b as

'danger inimical to ...*. Similarly, the related term dOri.s in 46.8b

no if a liyci ma aOr is .v 1aoOanii is /jyi.v 1 -a t
*May the lhrea 1 (danger) ca used

by his actions not reach me*. The word tlvaeSa- is discussed at 32.3

daihitana above.

aijhdya is contracted from orig. *d-ijhdya(i}yd. Isg. opt. of pres.

*d-hdyaii 'caplures', from d hit: c\\ d.hdiOoi from synonymous d hi in

vs. 1 3a above. Similar contraction in opt. xsayd from i{l

x.saya ( i jyd

50.9: the other instances of such contraction are discussed at 28.7

svD.vimd. Cf. also in trod. p. 1ST.
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This lyric is direct in its approach and its theme concerns how the

community of the pious and its leader Zarathustra are to best serve the

ways of the Wise Lord in this world. This conduct demands that a

person bring on harm to the deceitful but good to the truthful man
(2-3). But its basic tenets involve care for and dedication to the «ood
vision of an earthly existence founded upon the lordly values of
truth and good thinking, as well as faithful service through worship
for the Wise One who created this and offered it as a means a means
of salvation to mankind (8). This shall repel the ways of deceit (4),

prepare the advent of this true and good rule (5), and reassure and
strengthen the enduring immortality and completeness of the Wise
Lord (8. 10). Insofar as the followers of truth now realize the necessity

of the enactment of these values in their own world, the lord should

offer his power and support to his prophet in order to achieve

these aims (11-14). Man and god can thus work for each other's

mutual benefit.

33.1. \-add dis i6u varasa ire yd data atjhaus pamtruy'ehyd ..' ranis syaoOmul

razistd *As in accord with those things which are the laws of the fore-

most existence, the (final) judgment thus shall bring to realization

the most just actions ...*. a is in yadd dis is coordinated with the (11g.

yd cldtd a/jlimis paoaruyehyd, and the correlative iOd varasuite syntacti-

cally belongs with runts syaoBand razistd. What has occurred is that

the expected sequences yd cidtd aijlwus paouruyehyd and i6u vurasuite

(rants etc.) have been exchanged in order not to break the former,

syntactically close unit across the caesura, which would have occurred

if the sentence naturally ran *yaQa ais yd data ... iOd varasaiie rants etc.

For the principle, cf. US. I vai/haus xratum manaijho. Syntax, is thus

similar to 45.3cd yoi im va noil iOd maGram varasann yuOd "mi mandicd
vuocacd 'Those of you who shall not bring to realization (each) precept

exactly as I shall conceive and speak of it ...'. where i8d iy-: and yadd

appear in reverse order. On yd data atjhaus paauruyehyd. cf. quote of

Y. 55.6 cited at 30.1 1 (1st para.). I prefer var. rams J 2 , H,.

drag varaced hyatcd asaane 'for the deceitful as well as for the truth-

ful man*. On cd ... hyatcd. cf. 2S.2 astvatascd hyatcd.

yeltydcd *h3m.yasaete (Mss. hamamydsaite etc.) miOahyd vdcd hoi
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arazvd 'and for the person whose falsity as well as his honesty are held

to be the same (= considered indifferent)*. Klingenschmitt (1972.

84 ff.) has shown that the dominant var. hamamydsaite should be

read as *ham.rasa ite (cp. hamyaxaitt* Lb 2 etc.). and that the form
reposes on ham yam employed in the sense "place as equals* (on a scale).

However, owing to the fact that mi&ahyd and yard hoi drazvd form a

dual subject (cf. 28.2), 1 see the necessity of emending to *hnm.yasaC>te.

This change is simple in view of the vars. paraxone -diiP -acie 31.13. sue ill

-cteti -due -one 33.5. 43.3, 46.16, etc., naesat iwisctt 3! .20. etc.; (cf. also

SI. 1971. 583). Cf. also introd. p. 1 8 f.

33.2. y5 akam dragvdite ... vorasain 'who shall bring about what is

bad for the deceitful one*, dragvdite most likely refers to anurd main vus

(cf. 31.15). since it stands in juxtaposition with fllg. ahurahyd mazda.
Syntactically the form is dat. commodi: cf. parallels at 32.12b ueihvd

mazda aha mraof.

vaijhdu va catOaite axtim 'or who shall enlighten his guest in the

good'. cniQaite is a or. subj. of cif 'appear: caus. make clear*, with
-0 introduced under the influence ofaor. opt. *ci&ydt and pres. *cinaQmi
etc. Cf. aor. subj. moiBat 'shall repel* 46.4 from mil *throw', with -6

similarly after opt. hamidydt {*ham.mi6ydt) 53.9 and pres. miOnditi

Vd. 3.20. On the syntax of n't with ace. and loc, cf. 46.9ab ya ma ...

coiOat ... yaOd 9wd zavistim uzamo/u 'who shall enlighten me in which
way to respect Thee, the Strongest One\ where uzamdhi is loc. inf. of
a stem uzamah-.

The caus. value of the aor. stem follows that of the imperf. cinas

in 44.6d taibyo xsa&ram vohu cinas manaijhd *Il has made clear to Thee
the rule or good thinking'. Vedic has similar syntax with cit, but with
dat. in place of loc. Cf. RV. IV 51.3ab itrhdntir ac/yd citayanta hhajun,

rddhodeydyosdsah ...
v

As they shine today, the dawns shall enlighten

our benefactors to the granting of solicitude'. In general, the segments
ya akam dragvaite ... varasahi ... toi vclrdi radanti (ahurahyd) belong
with 51 .8b hyai akdyd dragvaite usto ya axam dddre '... that 1 would do
evil to the deceitful one in accordance with the wish of Him who has

. upheld the truth'.

33.3. vidqs va Owaxsatjha gavoi 'or the one continuing to serve the

cow (= the good vision) with zeal*. On vidqs, cf. 32.4 danto\ on the

use of the pres. part., cf. 29.5 ahva ... frinamnd.

at hvo asahya aijhat vanhausca vastre manaijhd 'that person shall

be on the pasture of truth and good thinking'. Syntax discussed at
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28.10 at yang asaatca etc. The juxtaposition of vastre with preceding
garni is intentional, whereby Zarathustra tries to clearly show that
the good vision {gaits) depends upon the furtherance of truth and aood
thinking among men. In general, vidqs ... garni at hvo asahya aijhat
vaijhSusca vastre manaijho is antithesis to 32.4bc daevo.zustd vaqhSus
sizdyamna manaijho, mazdd ahurahyd xrataits nasyanto asaatca 'those
pleasing to the gods ... continue to retreat from good thinking and
disappear from the will of the Wise Lord and from"truth\

33.4. The elements of vss. 4 and 5 are in antithesis to one another,
as H.-P. Schmidt has clearly shown (1957, 160 IT.). Specifically asrustim
(and taramaitim) contrasts with saraosam, akam mand with xsadram
vaijhaus manaijho. In general, cf. Y. 60.5 vainit ahmi nmdne sraoso
asntsttm. dxstis andxstim, rait is arditim, drmaitis taromaitim arsuxSo
vaxs nuQaoxtam vacim *asa.drujam (« gen. pi.) 'In this house may
obedience defeat the disobedience of the deceivers of truth, peace their
strife, charity their niggardliness, piety their disrespect, the truly spoken
word their falsely spoken word'.

airyamanasca nadanto 'the scorners from the clan' recalls 32.13bc
yaeca ... jigarazat kclme Bwahya mqOrdno clutim "and those who
complained in their lust (greed) about the message of Thy prophet'.
gSiaca vastrat avistarn manturn 'the worst counsellor from the

pasture of the cow'. The worst counsellor is most probably angro
mainyus. since the term acisto mantus here contrasts with c/angro mantus
-asam in 46.17de yd vfemtio r ... tkingrd mantu asd mazdd almra The
Wise Lord who, together with truth. His clever (skillful) counsellor,
has judged . .

.

'. The word manm- seems semantically close to Gk. mantis
'soothsayer, adviser'. The pasture of the cow here is simply used as
a metaphor for the community of the faithful. Cf. remarks at 34.14b
yoi zt gaits varazane azyd 'who indeed exist in the community of the
fertile cow' and 30.10 conclusion.

yaste vispa.mazistam saraosam zbayd M who shall summon the
all-greatest obedience for Thee' belongs with 28.5be savistdi saraosam
mazcldi ... mazistam vduroimaidi 'May we turn the greatest obedience
to the most Mighty Lord*, avaijhdne 'at the stopping (or these things)'
has been correctly explained by H.-P. Schmidt (loc. cit.) as cognate
with Ved. avasana- 'rest stop, stop'.

_
aPono daragd.jyditim d xkiQram vanhaus manaijho. Comparison with

51.1c tat (- voim xsadram) na nuctt varasdne 'This (good rule) shall
I now bring to realization for us' and YH. 41 .2 vohu xfoBram toi mazdd
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aintra apacmd vfspdi rave "Wise Lord, may we obtain Thy good rule

forever* shows thai our line should be emended 10 *apd *nd {na)

*daragd.jyaiti q xsaBrnm vtujhSus maiuvjho i shall obtain for us the

long-lived rule of good thinking". Thus we have the parallels ... np ...

varnsdnc and *a/*a *nii (also apacmd). vohu .\su9ram ... vispdi yavc and
*daraga J) 'd / / / xsudram vtnjhnus manaijhd

.

apel (orig. *apa) is Isg. subj. perl*. of«/i: med. part, is unlikely in view

of the remarks at 28.3 uyzdnvamnam. no is for older /;,"", which was

altered after combination apano occurred, since -a is not usual in

words of more than 2 syllables. The final -hi of duragd.jydium simply

shows influence o( surrounding ma: islam, sarao.sam. xsa&ram. For

process, cf. introd. p. 5 IT

33.6. yazaolu asd arnzus "the priest who is just in harmony with truth*.

On syntax and meaning, cf. 2S.I mainynus ... .spanid asd and 32.2.

hvd mainynus u vahisid! kayd "he is the seed (offspring) stemming from

the very best spirit*. This must be the correct translation in view of

the antithesis 32.3a yds dacvd ... akai manaijhd sia ciOrnm 'Ye gods arc

the seed (offspring) stemming from evil thinking". Thus ciOra- and kavd-

are related etymological ly. with kayd- i*kdya7) probably belonging

with Ski. kdyct- 'body". Consequently. ciOra- "seed, offspring* is lo be

seperated from ciflra- 'bright*, for the former word is surely lo be

segmented as ci-Ora-.

ahmdt ava manaijhd yd varazycidydi mania vdsiryd 'In consequence

of this, he is allied with that (good) thinking, by reason of which he

has respected to bring lo realization his pastoral duties'. Syntax

identical lo antithesis 32.5c akd syaoOannm manaijhd yd ... 'Your action

is allied with evil thinking, by reason of which ...". Both are explained

at 32.2. On mania, cf. 31.19. Note that vdsiryd is in a way defined by
preceding asfi nrnzus and ava (vohu) manaijhd, thus a paraphrase of

a.sahyd ... vaijhausvd vdsire manaijhd in 33.3c above.

id idi izyd ahurd : mazdd darstoiscd ham.parstdtsca 'By reason of this

very (thinking). Wise Lord, 1 am eager for Thy sight and Thy counsel*.

id refers back to preceding ava manaijhd and yd; it cannot stand for

la zooBrd. The vpc. ahurd mazdd here is the only time that this figure

is split across the caesura and therefore appears suspicious; cf. 28.9.

Perhaps final line should be emended to *ld idi ahurd mazdd: izyd

darstoiscd ham.parsIdiscd

.

33.7. a ma idiim vahisid ... asd vohu manaijhd 'Come ye to me— Thou,
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Best One, together with truth and good thinking'. Syntax is discussed

at 2S.3 yS va asa ufyanl.

x'aiQydcd ... dardsatcd 'personally and boldly'. xlai8yd is difficult,

but it seems best to follow Bthlrn/s derivation (1904, 1862) from
*sva-tya-

4

in person, personal
1

, since x'aidya would thus correspond to

fllg. avis ... hSntu. The idea is, if AhM. will become manifest, so too

will the gifts necessary for his worship.

yd sruye par5 magaono 'by reason of which I am to be(come) famed
before (every other) adherent

1

, para is for para by assim. to the following

m- (cf. freq. fro.ma 28. lib, fro moi 33.8a etc.), and thus magaono is

abl. sg. (not ace. pi.), as in parallel construction in 30.2c para mazb~

yaijho 'before the great retribution*. Cf. also Ved. pura with abl. in RV.
Ill 32.14b stdvai purd pdrydd mdram dhnalt

l

I shall praise Indra before

the decisive day
1

, etc. To magaono we must supply vispdt or anydt. but
these words are often suppressed : cf. 28.3b yaeibyo (anyaeibyo)

xsadrsm, 28.8c yaeibyascd {anyaeibyo), 30.llc aipi tdis {vispdt's), etc.

In general, I find ... yd sruye pari) magaono to correspond to the

Ved. type represented by RV. V I.9ab prd sac/yd ague diy est anydn, dvlr

ydsmai earntamo habhutha 'Agni, thou goest forth at once beyond all

the other (worshipers), being manifest to the one to whom thou hast

become most dear*. Within the context of the Gat has. this notion also

is found at 44. 1 Ide azam tot ais paouruyd fravoivide j vispang anyang

mainyaus spasyd dvaesaijhd 'I have been received by these (faithful)

as Thy foremost (follower). Look upon all others with hostility of

spirit!*. Both 33.7 here and 44. 1 1 convince me that there were other

worshipers of AhM. besides Zarathustra and his circle, and that the

figure of AhM. was inherited by Zarathustra, not invented by him.

Zarathustrifs contribution appears to have been the full development

of a moral and ethical system centered around AhM. and the realization

that enacting in this world the values AhM. represents was the highest

form of worship.

33.8. fro ... voizdum araBa 'Take ye heed of the goals', voizdum is

2pl. impv. of the perf. of vid. not of the aor. The root vid 'know" appears

only as a perf. in the Gathas: Isg. vaedd 28. 1 0. 34.7 etc.. 2sg. vaista

28.10. 32.6 etc.. 3sg. vaedd 31.2; 3sg. opt. vidydi 48.9; Isg. subj. vaedd

48. 9. Full grade in voizdum as in cikoitaras 32.1 1.

yastwm ... xsmdvato at va asa staomyd vacd "worship of your kind as

well as words praiseworthy with truth'. Parallels showing juxtaposition

of stit or rat- with yaz appear in 30.1b staotded a/nirdi yesnyucd. 34.1a
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yd vacayha yd y&stia, 34.6c yazamnaxcd ... stavas, 34.12a kai va satto

kai va yasnahya-, 50.4a at va yazdi stavas. On asd siaomya vaca. cf.

2S.1 mainySus ..- spamahya asd.

data vaamaratascd utayuitt haitrvatax draono 'Your enduring worship-

ful offering has "been established to be immortality and completeness'.

Closest parallel : 34.11a at toi uhe haurvdscd x'araOdi.a amaratatdxcd

'Yes. both completeness and immortality are to serve for Thy food

(sustenance)'. Both passages express the notion that the immortality

and completeness allotted to god by the faith and piety of his believers

(cf. 28.3 xxaOram ... varadaiti drmaitix) is the highest form of offering

which man can make to god. This idea is also contained in 49.5ab

at hvo mazda izaca dzuitiscd, ya dacnqm vohu sdraxtd mancnjhd 'Yes, Wise
One, that man is both milk and butter (for Thee), who has allied his

conception with good thinking*, where Izaca dzuitiscd are to be

understood in the 2 senses of the milk and butter offering dedicated

to god during his worship and the metaphoric level of the strength

and prosperity for god which the faith of every true believer represents

Tor him. On the last idea, cf. 29.7 (am dzutoix ahwd mqQram etc.

The form data is discussed at 31.2 aibi.daraxtd; utayuitt at 30.7 at

kahrpam utayuitis etc.

33.9. at toi mazda tarn ma'myum axaoxxayanrd xaraidyayci ... vahixtd

baratu manaijha 'Yes, for Thee. Wise One, let a person support with

the very best thinking the very spirit of the two companions who
increase the truth*. The two companions (?) appear to be drmaitix

'piety' and vohu xxaOram 'good rule" ace. to 2S.3bc yaeibyo xsa&ramcd ...

varadaiti anna it is and 34.1 1 be vatjhaux xxaOrd manaijhd axd mat drmaitix

vaxst utayuti tavisi 'Through the rule of good thinking allied with

truth, (our) piety has increased these two enduring forces (for Thee)
1

.

x'ddrd *mae8d.inayd (Mss. maeda maya) 'though that happiness

which consists of change'. Humbach's attempt (1959, II 41) to take

maya as instr. of azam cannot be maintained, because only Qwd (never

*9wayo) is attested for the 2nd person tvam. I therefore read

*mae6d.mayd as a empd. (cf. 29.11 *ahmd.rdtoix) modifying x'dOrd,

which is the expected instr. in complementation with trans, uxxayant-.

Here mcteOd- belongs with the root mi 'alter, change* (Ved. mindti)

attested in Yt. 19.29 framitam axpahe kahrpa 'changed into the form

of a horse' (cf. SI. 1971, 575). and -maya- is the equiv. of Ved. -maya-,

also usually at the end of a empd. Notion thus corresponds to 34.6b

at tat rnoi daxstam ddtd ahyd atjhaux vixpd maeda 'Then grant that sien
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to me through every change of this world
1

. The fundamental idea

of the first 2 lines of 33.9 is to express the hope that truth shall increase

as every way of deceit is defeated in turn.

aya aroi hdkurmam yayd hacinte urvqno The association of these two
has (already) arisen, under whom (all) souls are in harmony 1

. The
plural forms hacinte urvqno preclude direct reference to the dual
forms. I therefore understand a suppressed vispa with hacinte urvqno,

and this subject is immediately obvious from the following *vispas *toi

hiijitayo in fllg. 33.10a. Note, however, that 45 .2e contains the plural

twit urvqno hacainte although the vs. deals with the two spirits, but

the use of urvqno is well motivated in that passage, since the preceding
subjects numd, sangha, xratavo etc. are all plural and thus have regulated

the use of hacainte.

33.10. vhpa .sto i hujiitn -a sho uld be red ivided as * vispas * to i hujitavo
k

all those whose way of life is good for Thee 1

. The fern, forms vispa

and lllg. ya(sca) require gaeQct, as in 49.1b dusaraQris. False division

of words was influenced by freq. appearance of stoi elsewhere in the

text at 3 1 . 1 8, 34.4, 45. 1 0. etc. For principle, cf. introd. p. 1 1 f. On bvaintl

cf. 28.11 bavat.

Qwahmi his zaose abaxsoJwd v

Give them a share in Thy approval'.

Same meaning attested for Ved. med. a hhaj: cf. RV. IV 32.21c

a no bhajasva rddhasi 'Grant us a share in thy solicitude'. This

meaning and construction is otherwise attested in Ved. only in the

active, e.g. V 34.5d a devayum hhajati gomati vraje, VII 27. Id a gonial

i

vraje bhajd rvcim nah. etc. Thus we must conclude that in the impv.

voice distinction is occasionally violated. Cf. a ... idum in 33.7 above,

which corresponds to an otherwise actively inflected paradigm. In

general. Qwahmi his zaose dbaxsd.hvd is antithesis to 47.5c hcrnara

Owahmdt zaosat dragvd *haxsaite (Mss. -a/7/") The deceitful man shall

have his share apart from Thy approval'.

vohit uxsyd manaijhd xsaQrd asdcd ustdtanum (J 2 , S„ Mf,) 'Grow
Thyself, in breath and body, through the rule of good thinking and of
truth". On the fig. vohit nutnanhd xsaQrd asdcd. cf. 30.7. The form
ustdtanum cannot be separated from astvantam ... ustaiwm 3!.llb,

ustvdite uslandi 34.14a. asi vat ... usland 43.16c. and below 33.14a

tanvascit xv
aliyd ustanam 'the breath of even his own body". I there-

fore take it as an adverbial form "with respect to body and breath" and
explain it as arising by ha piology from '*ustdnatanum.

33. 1 1 . The use of the nom. forms ya savisto ahuro mazddscd armaitiscd
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asamca with the filg. impvs. sraoid and marazdata also appears in

AitBr. 7.17 (verse) madhuchandah srnorana rsabho renur asiakah. ve

keca hhrdtarah siliana ... Humbach (1959, 11 42) is probably correct

in remarking that the presence of the rei. clause has affected the

replacement of expected vocs. by nom. forms in the nouns employed
correlatively with the impv. verbs.

asttnu-afradai.gueditm manascd vohu xsa&vsmca 'truth which prospers

the creatures and good thinking and their rule'. On the disjunctive

use of xsaOmm referring to preceding asmn and vohu memo. cf. 29.11

kuda as.vri etc.

dddi kahydcit paiti 'when any requital conies (occurs)'. Loc. ahs.

construction: for other exx.. cf. 31.19 vanhdu viddid rqnayd.

33.12. ux nidi drnsvd ahum "Rise up lo me. Lord'. For parallels, cf.

29.1 1 a i ma must!.

drmaifi tavtsmi dasvd 'Receive force through (our) piety'. Closest

parallel ; 34.1 ihc drmaitis vaxsi mayftiti mvisi *(our) piety has increased

these two enduring forces (for Thee)*. Again the notion thai the piety

of the faithful grants power to god and his rule discussed at 28.3

xsaQram ... vamdaiu drmaitis. Vedic employs med. dhd in identical

fashion. Cf. RV. II 11. 1 Bab dhisvd scivah sura vena vrtrcim. avdbhinai

'Receive (from the Soma) that very might with which thou didst break
open the obstacle': V 55.2a svaycim dadhidhve idvisim yc'ithd vide

'As is (well) known, ye have received force by yourselves': etc.

33.13. do isi nini yd v? ahifrd id xsaBrahyd * Revea 1 lomelhe sa fegua ids

of your rule'. Follows naturally from preceding verse: AhM. is to

receive all sorts oT strength from his adherents, and he is in turn to

grant lo them his support, ahifrd is difficult, but because of the lack of
palatalization (i.e. not *aibifrd), it must repose upon orig. *

ahifrd,

with the common shortening of initial a. Derivation thus appears lo

be from *d~hihhra- (Ved. type sisndtha- 'perforation'), wilh the same
development of *-bhr- > -fr- appearing in jafra- 'deep' = Ved.
gahhird-. The root bar appears in the sense 'support' in the Gathas in

barand- 'support' 30.9, vahisid haraiu manoijhd Mel one support with

the very best thinking' in 33.9b above.

asd daena daxsaya 'Reveal the conceptions in harmony with irutlv.

Belongs with 44.10c yd (~ daena) ... asd ... hacSmna 'which conception

is in alliance (harmony) with truth'. For disc, cf. 32.2. In general, the

intent of the whole line/ro spanta anna it i (Jp,) asd daena daxsayd 'By
reason of my virtuous piety, reveal those conceptions in harmony with
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truth
1

belongs with 43. 10ab at tit nidi dais asdin hyat ma zaozaomi j

armaiti hacimno it dram 'Therefore, do thou reveal to me the truth,

which I continue to summon. Being in companionship with piety,

I have deserved if. This last passage clearly shows that armaiti (Jp
t )

is the preferable var. in 33.13c here.

33.14. paurvatatdm manatjhasca vayhSus 'predominance of good

thinking". The following syaoOanahyd asa yaca uxSaHyaca 'as well

as (predominance) of the action and the word allied with truth' also

depends upon the preceding paurvatdtam, which is coordinated with

the next phrase through the use of the conjunctions ca ... yaca. For

disc cf. 28.2 astvatascci hyatca manai/lw. The instr. asa modifies both

syaoOanahyd and ttxdaliyaca ace. to the typical employment appearing

in 34.1 Sab vahistd sravdsca syaoOandca vaoca, id tu vohii manatjha

asacd 'Tell the best words and actions, namely, those allied with good

thinking and truth'. Further exx. of this syntactic usage are noted

at 32.2.

All the ace. forms paurvatatam, ssiraosam and xsaBramca depend

upon a suppressed inf. stoL which has as its natural complement the

dat. ahurdi. Cf. 34.4ab at toi atrSm ... usaniahi ... stoi rapanre

ci&raMvaijlwm 'We wish Thy fire to be of clear help for Thy supporter',

49.2c ahmdi stoi drmaitim. etc.
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Verses 1-3 are a solemn promise to the Wise Lord that the faithful

shall strengthen his power in this world through the sacred dimension
of worship and praise for their lord and by the secular enactment of
the spiritual values of truth and good thinking, which he created,

amid their fellow men. Moved by this oath, the Wise One is to bring
salvation to his allies, which in verse 4 is defined as assistance Tor those
who support his lordly principles and destruction for those who
oppose his good rule.

In verses 5-7 we find one of the rare occasions in which Zarathustra
asks whether his god really possesses the mastery to accomplish these

needs in this world. But these moments of incertitude do not really

represent the doubts of the prophet regarding the inherent powers
of his lord, for they are clearly intended as a challenge to the Wise
One to rally to the cause of good in his proponent's world. The reason
for the help of god is then explained in verses 8-9. Opposing the

commandments of the Wise Lord and the ways of truth and good
thinking, these deceitful adversaries have wrought great danger for

the truthful, who have tried to flee from these destroyers of this

earthly existence. Nonetheless, the devoted have not lost their faith,

for they persevere in their actions founded upon good thinking and in

their piety and respect and appreciation for the lord who created

the lofty principles of truth and good thinking (10). By such actions,

as described in verses 1-3 as well, these faithful have given life and
meaning to their god, and they shall continue to strengthen his might
in their world. Their god is now a force to be reckoned with on
earth (11).

Verses 12-15 then entreat the lord to indicate his desires as to how
the truthful may most effectively bring to realization in their world
the wondrous powers of truth and good thinking, which shall attain

salvation from deceit for all of mankind.

34.1 . ya ... amdratatatam asamca tctihyo daijhd . . . xsaOramca hawvataid

'with which ... Thou hast received for Thyself immortality and truth

and mastery over completeness'. The 3 terms anwrntataom, asdmca and
haurvataw are in equal coordination as in 3l.21ab hawvato amarata-
tasca ... asafiyaca ... xsaQrahya, where they all depend upon
the fllg. gen. xsaQrahya. Cf. passage for disc.
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aesqm toi ahum Shma pounitdmais daste is literally 'Let it be given
of these to Thee, Lord, by us in the greatest number'. pourutamSis is

purposely ambiguous, to be construed with the partitive gen. aesqm
and with the instr. Shma. K. Hoffmann (1954, 50 fn 6) explains daste
as 3sg. pres. of da 'give', but it seems better to interpret the form as a
jussive inf. corresponding in function to the impv. dama in 34.3a
below, which is in fact set parallel to a juss. inf. *ami (Mss. arai).
With regard to its formation, daste has been built to the pres. tense
inf. dazdydi 44.

1
on the model of the correspondence existing betw.

saste 30.8, 46.12 and sazdydi 30.2, 51.16, both infs. to sanh (cf.^30.2).

This verse and the following one are paraphrased at 47.1, which
should be consulted for a complete disc.

34.2. The interpretation of this verse follows from the recognition
that the instr. forms manaijlm ... syaoBand ... garohis correspond to
the instrs. syaoBand ... vacaijha ... yasnd or the preceding vs. Thus it

continues the notion that all the powers of AhM. (i toi ... vispd) have
been granted {data = 3sg. aor.; cf. 31.2) by the good and faithful
behavior of men.

manaijlm main rSits vaijlwus 'by the thinking stemming from (one's)
good spirit*. Syntax corresponds to 34.10a below vaijhStts manaijlw
syaoBana "by his action stemming from good thinking

1

, where all the
parallel abl. constructions are discussed.

spamahyacci iwms syaoBana yehya una asii hacaite 'by the action
of the virtuous man whose soul is in alliance with truth

1

. This is an
expanded stylistic variant of 33.14c syaaBanahyd asd 'action in alliance
(harmony) with truth*, and corresponds to 47.1b luted asdt syaoBanactl
vacaijhacd in the paraphrased parallel (cf. remark at the end of vs. 1

above).

pairigae&e xsmdvatd vahme 'in universal praise of your kind', pairi-

gaeBa- 'around the creatures, universal* is similar to Ved. paiijman-
'around the earth, universal'. The form anticipates the fig. gaeda
vtspa "all the creatures' in the next verse.

34.3. This verse concludes the motif of the preceding two. If the
powers of AhM. are dependent in this way upon the faithful, then
the true adherents must make their proper offering to him.
ami zi Inulaijho vispd is ... xsmavasit savo "Indeed let salvation be

granted to the beneficent man by all those of your kind'. Syntax and
content follow 51.20a tat vS nS hazaosaijho vispatjho daidyai savo

4
A1I ye

(immortals) of like temperament, let that salvation of yours be granted
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10 us'. Cf. also Ved. parallel RY. I 128.61" visva.smd if sukfie varum mvaii

cited at 30.3 hvdaijho etc. Both ami and daidydi (Tor *daidydi) are

jussive pass. infs.. and in particular the use of ami corresponds lo the

function of the impv. dama in idi myazdnm ... delma of line a. ami is

thus for orig. *aroi. which has been normalized after the med. perf.

ami 33.9. Similarly, the juss. inf. ami (from ar 'arise') 50.5 reposes on

orig. *ciroi. which has been preserved at 28.4 *mnng *airc because the

text was falsely redivided as msn gain: On the process of normalization,

cf. in trod. p. 14ff.

I recognize other juss. infs. in the text in ddvoi 28.2 (parallel to impv.

a nwi ... Janata 28.3). avoi ( = d.iydi) 31.2. roiOw.in and u.v.vro 31.7.

vidam 32.6, uz irnidydi and azs 43.14 (with suppressed impv.). ax.so 46.2

(parallel impv. vacua), ftcttm 48.9. ami (= *uroi) 50.5 (parallel impv.

dvisyd). daidycii 51.20.

34.4. at taiatrnm ... usnmulu ... stoi rapantO ciOrd .avaijhnm : at mazdd
daihisyante ... damsid.aPnanh.vn 'We wish Thy fire. Wise One. lo be of

clear help to Thy supporter but of visible harm to Thy enemv".

- Belongs with 51.9ac n/m .xsnfii.vij rdndihyd dc'i 0\vd aOld suxru mazdd i

rasaycijhe drag vantAm sava\v iisavanam 'Which sa I i sfac I ion Tho u shall

give to the two factions through Thy bright fire. Wise One. ... (a sign)

lo destroy the deceitful and to save the truthful man 1

.

34 .5 . kai vn .xsuQram kd 1st is "H ave ye ihe mastery , have ye the power 7 *

.

kd stands for expected kai (Fragewort). and has simply been assimilated

by Zarathustra to the following fern. /"v//.v. Syntax similar to 48.2c

hat mam ... vHnghat dragvan tam 'Shall the trulhful conquer the

deceitful ?\ etc.

ya&u vaahiw*'ds I indeed am*. The var. alum ($ 2 , 2 , etc.), although

attested in fair Mss., is far better than iwhmi. This phrase, to be

considered a parenthesis, refers directly to drigum yusmdknm of the

immediately fllg. Orayoidydi drigum yusmdknm Ho protect your needy

dependent'. On other such parentheses, cf. 34.8b below hyat *as.aaja

ndidychjhcinu 43.8b hyat isoyd. etc. Cf. also the syntax of 44. 15 bed, where

line c hyat ham spddd anocaijhd jamaete is interposed betw. the

syntactically connected lines b and d.

The fig. Orayoidydi drigum recalls Yi. 11.3 sraoso driyum Ordto.tamo

*S. who best protects the needy". Lommel (1968, 127 ff.) has convincingly

explained drigu- as
4

the needy one, dependent'. The usage of asd vohfi

manaijhd with Orayoidydi anticipates vs. 7c asd aQd na Qrazdimu which

is the reason why 1 do not lake these instr. forms as comit. instr. with
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voc. mazda; cf. next vs. Note also that ahuro mazda, asam and vohit

memo are all 3 considered the protectors of Zarathustra in SO.lbcd k3 ...

Qrdta ... anyo asat Qwatca mazda ahura ... vahistaatca manaijho. Thus
it is best to link asd and vohft manatjhd here in 34.5 as agentive instr.

with Grayoidyai.

34.6. yezi a6a sia haiBim mazda asd vohit manaijhd Tf ye are truly so

— Thou, Wise One, along with truth and good thinking
1

. Syntax same
as 33.7abfl ma idiim ... mazda ... asd vohit manaijhd. Cf. remarks at 28.3

ya vd asd ufydm (end) and Zwolanek (1970, 31).

ahyd aijhaus vispd maeBa * through every change of this world
(existence)*. For disc, cf. 33.9 xla6rd * maeBa.maya.
On the fig. yazamnascd ... stavas, cf. 33.8 yasnam ... xsmdvaio etc.

34.7. aradra- 'sincere', translated in light of Sogd. ydwk- l

id.\ the

latter belonging to OP. ardumanis 'sincere-minded'; cf. Gershevitch

(1954, 22 $ 154). Thus normal- alternation of -ra- and -it- adjs.

vaijhaus vaedana manaijho 'through the possession of good thinking'.

An ti thes is to vaijhaus a visfi manaijho '
th rough the Iack of good thin ki ng*

in vs. 9b below.

sanghits raexnna aspanvil sddrdcit eaxrayo usaunt "... make even

immoral decrees and painful legacies disappear". I take aspon with

sangIids, sddrd with raexand respectively. Both sangiitis- 'decree* and
raexanah- legacy, inheritance* belong to the legalistic vocabulary;

cf. 31.1 sanghdmdhi and 32.11 raexanah-. The form usaitnt is

problematic; my translation 'disappear' is based on a tentative asso-

ciation o\' the word' with uosah- 'destruction, disappearance* 49. i.

34.S. idis zi nd syao&atidis hyenie (var. byuimi J 2 ) yae.su as pa iri

pourubyo iByejo 'Because they frighten us with actions in which there

has been danger for many ...\ byente must be of caus. value, since

the ace. nd 'us* is parallel to ace. ndidydijham 'the weaker person' in the

nig. hyai *as.aojci ndidydijham. with both phrases resuming motif of

Brdyoidydi drigfim of vs. 5b above. Thus, hyenie cannot represent

*hayen le. for the Ved. bhdyate is always in trans, (on hayenre Yt.

17.12-13. cf. Lommel 1927, 161 In I). I therefore prefer the var.

hyainii (J : ). which stands for an orig. reading *hydmi of the L"rtext

(cf. aibi ... dain ii for Urtext *ddmi 32.15). This *bydnti I ascribe to

an enlarged root byd "frighten'; cf. the parallel enlargement bydh

'frighten' in biwivdijha from *hibydijlia at Yt. 19.4S.

hyat as aojd ndidydijham cannot be correct, for the intention is
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clearly They frighten us ... much as the very strong person the

weaker man'. I therefore emend as aoja to *as.aoja "one of great

strength'; cf. aJ.aojah- Y. 9.S. 57.15; as.aojista- FrW. S.2; etc. The
change of *

'as.aoja to as aoja has been motivated by the surrounding

forms as [yaesu as. volnl as mono) in the same vs. Similar mistake

at 31.9a as xratus for *as.xratus and 44.19d asisiis for *as.istis:

cf. introd. p. S. The whole phrase hyat *as.aoja ndiciyaijham is a

parenthesis; cf. yaOd vd alum in vs. 5a above.

Qwahyti ... qxtd urvdiahyd "because of malice for Thy commandment".
The phrase is obj. gen.; cf. 28.4 syaoOananqm am.

yai nail asam mainyamd "who have not respected (the) truth
1

. For

disc, and parallels, cf. 31.19 gusrd ya mania asam.

aeihyd cliiire mint as mano 'Good thinking has remained at a distance

from these'. Same motif as 32.4b tlaevd.zustd vaijhaus sitciyamnd

manaijho Those pleasing lo the gods continue to retreat from good
thinking', but viewed from the other point of departure.

.
34.9. Verses 9 and 10 juxtapose contrasting ideas. The parallel

elements are vhlusd: garahqm. tins.syaoOand : vantwits manaijho svao-

Oand

.

yoi spaniqm drmaiiim ... tins.syaoOand avazazat "those of evil actions

who have abandoned virtuous piety'. Contrasts with fllg. 34.IOab altvd

vaijhaus manaijho syaoOand vaocat garahqm huxraius spaniqmcd drmaiiim

'Through his action stemming from good thinking, the man of good
determination has expressed his understanding and his virtuous

piety*, where garahqm refers back to the part, viclvah- in preceding vs.

9a drmaiiim Bwahya ... harnxSqm vhlusd 'piety esteemed by Thy
knowing follower'.

vaijhaus avisti manaijho contrasts with preceding vaijhaus vocciand

manaijho in vs. 7a above.

34.10. ahyd vaijhaus manaijho syaoOand ... huxraius 'through his

action stemming from good thinking, the man ofgood determination

Antithesis to 47.5d ahyd syaoOandis akdt a syqs manaijho (clragvd)

'dwelling (= living) by his actions stemming from evil thinking, the

deceitful man ...'. This last ex. is very important in that it clearly

shows that vaijhaus manaijho in the current vs. must be a parallel

ablative. Thus syntax is comparable to 32.3a akdt manaijho std ciOram

and its antithesis 33.6a {arazus) hvd mainyaus d vahisidt kayd. These
two sets clearly indicate that in all other instances of similar figures

in the Gathas only an abl. interpretation is the correct one.
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These are, listed by type: 46. Me vaijhaits uxdais manaijho = 47.2b
uxdais vaijlmis Sadnu manaijho - 51.3b uxdais vaijlmis manaijho.
34.14b vaijlmis syaoQand manaijho, 45.5e vaijlmis mainyaus syaoBandis,
47.2c drmatois ... syaoQand, 48.5b vanhuya cistais syaoBandis, 50.9b
asd va/jhaus syaoQanais manaijho 'with actions stemming from good
thinking allied with truth

1

. With both word and action: 44.1 Od
armatois uxdais syaoOandis, 45.Sc vaijlmis mainyaus syaodanahyd
uxdaliydcd ... ahwam 'Lord of the action and word stemming from
Thy good spirit', 53. Id daenayd vaijhuya uxScl syaodandca. With
thought

:
34.2a manaijhd mainyauscd vaijhmis "and through thinking

stemming from good understanding
1

. Related also: 48.1 Id kmg a
vaijlmis jimat manaijho cistis To whom shall come the understanding
stemming from good thinking?

1

and 48.8d vaijlmis mainyaus syaoQ-

ananqm javaro 'incentive for actions stemming from good spirit'.

dcim'im vidvd hiQqm asahya 'knowing the creator and ally of truth
1

.

This must refer to AhM. ace. to 3i.Sbc hyat 0\vd ham casmaini grabam
haidim asahya dqmim 'when I grasped Thee in a vision to be the real

creator of truth
1

and 32.2ab alntro ... am hus.haxd xrmvdtd 'the Lord,

the good companion of sunlike truth
1

. Thus Zarathustra seems to say,

when a man realizes that AhM. is the creator and ally of truth, he

expresses his understanding of this by acting with good thinking,

through which AhM. himself did create truth (cf 3 1.7), and also with

the piety necessary for offering strength to his lord (cf. 28.3).

tded vispa ... Bwahmf mazda xsaOrdi a voyaQrd is difficult, but seems
to refer to the remaining powers of AhM. voyaQrd is probably for orig.

*voi8ra, perhaps related to Lat. vis: thus my translation 'powers'.

34.ll. at toi ube haurvdscd xrara6di.d amaratatdscd 'Now. both

completeness and immortality are (to serve) for Thy food (sustenance)'.

For disc, cf. 33.8 data va amaratdscd etc.

vwjhaus xsadrd manaijhd asd mat drmain's vaxst utayuiti tavtsi

Through (or, along with) the rule of good thinking allied with truth,

(our) piety has increased these two enduring forces (for Thee)'. This

statement belongs with in trans. 33.10c vohit uxsyd manaijhd xsaOrd

asded 'Grow through the rule of good thinking and truth* and all

the other exx. discussed at 28. 3be yaeihyd xsaOramcd ... varadaiti

drmait is. On the fig. vaijlmis xsaOrd manaijho asd mat, cf. 30.7 ahmdicd

xsaOrd etc.

tdis a mazda vidva&sqm Qwui.ahi, Lornme! (1 942, 14) has shown that

Owoi.ahi belongs with upd.Owayeiii 'terrorize' Vyt. 27 and is thus to be
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restored as *6\i'dyahi (assim. of oris. *8wayahi). However, the form

does not represent a false vocalization, but shows the attempt to nor-

malize the misunderstood *6\vdyahi ace. to the phrase Owoi as at 31.9a.

For process, cf- introd. p. 13. Similarly, 1 explain vidvaesqm for orig.

tvidvuesam "the enemy', influenced by the freq. gen. pi. aesqm appearing

in the text. Xhe phrase is therefore: wis d mazdd *vidvaesam

*9\\'dyahi "By reason o( these things. Wise One. Thou dosl terrorize the

enemy*.

34.12. kat Iof razorn ktit vasi: kat vd siftto kat vd yasnahyd. The
reading vast does not seem correct, for we expect a noun parallel to

preceding razor* and upon which the dig. gens, stiltd and yasnahyd

can depend. Ci~. Y. 71.1 kat asti roQwqm j'ramnr,nil is. Yl. 1.1 kat asti

mqOralw ... amavost.mwm, etc. I therefore emend to *w.v,">, noting that

the orig. reading is partly attested in the var. im5 (J 2 , Jp,, KJ.
Change of *vc/sn to vasi was motivated by the fact that the form

otherwise appears in the Gathas in conjunction with the root xsd

(once with root / in the empd. vosH.iii- 53.9). and its use here in 34.12

must have seemed odd to the redactors of the text, who substituted the

expression kar vast 'whin wishest thou'.'", which must have been a well

known phrase to them. Thus translate: "What is Thy directive? What
.Thy wish? Is it for praise? Is it for worship?*. Parallels of the fig.

slut- ... yasna- are given at 33.S yusn.vn etc.

yd viddyi'u eisis rdsnqm 'by reason of which one should distribute

the rewards lo those who follow Thy directive*. The form rdsnqm

should be ascribed lo the adj. rdzan- "following directives )\ corres-

ponding to the preceding rdzarln- 'directive*. The combination axis

rdsnqm recalls above 34.3c huddtjho ... savd "salvation Tor the beneficent

man*, and follows the pattern that most gen. forms of neut. nouns

are used possessively in the Gathas; cf. 32.1 1 raexmah-.

sisd na asd paOd vaijhaus x'aetang manaijho 'Instruct us to the paths

of good thinking, easy to travel in alliance with truth*, axel modifies

x'aetang, as is obvious from 11 lg. 34.13b ydlnl ... asda I urvdxsat 'along

which one shall proceed in alliance with truth*. According to 51.16b

vaijlmispadtibis manaijho, we should have expected *asd x'aeinng vaijlwus

pa8a manaijho. but .Vaetnng and paOd have interchanged places in order

lo allow the caesura to fall in its usual place. Cf. 44.2e hard ma'myu

ahum.bis urvado mazda, where ma'myu and ahum.his also have been

reversed for exactly the same reason.

34.13. daend sansyantqm ydhit karstd asdeit urvdxsat "lo the con-
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ceptions of those who shall save, along which Thy extoller shall

proceed in alliance with truth ...\ yahu (J 2, S,) is correct, for the

pron. resumes preceding daend, in turn a paraphrase of advanam ...

vaijhaus manatjho in line a and paQo vaijhaus x'aetang maiuujho in vs. 12c.

The conceptions of the saviors (world-healers) are certainly founded

upon the enactment of good thinking and truth in this world. Also,

I prefer the var. karatd (S
t
. Mf2 , Kj.) to karatd, and I explain it as nom.

sg. of a stem kctratar- 'extoller, commemorator"; cf. 29.8c carakaradid

srdvayeijhe "to recite hymns of praise', described as one of the funda-

mental acts of the true believer. The word thus continues the theme of

kat vd st itto in the preceding vs. Finally, urvdxsat here and in 44.8

is 3sg. subj. of the s-aor. of vraj 'proceed". It is difficult to decide

whether the form has adopted the expected extended grade of its

corresponding indie, or whether we are dealing with a case o\~ the

freq. lengthening of a to a after v. Cf. Addenda.

In at cavistd hudabya nuzdam 'the prize which has been promised

to the beneficent', ca vista is for orig. *coistd, just as cavixi 51.15 and

sravinul 28.7 stand for orig. *coist and *sroimd (older *sravoima).

The fig. hudabya mizdam responds to axis rdsiutm in the preceding vs.

34.14. tat (= ntizdain) zi ... vairim astvuite ustana i data 'For this prize.

desirable for both body and breath, has been established (deter-

mined) ...'. On astvuite ustana i, cf. 30.7 kahrpam ... qiund. On delta.

cf. 31.2 aihi.darastd.

vaijhaus syaoOand inanaijho: yoi zi gaus varazane azyd '(for l hose)

who. through their action stemming from good thinking, indeed exist

in the community of the fertile cow*. The fig. vaijhaus syuoBum muiutnhd

belongs within the rel. clause yoi etc., but has been prcposed before

the rel. pron. to avoid breaking this syntactically close unit across

the caesura. For disc. cf. 28.1 vaijhaus xratum munaijhO. On the

syntax of abl. vaijhaus ... nuinaijhu, cf. aliyd vaijhaus nuinai/hd syaodana

in vs. 10 above, where other exx. are discussed. In general, it is

important to note that yoi zi gaus varazane azyd is a metaphor for the

community of the faithful followers of good thinking and truth.

Cf. remarks at 30.10 (end) for treatment of parallel metaphors.

f'rddo is nom. pi., not gen. sg.. of the root noun frcid-. and agrees

with antecedent yoi zi.

34.15. at mai vahistd sravdsca syaoOandcd vaocci / td tit vohu manatjhd

asacci "Tell to me the best words and actions, those allied (in harmony)

with sood thinking and truth'. Syntax resembles 33.13ab doisi moi yd
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va *abifra id xsaSrahyd ... and thus suggests thai a rel. yd has been

suppressed before vahisia. For employment of the instr. vo/nt manaijhd

asacci, cf. 32.2, wTiere ail parallels are given.

isudam slitto *ttie claim (due) for my praise' is obj. gen.; cf. 28.4

asis syaoQananqni "rewards for our actions*, where other exx. are

listed. On faras?ni ... da ahum Thou shall heal the world*, cf. 30.9.

In general, note that the whole phrase xsmdkd xsadrd aIntra firasSm
haiQyam da ahum Through your rule. Lord. Thou shall truly heal this

world in accord -with our wish' is antithesis lo 46.1 lab xsaGrdis ahum
yujSn karapana kdvayascd aha is syaoQanais ahum nwmigaidyat maxim
'During their regimes, the Karpans and Kavis yoked (us) with evil

actions in order to destroy the world and mankind*. For disc, cf. 30.9

a tea tai vaem livamd etc.
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This hymn, entirely addressed to Ahura Mazda, begins with 4 verses

requesting the help of the lord to achieve support for truth and good
thinking among men; also the compelling understanding arising from
a virtuous spirit which is at the basis of the former task. From this

point on, as in Y. 47, Zarathustra concentrates his attention on the

workings of the virtuous spirit in both god and man. In verses 5-6 he
relates his recognition of this quality in his god, in that the Wise
One was motivated to create existence, to fix an appropriate reward
for a person's behavior (good or bad), and to come to save the fallen

world debased by the effects of evil and deceit. Verses 7-15 then

recount the prophet's own awakening of his calling to the service or his

lord, a realization resulting from his confrontation with the workings
of the same virtuous spirit upon himself. The visitations of the virtuous

spirit described in this Gatha belong to Zarathustra's extraordinary

vision and have been formulated by him in such dramatic terms for

the purpose of depicting the development of his own understanding

in terms of real encounters with a force strong enough to motivate

him to a new dimension of perception of the characteristics and
problems of existence.

Analysis. Quoting a prayer which states that the Wise One indeed

has the power to grant any request, Zarathustra immediately sets

the theme in the first verse by entreating his god for the might to

sustain truth and good thinking in the world of man. In this way he

at once identifies his nature with the essence of his god who created

these principles, yet stresses that the difference between them lies

in the helplessness of man, in the pervasive power of god, to bring

these spiritual forces to realization. Verse 2 then continues with the

complementary notion: Mankind must also become understanding

through the workings of a similar virtuous spirit, because it was
through the effects of such a spirit that god himself was moved to

create truth and good thinking. Thus this world must possess not only

the instruments to attain the highest good but also the inherent

understanding and moral quality to drive them to set these instruments

into motion in their own existence. The highest good which can be so

achieved approaches the state of perfection in which god himself

abides (3). God, who holds all powers (current and future), must
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therefore intercede for the good of man (4). This is the special purpose

in the prophet's designation of his lord as virtuous and brave in the

verse, which thus defines him both as the source of the moral
principles of truth and good thinking and the power to brins these

to fulfillment. Verses 5 and 6 then describe the prophet's understanding

of his god's dimensions of virtue. He created the world, for without
its creation there would be no possibility to comprehend his goodness.

He judges man with fairness. He has come to save the world with his

principles of truth and good thinking.

In the following verses Zarathustra describes the awakening of his

own understanding, which was evoked through his own personal

encounter with the force of this virtuous spirit. Elevated to heightened

perception through this spirit, the future prophet realized thai he must
lake sides in the innate struggle between good and evil in this world (7).

and that the only possible choice lies in the alliance with truth and
in the opposition to deceit (S). That he must serve this cause of truth (9)

with knowledge founded upon good thinking (10), which alone shall

bring the best existence to pass in the world of man (11). That there

must be obedience for the one true god, the Wise Lord (12). for only
under his rule of truth and good thinking can this earthly life become
meaningful (13).

' In the final verses Zarathustra swears his allegiance to the Wise
Lord and entreats, by reason o\' their comradeship and their unity of
purpose, for his god's support to bring to realization the things

which the prophet has come to understand in his spiritual vision (14).

Verses 15 and 16 establish Zarathustnfs alliance with the virtuous

spirit of god in a solemn oath, and to prove this truth, he quotes the

fundamental principles which shall heal this world : One must oppose
the forces of evil but submit to the majestic powers of the Wise Lord.
Truth and good thinking must grow strong and mature in this world.
These highest precepts thus return to the basic motir so eloquently

expressed in the very first verse of this Gatha. The circle is thus
complete.

43.1. usia alima i ... nmzda tlayclt ahuro 'May the Wise Lord grant
wishes to him'. These first 2 lines, framed in impersonal speech which
differs from the persona! style of vassmi and moi in lines cd, are a

mqQra, Here Zarathustra quotes a Segensspruch intended to move
AhM. to grant his entreaties expressed in the fllg. lines of vs. 1 and
in the subsequent vss. 2 and 3.
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utayuiti tavisim gat.toi vasami asam daraidyai. The traditional text

cannot be correct here, since utayuiti- is always employed as an

adj. in the Gathas (cf. 3.0.7) and must therefore agree with tavisim

here, as in 48.6ab ha nS utayuitim dat tavisim "she shall grant enduring

strength to us'. Constructions involving vox 'wish' with an inf. always

govern the ace, which necessitates the emendation to * utayuitim

tavisim in our passage. CF. 34.4ab at toi dtram ... usamahi ... stoi

rapante ciOra.avaijham, 50.2b yS him ahmcii vdstravaitim stoi usyat. etc.

Thus translate :

l

I wish enduring strength to come in order to uphold

the truth'. Direct parallel is given at 46.3.

rdyo a.sis vaijhSus gaem manayho 'the rewards of wealth and a life of

good thinking'. These specify the expression in 2S.2bc ahvci astvatascd

hyated nmnaijho dyapta 'the attainments of both existences (worlds! —
of the body as well as of the mind'. In 43.13de below these are also

described as daragain dyu 'long life' and vciiryd stis 'the desirable

condition* existing under the rule of AhM.

43.2. cited ahmcii vispanqm vahistam 'Moreover. (I wish) the best of

all things for this person'. The phrase is still dependent upon vasami

in vs. I. The pron. ahmcii appears in place of expected maihyo in order

to imitate the form ahmai in the preceding mtfira. Note, however, that

Zarathustra also refers to himself in the 3rd person at 49.l2ab,

with subsequent switch to 1st person forms in the final 2 lines of

the vs.

.x'aQroya ltd .x'dOram daiditd stands for orig. *.x'a6roi *yd nd *.x
lara8am

daiditd *by which a man might place the person of good goal in

happiness". Cf. 28.2c ydis rapanto daidit xld8re 'by which one might

place your supporters in happiness' and 50.5d yd nd .x'dOre dayat 'by

which one might place us in happiness*. On orthographic shortening

of *x'd6roi *yd to x'cWroyd, cf. 53.3d Inulanvaras vd for *hitddnu

*varasvd. Cf. also SI. (1965, 17 f.).

*.x
iara6a- is cognate with Ved. svdrtha- 'of good goal, purpose' (also

trisyllabic), and also lies at the basis of .x'ar'&iya- 'deriving from

good purpose' in 28.10c .x'araiOyd ... srava. In related context, cf.

33.Sa fro nidi voizdum araOd yd vohu sycivdi maiuujhd 'Take ye heed

of my goals (purposes), which I shall enact with good thinking".

Passage here seems to define .x'araOa- as a person whose goals are

motivated by good thinking. Replacement of orig. *xrmadam by

.x'dOram has taken place under the influence of preceding *.x'ddroi.

On process, cf. introd. p. 8 f. and SI. (ibid.).
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8\va cici&wa sjfSnista mainyu mazdd 'to be understanding through

Thy most virtuous spirit. Wise One 1

. ciciOwa is nom. sg. of a stem

cici&wan-, the equiv. of Ved. cikitvdn- 'understanding*: the form is

not instr. of a stem ciciru-. Cf. 43.7 below.

yd da asd vaijhaus maya manaijfw 'through which (spirit) Thou didst

create the wonderous powers of good thinking allied with truth
1

.

The rel. pron. yd does not anticipate asd. bui refers back to the

preceding instr. spSnisid mainyu. AhM. does not create the good through
truth but by reason of his very virtuous spirit, which is his prime
motivating force, Ci. 44.7de azmn id is 6wd fraxsne a vdmi mazdd ./ span ta
mainyu vfspanqrn dataram "Through these (questions) 1 am trying to

discern Thee, Wise One. to be the Creator of everything by reason of
Thy virtuous spirit*; 51.7ab ya gqm taso ... span isid mainyu mazdd
Thou, Wise One, who didst fashion the cow by reason of Thy most
virtuous spirit': also 45 .6be ya Inula yoi hanti spanid mainyu 'Who is

beneficent to those who exist by reason of His virtuous spirit*. Syntax
of 43.2cd here thus identical to 31 ,7b hvo xraOwd dam is asam yd ddrayat
vahistam mono Through this intention He created truth, by reason
'of which (intention) He has (also) upheld the very best thinking*,

where instr. yd likewise refers back to preceding instr. xradwd.

asd thus belongs with vaijhaus mdyd mancnjho in the sense o[
The wondrous powers of good thinking allied with truth'; cf. 32.2.

Stylistically identical : 34.1 lb vaijhaus xsaOrd maiuujhd asd mai The rule

of good thinking allied with truth* (similarly. 51 .18b), 46.2e vaijhaus asd
istim manaijho 'the power of good thinking allied with truth', 50.9ab
tats vd ... pain ... ayeni ... asd vaijhaus syaoQandis manaijho 'I shall

encounter you with action stemming from good thinking allied with
truth*.

43.3. arazus savaijho paQo sisoit '(who) might instruct us to the

straight paths of the Mighty One'. Both the fllg. line d haiByang d.stis

ySng asaeiti aIntro 'to the true heights where the Lord dwells* and the

parallel 33.5c araziis paQo yaesu ahuro saeiti show that savaijho must
also refer to AhM. Thus the form belongs to savah- 'mighty' (= Ved.

savds-); cf. designation of AhM. at 33.1 la ya sarisid ahuro. Adj. savah-

also appears at 28.9c iso xsadramed savanhum The powers and mastery

belong to (you) mighty ones' and 51.2c vahmdi ... savaijho 'for the

glory of the Mighty One', both referring to AhM. and his companions.
Cf. also remarks at 32.1 1 raexanah-.

haidyang d.stis 'the true heights'. 1 analyse the word aMi- 'heiehf as
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a-st-i- and thus combine it with Ved. a sthd 'climb, mount'. Thus
morphologically related to the Ved. type ni-dh-i- 'treasury

1

, etc. Cf. also
paity-a-st-i- 'firm foundation

1
53.3.

The word huzSntu- 'of good lineage, noble
1

belongs with Ved. sujatd-
'id.

1

and lies at the basis of haozqdwa- 'good relationship
1

45.9.

43.4. hyat td zasta yd tii hajsi a va yd da asis 'i fThou shal t help me with
the very hand with which Thou dost hold those rewards which Thou
shalt give

1

. The form ava is intentionally double-valued, both as 2sg.

pres. subj. ava 'thou shalt help
1

and as ace. pi. pron. curd 'those'

corresponding to yd da asis. Note that the juxtaposition zasta ... ava
is meant to recall 29.9c zastavat avd.

hyat mot vatjhSus haza jimctt manaijho '(and) if the force of good
thinking shall come to me'. This hyat clause is parallel to the preceding
one and also depends upon at manghai. The line belongs with 46.2e
d.xso vaijhSus asa istim manaijho *to see the power of good thinking
allied with truth

1

and 48.6b ddt tsvlshn vatjhmts manaijho 'she shall

grant the force of good thinking
1

. Intention is that there is just as great
a power in promoting the ways of good thinking and truth as there

exists in the ways of evil, under whose control the world now regrettably

lies.

43.5. hyat 6wd aijhaus zqdoi darasam paoitrvim 'when I saw Thee to be
the First One at the creation of the world

1

. Belongs with 44.3b kasnd
zqGcl ptd asahyd paouruye 'Which man was the father of truth in the
beginning, during the creation'?*. Both zqdoi and zqOd attest to a stem
zaQa- 'birth, creation* (correct. Bthlm. 1904, 1693).

hyat da SyaoBana mizdavqn yded uxdcl 'when Thou didst determine
actions as well as words lo have their prizes'. On coordination with
yded, cf. 28.2 astvarased hyatcd. The whole phrase is discussed at 28.

4

asiscd syaoBananqm etc.

43.6. yahmi ... urvaese must designate a time between cujIidus zqOdi

*at the creation of the world' and ddmois urvaese apome 'at the final

turning point of creation'. Thus I take the phrase as *at this very

turning point, time*, noting that the filg. alum is intentionally

ambiguous. Zarathustra means, on the one hand, yahmi ... urvaese ...

ahmi *at which turning point I exist (am)' = 'now
1

, with alum = Ved.
cismi.

jaso mazdd xsadrd ahmi vohu manaijhd Thou, the Wise One, hast

come into the world with the rule of good thinking
1

. The second value
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of ahmi ( — Ved - asmiri) resumes aijhmis of the preceding vs. ace. to

Zarathustra's characteristic employment of this pron. Thus this passage

is a variant of 30.7a ahmdicd xsaOrd jasar manaijha vohu asded 'But to

this world He came with the rule of good thinking and truth', where

the use of the pron. forms ahmdi ahmi are discussed, as well as the fig.

xsa&rd vohu manaijha (asded). Note thai the root / is also attested with

loc. in the same meaning in RV. : c\~. IX 50.2 del Irene lisrd vcwah ....

ycicl dvyci est' sclmivi 'Three voices arise when thou goest into the

sheep back (strainer)*, etc.

yehyd syaoOandis ga&Ot'i asd frdchme 'through the actions oT which

the creatures allied with truth do prosper'. For disc. cf. 44.15 {2nd

para.).

aeihyo ranis sanghaiii annains dwuhyd xralnns 'To these does piety

announce the judgments of Thy will*. Juxtaposed with preceding

jtisd ... xsaOra in order to show the dependency of sovereignly upon
piety and obedience. Motif is dealt with at 28.3 xsaOr.vn ... clrmaiiis.

43.7. hyat ma volui pairi.jasat manaijha "when he attended me with

good thinking". Implicit subject of pairi.jasat is spantu nutinyus. This

•is clear from the development of this hymn. Verse 2 stales thai the best

of all things lo befall a man is to become motivated by the virtuous

spirit of the lord with which he himself has created all I hat is wondrous

and good. Verse 3 continues, if this occurs, one would reach the

highest good, that state of sincerity, nobility and virtue which

distinguishes the lord. The preceding verse 6 then stales, this is now
possible for mankind, since AhM. has come into the current world

with his virtuous spirit, offering it to those who comprehend that

truth and good thinking will further existence. Zaraihustra now explains

in verse 7 here how he indeed was moved by the spirit of the lord

lo realize the true situation. Specifically, the use of spamam at Owd ...

manghi ... hyctr met vohu paiif.jasat manaijha 'Yes, I realized Thee to be

virtuous when he attended me with good thinking* is intended lo

resume the idea Owd viciQwd spam'sid mciinyu 'to become under-

standing through Thy most virtuous spirit in vs. 2c above.

kaQd ayara ikixsdrd farasaydi disci aihi Qwdhit gaeddhu tanusicd. In

that ihe questions of vs. 7 correspond to the answers in vs. S, viz.

cis alii 'Who art thou?' and zaraOustro '(I am) Zaraihustra': kahyd ahi

To which (side) dost thou belong?* and usaone rafand liyam '1 would be

a support for the truthful man* (essential answer), it is clear that

kaQd ayarS ciaxsdrd farasaydi cJisd must also correspond to hyat a
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bustis vasasa.xsadrahya dya of vs. 8d. Consequently, it is first obvious

that we must read *daxsdr *d ... disd in order to obtain a locution

parallel to a ... dya in the Rig. answer.

The resulting *daxsar (better *daxsara) immediately suggests a neut.

pi. of a stem daxsarjit- of the type saxvdr5 29.4 {sax
l

arln- 'word'),

aydrS 43.2 above {ayarjn- 'day'), whose meaning should be 'revelation'

ace. to daxsayd 'reveal
1

32.13, daxsat 'revealed' 43.15 below. Ascribing

such meaning 'revelations' to *daxxdr(S) fits very well within the

constant use of mSngfn 'I realized' throughout this hymn, for if this

Gatha can be described in any characteristic way, it is certainly a

'hymn of revelations'. Cf. the motifdim ciciOwd span isrd ma'myu in vs. 2c
and hyat ... daxsat usyd ... vahistd 'when he revealed the best things

to be said' in vs. 15bc below.

a disd and fllg. a dya (— *diyd), the only med. forms of a da

in Av., belong best with Ved. rhed. dhd 'undertake, begin', freq.

construed with an inf. Cf. RV I 85.9c diuntd indro nary dpdmsi kdrtave

'Indra undertakes (begins) to perform his heroic acts', etc. Conse-

quently, the hypersyllabic farasaydi should contain an inf. of some
sort, and the only typological !y correct one would be *farose, of the

Ved. type -gvdbhe -rdhhe (State II roots). Positing now a much earlier

form of the phrase as *daxsdr a Jrasa i disa, it can be seen that the usual

repetition of preverbs would result in *daxsdr a Jrasa i a disa, which

I envisage resulting in false *frasayd owing to the appearance of

frasayd at 44.13. The subsequent writing farasaydi simply issues from

the tendency to write final -yd as -ydi (cf. SI. 1962, 61 f.): cf. vars.

firasayd frasayd even here and note usyd usydi in 43.15 below, etc.

For the meaning of the inf., the common Gathic sense 'counsel, advise,

explain* of the med. forms offrus seems most favorable to me.

kaOd ayurn can only be translated as 'how, this day?', and the fllg.

yavat d (orig. *yavatd) ... staomi 'while 1 praise ...' is the appropriate

answer. Cf. RV. VIII 86.2a katha nunam vdm vinland upa stavat 'How
shall V. praise you now?'. VI 1 1 94.8a b kdd vo adyd niahdni'nn. devandm

dvo vrne 'Shall I entreat today for the help of the great gods?', etc.,

with adverbial expression of lime following initial question word.

Finally, tamisted appears to be a mistake for *iamisucd (already Bthim.

1879, 42), or possibly *tamtvicd.

All these considerations thus require the reconstruction kttOd ayarS

*daxsdr5 *d *fsrase *( a J.disd aihi Owdhu gaeQdhu *ianiisucd "How, this

day, wouldst thou undertake to explain these revelations among thy

creatures and thine own?'.
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43.S. hyat isoyii 'if 1 were able* is a parenthesis. Cf. yavat isdi in

fllg. vs. 9e and 34.5a yadd vci ahmi. The form isoyd is graphically regular

for *isoiya and thus represents a themalically inflected opt. built to

lsg. subj. isdi ISA, 43.9, 50.1 1. For disc. cf. 28.7 sravimd.

hyat a hums vasasa.xsciQrahyd dyd j yavat a (*yavata) 8\vd maztla

staomi ufyded. The use of hyat shows a change lo indirect discourse.

and therefore the employment at 9\vd mazdd Thee. Wise One' is proper,

a 1 1hough A hM
.
canno l be the subject o T the repea ted pain.jasai ( cf. vs . 7

a bove ) . The word hiist is is d i ffic ul t . b u t sinee i t m ust somehow con I inue
the notion of *t1ctxsdra 'revelations*. I translate it as 'endeavors* in light

of Ved. hints, freq. 'to endeavor". CT. RV. X 42. lb hhusann iva prd

hhard sidmam asmai 'Endeavoring, as il were, lo him I shall offer

praise", where bhuscm appears with sidmam parallel to hastis ... staomi
in 43.8de here. Also VI ll 99.2b tve a hhusanti vedhdsuh The masters
endeavor under thee (= under thy direction)', etc.

Furthermore, since vasasz.xsaOrahyd intentionally corresponds to

vasa xsayqs maztla ... aIntra of vs. lb and therefore cannot resume
hoi of at hoi aoji Then I said to him* of line a here, we must supply
tot to vasasa.xsctdvahyd, obvious from the fllg. 6wa maztla. Thus
translate : Thai I would undertake (to explain) the endeavors of (Thee)
the One ruling al His will, while I praise and eulogize Thee, Wise One".
This addition of tat modifying vasasa.xsaBrahyd, implicit from the
-fllg. voc, is required also in the syntactically parallel lines 45.llde
saosyemtd dang patois ... / urvaQo hrata ptd va maztla ahttrd 'He is an
ally, a brother or a father {of Thee), Wise Lord, the Master of the
house who shall save (us)'.

43.9. ahyafirasSm kcthmdi vivuhtye ra.y/To his question : Whom dosl
thou wish to serve?' . farasam stands for orig. y'arasqm, ace. of farasd-
v

quesu'on\ and the fllg. kcthmdi clause is simply the direct question
(correct, Bthlm. 1 905, 51; Lommel 1971, 98; etc.). Final -am for -qm
appears in IiySm 43.8 (preceding vs.), 50.9, staram 44.3, xsnam 48.12,

53.2, etc. For disc, of kahmdi vivtcluye, cf. 32.4 yd masyd ... clanto.

add Owahmai aOre
l

I said : Thy fire'. Geldner gives only 2 vars. here,

viz. at a (K 5 ) and add (J 2 ). The latter is preferable since we expect a

verb of speaking in answer to ahya *farasqm in the preceding line.

add thus = add in YH. 35.8 kahmdicit ... add
k

I have said to everyone 1

,

which would have been written *add in the orig. text, with usual

shortening of initial a-, add is therefore a modernization and the var.

at d results from a false division to *acl a, with automatic change to
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is
pause form at. Influence or vs. 8 at (2x), vs. 10 at, etc. Bwafunai aOre L
correct dat. with vid 'serve', responding to previous kahmdi vividuve
vast. CI. ddara \n vs. 15 above.

yavat isdi is again a parenthesis. On many

a

/, cf. 31.19 gfdia yS
mantel asam. Note the locution asahyd ... manydi here imitates manta
asam in the cited passage.

43.10. Continues the preceding discourse without any interruption.
Zarathustra is stil! responding to spanto mainyus.
asam hyat ma zaozaomi 'the truth, which I continue to summon'.

For parallels, cf. 31.4 yadtt asam zavim.

drmaiti hacimno it drom 'Being in alliance (harmony) with piety,
i have deserved if. For drmaiti hacimno, cC 32.2. The meanine of
dram is discussed at 28.10 ddda- ... dr.i8\va-.

parstarn zi Bwd yadand 'for what is counseled (explained) through
thy effort'. yaOand is discussed at 31.22.

43.11. hyat *xsmd.uxddis didaiijhe paourvim 'When I was first

instructed by your words ...\ Addressed to AhM. now. The reading
xsmd uxddis is best taken as a empd. along with the other exx. listed at
29.1

1
nhmd rdtois. The form didaiijhe must be a preterite corresponding

to nig. sqs 'appeared' (on which, cF. 29.1 add mbi sastd). it therefore
stands far med, perf. *dadaiijhe 1 with generalized full grade (cf. Ved.
perls, sasanise. sasranmtr from -aim roots), since a med. lsg. imperf.
requires zero-grade *didahi. Change in redup. under the influence or
didqs 'expounded' 49.9. For similar changes, cf. *didyat *they saw'
44.10 changed to daidyat under the influence of pres. opt" stem
daidyci- from del and didarnsatd 46.7 for orig. *dadarosaii. On the
process, cf. in trod. p. 16.

tat wnazyeidydi hyat moi mraotd vahistam 'to bring to realization that
which ye told me is best*. Recalls 47.2ac ediyd mainynus spontistahyd
vahistrvn ... varazydt "One shall bring to realization the best for His
most virtuous spirit'

, where the specific actions are spelled out.

43. 1 2. hyatca moi mraos 'But, that Thou didst say to me'. AhM . is the
subject of mraos. and this change of person is properly motivated. After
Zarathustra concludes the last vs. with the idea that, once instructed
by the spanto mainyus, he could not believe mankind would bring about
what had been revealed to him, he then continues in the beginning of
vs. 12 with the notion that AhM. intervened with words of encourage-
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menu spoken in order to make him. the prophet, persevere in his

determination.

axam ja.sd fraxsnaiw '

(// tit moi noil asrlista pairyaoyzd 'Thou hast

come to the truth in thy discernment. Moreover, thou hast not

contradicted me in disobedience', fhlxsaiie is redactional change for

* fhixxinine. 1oc . o f a siem frdxsndna-
'

d iseernmenf ( = Ved . prajnaiui- )

.

showing the effects of normalization after frdxxnan.vn in vs. 14 and
Jidxsnnna 29.1 1: the latter clearly in the var. frdxsnana here and
Jrdxsimnc in the latter passage. This phrase asani jaxo *frdxsndiw thus

properly responds to the wish Owd ririOwd span istd nurinyu expressed

in vs. 2c. and both ideas support one another. The form asmsid is

loc. or asmsIi- "disobedience*, on which cf. 33.4: pair vatiytd is discussed

at 31.19 (4th para.).

para hyai moi d.jimai snraosd asi ... hacimnd "he fore obedience shall

have come to me accompanied by (my) reward", jimat is suhj. employed
in preterite context: cf. 45.2 uiii niravat. Zaralhustra is saying that he
was to become obedient to AhM. before the reward for such good
behavior was to come to him. The next line qualifies that such rewards
(both good and bad) arc to be dispensed at the final judgment.

yd vi axis rdndibyo savdi dayat 'according to which (obedience) one
shall distribute the rewards to both factions at the time of salvation*.

savdi is loc. of a stem sava- '(lime of) salvation'. Temporal insir. pi.

sard is (cf. 30.7 ayaijhd dddndis) appears in 5 1. 1 5c id (— inizild) vn vohii

nuinaijhd *asdal savdis en visi These (prizes) have been promised to you
by good thinking and truth during the limes of salvation

1

and 4K.ld

at tdi savdis vahmam vaxsat alwrd 'Then one shall increase Thy glory.

Lord, during the times of salvation*.

43.1 3. tarn moi ildlu darai>ahyd yaos yam vd naecis clawst he 'Grant to

me that (wish) for long life, to which no one has dared you to accede".

.
V«wh (— kdmmi) ... daragahyd yaos is obj. gen. (cf. 28.4 asiscci

syaadananqm), and resumes the motif darago.jydid is urvddaijhd in vs.

2e above. The form darnst is 3sg. root a or. of drs 'dare', on which the

fllg. inf. he depends. Regular syntax in OP. in DB I 53 f. kasciy naiv

adarsnaus cisciy Bastanaiy 'No one dared to say anything" and in Ved.,

e.g. AitBr. 4.8.4 >ut ha tarn dadhrsatur ... vaktum They did not dare
to say to him ...'. Similar syntax with dp also appears in the Gathas
at 46.7b hyat md ilragvd *dddarasati aenatjhe 'if the Deceitful One shall

dare to harm rne\ Subsequently, yam belongs with the inf. he. where
the idiom kamain i clearly means 'to accede lo a wish

1

. Cf. parallel Ved.
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expression kdmam dim RV. X 66.14cd priid iva jnatdyah kdmam e'/va,

asme devdso (d)va dhunuta vdsu 'Like friendly acquaintances acceding

to our wish, cast goods down upon us, ye gods'.

(kdmam) vairyd stdis yd Qwahmi xsaOroi vaci '(and the wish) for that

desirable condition which is said to exist under Thy rule
1

. Resumes

the theme of vatjfwus gaem manaijho 'life of good thinking' in vs. le

above, vairyd is for orig. *vairyaya; cf. Lommel (1934, 72) and 28.7

sravimd. Cf. also introd. p. 18.

43.14. Continues the preceding idea, but with a fundamental dif-

ference. Whereas vs. 13de represents the direct words of Zarathustra

to Ihtz spanto mainyus, Zarathustra now paraphrases his desires directly

to AhM. The same stylistic device reappears in the connected vss. 15

and 16 which follow.

maibyo (ddidi) mazdd lava rafimo frdxsnanam '(Grant) to me, Wise

One, Thy fitting (proper) support', frdxsnanam is discussed at 29.11

frdxsnanS.

hyat 6wa xsa8rd asdt haca frusta 'which has been attained through

Thy rule (which is) in accord with truth'. In the context of this vs.

solely directed to AhM. (cf. mazda. lava, tdi), it is better to take frajtd

as 3sg. med. aor. than as 2pl. act. aor. The form is thus medio-pass.,

on which cf. 31.2 aihi.darasul. Similar zero grade also in itis-qsya

•reject' 50.2.

uziraidydi aza saradand sanghahyd mat idis vispdis yoi toi maBrd

marami 'Let me arise and drive out the opponents of Thy teaching,

(let me) along with all those who heed (remember) Thy precepts'.

Textual I y related to 3 1, lab id va urvdid maramo agustd vacd sanghdmulu

aeibyo yoi ... asahyd gaeOd vimarancaite 'Heeding (remembering) these

commandments of yours, we teach those words which have gone

unheard by those who destroy the creatures of truth*. Both uziraidydi

and aza are best taken as juss. infs. For other exx. of this usage, cf. 34.3.

43.15. daxsa i usyti {S , ) *
/usiid.nuiii is vcih isid *

(a nd) the m ed ita tive o ne

revealed the best things to be said* seems to be the best reading and

interpretation of the passage: cf. SI. (1962. 60 IT.), dcixsai resumes

theme o f *daxsdrS in vs . 7 above . which sho ul d be con sul ted

.

wo/"/ «« •• asaono atiara. These final 2 lines are certainly the words

o f spanto mainyus q uo ted now by Za ra th ustra

.

43.16. hvo manyurn zaradusiro varante ... yoste ciscd span isto "This

Zarathustra does choose that spirit of Thine which indeed is the most
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virtuous'. This statement appearing in the final vs. of this Gatha leaves

no doubt that the third party of the hymn is the spanto nutinyus.

The fig. vispmg angrmg has been carefully chosen in the final line

of the preceding vs. so that spdnisto might contrast with it here.

as t vat asrvn etc. and the fllg. 2 lines conclude the revelations given

by spanto mainyus to Zarathustra. Vs. 15de began with the statement

that one should reject the deceitful. The contrasting thought is now
presented in the final 3 lines here, namely, that one should give his

total support to truth, good thinking and the Wise Lord. This only

makes sense if the statements are taken as words stemming from the

spirit of the lord and therefore quoted now by Zarathustra lo show
that he indeed did become understanding through the very virtuous

spirit of AhM. Thus a recapitulation of the themes of vss. I and 2.

x'Sng.darnso (K 5 . PtA) xsadroi iiyai arma it is 'May there be piety under
the rule of Him who has the appearance of the sun*. Touches again

upon the theme of the relationship betw. sovereignty and piety. Note
jasa ... xxaOra ... a rmait is in vs. 6 above, and for parallels, cf. 2S.3

xsadrom ... armaitis. The Ved. use of devcm svardrsah (1 44.9d),

mitrdvaruna svardfsd (V 63.2b), etc. makes it apparent that x*nng.-

daraso is a cmpd. (so. Bthlm. 1904, 1880), and that it refers to AhM.
Note, too, that the Ved. cmpd. can also repose on an old gen. *svar~-drs\

with the same gen. continued in the expression svar dfsike (1 66.10b =
69.10b). The var. darasoi simply issues from the influence of fllg.

xsaBroi. Cf. in trod. p. 6.

asim syaoBunais vohit daidit manaijhu "May He dispense through

good thinking (each) reward corresponding to one's actions'. Resumes
theme of hyat da miidavqn ycica ux5a etc. in vs. 5cd above. Parallels

also at 2S.4 asisca syaoOananqm ... mazda ahurahvd.
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This lyric, with its formulaic insistence which is surely intended
to reflect the persistence of Zarathustra's own determination, is a
wide-ranging inquiry addressed to the Wise Lord, in which the
prophet asks questions of diverse nature in order to clarify his

own position regarding the issues under investigation. At once
establishing his friendship with god, which should compel the lord to

answer, Zarathustra asks in verses 1 and 2 how a person, committed
to the Wise One and the principles he has created and maintained,
may best honor the lord, so that truth and good thinking might also
come to this world through such faith and devotion. This at once sets

the prophet as an ally of his god and as a person who truly under-
stands in which direction the endeavors of mankind should be force-
fully enacted.

In verses 3-7 Zarathustra then inquires after the creator of all the

aspects of both the physical and moral worlds. But these questions
are essentially rhetorical, for the prophet then admits that he has
asked about all these things as a means to define for himself the role

of Ahura Mazda as the creator oi' everything. Verse S then inquires
about the future reward for the prophet's dedication to the cause
of truth and good thinking, and the following 3 verses puzzle over
the problems of the good vision, which itself is a view of this earthly

existence controlled by these very forces o^ truth and good thinking.

How might the prophet bring this conception to realization (9)7 Will
his fellow creatures understand its aims (10)? Will they be pious to

the lord who created this (II)?

Zarathustra then turns in verses 12-16 to the immediate problems
of attacking the forces of deceit. How can one truly distinguish a

deceitful person (12)7 How can deceit be rejected (13) and undermined
(14) for good? Which side shall eventually win (13). and who shall

bring this to pass (16) with the help of the lord?

The next 2 verses ponder the question as to how the prophet may gain
a devoted following for his god (17) and also for himself (IS). Verse

19 subsequently focuses on reward and punishment, which provides the

subtle transition to the final verse wherein the prophet poses the

question of whether the gods were ever good, thus implying that they
and their followers deserve destruction because they oppose the advent
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of truth and goad thinking in this world. This furnishes the recapi-

tulation to the ttieme of the first verse of the Gatha entreating for the

arrival of truth and good thinking.

44.1. namaijho a yaBa nama xsmdvaw *how reverence for one of

your kind should be from the reverent person'. The use of the

postposition a with the a hi. in 31.21b hard is a ... .VdpaiBydt. 33.6a

hvu main vans a vahistdt. 44.13b below nfs ahmai d ndsdmd, etc. clearly

suggests thai nmmujhd a here is "from a reverent person'. Thus from

the adj. namah- 'offering reverence*. Cf. also 32.11 racxanah-. The fia.

nama xsmavaid is obj. gen. with animate subject appearing in the gen.

Cf. paraiiei type 34.3c Innldijlid ... savo 'salvation for the beneficent

man*. 34.12b as is rdsnan i
' rewards for those who fo 1low Thy d irect iv e*.

etc.

saliva t mavaire 'should declare to me*. I now see (contra SI. 1972a.

62 fn 4) that saliydt must belong to the a or. of sank "declare* (correct.

HH. 1959. II 53"). not salt instruct*, because the latter root is construed

only with an ace complement. Cf. 2S.I \bfrd.md sisd, 34.12c siscl nd.

43.3b ya nd ... sisait. 45.6e fro.ma sdsiu. The syntactic usage here of

frydi ... suliydt mavaito therefore necessitates combination with sanh

which governs Ihe dul. Cf. 30.2c ahmdi sazifydi, 30.8c aeihyo sasti',

43.6d aeihyo ... sant>haitf. 46.17a yaOrd v.i ... sanghdm. etc. Similar

disiinclton is usually maintained in Vcd.. e.g. RV. IV 16.2cd sdmsdtv

uk iham ... i 'ik ir use con trasi ing w i t h X 52.1a sdstdna ma \ 'd ilia "Instruct

me how ...*.

£// na asd frya dazdydi lidkurand 'and (how) friendly associations with

truth are to be established by us*. This line and the next one si ill

depend upon preceding saliva /. Cf. syntax of 43.4, where both hvat

clauses are structured in a parallel way. frya ... lidkurand is almost

the equiv. of the Eng. expression 'friendly relations'.

vuQa na a yolm jimat manaijhd 'in prder.ihat.il (= irulh) shall come
to us together with good thinking', usam is the subject of jimai, to

which valid manaijhd is joined as com it. instr. The presence of valid

mand is usually expressed as subordinate to the presence of AhM.
or thai of truth. Cf. 28.6a valid gaicif manaijhd 'Come together with

good thinking' (to AhM.). 5 1.20a b tat va na ... daidydi savo / asam
vohu mancnjlw *Lel that salvation of yours be granted to us : truth

accompanied by good thinking*. Notice also the coupling of asam and
vohu mono in vs. I3de below, which represents the antithesis to the

wish expressed here.Cf. also 43.2 (last para.).
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44.2. kada atjlwus vahistahya paourvim 'Is the beginning of the best

existence in such a way (that) ...\ On the use of ka&a for *kat aOa,

cf. 29.2 kada toi gavoi rants. Corresponding to kada is a suppressed

hyat which begins the next line. The use of aijhaus vahistahya paourvim

in line a is a deliberate variant of the fig. aijhus paouruvo discussed at

28.11.

kaOa suidydi yS i paitisat '(that) the loving man who shall seek after

these things is to be saved?
1

. Just as daQa- 'just', hiBa- 'companion',

urvaOa- 'ally
1

correspond to delta- Maw\ hita- 'team', urvata- 'command-
ment (cf. HH. 1952b, 4), kclQa- Moving

1

also corresponds to -kata-

'love
1

in xratu.kdta- Yt. 13.16. In 47.4cd the antithesis asaune kd9a

atjhat ... ako dragvdite 'shall be loving to the truthful ... bad to the

deceitful' is a stylistic alternant of the contrast good-bad appearing

in 33.2ab yS akam dragvdite ... varasaiti and filg. 33.3a ya asaune

vahisto. This supports well the derivation of kaOa-. On paitisat. cf.

30. 1 isanto.

hvo zi ... irixtam vhpoihyo j hard mainyu ahum.his urvaOo mazdei "For

such a person, watching over (= guarding) the heritage for all,

is a wo rid-healer and Thy ally in spirit. Wise One'. The phrase irixtam

vispoibyd hard is antithesis to 32.11b apayeiti raexana/jho vaedam 'by

stealing the possession of the (true) inheritor
1

(q.v.). The instr. mainyu

clearly belongs with dig. urvaOo ace. to 3 1.2 1 c yS hoi mainyu

syaodaiiaiscci urvaOo "who is His ally in spirit and actions'. The word
has simply been moved to the front of the line because a1mm.bis

would not fit properly before the caesura. For parallel, cf. 34.12

sisd nd asa etc.

44.3. kasnd zaBa pta asahyd paouruye 'Which man was the lather of

truth in the beginning, during the (time of the) creation?', uidd is

discussed at 43.5. The form is employed as an instr. of time duration,

for which other exx. are given at 30.7 ayaijhd dddndis.

kasnd x*dag staramed dat advdnam 'Which man created the course

of the sun and of the stars?', staram (Jm,, S 2 , etc.) is the proper reading.

The form is gen. pi. of the type narqm (= Ved. naremi), drayqm. and is

expected in view of the yAv. gen. sg. stdro (for *staro). On final -am

for -ay; j. cf. 43.9 farussin.

44.4. ka vdtdi dxanmaibyascd yaogat dsu 'Who yoked the pairs of

swifi (coursers) to the wind and to the clouds?*, dsu is a distributive

dual here, comparable to Yt. 10.136 aurusa aurvanta yuxta *vdsam

(Mss. vdsa) danjasante 'When yoked, the pairs of ruddy coursers shall
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pull his chariot (cf. K. Hoffmann 1968. 285 fn 1 1). Note that chqnman-
is the equiv. of yAv. clunmcm-. Resonant with -tin- is regularly employed
to indicate a nasalized resonant. Cf. marqzdyai 44.14, marqsydt 45.1,
narqs 45 .7 , fryatvimhi YH . 38.4. hvqnmah i YH . 35.5 for *m/vn-

,

' *n rm,
*//vm-, *lutm-.

44.5. Avt vfl u.v« aram.piQwd xsapdcd 'Who is it through whom dawn
exists together with noon and night'?'. The placement of n"/ only after

xsapd shows that w.«J, aram.piOwd and .v.w/?o cannot be in equal
coordination; cf. 31.21 haurvatd etc. Therefore aram.piOwd xsapdcd
must be considered comit. instr. with usd. as in the constructions 49.10c
namascd yd armah is izdcd 'and reverence with which piety and milk are
joined* and 51.11b ka spanid drnwitis "With whom is virtuous pietv
allied?'. Consequently, we can posit stem aram.pitu- (cf. instr. xraOw'd
31.7 etc.) and stem xsap- (cf. gen. xsapd Y. 57.31 and Ved. ksdp-)
for the Gathas.

f4.6. ttfem syaoQundis cbhqzaiti drmail is 'Through its actions, piety
gives substance to the truth'. Recalls 43.16c astvat asam liydt ustana
aojdnghvat 'May truth be embodied and strong with breath'. I translate
cbhqzaiii in light of Ved. balm- hahuid- 'thick, substantial

1

. Related to
our passage is the Ved. antithesis in RV. Ill 3 1. 1 9c clritho vi ydhi
balntld dclevih ^Pursue the substantial (= important) deceits of the
ungodly'.

taihyo xsa&ram whit cinas manatjhd 'It (piety) has made clear to Thee
the rule of good thinking'. This and the preceding line belong with the
parallels given at 28.3 xsaOram ... varatkiiti drmail is. Both illustrate the
mutual dependency between sovereignly and piety. On the fig. xsaBram
vohu ... manaijluu cf. 30.7. The value of amis is discussed a I 33.2.

. . 44. 7 . ka baraxdqm tdsi xsadrd mat armaiiim 'Who fash ioned esteemed
piety in addition to rule?'. Continues motirof the previous vs.

ka uzamam coral vydnaya puQram pidre 'Who made a son respectful

in his attentiveness to his father?', vydnaya is loc. of a stem vvana-
k

attentiveness' discussed at 29.6. Note also the etymologically related

vyqm appearing in 48.7. Lommel (1971, 1 15 f.) aptly remarked that the
relationship between father and son is a fundamental ex. of the
interaction of xsaOram and drnwitis.

azam tats Qwd fraxsne (J 3) avdmi mazcid spanta mainyu vispanqm
daidram Through these (questions) I am helping to discern Thee, Wise
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One, to be Creator of everything by reason of Thy virtuous spirit
1

.

This statement furnishes the motivation for all the questions of the

preceding vss. The form fraxsne, though attested only in a fair Ms.

(cf. also frasnem K4), is the preferable reading, since an inf. dependent

upon avami works well syntactically. Cf. RV. IX 6l.22ab sd pavasva

yd avitha, hidram vrtrdya hdntave 'Purify thyself, thou who didst aid

Indra to smash the obstacle'; also V1TI 37.6a ksatraya tvam dvasi net

tvam avitha Thou dost aid the one to rule, thou hast not helped the

other
1

. This inf. fra-xsn-e (to fra xsnd) is thus directly comparable to

poi 30.7, 44.15-16. The corresponding Ved. infs. paraded 'to deliver
1

,

dydi 'to drive hither
1

, etc. have full grade, but they have been modeled

after the common inf. forms in -dhycu. Correct zero grade is still

maintained in Ved. in root-noun inflection : cf. havir-d-e, suci-p-e, etc.

The common var. fraxsni results from the usual confusion of -i and -e

in the Mss., here particularly in view of the fllg. avami .

On the syntax of spantd mainyit vlspanqm del(dram, cf. 43.2 yd da

asd etc.

44.8. yded asd aijhaus arSm vaedyd "and which things are to be properly

acquired from an existence in harmony with truth
1

, vaedyd (J 2 , K 5 ) is

the better reading to vaedydi (Pto., IC4 , etc.), since a gerundive is the

correct grammatical form employed with a rel. pron. The var. vaedydi

has been assim. to the common infs. in -dydi (cf. SI. 1962, 66). vaedyd

itself belongs to vid 'find, acquire
1

clearly, for the phrase asd aijhSus ...

vaedyd is a var. of 53.5c vaedd.dum ... ahum ya vatjlmts manaijho

'Acquire an existence of good thinking
1

; cf. also 28.5 manasca vofm

vaeddmno etc. On the fig. asd aijhaus. cf. 32.2.

ka ma una vohu undxsaf dgamat.td To what goods shall my soul

proceed in the future?', agamat.td is loc. of a stem dgmali- 'the future,

what is to come', built with the stiff, -ati- and fully parallel to the past

part. yAv. yamata-, OP. pardgmata-, built with -ata-. Parallel of

34.13 shows that vohu represents mi-dam, and both. stand for salvation.

Both verses are essentially parallel : ddislis, vohu mcmaijhd, asd here

correspond to advanam vaijhaus manaijho, daend saosyantqm, asd there.

Both therefore stress the common theme : to follow the commandments

of the lord, the life of good thinking and the ways of truth will lead one

to salvation.

44.9. The theme of daend- 'vision, conception
1

dominates the next 3

verses.

kaOd moi yam yaos daenam done 'How shall I give life to that
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vision of mine ...?*. yam followed by yam without a corresponding

demon, pron. is difficult. Structure of vs. 9 resembles the fllg. one.

where the sequence tain daeiutm yd ... yd appears correctly, and I

would therefore emend to *tqm daenqm in vs. 9 here. The idiom

vans z dd 1 lake consistently to mean 'to give life to. bring to life\

Duchesne (1970. 206) has also seen the connection between vaos and

life.

yam ... pail isp saliva t xsadrahyd ,trnxva xsaOrd ... axis lis. asistis

cannot belong to a suit 'instruct, command*, because full grade is

necessary in the -//-noun as in the past part, appearing in mazdd.-

frasdsta- Y. 1. 10. It is therefore best explained as a mistake for

*ux. isi is "one of great power* icf. asistis S,), expected in view of the

expression nmsvd xsaOrd *by reason of his lofty sovereignly (rule)'.

Cf. SI. (1971. 575 fn I) and note similar mistakes gathered at introd.

pp. 8. 14. Thus translate : 'which (vision) the master of a kingdom.

(being) one of great power, would decree by reason of his lofty

sovereignty*. On the translation oWsuliydL cf. 31.1 snngltdmahi.

. hacbmdi asd vohttca syqs mainiijhd 'as he dwells in his seat (throne)

together with truth and good thinking*. Contrasts with 47.5d ahvcl

syaoQandis ctkat d syqs manaijhd 'as he dwells by actions slemmina

from his evil thinking'.

44.10. /an i daemtm yd hatqm vcth istd ... daid) -at "H ave they seen that

vision which is the best for those who exist?'. Here daenqm and

daidyat are used in etymological interplay (cf. 31.20 dttend). and Ihe

1a 1 1er form a 1 1ered from or ig .
*did] -at (cf. 43.1 1 dtda it]he)

.

The fig. yd hcitqm vahistd 'which is best for those who exist" is a type

of obj. gen. Other related exx. of this type are 46.10b daytit aijhnus

yd tit voistd vahistd "... would grant the things which Thou knowesl

to be the best for existence"; 51.19c gayehyd syaoQandis vahyd 'belter

for life through its actions*; also 47.2a ahyd mainymis spmistahyd

valiistdm 'the best for Wis most virtuous spirit
1

.

yd mot gaeOa asd frddoit haemma is intentional contrast to 44.20e

below naif him *izan asd vastram frddaiijhe. On gaeda asd, cf. vs. 15

below.

anna lot's ux3a is SyaoBana 'through words and action(s) stemming
from piety'. On syntax, cf. 34.10 ahyd vatjlmts manaijhd syaodana.

maliyd cistais *0wa.isiis usan mazda in consequence of my under-

standing, they have desired Thy powers, Wise One'. The phrase
maliyd cistois is best interpreted as an abl. in view of the exx. given at
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31.21 burois a ... x'dpaiOydt. cisti- 'understanding, insight' is very
close in meaning to daena-. Cf. the parallels 48.5ab huxsadrd xsSntqm ...

vatjhuya cistois syaoQanais 'Let those of good rulership rule by actions
stemming from good understanding1

and 53. Id daenayd vaghuyd uxSa
syaoQanais 'with word and actions stemming from good vision

(conception)'. Note also that in 5 1.2 lab hvo cisti uxSais syaodand daena
'He is (virtuous) by reason of his understanding, his words, his action,

his conception', cisti- and daena- are juxtaposed as in the current
vs. 44.10.

Mss. 8\vd istis is best read as a cmpd. (so, Bthlm. 1904, 797);
cf. 29.1

!
dhma raid is. The form usSn is parallel to *didyat and therefore

also 3pl. imperf. Zarathustra thus continues the previous motif of
xsaBram and annait is with the parallel terms drmaitis and *9waJStis,
both left in the hands of man. On the relationship between xsadram
and istis, cf. 28.7 (beginning).

44.1 1. yaeibyo mazdd Qwoi vasyete daena '(those) to whom Thy (good)
conception is taught', vasyete is pass, of vat- and corresponds in usage
to Skt. ucyate "is taught' (in technical literature). Thus the passage is

related to 31. lac vacd sanghdmahi ... aeibyo valtistd yoi zrazdd aijhon

mazddi 'We teach the best words to those who shall remain faithful to

the Wise One*.

azdm toi a is paouruyo fravoivide 'I have been accepted (received)

by these as Thy foremost (follower)', fravoivide belongs with the

Ved. intens. prd veviddnut in RV. VII 24.6b prd te malum samatim
veviddma 'Let us receive thy great favor (benevolence)'. Cf. also 28.5

vaedamno (2nd para.).

vispSng anyang main vans spasyd dvaesaijhd 'Look upon all others
with hostility of spirit'. This line and the preceding one are discussed

at 33.7 yd sruye para magaano.

44.12. 3ms nidi vetoed ... ; ka asavd yd is parasdi dragvd vd 'Tell me truly

(those principles) by which I shall ask : Who is truthful or who is

deceitful?', vaocd requires id or tang (= nwGrang), which is resumed
by the rel. pron. ydis. A phrase *ydis parasdi ka asavd dragvd vd

would be better syntax, but yd is parasdi and ka asavd have been
transposed in the verse line owing to Zarathustra's preference in this

hymn to position a rel. pron. after the caesura. Cf. vs. lb yaQd nama,
2c yd i paitisdt. 6b yezi td ..., 8b yd toi ... ddistis, 10b yd hatam, 13c

.ro/ asrustois. 15d yd lu ... dhbrazo, etc. Cf. also 45.8d yarn mazdam
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ahuram (for *ahuram yam mazdqm). 46.5c rasnd jvus vS asava (For

*yS asava rasna jvus). where the position of the rel. has also been
switched for the same reason. Note also the use o[ azam fais ... avami
in vs. 7d above which corresponds to the employment ofvaw parasai

here.

kataram a angro vd hvd vd angro should be emended to *katdra ma
angro etc., for it is evident that *katarS ... angro va hvd va angro
is fully parallel to preceding kn asava ... clragvd vd, with both sentences

belonging to the direct question. Cf. also yn met clragvd in the next line.

A statement now follows in answer, with the regular relation yS ... hvd.

The Mss. change ka[drama results from the influence of 3 1. 1 7a kaidram
asava vd. However, the emendation *kaidra is important for it shows
that -a was freq. attested in words of more than 2 syllables in the orig.

text. Cf. introd. p. 12.

yn ma dragvei Qua savd paiti.arate ryanghai. I follow Humbach (1959.

11 57) in interpreting cyanghai as *a anghai. the latter form aor. subj.

of anh 'be or do evil'. *n\ however, belongs with subsequent hvd

angro mainyete. i.e. is that one considered evil?
1

, anghai is part of
the preceding line: 'the deceitful one who shall do evil in order

•to Tight against Thy (means of) salvation'. For it is quite clear that

the inf. paitf.ar.ve needs a verbal form to depend upon. Thus anghai
continues from preceding line as in above 44.2de irixiam vispdibvo /

hard. etc.

44.13. kaOa clmjam nfs alima i a ndsdmd ! tang d avci ydi asmsto is

parandijho 'How shall we repel (reject) deceit away from us and on
to those who are full oT disobedience ?\ Belongs with 50.2d *akqstang
ma nisqsya 'Reject those evil ones indeed', where etymologically related

nis-qsya appears. Related also : 33.4a yS Qwut maztld asrustim akamed
memo yazdi apd i who, through worship, shall turn away from Thee
disobedience and evil thinking*. Cf. also Ved. nir nas: RV. X I62.2cd

agnis tarn hrdhmand saha, nis kravyaclam amnasat 'Agni drove away
this flesh-eating demon with a spell'; 3d tarn itd ndsaydmasi 'we drive

him away from here*. Similarly, AV. 1 23.2ab kilasam ca palitdm va,

nir iio ndsaya pfsat 'Drive away from here the leprous and pale spot,

the blotch'.

noil asahya aclivyeinti hacand. The enigmatic form dclivyeinti is to be
divided into *adi*vyeintl: 3pl. pres. of the root vi 'turn one's attention

to, pursue'. Cf. vyeinti Y. 57.29 and Ved. vydnti, and for disc, of the
related roots vt'and vyd, cf. 29.6 vydnaya.
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*adi and hacSna are therefore inflected in the dual and are direct

cognates of Ved. adht- "care
1

and sacana- 'companionship, company'.
Good support for this interpretation from RV. : cf. I 156.5ab a vd

vivaya sacdthdya ... indraya 'Who turned his attention to Indra for

companionship'; X 6.2c a yd vivaya sakhya sdkhibhyah 'Who pursued
his alliances for his comrades'; I 105.7c tarn ma vyanti adhydh 'Cares

pursue me now', etc. Thus our line is : '(who) do not pursue truth's

care and company'. Combined with fllg. line noit frasaya vaijhSus

caxnard manaijho 'nor (who) delight in the counsel of good thinking
1

,

these statements are intended as antithesis to 48.7bc yoi a vaijlmts

manaijho didrayzo .duye asa vyqm 'Ye who seek to attract the attention

of good thinking along with (that of) truth'. In this last passage it is

clear that asa is employed as a comit. instr. with vaijlmts manaijho,

since a properly coordinated gen. asah'ydca could not fit metrically.

The expression thus stands for ... * vaijlmts manaijho didrayzo.duye
asaiiydcd vyqm. Note also that noit frasaya vaijlmts caxnard manaijho

is a variant of 49.2d naeda volut ... frasta manaijha
l

nor has he taken

counsel with good thinking', again referring to the deceitful person.

44.14. kadd asdi drupm dyqm zastayo 'How might I deliver deceit into

the hands of truth?'. On dyqm, metrically *dyaqm, cf. 29.5 hyat

mazdqm etc.

ni him nwrqzdydi Qwahya mqOrais sSnghahya 'in order to destroy it

in accordance with the precepts of Thy teaching'. One of the maOras
reItrred to appears at 47.4d isvacit hqs paraos ako dragvaite The master

of much should be bad to the deceitful one'.

nmavaitim sinqm ddvoi dragvasu 'in order to create a powerful

schism among the deceitful ones'. Contrast to 30.9be *a *moi *(a/sta

barand asded hyat *hadrd.mana bvat 'Appear to me with support and
truth so that one shall become of common mind (convinced")'. In the

same context as 44.14d, cf. also 30.10a add zi avd drujo hvaitt skdndo

spayaBrahyd *For then shall descend the destruction of the prosperity

of deceit*.

44.15. yczi ahya asa pot mat xsayeln ... avd is urvdtdis yd tu mazdd
dkhrdzo 'If Thou hast the mastery to protect the world allied with truth

in accord with those precepts which Thou dost seek to uphold ...'.

The phrase avats urvdtdis modifies the inf. pot. Cf. similar syntax in

fllg. vs. 16b Q\va poi sangha 'to protect in accord with Thy teaching'

and in preceding vs. 14c marqzdydi Qwahya mqdrdis sSnghahya. Note also
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use of instr. in "vs. 17de below buzdydi ... ava mqOrd 'to endeavor in

accord with that precept'.

Equally important is the parallel 46.3ab kada ... anham daraOrdi fro
asahya arante 'When shall they arise for the maintenance of the world
of truth?

1

, for it clearly shows that ahya asa ... mat in 44.15b must be
interpreted as 'of the world allied with truth'. Thus a variant of
preceding vs. Sd yaca asa aijlmis aram vaedya "and which are to be
properly acquired from existence in alliance (harmony) with truth'.

On the use of the instr., cf. 32.2; on ahya, cl". 30.7 ahmaica xsadra
etc. Note that the Tig. asa aijhus or aijhus asahya is a stylistic alternant
at asahya gaedu 'creatures of truth' 31.1. In lighl of this, I also
interpret gaeOa asa as 'creatures allied with truth' in 43.6c vehva
(= xsaQrahya) syaoBandis gaeOa asa frddanic 'through the actions
of which (rule of good thinking) the creatures allied with truth do
prosper'. In vs. 10c above, asa is most likely a slesa : once with
hacamnd, once with gaeOcl Thus, yd ( = dacna) mot gaeOa asa fradon
hacannul 'which (conception), in alliance with truth, would prosper
my creatures allied with truth

\

hyat ham spddd anaocaijha jamaeie 'when the two hosts who share
no wonts come together

1

, anaacah- is best translated in view of Ved.
•okas- 'habit, wont', thus 'sharing no wonts'. Meant to correspond to
the usual description of the two spirits, none of whose values are in
agreement. Cf. 45.2ce noil na mand ... no if daena twit urvqnd hacainte
'Neither our thoughts ... nor our conceptions, -nor our souls are in

harmony'.

44.16. Owa poi sSngha yoi hanti cidrd moi dqm in order to protect in
accord with Thy teaching (those) pure ones who exist in my house'.
On Owa poi sSngha, cf. preceding vs. The inf. ;><:>/ governs a suppressed
aesqm (cf. ahya ... poi in vs. 15b), immediately resumed by voi hanti.

Similar suppression in 45.6b ya hudd (aeibyo) yoi hanti 'who is benefi-
cent to those who exist', 5}.X0bduzdd (deihyoj yoi hanti. The enigmatic
cidrd moi dqm simply modifies yoi hanti, i.e. 'the pure ones who exist
in my house' (correct on syntax, Gershevitch 1952. 176). Cf. parallel
48.7cd na span to / at hoi damqm Bwahml a dqm alnira '... the virtuous
man, and his bonds are in Thy house. Lord'. Both belong together in the
sense that, by his behavior of truth and good thinking, "the truthful
man is connected both with the community of the faithful in this
world and the seat of god in the other world.

raturn ciidi at hoi vohii saraoso janiu manaijhd 'Promise us a judge,
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and let obedience to him come through good thinking*. For parallel,

cf. 47.3c at hoi *vastre rama da. armaitim 'and Thou didst create

tranquility and piety for her (= good vision's) pastor'. Point is, For the

rule of good thinking and truth to take place in this world, there must
be piety and obedience not only to the Lord who created these

enduring and noble values, but also to the worldly representative of

god, the prophet who shall bring the true message to mankind and

therefore save the world.

•Vl.-.v-?; 44.17. kaOa ... zaram coram haca xsmat askditim xsmakqm 'How
'(rr- shall I, with your accord, impassion your following?

1

. Belongs with

29.3be avaesqm no it viduye yd savaite adrSng ordsvanhd j hcitqm hvo

aojisto 'Of yon beings, that strongest one is not to be found through

whom the lofty are to activate the the lowly", zamm carom is aor. subj.

of an idiom zarom kar (cf. fro ... carat 46.4, antard.caraiti 51.1).

zardm clearly belongs to the root zr 'anger, be angry', but the

combination zardm kar 'to enrage' can easily have developed the

sense 'en flame, impassion'.

saroi htizdydi haurvata amoratdtd j am mqOra yd raOomo asat haca

'to endeavor for alliance with completeness and immortality in accord

with that precept which adheres to the truth', saroi governs the instr.

haurvata amdrtxdtd, which are coordinated asyndetically. Cf. 49.9b

no it Dfds.vacd sarSm dkiqs dragvata 'The truly-speaking man has not*

expounded alliance with the deceitful one', Y. 12.4 vi daevais ... saram

tnruye 'I deny alliance with the gods', etc. The form itself depends upon
the inf. htizdydi 'to endeavor, strive for', which I have translated in

light of bustis 43.S, which should be consulted.

ava mqdrd qualifies the inf. huzdyai ace. to the practice described in

pot ... avals urvdtdis in vs. 15 above. The mqOra referred to is probably
..' 31.6c mazdui a vat xsaQrom hyat hoi vohti va.xsaf manaijhd 'Such is

:';;.:'.', rule for the Wise One that one shall increase it for Him through

'??;
"'" good thinking'.

.%::. 44.18. kaOd asd tat mizihm handni I dasd aspo arsnavoitis ustromca

'^f V:': 'How shall I win through truth this prize: ten mares together with

|fc stallions and a camel?'. This seems not to be the payment for Zara-

|?$£ thustra's priestly services (so, Lommel 1955, 189 ff.), but a metaphor

&8B ..'-' for a group of diverse adherents to the prophet's message. We learn

..£'' from the subsequent lines that for Zarathustra to develop such a
'>'.' following (cf. also remarks at vs. 16 above) would mean immortality
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and completeness for him in ihis world, just as AhM. acquired these

qualities in the other world. The pointed use of aspa and ustram
immediately suggests VIsiaspa. Jamaspa and Frasaostra, and Zara-
thustra may well have intended to describe their Families in this

manner, armavaitis can designate the plural 'with stall ions' as well as

the singular 'with a stallion*, which is the accepted interpretation

of the word.

byat nidi mazdd apivaiti hawvatd amaratdia yaOci hi taibvo daijhd

*(a prize) which is to inspire completeness and immortality in me.
Wise One. much as Thou hast received these two for Thyself.
Syntactically it is clear that ntoi ... apivaiti is parallel to flig. taibvo

daijhd. Thus it is best to take apivaiti (orig. -vaitel) as inf. to api vat

'inspire*, since it has been made evident that this has not yet occurred
(cf. koOd ... hcrndni in line b).

44.19. vastat mizthm hanantc noil delin j it" /"/ ahmdi araiuxda no
daiie The person who shall not give that prize to the one winning it,

• namely, to the man who should receive it in accordance with a

.promise ...'. Clearly the two r f>subjecls are different, but the 2nd
one simply modifies the preceding part, hanante. The phrase ya it

ahmcii na daite is thus standard use of med. da with pron. in the sense

*to receive for oneself and parallels preceding vs. lSe yadd hi taibvo

diiijiul. Surely the one who wins a prize should receive it. An opt.

*dyd ( = *diya) would be better than the subj. daite, but this latter form
has been attracted by the preceding subj. del it i.

44.20. at it parasa yoi pisyeinti (read *pisyeimf) aeibyo kqm *I ask this

{about them) who lie (betray) to those ...\ pdrasa requires a 2nd ace.

tSng referring back to daeva and subsequently resumed by the flig.

yoi. Cf. double ace. in 31.14a ta 6wa parasa
l

I ask Thee about these

things' and the formula tat Bwa parasa in this hymn. Similar suppression

in 43.10c parasaca na ya ... 'and counsel us (about those things)

which ...\ The reading pisyeinti is false for orig. *pisyeinti; cf. 50.2

(3rd para.) for disc, aeibyo kqm cannot be separated from Ved. yusma-
bhyam ham (RV. I 88.3c), devebhyah kdm (X 13.4a), etc. and
represents orig. aeibyo *kam. The attested reading kqm results from
the influence of gqm in the next line. For process, cf. introd. p. 5ff.

aeibyo *k3m yd is gqm karapa usixsca aesamai data ycica kava Uo
those together with whom the Karpan and Kavi have delivered the

cow unto fury, and the Kavi as weir. The unexpressed noun agreeing
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with aeibyo ... yais is certainly daiiyaus yoi sasiaro dragvanto 'the

deceitful rulers of the land' in 46. Id. This is implicit in the choice of

the term huxsaQra in line a of this vs., for it evokes 4S.10d dusaxsaOra

dafiyunqm, which appears as a qualification of those people associated

with the karapand in 48.10. Also one expects the mention of the

collaboration between the deceitful rulers and the deceitful priests.

On the coordination karapci usixsca ... yacd kava, cf. 28.2 astvatasca

hyatca etc. for disc. This compound subject governs the verb form

data, which stands for orig. 3pl. *data. The lengthening of first vowel

shows normalization effects of freq. impv. data elsewhere in the text.

Same effect also appears in msrasdata 33.1 1 for *marazdatd. Cf. introd.

p. 13 f.

qnmmejl untdoyatd is totally unclear.

naif htm mizm asa vastram frddaiijhe. 1 follow Geldner's conjecture

(1926, 3 fn 11) of *izSn for *mizan. This allows establishment of an

antithesis with 31.l6ab ya hudamts ddinanahya xsadram ... asa

*JradaQai.cl *spdra~aici 'the blessed one who (shall appear) with

eagerness to prosper the rule of the house ... with truth
1

. Thus
translate : They have not been eager to prosper her and her pasturage

with truth'. Intended, of course, is the notion that the deceitful priests

have in no way been willing to accept the good vision or those who
belong to its following, since they are still allied with the worship

of the old gods. This is essentially the theme of 46.1-4. The form

izan is thus root aor. of tz *be eager
1

, contrasting with pres. lsg.

bya 33.6, 49.3. On false doubling of w, cf. aesanunahya for *aesamahya

48.12.
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This lyric has two basic i hemes which are recurrent motifs in the

Gathas. The first concerns good and evil (2), and the choice between
the two which has been left to each man's decision (9). The second is

dependent upon the first and is involved with the consequences of
the selection of the good. Such a preference entails the repulsion of the

evil spirit and its followers (

1

.11). and the offering of piety and obedience
to the Wise One (3. 5, 10-11) manifested through good thinking (6. 9-10)

and through good actions (3-5). as well as through reverence and
worship of the lord (8. 10). This proper behavior amid men in this

world shall move the Wise Lord to reveal his intentions (6) and
to offer care and attention to his followers (7). As a result, earthly

and heavenly salvation shall be granted lo the truthful (5, 7. 9). and
the Wise One shall assume his rightful power (5) and attain his fitting

-immortality and completeness, which grow increasingly stronger

•through the faith and belief of every follower.

* The whole poem is addressed to Zarathustra's adherents, and its

•purpose is lo leach the basic precepts concerning the nature and
-importance of faith and devotion to the Wise Lord as well as the

'prophet's penetrating view of the interdependency of the power of god
and the actions of those who believe in him. This end is accomplished
by a remarkably complex and increasingly dramatic presentation of
ideas in the Gatha. whose message is also sharpened and heightened
for those listening through the technique of presenting its disclosures

in the form or citations from the direct words of god and his forces.

Verse 1 immediately focuses alien lion on the evil spirit, the chief
adversary. Alluding lo the earlier ruin of the world by the false choice
of the ways of deceit by the traditional gods (30.6), the verse warns
against a second ruin of this earthly existence by a similar wrong
choice by mankind, encouraged by the persuasive eloquence of the evil

spirit. The reason for the rejection of this force o[ evil is then
explained in the following verse: He opposes in every conceivable
fashion the values and methods represented by the virtuous spirit,

which is the motivating force of the Wise Lord. Thus there must be, in

consequence of this understanding, piely for the Wise Lord if this

earthly world is Lo survive. This is the theme of verse 3. and its

conception is formulated in terms of a threat, for those who shall not
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obey the precepts of the true god shall be damned at the end of their

lives. By implication, there also exists the second threat that choosing

the deceitful road of the evil spirit shall also bring on a damnation
in life through the forewarned total ruin of existence, precipitating

a hell on earth.

Verses 4-7 now change the point of view from the somber and the

destructive to the positive and the creative. Yes, there must be piety

for the Wise Lord and obedience to his commands, because (4) none but

he created truth and good thinking, and even the conception of piety

(cf. also 44.7). None but he can offer completeness and immortality to

his worshipers (5), insofar as these rewards have been lost to all others

(cf. 32.5). None but he possesses in full measure the true essence of this

virtuous spirit, which drives him to be beneficent and kind to those who
exist (6). by offering solicitude and the means of salvation to mankind.

None but he possesses the creative powers to dispose as he wishes (7).

Returning to a brief yet important formulation of verse 5 which

states that the Wise One assumes his lordship through the awakening of

good spirit in mankind, verses 8-10 describe such acts of good spirit

in the complementary notions of the sacred enactment of praise and
glory, of propitiation and prayer for god and the profance enactment

of good thinking, decisiveness and truth in the world of men. For what

the Wise Lord has accomplished by reason of his good spirit (8),

man also can accomplish on earth through the application of truth

and good thinking (9). This will bring prosperity to mankind, offering

a worldly type of salvation (9), and yet will strengthen the power of

god himself in its fullness (10), whereby he can offer future salvation

to the just.

Verse 1 1 describes the aforementioned beneficent acts as the most

effective means to oppose the forces of deceit and the evil spirit, thus

resuming the first Iheme of this Gatha, and then concludes with the

profound notion that any man who acts in this world with good

spirit and with such a virtuous conception of the potential good in his

own powers does indeed approach the essence of god.

45.1. {sraotcl) mi im vispa ciOra zi mazdcujhoxlum '(Listen) now to this

(precept), all of you! Because it is clear, bear it in mind\ The masc.

forms im and ciQra require nuiBiwn, obvious from fllg. vs. 3c yoi im

vS noil i6a mqQrom varasami and hinted at by the use of dm.setslis

in line d. The mqOra follows in the next 2 lines. Consequently, vispa

must be voc, construed with the impv. forms guso.ciitm and sraoia.
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noil daibiiim dussastis ahum marqsydt 'Let not the one of evil doctrine

destroy the world for a second time
1

, dus.sas lis and the fllg. dragva
refer to angro mamyuL appearing in the next vs. In general, cf. 31.15.

where all his epithets are listed. The first ruin of the world (existence)

was the wrong choice which the gods previously made (cf. 30.6);

the second ruin would be the same false choice in favor of deceit by
all of mankind.

aka varand dragva htvd avarato 'the deceitful one turned hither with
his tongue and its evil preference*, avarato is past part, of a var 'turn

hither", on which cf. 28.5 vclurdimaidi. Note Ved. parallels in RV. 1

87.4ab yi'tva gondii ... isdnds tdvisibhir dvriah The youthful and masterly
troop (of Manns) has turned hither with its powers'. III 3.5c vigdhdm
turnim idvisihhrr civnam, etc.

45.2

.

)
m

•a spa iivd u iti mravat \ am angram *o f wh ich two. the v ir tuous
(spirit) would have thus said to the evil one*, mravat is subj. employed
in a preterite context. Its function is to express an action which could
have taken place, and it therefore approaches the future value of the

subj. which also describes an action not yet begun but envisioned in

the mind of the speaker. Cf. also 43.12cd para hyat mai a.jimat saraasa

'before obedience was to come to me'.

45.3. at fravaxsyd aijhaus ahya paourvim yarn mai ... vaocaf ahard
'Now I shall speak of the foremost (doctrine) of this existence, which
the Lord told to me". I take paourvim yam to refer to a suppressed

sastim. since the notion of 'foremost doctrine' is intended to contrast

with das.sasiis in preceding vs. Id. Thus paourvim stands in place o\~

orig. *paourvyqm: replacement has occurred because of the appearance
ofpaourvim in final position of the verse line at 43.5,8,1 1. 44.2. For this

process of normalization, cf. introd. p. 14 ff.

yoi im va noil Ida mqdram varasanti yaBa im manaicd vaocaca ...

Those of you who shall not bring to realization (each) precept now
exactly as I shall conceive and speak of it ...'. This begins a direct

quotation of AhM. to Zarathustra referred to above by yam nidi ...

vaocaj ahuro. The pron. im in im ... mqBram needs not mean 'this

precept', but can have temporal force as freq. in Ved. Cf. RV. II 35.2a

b

imam sv asmai hrdd a suiastam, mantram voccma kuvkl asya vedai

'May we now speak well to him the prayer, well fashioned from our
heart. Will he take heed of it?': etc. Lines cde or our vs. 45.3 here explain

that the 'foremost doctrine' is arma it is 'piety" for the lord and his rule.
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a view conforming to the remarks made at 28.3 xsaOram ... varadaiti
armaitis. In terms of the hymn itself, the precept contained in AhM.'s
words has been quoted by Zarathustra as an enforcement to the notion
appearing in above vs. 1 : obey only AhM., never angro mainyus.

45.4. aijlwus ahya vahistam asat haca 'the best thing of this existence
in accord with truth'. The phrase vahistam asat haca is a stylistic variant
of vahistam asam, which appears in 2S.8a asd vahista hazaosam,
YH. 35.5 asdica vahistdi, YH. 37.4 asam at vahistam. This is made
evident by the subsequent reference in the vs. to voliu mono, armaitis
and almrd. Similar usage most likely also in 51.22a yehyd moi asat haca
vahistam yesne paid \\ know) in whose worship there exists for me
the best in accordance with truth', again for asam vahistam. Cf. also
49.12 aval ydsqs etc. for further disc.

mazda vaedcl y5 im dat / ptaram (K 5 , Mf
t ,,) vayhaus varazavanto

manaijho T know the Wise One who created it to be the Father of
effective good thinking. The var. voc. mazda is impossible since the
first 10 vss. of this hymn are addressed to Zarathustra's followers, not
to AhM. An ace. mazdqm, agreeing with fllg. ptaram, would be correct
syntactically, but the form has been attracted into the nom. case
because of the subsequent phrase ya im dat. Cf. Lat. type patwnus qui
vobis fuit fitturus perdidistis for expected patromim (Plautus, Asinaria
621).

The ace. im seems to me to stand for asam mentioned in the same
line, since 31.8bc vaijlwus ptaram mcuuujhd ... haidim asahyd damim
clearly belongs to the locutions ya im dat and ptaram vaijhous

manaijho in 45.4 here. Thus im is probably for orig. *//, changed in

the course of time to im under the influence of im (2x) in the preceding
vs. CL in trod. p. 9.

Lines b (2nd part) though e are a madra of the type 28.6, namely, a
solemn avowal made on the pari of the believer of his faith in his lord.

45.5. hyat moi mraot spanto.tanw "what the most virtuous one told

to me*. The spantd.tdmd is certainly spantd mainyus, for the next phrase
hyat (= vaca) mar.vaeihyo vahistam *the word which is the best for

men' refers back to 43.15c daxsat itsyd *tusna.maitis vahista '(when) the
meditative one (= spantd mainyus) revealed to me the best things to be
said*. Note also the juxtaposition masyaesu ... hyat moi mraota vahistam
in 43.

1
lde which parallels line b vaca sruidydi hyat maraiaeihyo vahistam

here.
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yoi moi ahmai ssraosam dan cayasca Those who shall give obedience
and regard to this (Lord) of mine ...\ The prons. moi and ahmai must
refer to two different people, for the final 3 lines of this vs. are certainly

a citation of words of the spanw mainyus spoken at one lime to

Zarathustra. They are. in effect, a paraphrase of the spirit's words
43.1 6d x'ang.daraso xsa&roi liydt armaitis 'May there be piety under
the rule of Him of sunlike appearance (= AhM.)\ which stress the
point that obedience and regard must be given to AhM. Never do we
find mention thai these acis of faith are to be paid directly to the
spamd mainyus. Thus the fig. moi ahmai should be compared with
47.2a ahyd mainymis spantisiahyd vahistarn 'the best for His virtuous
spirit", where the gens, also refer to different base nouns.

vaijlmts matoySits syaoOanais maaid ahwo The Wise One is Lord
through such actions stemming from good thinking . On the fia.

vaijhaus mainyaus syaoOanais. cf. 34.10. The line belongs with 47. Id
mazdd xsuQrd drmaiti ahum The Wise One in rule is Lord by reason
of (our) pieiy\ where the syntax is discussed. Parallels of ihe contexi
of the present line appear at 47.2.

45.6. vispanqm mazisiam 'the greatest of air refers to AhM., obvious
from line b y5 hudd yoi hanii and the use of mazdd ahiird at the end
of line c. The presentation of the personages in vss. 4-6 follows a specific

order of importance: asam. volui mono and drmail is (4), spanid
mainyus (5). ahum mazdd (6).

sraoiu mazdd ahum etc. Starling here and continuing through the
whole or the next vs., these lines are also best interpreted'" as a
inaQra of the type described in vs. 4 above.

yS Inula yoi hami spmtd mainyu 'who is beneficent to those who exist

by reason of his virtuous spirit*. For disc, of the use of spanid
mainyu, which ends the sentence here, cf. 43.2 yd da asd etc. 29.7b
hvo urusaeihyo spanto sdsnayd "He is virtuous to the needy in accordance
with his commandment (instruction)* presents the identical word order.

ya Inula etc. is antithesis to 5 1 . 1 Ob id duzdct yoi hand Thereby malevolent
to those who exist*, referring to the deceitful.

ahyd xratu fro.ma sastu Yah isid 'Let Him instruct (command) me
in His best intentions*. In view of the inslr. xraQwa 31.7, 48.3, 53.3,
it seems best to take xratu ... vahistd as a neut. pi. dependent upon
sastii. The root sdh governs a double ace; cf. 44.1 saliva t.

45.7. yehyd savd iscinfi rddaijho "whose (means of) salvation they
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shall seek, of the One offering solicitude
1

. Structure of the tine resembles

28.1a ahya (tat) yasa ... rafaSrahyd, where first and final words of the

line refer to the same entity. Thus radaijho stands as epithet for AhM.
and conforms to normal usage of gen. of -«/i-stems employed in

possessive, adj. value. ; cf. 32. 1 1 raexanah- and 43.3. Same interpretation

of radaijho also necessary in 46.17ac yaOra va ... sanghdm ... vahmSng

... radaijho 'where I shall teach to you the glories of Him who offers

solicitude', where the word again refers to AhM. [yd ... mazda ahuro).

On isdntl, cf. 30.1 isanto. rddah- 'solicitude' is discussed at 28.7 (end).

utayiita yd narqs sddrd dragvato is difficult, but the use of narqs

dragvato shows that it is intended to contrast with the preceding

amaratditi asaono urvd aeso 'The soul of the truthful man is to be strong

in immortality'. Subsequently, I propose to emend to utdyuid *a

narqs sddrd dragvato 'Woes are to befall the deceitful men in an enduring

fashion". Note that the use of the ace. narqs dragvato is parallel to that

to tain and im in 44.19d kd tarn ahyd maenis aijhat paouruye "Which

punishment of his shall first befall him?' and 44.19e yd im aijhat

apamd 'which final one shall befall him'. Thus utdyiitd *a narqs

sddrcl dragvato is of the same structure, but with the form of ah

suppressed in common fashion. On narqs, cf. 44.4.

idea xsaOrd mazda dam is ahuro 'These things, too, the Wise Lord

created by reason of His rule (over everything)
1

. This is a final tag

sentence to verse. Similar usage in 44.3e (final) tacit mazda vasami

anyded viduye "These things indeed. Wise One, and others, too, l wish

to know'. Cf. also 46.9e (final) td toi vohu manaijhd.

45.8. tain na sutotdis nainaijho a. vivarasa "1 shall try to turn Him

hither to us with praises of reverence', a.vivaraso belongs to tl var "turn

hither' and consciously refers buck to dragvd ... dvaratd in above vs. le,

the point being, let AhM. come hither, not the evil spirit. For disc.

of the root var "turn', cf. 2S.5 vduroimaidi. Good support for inter-

pretation also from Ved. parallels. Cf. RV. VII 84. lab a vain rdjdndv

adhvare vavfiydm ... ndmobhih "May I turn you two. kings, hither to

our ceremony with reverence', I 52. Id enclram vavrtydm dvase

suvrktihhih "May I turn Indra hither for help with good songs*, etc.

vyddarasam vaijhaus mainyaus syaoOcinahyd uxSaliydcd j vidus asa

yam mazdqin aluiram
L

I have discerned, knowingly with truth, the Wise

One to be the Lord of the action and word stemming from good spirit'.

On the syntax of vaijhaus mainySus (abl.) syaoOanahyd uxQahydcd,

cf. 34.10. The form vidus is adverbial; cf. 28.4 asiscd syaoBananqm etc.
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Note also that the sequence yam metzdetm ahuram is an inversion of
the expected izafe construction *ahuram yam mazeietm. reversed in

order lo permit the rei. pron. to occupy the position immediately
following the caesura. Cf. remarks 44.12.

45.9. ya na usan carat spama uxpSncd. Translations of the type
v

der
uns nach seinern Willen Vorteil and Nachteil schuf (Lommel 1971.

125) cannot be correct, simply because kar never means 'create, etc/.

Also the point is misunderstood : AhM. did not arbitrarily create good
and evil for men. Rather, lie left it to their choice 10 select between the
two possibilities which were already existent (cf. 30.3 etc.). Therefore
it is clear that usan kar is an idiom 'to put or leave to one's wish or
will

1

, and that the line must mean 'who left to our wish (will) the
virtuous and the unvirtuous*. namely, *... to our wish (to choose
between) the v. and the unv.\ usan thus appears to be be. of a stem
WW?- 'wished*, gen. pi. usiutm Y. 10.13. Similar syntax in OP. DB IV 35
pqsdvet dis Awamazda mand daxtayd akunaus 'Afterwards AhM. put
them into my hand'.

mazdd xsadrci varazi net elydt aIntra 'May the Lord, Wise in His rule,
place us in effectiveness*. On the fig. mazdei xsaBrd, cf. 47.1 (final para.)!
Because of the proximity of varasami in vs. 3 above and of the fig.

vayhaus varazayamd mcmaijhd in vs. 4 above, varazi here certainly Is
best interpreted as loc. of a root noun varaz- 'effectiveness'. The form
dydt is discussed at 29.5 dvctidf.

vanhaus axel htwzttdwat a maiuujhd 'in consequence of the good
relationship of good thinking with truth". Parallels of the syntactic
usage of haoztiBwdt a appear at 31.21 hard is a ... x'dpat'Bvdt. On
haazqOwa-, cf. 43.3 (2nd para.).

45.10. tarn na yasneiix drmatoix mimayza '1 shall try to glorify Him
with prayers of..piety', mimayzo belongs with Ved. mahdyati 'extols,

glorifies
1

, which is employed in similar contexts. Cf. RV. VIII 3.1 6cd
indram stomebhir mahdyania eiydvah, priyamedhasa asvaran 'Extolling
Indra with praises, the A.'s and the P.'s have raised their voices',

V 31.4c brahmdna indram mahdyanto arkdih 'The priests extolline
Indra with songs ...', etc. Note that the fig. yasnais drmatois belongs
with staoidis twmatjho in vs. 8a, and both therefore follow the usual
juxtaposition otyaz and stu listed at 33.8.

hyat hoi asa vohuca coist manaijhd j xsadroi hoi haurvdtd amaratatd
'What one has promised to Him with truth and good thinking is to
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be completeness and immortality for Him under His rule'. Theme of
good thinking and truth of men granting strength and life to the lord.

Cf. 47.1, where diction is almost the same and where parallels of this

motif are discussed.

ahmaistoi *dqm (Mss. dqn) tdvisiatayiiiti'zxz to be these two enduring
powers for Him in His house'. *dqm certainly should be restored here,

since in this parallel clause we expect a loc. parallel to preceding

xsaQrdi. The reading dqn stems from 47.1c alundi dqn haurvdta

anwrDtata, owing to the similarity in wording. On this principle,

cf. introd. p. 12. Support also from the use of dang patois in the next

verse referring to AhM.

45.11. yastd daevang aparo masyqsca tard.mqstd The person who,
in this way, has opposed the guilty gods and mortals ...\ The repeated,

unseparated usage otdaevaiscd masyaisca 29.4b, 48.1c and of daevdiscd

xrafstrais masyaisca 34.5c suggests that aparo here also modifies daevSng

and masyqsca rather than preceding .raj-. Thus 1 interpret the form as

ace. pi. of a root noun d-par- 'guilty', and call attention to the fig.

daeva *dparo (nom. pi.) at FrG. On meaning, cf. yAv. para- "guilt"

and the disc, at 49.1 pa/re. Orthography aparo for *aparo follows

usual pattern of writing initial a in short form.

saosyanto dmg patois ... mazdd ahurd requires, gen. pron. tot supplied

to dang patois. For disc. cf. 43.8 (3rd para.).

ia'i£V j.
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This Galha appears to consist or two originally distinct works.
The first pari, comprising verses 1-11. deals with Zarathustra's search
Tor refuge and support, and the second pari, embracing the final 8
verses, treats of subjects following the prophet's acceptance by his
patron, the nobleman Vishlaspa. It is exactly the two themes of the
search for support and recognition and their subsequent attainment
which have motivated the fusion of both independent works into one
transmitted hymn.

Part I. In verses t and 2 Zarathustra laments to his god thai he
cannot fulfill the lord's teachings, since he has been rejected by all

levels of his society. Moreover, in thai the prophet is' himself too
poor to assemble a following of his own lo champion the moral and
spiritual values of his god. he is at a double disadvantage and conse-
quently extremely depressed. Thus he must flee, and the Wise One
must come to the aid of his prophet in the recognition thi.it Zarathustra
is a devoted ally of his god and of the elevated moral principles of
truth and good thinking which the Wise Lord upholds. For such
heavenly help is needed if these good and virtuous values are lo be
promoted in the world of man (3). There do exist those who would
promote these and who would rally to the cause or good in this world,
but they have been prevented from uniting in this true and just
purpose by the hindering and destructive forces of deceit (4).
The following verses 5 and 6 are concerned with the principles of

hospitality and reception, and are mentioned by Zarathustra in the
hope thai someone might receive and accept him during his flieht.
Thus they resume the initial motif which dominates the first verse'
Verses 7 and 8 then ask for protection from any threat or danger
that might be enacted against the prophet by the deceitful and evil
spirii or any mortals who belong to his hateful cause, all of this
apparently during Zarathustra's search for a patron. And in verses
9 and 10, by contrast, the prophet asks whether there shall be some
sincere person who might aid him to realize the true honor which the
Wise Lord merits and to bring to fulfillment what is best for existence,
namely, the rule of truth and of good thinking. Thus man shall render
h«s fitting service to god in both the sacred and profane spheres of
life.
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Verse 11 reaffirms the Fact that the Kavis and the Karpans have
undermined these true principles of existence and have therefore been

damned to hell. Their condemnation in this verse resembles the content

of 32.15 (next to last verse) and 44.20 (final verse), and thus clearly

indicates that 46.11 is almost certainly the conclusion of one
independent lyric.

Part II. This group of verses deals with those people who accepted

Zarathustra and his teachings, and also describes the benefits which
they obtained or were to obtain from following his precepts. The
prophet's supporters were Friyana the Turanian and his offspring,

who came to understand the truth and therefore showed their

devotion to the Wise Lord through their good thinking (12).

Vishlaspa, the prophet's chief patron (14) and his advisors, the

brothers Frashaoshtra and Jamaspa of the Haugva family (16-17).

The Haecataspa branch of the Spitama family (15). Their piety and

devotion to the Lord (16-17) were to quicken the advent of truth and
good thinking (13, 16), those values which were to bring prosperity

and fame in this world (18-19) as well as in the next one (14, 19).

46.1 . kam namai zam To what land to flee?'. Syntax follows the Ved.

type represented by RV. I 164.17c kam svid drdham pdrdgdt 'To what
quarter has she fled?'.

pain x'cietaus airycmuinascd eladaitt Thy exclude (me) from my
family and from my clan', pahi eld means 'exclude* and functions as

antonym to med. da 'accept, receive'. For disc. cf. 31.19.

no it ma xsndus yd vararjna Iwed The community with which I have

associated has not satisfied me'. The subject of xsndus is varazanam.

which has been attracted into the fllg. rel. clause. Similar syntax in

28.7c dastil ... yd iv? mqOrd sravimel rddd, where meiOram is obj. of

das but has moved into rel. clause. Note also YH. 40.4 x'aetus ...

varazand ... ha.xSmq ... ydis hiscamaide The families, communities,

associations with which we associate'.

The form haca is not lsg. pres. subj. of lute 'follow' (so, HH. 1959.

II 67), nor aor. subj.. for we expect a preterite parallel to preceding

xsndus. Therefore I explain haca as arising by haplology from *h5h3ca

(orig. *hahacet), lsg. perf.. a form supplying the lacking syllable after

the caesura. Such a form is advantageous, because the pattern of

med. pres. hacaite 34.2 etc. and med. aor haxsdi 46. 10 below contrasting

with act. perf. *hahaca thus fits well with the archaic Ved. type

padyate dpddi papdda {pad 'fall'), mriydte dmrta mamdra (mr 'die'),

etc. (cf. SI. 1968b, 324 fn 20).
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46.2. ma kamncijsvd hyatcd kamndnd ahml *By my condition of having
Tew animals, as well as (that) I am a person with Tew man'. On hvatcd
'as well as', cr. 28.2 astvatasca hyatca. The combination ot pasu- and
nor- here replaces the usual juxtaposition pasu-: vira- (e.g. 31.15c
pasaus viraatca), but it is also encountered at Y. 4.5 fradadai ahe
nmanahe pasvqmca narqmca. Vd. 13.32 pasum ... naram *raesavdt
(Mss. raesydt).

garazoi toi a : // vaena ahurd 'I lament to Thee. Take notice of it.

Lord'. I correct the meter before the caesura by adding a 2nd a
after toi (similarly, Kuiper 1964b, 86 in 4). Cf. inirod. p. 18.

axso vatjhaus asd istim manaijha 'Let me see the power of cood
thinking allied with truth*, axso is jussive inf. to the aor. xsai"nA
from a xsd look upon, see' (= Ved. a khycl). The Rigv. hapax
a ... aA7i.ro/ (IV 2.18a) also still means 'look upon

1

(not Hell, relate' as
in later texts). Syntax of vaijhaus asd istim manaijlw, with asd as com it.

instr. with vaijhaus manaijlw. belongs with exx. discussed at 43.2
asd vaijhaus mora manaijha. In general, the import of this line corre-
sponds lo 43.4ae at Bwa imnghdi taxmam ... hyat moi vaijhaus haza
jimar manaijhd '1 shall recognize Thee lo be brave ir Hie force or
good thinking shall come to me'.

46.3. kacla mazdd yoi itxsdnd asnqm / aijhSus daradrdi fro asahvd drante
'When, Wise One, shall the bulls of the heavens rise forth for the
maintenance of the world of truth?'. Interpretation is dependent upon
the parallel 44.15M ye=i ahyd asd pot mat xsayehi / avals urvdtdis vd
tu mazdd dhhrzzo '(Tell me) if Thou hast the mastery to protect the
world allied with truth in accordance with those commandments which
Thou indeed dost seek to uphold, Wise One'. For this latter vs. clearly
shows that uxsano asnqm must be AhM. and his forces, as does the
freq. use of the root ar with gods in Ved. Cf. RV. VII 39.3a jmava dtra
vdsavo >anta cievdh The good gods shall rise across the earth here', etc.

"Consequemly;wA^^
asnqm gen. pi. or asan- 'heaven' rather than or azarjn- 'day\ The
difference in treatment between asnqm here and yAv. gen. sg. asno
also appears in vasnd 'according to wish' and OP. vasnd, etc. Note, too
the reference to the gods in the RV. as uksdnas: cf. I 105.10ab ami
ye pdncoksdno, mddhye tasthur malm divdh 'Yon five bulls who stand
in the midst of great heaven', III 7.7cd uksdno ajuryd devdh 'the bulls,
the unaging gods'. These expressions cannot be a reference to the dawns',
which require a feminine attribute as always.
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Note also that the sequence here of 46.2e axso vaghSus asd istim

managho and fllg. 46.3b aghaus daraOrdi fro asahya arante directly

corresponds to 43. led *utayuitim tavisim gat.tot vasami asam dsraidyoi

T wish For enduring strength to come in order to uphold the truth'.

varazddis sanghdis saosyantajn xratavo 'The intentions of those

who shall save are in accord with Thy mature teachings', varazdais

sanghdis resumes the theme of 44.16b kS varadram.jd Bwa poi smghd
yoi hand 4Who shall smash the obstacle (of deceit) in order to protect,

in accordance with Thy teaching, those who exist?
1

, where it is made
clear that the person to do this belongs to this world (ratum clzdi).

Thus il appears certain to me that the saosyanto here refer to the

community of the faithful, who are referred to metaphorically as asahvei

vazdrmg gel 'the draft oxen of truth
1

in the next vs. For further disc,

cf. 30.10 asistd yaojante etc. and 48.12. In the first 3 lines of 46.3 here

Zarathustra simply says : When will the immortals appear to uphold
truth in this world? For the faithful are ready and adhere to the

teachings of the lord. The next vs. clarifies the point that AhM. must
come with his forces to bring this about, since the truthful men are

unable to accomplish this alone. Cf. Addenda to 28.1.

maibyo is certainly 'to me?', Tor it corresponds to the preceding

question word kaeibyo 'to whom? 1

.

6\vd sqstrd varans ahum 'I choose (only) Thy teachings, Lord'

pointedly shows to AhM. that Zarathustra is one of the saosyanto

in that he follows the precepts of AhM. On reading sastrd, cf. introd.

p. 5.

46.4. asahya vazdrSng ... ga 'the draft oxen of truth' is a metaphor for

the faithful, those who do the labor of truth in this world. Cf. preceding

vs. and 30.10 (final para.), where similar metaphors are mentioned.

duzazobd has 'being difficult to challenge'. Kuiper's recent attempt

(1973, 194 IT.) to explain duzazobd as the normal development of an

underlying *duzzuvdh cannot be accepted, since the contraction of
the sequence *-zuvd- results in -zva- in Avestan and never in *~zbd-.

Cf. the enlargement of hizit- 'tongue' as *hizu-a- resulting in hizvd-

(not *hizhd-) and note Benveniste's appropriate remarks (1954b, 30 f.)

Therefore duzazobd must contain an orig. cluster *-riru- > *-zbd-.

Secondly, a svarabhakti vowel never appears between two sibilants

in Avestan : cf. Gath. dus.sasti- dusJyaodana-, yAv. dus.saijha- duz.-

zaotar-. Therefore -a- in this word must represent orig. -a- or -«-. Since

only -a- is possible, we are back to Bthlm.'s duz.dzbd-. The use of
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dzbd- is in no way astonishing, as K. would have us believe, when

compared with Ved. ahu-, bui parallels the difference between Ved

huta-, -havim- and Av. -zhdta-, zhdtar-. For the meaning, however,

I connect the word with the Ved. use of a hu in the sense 'challenge'

:

cf. RV. I 32.6ab ayoddheva clurmdcia a hi juhve mahavfram ... 'As if he

had no (real) combatant, in his severe folly he challenged the great

hero
1

. The attribution of chtzazoha has 'being difficult to challenge'

to angra mainyus thus explains why the evil spirit has been able to

prevent the truthful from arising up to now.

.v'flw syaodanais ahamusto musi be emended to x'dis syaodanais *a

*hamusta ace. lo the remarks at 32.3 yd is asrudum. The resulting

*hamusto should represent a concept related to 'difficult to challenge
1

,

and 1 thus ascribe lo it the meaning 'contentious, belligerent'. Conse-

quently. 1 derive the form from *huni-us-icna-. which syncopated lo

hamusta-: for meaning cf. etymologically related Lat. contendere.

vastam xsctGrdt ... mdiOat 'who(ever) shall expel him from rule'.

mdi&at is aor. subj. of mil 'throw'; on -9- for -?-, cf. 33.2 raijhiiu va

coiQaite.

hvo tang *J'ro *gu {Mss. fro.gu etc.) paOmang hueisto is carat 'he shall

free these oxen for the flight of good understanding', fro.gd cannot

mean 'Vorstieren' (HH.) or 'voranschreitend' (Bthlm.). since the

combining form of gcto- is -git- at the end of a empd. (cf. OP. Qatagus

like Ved. saptdgu-) and since fra- cannot be employed in place of

paw in empds. (cf. paid.darns- 'cock' like Ved. puro-yudh- etc.).

Furthermore, we expect from the context that the person who shall

expel the deceitful one shall therefore free the draft oxen which the evil

spirit has kept suppressed. Consequently, the sequence fro .go ... carat

must be separated into *fro *gd ... carat and the combination fro carat

compared with Ved. prd kr 'reveal, free*. CL RV. IX 15.7ac eldm
mrjanti mdrjyam, pracakrdndm mahfr isah 'They cleanse this (Soma) that

must be cleansed, freeing its great powers": VIII 3.5a prd cakre sdhasd

sdhcili 'Forceful ly he revealed '(loosed )' his force', etc. I h our" passage

hucisti- 'good understanding' is probably a stylistic variant for vaijuhi

daend 'the good conception'.

46.5. va va xsayqs adqs dritd ayantam 'Whoever verily is master of a

house should respectfully receive the person coming (to him)
1

, adqs is

a redactiona! change from orig. *<5 *dqs, and thus allows the

correspondence of a ... dritd with Ved. med. a dr 'respect, honor (a

guest)', as Thieme (1938, 152 fn 2) correctly explained. Cf. SBr. 2.3.3.8
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ydthd haivdsmim loke nd samydtam ddriydte 'as in this world one does

not receive his rival (as a guest) ...'. The problematic gen. das, however,

simply belongs with preceding xsayqs, i.e. xsayqs ... de\s 'the master

of a house', for this expression is the equiv. of dang patois 45.11.

CF. introd. p. 16f.

rasnajvcp ya asavd dragvantam j vteiro hqs ... 'Which (= if a) truthful

person, living by this directive, discerns him to be deceitful ...'. rasnci

(orig. *rdsnd; cf. razor? rdsnqm 34.12) jvqs belongs within the rel.

clause but has been fronted in favor of Zarathustra's practice to

place a rel. pron. in the metrical position following the caesura.

Cf. 44.12.

This verse has been misunderstood in that there are really two ideas

present, which have not been properly brought to light. The first is that

a house-lord should welcome any person coming to his house to

whom he is obligated in consequence of any sort of formal agreement.

This is the prime directive {*rdsnd jvqs), and its lack of fulfillment

is condemned in the following verse. The second point is that, if he

recognizes his guest to be a deceitful person, he must announce this

fact to his family, lest this deceitful person bring any harm upon

them by trying to seduce them into the ways of deceit.

46.6. at yastSm nut! nd isamno dydt. This must represent a contrast to

the preceding line vs. 5a. since most terms correspond, save the neg.

«o//, viz. ya: rets, xsaycts: nd isamno, ayamam: drat. Thus the line

clearly requires a drttcl again and stands for an underlying *at yastSm

not'! nd isamno dxlrttd ya ahmdi dyctt 'But which able man (= rich

enough) would not receive him who shall come to him ...'. For similar

compact diction, cf. 31.9 for parallels. Note that drat is for orig. *ayut:

ii transmitted vocalism has been influenced by gat in the next line in

identical metrical position. For process, cf. introd. p. 5 IT.

drujd hvd daman haeQahyd gat 'such a person shall go to the bonds

of deceit's captivity'; In view of the Rigv. expression dnrtasya setu-'the

net (trap) of untruth' appearing in VII 65.3a id bhuripdsav dnrtasya setu

'the two thick-fettered nets of untruth' and X 67.4b guild tisthantir

dnrtasya setau 'remaining hidden in the trap of untruth', it is clear

that drujd ... haeQahyd belongs to the same sphere of ideas. Conse-

quently, it is preferable to interpret daman as 'bonds', corresponding

to Ved. daman- *id.\ Similar meaning for ddmqm (orig. *damqn) in

48.7d at hoi ddmqm Qwahmi d dam ahurd 'Yes, his bonds are in Thy

house, Lord'. For meaning of haedet-, cf. 29.1 a ... hisaya.
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46.7. * A:am.ro (Mss. k annul) mazda mavaite pciyum dada ; hvat ma
clrsgva *dtidarasari (Mss. dklarasata) aenaijhe 'Whom indeed hast Thou
appointed as guardian for me. Wise One, if the deceitful one (= angrd
mainyus) shall dare to harm me?'. Belongs closest with 50.1b ka ma.nd
Bra la visto *Who has been found to be my protector?'.

In view of ra vcl which begins vss. 5, 8 and ] 0, it is most probable that
the reading kamnd has replaced an orig. */eam.vo. Motivation for the
change stems from similarity of kamndnd in vs. 2 above and the
above-cited parallel 50.1b k? ma.nd (Mss. kamand kamnd etc.). For
process, cf. introd. p. 91". dragvd again (cf. above vs. 4) is certainly
angrd mainyus : cf. 31.15.

The accepted reading didarasatd cannot be correct, for syntax
demands either a subj. or opt. in /n'(//-clauses of future-possible value,
as appears in the current passage. Cf. 29.8c hyat hoi hudamam *dya 'if

he might receive for himself sweetness", 43.4be hyat id zasid ... ava\
hyat mdi ... hara jimat 'if Thou shalt help with the very hand ... if

the force shall come to me\ 43.8b hyat isoyd 'if I were able', etc.

If we note the fact that in the RV. the root dhrs 'dare' is fundamentally
attested as a perf. tantum — indie, dadharsa, subj. dadhdrsaifij etc. —
then the attested reading dklarasata can be combined with the Ved.
verbal forms by emending to *dddarasati, likewise yielding a proper
perf. subj. Here the switch in the vowels must be ascribed to the
work of the redactors, who tried to normalize an unusual form following
the pattern of the desid. attested in didarazo 44.15 and didrayzd.duve
48.7. which sounded similar. Note also that the form didaitjhe 43.11
has been emended to *dddahjlw. Syntax of drs with inf. in the flu.

*dadarasati aenaijhe thus the same as in 43.13d yam vd naecis darast lie

'to which no one has dared you to accede' (q.v.).

yciycl syaoOandis asam Braostd ahura 'through the actions of which
two one has nourished the truth'. Normal syntax of instr. with
impersonal verb of the type 48.1a asa drujim vaivjhaUi 'one shall defeat
deceit with truth',"etc. Statement is"deliberate stylistic variant of 34.3b
gaeda vispa a xsaOroi ya volnl Qraosta mananha 'all the creatures under
Thy rule whom one has nourished with good thinking' and 43.6c
yehyd syaodanais gaeda asa frddante 'through the actions of which
(rule) the creatures allied with truth do prosper'.

tqm mdi dqsrvqm daenayai fravaoca 'Proclaim this wondrous state
to me for the sake of the (good) conception'. Translation follows 53.4cd
mananho vanhmts xr

anvat haijhus ... mazda dadat ahuro daenayai
vanhuyai The Wise Lord shall grant (to her) the sunlike gain of good
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thinking for the sake of the good conception'. Final line here resumes
the motif of vs. 3

: Zarathustra says that if AhM. will guarantee his
protection through his fire and good thinking, then Zarathustra shall
find the courage to bring the notion of the good vision throuehout
the world.

46.8. ya va mot yd gaeOa chide aemujhe 'who indeed takes it upon
himself to harm those who are my creatures'. Belongs with 3 Lib
yoi urvdtais dnijo asahyd gaedd vinwrancaite \vho, by reason of the
commandments of deceit, destroy the creatures of truth'.

ddris syaodandis 'the danger (threat) (caused) by his actions'
Content belongs with 34.8a tais zi nd syaodcmais *byainti vaesii as
pain powubyo iOyejd 'Because ihey frighten us with such actions in
which there has been danger for many ...\ Use of instr. in dBm
syaoOanais is similar to 29.2c dragvoMabis aesanwm Tury (caused) by
the deceitful*. 48.11c dragvoMabis xrurdis *r3mam 'cruelty (caused)
by the violent deceitful ones', etc. ddri- is of identical meanin 2 to
diui-, on which cf. 32.16.

paityaogdr rd ahmdi jasoit dvaesaijhd. Because of gaudi 43 1 gar te
51.10 and dgamaud 44.S for orig. *gardi *-te *dgmatd, it is clear that
pattyaogat rd should be read as *paityaogat.td and that the form
should originally contain only one -/-. This allows interpretation as an
instr. with fiig. dvaesaijha, whereby the word most probably stands for
*paityaoxtd. We thus have the fig. *paityaox(d dvaesaijhd 'responds
enmity, hostility'. The orthography pairyaogar ta somehow represents
the attempt to normalize after yaogar {\vaoxt) 44.4. althoueh the reason
tor the doubling of -/- in all these instances remains unclear. Note,
however, that the yAv. occurrence of paityaogatjbaesahva- Y. 16.8.
Yt. 8.51 is falsely modeled after the Gathic attestation; cf. 32.6
Intra.martme.

Therefore translate :;May it .( = the danger, threat) come back to him
with responding enmity', paid in *pairyaoxrd is also meant to govern
jasoit. For parallel concept, cf. I 147.4 yd no ague ... marcdvati
dvayena / mdntro gunth pimar asttt so asmd, ami mrksfsta ranvdm
duruktdih 'Agni. let the heavy spell return to that man who tries to
destroy us with falsehood. Let him efface his own person with such
evil words'. In general, cf. disc, in Bergaigne (1883. 190 ff.).

tanvam d '(coming) up to his body (person)
1

. The use of d with the
ace. to signify 'up to, as far as' also occurs in d nuramch in 31.7c
ya d nitramcir ahwd hdmo Thou who, up to now indeed, hast been the
same, Lord'.
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yd im hujydtois payor '(his person) which could guard him from the

good way of life", payat is opl. employed in a preterite context;

cL 29.5 hyat mazdajn dra idi etc. Since it is the evil person of the

deceitful man which hinders him from following the good way of life.

namely, the way of truth, it is also clear thai in 32.13c va is par
darasdt asahyd. the rel. pron. should refer back to kdma- "the lust'

(of the deceitful) and not lo mqdvan- 'the prophet'. It is hard lo believe

thai Zaraihusira would ever keep any man from the knowledge of
truth. Thus we have: 32. 13be yucca mazdd jignrazut i ktime Qwahvd
madrono dutim yn is pat dorasdi asahyci 'Also those who. in their lust

(Tor riches). Wise One. complained about the message of Thy
prophet, u lust which guarded them from the sight of truth".

46.9. yn md ... coiOal ... yaOd $\va zaristim uznmdhi 'who shall

enlighten me in which way lo respect Thee, the Most Mighty One*.
For disc. cf. 33.2 roijhdu va cdiQaitd astirn. The loc. inf. uzonidhi (stem

: uzamoh-) belongs with uzamo- 'respectful* 44.7. Passage appears to

^belong wilh 44.
1
be namoijhd d yoGd nama xsmdvoid ... .solivol nuivoitc

v-One should declare to me how reverence for your kind should be from
"the reverent person".

" yd idi asd "which things of Thine are in harmony wilh truth" and
id idi vohu manaijhd 'those things of Thine in harmony with good

: thinking' are discussed at 32.2. The phrase id idi volnl manaijhd appears
as an independent tag. which explains why the demon, pron. is

employed in place of the parallel rel. yd of the preceding statement.

For this practice, cf. 45.7 idea xsaBrd etc. Nole also the independent tag

kdcil mazdd c/vaesaijhd a I the end of the preceding vs.

46.10. ddydr tujhnu.s yd tu rot'sid rahisid "... would grant to me those

things which Thou knowest to be best for existence (this world)'.

aohMts ... vethistd is a type of qlpj. gen.; parallels of this fig. are

listed at 44.10 yd iidtqm vahistd.

asam asdi vohu xsaOram manaijhd "truth for the truth (and) the rule

in alliance with good thinking'. The reading asam (J 7) is preferable

to asim (J 2), since the fig. asam asdi is a var. of the type 43.5d akam
akdi and since it is natural that asam and vohu mono be coupled here

in customary fashion. The var. asim stems from 43.1 6e asim syaoOandis
vohu daidit manaijhd, which closely resembles the wording of asam
asdi vohu xsadram manaijhd. For process, cf. introd. p. 1 J ff. What
Zarathustra means by "who would grant truth for the truth' is that a
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person should act with truth in response to his knowledge of the

truthful doctrine presented by the prophet.

cinvato paraturn 'the Bridge of the Judge'. I follow Bthlm. (1904,

596) in taking cinvant- as pres. part, of ci 'decide, discern
1

, since

the usage is thus parallel to that of saosyant- 'savior'.

46.11. Antithesis to the preceding verse : the truthful will successfully

cross the Bridge into Paradise, but the 'Karpans and Kavis have already

been turned away from there and damned to Hell.

xsa&rdis 'during their regimes' is instr. of temporal extent; cf. 30.7

aya/jhd dddndis.

ahum marangdidydi maslm 'in order to destroy this world and
mankind'. This is a variant of 30.6c yd (— aesama) bqnayan ahum
maratanb 'witK which fury they (= the gods) have afflicted this world

and mankind'. The parallel reveals that maslm cannot thus be the obj.

of yujan, to which the simplest addition is nd 'us'. This is essentially

a lament of the truthful; others who followed the ways of the Karpans
etc. seemingly saw no oppression in their ways. In general, the opening

2 lines xsaOrdis yujan karapano kdvayascd akdis syaodandis ahum-

marangdidydi maslm function as antithesis to 34.15c xsmdkd xsaBrd

ahum farasam vasna haidySm da ahum. For disc, cf. 30.9 atcd tot vaem

liydmd etc.

ySng xv
a urvd xvaeca xraodai daena 'whom their own soul and own

conception did vex
1

, xraodat must be a 3pl. preterite parallel to

preceding yujan and fllg. aihl.gaman. Both xva urvd and xvaeca daena

are the coordinated subjects of the verb form, but the use of the 3 pi.

is correct insofar as it is employed distributively. Cf. 44.20cd yais

gam Icarapd usixscd aesamai data (orig. *data) yded kavd 'together with

whom the Karpan and Usig have delivered the cow unto fury, and
the Kavi as well', where a 3pl. verb form also occurs with a compound
subject, probably also intended distributively. The sense is that the

soul and conception of all the'"Karpans arid Kavis vexed them when
they appeared at the Bridge of the Judge, xraodat is therefore a form

comparable to paitunravat 29.3 and syazdat 34.9. Cf. also corre-

sponding subj. xraodaiti in the parallel 51.13b yehya urvd xraodaiti

cinvato parata 'whose soul shall vex him at the Bridge of the Judge*.

yavdi vispdi drujo *damdne (Mss. damdndi) ostayo 'to be guests forever

in the House of Deceit*. The reading damdndi should be restored to

*damdne in view of 32.13a acistahyd damdne mananhd, 49.1 Id drujo

damdne haiOyd aijhan ostayo, etc. Vocalism of * damdne was influenced
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by the preceding vispai. Similarly, vastrai 47.3 reposes on orig. *vastre.

whose vocalism was altered under the effects of preceding ahmai.
On process, cf. introd. p. 5f. Note that this final line contrasts with

31.22c hvo toi mazda ahura vazisto wjhaiti astis 'He shall be Thy most
welcome guest, Wise Lord', said of the truthful man.

46.12. hyat us asa naptyaesti najsuca turahya fin 'Since Thou, truth,

didst arise among the children and grandchildren of the Turanian ...\

asa in this vs. and at the conclusion of the next is best taken as a voc.
In terms of the structure of the hymn, Zarathustra first turns to the

immortals with his affirmations and then to his followers to repeat
his points; cf. introd. to Y. 31 . Consequently, us ...fin is best explained
as 2sg. aor.

armatois gaeBa frado Bwaxsayha 'of the one prospering his creatures
with the zeal of piety'. Piety is mentioned in this context addressed
to truth, since it corresponds to the repeated notion that the piety

of the faithful gives strength to AhM. and his powers (cfi 28.3).

In particular, the current passage belongs with 44.6c asam syaoOanais
.ddhqzaitiarmaitis Through it actions, piety gives substance to the truth

1

.

Latter statement supports interpretation of asa as voc.

at is vohu ham.aibi.moist manaijha ... ahum Therefore did the Lord
unite them with good thinking. For disc, cf. 32.2. Intended as
contrast to preceding vs. 11 ab yufin (na) karapano kavayasca akais
SyaoOanais. The form ham.aibi.moist is aor. to mil 'throw'; on meaning,
cf. Lat. commi.Uo.

aeibyo rafidrai ... saste 'in order to announce Himself to them for
(their) support

1

. On the inf. saste, cfi 30.2 sazdyai. Note that vohu
manaijha and rafadrai in these final lines correspond to above 46.2de
rafaSrsm cagva ... axso vaijhaus asa istim manaijho 'offering the (fitting)

support ... Let me see the power of good thinking allied with truth
1

.

Zarathustra implies thereby that the adyent of good thinking among
men is a major means of support lor them against the hostilities or
the world.

46.13. ya spitamam zaraBustram rcldaijha marataesu xsnaus 'who
among men did satisfy Zarathustra Sp. with solicitude ...'. Intended
as contrast to the opening of hymn vs. led noil ma xsnaus ya varazana
*hShSca I naeda daHySus yoi sastdvo dragvanto.

tarn va asa rmhmaidi hus.haxaim 'we respected him among you as the
good friend of truth

1

. On mahmaidi, cf. 31.19 giista ya manta asam.
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The fig. asa ... hitiJwxaim occurs at 32.2b (ahuro) asa husJiaxa and
50.6b urvaOd asa. Syntactically tarn vS 'him among you' is parallel to
preceding j/a ... maraiaesu, and the use of the pron. v§ shows return of
discourse to direction of Zarathustra's followers, anticipating the
parallel employment in fllg. vs. 15a vaxsya va, vs. 17a ya9m vb ...

Sdnghani.

46.14. zavaOustrd kaste asava urvado mazoi magdi 'Zarathustra, which
truthful man is thy ally for the great task?'. Continues the idea of the
last verse : the man who is the friend of the lord's values is also the ally

of the truthful man of this world, and is therefore ready to assist in the
overthrow of deceit.

at hvo kava vistdspo *ya *ahi (Mss. yahi) 'Yes, it is Kavi V.
t with

whom thou art allied'. According to the remarks at 32.2, it is certain

that yahi should be emended to *yd *alu. On vowel contractions, cf.

introd. p. IS.

ySngstu mazdd haddmoi etc. These words seem to me to be meaning- <

ful only if they stem from Kavi Vtstaspa himself. They thus appear to be
a citation of the Kavi's words employed by Zarathustra to show that
V. is truly an ally of both AhM. and Zarathustra. He is in possession
of good thinking and therefore ready for the great task.

varjhSus uxSais manatjho 'with words stemming from good thinking
1

;

cf. 34.10 for disc, and parallels.
'"

..:

46.15. daduye need not be a short-vowel subj. (so, HH. 1959, II 72),

but can be false orthography for *daduye as in daidyai 31.5, 51.20.
The final missing line of the verse has been supplied according to

28.1 lc yd is a aijhus paouruyo bavat.

46.16. arddrdis idi ... rati ysng usvahf ustd sidi 'Come thou hither

with those sincere ones whom we wish to be in His favor
1

. According
to 33.2c toi vdrdi rddsmi ahwahyd zaose mazda 'They shall bring
success to His wish and be in the approval of the Wise Lord

1

, it seems
most likely that ustd here is a parallel loc, thus from usti- 'wish';

cf. ust is 48.4. The sense of ustd in Tact approaches that of zaose,

since both terms often occur side by side. Cf. 48.4c ahya zaosmg
ustis varanSng hacaite 'He follows his pleasures, desires, preferences';

Vd. 2.11 hvajn ami ustim zaosdmca. Both usti- and zaosa-, however,
already have acquired the secondary meaning 'approval, favor

1

, clearly

seen in 33.10b dwahmi his zaose dhaxso.hvd 'Give them a share in Thy
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approval
1

. Note also urvazaman- 'joy, happiness' employed as 'grace'

at 32.1b iyasat) -.. ahurahya urvazama mazda 'entreated for the grace
of the Wise Lord 1

.

yadra asa hacaite armaitis j yaOra vqjhSus manaijho ista xsadram
'where piety is harmony with truth, where sovereignty lies in the

power of good thinking'. These two lines succinctly summarize two of
the major themes of the Gathas : (1) the piety of the faithful grants

strength to the lord, as it should be {asa); (2) the only true power in the

world must be regulated by good thinking. For disc, cf. 28.3

xsadrdm ... varsdaiti armaitis and 47.1

.

yadra mazda varadamqm saeiti ahuro 'where the Wise Lord dwells
in maturity', varadamqm is loc. of varadaman- 'maturity'; cf. similar

loc. anafsmqm in the fllg. vs. On -mqm for *-mqn, cf. 29.10 rdmqmca.
Note that the sequence in these last 3 lines of asa ... vaijhaus manaijho ...

saeiti ahuro corresponds to the diction of 44.9e hadamoi asa vohuca svqs
manaijhd and 3 3.5be a xsadram vaijhaus manaijho / ami a arazus
paQb yaesu mazda ahuro saeiti 'the rule of good thinking and the paths,
straight in accord with truth, wherein the Wise Lord dwells'.

46.17. yadra r5 afimanf sanghdni no if anafsmqm ... vahmmg 'where
1 shall teach lo you in verse — not in non-verse — the glories ...'.

The use of the neut. pi. forms damqn 46.6 = damqm 48.7, mizdavqn
43.5, ramqm 29.10, syaomqm 32.3, all without final -f-, makes it

highly unlikely that afsmani and anafsmqm are to be interpreted as
neut. pi. forms here. Rather, both are loc. sg., with the optional use
oT -i appearing in the doublets casmqm 50.10 and casmaim 31.8,

45.8, both 'in (a) vision', and in the Ved. by-forms uddn udani 'in the
water', etc. Consequently, sax*mi in 53.5a saxvmi ... kainibyo mraomi
also cannot be neut. pi., but should be divided into *sax*an */" (better

*sax*qn *i) :
'1 say these words to the girls'. The pron. i has simply

moved into its norma! position of second place in its clause.

With regard to the orthography afsmani in place of expected
*ajsmaim, the form simply shows the effects of fllg. smghani; ci*.

introd. p. 7 for process. I follow Nyberg (1938, 239) with regard to the
meanings 'verse' and 'non-verse'. Zarathustra is understandably
proud of his poetic craft.

hada vasta 1 take as a mistake for orig. Viada.vasta 'in total inspir-

ation', loc. of a stem hada. vast i- from vat 'inspire'. This root belongs
to the central vocabulary of Indoiran. poetic art. Cf. RV. X 25. lab
bhadrdm no dpi vataya, mono ddksam utd kratum 'Favorably inspire
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our thinking, skill and determination
1

and Y. 9.25 *apivatahi *pouru.-

vacqm arazaxSanqm "Thou art the inspirer of many truly spoken words'.

A derivation from vat thus seems in place where Zarathustra is

extolling his own abilities as poet. Cf. also apivaitl 44.18.

radatjho j ya vicinaot daQdmca adaQamcd / dangra mantu asa mazdd

ahurd '(the praises) of Him who offers solicitude, the Wise Lord, who,

together with his clever adviser, truth, has judged both the just and the

unjust man\ The gen. rada/jho, as always, refers to AhM. and in this

instance is clearly resumed by ya ... mazdd ahurd; cf. 45.7 (1st para.)

and 32.1 1 raexanah-.

ya vicinaot daQdmca adaddmca echoes above vs. 15b hyat dddSng

vkayaBa adaBqsca 'how ye shall distinguish the just and the unjust

men'. But it is difficult to believe that the same meaning can apply

to AhM. (and truth), who is all-seeing and undeceivable ace. to 45.4e

noit diwzaidydi vispd.hisas ahurd. Rather, I think that vi ci is employed

in 46.17 here in its technical sense 'to judge juridically
1

(cf. 32.7),

whereby Zarathustra wishes to indicate that AhM., together with;

,

truth, possesses the power to definitively judge a person for salvation or

damnation at the end. For disc, cf. 32.5 fracinas. dangra mantu as an

epithet of asam contrasts with 33.4c actstarn nuintum as an epithet of

angro mainyus.

46.18. mazdd asa xsmdkam vdram xsimosamno 'thus satisfying your

wish with truth. Wise One*. The wish of AhM. which is satisfied refers

to the previously mentioned notions of the first 3 lines, that Zarathustra

will give his best to the truthful followers but bring on evil to the evil

opponents. The passage is thus a variant of 33.2 ya akam dragvdite ...

varasaiti, va/jhdu va coidaite astun, toi varai rddanti ahurahyd 'Who shall

bring about evil for the deceitful one or who shall enlighten his guests

in the good, (all) these shall bring success to the wish of the Lord'.

On xsnaosamno, cf. 28.3 ayzonvamnam

.

46.19. mand.vistdis mat vispdis gdvd azl 'a fertile cow and steer, along

with all my possessions*, mana.vistdls is for orig. *mana *visidis.

with accented pron. form *mana in first position of the line; cf.

*mana 29.9, *mS.nd 50.1. The initial vi- of vistdis has caused the

change of *mana to mans, as in savistd 33.11, avisti 34.9, etc. from

*savisto, *avisti. The fig. gdvd azi 'two fertile cows
1

is elliptical dual

for 'a fertile cow and a steer
1

; cf. Nyberg (1938, 197). These, however,

are the good vision and Zarathustra as its keeper. Note that the
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supporters of the Faith are called asahya vazdrSng gd *the draft oxen

of truth
1

in vs. 4 above. The combination of gava azi and *man§
* vista is vispdis is intended to correspond to the typical juxtaposition

43. le rayo asis vaghSus gaem manaijho 'the rewards of wealth and life

of good thinking', also referred to as the attainments of the spiritual

and material worlds in 28.2bc.

tacit mot sqs tvSm mazda vaedisto 'Even these things, it has seemed
to me, Thou dost best know, Wise One'. Typical use of independent tag

at the conclusion of the final line of vs., with tag beginning with a

demon, pron.; cf. la toi vohu manaijha in vs. 9e above.
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With the very first words of this brief Gatha, Zarathustra draws
immediate attention to the virtuous spirit, which fully dominates
the content and the tone of this poem describing the workings of this
spiritual force of good and truth in both man and god. Beginning his
presentation in impersonal and compact language, precisely calcuFated
to reflect these disclosures as the very words of his lord, the prophet
discusses in the first 2 verses how the participation of man in the life
and meaningfulness of god depends upon this very spirit. In that
this force of good and virtue provokes man to act with truth and sood
thinking in every sphere of his activity, it promotes the highest prin-
ciples of god in this earthly existence and therefore enforces the
dignity and significance of the almighty's being. This indeed is the
ultimate form of reverence and honor, because god created these
moral and good qualities by reason of this very same virtuous spirit
of his, and in man's enactment of these godly principles a second
generation of good, which is the nature of god, arises in the world of
man.

These elevated thoughts form the foundation of man's involvement
with the virtuous spirit, and in the final 4 verses the prophet turns
directly to the Wise Lord to affirm his understanding of his sod's
own involvement with this spiritual essence. The Wise One sired

7
this

force of good and virtue, and motivated by its effects upon him,
he created the rule of truth and good thinking to offer to man as a
means of salvation in his own existence (3). Moreover, he acknowledged
and aided his rightful prophet who, once aroused by good thinking,
realized that mankind's only hope is in the perseverence of its own
virtuous spirit both to further this god-given cause of truth and good
and to oppose the force

:
of deceit"in this world (3-4). Verses 5 and 'ifitien

speak of how, similarly moved by his virtuous spirit to act with
total justice, the Wise Lord shall save the truthful but damn the
deceitful at the time of judgment on earth and in heaven. By turning
to these events yet to occur, Zarathustra thus rightfully concludes this
embracing portrait of his lord's eternal essence of good and virtue,
which has compelled him Lo act justly and benevolently in the past,
in the present world, and in the future.
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47.1. Unlike tlie remaining vss. 3-6 which contain the voc. mazda
(ahura). vss. 1 and 2 are framed in impersonal language and therefore

appear to be m qOras containing the fundamental teachings about the

virtuous spirit.

spanta mainyu vahistaca manaijha j haca asai syaodanaca vacaijhaca /

ahmai dan haurvata amdratata 'Through a virtuous spirit and the best

thinking, through both the action and the word befitting truth, they

shall grant completeness and immortality to Him\ These lines are a

succinct paraphrase of 34.1-2, which relate that AhM. has received

immortality and completeness (as well as truth) through the correct

word and action of the truthful men, including their worship of him.

Specifically, 34.2a manaijha mainyaus vaijhSus corresponds to spanta

mainyu vahistaca manaijha here in 47.1. and 34.2b spantaliyaca naras

syaodana yehya wva asa hacaite corresponds to haca asat syaodanaca

vacaijhaca in the current vs. The parallelism betw. these passages thus

supports the impersonal subject of dan, for it is men (the faithful)

who guarantee immortality to god. The values which god represents

are the motivating forces for men to reach this realization. However, it

is only their actions and beliefs which are the effective principles in

creating meaning and substance (immortality and completeness) to

god's existence. Note, too, the impersonal subjects in the following

cited parallels.

Besides the theme of piety granting power to the Lord (cf. 28.3),

these passages thus represent the complementary theme that the good
thinking of men strengthens god and the values he stands for, and
grants life to him by their realization on earth. Most clearly related is

45.10cde hyat hoi asa coist manaijha / xsadroi hoi haurvata amaratata /

ahmai stoi *clqm tavisi uiayuiti 'What one has promised to Him with

truth and good thinking is to be completeness and immortality for

Him under His rule, is to be these two enduring powers for Him in

His house'. Related also is the rnqOra 31.6c mazdai aval xsaQrzm hyat

hoi vohuvaxsat manaijha 'Rule Tor" the"Wise One is (only) so great as

one shall increase it for Him through good thinking' and 45.5e vaijhSus

mainyaus syaoQanais mazda ahuro cited immediately below. The same
notion is also at the basis of 33.1 4bc ... paurvatatam manaijhasea vatjhmis

mazdai syaodanahya asa uxSah'ydca \.. (so that there be) for the

Wise One predominance of good thinking, as well as predominance
of both the action and the word in harmony with truth'.

mazda xsaQra armaiti ahuro The Wise One in rule is Lord through
piety'. This expresses the complementary notion to the preceding idea;
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cf. 28.3 xsaBram ... varadaiti drmaitis for parallels. Syntax follows

vs. 2d below hvoptd asahya mazda The Wise One is the Father of truth
1

,

51.21a armatdis na spanto 'Virtuous is the man of piety
1

. Especially

important is the parallel 45.5e vaijhaus mainySus syaoOanais mazda
ahuro The Wise One is Lord through actions stemming from (our)

good spirit
1

. Syntax is similar and the line likewise stands as an
independent sentence at the conclusion of a vs. Both lines thus support
each other. Syntax should really have been *ahuro armaiti xsa8rd
mazda, but appears in attested form since *ahuro armaiti could not fit

before the caesura. Cf. here disc, at 44.2 hvo zi ... irixtam and 50. 1 azdd
zutd.

The fig. mazda xsaBra reoccurs at 45.7e tdcd xsaBra mazda dqmis
ahuro These things, too, did the Lord, Wise in His rule, create

1

,

45.9c mazda xsaBra varazi na dydt ahuro 'May the Lord, Wise in His
rule, place us in effectiveness', 51.6b ahuro xsaBra mazda. Cf. also

31.2 lc mainyu syaoBandiscd urvaBo 'an ally in spirit and actions
1

,

51.5b syaoOanais arasvo 'lofty in his actions', with a similar use of the
1,

instr., which admittedly can be translated in these instances as 'by'

reason of ...\

47.2. ahyd mainySus spanistahyd vahistam 'the best for His most
'

virtuous spirit'. Type of obj. gen.; cf. 44.10 yd Itdtqm vahistd for

parallels. I believe that it makes more sense to interpret ahyd as'
1

anaphoric to preceding mazda ... ahuro than as appositive to mainySus,

as in the fllg. vs. The opening of vs. 3 ahyd mainySus is a conscious
imitation of the style of the preceding mqOra, but employed syntactically

quite differently by Zarathustra. The same rhetorical technique is

used by Zarathustra in the mqBra 43. lab and in its paraphrase 43.2a,

which should be consulted.

varazydr (Jp,) is the preferred reading, with a subj. verb, form

Pf?.rf?:!i!.^f. . . ?:9 ..
. PnrF.^!i.n.fi; .. .f/f/"- ..

.T.h.!*-..
.

y^r
. . .

.v^r^rvo/...has
. .
been ...in R.uenced by...

dig. -tasat (vs. 3) and aijhat (vs. 4) appearing in identical metrical

position at the end of the verse line. For process, cf. introd. p. 71*.

oya cisti 'according to the single understanding*, oyd (read *oiva)

is for *6ira. the equiv. of yAv. aevd. Cf. also yAv. ovum = *divam
(cf. Bthlm. 1895, 156 if 268.24). Cf. Addenda.

47 .3

.

ahyd mainyaus . . . yS ahmdi gqm rdnyo.skaraitim ham . lascil '... of
the spirit who fashioned the joy-bringing cow (= the good vision) for

this world'. The re I. ya must refer back to ahyd mainySus, since it is
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spanto mainvus, not AhM., who fashioned the cow ace. to 31.9a

9wS as gaits tas3 Thine (= AhM.) was the fashioner of the cow'

and ace. to inferences of 29.2 and 6. Syntax thus follows 43.6e Qwahyd
xrataus yam naecis ddbayeiti *... of Thy will which no one is able to

deceive'. Moreover, 51.7ab ddidi moi ya gqm taso ... span is ta mainyu
'Grant to me ... Thou who didsi fashion the cow by reason of (through)
Thy most virtuous spirit. Wise One' shows that if AhM. was the subject

of the verb in the 2nd line oi' 47.3 here, the text should have run

tvSm ahi to span id yS ... gqm ...
* ham. tciso. Thus 44.6e kaeihyo az'im

rdnyb.skaraitim gqm taso Tor whom didst Thou fashion the joy-

bringing fertile cow?* surely requires an instr. spanta mainyu to be

supplied.

On alima i 'for this world\ cf. 30.7a ahmdicd xsaOrd jasat manaijhd

vohu asaca 'But to this world He came with the rule of good thinking

and truth
1

, where it is suggested thai that line and 47.3b here are

variants of one another, with gam clearly the equiv. of xsaOram
vohu manaijhd asaca.

.at hoi * vastre (Mss. vdstrdi) rdmd eld annaitim / hyat ham vohu

mazdd frasta manaijhd "And Thou didst create tranquility and piety for

her pastor when he came to terms with good thinking'. When
ZarathusIra speaks ofhimself in 45.6cd sraotu mazcld ahum yehyd vahme
vohu frasi manaijha 'May the Wise Lord listen, in whose glory I have

taken counsel with good thinking', it is evident that he is also the

intended subject of vohu ... frasta manaijhd here in 47.3. Thus I see

the necessity of emending vdstrdi to *vdstre Tor her pastor', dat.

afvdstar-, which again is a metaphor for Zaraihustra. The juxtaposition

of gdus and vcistar- then fits well with the pattern 29.1 gaus ... vdstd,

29.2 gavoi ... vastid, 31.9 gaus ... vastryd t, Vyt. 41 gave ... vdstryanta,

etc. The idea is, it is as important for there to be peace and piety on
earth for the lord's prophet as for god himself, if the true way is to be

brought to fulfillment. Cf. 44.16cd ration cizdi at hoi vohu saraoso jantu

manaijhd 'Promise
:
us as judge arid let obedience to him come through

good thinking', where further comments are given regarding this

question. The reading vdstrdi has been influenced by preceding ahmdi,

a mistake comparable to 46.1 le yavoi vispdi drujo damdndi ... for orig.

*damdne, similarly altered to damdndi under the effect o^ preceding

vispdi. Cf. introd. p. 6.

1 have translated ham ... frasta as 'came to terms with
1

in light of
Ved. sdm pros 'id., reach an agreement with'. Cf. RV. IV 18.2d

yudhydi tvena sdm tvena pjvhai '1 shall fight with one person, I shall
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reach an agreement with another', etc. Cf. also 53.3d a9a ham.farasvd
Owa xradwa Therefore, come to terms with thy will'. The same meaning
may also be at the basis of all the Gathic instances of med. fras with
instr.

47.4. kas3iiscit na etc. These last 2 lines are most probably a mqBra,
discernible by the change in discourse style from the personal (cf. voc.
mazda in line b) to the impersonal. Furthermore, when 51.8b hyat
akoya dragvdite ustd yS asam dadre '... that I would do evil to the
deceitful one in accord with the wish of Him who upholds the truth'

expresses the same content as the final line of 47.4 here as the wish of
AhM., it is almost certain that this behavior is a precept and must be
considered to represent the word of god. The exact formulation
alluded to in 51.8b thus appears in these lines of 47.4.

kasausctt na asaune kdBS anhat 'even a man of little worth shall be
loving to the truthful person'. kaBS (Mf„ 2 , K^, etc.) is the correct
reading because we expect a nom. form parallel to the nig. ako.
Cf. 33.3a asaune vahisto and 44.2 for the meaning of kaOS.

isvdeit litis paraos ako dragvdite 'even the master of much worth
shall be evil to the deceitful person'. Belongs with 33.2ab at yS akam
dragvdite ... varasaiti "Who shall bring about what is evil for the
deceitful one' and above-cited 5i.Sb hyat akoya dragvdite.

Syntax of lines cd follows the type discussed at 29.3 avaektm no it etc.,

since it is clear that the reciprocal of each statement should 'also apply.'

Zarathustra intends to say that a man. be he rich or poor, should be good
to his truthful ally and bad to his deceitful opponent.

47.5. asaune cois yd zi elect vahisrd 'Thou hast promised for the
truthful person what indeed are the very best things'. Antithesis to

32.12b aeibyo (= dragvo .dabyo) mazda akd mraot 'The Wise One spoke
of bad things for these (deceitful ones)'. Both show use of dal.

commodi.

hatiara Qwahmat zaosdt dragvd *haxsaite (Mss. haxsaiti) 'The deceitful

one shall have his share apart from Thy approval*. Contrasts with
33.10b BwahmJ his (= *vispds *toi hujitayo) zaose dhaxso.lnd 'Give
these (whose way of life is good for Thee) a share in Thy approval'
= 'accept them into Thy grace'. Syntax of honors with abi. follows
RV. VI 1 1 97.3d sanutdr dhehi tarn tatah "Get him away from here',

V 2.4a kserrdd apasyam sanutas cdrantam T saw him as he was
wandering far off from this field', etc.
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Med. *baxsait e is syntactically a better reading and should be restored

in the passage. The text here in 47.5 has been normalized after 50.3d,

where the fig. dragva baxsaiti likewise appears in the same metrical

position at the end of the verse line. In this latter passage as well,

the reading baxsaiii appears in place of orig. *baxsaite. which has

been altered under the eFleets oT aijhaiti in 50.3a and baraiti 50.6a,

both appearing at the end of the verse line. For disc. cf. introd. p. 7 f.

ahva syaodtmais akat a syus manaijho 'since he dwells ( = lives) by his

actions stemming from evil thinking". Antithesis to 34.10a ahva vcujlwus

manaijho syaoQcma ... Iwxratus "Through his action stemming from

good thinking, the man of good determination ...*. Cf. latter vs. for

syntax.

47.6. (irmatois tfobqzaijha asaliyaca *by reason of the solidarity o^

piety and truth'. Stylistic variant of 44.6c asnm syaoQtmdis thhqzairi

arma'uis Through its actions, piety gives substance to the truth

\

which explains the intention of the phrase in 47.6 here. Namely,

rAhM. shall make a forceful appearance when he believes that both

•piety and truth have grown strong enough on earth to rally the

'devoted to the true cause.

ha zi pourits isantd vauraiie 'For it shall convert the many who are

seeking (to know)*. On i.wntd, cf. 30.1; on vauraiie, cf. 28.5 vauroi-

' maidi.
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"

This lyric deals with basic questions and reaffirmations that concern

fy> the beginnings of the Foremost existence on earth. Shall the truthful

f
'

Finally defeat the deceitful (2)? For, if this shall come to pass, the glory

-%: .

of the Wise One shall increase (1) and His best precepts can then

];/-
":. re'Sn 'n this world (3). The choice of good or evil governs a person's

;$>V.

;

behavior and his ultimate fate (4). Good understanding motivates good

Rf" rulership (5). The realization of the good vision brings moral sustenance,

:
,y v. peace and prosperity (5-6). Therefore one must end the fury and cruelty

of deceit (7). Does the good rule of the Lord really possess the

necessary power (8) to control the threat of the deceitful (9)? Shall

:_; .\ all the destructive forms of deceit ever end (10-11), so that there can

{
:.

'

;

be peace and piety, truth and good thinking in this world (11)?
:- Only those who are moved by truth and good thinking can bring

this about (12). Since it is exactly these last two values which are the

\
foundations of the foremost existence, these two terms dominate

:"•/
;

this hymn. Truth appears in verses 1, 6-9, 11-12; good thinking in

verses 3, 5-7, 9, 11-12, and this last concept is paraphrased by good
understanding in verse 5 and by good spirit in verse 8.

)':-<:
'' Analysis. Like the beginning of Y. 31, this Gatha is composed of a

complex interchange of address to both the heavenly forces and the

earthly adherents of the prophet. First turning to the Wise Lord in

verses 1 and 2. Zarathustra tempts his god into answering the question

of whether the forces of deceit shall ever be vanquished with the

promise that the lord's glory and fame shall grow mightily if this

comes to pass. GodT like man. can be aroused by an appeal to his

pride, apparently. Yet, in the following verse the prophet assumes
a more serious justification for his question: If the forces of truth

1 C-
prevail, then they shall institute on earth the only good form of

.';'£' existence, the rule of truth and good thinking. This formulation

::?£..;:../-.
furnishes the proper transition for Zarathustra to turn to his followers

W'^:
'

m tne beginning of verse 3 and to intone to them that this good

fe^-S*
existence shall only arise if mankind is obedient to the commandments

fe; ],. of the one true god. Because, by his innate wisdom and benevolence,

W:-

:
.,

:-'\ God has created the way to save the world and has revealed it to his

people, but it is only by their adherence to these lordly principles and
by their enactment of the highest moral values contained in these
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words of god that this state of happiness might come to pass. The
choice lies with man therefore, and thus the prophet returns to the

Wise One in the conclusion of verse 4 to affirm that the person who
does choose the truthful way and remains steadfast in his decision is

of the same nature of the god who created this. The two are indeed

unified in their common purpose. Verse 4 continues this motif in its

reassertion that each man has the freedom to make the proper or

incorrect choice, but that their subsequent fates shall depend upon
their allegiance to the cause of good or the cause of evil.

Mention of the good evokes the supplication to the Wise One in the

beginning of verse 5 for rulers on earth who govern in accordance

with the cause o fgood and in the understanding ofwhy this is necessary.

And the verse concludes with an exhortation to the followers of the

prophet to unite their efforts in the achievement of this rule founded

upon truth and good thinking. Verses 6 and 7 follow with the

explanation for such determination. The good rule shall bring peace

and a force whose strength derives from good thinking, not From fury

or violence or terror, which are the methods of the rule founded upon
deceit and evil. Thus those who attend the advent of the best possible

earthly existence must oppose those forces of deceit through their

own endeavors in the ways of truth and good thinking. Verse 7 then

ends this motif with a declaration to the Wise One, as previously

appears in the conclusion of verse 3, that such men are truly the allies

oT god on earth.

The remainder of the hymn is directed to the Wise Lord, and therein

Zarathustra first enquires in verses 8 and 9 whether the Wise One
truly has the power to bring about the end of the forces of deceit (motif

of verse 7) and what rewards he has in mind for those who cooperate

in this undertaking. Verses 10 and 11 then juxtapose in antithetical

fashion further questions concerning the end of the various manifes-

tations of evil and the advent of peace and tranquility in a world
founded upon truth and good thinking""(understanding)'. The""final

verse is again an affirmation, as in the conclusion of verses 3 and 7,

that the end of the forces of deceit shall occur through the efforts of
those men who are akin to the spirit of the Wise One himself in that

they follow his teachings concerning truth and good thinking by actions

motivated by those very principles. The direct mention of the end of
fury thus links the conclusion of this hymn with its beginning, which
poses the unanswered question of whether truth shall ever defeat

deceit and its proponents.
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48. 1. yezi adais (read *dd *ais) asd drujim vmijhaiti 'If, during the
times after this, one shall defeat deceit by truth ...\ Syntax with
impersonal subject and instr. also appears in related 49.4c vaesqm
noi( hvarstais vqs didvarsta 'whose evil effects one has not (yet)
defeated with good effects

1

, referring to the deceitful as well.
veil adais stands for orig. yezi *ad *dis, where *ad is a sandhi var.

of at dat (cf. yAv. a dim from *ad /m), and ais is the usual instr. of
temporal extent; cf. 30.7 ayaijhd dddndis. The expression *dd *ais
'during the times after this' thus corresponds to the instr. savais
'during the times of salvation' appearing in the final line. With resard
to orthography, *dd *ais has simply been altered redactionally under
the generalizing influence of the prons. andis aval's; cf. introd. p. 17.

Cf. also RV. I 14S.4abc puruni dasmo n't rindtijdmbhair, ad locate vdna
a vibhdva / ad asya vato dim vdti socih 'The wondrous one crushes many
(logs) with his jaws. After this he shines briliantly amid the wood.
After this the wind Tans his name 1

; V 65.4ab initio amhos cid ad urn,
ksdydya gatiim vaiiate 'After this Mitra shall win freedom from even
anxiety and (gain) a way to peace'; etc.

hyat qsasuta yd daibitdnd fraoxtd / amardidite (Jp,) daevdiscd mas-
ydiscd. hyat qsasuta is difficult, but it seems clear that hyat can only
refer back to *dd in the sense 'after this present time which ...'.

If we accept Hurnbach's proposal (1959, II 76) that as- is somehow
related to the root anh 'do, be evil', then qsasuta can be considered the
loc. of an orig. stem. *qs-iuti- 'the working of evil' (cf. aiwi-siliti-

'approach' N. 4), with the usual Gathic meaning of s(y)u 'act. enact
1

.

For meaning, cf. also Ved. bdsia-cyuti- 'working of the hands* in
RV. VII I. lab agnim narah ... ardnyor, hdstacyutijanayanta prasasrdm
The priests have begotten lamed Agni from the two fire-sticks, through
the working of their hands'. This interpretation thus ascribes to hvat
qsasuta the meaning '(the present time) which is under the working of
eviF, a sense which fits well with the general tone of the verse expressing
the impression that deceit indeed has the upper hand"at the moment^

In view of 32.3c syaomqm aipi daibitdnd 'Hateful, too, are your
actions', referring to those of the gods, the Tig. yd daibitdnd fraoxta
can only sensibly resume the preceding drujim, since the instr. comple-
ment daevdis clearly marks this passage to be related to the former one.
Metrical positioning of yezi *dd *ais and hyat qsasuta thus follows
the pattern of 29.3ab, 29.4ab and 29.8ab, where the opening of each
first 2 lines before the caesura forms a syntactic unit. The dat. anwratdite
(Jp,) is the preferable reading, for a dat. of goal offers more sense
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with fraaxta. Cf- 46.7e tqm mot dqstvqm daenayai fravaoca 'Proclaim

this wondrous state to me for the sake of the (good) conception'.

4S.2. para hyar ma yd mSng paraOti jimaiti. The peculiar yd mSng
is for orig. *ydnwng. gen. of yaman- 'course' = Ved. yclman-, and

paradd- corresponds to Ved. para- "far shore, end*. Thus the expression

*yamnng paraQd means 'the end of the course*, and is a euphemism
for death. Cf. comparable Ved. combination ddhvanah pardm RV. V
54.10d. etc. Separation to ya mSng has taken place under the influence

of ya in the first line. On principle, cf. introd. p. 10. Thus translate:

*... before the end of the course will come to (reach) me'. Zarathuslra

obviously wants the answers lo these important questions before he

dies.

ha zi aijhnus vaijulv vista dkaraiis 'This indeed is known as the

good form of existence*. For disc. cf. 28.1 1 yd is a aijhus etc.

48.3. at vuedmimui vahista sdsnanqm . ytim Inula sdsti a.sa ahum "Yes.

for the person who accepts, there applies the best of commands which

the Lord, beneficent through truth, commands'. Inula and asd belong

together syntactically in view of 45.6bc ya Inula ... spantd mainyu.

For parallels, cf.28.l mainySus ... spamahyd a.sa. The best of commands
(instructions) alluded to in this verse is clearly the mqOra 45.5cde,

which is described in 45.5b as vara sruidydi hyat marataeihya vahistam
'the word which is to be heard as the best for men'. The mqOra, of
course, slates that those who shall give obedience and regard to AhM.
shall reach immortality and completeness. The prime directive of the

faithful is certainly to give piety to the lord (cf. 2S.3).

giizrd sanghaijho 'profound teachings" is a stylistic variant of 46.3c

varazddis sanghdis 'mature teachings". The verse thus contains the

notion that the faithful must follow both the instructions and the

teachings of the lord, the same idea pregnant in 31. lac td va urvata

maranto ... vcica sanghdmalu ... aeibyo vahista yoi zrazda aijhan mazcldi

'Heeding these commandments of yours, we do teach the words (which

are) best for those who shall be faithful to the Wise One1

. In 48.3

here sdsnanqm ... sanghaijho are equiv. to urvata ... sSnghamahi in

31.1, which is an excellent support for the interpretation of urvata- as

'commandment* ; cf. 30.1 1

.

48.4. ya dot mono vahyo mazdd asyascd must contain two separate

subjects, otherwise the concluding phrase apamam nana a/jhat 'the end
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shall be different' is senseless. Thus the opening line stands for *y3 dat

mano vahyo mazdd yasca asyo 'Who has set his mind on the good, Wise
One, and who on the bad ...\ On suppression of the rel. pron., cf. 31.9.

Bwahmi xratd 'when Thy will shall be done' is loc. abs. Cf. 31.19
vaijhdu vldata rqnaya for parallels. Cf. Addenda.

48.5. huxsadra xsSntqm ... vaijhuyd cistois syaoOanais armaiti. 'Let

those of good sovereignty rule ... with actions stemming from good
understanding and with piety'. The reading armaiti (Jp,; also i 2 ) is

far preferable to annatie, for this allows an instr. parallel to vaijhuyd

cistois syaoOanais. In this way we achieve a statement comparable

to 47.2bc ... uxdais vaghSus dddmt nmnatjhd, annato is ... syaodand
varazyat 'One shall bring to realization (the best) with words stemming
from good thinking and action(s) stemming from piety'. This conforms
to the theme, repeatedly stressed in the Gathas, that rulership (cf.

huxsadra xsantqm here) depends both upon proper attitude and proper

piety. For disc, cf. 2S.3 xsadram ... varadaiti drmaitis and 47.1-2.

On the syntax of vatjhuyd cistois syaoOanais, cf. 34.10.

yaozda masyd *aipi.zqdam vahista gavoi varazydtqm 'Men. let the

best vitalization for the cow be brought to realization on earth'. In that

the cow is a metaphor for the good vision (vaijuhi daend), this line belongs

closest with 44.9b kaOci mot *tqm yaos daenqm done 'How shall I.

bring to life that vision of mine?'. Consequently, yaozda ... vahista

seems best taken as 'the best vitalization', with yaozda following the

normal root-noun inflection. The fllg. masyd is clearly a voc. for

vss. 5, 6 and 7 (apart from 7d) form a triad addressed to Zaralhustra's

followers : note nn in vss. 5 and 6. yoi dklrayzo.duye in vs. 7. As for the

difficult *aipi.zqOam, I interpret it as an adv. *on earth' (wilh suffix

-6am); cf. Ved. api-sarvard- 'bordering on night'. Cf. Addenda.

tain m x'araOdi jsuyo 'in order to breed her for our sustenance

(food)'. Expresses complementary idea to 34.1la at toi uhe huurvascd

x'ar,i0di.d amaratatasca "Now, both completeness and immortality are

for Thy sustenance (food)'. Namely, piety and good thinking among
men give meaning and life to the lord (notion in 34.1 1 be), and in

return his view of the only truthful way of existence gives them

strength to persevere in their determination to bring this to realization.

48.6. ha zina husoidamd 'For she (= the good vision) shall bring peace

to us'. For disc. cf. 50.2 yS him ahmdi etc.

ha na utayuitim dat tavisim vaijhaus manaijho baraxSqm "She shall
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grant to us the enduring and esteemed strength of good thinking'.

Antithesis to 32.9b apo ma isiim yanta barsxSqm haitim vaijlmts manmjho
kHe has robbed the esteemed power (which truly) belongs to good

thinking', said of angro mainyux {chis.sosns). This latter passage

supports the oris, reading haraxSqm (J 2 , K4), which has been altered

generally to ima.-xSe under the influence of 51.7c tavisf utayuiti manaijha

vohu sSnijhe. A fern. voc. is totally out of place here, in that the voc.

masya is continued from the preceding vs. Cf. also 46.16d [iclf] vaQra

vaijhms manatjho tsta xsaOram '(Come hither) where the rule lies in the

power of good thinking'.

at aliyai asa mazda urvara vaxsat 'the Wise One shall increase the

plants for her through truth'. Sense ace. to Vr. 12.4 ... daman ... vq

dadat ahuro mazda asava Bransla vohu manaijha vaxst asa, yd hatqui

mazistaca vahisraca sraestaca "... the creatures whom truthful AhM.
created, nourished with good thinking and increased through truth,

who are the greatest, best and most splendid of those who exist'.

urvara 'the plants" is thus a metaphor for the faithful, upon whom
the good vision can graze in her guise as cow. The idea is, the greater

number of truthful there are who can support the good vision, the

stronger this true vision can become in this world. On the metaphor,

cf. the description of the truthful at 33.3c at hvo asahyd a/jhat vaijhausca

vdstre mancnjhd. Similarly, 51.7a y5 gqm taso apascd urvardscd Thou
who didst fashion the cow and the waters and the plants' is to be

understood also on a metaphoric level, where gqm is again the good
vision and the waters and plants are the faithful who shall offer their

strength and devotion to keep it alive and prosperous.

ahuro aijlwus zq&ai paouruychya *(who) shall be Lord at the birth of

the foremost existence', ahuro requires aijhat, for ace. to 28.11c yd is

a anhits paouruyo ha vat (= *buvat) 'by means of which the foremost

existence shall come about here', this belongs to the future time.

Cf. also above vs. la yezf *ad *ais asa drujim vamjhaiti, which also

indicates that the true realization of the good vision has not as yet

taken place on earth. Also cf. preceding vs.

48.7. lit aesdmo dycitqm paid ramam syddum 'Let fury be stopped ! Cut
away (= put an end to) cruelty!'. Intended to contrast with the

description of the deceitful at 49.4a yoi dus.xradwa aesamam varadan

*ramamcd (Mss. ramamca) 'who, with ill will, have increased fury and
cruelty'.

ni aesamo ciyatqm let fury be stopped' clearly belongs with Ved.
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ni dim 'stop
1

in RV. I 17 Lid ni Mb dhattd 'stop your anger
1

Thus
the form ni ... dydtam is false for ni ... *ddtqm, 3sg. med. aor. impv.,
and the orthography with false -j/- has been assimilated from fllg!
syodum (orig. *syadvam) and varazyatqm in preceding vs. 5d (same
metrical position). For process, cf. introd. p. 7.

yoi a vaijhSus manaijho didrayzo.duye asa vyqm 'ye who wish to
attract the attention of good thinking along "with (that ol) truth'
Belongs with 44.1de at nS asa frya dazdydi hakumia yada n5 a
volm jimat mana/jhd '(One should declare how) friendly associations
with truth are to be established by us, in order that it come to us
together with good thinking 1

, asa is thus comit. instr. with vaijlmts
manaijlia ... vyqm, since a parallel gen. asaliydcd would not metrically
fit in the passage. Syntax is like 51.20ab daidyai ... asam volnl manatjhd
'Let truth be granted along with good thinking', vyqm is ace. sg. of a root
noun vyd- 'attention'; cf. 29.6 vydnayd.

athoiddmqm Bwahmi a dam ahurd 'and his (= virtuous man's) bonds
are m Thy house. Lord*. For disc, cf. 46.6 driijo hvo damqn etc.
and 44.16 9\vd pdi sSngltd etc.

48.8. kd 9\wi (istis) asa dkd aradrzng isyd 'Which (reward) of Thine
is to be sent by truth to those who are certainly sincere?'. The difficult
dkd appears to me to be used consistently as an adverb 'certainly,
surely'. The fig. dkd aradrang (here and at 50.4d) refers to the com-
munity of the truthful, and the reward in question is the promise of a
future life ace. to 46.19c almidi mtzdam hamvite pardhum 'for the person
winning the reward of a future existence'.

vatjlmts mainySus syaoQananqm javaro "as an incentive for actions
stemming from good spirit'. syaaQammqm javaro is obj. gen. of the
type 28.4 asiscd syaoQananqm "rewards for (our) actions', and the
preceding vaijhnus mahiydus must be construed as an abl.,: cf. 34.10.
This sort of behavior in the truthful is contrasted with the opposing
behavior of the deceitful at 41M syaodandis akdt a ... mdiidijltd
'actions stemming from evil thinking'.

I-or javaro I have chosen 'incentive' because Zarathustra makes it

quite evident here that others need some promise of reward in order
to stimulate their good actions. Cf. 44.17bc kaOd mazdd zaram carom
hacd xsmat asknitmi xsmdkqm 'How, Wise One, shall 1, with your
accord, impassion your following?'. Zarathustra himself does not deny
this stimulus

: cf. 43.!2cd uziraidydipara hyat mdidjimat. / saraoso asi ...

hacimno '... for me to arise before obedience was to come to me in the
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company of a reward'. Therefore I find good sense in interpreiins

javaro as 'incentive'. Suffix -ara- appears as nom. ag. in Ved. tdsara-

'shuttle*. addmbara- *drum\ etc.

48.9. aras moi iicqm vaijhSus vajits manaijlw 'Let the solemn words
of good thinking be told to me'. Belongs with 29.6a vaocat ahum
mazdd vulva vqfiis vydnaya The Wise Lord, the Knowing One. spoke
these solemn words by reason of His alienliveness*. On the jussive

inf.. cf. 34.3 ami ~i intddijhd etc.

48.10. kada ... mqnardis nam visunte 'When shall men desist from
murder?*, vlsante here seems to be the equiv. of Ved. ni visatc 'ceases,

desists': preceding nam may be responsible for the absence of ni.

However, the same feature also appears in the fllg. vs. lie kai
dvagvu.dabls xriirciis *ramam ddnti 'Which ones shall slop the cruelty

(caused) by the deceitful?*, where *ramam dcimi clearly resumes the

notion of vs. 7a ni ucsamd *datum let fury be stopped*. We thus have
another example of the syntactic feature, first mentioned by Wacker-
nagel (1928. 177). of the continuation of the force of a previously
mentioned preverb without iis direct repetition. For numerous exx.,

."'including H Utile, cf. Watkins (1966. H5f.). Different and important
."." >n these Galhic passages, however, is the fact that the suppressed
'preverb can also apply to verbal forms which are derived from a

different root, besides forms of the root with which the preverb was first

employed. But this situation is also found in the RV. in the following
instances: 1 37.7 ni w ydmdya mdnuso, dadhrd itgnlya manvdve j

jihitapdrvatogirUi 'Mankind cowers at your drive, at your mighty pride.

(Even) Ihe mountain peak bends down". Here //hita stands for nijihita;

cf. VI II 7.34ac gird vox tin nijihate. parvaias cin ni yemire. Also VI 8.3ab
n* dstahfmdd rodasi mino ddbiuilo, "ntarvdvad akpioj jydtisa lamah
'Wondrous ML propped apart the two worlds; he drove away the

intervening darkness with light
1

, Here akrnoi stands for vy akrnoi
;

cf. 1 91.22d Irani jydtisa w tdmo vavartha.

kada ajan muOram ahyd madahya 'When shall they fear the folly of
thai intoxicating drink ...?*. In view of visanii and fllg. urupayeinti, the
form ajan must also be 3pl. I therefore take it as 3pl. pres. subj. of a root

qj 'fear', cognate with Gk. dkhomai, Golh. agis tear", etc. As for

mitdra-, two things stand in the way of interpreting this word as 'urine'

:

(I) the word means excrement in yAv. and (2) maesman- is the usual

word for urine in the Avesta. Thus I attribute the word to the root
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mit 'be deluded, foolish
1

appearing in mura- 'dumb' (= Ved. murd-

'foolish'), Ved. kama-muta- 'deluded by love', etc. t and posit therefore

the meaning 'folly
1

for mu8ra~.

yd angraya karapano tirupayeinti ydcd xratu dusaxsaOrd daliyunam

'because of which (intox. drink) the Karpans as well as the evil rulers

of the lands torture our intentions in an evil way 1

, karapano ... yaca

dusaxsaOrd daliyunqm form a coordinated subject with urupayehm;

cf. 28.3 astvatascd hyatcd etc. for disc, of coordination.

The word angraya is best taken with Bthlm. (1904, 131) as an adverb

'in an evil way 1

; cf. Ved. adverbs dsuya 'in a fast way 1

, cUifsnuyd 'in a

bold fashion
1

, etc. Stylistically angraya partly belongs with karapand

as an equiv. of the fllg. cmpd. dusaxsaOrd, but also points to a

suppressed vahistd modifying xratu. As in 45.6e ahyd xratu fro.ma
sdstu vahista, xratu seems to be ace. pi. neut. rather than instr. sg.

The implicit intentions are those of the faithful to arise and drive

out deceit. Cf. 46.3c varazddis sanghdis saosyantam xratavo and the

theme of the defeat of deceit spoken of in vss. 1-2, 11-22 of the

current hymn.

4S. 1 1 . kadd . . . asa mat anna it isjimat xsaOrcl husaitis vdstravaiti 'When"

shall piety come along with truth, bringing peace and pasturage

throughout the dominion?
1

. The combination of asam and drmaitis

also occurs at 44.10cd yd (= daend) moi gaeOa asa frddoit ItacSmna /

armaiois uxSais syaoQand ... 'which (vision), in alliance with truth,

would prosper my creatures through words and actions stemming
from piety' and 46.16c yaOrd asa hacaite drmaitis 'where piety is in

alliance with truth'. Note also 47.6c drmatois ddbqzaijhd asa/iyded. where

the concept is discussed in detail. In general, however, note that

48.1 lab is a variation of 34. II be vaylmti xsa&rd manaijho asd mat
drmaitis vaxst utayiiiti tdvisi 'Through the rule of good thinking allied

with truth, (our) piety has increased these two enduring powers (for

Thee) ' . On hitsa it is Ydstravail /", cf. 50.2 yd him dhmdi etc

.

koi dragvo.dabis xntrdis rdmajn danti (Jp,). In view of 29.2c yS dr.ig-

vo.dohis aesDinam vddayoit, it is clear that our passage should be

emended to dragvo.dabis xrurdis *rdnwm 'the fury (caused) by the

violent deceitful persons
1

. Obviously the figures are conscious variations

of one another, particularly in view of the juxtaposition of aesamo and

ramo in 29.1b a ma aesamo ... ramo hisdyd. The form rdmum has

penetrated into this passage under the influence of 29.10b yd husaitis

rdmamed dat, since the text at 48.11 be also . has husaitis and danti as
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surrounding forms. On the principle, cf. introd. p. 1 1 ff. and note
also the same mistake in 49.4a yoi dus.xraOwa aesanwm varadan
rdnwmcd, where the last word also falsely stands in place of oris.
*ramanu

The verbal form danti (J Pl ) is the preferable reading; var. dame
stems from the influence of visante in vs. 10 and hacSnte in vs. 12
above, appearing in exact metrical position. For parallels, cf. introd.

p. S. As mentioned in the preceding vs., danti \s abbreviated for ni danti
with the force of the preverb continued from vs. 7a ni aessmo *daturn
'let fury be stopped'. The word aesamd in that passage also supports
the emendation to *ramam here.

kmg a vatjlwus jimai manatjho visits To which men shall come the
understanding stemming from good thinking?'. Variation of 43.4e
hyat moi vaghSus hazajimat manatjho and 46.3d kaeihyo uQcV valnl jimat
manaijha To whom shall one come with eood thinkine for the sake
of help?'.

48.12. at toi atjhsn saosyanto dah'yunqm / yoi xsnam vohu mana/jhd
havdnte / syao&andi.s asd Gwahyd mazdd sSnghahyd 'Yes, those men
shall be the saviors o[ the lands, who shall follow the knowledge of
Thy teaching with actions in harmony with good thinking and "with
truth. Wise One. Both vohu manaijha and asd modify syao&andis as
in 34.15ab at moi vahisia sravdscd syaoOandcd vaocd, id tit vohu
manaijha aided 'Yes, tell me the best words and actions, those in
harmony (allied) with good thinking and truth'. In general, syntax
and content follow preceding 48.4bc hvo daemon syaoQcmdcd vacaijhdcd
... hacaiie'hc follows his conception in action and word\ which shows
that xsnSm must describe a concept close to thai of daenqm. Thus 1

follow Humbach (1959, 1 31) in explaining x&nSm for orig. *xsnqm
(cf. h'ySm 43.8 for *liyqm). namely 'knowledge'. Sense is also clear 'in

^^erdatedv^iantM
xsnSm 'Moreover, let them accompany their knowledge with words
and actions in harmony with such (good) thinking'.

This last passage shows that the knowledge can only be that of the
true doctrine, and therefore Bwahyd sSnghahya must depend upon
xsnSm. Zarathustra is saying here that it is not enough to know the
correct leaching but one must also bring it to realization. Same idea
also appears in 34.!0ab ahyd vaijlmts manaijho syaodand vaocai
garabqm huxratus spantqmed drmaitim Through his action stemming
from good thinking, the man of good determination has expressed his
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understanding and his virtuous piety', where 'understanding' {garabqm)
must also refer to the Lord's teachings. Note also 44. 11 be kaBa tang
a vtjSmyat armaitis, yaeibyo mazda Bwoi vasyete daena 4How shall piety
come to those to whom Thy conception is taught, Wise One?'.
Our verse thus defines the role of the savior (saosyant-), and the

relationship between his function and AhM.'s teachings also appears
in 46.3c vdrdzddis sSngliais saosyantqm xratavd The intentions of those
who shall save are in agreement with Thy mature teachings'. In 49.9a
sraotu sasna JsSnghyo suye tasto Met the cultivator (of good thinking),
being one fashioned to save, listen to Thy commands (instructions)'!

one also sees the same connection between the lord's teachings and the
action of the savior. Cf. Addenda.
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The texture of this Gatha is created by an antiphcmal contrast of
the differences between the truthful and the deceitful men. In verse

! Zaralhustra laments to the Wise Lord mat. although he has tried

throughout his life to bring fulfil Iment through truth to his lei low-

men who have been assaulted by the forces of deceit, he has been
falsely judged to be a great spoiler, apparently a heretic bent on
undermining the traditional social and religious establishment. Con-
sequently, he pleads for the Wise One's intercession and help to put
an end to this wrong and damaging opinion. Then, in contrast, he
focuses on the deceitful persons in the following verse, on the prophet's
hateful opponents who have spread this false judgment, to reveal that

they are the true spoilers of this existence. Why? Because they reject

the lordly principles or truth and good thinking and the piety and
.respect for the true god who has offered these values as salvation to

.,
mankind. Verse 3 then concludes the first exposition with the

affirmation thai Zaralhustra knows in his depths that truth shall

.- eventually become victorious because it is founded upon the good,
and thai deceit will be destroyed for it is based on falsity, not only
with regard to the ill fame of the prophet but also in its lota'l

decepliven ess.

Verse 4 begins the second cycle of contrasts by defining the char-
acteristics of the followers of deceit. Motivated by ill will, the deceitful

serve the old gods by bringing fury and haired upon the followers of
iruth and good thinking and by increasing Ihe debasement of the
world. But, verse 5 stresses, the man who has realized that a better
world can exist and who has therefore acted only with good thinking,
such a man advances the power of the god of truth and" his principles
on earth, while he reveals himself to be of the same essence as the Wise
One who created these lofty values. Verse 6 then continues the preceding
theme or the behavior oi the truthful man by asking the Wise One
and truth to reveal their intentions concerning the correct conception
for their adherents, whereby Zaralhustra implies that the Wise One
should augment his own views if the prophet's description of the

true followers in verse 5 has not been embracing enough.
Verses 7-9 form an interlude. Zaralhustra Orst asks whether there

is some group already known which, in its faithfulness and devotion
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to the commandments of the Wise One, shall bring glory to the whole
of society by advancing the ways of Ahura Mazda. This is essentially

a rhetorical question in that the following verse entreats for truth's

alliance for Frashaoshtra and the prophet. For, by the mention of
this nobleman's name alongside of his own, Zarathustra thus intends
that he has marked the Haugva family to be most devoted to the true

cause in this world and therefore fit for the proper help to bring this

to pass. Similarly, by intoning the precept in the following "verse

to Frashaoshtra's brother Jamaspa, the prophet again signals his

faith in this family's ability to aid the way of truth in this world.
The precept itself, which contains the message that the truthful man,

in denying all connections with the ways of the evil spirit and in allying

himself with the ways of truth, shall be saved at the time of the

final judgment, thus forms the transition to the last set of contrasts
in verses 10 and 11 concerning the future of the truthful and the

deceitful. As usual, these state the truthful shall be saved and that

the deceitful shall be damned, and they oppose the good thinking,

truthfulness, piety and reverence of the truthful man to the deceitful

person's evil rule, evil actions and words, evil conceptions and thoughts.
The final verse ends with an oath or Zarathustra, swearing to

worship and honor the lofty forces of the Wise One if all will intercede

to help bring the rule of truth and good thinking to pass on earth.

49.1. at mii yavd bSndvo pa/re maristo / yS chisaradris cixsnusd asd
mazda. Syntactically this sequence cannot be separated from the type

2S.2ab yS ... pairi.jasdi ... I maibyo t/dvai, 28.3ac yg ... ufvdni ... a

moi ... jasata, 2S.4ac yS ... *mSng "aire ... tiacie ... / yavat iscii,

33.5ab yas ... zbayd ... , *apd< and 49.12cd below yd ... Jrind i ... avat

ydsqs, where forms of the 1st person range through the whole
formulation. Thus pa/re must be Isg. med. perf. and fully parallel to

fllg. cLxsnusd. while ma yavd equally demands the translation 'through-
out my lifetime'. On the latter, cf. 29.9c Icdcia ydvd livd dnlmt'"'When';'
during my lifetime, shall that person appear?', with the usual placement
of a temporal adverb in 2nd position in its clause. Cf. type 30.7c vada
ayaijhd aclanais paountya 'just as He shall be the First during the

requitals with the iron*, 43 ,7d kaOd ayara *How. this day ...?', etc.

For pa/re, I follow Lommei (1971, 172), who ascribed the form to

par 'condemn', although he considered it to be 3sg. perf. Gershevitch's

attempt (1959, 245 ff.) to define the meaning of par as 'engage, make
liable; be. engaged, obliged, owe* seems too heavilv based on the
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Mid. Ir. cognates. If we begin with a fundamental meaning 'to judge

as guilty', then -we can derive all the senses which this root develops.

(1) be guilty: Av. para- 'guilt', *apar~ 'guilty' 45.11, Sogd. *prtk

'guilty', etc. (2) condemn : pafre here, pvsd.icmu- 'whose person is

condemned' 53-9, etc. (3) be guilty for, owe: Arm. partk 'debt,

guilty\ Sogd. p'r(h) 'debt', pure 'debt', etc. This last meaning 1 see

arising out of the basic one through usage with an inner ace. specifying

the debt one must discharge because of his guilt. From this employment
as well, we can derive the meaning "alone, repay', since the discharge

of the guilt or indebtedness is atonement.

With regard to the difficult bmcho, Geldner's proposal (1926, 12) of
'de filer' (Verpester) seems workable, but the word cannot refer to

angro mainyus according to his interpretation, for it clearly must be a
term applied to Zarathustra in this passage. As 1 see the mailer,

vs. 1 stands in an lithesis to vs. 2, following ZarathusIra's typical

method of composition. Zarathustra complains that he has been falsely

judged to be a terrible a (Hietor of the folk, even though he has tried to

protect the helpless from the real hazard. In the Rig. vs. he tells who
the true afflictor is and why he is so. Compare, in the same context,

'44.12, where Zarathustra raises the question of whether he (the

truthful one) or the deceitful person is to be considered evil.

Thus translate: Throughout my lifetime 1 have been condemned
as the greatest defiler, I who try to satisfy the poorly protected

(creatures) with truth, Wise One'. clitsdvaQris requires gaeOa (correct,

Hinz 1961, 234): ihe same word is also suppressed in 33.10a *vtepas

*toi hujitayo. In view of harpfar- 'guardian' Y. 57.15 etc., nisharatar-

'id.' Yt. 10.54, 80, elc. we should emend to *<iusara&ris. Cf. nisaghara&ri-

Yyt. 14 and the type Brdtar-: Qrcidri- etc. Since the form was not

recognizable to the redactors, it was not remade into *du$\lwra6iis,

as in the instances of husJiaxa 32.2, hus.haxaim 46.13. But notice that

husdnpm 'of good gain' remains at 53.5 instead of normalization to

*huSJtSn3m.

vaijuhi add gaidi moi 'If retribution is good, come to me'. In that

the proper inslr. vaijlwya add appears at 33.12b, vaijuhi add can only
be nom. or voc. here. Voc. mazda in preceding line favors nom.
interpretation, and the syntactic value of 'if of the figure follows

normal use of such phrases placed at the head of the line. Cf. 32.8c

aesamcit a ahm 'If I am guilty of these things', 46.5c rasna jvqs yS
asava ... ifa truthful person living in accordance with this directive ...',

53.4c asaum asavabyo if she is truthful to the truthful', 53.7d ivizayaBa

magSm tSm if ye abandon this task'.
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49.2. at ahya ma bandvahyd manayeitl tkaeso dragvd 'The deceitful

professor of this (condemnation) resembles the de filer*. On the
construction of manayeitl with gen., cf. Gershevkch (1952, 177).

daibita asdt rdraso 'deflecting (others) from the truth by himself.
daibita is best taken with Bthlm. (1904, 761) as the equiv. of Ved. dvitd.

Its meaning, however, appears to be 'by oneself
1

, since it exchanges
with tmdna 'id.

1

in the RV. Cf. IX 102.1c visva pari priyd bhuvad
ddha dvitd 'He shall protect by himself indeed all his own (creatures)

1

and III 3.10d dgne visva paribhur asi tmdna 'Agni, thou dost protect

all tfiese worlds by thyself; similarly, IX 94.2a dvitd vyurnvdnn amrtasya
dhdma 'opening by himself the creations for immortality' and I 69.10a
tmdna vdhanto duro vy pivan 'conveying (him), they have opened the
doors by themselves

1

; etc.

no it spantarn dorast alimai stoi drmaitlm / naedd vohu ... frusta
manaijha 'Neither has he supported virtuous piety in order that it be
his, nor has he taken counsel with good thinking'. The rejection of
piety (or obedience) and good thinking by the deceitful occurs also

at 44.1 3ce tang a ... yoi asrustois parandijhd / no it frasayd vanhaus
cdxnara manaijho '... to those who are full of disobedience ... They
delight not in the counsel of good thinking

1

. On their importance for

AhM's rule, cf. the muBra 45.5cde and the disc, at 47.1-2.

49.3. atcci ahmai varandi ... nidatam j asam suidyai tkaesai rasayeijhe

dru.xs 'However, it has been fated for this world that the truth is to be
saved for its (good) preference, that deceit is to be destroyed for
its (false) profession

1

. The phrases vantnai ... asam suidyai and tkaeso
rasayeijhe dru.xs clearly stand in distinct parallelism to one another.
Intrusion of varanai into the 1st line is thus the same feature as
occurs in 50.3ab atcit ahmai ... asct aijhaiti / yam hoi xsaBra vahucd
coist manaijha. where asci cannot but belong with fllg. xsaOrci vofutcd ...

manaijha. Consequently, ahmai and nidatam are connected syntactically

in the sense 1 1 is fated for this
i world

1

. On""the va Iue of ahmdl cf. 30,7

ahmciicd xsaBra etc. The word nidatam is the equiv. of Ved. hitd-

*fated, determined
1

, e.g. RV. X 59.4c dyi'thhir hito jarimd sit no asm
'Let fated old age come well to us in the course of the days', etc.

With regard to the syntax in general, both asam suidyai and rasayeijhe

druxs are in apposition to nidatam in exactly the same type of construc-

tion encountered in RV. I 165.9ab dmtttam a te inaghavan ndkir mi, nci

tvdvdm asti devdtd vkidnah "It is conceded to thee, liberal one, that no
one at all like thee is known to exist amona the sods'.
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izya ... antara vispang dragvato haxmang mntye 'J am eager ... to ban
all the deceitful ones from our company*. In view of 44.20e noit ... *izan

...frddaitjhe'They have not been eager to prosper . ..*, with inf. dependent
upon fz, mntye is also best taken as inf. here at 49.3. Cf. also Sak.
(M. Williams) 122a vyapadesam dviiayitum kirn those, janam imam ca
patayiium 'Why art thou eager to muddy the royal name and to destroy
this man?', etc. Last line of 49.3 here belongs ihematicaliy with
33.4ab yazdi apa ... varazanaliyded nazdistum drujim Through worship
I shall drive away (out) the nearest deceit of the community 1

.

49.4. yoi dux.xraGwa aexamam varadan *ramamca (Mss. ramamca)
'Those who, with ill will, have increased fury and cruelty (for the
cow) ...\ Final rdmanud should be emended to *ramamca; for disc. cf.

48.11 koi dragvd.dabis etc. Supply gavo'u clear from 29. lb (lament of
the cow) a ma aesamo ... ramd lusiiyd and the pointed use of jsuyasu
qfsuyanld in the nig. line. On the latter Tig., cf. 50.2 pourttsu hvara
pisyasu.

xctis hizubis 'with their own tongues'. Particular stress is laid on
this phrase, since Zarathustra concentrates his efforts in this hymn
on the false and the true doctrines. Cf. tkaexo dragvd (vs. 2), mruite,
srdvayaemd (vs. 6), sraonl (vs. 7), sraotu sasna\ aras.vaca, didqs (vs. 9).

Cf. also 45.1 de dus.sastis ... oka vamnel dragvd hizvd d varaid The
deceitful one of evil doctrine turned hither with his tongue and its

evil preference'.

yaesqm no it hvarsidis vqs duivarstd 'whose evil effects one has not
(yet) defeated with good effects

1

. Belongs with 48.1a yezi ... asd drujim
vmvjhaiti if one shall defeat deceit with truth

1

, where syntax is

discussed.

tdi daevang dun yd dragvato daend They have served the gods,
which is the conception of a deceitful person

1

. Related to 32.4ab
yd masya avisid danib vaxsante daevo.zu.std, which should be consulted.

y& dragvato daend is antithesis to vs. 6d below (am ddenqm yd
xsmavaid ahum.

49.5. at hvo mazda tided dzuitisca 'But that person is both milk and
butler (for Thee), Wise One ...\ For disc, cf. 29.7 tarn dzutois etc.

The implied sense strength and prosperity
1

of tided dzuilis is intended
to contrast with aesamam *ramamca 'fury and cruelty' in the preceding
verse.

yS daenqm volnt sdrastd monaijhd 'who has allied his conception with
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good thinking'. Syntax is discussed at 32.2. The juxtaposition of
vohu manaijha with annato is in the next line, meant to characterize the

proper behavior of the truthful man, is intended contrast to the

description of the deceitful person in vs. 2cd above as noit spantqm
dordst ... drmaitim, naedd vohu ...frastd manaijha.

armatois kascit asa huzanttis
lAny person of piety is of the (same)

good lineage with truth'. Gen armatois depends on kascit. Similar usage

is found at 47.4c kasauscil nd *a man of even little worth', 51.11c kS va

vaijhaus manaijho 'which person of good thinking', 51.21a armatois na
spanto 'Vrituous is the man of piety

1

. The fig. asa huzantus is a stylistic

variant of 46.1 3e asa ... htts.haxdim 'good companion with truth", etc.

49.6. fro va isyd mazdd asamcd l

I do urge you— Thee, Wise One, and
the truth'. On syntax, cf. 28.3 ya va asa ufydni etc.

mruite yd va xrataus xsmdkahyd a.manaijha
l

to tell (us) what the
intentions of your will are ...'. Belongs with 45.6e ahya xratil fro.md
sasttt vahistd 'Let Him command (instruct) me in His best intentions'.

49.7. kS x'aetus ddtdis aijhat 'Which family shall abide by (Thy)

laws?'. For disc, cf. 30. II at aipi idis aijhaiti.

ya varazandi vanuhim dot frasastim 'which shall give good fame to

the (whole) community*, varazandi requires vispai, as vispd is also

needed in 34.14c xsmdkqm hucisttm ... xrataus asd frddo varazand

'as they further the good understanding of your will with truth-

throughout the (whole) community 1

.

49.8. urvdzistam asahya da saram 'Do grant thai most happy alliance

of truth*. Expresses complementary notion to va daeiuim vohu sdrastd

mana/jhd 'who has allied his conception with good thinking' (vs. 5).

Both asam and vohu mono appear together in this same context at 44. Ide

at na asdfryd dazdydi hdkurand / yaOd na d volnt jimat manaijha *.., and
(how) friendly associations with truth are to be established by us, so that

it shall come to us together with good thinking'.

49.9. sraotii sdsnd jsanghyo suye tasto 'Let the cultivator (of good
thinking), being fashioned to save, listen to these commands (instruc-

tions)'. Jsanghyo requires vwjhaus manaijho ace. to 3 1. 1Ob vaijhaus

jsanghim manaijho. On the relationship between the saosyant- and
AhM.'s commands, cf. 48.12. The fllg. 3 tines, up to dajdmdspd,

are a direct citation of AhM.'s sdsnd. Cf. Y. 45 for characteristic usage.
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noit aras.vaca sarSm didqs dragvata 'The true-speaking man has never
professed alliance with the deceitful one (= the evil spirit)', sar§m
dragvata is purposeful contrast to preceding asahya saram, and there-
fore dragvata clearly stands for angro mainyus. Passage related to
Y. 12.4 vi daevais aydis ... saram mruye l

I deny alliance\vith the evil

gods'. Note also that this line resumes the theme of vs. 3d antara
vispang dragvato haxnwng mruye.

hyat daend vaJtiste yufin mizde a.sa yuxia yahI *since those yoked with
truth have yoked their conceptions on the best prize when the
retribution comes', am yuxtd 'those yoked with truth" is a metaphor
for the iruthrul. For parallels, cf. 30.10 asista yaojame d husitois etc.

yah! is best taken as loc. abs.: Tor parallels, cf. 31.19 vaijhdu vkiatd
rqnaya

.

dajamdspd is difficult, but in context it can only be a voc. standine
outside or the preceding citation. When the preceding vs. contains
farasaostrdi, it may be presumed that Zarathustra had composed this
lyric for use in that prince's court. Thus the employment of voc.
cLyamdspu here may simply indicate that Zarathustra had directed these
words especially to Jamaspa, since he recognized in him the potential
of a saosyant-. Cf. line a sraotu sasna jsanghyo suve lasto.

.,
49.10. luted belongs with the fllg. mono vahu, since each term in this

sequence is connected to the others by ca. On coordination, cf. 31.21
haurvato amaratatasca etc.

namascaya armaitis izded 'and reverence with which are allied piety
and milk\ Both armaitis and izavd are comit. instrs. linked with namas-
by the rel. pron. yd. Syntax is discussed at 32.2 (end). Note that armaitis
izdea 'piety and milk

1

is employed metaphorically for 'piety and strength
(resulting from this piety)', with the same symbolic usage seen in vs. 5a
above at hvo... izaca dzuitiscd. Thus another instance ofthe theme of the

l
nterdep

f
nde^ ^

allot to it. Cf. 28.3 xsaQram ... varadaiti armaitis.

avSmfra is unclear. However, if one is willing to admit with Lommei
(1935a, 145) a confusion of -v- and -/?- at some stage of the earlier
written version of the text, then an emendation to *anamira might be
possible. This would be the equiv. of a Ved. form *an-a-mira~
'inalterable', -rd- adj. to a mi 'alter, change1

. Cf. RV. I 113.2d dydva
vdmam carata aminane 'Day and night follow one another, altering
their color

1

, I 96.5a ndktosasa vdmam dmemydne, etc. Thus vazdwjha
*anSmira would mean 'with an inalterable permanence', with vazdah-
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a noun corresponding to vazdvarjn- in 31.21bc sard vaijlwus vazdvara
manaijho 'the permanence of good thinking's alliance'.

49.11. dusaxsaOrang ditsJyaoOanang duzvaccujho duzdainang duzma-
ncujho as a description of the deceitful here {dragvato) contrasts with the
characterization of the virtuous and pious man {drmatois na spamo)
at 5 1.2 lab as span to hvo cisti uxSdis syaoOandis daend 'virtuous by
reason of his understanding, his words, his actions and his conception'.

paitl urvqno ycmto ... cujhan 'they shall be ..., as their souls continue
to encounter (them) ...'. The reading ycmto (J,, K5 originally) is

preferable, since a pres. part, can be used alongside of a subj. form
more easily than an indie, yeintl On the syntax, cf. 28.5a kat 8wd
darasani ... vaedamno, 34.6c yaOii vd yazamnascd ... starns avenl
pain, etc. For the value of the pres. part., cf. 29.5 ahvd ...frinamna etc.

49.12. kat toi asa zhayente avaijho zaradastrdi 'What (sort of) help
by truth hast Thou for Zarathustra who calls?', avaijho is partitive gen.
dependent upon kat; cf. 34.12a kat vd stuto kat vd yasnahyd. However,
in toi asd ... avaijho and in the fllg. kat toi vohu manaijha, the instrs.

modify avaijho, but this last word belongs with toi. Syntax is thus similar
to 46.9de>vS toi asd, id toi vohu manor?ha 'which things of Thine are in

harmony with truth ... those things of Thine in harmony with good
thinking'.

aval ydsqs hyat va istd vahistam 'while continuing to entreat for the
best which exists in your power', hyat va istd vahistam is metonymy
for * ... vS isttin vahistam = vohu (vahistam) xsadram. Similarly.
45.4ab vahistam asdt hacd — asam vahistam; also at 51.22a.
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This lyric is essentially a hymn of praise to honor the Wise Lord

as the creator of truth and good thinking, those instruments of the

good which alone can benefit the advancement of the human condition

on earth. Zarathustra sets the lone of this Gatha at once in the

first verse by asking if there is any other means of protection for him

and his following in this world of deceit apart from the help of the

Wise Lord and his truth and good thinking. The following verse 2 then

explains, by means of its questions, thai it is only through the rule

of truth Lind good thinking thai peace might come to the world

and only through the efforts of the man who tries to live honestly

according to its principles, despite the deceit and betrayal occurring

•around him. For such a devoted and heroic undertaking on the part

of the truthful man. verse 3 continues, shall win ever increasing

support for the Wise Lord and his lofty values, which otherwise would

go to strengthen the forces of deceit.

Verse 4 now continues this motif by promising to worship and

obey the Wise Lord with his own enduring values through which a good

and virtuous rule, analogous to that of the Lord's own, might come
to pass in this world. And the next verse entreats for wisdom and truth

to arise among men on earth in order for them to comprehend that

happiness in their own existence must be built upon these very qualities

which the Wise Lord has created and sustained in his own world.

In verses 6-9 Zarathustra now expresses his fundamental alliance

with these forces of the Wise Lord. First avowing his commitment

to truth, the prophet asks for the lord's direction to be given to him

through his own grasp of good thinking. The reason is then stated in

verse.S.:.The...prophet shall lead those others..who. are. similarly devoted

to the ways of truth and good thinking to further the cause of these

high principles on earth. The next 2 verses explain that this shall come

to pass through the sacred and profane dimensions of bringing

honor to the Wise One by means of words and acts of truth and good

thinking in both the holy and secular spheres of activity.

The final verses 10 and 1 1 focus of Ahura Mazda's creative powers.

Zarathustra first mentions that the visible accomplishments of the

Wise Lord, such as the sun and the moon, are reason enough to

merit praise for the W;ise Lord's fundamental creative character. But,
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as Zarathustra implies, these are to serve as signs to mark the Wise
One's more subtle creation of the moral values of truth and good
thinking, for which a true and understanding man like the prophet
shall eternally swear his devotion and respect to the lord. Such
allegiance must compel the Wise One to aid in establishing these

very quantities in the world of man and thereby to elevate the life of
man through truth and good thinking.

50.1. leaf moi urva ise cahya avatjiw 'Does my person have control
over anyone who can offer help?

1

. It is best to interpret avatjho as

belonging to a possessive adj. avah-. For disc, cf. 32.1 1 raexdnah-.

kd ni3.na Braid visto j anyo asat Qwatca maxda ahum j ... vahistdatcd

numatjho 'Who has been found to be my protector other than truth

and Thee, Wise Lord, and the best thinking?'. Variant of 34.5ab kat
v5 xsaOram ... mazda ... asd vohit manaijhci Qrayoidyai drigiim 'Have ye
the mastery. Wise One, to protect your needy dependent with truth

and good thinking?', where ahum mazda, asnm and voinl mano are

all three associated with the protection of Zarathustra (same root
ira\

azda zutd When the call really occurs' is loc. abs. For parallels,

cr. 3 1 . 1 9 vatjhdu viddtd rqnayd. The phrase azda zutd has been fronted

before the caesura, since vahistdatcd mancujho cannot metrically fit in

this position. For disc. cf. 44.2 hvo zi ... irixtDm etc.

50.2. kaOd ... gam isasoit 'How should one seek the cow?' belongs

with 3l.4bc vah isn't isasa manatjha maihyo xsaOrani 'With the very best

thinking I shall seek for myself their rule'. This answer the current

question ; one should seek for the cow (the good vision) with good
thinking. Both i.sasuit and isasa in the parallel are for *isui! and *isd;

cf. 30. 1 iSvViio.

yH htm afundi rastraraitim stoi usydt 'the one who might wish her who
brings pasturage to be his'. Syntax follows 49.2c noii spanicim dorast

ahnidi stoi annahim "He has not supported virtuous piety in order

that it be his'. The association of the cow and pasturage is twofold

in the Gathas. On the one hand, the faithful must offer their piety

and acceptance {expressed as vastmm) in order to prosper the good
vision; on the other hand, the good vision brings peace and freedom

to the truthful. Thus vdstravant- has the same connotation as the later

yAv. term vaunt.gaoyuti- 'bringing broad pastures, bringing peace'

(cp. Ved. prilu'tksiti- etc), and also appears in this usage" in 48. 1 lab
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kadd ... drmairiS jimat xsaQra lutsaitis vastravail! 'When shall piety

come, bringing peace and pasturage (= rreedom) throughout the

dominion?'. Similarly, 48.6a says oF the cow : hd zi nS husoiQama "she

will bring peace to us
1

. Thus equiv. to 29.10b yd lutsaitis rdmqmcd ddt.

arazajis asa pourusu hvara pisyasu (H,, J „. etc.) 'as he lives honestly

by truth among the many who lie in secret*. On arazajis asa, cF. 28.1

mainyaus ... spariwhya asd.

pourusu hvarv pisyasu cannot mean 'among the many seeina the
sun" for two reasons. (1) The rool 'to see' in Iranian is only "".syw.v,

never *pos\ cF. spasyd 44. 1 i . spasuBd 53.6. (2) hvara is monosyllabic here,

whereas hvarjn- 'sun' is always disyllabic in the Galhas. Solution
oFFered by 29.5 c no it arazajydi ... dragvasit pain. For arazajis must
contrast with pisyasu in 50.2 here exactly as it does with dragvasu
in 29.5c. With inversion o\' the truth Ful and deceitful. c(. also 49.4b
payaxii qfsuyanro. Note also 43.l5d pourus dragvatd 'the many deceit-

ful'.

1 therefore associate the pari, pisyant- with Ved. pisuna- 'liar,

betrayer'. CF. RV. VII 104.20c sisite sakrdh pisunehhyo vadhdm 'The
able one sharpens his weapon For the liars'. Same meaning also
valid in 44.20b. where it refers to the gods : ydi pisyeinti (read *pisyeinti)

aeibyo kqm 'who lie lo (betray) those (deceitFul rulers) ...*. Intended
' is the deception, betrayal oF men by the gods expressed in 32.5a.

As For the orthography, pisyeinti for *pisyeinti in 44.20 shows the
"influence of the Form syeiwi YH. 37.2, 39.3, which contains the most
common sequence oF these sounds. The initial pis- in turn has
penetrated into the var. pisyasu etc. at pisyasu here at 50.2, but an
examination of the variant readings in the current passage shows the

pis- is the correct Form oF the initial. On these processes, cF. in trod
p. I3ff.

hvara therefore belongs best with Ved. sasvdr 'secretly'. Cf. RV. VII
60. 10ab sasvd.s cid dhi sdmrtis tvesy exam, apicyena sdhasd sdhante
'Their -violent""atlac I conies secretly : they overpower with hidden
Force'.

dkdstang ma nisqsyd dddam dahva. This must contain a contrasting
statement, as in the previous line, about the truthful and the deceitful.

The phrase dddam dahva permits the translation 'Receive (accept)
the just man' ace. to 33.12a drmaiti tavisim dasvd 'Receive power
through our piety' and RV. Vll 31.12ab indram ... satra rdjanam
dadhire They have completely accepted Indra as their king', etc.

The preceding phrase should therefore mean 'Reject the deceitful*
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or the like. Recalling 44.13b kaBa drujsm nis ahmat a nasamd 'How
shall we drive away (repel) deceit away from us?\ it is clear that
tang nuqsya must belong to the same type of locution. Thus the form
should be segmented as nis-qsya, and both forms are to be derived
from nis na(n)s: pres. qs-ya-, s-aor. nas-.

Furthermore, the reading okas is doubtful, since we should expect
akas(tmg) in view of aka 48.8, 50.4, 51.13. I therefore suggest

emending to *akqst3ng 'these evil ones' - pisyanto, which then would
serve as a fitting contrast to daBSm. The orig. reading apparently has
been disturbed by the appearance of aka in nig. vs. 4. On the process
cf. introd. p. 9. Thus translate : 'Reject these evil ones indeed, but
accept the just man'. Equiv. to the theme of destroy the deceitful, save
the truthful, and the type represented by the contrast 47.5c hamra
Bwahmat zaosat dragva *baxsaite The deceitful person shall have his
share apart from Thy approval

1

and 33.10b Bwa/um his zaose abaxso hvd
'Give these (whose way of life is good for Thee) a share in Thv
approval'. J

50.3. atch ahmat . .
.
asa aijhaiti j yam hoi xsaBra vohuca coist mananha

'For she indeed shall be for that person, she whom one has promised-
to him during the rule of truth and good thinking'. The instr asa
cannot be separated from the nig. xsaBra vohuca ... mamujha, for this
stands for the normal type 30.7a xsaBra ... mananha voltu asacci ,

where all the parallels are given. Intrusion of asa into the 1st line thus
identical to feature in 49.3ab vannai ... / asam suklvai tkaesai
rasayeohe druxs. Cf. also 48.l2bc vohii mamnjha ... / svaoBanais asci,
where both vohil manayha and asa modify svaoBanais.
These lines contain the important repeated idea that the cow, i.e. the

good vision, will besi prosper during the advent of AhM/s rule of
truth and good thinking on earth. The choice of asa ... xsaBra vohuca
manayha is intended to contrast with pourusu hvarS pisvasu of the
preceding vs.

lellow creature whom the deceitful one (= evil spirit) shall (otherwise)
appropriate

. dragvd in context here must be usual epithet of angro
mainyus: cf. 31.15. haxsaiti here, as in 47.5, is definitely a replace-
ment of orig. *baxsaitC>, since the current passage is clearly meant to
convey the same meaning seen in Ved. med. hhaj in RV. I 20.8bc
dbhajanta sukrtydytu hhagdm devesu yajniyam 'Bv reason of their
skillfulness they received as their share a worshipful portion amons
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1, m u
P°,n

!
1

ba!* lfa man d°" not choose to ally himself withAhM.. then the evil spirit most certainly shall take him as his rightful
share, much as he would take the offerings which his followers present
to him. The change of *baxsaite to baxsain has been effected by the
influence or aghaM in line a of this verse and by harai.f in vs. 6aboth of which appear in identical metrical position in the line'Subsequent introduction of baxsart into 47.5 results from the attempt
to normalize the text. On both processes, cf.introd.p S P Note th-.t
both 47.5bc and 50.3bd are textually related : 47.5bc aslunO „-« ,tfz,_aca minus ... dngva haxsaUi and 50.3bd aid ... xsadrd volmca
coisi mcmcjha ... dmgvd baxiai,!; the similar ending dr^vd totto„,m each passage was the grounds for normalization.

50.4. «./.•«..«-«/ ... flAMrt / /KKft7 „.{0
- MAtf/M BjofMffM

.

_rjW
.vo ... I shall always worship you. Lord, with truth and the very best
thinking and with their rule through which ...-. The instrs „u andmhuian nwnctglti xsuBnua are not to be taken comitativelv with the
voc. mazdaalwm. For if this were the case, then we would expect ace
forms parallel to the ace. pron. yd. as appears in 28.3ab vS vd aid

tT'uTT'"-- .- ma:c,c!mcl1 "'""»" Syntax thus similar 'to
50.9ab below ,«, va yasnaiS pair, ... „,.„„-

, „,fl.^ „--
xyaaBanaa mcmwjhd 'I shall encounter you with worship. Wise Oneand with actions stemming from good thinking allied with truth- which
is paraphrase of the current statement. I. is also important to note that

o !7
f

r I"" r

aCk l

° PreCedi"g "™ and w*"'«™ «**»« in
consequence of the ,g. aid ... xSaBru volnu-a nmna.jhd appearing in the
preeedmgvs. The disjunctive use of .v.«,0,v„„ with preceding ^m and
ro/ii, mano is discussed at 29.1 1 kudd atom etc.

«A-ri andrsng dmndne gam snraosdm •] shall obey (you) the trulv

vLft r„ :
n

al

^
be
r

hisordef
'

rThus1^ Juxtaposition

dt rr"' -"f
V7'"™' WhiCh iS

-

in "" Cases
'
a sly|istic variani ofthe usual fig. xsaBram ... ormo;7ff. For disc. cf. 28.3 vfaft-am

varsdaiii armaitis.

50.5 a><5/ r/ .Tima mflr<A» «.« «/„„•« 'Indeed let wisdom arise (come)

RVvn T,
nyOr 1™th aCr°SS lhe £arth

-
L0rd '- Tntnelation followsKV. VII 39.3a jmaya aim vdsavo 'rama deval, 'The sood Eods shall
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come (arise) here across the earth
1

, ardi is thus for jussive inf. +aroi,

which also appears as *aire 28.4; its use here in impv. function follows

employment of related uzirdidydi in 43.14d uzirdidydi az§ sarddana

sSnghahya Xet me arise and drive out the opponents of Thy teaching'.

For juss. infs., cf. 34.3 ardi zi huddijhd etc. Interpretation of ardi as

perf. form is excluded since it is clear from the remainder of the

verse that AhM. is not yet on hand. Related: 33.12a uz nwi drosvd

ahura; also cf. 29.1 la at *mqm asd.

xsma is the equiv. ofyAv. zdma = Ved. jma. On function of the

instr., cf. 30.7 ayaijhd a daml is.

Note that mazdd is employed appellatively here, a use also found in

53.3c asahya mazdascd taibyo ddt sayDm 'He shall grant to thee the

alliance of truth and of wisdom'. The coupling o^ assm with mazdd in

53.3c thus seems to show that asa is also comitative in ardi ... mazdd
asd here. Support also comes from the above-cited parallel 43.14de,

since the inf. there is also connected with a comit. instr. : uziraidyai ...

mat ten's vispdis yoi toi mqOrd maromi. Cf. also the type represented by

44. le yaBa m a vohujimat manaijhd *so that it (= truth) shall come to

us along with good thinking'.

aibixfardsta avisya avaijhd 'Reveal Thyself with visible help'. I take

avisya as impv. to a denom. dvlsyati from avis 'manifest
1

(cf. SI. 1965,

17 fn 3). The sequence hyat vaordzaOd ... avisya if ye shall be

pleased ... (then) reveal Thyself thus follows 46.1 2abd hyat us ... jm
... at is hamxtibi.moist 'Since thou didst arise ... therefore did He
unite them*, etc. 29.2b hyat him data ... hadd ... Bwaxsd if ye placed

her ... always (let there be) zeal' also belongs here.

50.6. urvaQa asd twmaijhd zaraQustrd 'reverent Zarathustra is an ally

with (= of) truth*. The fig. urvaQo asd belongs with 32.2b asd luis.ha.xd

"good companion of truth'; ace. in 46.13e asa ... fnts.haxdim. The
form twmaijha is best taken as norn. sg. of namaijhan ~ 'reverent'

(so , B th 1m .
""

1 904, 1 068 ) beca use o f preced ih
g"

' mqBra "from mqdrdii-
1

prophet*.

xrataus hizvo raiOtm stdi *to be the charioteer of (my) will and

tongue'. .xratDiis and hizvo are coordinated asyndetically: this combina-

tion is the equiv. of manaijhasca ... hizvasca in P. 2S manaijhasca

hwnaiti hizvasca *huxti zastayasca *hvarsti. Cf. also RV. X 53.11b

apicyena mdnasota jihvdyd 'with secret mind and (secret) tongue'. Here

Zarathustra is simply saying that AhM. should tell him what he is to

think and to say. Note similar juxtaposition in RV. VI 9.6d kirn svid
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vaksydmi kim u nu mcmisye 'What indeed shall 1 say now. and what
shall I think?

1

.

daid ... mahya rdzmg voint sdhit manaijhd 'May the Creator instruct
(command) through good thinking {the course) of my direction'. The
use of raiB'im 'charioteer

1

in the preceding line and of zavistymg atirvato
'swiftest steeds*. azclBd 'shall drive, race' in the next verse shows that
the language of these lines has been borrowed from the terminology
of horse-racing. Consequently. I supplv vdtmmnm lo sdhit: cf *vamtn«
48.2.

50.7. at yd yttnjd zwisiynng atirvato 'Yes. I shall yoke for you the
swiftest steeds*. Metaphor for the community of the faithful; cf. 30.10
( final para.).

asa ugrnng vohu manaijhd 'strong with both truth and good thinking'.
Corresponds to the repealed notion that truth and good thinkirm
strengthen the adherents of AhM. Cf. 33.11a asDmccl ^fracial.gaedmi
'truth which prospers the creatures

1

, 34.3b gcteBc) vispc) a xsatiwi vd
vohu Braostd manaijhd 'all the creatures under Thy rule whom one
has nourished with good thinking

1

, etc.

yen's azclBd mahnuli liraid amyhe 'with which ye shall drive (race)
would ye be ready for my help

1

. In general, this vs. is a variation
: of 30.10, which should be consulted.

50.S. mat vd pacldis yd frasrutd izayd pairijasdi '1 shall serve you with
the famed root-prints or the milk(-ofTering)\ This is essentially a
metaphor for worship, which is directly expressed in the next vs. as
id is va yasndis jmiti ... ayenf'l shall encounter you with such worship

1

in line a.

at vd (pairijasdi) vaijlmts manaijhd hwuimdtd 'and (I shall serve)
you with the skillfuness of good thinking'. Stylistic variant of 28.2a

J?.. ...)'<?JV.azcliJ1!111™..M!iM..M..MWfl!/M.l..who...sbIl.serve....you-.
with good thinking ...\ Corresponds to vaijlmts syaoBandis manaijhd
in file. vs. 9b.

50.9. td is va yasndis paiti stavcts ayerti belongs with the Ved. type RV.
I 171.1a prdti va end ndmasdhdm emi.

asa vaijlmts syaoBandis mcmaijho 'with actions stemming from good
thinking allied with truth

1

. For disc, cf. 43.2 yd da asa etc.

yacid asois maiiyd vasa xsayd 'when 1 could rule at will over my
reward 1

, xsayd is Isg. opt. corresponding to fllg. HySm. The form has
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been contracted in the oral transmission from *xsaya(i)yd (cf. SI.
1965, 2L). For other exx., cf. 28.7 sravima and introd. p. 18 F.

at hudanaos isayqs garazdd liyam 'then I would be in the footing of
the blessed one (= truth)'. I take isayqs as denom. part, to is- 'power

1

;

the force of the word is clearly intended to resume the notion of
xsayd in the preceding line. Thus an instance of the typical juxta-
position of xsaffram and istis; cf. 28.7 daidi ... vlstaspdi etc. For
gmxda, I follow Bthlm. (1904, 524) in interpreting the form as loc. to
a stem garazdi- belonging to the root gfd 'gradi'. The sense of the word
seems to me to be more 'step, stride', like Lat. gradus, than Tnbesitz-
nehmen\ as he understood it. In general, 50.9d here is thematically
related to the type 33.5bc *apa ... asat a arazus paOo T shall attain the
paths straight in accord with truth

1

.

hudanaos thus clearly requires asahya, apparent also from parallel
5 1 . 1 7bc . .

.
hoi isyqm dam . . . ahum asahya dzdydi garazdim 'Let the Lord

grant power to him, for him to attain the footing of truth'. The word
isyqm in this latter passage also supports interpretation of current
form isayqs. To my mind, asahya pantd 'the path of truth

1

describes the
object, asahya garazdis "the stride of truth' the process, by which one
proceeds in the proper way. Both correspond to verbal usage seen in
34.l3bc asdcit urvdxsat hyat cavistd huddbyo mizdmn '(along which)
one shall proceed in alliance with truth to the prize which has been
promised to the beneficent*.

50. 1 0. at yd varasd ydcd pain a is syaoOand 'Yes, those things which
Thou hast brought to realization and those which Thou hasf reached
by Thy action ...*. From the structure of the line it is clear that pair!
dis is a verbal form parallel to preceding varasd. Thus both are 2sg.
forms, and^ pair! dis is the equiv. of Yed. pari ed 'reach, attain"'.

CI. TS. 7.5.8.3 nlsdm rajanenaivd rajydm pdry ait 'With the rajana
(saman) he attained sovereignty over them' ; RV. I 1 23.8d ekaikd krdtiim
pari yanti sadydh 'One by one they attain to his intention in a single
day'; etc.

casmqm is for *casnuin (cf. 29.10 rdmqmcd) and is loc; thus equiv.
to casmaini 3 1 .S. 45.8

.

asnqm uxsa aeurus 'the bright(?) bull of the heavens'. Probably the
moon in contrast to preceding raoca xrSng 'the lights of the sun*. On
asnqm, cf. 46,3 uxsdno asnam. .

.".
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In the beginning of this Gatha Zarathustra describes the clearest
picture of his -vision of the rule of good thinking and of truth,

which is the realization on earth of those eternal values which
characterize the very nature of the Wise Lord himself (2). This is the
good rule which must be chosen for the progress of the world, and
which shall achieve the highest good and the most fortunate existence
on earth (1) by the promotion of protection, mercy and piety, founded
upon and working together with the noble principles of truth and
good thinking (4). Through mankind's determination to achieve this

exalted state, through its proper choice between the acceptance oT
good or evil (5). it shall further the wish of the Wise One and grant to
him strength so that he may save those who shall follow in the true

,

ways of their lord and damn those who reject his means of salvation (6).

.. Once having described the nature of the rule o\" truth and good
thinking, Zarnthustra next concentrates in verses 8-15 on definiim
the character of the truthful man who strives to bring this rule to
realization and on the character of his deceitful opponents who impede
its advent. As usual, we find their contrasting outlooks and behavior,
and the repeated mention of the differing fates which await each'
This section serves as a prelude to verses 16-19. in which the prophet
praises his supporters Vishtaspa, Frashaoshtra and Jamaspa, and the
Madyoimaha branch of his own family. By their understanding and
their piety, by their respect and their promotion o[ the values of the
Wise Lord, they have indeed proved themselves to be devoted and
faithful representatives of those who further the cause of the true and
good rule on earth.

Verse 20 then implores for the advent of the rule of truth and good
thinking on earth, and offers in return the promise of worship and
reverence for the^ Wise Lord who first created these if this shall
occur. The Gatha finally ends with two citations of holy prayers,
undoubtedly intended to reflect words stemming from the Wise One
himself. The first defines the complementary nature of the virtuous
man and of the virtuous rule of truth and good thinking, and describes
how the good rule can come to pass only by the awakening of piety and
understanding and by the enactment ofgood word, deed and conception
m mankind. The second similarly affirms that the best truth shall
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come to pass by the worship of the Wise One by those very qualities
of truth and good thinking, which the lord created, as well as by
piety and wisdom. These prayers thus return to the theme of verse 1,

in which Zarathustra states that he shall bring the good rule to pass.
These last verses indeed define the only correct and true way for this

to happen.

51.1. hagdm aibi.bairistdin \vhich best brings good fortune'. Cf. RV.
II 7.7cd ... upa mdsy a bhara, daddhl bhagdm tanvo yena mdmahalx
'Mete out, bring hither and grant that good fortune by which thou
shalt elevate our persons'.

vidisdtmmi izacit Tor the person serving it with milk'. Sense here
is purposely ambiguous. On the one hand, izacit is to be taken literally

as 'with a milk-offering', thus comparable to the Ved. type RV.
VIII 96.Sd sitsmam ta ana havisa vidhema 'May we serve thy strength
with this oblation', in which case izacit is the same as yasna; cf. 50.8.

On the other hand, izacit is employed metaphorically in the sense
'with strength' (cf. 29.7 torn dzutois etc.), whereby Zarathustra again
refers to the interdependency of AhM.'s rule and the piety and
devotion which the faithful grant to it. On this latter point, cf. 28.3

:

xsaQram ... mradaiu armaitis.
"'

vidisdmndi belongs to a denom. *vidisati built to vidisd- 'service':"

For disc., cf. 32.4 yd masya acista etc.
~

asd antam.caraiti ... vahistam in alliance with truth it shall

encompass the best (for us)'. Here asd is clearly comit. instr. with
implied subject xsaOram. for in this hymn AhM.'s rule is called

xsadrmn xsmakmi vohu nuvuvjhd in the fllg. vs. 2be, and thus the usaae
here in vs. 1 is meant to be the same as 30.7a xsadra ... maneajha vohu
asaca 'the rule in alliance with good thinking and truth'. Cf. latter

passage for disc.

antard.caraiti I take as aor. subj. to antar kar 'internalize, encom-
pass '

.
Funetions as antonyhi to Ved . fdhak kr '-put to "the sid e, re]ect '

,

tat (= xsadnwt) nS mlcit varosdne 'This very rule shall I now indeed

bring to realization for us
1

. Belongs with 33.5b *apa *no (*/«) *dard-

gd.jyditid xsadidin vaijham manaijho T shall attain for us the long-lived

rule of good thinking'.

51.2. ta vS mazdd paourvim ahum *asdyacd (Mss. asd, asai yeca)
'These things first belonged to you — to Thee, Wise Lord, and to

truth'. The pron. ta refers back to vohu xsaQmn, bdvam and vahistam.
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As in 30.1 be vatjhmis manatjho ... asa yeca, *asayaca is required:

cf. passage for disc. The point Zarathustra is making here is that

men can duplicate the good rule of god by proper behavior.

taibyaca armaite doisd mot istois 'But to thee, piety. 1 shall reveal

these in consequence of my power
1

. This follows as a natural statement
to the preceding line. In addressing piety. Zarathustra is saying that

through the piety of the faithful and their trust in the prophet, the

values which naturally belong to god can now also belong to man.
Thus resumes the theme of vtdisanmdi izactt in the previous vs.

The passage also belongs with 44.10e ma/ha cisto is *6wa.istis us5n
mazdd in consequence of my insight, they have desired Thy powers.
Wise One', but -with emphasis reversed. Namely, in consequence of my
power, they desire the insights of the Lord*.

xsaOram xsmakam vohu manaijha cannot be broken syntactically in

view of all the exx. discussed at 30.7 xsadrd ... vohu mcmaijha asclc'a.

vahmdi ddidt savor/ho 'Grant it for the glory of the Mighty One'.
ormail is is implicit subject of ddidi, because it is only the piety of the

truthful which will bring the rule of good thinking and truth to pass
on earth.

51.3. yoi V3 syaodanciis samnte Those who are allied with you by
their actions

1

. For disc, cf. 32,2.

ahum asa hizvd uxdtlis votjhnus manatjho *(Thou art) Lord by reason
of Thy tongue (which is) in harmony with truth and by reason of Thy
words stemming from good thinking'. The fig. asa hizvd belongs with
the type 33,14c syaoOanahyd asa ... uxSafiydcd *oT the action and
word in harmony with truth' (cf. 32.2.), and the type uxddis vatjlmts

manatjho (abl.) is discussed at 34.10. Essentially the appearance here
of atom and vohu maim is to be understood to be in parallel, as is the
case in 34.15ab at mdi vahista sravasvd syaooOandcd vaoca, ta tu

vohu manaijha asaca Tell to me the best words and actions : those in

harmony with good thinking and with truth*.

51.4. kuQrd amis a fsaratus 'Where shall there be prelection instead
of injury?'. Use of abl. in amis a is similar to the construction in 32.12c
asat varata karapa ... drujim 'the Karpan chose deceit instead of truth'.

Cf. also RV. ] 63.7d amho rdjan vdrivah purave kah 'King, for Puru
didst thou bring about freedom in place of anxiety'. Theme of injury

is resumed in 51 .14b below gavoi amis a sSndd.

This verse is important insofar as the elements mentioned, viz.
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fsaratus 'protection' (equiv. to Ved. sdrman-\ nwrazdikd 'mercy',
drmaitis 'piety', osam 'truth' and miatio vahistam 'best thinking', are
intended to define the foundation of the best existence.

5.1 .5. vispa td pdrasqs yaQa asdt hacd gam * vidat (Mss. vidat) j vdstryd
syaoQanais arasvo Through all this I am asking how the pastor, lofty

by reason of his actions, shall serve the cow (= the good vision)'. This
question is answered to a large measure in 34.l0ab ahya vatjliaus

mancujho syaoQana vaocat garabqm hiixratus spantqmca drmaitim
Through his action stemming from good thinking, the man of good
determination has expressed his understanding and his virtuous piety'.

The answer is also paraphrased in 5 1.2 lab below armatdis na spanto
hva cisi't uxdais syaoQanais daena 'Virtuous is the man of piety by
reason of his understanding, his words and action, his vision', where
each term has a correspondence in 34.10ab. Cp. armatdis na spantd:
spantqmca drmaitim; cisti: garabqm; uxddis syaoQanais : vcujliaus

manaijho syaoQana ; daena : hiixratus.

Close syntactic parallel 31. Mac 8wa parasa ... yaQa td cujhan '1 ask'

Thee ... how they shall occur' etc. shows clearly that a subj. is the
correct mood in a future-value yaQa-clause. Cf. also 29.4c aOa na aijhat

yaQa hvo vasal, 30,4b yaOdcd anhat apamam anhits, etc. Consequently,
the reading vidat must be emended to * vidat \ cf. especially the anti-

thesis yS hoi no it vidditi in the nig. vs. and vidat 53.4. Orig. * vidat has'
been changed to vidat under the influence of axstat (vs. 4) and radat
(vs. 6), which appear in identical metrical position in the line. Cf.
varazydt 47.2, for which most Mss. offer varazyat under the effects of
ham.tasat (47.3) and aijhat (47.4) in similar metrical position. Cf. also
introd. p. 8.

has hiixratus namcujhd 'being a reverent man of good determination*.
The use of huxratus here with preceding gam recalls 28.1c vaijfmts

xratum manwjho yd xsnavisa gStried urvqnam 'through which Thou
mayest satisfy the determination of (my) good thinking and the soul
of the cow*. Cited passage also shows interdependency of man's
good thinking and the good vision discussed above.

ya ddQaeihyo aras ratdm ... cistd *who has correctly understood the
(proper) judgment for the just people', aras cistd paraphrases huxratus
and thus corresponds to cisti in 5 1.2 la below; cf. 1st para, above.

51.6.
^
ya vahyo vaijhaus dazde yascd hoi vdrdi radat / ahuro xsaBrd

mazda The one who accepts what is better than good and shall brine
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success to His wish, (that one) the Lord, Wise in His rule, (shall

accept)". Belongs with 33.1 Oab *vispas *toi hujitayo ... dwahmi his

zaose abaxso.hva 'All those whose way oflife is good for Thee ... give

them a share in Thy approval', vahyo vaijhaus very well may be a

paraphrase for asam vahistam. thus anticipating 51.10c below maihyo

zhaya asam vaijhityd as! gat.te '1 summon the truth to me, to come
with my good reward*.

aIntro xsadra mazda is short for *ahurd tarn xsadra mazda daile, with

usual suppression or demon, pron. and freq. omission of parallel verb

form. Cf. e.g. 43. 1 4ab hyat na frydi ... daid'tt. maihyo (daid!) ... tavci

rafano; 48 ,4a ya del! mono vahyo ... asyascd (ddt): etc. Furthermore,

47. Id mazda xsadra, 45.7e idea xsadra mazda dam is ahum, 45.9c

mazda xsadra ... ahard, all of which show lhai xsadra mazda here in

51.6 cannot be separated syntactically.

at ahmai akat asyd ya hoi no it vidditi 'But worse than bad shall be

for the one who shall no I serve Him'. Antithesis to preceding yaOa

asd I hacd gym *vidat vdstryo. akat asyd is probably paraphrase for

aciswhyd damanam mununho.

The differing final fates of the truthful and deceitful described

here have closest parallel in 47.5bc asdune cot's ya zi cicd vahistd, hanara

Qwahmdt zaosut dragvd *haxsaite 'Thou hast promised to the truthful

.. man what are the very best things, (but) the deceitful one shall have

. his. fate apart from Thy approval'.

51.7. ya gqm tuso opascd unarased ... span isid mainyit mazda 'Wise

One. Thou who didst fashion the cow as well as the waters and the

plants by reason of Thy most virtuous spirit'. For disc, of spSnista

mainyit, cf. 43.2 ya da asd etc. The use of gqm apascd urvarascd has

to be understood on two levels. (1) The elements of the physical

creation, whereby gqm = zqm 'earth'; cf. 32.10. Thus similar to the

juxtaposition of rum ... apo urvarascd in 44.4bc. (2) The metaphoric

I eve! ih which gcirii
"=" vaniilvni ddenqni '"the""good visid riYas freq ueritly,

and apascd urvarascd are intended to refer to the pious and the faithful

followers of the good vision. In this second sense, use of spSnista

mainyit is just as appropriate, for it is through the awakening of the

virtuous spirit in man thai the enactment of the rule of good thinking

and truth has become possible on earth. Y. 43 is essentially the

recounting of this awakening in Zarathustra himself. Cf. also 48.6ac

ha (= gaits) zi na husoidamd ... at aliydi asd mazda urvard vaxsat 'For

she shall bring peace to us. And the Wise One, together with truth,
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shall increase the plants for her\ with identical metaphoric use or gaus
and urvard.Ct. Addenda.

daidl mbi ... amaratdtd haurvatd ... tavtsi utayuiti manaijha vohu
sanrjhi 'Grant to me immortality and completeness, those two enduring
forces to be praised with good thinking

1

, Zarathustra's personal need
for immortality and completeness — the development or a faithful

following of his own —• cf. 44.18. I follow Lommel (1935a, 157) in

taking saivjhe as fern, du., thus equiv. to Ved. sdmsye. The phrase
manaijha vohu samjhe can thus be compared to 33.8b asd staomya
vacd 'words praiseworthy with truth

1

.

5 1.8. hyat akoya {- *akoiya) dragvaite usta yd asam dadre 'that I

would do evil to the deceitful one in accordance with the wish (of Him)
who has upheld the truth'. Belongs with 33.2 at yd akdm dragvaite ...

varasaiti ... toi varai radanti 'Who shall bring about what is bad for the

deceitful one, (t)he(y) shall bring success to His wish
1

and the mqdra
47.4d isvaclt has paraos ako dragvaite 'Even the master of much worth
shall be evil to the deceitful one

1

, dragvaite, contrasting with ya asam
dadre - AhM., clearly refers to angro mamyus, as in all the other cited

parallels. For this usage, cf. 31.15.

akoya (= *akoiya) is Isg. opt. o[ a denom. *akati 'does evil, acts

with evil
1

(cf. SI. 1965, 20). On orthography, cf. isoya for *isoiya 43.8.

ya asam dadre is a variation on 3 1.7b hvo xraOwci dqmis asam yd
ddrayat vahistam mono "He created truth in accord with this intention,

by which He has (also) upheld the very best thinking
1

. The intent of the

last passage is that AhM. both created and upholds truth and good
thinking.

5 1.9. ahvahu daxstam "a sign among living beings
1

, ahvd- 'living being
1

corresponds to ahu- 'existence, world
1

, as does gaeQd- 'creature' to

gaya- 'life
1

.

rdsaye/jhe dragvamam savayo asavanam 'to destroy the deceitful and
to save the truthful

1

corresponds to 49.3b asam studydi ... rdsayeijhe

druxs 'the truth is to be saved and deceit is to be destroyed'.

51.10. at yS ma na (KJ maraxsaite anyadd *ahmat (Mss. ahmat) *Yes,

the person indeed who shall try to destroy us is other than (one of)

W^-i us
1

. The reading mana (i.e. ma na) of K4 is lectio difficilior and should

be adopted; the var. -na stems from the influence of 32.10a hvo ma na

srava mbrandat. On end. prpn. after particles, cf, 46.8a t 10a ya va moi,
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etc. The plural na is in fact preferable in view of the use of gaeda

in the parallel 31.1b yd/ ... asahya gaeda vimamwaite *\vho destroy the

creatures of truth*. Zarathustra is not only referring to himself here

in 51.10 but also to all of the other truthful followers. Consequently,

*ahmat should be emended in place of attested ahmdi which simply

shows the effects of generalization after ahmdi 33.6. 45.11, 47.4.

Note particularly the similarity between anyddd ahmai and 45.11c

anyang ahmdi. Cf. also introd. p. 1 1 f.

hvo damdis cfritjo Intnus 'He is a son stemming from deceit's creator'.

Belongs with 32.3ab yds ... akdt mana/jha sid cidram. yascd va mas

yazaite 'Ye are the seed (offspring) stemming from evil thinking,

also the one who worships you muchly*. Both are antithesis to 33.6a

V3 zaotd asd arazits hvo mainyaus a vahisidi kayd.

la duzdci yoi hanti 'and thereby malevolent to those who exist*

contrasts with 45.6be y"" Inula yoi limiti spanid mainyu 'who is

beneficent to those who exist by reason of His virtuous spirit*. The

reason such a person is malevolent is because he is obliged to follow

..,. the commandments of deceit which urge the destruction of the creatures

of truth. Cf. above-cited parallel 31.1b yoi urvdtdis drujo asahya gaeOci

vimarancaiie.

51.11. kd span ta drmaitis 'With whom is virtuous piety allied?*.

, Cf. 32.2.

kS va vatjhaus manaijho acista magdi arasvo 'Which man of good

thinking has shown himself to be lofty (enough) for the task?'. The

gen. vaijhaits manaijho belongs with frri, as in 51.21a below armatois net

'the man of piely*. Cf. also 47.4c kasauscit na and 49.5c armatois kascit

'any person of piety'.

The usage acista magdi arasvo 'has shown himself to lofty for the

task
1

should be compared with the Ved. type represented by RV. X
74.6cd dceti prdsdhas pat is tuvisman, ydd im usmdsi kdrtave karat \dt

'Thei overpowering one: (Iridra) has shown himself to be a mighty

lord : whatever we wish him to do, that he does', acista (for orig.

*dcistd) is exactly medio-passive like dceti; for other exx., cf. 31.2

aihi.chrdstd. magdi arasvo belongs with 29.1 1 b frdxsnana mazbi magdi.

a

Tit for the great task'; cf. latter passage for general disc. For further

disc, cf. 51.16 below.

51.12. parata zamo 'at Earth-Bridge'. I take this as a place name.

paratd (Jp j5 J2 > ^m.? etc.) is the correct reading; cf. parata in next
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vs. and xratd 4S.4. Var. paratd shows preservation of vocalism of
surrounding kavino ... zamo. On principle, cf. introd. p. 5.

hyat ahmi wuraost asto is an abbrev. for *hyat tarn cihmi ururaost

yd astb 'when he rejected (rebuffed) him who had arrived at that

place'. For parallels, cf. 31.9 vdstrydt va aite etc.

hyat hoi *i (Mss. im) caratascd aodarascd zoisanu vdzd 'although his

two draft animals were trembling from wandering and from the
cold'. I emend im to % agreeing with zoisanu vdzd. Reading im stems
from effects of im in line a; cf. introd. p. 9.

51.13. ta dragvato maradaiti daena arazaos *hai8yqm (Mss. haiOim)
'By reason of this, the conception of the deceitful person misses the true

one of the honest man'. There must be a basic opposition in this line

between dragvato daena and arazaos haiOim. Consequently, I emend
haiQim to *hai8yqm (sc. daenqm), which has been eliminated in favor
of freq. hai&im elsewhere in the text of the Gathas. For process, cf.

introd. p. 14 f.

xv
dis syaoBandis hizvasca asahyd nqsva paQo 'having disappeared

from the path of truth by reason of his actions and (the words)"'

of his tongue'. Contrasts with 33.5 yaste ... saraosam zbaycl ...

*apa *no (*uS) ... ascit a arazits paBo 'I who shall summon obedience
for Thee, I shall attain for us those paths straight in accord with
truth", Zarathustra is here stressing the point that by one's individual

actions and beliefs, he either reaches or misses the path of truth.

The proper actions, of course, are founded upon obedience and piety,

as told in 44.6c asam syaodanciis dabqzaiti annaitis Through its actions.

piety gives substance to the truth'.

Notice the juxtaposition of daend and syaoBand in 51.13 here also

appears in the thematically related 31.20c tSm va ahum dragvantd

syaoBandis xrais daena naesat To such a (terrible) existence shall

your conception, together with its (corresponding) actions, lead you.
ye deceitful ones'.

51.14. no it urvadd datoihyascd karapano vastrat aram (Jp,, J,, K5 .a .

etc.) The Karpans are not our allies, being at a distance from our laws
and from the pasture', datoihyascd ... vastrat is a pseudo-dual (cf. 32.12

last para.), and the abl. is governed by aram 'at a distance from'. This

last form is related to Ved. are 'at a distance from' and is therefore

originally *dram. Note that Ved. has both ace. durdm and loc. dure

.'at a distance, far. from', and thus ace. *drdm, besides loc. are, is
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fully expected. Orig. *dr?m has been eliminated by redaction in Favor

of more common arSm according to the freq. process.

The pasture here is that of truth and good thinking, mentioned in

33.3be viclqs va 6waxsaijhd gavoi. at hva asahya aijhat vayhSusca vastre

manaijha 'Who continues to serve the cow with zeal, he shall be on the

pasture of truth and good thinking*. Therefore the expression

cldtaibyascd ... vastrat *arain 'at a distance from the laws and the

pasture' is merely u paraphrase of asahya nqsvci paQo "having

disappeared from the path of truth" in preceding vs. 51.13c. Note
also that vastrat correctly anticipates use of garni in f!lg. line here.

Idea of line corresponds to 44.20ce ... gam karapd usixsca acsmnai

data (= *data), naif him *iznn asd vdstram fraclahjhe The Karpun and

Usig have delivered the cow unto fury. They have not been eager to

prosper her and her pasturage with truth'. Simply, the traditional

priests are the enemies of the good vision and its proponents.

gavoi arti is a snncld "(Theirs) is a pleasure from (bringing) injury lo

the cow'. Belongs in the context of 44.20b cited in last para.

a snnc/d is preferable reading since a, following drois, conforms to

standard employment of a after ablatives in the Gathas. Cf. 3 1.2 lb

Intro is a ... x'apaidydt. 33.6a mainynus a vahistat. etc. Resulting sUnc/d-

.
and yAv. -Srvulah- belong with saiui 'appear, please' (= Ved. chand).

Note tha t vain? id .snntlah- Y t . 1 .25 is m erely the equ iv . of Ved . gir- vana.s-

iiaving pleasure in songs*.

51,15. hyat miztbm ... / ta vn vohu manaijha asdica savais cavisi. The
form lit is surely a mistake for tat, which resumes preceding hyat

miztbm. Attested reading id it? shows effects of generalization after

51 .2a above ta vn mazdd ... Similarly, asdica is false tor asaca (so attested

in inferior &,,. Ml,), and conforms to the tendency of the Mss. to

constantly write the form asaca as asdica. Cf. vars. to 30.7a, 30.9b,

33.10c. Orig. source for mistake seems lo stem from 30.7a ahmdica

xsadrd jasat manaijha vohu asaca, where var. asdica shows effects of

. preceding ahmdica. CL introd. pp. 9, 12f.

Thus the emended line should be *tat vd vohu manaijha asaca savais

cdvisi This (prize) has been promised to you during the times of

salvation by reason of your good thinking and truth'. Support for

emendation and interpretation seen from 34.13bc asdeit urvdxsat hyat

cdvistd hudabyo miUfom 'One shall proceed in alliance with truth to

the prize which has promised to the beneficent'. In 51.15 here

Zarathustra intends to contrast the proper behavior of the Faithful,
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founded upon truth and good thinking (the principles of the good
vision), with the evil behavior of the deceitful described in preceding
vss. 13 and 14. Also, the repeated theme that the ways of deceit will lead
one to hell, but the ways of truth and good thinking will lead to
heaven.

In terms of syntax, the use of the instr. vohii mancujhd asaca 'by reason
of your good thinking and truth' is intended to imitate instr.

employment in preceding vs. 1 3c x'dis syaoBanais hizvascd asahyd nqsva
pa6o 'having disappeared from the path of truth by reason of their
own actions (and words) of their tongue'. The instr. savdis is thus instr.

of temporal duration; other exx. are listed at 30.7 ayaijhd addndis. The
time of salvation belongs to the future, as stated in 4S.1. Related also :

45.10cd hyat hoi asd vohuca coist mancujha, xsaOroi hoi haurvata
anwrdtata^ 'Whatever one has promised to Him with truth and good
thinking is to be completeness and immortality for Him under" His
rule'. Both passages belong together in the sense that the enactment
of truth and good thinking by men in this world give strength to
god, whereby he can offer them salvation in the next world.

51.16. xsaOrd ... vaijiwus pcuhbts mancujhd 'through his ruiership
(following) along the paths of good thinking'. These words belong
together syntactically, since they are a paraphrase of usual 46.10c
vohu xsaOrdm mancujha. etc. Note also above 51.2bc xsaOwn xsmakdin
vohu mancujhd, where xsaOram also appears in the preceding line.

tarn ... magahyd ... yam cistim asd mama 'this understanding of (our)
task, which he respected in harmony with truth*. This phrase and the
preceding vcujlmts pacbbis mancujhd thus correspond to above 51. He
A:.? vd vaijhSus mancujhd acistd magdi ardsvo 'Which man of good
thinking has shown himself to be lofty (enough) for the (great) task?*.

Namely, by his rule founded upon good thinking (cf. 48.5ab huxsadra
xsantd ... vaijhuyd cista is syaoOandis), Kavi V. has indeed proved
himself worthy. Note that the Tig. am mania is a variant of 3L19a...»v
mania asam 'who respected the truth', where mania etc. is discussed."

spsmo mazda ahuro : add u3 sazdyai iistti The Wise Lord is virtuous.
Therefore wish ye for Him to announce Himself to us\ These words
can only be a citation of Kavi V.'s own words, which are quoted
by Zarathustra to show that his protector truly understands the proper
principles. Cf. comparable words of Jamaspa in 51.18 below. On
sazdyai, cf. 30.2 ahmdi no sazdyai etc.

51.17. barffxSqm ... farasaostro ... daedoist kahrpSm daenaydi van-
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httyai'F. has displayed the esteemed form (of piety) for the sake of the

good vision', baraxdqm kahrpam requires drmatois. Cf. 44.7b ka

baraxSqm tost ... armaitim and 30.7b at kahrpam ... dadat annoins.

yqm hoi isyqm da lit. yam is not possible as object of impv. da lit.

1 therefore emend to *yat (= Ved. ydt) hoi isyqm datii 'In consequence

of which, let (the Lord) grant power to him*. Passage thus corresponds

to 28.7b daid! iu ... vfswspai isam maibydcd 'Grant power to V. and to

me'. *yaj has been replaced by yqm under the influence or yqm
occurring in the identical metrical position in the preceding vs. and
also by the force of neighboring isyqm. For processes, cf. introduction,

p. 8ff. On the use of the abl.. cf. 33.6b ahmdt avd mamvjha yd ...

'In consequence of this, he is allied with that son of thinking by
which ...', etc. Note also that ydat appears in 32.4a yciat yusta

*framima8a 'Insofar as ye authorize those things ...*.

51.18. iqm cisrim ... istois 'this understanding of Wis power', isto is

clearly refers to the power of AhM. The preceding vs. touches upon the

•'theme of piety, so necessary to grant strength to AhM. and his powers,
; and the current one raises the complementary theme of good thinking
"' and truth, which also increase the power of the lord. For disc. cf. 47.1-2.

The word iswis thus stands here in its normal juxtaposition with fllg.

xsaOram ; cf. 28 .7 { beginn ing)

.

asci varante tal xsaOram manatjho vaijhaus vido 'One chooses thai rule

of good thinking allied with truth to serve (Him)'. This and the

following line represent a direct quotation of Jamaspa's words; cf.

vs. 16 above. On asd ... tat xsaQram manatjho vatjhaus, cf. 30.7 ahmcticct

xsaOra etc. On vido, cf. 32.4 yd masyd actsto etc.

As above 51.17b ... hoi isyqm ddtu corresponds to 28.7b ddidi ...

vistdspdi isam nutihydcci, 51.18c here tat mot duidi ahwd hyat mazda
rapan tarn corresponds to 28.6ab ddidi ... zaraOustrdi aojonghvai rqfano.

1 take rapSn as nom.-acc. sg. of pres. part, of rap; cf. yasoJiySn 51.4

above, sparicd aspancd 45 .9

.

hvo tat na ... ahmai dazde daenayd vaedamno 'Acquiring it by his

(good) conception that man assumes for himself this rule ...'. Comple-
mentary idea to 46.15c tdis yils syaodandis asam xsmaihyci daduye
Through such actions ye shall assume (acquire) the truth for your-
selves'. Thus common theme : truth is realized by proper thoughts

and actions. Note that in vs. 16 it was said thatKavi V. reached the

proper understanding through good thinking.

ya ahum isasqs aihi 'who continues to seek for existence (to be in
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accord with that) ...\ Phrase requires usual addition of stoi and id.

On isasqs For orig. *isqs, cf. 30.1 isanto.

mazda data mraot gayehya syaoQanais vahyo 'what the Wise Creator
said is better for life through its actions'. Phrase gayehya vahyo is

obj. gen. of special sort ; cf. 44. 1 yd hdtqm vahistd. The word vahyo is

probably employed here as a paraphrase of vohu xsaOram, and this is

the equiv. of asam vohu manmjha appearing in dig. 51.20b.

5 1 .20. tat vS iw hazaosdfjho vlspdijho daidyai savo / asam vohu mancujhd
'All ye (immortals) of the same temperament, let your salvation be
granted to us

:
truth allied with good thinking!', daidyai is jussive inf.

as in parallel 34.3c *ardi (Mss. ami) zi huddijho vispais' mazda xsmavasft
savo 'Indeed let salvation be granted to the beneficent, Wise One, by
all those of your kind!'. This passage also shows that huzaoswjho
vispaijho is best taken as a voc. here. That the salvation entreated for
currently is the temporal and worldly salvation, namely, the freedom
from deceit and its forces spoken of in vss. 4, 10 and 14, asam vohu,
manaijhd must therefore stand in apposition to savo. Zarathustra is

thus entreating lor the rule of truth and good thinking on earth here
and now (cf. above 51.1c tat na niicit varasdne), not the future salvation-
of heaven promised to the faithful in vs. 15 above. '..

uxSd ydis armaitis requires frdbardmahl or the like. On syntax of
uxdd ydis drmaitis. cf. 32.2 (end).

51.21. Switch to impersonal discourse in these last 2 verses indicates
that they are niqOras. Cf. 47.1, 31.20.

annawis na spanto hvo cisti uxddis syaoBand daend 'Virtuous is the
man of piety. He is so by reason of his understanding, his words, his

action, his conception'. On the fig. drmatois na spanto, cf.5l.ll above.
Because of 48.4bc hvo daemon syaoQanais vacatjhdcd ... haeaite, it is not
possible to separate daend from the preceding members of the
series here. Also, the following words asam spanyat are clearly intended
to be parallel to opening drmatois na spanto, both thus nominal
sentences. Cf. also 53. lab vahistd islis srdvi zantQustrahe / spitdmahyd
yezi ..., in which opening phrase extends into second line, etc.

51 .22. yoicbjharacd hanticd 'who have existed and still exist' is simply
a paraphrase for 'those who are immortal'. On pairicd jasdi vantd 'and
I shall serve them with love', cf. 28.2 ya vd ... pairi.jasdi etc. and
28.8 yasa vdunits.
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Most probably a wedding sermon, this Gatha offers words of

advice to those in the following of Zarathustra who wish to serve

the Wise Lord and his values and principles. Not only must a truthful

person understand and teach the importance o( ihe Wise One's
conception of a world ruled by truth and good thinking (1), but he
must relentlessly strive in his dedication to the important task lo

achieve this good way of existence (7). This he must accomplish by
prayer and piety for the Lord, and equally by the realization o[
words and actions which befit this view of a better mode of existence (2).

He must remain steadfast in his determination and steadfast in his

faith (3, 7). and serve both his lord and his associates with virtue,

piety, truth and good thinking (3-5). Only by such fitting behavior
can each person reach his own basis of truth, good thinking and
wisdom (3-4) which, when added to that of his wife or fellow man,
shall benefit the total advancement of the public good (5). If, on the

other hand, one follows the ways of deceit, he damns not only himself
with regard to the future life, but he also damns the whole of
existence (6).

53.1
. yezi hoi (~ zaradttstrai) dot ciyaptd a.saf haca ahum 'if the Lord

shall grant lo him those attainments in accord with truth'. Belongs
with 28.2bc maihyo davoi ... clyapia asai haca.

yaeca hoi dabm saskmca dadnaya vaijhuya uxSa syaoOandca *and
(to those) who have accepted^?) and taught those words and actions

stemming from His good conception', dalmi (metrically *dban) is

completely enigmatic. The form saskan, however, red up. aor. lo sac,

corresponds in sense to the ca us.""stem scicaya-
'

leach' attested in
Y. 55.6 ya data aijlmts paouruyehya ... *si.ys3mna sQcayamna dadrdna
Ihe laws of the foremost existence, which are to be learned and
taught and upheld', clearly a related passage. Cf. also Vyt. 52, etc.

Note also the avowal in 31. lac ta vS urvdtd maramo ... vaca sSnghamahi
... aeibyo vahisfa ydi zrazda anlwn mazdai 'Heeding these command-
ments of yours, we do teach the words which are the best for Ihose
who shall be faithful to the Wise One'. On the syntax, of dadnaya
vaijhuya syaoBanacq, cf, 34.10.
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53.2. atca hoi scantii manatjha uxSais syaoQandiscd xsnSm ... fraorat

'Moreover, let them continually accompany their knowledge with

words and actions in harmony with such (good) thinking
1

. Belongs

with 48.12bc ydi xsnSm vohu manwjha hacante syaoQandis asa Bwahvd
mazda sanghahyd, where both passages are fully discussed. Latter

passage shows that manwjha also requires vohu here, and that xsnSm
(for *xsnqm) pointedly refers back to saskan in the preceding vs.

Again the theme of knowledge without action is of useless value.

Cf. Hitop. I, 16 (ed. Schl.) durbhagdbharaiwprdyo jndnam bharah

kriydrn vino. 'Knowledge without action is a burden, like a mass of

ornaments on an ugly woman 1

. On fraorat, cf. 30.5.

*day he (Mss. datjho) arazus pado yqm daenqm alntro saosyamo dadai

'in order to serve the straight paths (of truth) (with that) conception

which the Lord granted to His savior
1

. I emend dayha to *ddijhe since

dat. inf. is expected. Orig. form changed under the influence of

surrounding vistdspo, spitdmd, pado, ahurd, saosyamo \ for principle,

cf. introd. p. 5f. The phrase beginning yqm daenqm etc. is asyndetically

connected with arazus po&b, since it is unlikely to separate 53.2d here

from 5l.5ab yadd asdt hacd gam *vidat vdstryo 'how the pastor shall

serve the cow in accord with truth'. Since gam = vanuhim daenqm,

5l.5ab is the equiv. of saying *ya0a asdt hacd daenqm viddt, as in the

present line, where DVdzus pado requires the addition of asahyd. the

constant complement of this figure. On the meaning of *daijhe, cf. 32.4

yd masyd acistd etc. In general, cf. 33.4-6, which belong in the context of

this verse.

53.3. tamed. tu pourucistd. In light of the remarks at 28.7 ddstil

mazda .xsayded, this sequence cannot be segmented into tarn cd tu ...,

since tu must occur in second position of the line, even taking

preference over enclitic forms of pronouns. Cf. e.g. 43.10a at tu moi
dais, YH. 41. 3 a6d turn gayascd, etc. Because tu normally appears in

association with an impv. form and a voc, e.g. 2S.7bc ddidi tu drmaite

... ddstii mazda, 49.7b gusahvd tu ahum, etc.. I therefore believe that

tamed. tii pourueistd is of exactly the same structure. Thus tamed is

most likely 2sg. impv.. and I therefore relate the word to taxma-

'brave', tancista- 'bravest*, etc. We thus have orig. *tSnca. which

must mean 'be brave, perseverse
1

. Change of *taned to tamed follows

tendency to replace rare words by common elements. Cf. e.g. hantit

33.7 with var. ham tu and introd. p. 13 f.

vajjliaus paitydstim manaijho 'Firm foundation of good thinking'.
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The word pa itvast i- is to be analyzed as pain'-d-st-i- and is very close

to pa itism- 'id/ ( = Ved, pratisthd-); cf. 43.3 a-jh- for disc. Note also

YH. 35.9 ... aesqm paitydsidramcd fradaxstdramcd 'both founder (sup-

porter) and revealer or these (wordsV. where paiiydsidram is syncopated

from *pa itydsunamm. Cf. common type amaratdt- from amarataidi- etc.

asahyd mazdasca laihyd ddt saram 'He shall grant to thee the alliance

of truth and wisdom*, asahyd cannot belong to preceding vaijhaus

numanho because of the position of va after mazdds-; cf. 31.21. Thus
both asahyd and mazdasca depend upon saram. and the passage
belongs therefore with 49&\\b farasaostrdi urvdzislam asahyd da saram
To F. grant that most happy alliance of truth'. Notice also the coupling

otasam and mazdd in 50.5a *aroizi xsmd mazdd asa ahum 'Lord, indeed

let wisdom come in the company of truth across the earth", where
mazdd is likewise employed appellatively.

span iswarmeridis hiuidnvarasvd {= *huddnu varasvd) 'Bring to realiza-

tion the most virtuous and blessed (acts) of piety
1

requires syaoOand.

Cf. 47.2c drmarois ... syaoOand varazydi 'One shall bring to realization

(the best) through his (every) act of piety'. Thus a stylistic variant

orthe fig. .span/a drmailis appearing 32.2c spanlcpn vadrmaitim varamaidi,

etc. Note also that span istd ... varasvd functions as antithesis to 30.5a

... varaid ya drag vet act'sid varazyo 'the deceitful one chose to bring

., to realization the very worst things'.

53.4. iam zi va sparadd nivardni. The pron. va here cannot stand for

iot\ as Humbach proposes (1959, II 95). for the syntax of tarn ... va

here belongs to the type 45.3c ydi im va noil ... varasanti 'those among
you who shall not ...' and especially 46.1 3e tarn va asd mahmaidi
hus.haxdim 'We respected him among you as the good companion
of truth'. Furthermore, the use of fllg. yd ... viddt and asduni

strongly suggests the emendation of tarn to *tqm, thus correctly

anticipating the later fern, forms. Change to tarn occurred from
influence of "la'lse" "'i5m in opening of preceding vs. and also from
influence of above-mentioned parallel 46.13e tarn va. For process,

cf. introd. p. 9.

The difficult nivardni must somehow anticipate the employment of
fllg. paiQyaeca 'husband' and vazyamndbyo 'women being married'
as well as *vadamnd in the next vs., for there is every reason to believe

that this Gatha was composed as a marriage sermon. Consequently,

1 connect nivardniwith Gk. aet'ro 'join, couple' and interpret its meaning
as '1 shall join (in marriage)'; on semantics, cf. Lat. coniugium
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'marriage'. The remaining sparada may thus be ioc. of a stem sparadi-
'marriage', the condition being originally viewed as one or 'oppos-
edness', much as Ved. mitlnmd- 'couple', orig. 'opposition' (cf. SI.

1973, 163 fl\). Thus the phrase is *tqm va zi sparadd nivardnrl shall join
her among you in marriage ...\

ydjbdroi vidat paidyaecd etc. 'who shall serve father and husband ...\

Cf. 32.4 yd masyd acisid etc.

53.5. *sdxran *i (Mss. sax'ani) vazyamnabyo kainibyo mraomf 'I teil

these words to (these) girls who are being married'. For disc, of
sdx'ani, c\\ 46.17 yaBrd va ajsmdni. Note also use of iBd i in vs. 6a
below.

xsmaibydcd *vadamnd (Mss. vadamno) 'and to you, ye bridegrooms'.
Reading vadamno cannot be correct, since a voc. is needed in conjunc-
tion with the fllg. impv. forms dazdum and vaedo.dum. Emendation to

orig. *vadamna is necessary, a form altered in the course of time under
the influence of preceding vazyamnabyo kainibyo. On process, cf.

introd. p, 6.

vaedo.dum ... abyascd (orig. *abyasca) ahum ya vanha us manaijho
'Acquire for yourselves and your women an existence or good thinking'.
For parallels, cf. 28.5 manascd vohu vaedanmo etc.

53.6. ayese hois pidd tanvo para should be emended to ayese *hoi
(= dntjo) *spi9a lanvo para 'I am taking these prosperous conditions
away from his person'. The phrase thus belongs with 30.10a add zi

avd driijo bvaiti skando spayaBrahyd 'For then shall descend the
destruction of deceit's prosperity'. For disc, cf. latter passage.

vayu.baradubyoduLx'araBam 'foul food shall be for them crying woe*.
I follow interpretation of Bthlm. (1904, 1359), who aptly compared
31.20b dus.x'araBSm avoeids vaco 'foul food and the word woe', where
the fate of the deceitful is described in both the same ways. Note also

fllg. 53.7d at va vayoi aijhaiti apamam vaco 'then the word woe shall be
for you at the end'. The idiom vdcim bar 'raise one's voice' appears in

31.12,50.6. ...

53.7. atea va mizdam aijhat ahyd magahya 'On the other hand, there
shall be a prize for you for the following task' and ivizayaQa magSm
tarn 'if ye abandon this task' are discussed at 29.1 ! mago-.
hunoi haxrayd (for *haxtiyd; cf. var. haxtyd) is ioc. abs. 'while your

legs are on the ground* = 'while ye are still alive'. Other exx. of con-
struction appear at 31 . 19 vanhau vidatd rqnayd.
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yaQva mainyus dmgvato anasat para 'where the spirit of the deceitful

one (= angro rnainyus) shall finally disappear'. The use of the

preceding part, in para eel mraocqs aorava 'sinking away and below'

shows that fllg. anasm cannot be a preterite. The form thus stands

for orig. *anasat. which has been leveled after nasal in preceding vs.

in identical metrical position. On process, cf. introd. p. 8. Ortho-
graphy otherwise reveals common practice of writing initial a as a.

53.8. dqfsnyd hJin til zafiyded vispaijhd 'Let them all be trickable and
risible'. Translation follows RV. VIII 45.23ab ma ivd muni avisydvo,

mopahasvana a dabhtm 'Though desiring help, let not the fools, let not

the mocking ones deceive thee", where has (= Av. zah) and dahh
occur side by side. Zarathustra focuses attention in opposite direction :

the evil normally mock and deceive the truthful, but let them now be

mocked and tricked themselves. Cf. also AV. VI 30.2b yendhhihdsyam
purusam krndsi "with which thou makesl a man risible'.

huxsadrdis fin,warn xruihviimcd ramqmcci tit's daddtu syeitihya vizihyo

'But in alliance with those who have good mastery over J he men-
"
killing, men-violating ones, lei a person create tranquility for the

;
peacefully dwelling tribes (settlements)'. Intended as contrast to above
53.6d ana is a manahtm ahum mwangaduye *ln alliance with them

"'_'(= the deceitful ones) ye are going to destroy the spiritual life'.

rdmqmcd dadimt 'But let one create tranquility', with adversative

"ca (cf. 30.7 ahmdicd ... jasat). begins the new sentence, but huxsadrdis

ptwrqm xnliwqmcd has been fronted so as not to break this

syntactically close unit across the caesura. For parallel exx., d. 28.1

vaijhatis xraium manaijlw etc. Moreover, the gens, ptwrqm and
xrwwrqm are governed by preceding huxsadrais ace. to normal practice

oTxsaBram with gen. complement. Cf. 3 1 .2lab hawvato amaratatasca ...

asaliyaca ... xsaQra-, etc. Finally, note that the fig. ramqm ... daddtu

syeitibyo is a stylistic variant of..29.10b yd lima itis rdmqmcd da t.

53.9. On narapis rajis 'decline and darkness', 1 follow Humbach.

Stylistically the phrase resumes the theme of above vs. 7c paracd

mraocqs aoraca. In general, the description of the deceitful as decline

and darkness is intended to contrast with the description of AhM. as

x'dng.dards- 'having the appearance of the sun' 43.16, and in terms

of this hymn, with the phrase manaijlw vaijlmts xrSnvat hatjhus 'the

sunlike gain of good thinking' in above 53.4c.



ADDENDA

28.1 xratum. The function and role of xratus in the Gathas have
been studies in detail by H.-P. Schmidt in his recent Inaugural Lecture,
'Zarathustra's Religion and his Pastoral Imagery' (6 Juni 1975,
Universitaire Pers Leiden; cf. also Schmidt, 'Associative Technique
and Symmetrical Structure in the Composition of Yasna 47' in Neue
Methodobgie in der Ironistik, Wiesbaden 1974, pp. 306-330). Schmidt,
who shares many of my views concerning the metaphoric identification

of the cow as the good vision (va/jithi daena), ascribes to xratus the
meaning 'reason, intellect' (p. 7) and sees it to be the male or
stimulating counterpart to daena 'vision' (pp. 7, 11), namely, that

intellectual quality which triggers one's insight (daena) or cognition
{cistis). His findings are based upon a close association of these two
terms in the text, either in their unmasked forms (31.11 daenasca
xratuscd), or in the usual metaphoric substitution of cow for the
latter concept (28.1 xratum ... gauscd urvajwm; 31.9 g5us tasa ...

xratus \ 34.14 gaits vdrjzane . . . xratSus; etc.), which he then goes on
to explain in his typical careful and thorough way. A further proof
for the interdependency is recognized by Schmidt in the metaphoric
use of uxsano 'bulls' in 46.3, which is employed, in his opinion,'

in apposition to saosyantqm xratavo in the same verse (p. 8), and
which attests thus to its close connection with daencl, since both terms
are referred to by parallel metaphors. Both metaphors are further

collapsed in the elliptic dual gdvd azi at 46.19, representing daena and
xratus (p. 9) in his view.

Apart from the metaphoric representation of xratus by uxsan- or
gao-, I wholly agree with S.'s disclosure of the interrelationship between
xratus and daena, but I still am convinced that the former term
signifies 'will, determination, intention' far more than a truly intellectual

capacity. It is true that Zarathustra, in his higher understanding, is

preoccupied with intellectual qualities and that concepts such as ma-da,
vohu maud, daena and f hit) cistis therefore dominate his poetry, but it

is equally true that the Gathas also bear the undeniable mark of the

prophet's unswerving determination and insistence in revealing and
realizing his message founded upon this higher understanding. When
he says at 28.4c yavat iscti tavdcd a vat xsdi aese asahyd 'as long as I shall

be able and be strong, so long shall I search in quest of truth'.
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is this not a sign of his dedication and determination? And not similarly
so 50.1 lab at vv> staota aojai mazda atjhaca yavat am tavaca isaica
'Yes, I shall swear to be your praiser, Wise One, and I shall be it, as
long as 1 shall have strength and be able, o truth'? Thus, when 28.1c
states iyasa) vatjhaus xratitm manaijho yd xsnaviM gSusca urvajwm
"(I entreat for that) through which Thou mayest satisfy the determina-
tion of (my) good thinking and the soul of the cow\ does not this
use of xrants presage the declaration of Zarathuslra's determination
staled in nig. 2S.4c?

It is true that xratuS and ckwna are in complementation in this first
verse of the Gathas. but the terms are in a different relationship from
that explained by Schmidt. ZarathusLra's conception has riven him
insight into the possibility of a perfect world, but he also requires the
determination to bring this to realization, and this determination
stems from his good thinking. Will and mind must work in concert
the very idea seen in 46J Se tat mot xrataus matuujhasca viciBmn
This is the decision of my will and my mind', which represents an
avowal of the type discussed in 28.4c and 50.1 lab above. Likewise,
does not 31.12b znradaca nwnaijhaca express an equal cooperation
between will and mind? Similarly instructive is 53.3d aBd ham.fbrasva
Bwa xraQwa spmista armatais *hui!cmu *varasva Therefore, come to
terms with thy will, and bring to realization the most virtuous and
blessed acts of piety", since this fine is preceded by the openina line a
*tinea tit pmtritctsta 'Do thou persevere. Pourucisia*. wherein Zara-
thuslnfs daughter is expressly admonished to continue in her
determination.

A very important aspect of the argument overlooked by Schmidt is

the employment of xratus with respect to Ahura Mazda. When we find
a statement such as 43.6de aeibyo rants sSnghaiii drmaitis Owahya
xrataus yam iwecis dcthayem To them does piety announce the
judgments or Thy will, which (or. Thou whom) no one is able to
deceive', it appears 16 me lliat we are dealing with the question of
the will of god, not with his ultimate reason. Let us recall that
29.4c Avo vidro ahura aBd nS atjhai yaBct hvo vasal

vHe is the decisive
Lord : So shall it be for us. as He shall wish it' makes the point
clear that the prophet views Ahura Mazda as a totally free god who
disposes as he wishes, and in view of this, AhM. has the "right to
command and act as his will moves him. Thus he can create" truth
according to his will because he wished to make the creatures happy
(cf. 31.7b A to xraBwct dqmis asam), or he can impose a differing fate
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upon the truthful and deceitful person according to his will, seen
in 48 .4d dwahmi xrata apamam nana ayhat 'When Thy will be'done
the end shall be different (for each)'. Ahura Mazda may act with
wisdom, but above all, as supreme god, he acts and commands with
his inherent independence of will, as we see from 45,3. This explains
why xratus is found in juxtaposition with sastu at 45.6, with sastl at
48.3, and with saint at 50.6, forms which attest to the authority of
AhM.'s will. I would stress the concept of the command or god in
these verses more than I have in the translation. Here, too, cf. 49.6ab
and the remarks concerning urvata- at 30.1 1 (2nd part).

Likewise, when 33.2 relates that the persons who shall act aaainst
the deceitful and shall further the good, toi varcii rachnti ahurahva
zaose mazda 'these shall bring success to His desire and be in the
approval of the Wise Lord\ we again encounter a situation where
the will of Ahura Mazda is the decisive value at play (cf. the precept
given at 47.4). And this belongs with 32.4 which tells that the mortals
who serve the very worst ordinances of the old gods disappear from
the will of the Wise Lord and from truth (note/ra ma replaces sal, in
employment with xratus). This is certainly not what is wished by them..
On the other hand, 34.14 stresses the reverse, namely, that those who
act with good thinking further the will of Ahura Mazda with truth;.
lor this behavior is based upon precepts of their god (cf. 47.1-2).

In view of the preceding discussion, I am led^to defend my inter-
pretation of46.3c vdrazc/ais sanghais saosyantqm xratavo The intentions
(determination) of the those who shall save are in accord with Thy
mature teachings', because this statement is merely a reaffirmation that
the community or the faithful is indeed determined to overthrow the
deceitful if the heavenly forces shall assist in removing the restraints
of the evil spirit and his powers. I also remain firm in seeing a contrast
in 46.3 and 4 between uxscmo asnum 'the bulls of the heavens" and
asahya vaztlrnng gel 'the draft oxen of truth' to signify Ahura Mazda
and his forces on the one hand and the community of the truthful on
the other. This juxtaposition is merely a metaphoric representation
of the oft stressed cooperation required between god and his faithful,
which is characteristic of the Gathas. Another important point to
stress is this fact: Although Zarathustra employs gun- as a metaphor
for raijuhi ctaena. these two terms never appear 'in the same verse.
This immediately speaks against the possibility of taking uxscmo asnum
and saosyantqm xratavo to be in apposition in 46.3. as Schmidt asserts.

In conclusion, one further remark. If xratus plays the important
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intellectual role which Schmidt ascribes to it, then it is difficult to

explain why the concept, in some personified form or other, does

not actively appear in Y. 29 along with Ahura Mazda, asam, vohu

memo, gaits tosSi (= spanto mainyus) and gaus urva (= daena).

The obvious answer is that xratus is not purely intellectual in the

sense of the other conceptual terms. Yet let us remember, as noted
above, the strongest statement concerning AhM. in Y. 29 emanatine
from the cow and Zarathustra is that AhM. is decisive and that the

future shall be as he shall will it to be. Here we see clearly that the

will ofgod, as that of man, stands in a domain apart from his intellectual

capacities, and that, to a large extent, the latter values are under
the control of the former. Thus, it seems to me. when 28.1 here
juxtaposes the will or determination of Zarathustra with the soul of
the cow. when 29.5 speaks of ma urva gausca azyd. etc.. the elliptic

dual gfiva uzi in 46.19 again designates Zarathustra and the cow.
as I have already interpreted this expression. The intention is that

both the determination of the prophet and his view of the world can
offer spiritual strength to a believer in this world, as he awaits the

prize of salvation in his future life.

29.7. I believe lam azutoix ... mqdram tasat ... xsvklamcd stands
for underlying *tam dzutdis ... mctBram tasat ... xsvfdascd. with

attraction of the last word into the ace. Cf. the type 32.4c mazcld
ahurahyd xratflus nasyanto asdatcd. which appears to me to represent
*... asuliydcd, with similar attraction of the final term to the last

inflected form of the figure.

29.1 1. The emendation ot at met masct to at *mqm *asd is supported

by the fact that the only place in the Galhas where the full ace.

6\vqm appears is in the preceding verse. The uniqueness of both
pron. forms here in Y. 29 thus strengthens the argument.

30.3. ydyama .V a/ana asrvatam. Th is passage has been recen lly s tud ied

by Humbach, Methodologische Variationen zur arischen Religions-

geschichte\ in Antiquitatcs Indogcrmanicae (Gedcnkschnh fur Hermann
Gunten), lnnsbruch 1974, pp. 193-200. Humbach finds a direct

connection between this passage and Y. 32.8 vivaijhusa xravi vimasctt

etc.. attested by the coupling ofyama. yimascit and the root sru, and he
interprets both in light o[ the later Persian versions of the myths
concerning Jam(sed). In the current passage. H. points to the tale
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in the Pahlavi Rivayat which relates that Yima slept with both a
Pang and his sister Jamag, and that from the former coupling lower
forms of life were born, from the latter the favorable prototype of
marriage between relations was established as a social norm. Thus
the good and the bad issuing from these two sorts of unions, a motif
arising from the core of underlying mythology, are played against the
good and the bad represented by the two primordial spirits in 30.3,
which brings H. to translate (p. 200) the passage as \velche durch
Yima als die beiden Arten von (Bei)Schlaf bekannt worden sind\
In Y. 32.S, H. finds reference to the fall or Yima recounted in

Sah-nameh 4.64, wherein it is told that he committed the crime ot
considering himself a god and demanding of men that they pay divine
respect to him. Combining the form gaus in 32.8 with Mid. Ir. root gu
'sin, be remiss

1

. Humbach then translates the line y5 masySng cixsniiso

ahmakang gaus haga x'aramno as 'der im Bestreben, die Menschen
zufriedenzustelien (= ihnen gePillig zu sein), die Unseren. sich

versundigte, indem er mit Gott rechtete' (p. 199).

First, it should be said that H. places too great an emphasis upon
the appearance of snt in both passages. If 30.3 and 32.8 are in a
special relationship because of sm, this can only derive from the fact

that this root is the common Indoir. term to relate some mythological
event or to tell some Tact of widespread hearsay. The Rigv. usage
makes this point clear. Cf. RV. IV 42.5c tvdm vrrrcmi srnvixe jughanvcfn:
V 32. 1 2ab evd hi tram rtutltd ydtaverntarn, magha viprehhya ddilatarn

srnomi; X 48.8d prdhdm malw vrtrahatya asuxravi; etc. I therefore see

Zarathustra's employment of mi in 30.3 here to conform exactly to

this practice
: He is pointing out the well known attributes of the good

and the evil spirits, which belong to the common stock of folk

knowledge. Secondly, the syntactic characteristic found in vs. la at to

vax.syd ... yd mazt/dOd. in vs. 5a aya mainiva ... yt clrngvd. whereby
the form immediately following the rel. is an appositive to the pronoun,
makes it. highly, probably that vs. 3a at tel mainyu ... yd r,5/w7 is of
exactly the same structure. The form yUma is best taken as a dual form.
Thirdly, when the RV. refers to night and dawn, for example, as twins

ivamdit), it is not because there is any association of these two
complementary aspects of time with Yama and Yarn!, but because
night and dawn form the two halves of the day. the time unit which
pervades the continuum of existence. And similarly so, when Zara-
thustra calls the two spirits twins in the current passage, it is only
because they represent the complementary aspects of good and evil
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which also permeate all of the continuum of existence. There is no
more nor less than these two in the polarity of things, and in this light,

it seems best to me lo remain with my explanation of x'ajmui *a to

signify '(to be) in rivalry*.

As regards 32.8, H. himself {c{. commentary ad loc.) made it

highly likely that srcivi was employed in a legal sense in the passage
in view of the other legal employments of the neighboring terms.

Bui even if we accept the 'mythological" use of.vwn in the passage,

certain points in H.'s interpretation remain unclear. If Yima committed
the crime of considering himself a god Ho please our men", why
were not these men of ours condemned along with him 7 And was
il not really lo please himself? Finally. H. stretches the meaning of
x'cirnnvw 'swearing* to 'rechtete*. an exaggeration of what appears to

me to be a legitimate possibility. Also, if the passage really meant what
H. has suggested, then should we not expect to find a simple
statement of the type *... hagn f-d) x'armuw 'swearing himself lo be
a god' (Vccl. type RV. 11 23.l2ab ... yn ... susam tigro mdnyumutm
jigham.suli)"}

Despite these criticisms of 32,8. Humbach as disclosed two important
points. (I) That the passage has nothing to do with the later legend of
Yima's fall by eating meat. (2) that gaus may belong with gu 'sin*.

With regard to the latter possibility, can we not consider gaus a

slesa, and in the first instance take maxySng ahmaknng as object lo it,

and in the second, lake gaits hagci as I have suggested? Thus, vn maxvSng
cix.snu.so uhmtikang gaus bagii .x'dranvm 'who. wishing to satisfy

(himself?), sinned against our men (by) swearing that the cow was
goddess'.

munahicu vacahkd syuoOunoi. On the series thought, word and deed,

cf. Schleralh. "Gedanke. Wort unci Werk im Veda and im Awest a" in

Aniiqu. Jnciogerm., pp. 201-221.

32.8. vivayhuso srdvi yimascit etc, CH Add; lo 30.3 above.

32.10. v5 acisiam raenaijhe uognda gum asihyd hraraca. See now
H.-P. Schmidt, op cit., 14 f. and Gershevitch, 'Die Sonne das Beste'

in Mithraic Snuiies, Manchester 1975. pp. 68-S9.

34.13. urvaxscif. When urvaxscif is clearly 3sg. subj. in 44. Se ka mS
urva Yolnt urvaxsat agamat.ta 'To what goods shall my self proceed
in the future?*, then the same value must be recognized in 34.13 here.
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The context is likewise future, for the prize has not as yet been
reached, and it is not possible to ascribe a future or present value
to urvaxsat even if it is interpreted as 3pi. aor. inj. Therefore, china
saosyantqm cannot be the subject of the verb (so, Schmidt, op. cit., II,
reposing on Hum bach), only *karata. as I propose.

47.3. Bthlm. 1879, 53, proposed aevd in place of dya. showing that
he understood the latter form. Why he abandoned this idea later is not
clear at all.

48.4. y5 ddt mono vahyo mazdd asyasca ... apanwm nana aijhat.

Schmidt, op. cit., 4, translates 'He who makes his thinking (now) very
good, o Wisdom, and (now) very bad ... he shall be let apart in
the end', essentially following Bthlm. But the final phrase cannot be
right since it is difficult to separate nana from Ved. nana, which
clearly means 'separately, differently'. Cf. RV. Ill 55.1 lab nana caknlte
yamya vdpwmi. favor anydd rotate krsndm anydt The twin sisters

(= day and night) have adopted their forms differently: the one form
of them is luminous, the other is black'; X 67.10d ndnd santo bihhrato
jyotir cisci 'Although being different, they bear light in their mouth*

;

etc. Thus 1 abide by my translation 'The end shalfbe different* and see.

the necessity of recognizing two subjects in the first line, with a
suppressed second yd, to which the different end can refer. In support-.
of this idea, notice 51,6 yo vahyo vaijhSus dazde ... at ahmcli akdt asyo
yd ... apSme aijhms urvaese, a stylistic variant, where there are expressly
two different subjects woven around the contrast of vahyo and asyo.

48.5. yaozdd masya *aipi.zaQ(im (or aipi zaQam) vahistd gavoi
vamzyaunn. Schmidt, op. cit., 2. translates 'Best perfection (or:
purification) at (her) birth shall be applied by man to the cow'.
Leaving aside the question of the meaning of yaozdd and the difficult

aipi(.)za0cwi. the interpretation of instr. masya does not appear to be
correct for two reasons. ( 1 ) The precaesura position"of "masya conforms
to the placement of most such vocs. in the Gathas : Cf. 32.3a daevd
vispdijho. 45.2a vispd, 51.20a hazaosaijho. (2) Agent instr. normally
precedes the noun to which it belongs: Cf. 29.2bc vastrd gaoddvo
Owaxso ... drjgvd.djbt's aekdnwm: 31.9c Bwa aBrci ... vtddta; 33.8b
asa staomya vacd: etc. More important, however, is the feature that
the change in address from AhM. to the adherents in lines cd here
mirrors the reverse change in precding vs. 3. Thus a voc. masvd
seems preferable to me.
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48.12. On saasyant-.ct. also Schmidt, op. cit.. 8 and Keilens. "SAOS-
11ANT-*, Studia Iranica 3. pp. 1S7-209.

51.7. apasca itrvarasca. Schmidt, op. cit.. 4. takes the waters and the

plants to represent the good thoughts, words and deeds of man.
since this expression is used next to gqm in this verse. More generally,

I prefer man. in the sense of* the community or the truthful, since man's
belief in the good vision is needed to continue its existence. Note that

when 33.3c says that the man who shall serve the cow with zeal shall

be on the pasture of truth and good thinking, the idea is thai such a

person's dedication shall sustain truth and good thinking on earth.

Just as the strength of god is dependent upon the faith and piety of
the believers (ci*. 28.3). so also the true believer is {he food and
nourishment (waters and plants) for god's good conception to prosper.
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ABBREVIATIONS

(Abbreviations of authors' names are found in ihe References, those of
texts in the Index, locorum).

abi. = ablative

abs. = absolute

absir. = abstract

ace. = accusative:

according

act. = active

adj. = adjective

adv.
, — adverb

AhM. = Ahum Mazda

Akkad. — Akkadian
aor. — aorist

iissim. = assimilation

a them. = a thematic

Av. = Avestan
caus. = causative

empd. = compound
com it. = comilalive

da t. = dative

denom. — denominative

deriv

.

= derivative

desid. — desiderative

disc. = discussion

dissim. = dissimilation

du. = dual

equiv. = equivalent

ex(x). = example(s)

fern. = feminine

fig- = figure

flig. = following

freq

.

= frajuent(ly)

Glith. = Guihic

gen. = genitive

Gk. = Greek
iniperf. = imperfect

impv. = imperative

tndic. = indicative

Indoir. = Indoiranian

inf. = infinitive

instr. = instrumental

intens. = intensive

in trans. = intransitive

introd. = introduction

juss. — jussive

Lai. = Latin

loc. = locative

masc. = masculine

med

.

= medial

meir. — metric(ally)

Micllr. = Middle Iranian

MidPers. — Middle Persian

Ms. = manuscript
neg. = negative

neut. = neuter

nom

.

= nominative

nom. ag. = nomen agent is

obj. = object(ive)

OP. = Old Persian

opt. = optative

orig. — original

para

.

= paragraph

part. = participle

Parih. — Parthian

pass. = passive

perl". = perfect

pi. = pi ura

I

pres. = present

prei

.

= preterite

pron. — pronoun
redup. = reduplicated

rcl. — relative

Rigv

.

— Rigvedic

sec. = secondary

sg. — singular

sigm

.

— sigmatic

Sogd

.

= Sogdian
...subj = subjunctive

surrnd

.

= surrounding

them. = thematic

trans. = transitive

var. — variant

Ved. = Vedic

\'0C

.

= vocative

vs. = verse

yAv. = young Avestan

= denotes caesura

/ or . = denotes end of

metrical line



COMPLETE GLOSSARY TO THE GATHAS

Verbal forms, with the exception of past parts., are arranged under a separate root
lemma, in the order pres.-imperf., aor., pert, Tut., cans., desid., inlens., pass., forms
with preverbs in the similar sequence, parts, and infs. Active forms precede media!
ones, and the ordering of moods follows the sequence indie, opt., impv., subj.

Nouns and adjectives are grouped together, whenever possible, under the first
attested form of the sequence nom., ace, instr., etc., the usual presentation. Note
that the nom.-acc. neut. follows similar masc. forms and that the fern, forms are
listed at the end.

Pronouns are grouped under the nom. form of the paradigm.
As usual, * denotes an emendation.

aenagho 31.13. 15.

aenii 32.6.

aenarjham 32.7-8.

aenunhum (adj.) 30.8.

aenaqhe. cf. I.

aevo 29.8.

aeva (instr.) 29.6.

oya (f. instr.) 47.2.

aeurus 50,10.

acsusa 53.9.

aese 28.4.

aeso 44.17; 45.7.

aesam 43.10.

aesamo 29.1: 4S.7.

acsamam 29.2; 30.6: 49.4.

aesomai 44.20.

aesam.mahyu 48.12.

a o g

aojl 43.S.

aojoi (3sg.) 32.7.

aagada 32.10.

uojui 50.11.

pairyaoyzft 43.12.

aogo 29.10.

aojarjha 50.3:

aojoqhvan tarn 34.4.

aojonghvat 28.6: 31.4: 45.8.16.

aoja 34.S;cf. *as.aoja.

aojisto 29.3

.

aojyaesu 46.12.

aodaras 51.12.

aora 53.7: cf. mruc.
aoso 49. 1

.

a k

akoya (opt.) 51.8.

ako 47.4.

akas- 32.5.

akom (neut.) 30.3; 33.2,4.

akam (neut.) 43.5.

aka 32.5:45.1.

akai 43.5.

akat 32.3:47.5:51.6.

*aku.s- 50.2.

aka {neut. pi.) 32.12.

akais 46.11:49.11.

agusta 31.1.

ayzonvamnom 28.3.

axstat. cf. sta.

acislo 30.4.

uc'tsiom 33.4.

acistam (neut.) 30.6:32.10.

acislahya 32.13.

acisiii tmasc.) 32.4.

acista (neut.) 30.5.

ajsn 4S.lt).

ajyiiitim 30.4.

•aia 29.6.

ad
uoaOsg.) 43.9.

adarn 43.15..

ada 29.2; 31L 10.

adaltom 46.17.

ad ill las- 46.15.

adliis 48.1: read \id ais and cf. avam
ada 44.4.

adas 46 . 5 : read * a da s

.

advacso 29.3

.

Mdva 31.2.

advanam 34.13:44,3.

adrujyanto 31.15.

aUa 29.1.4; 31.18: 32.6; 34.6-7: 44.6:

51.16:53.3.6.
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nil lis 32.16: cf. "ii<>i>.

ultra 31.12:46.1ft.

at 2S.I0:
; 29.5.6M 1: 30.1.3-4.6-8.1 U-l I

;

3I.2.8.10.IS: 32.3: 33.2 2„V.8-9.14: 34.3.

4
:'.6.1 1.15: 43.3-5.7.S :.9-13.15 :

.l6: 44.1.

16.20: 45.1-3.4*'. 5-6.8: 46.4.6.12-14:

47.3: 48.1.3.6-7.12: 49.1-2.5.1 1: 50.4.7.

8 :
.9-ll; 51.6.8. 10: 53.7.

aicii 29.9: .10.4.8-9: 34.2: 43.2: 49.3:

532.4.7.

aicii 31.1:50.3.

«.P
*apa ... ii 33.5.

n p;iyei li . cl". yum.
aparam 31.20.

apuro 45.11: read Ti.parii.

it pitourvim 28.3.

apa. lT. vm.
itpant) 33.5: raid 'a pa nn.

upo 44.4.

apas- 51.7.

iipamam (neut.) 30.4: 45.3: 4S.4: 51.14:

53.7.

;tpanic 43.5: 51 .G.

iipSmfill'.) 44.19.

aipi 32.3.X : cl*. also ah. hfi.

aipi.cillii 29.4.

aipi.zaOam 4K.5.

nib" 43.7: 51.9: cf. also 'is. gam. 2da.

darns, har. vnen

.

a i hi.darasta 50.5: ct'. also dar.is

.

uibi.hiiirismm 51.1 .

ahif'ra 33.13.

alsuyumo 49.4: cl*. Isny-.

nlsmftni 46.17.

a quills 32.1 1 : cf. also ahu,

arjhaya. cl*.
2ha.

anhtis 28.1 1 : 30.4.

ahum 30.6.9: 3 1 .20 : 34.1 5 : 45. 1 : 46. 1 1

.

13: 51.19: 53.5-6.

aghaus 31.8: 32.13: 33.1: 34.6: 43.3.5;

44.2.8: 45.2..V.4: 46.3.10; 48.2.6:

50.11:51.6.

ahva 28.2.

anaeso 46,2.

anaesam 29.9.

iinuocurjhu (du.) 44.15.

anafsma.m 46.17.

•anamira 49.10.

angraya 48.10.

angro 44. 1

2

3
.

angram 45.2.

angrang 43.15.

aniara 33.7: cf. also kar. mru.
anyaOa 51.10.

anyo 29.1:50.1:53.5.

any5m 34.7:46.7.

ainim 53.5.

anyang 44.11:45.11.

any it (neut.) 44.3.

a n h

*anghal 44.12.

amamuuas- 34.11.

amarntiis- 33.8.

amnrntaiaiam 34.1.

Minnr.ii ata 44.17.

amarnlaile 48.1.

amnralaias- 3 1 .6.21 : 32.5.

amnrniaiti 45.7.

amnrniala (du.) 44. IS; 45.5.10: 47.1:

51.7.

ayarjliii 30.7: 32.7; 51.9.

aynrn 43.7.

ayfirS 43.2.

iiySm 44.12.

aem 29.8.

im 30.9; 44.19: 45.1.3-.U: 46.5.N-

51.12.

il 28.S: 43.10: 44.19-20: 45.4 *.S: 46.2.

ana 2S.5.

Hhmiii 29.3 : 30.2.7: 3 1 .6: 43. 1 -2 : 44. 1 6.

19: 45.5.10: 46.8. 13.18-. 19: 47.1.3:

49.2-3:50.2-3:51.6.19.

ahmal 33.6:45.11:47.4.

*ful 48.1: cf. also at.

ahya 28.1: 29.10: 31.12: 32.

I

3
. 13-14;

34.6.10: 43.3.9: 44.15.19: 4 5.3-4. ft:

4fi.S: 47.2-3.5: 48.4.10: 49.1-2: 53.7.

iiliyfifcii) 32.1.

ahmi 43.6:51.12.

i (masc. du.) 51,12*.

aya 30.5-6 : 3 1 .2, 1 : 33 .9 : 44 . 1 5.

as 30.3.

T5 30.6: 31.18: 32.13: 44.14: 51.14-

53.8-9.

i (neut.) 29.7; 31.22; 34.2: 44.2: 49.6:
53.5-.6.

als 28.11; 31.2; 33.1: 44.11: 48.1*;

53.8.

anais 28.9:32.15:53.6.8.

acibyo 28.10: 29.10: 30.8: 31.

I

2
: 32.2.

12: 34.8-9: 43.6: 44.20: 45.3: 46.12.

aesam 30.7-8 : 32.7.8- : 34. 1

.

'

aliyai 31.9-10:48.6.

is 46.12.

*abyas- 53.5.
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avaeias 31.20.

avoi 45.3; cf. also vayoi

.

aval 28.4; 29.10: 31.6,15-16; 49.12.
avapastois, cf. pad.

avarjhane 33,5.

a van.ho (adj.) 50.1.

avar5 29.11.
lava 44.13; cf. also 'da, pad, bu, za.
2ava 33.6:44.17.

avals 32.15: 44.15.

avaesam 29.3.

avam 44.19.

asTstam 34.4,

avaml, cf, u.

avastryo 31.10.

av.imira 49.10: read *arwmira.
l avo 29.9; 32.I4('?).

avarjha 50.5.

avarjhe 50.7.

avarjha 49.12,

-avo. cf. 0.

ar
Iruiu 53.8.

*asa (= *artii 2pl.) 29.11.

iiroi (3sg. perf.l 33.9.

us ... aresva 33.12.

fro ... arente 46.3.

*aroi 50.5.

*uir5 28.4.

uzireidyiii 43.12.14.

paitl.arau* 44.12.

IVoratoii 46.4.

- a r

"nroi 34.3.

•'ar

iirem 43.10.

*urane 32.6.

arem ( = Tiremi 51.14.

ar.im 44.8: cl*. also man.
aram.piOwa 44.5.

auruna 34.9.

a raj

arejat 50.10.

a r ,i d

aredai 50.11.

aradro 43.3: 46.9.

arednifiyaieai 50.S.

aradrii 34.7.

aradrang 48.S: 50.4.

aredrais 46.16.

a re(Uihya 44.5.

arel)a(pL) 33.8:43.13.

airvama 49.7

.

airyamna 32.1; 33.3.

airyamanas- 33.4; 46.1.

aurvato 50.7,

arsnavaitTs 44.18.

as-, cf. azam.

asano 30.5

.

asnam 46.3: 50.10.

asTstam 34.4.

asisla (pi.) 30.10.

cf. also asu.

asiSlis 44.9: read *as.isiiS.

asuna 28.10.

asu rahya 29.9.

astis 31.22.

astlm 33.2.

astayo 46.11:49.11.

astvantam 31.11.

asivat 43.16.

astvuilc 34.14.

asiva to 43.3.

asivalas- 28.2.

aspan 34.7:45.9.

asparazala 31.16: read *-a sparazata

aspa 44.18.

asnal 45,1.

asrusilm 33.4.

asrustois 44.13.

asrusta 43.12.

a z

azalla 50.7.

aza(inf.) 43.14.

azam 29.10:44.7.11.

as- 46.18.

*mam 29.11.

mii (ace.) 28.11: 29.

I

1
: 32.16: 33.

43.7-.9J 1.13.15: 45.6: 46.1.7-9: 4S
9.

maibyo 28.2: 31.4: 43.14: 46.1: 48
51.10.

mathya- 28.7-8 : 46. 18 ; 49.8

.

+mana 29.9: 50.1.

*mana [= *-na) 4649.
mot 28.3: 29.1 :

.S: 30.9*: 31 .5-,6; 33
1

1 -,12-13; 34.6.13.15: 43.1.4.10.11

I2J ,13: 44.1-19,9-10.16-18; 45.3.5

46.7-8. 10.18. 1
9-

: 48.2.9: 49. P; 50.1

51.2.7.17-18.22.

azlm 44.6.

azya 29.5:34.14.

azl(du.) 46.19.

azda 50.1.

asaoxsayanta 33.9; cf. vaxs.

*as.aoja 34.8.
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asava 31.17: 44.12: 46.5.6 : .]4; 48.2;

53.9.

usavanam 31.10.20: 46.9: 51.9.

asaune 30.4: 32.10: 53.3:47.4-5.

asaunae- 43.4.

aSanne 33. ! ; 43. S.

asauno 31.14.

asanno 45.7.

ujiaono tacc. pi.) 32.11: 43.15: 47.4.

jisiivabyo 30.1 1 : 534.

asaunam 49.10.

asaunl 53.4.

usri.aojai.iho 43.4.

asum 28.9.1 1: 29.2.1 1 ; 30.5: 31.4.7.19.22:

33.il: 34. 1.8: 43. 1. 1 0.12. 1 6: 44.6:

46.7.10.15:49.3.(1: 51.4.8.10.20-21.

:isa 2S. 5 .3.6.8 : 29.3.". 1 0: 30. 1 .7.9: 3 1 .3.

5.13-14: 32.2: 33.0-K.HUM4: 34.1

4-7.4.1 1-15: 43.16: 44.1 -IS- 1 0.1 5. IK.

20: 45.6.8-10: Ad.ZM. 13.1 6-1 8: 4 S.I.3.

6-9.1 1-12: 49.1 J>JM\2: 50.2-1 1: 51.1-

3.1 I.I 5*. 1 6.1 S: 53.5.

asai 29,8: 30.K : 32.6.4: 34.3: 44.14

46.9-11).

"asSya 30.1:51.2.

asai 2K.2: 29.6: 31.2: 32.12: 33.5:

43.14:44.17: 45.4: 46.19:47.1: 49.2:

50.1: 51.5.22: 53.1.

asaal- 2K.10; 32.4.

aiiahya 2K.4: 31.1.6.8: 32.13: 33.3:

34.10: 43.9: 44.3.13; 46.3-4: 47.2:

49.8: 51.13.17:53.3.

asafiya(ca) 30. 10: 31.21 : 47. ft.

usa 28.5.7: 46.12.

asibyii 32.10.

asis* 33.13: 48.9.

asim 28.7:43.5,16:51.21.

MSi 43.12:51.1(1.

asois 48.8:50.3.9.

asi-ldu.) 31.4.

asiva 51.5.

asis 28.4: 34.12:43.1.4.12.

'as.xratus 31.9.

aslo 51.12; cf. also na(n)s.

asya 5 1 .6

.

asyus- 48.4.

ah
ahml 32.8: 34.5: 43.6: 46.2-.

a hi 32.7: 43.

7

2
: 46.14*; 47.3: 51.3.

sia 32.3: 34.6.

ham! 33.10; 44.16:45.6: 51.10.

h?mi- 51.22.

as(3sii.) 31.9:34.8-.

ahvii 29.5.

RySm 43.S: 50.9.

hyai 43. 1 5. 16-: 44.17.

liyama 30.9.

iiyaia 50.7.

ztii 31.17.

asiii 53.8.

hnniii 53.S.

anha 50.11.

:i 1.1hat 29.4.9: 30.4.9; 31.5-6.16: 32.2:

33.3: 44.1

9

:
: 45.3:47.4; 48.4.9: 49.7:

53.5.7.

ai.ihaiii 31.5.22: 50.3: 53.7.

a 11hama 32. 1 : 49.S.

iirihwi 3I.1.4.I4;48.I2: 49.ll.

a i.lha rS 33.10:44.20.

a i,iha n- 45.7: 51 .22.

aipi ... anhailf 30.1 1.

*a ... st a 30.9.

a.a ijha I 30.7.

avi?. ... hSntu 33.7.

ha> 46.4-5:47.4:51.5.

halam 29.3: 32.6*: 44.10.

hah mi 32.9.

sicii | inf.) 31.8: 34.4: 45.10: 46.16:

49.2: 50.2.6.

ahamuslo 46.4: read Ti hamusio.

ah ft (nom.l 29.6.

ai.lhavas- 32.1 1

.

cf. also aQ uhis.

ahurn.bis 31.19: 44.2. Id.

ahuro 29.4.6-7: 31.2.21: 32.2: 33.5.11:

43.1.3: 45.3-7.9-10; 46.12-13.16-17;

47.1 : 48. 3.6: 5 1.3A 1 5- 17.2 1-22: 53.1-

2.4.9.

ahur.im 28.3.8: 29.2: 30.5; 31.8.10;

45.8:46.9.

ahurai 28.5:30.1.

ahurfh.Fi 29.5.

ahurahya 28.4 : 32. 1 .4 ; 33.2 ; 46. 1 5.

ahura 28.16.9-1 1:29.10-1 1:30.8:31.5.7.

9.14-17.19.22:316-7.16:33.3.6,12-13:

34.1.3-4.10.13-15: 43.5.7.9,11,13.15-

16: 44.1-19; 45.11: 46.1-3.5-7.10,14;

47 .5-6 : 48. 1 -2.7-8 : 49.5-8. 1 2 : 50. 1 .4-5,

10: 51.2.8.

ahuraqho 31.4.

ahurarjho (voc.) 30.9.

alima t etc.. cf. vaem.

ahmakang 32.8:45.9,

ahvahu 51.9.
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a 28.11 ; 29.9; 30.3\10; 31.7.9,21 ; 32.3*,

8,15-; 33.6; 34.3,10-11; 44.1,1 1, I3
2

;

45.9; 46.2,4*,8; 47.5; 48.7; 49.8,10;

50.4; 51.3-4,14; 53.6,8. CX also ah, \.

xsji, gam, cit, dranj, baj, Iras, na(n)s,

yam, vaen, rap, sta, si,
2
ha, hi.

akas- 50.2; read *akas-.

akaratis 48.2.

aka 48.4; 50.4; 51.13.

agomat.ta 44.8.

atram 34.4.

aOra 31.3,19; 47.6; 51.9.

aOre 43.9.

aOro 43.4.

aOras- 46.7.

adara, cf. ad.

ada 49.1.

ada (instr.) 33.12.

adai (loc.) 33.11.

adanais 30,7.

adivycinti 44. 1 3 ; read *adl vyeintt.

*adT(du.) 44.13.

ad is lis 44.8.

adrang 29.3.

aiOis ~48.9.

aWis 32.16.

aOris 46.8.

apunais 28.10.

*ii.par6 45.11.

anus.lutxs 31.12.

a.manarjha 49,6.

a.moyasira 30.9: read *a moi (ti)sla.

ayapta 28.2.7: 53.1

.

ayu 31.20.

yava 29.9:49.1.

yavoi 46.11:49.8:53.1.4.

vave 28.8.

vans 43.13:46.18.

cf. also 'da.

avarana 30.2.

u.vsraio 45.1: cf. also -var.

..lavisyii ..31.13.
2avISya (denom.) 50.5.

aroi. cl". 'ar.
:
ar.

arois 51.4.14.

*aram 51.14.

armuilis 28.3:30.7:31.9.12: 33.1 1 : 34.1 1

;

43.6.16: 44.6.11: 45.4: 46.16: 4S.ll:

49.10: 51.4.11.20.

armaitim 32.2: 34.9-10: 44.7: 47.3:

49.2.

armaitl 33.12.13*; 43.1.10: 47.1: 48.5.

armatois 44.10; 45.10; 46.12; 47.2.6;

49.5; 51.21; 53.3.

armaile 28.7; 51.2.

armaill (du.) 31.4.

arazva 33.1.

asu 44.4; cf. also asislam.
askaitTm 44.17.

a.stis 43.3.

azuitis 49.5.

azutois 29.7.

azus 53.7.

azdyai, cl". na(n)s.

a.hoiOoi, cf. -ha.

5 29.6; ct*. *ata.

aaanu 32.16: 47.2.

aaava cf. 'da.

aaarjha 28.11.

arjho 31.3.

anaxsta 32.6: cf. also xsa.

snail! 30.11.

amavantam 34.4:43.10.

amaval 33.12.

amavatam 43.10.

amavaitlm 44,14.

avldvd 31.12.17.

avistl 34.9.

araOwo 46.13.

araOwang 28.10.

arazus 33.6.

arazaos 51,13.

arazus 33.5: 43.3; 53.2.

araS 30.3.6 : 44. 1 -1 9, 1 0: 48.9 : 49.6 ; 5 1 .5

arasiS 31.5.

aras.vaca 31.12:49.9.

arasvo 51.5.11.

arasva (instr.) 44.9.

araiivarjho 29.3.

arasvais 28.6.

ara/uxiia (instr. 1 44.19.

arazuxoai 31.19.

arazajis....50.2

arazajyoi 29.5:53.9.

ahma, cf. vaem.
*3h mii.rata is 29.11.

anmii 30.7.

anmant 45.10.

anmane 44.20.

asaya 31.2.

asta 34.8.

;}Stai 46.18.

astang 46.18.

astas- 44.14. . .
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ijsasuia (loc.) 48.1 .

id! 46.16.

uycni 46.1.

ailT ( = *a.ueiii) 31.14.

a ... idum 33.7.

aval 31.20:46.6*.

a ... hSm.yaniD 51.3.

pa ill ... ayen! 5 (I.
1),

ayen! paili 34.6.

pain a is 50.10.

ayantam (= *ay-) 46.5.

pain ... yiinin 49.1 1

.

its; (inf. | 43.13.

ayoi i= Ti.iyoi) 31.2.

3iic(= *3.ilE) 31.9.

aenarjlii? 32.16: 46.7-S,

il eie. cl'. ayam.
idu 29.K.

i'la 33.1:45.3:47.4:53.6.

inuQ. cf. 'ur.

i s

isc 50.1.

isoya (opt.) 43. 8.

isai 28.4:43.9:50.11.

bamno 46.6.

isva 43.14:47.4.

I z

izyu 33.6:49.3.

"IzSn 44.20.

' is

isaHa 45.1.

isanli 46.9.

isusoi! ( = *isoil) 50.2.

isasu ( = *isa) 31.4.

Kami 45.7.

paili sal 44.2.

isimio 30.1:47.6.

isasas (= *isas) aihT 51.19.2
j -J*--"

fro ... isyu 49.6.

isayas (denom.) 50.9.

Isa.xsallrim 29.9.

Tsam 28.7.

iso (gen.) 50.4.

Iso (nom, pi.} 28.9.

isudam 34.15.

isudo 31.14.

'BUS 34.5:48.8.

1st nil 32.9: 46.2.

istois 46.18: 51.2.18.

Tsta 46.16:49.12.

'Isiis 53.1.

isanam 32.12.

i-sya 48. S.

isySng 32.16.

isyimi 51.17.

iza 49.5.10. 51.1.

Izii (instr.) 51.1.

Tzava 50.S.

aviimi 44.7.

ava 43.4.

av6 lint*.) 32.14.

uOjii 46.3.

uziiilhoi 46.5.

ugrnnji 50.7.

uxriaKym eft ) 3 3. 1 4 : 4 5 .8

.

Lixojl (pi.) 32.9: 43.5: 44.8: 45.2: ""•

53.1.

uxiiais 28.6: 44.10: 46.14; 47 ""

21: 53.2.

ussfi 50. 1().

uxsfino 46.3.

uxsycili oic. cl". v;i\s.

acam. c(. vac.

itliiyuiiis 30.7.

iiiayiiiiim 43.1*: 4S.fi.

ulayuiii ineui.) 33.8.

iilayfiia 45.7.

utiiyiiiii Idu.) 34.11: 45.10: 51.7.

ail? 45.2.

upii. cl". yam. xrtis.

uhB 34.11.

ut'ya tic cl*. vnf.

urvara 48.6.

urvaras- 44.4: 51.7.

us. d\ *;tr. Li. yum.
'usan. cf. vas.
3
us5n (loc.) 45.9.

LisixS 44.20.

usianazasio 28.1:50.8.

usi finals 29.5.

usSmnhT. ci". vas

.

usyal. cf. vas.

usvahT. cf. vas.

u 7

uzamdhi (inf.) 46.9.

uziraidyai. cf. 'ar.

uzuiOyoi. cf. il.

uzamam 44.7.

usa 44.5.

uSnurii 34.7.

.20:

51.3
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ustanam 31.1 1; 33.14,

ustana 43.16.

ustanai 34.14.

'ustit, cH vas.
2usta (instr.) 5I.S.

usta(pi.) 43. I
2

.

3usta (loc.) 46.16.

ustis 48.4.

ustaianum 33.10.

ustram 44.18.

usya 43.15.

usuruye 32.16.

kaena 30.8

.

*katara 44.12.

kataram 31.17.

kada 29.9; 46.3; 48.9,! 3
,l I.

ka()a 29.2; 43.7; 44.2.9,11.13-14,17-18;

46.1; 50.2.

ka n

caxnara 44.13.

kainibyo 53.5.

kamnalsvii 46.2.

kamnana 46.2.

kaya 33.6.

kava 44.20; 46.14; 51.16.

kava- 53.2.

kavayas- 32.14:46.11.

kar
karanaon 30.9.

corat 44.7: 45.9.

carani 44.17.

antara.carait! 51.1.

*fro ... carat 46.4.

karatii 34.13.

karapa 32.12:44.20.

karapano 46.11:43.10:51.14.

kurapo.tas- 32.15.

kasaus 31.13:47.4.

kascTl 49.5.

kacit 46.8.

kahmaicTt...43.l:.44.16

kuhyaclt (f. loc.) 33.11.

kaOa 44.2:47.4.

kamam 28.10.

kamahya 43.13.

kame 32.13.

ka 29.1; 44.3-L5\7~. 12.16: 46.9.14;

49.7 :
;50.l : ;5l.ll 3

.

kas- 29.7; 44

J

:
.4

:
; 46.14.

kam 29.2:46.7.

kat 28.5: 34.5.12"*; 48.2: 49. 122 : 50.1.

ka 51.11.

kahmai 29.1:43.9:44.15.

kahya 43.7.

koi 48.11.

kang 48.11.

ka 44.8.

kaeibyo 44.6; 46.3.

ka (f.) 34.5; 44.19; 48.S3 .

kqm 46.1.

kam (Mss. kam) 44.20.

kaviias- 32.15.

kavino 51.12.

karadusa 29.3.

kahrpam 30.7; 51.17.

ku 51.4; 53.9.

kuda 29.11.

kuOra 34.7; 44.15; 46.1 ; 51.

4

5
.

gaeOam 50.3

.

gaeOa 3 1. 1; 34.3; 43.6; 44.10; 46.S,

12-13.

gaeOas- 31.11.

gaeOahu 43.7,

gaem 30.4:43.1.

gayehya 51.19.

gaodayo 29.2.

gam
jaso 43.6.12.

jasat 30.7:51.15.

jasoit 46.8.

gaidl 28.6:49.1.

juntii 44.16.

jima 29.3.

jamaitl 30.8.

jimat 43.4:46.3:48.11.

jimuiti 48.2.

janghati- 31,14.

aibi.gaman 46.11.

aibi.jamyat 43.3.

a ... jasata (impv.) 28.3.

a.jtmat 43.12.

a ...jimat 44.1:48.11.

a ... upa.jasut 30.6*.

upa.jiman .45.5

us ... j5n (2sg.) 46.12.

pain jasat 43.7.9.1 1.13. 1 5.

pairT.jasai 28.2.

puirijasai 50.8.

puiri- ... jasai 51.22.

vljamyut 44.11.

ham ... jasaetam 30.4.

ham ... jumaete 44.15.

gat.toi 43.1.

gai.ic 51.10.

garo 45.8:50.4:51.15.

garobfs 34.2.
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gaire 28.4: read *' -g aire and cf. ''ar.

garama 43.4.

g a

gal 46.6.

gaium 28.5.

gaus 32.8.1 4.

gam 32.10; 44.6.20: 47.3; 50.2: 51.5.7.

gavoi 29.2-3.7: 33.3: 48.5; 51.14.

p5us 28.1: 29.1-2.5.9: 31.9: 32.12:

33.4; 34.14: 46-9.

savfi klu.) 46.19 .

ga 46.4 s
.

gaus.a( = *gaosal 51.3.

gnuii.aLs 30.2

.

gnrobam 34.10.

g n r n z

ganv.oi 46.2.

garoze 32.9.

jjarazda 29.1.

jignrnzai (3pl.) 32.13.

garazdim 51.17.

unrazdii 50.9

.

guzra 48.3.

gii s

gusaia 29.8.

gusaliva 49.7.

guso.dum 45.1

.

gu.sta (aor.) 31.18-19.

gnnii 46.10.

grab
hnm ... erabom 31.8.

grahmo 32.13-14.

"yrohma (adj.) 32.12.

xranzdislang 30.5.

xraius 31.9: read *as.xratus.

xraium 28.1 : 32.9.

xraliwu 31.7:48.3:53.3.

xratauii 32.4: 34.14; 43.6: 46.18; 49.6:

50.6.

xrala 48.4.

xraiavo 45.2: 46.3.

xraius 31.11: 32.14.

xraiu (ncui.) 45.6: 4S. 10.

xrafstra 28.5:34.9.

xralslrais 34.5

.

x r u d

xraadal (3pl.) 46.11.

xraodailt (subj.) 51.13.

xrunyai 46.5.

xrunaram 53.8.

xrurais 48.11.

x r u s

xraosnmqm upa 53.8.

xs a

xsai 2S.4.

axso (inf.) 46.2.

xSallrsm 2S.3.9: 29.10-11; 30.8; 31.4,6,

15-16: 32.12; 33.5.11.14; 34.1,5; 44.6:

46.10.16: 5 1. 1 -2. 1 8.21: 53.9.

xsaOra 30.7:31.22:32.13:33.10; 34.11.

15:43.6.14:44.7.9:45.7.9:47.1:48.11;

50.3-4: 51.4.6.16.

xsaOra i 32.2:46.4.

xsaOrahya 3 1 .2 1 : 33 . 1 3 : 44 .9 ; 48 .8

.

xsaOroi 32.6: 34.3.10: 43.13,16: 45.10;

49.5.8.

xsaOra is 46.11.

xsapa 44.5.

' xsayo 32.5.

xsaya (voc.) 28.7.
: xsayo 31.20.

x s a

xsayehi 44.15.

xsayaOa 48.9.

xsanla 48.5.

xsaniam 48.5.

vasa xsaya (opl.) 50.9.

xsayas 32. 1 6: 43. 1 0: 46.5 : 5 1 .5. 1 7.

xsaya nl6 29.2.

vasa xsaya.s 43.1.

xsayam no ... vaso 31.19.

xsnyamnnng vaso 32.15.

xsiisia 51.9.

x s n a

*xsnym 29.9.

paiit.zanata 29.11.

(raxsne (inf.) 44.7.

xsnam ( = * xsnijm ) 48 . 1 2 ; 5 3 .2

.

xsn a

xsniius { 3sg. 1 46. 1 . 1 3 ; 5 1 . 1 2.

xsnavlsa (2sg.) 28.1.

xsnaoson 30.5

.

xsnaasai ...46.1 .

cixsnusa 49.1.

xsnaosamno 46.18.

cixsnuso (inf.) 45.9.

xsnutam 31.3:51.9.

xsmat etc.. cf. yuzam.
xsma 50.5 ; cf. zijm.

*xsma.ux6ais 43.11.

xsmlikam 46.18: 51.2.

xsmaka 34.15.

xsmakai 50.10.
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xsmakahya 49.6.

xsmakam 34.14; 44.17.

xsmavata 33.S; 34.2; 44.1 ; 49.6.

xsmavatam 46.10.

xsmavasu 34.3.

xsvidam 29.7

.

cagado 51.20.

cagva 46.2.

caxrayo 34.7.

cayas- 45.5.

carat etc., cf. kar.

caratas- 51.12.

carakaraOra 29.8.

cazdongh van torn 44.5.

cazdonghvadabyo 31 3.

casmang 31.13.

casmam 50.10.

casmaini 31.8; 45.8.

ca 28.1-2, 3\4\ 5
2

, 6,7\8 2,9\ 10% IE

29.1 J
.4

3
.5.6

3
.7-8.I0MI 2

; 30.1 2,3M2
,5

7 a,9Ml 3
: 3I.32 <4

2.5-6.IIM22,I4M6
I8-\21 3

.22: 32.3 3
.4.5

2.6,9.I0\H\I2-I4
I5 2

: 33.l.3.4J
.6.7

a.8.10MlM43
; 34.

I

2

22.3.5-6. 10. Il
a

. I52 ;43.3.42
,7

2
,8. 10

44.3\4-\5-\S :
.9. 18.20; 45.l

a
.3\5,73

,8

92
.10-II; 46.72

.10.11
2
.I2.17 2

.I8; 47.I
3

5-6:48.l 2
.4

3 :49.4.5J ,6-8.l0
A
:50.l\3.4 2

B.lOMl 1
: 5I.2,6,7\122.13.143.I5,223

53.1
2

,

2

J
.3-4.5\S-\9,

caxnarS. cl*. kan.

coral, cf. kar.

c i

vlcinaot 46.17.

vtsyala (3 pi.) 30.3.6.

vkayaOa 46.15.

cinvato 46.10-11:51.13.

vicidyai 31.5:49.6.

cl 44.12.

cixsnuso 32.8:43.15; cf. also xsnu.

ciciOwa 43.2.

ci t

cinas -44.6,

cista (3sg.l 51.5.

coiOat 46.9.

coiOaile 33.2.

cikoitaras 32.11.

acista (= *a-: 3sg.) 51.1 1

.

fracinas 32.5.

ciOana 44.20.

ciOra.avarjham 34.4.

ciBra 45.1.

ciGram 32.3.

ciflra(pl.) 44.16.

ciOru (neui. pi.) 31.22.

ciOra 33.7.

cit 29.6.10; 31.5,7: 32.8U l,163 ; 33.14;

34.7a,l3; 44.3; 46.18-19; 47.4 2
; 48.3:

51. I

2
.

cf. also atcit, kascil, hyatcit.

cina 30.6; 31.10.

cistiS 30.9; 48.1 1.

cistlm 51.16.18.

cistl 47.2; 51.21.

cistois 44.10; 48.5.

c i s

coisam 46.18.

cois 31.3; 47.5.

coisl 45.10:50.3:51.15.

cavtsT 51.15.

cavisla 34.13.

cizdi 44.16.

cis 43.7.

cahya 48.9:50.1.

cisca 43.16.

clca 47.5

.

cyanghat 44.12: read *cl anghat.

ja n

jaidyai 32.14.

jayais 50.7

.

javaro 48.8.

jasat etc., cf. gam.
(uz)j5n, cf. gam.

jSnayo (voc.) 53.6.

janararn 53.8

.

joya (= *jivyfO 32.7.

j'v
jvamahl 31.2.

jvas 46.5

.

jvanto 31.3.

jyoturn 31.15:32.11-12.

jyataus 32.9.15:46.4: 53.9.

jva 45.7.

taxmam 41.4.

tat etc., cf."hvo.

ta nc
*t5ncu 53.3.

tanvSm 46.8.

tanuye 30.2.

tanvo 53.6.

lanvas- 33.14.

tanusi- (= *-su) 43.7.

taya 31.13.

ta r

*taurvama (Mss. -rvayama) 28.6.

taramaittm 33.4; cf. also man.
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tasl 44.7.

laso 31.11:44.6:51.7.

lasal 29.1.7.

lalasa 29.6.

ham.tasai 473.
lasa 29.2:31.9:46.9.

tasio 49.9.

la 47.3: ci". pta.

lamariho 31.20.

lamas- 44.5.

lavis 29.1.

tavislm 33.12:43.1:48.6.

lavjsi (du.) 34.1 1:45.10: 51.7.

I u

lava 28.4:50.11.

lurahya 46.12.

lusna.mailis 43.15.

ivam 2K.I I: 46.19: 47.3:48.2.

lu 2S.6.7 2
: 32.7: 34.13.15: 43.4.1

44.15: 46.10.14.16: 49.7: 51.3:

llvvum 29.10.

Own (ace.) 2K.5.8: 29.6: 3 1.
8
-.14:

5-.7-1 1.13.15: 44.1-19.7: 46.1.9:

la ihyo 30.8 : 34 . 1 : 44 .6. 1 8 : 53 .3

.

laibyii- 51.2.

IKva'i 33.4; 50.1.

lava 43.14; 5 1. IS: 53.9.

Loi 29.2; 31.22: 33.6.9: 34.1-4.1

43.10.14; 44.8,11: 46.2.9; 48.

49.12=: 51.8.

-le 29.7:33.5:43.16:46.14.

0.12:

53.3.

43.4.

49.S.

1-12:

1.8
3

;

daena 3 1 .20: 44. 1 1 : 46.1 1 : 49.4: 51.13.

daensim 44.9- 1 0: 48.4: 49.5-6: 53.:.

daena 45.11:51.21.

daenayii 51.19.

daenayai 46.7:51.17:53.4.

daenaya 53.1.

daena* 33.13; 34.13: 45.2: 46.6: 49.9.

daenas- 31.11.

daenabis 53.5.

daeva 30.6; 44.20.

daevSng 32.5:45.11:49.4.

daevais 29.4; 34.5; 48.1.

daeva (voc.) 32.1,3.

daevo.zusla 32.4.

da x S

daxsai 43.15.

fro ... daxsaya 33.13.

*daxsar5 43.7.

daxsara 43.7; read *daxsar5 a.

daxslam 34.6; 51.9.

daOram 34.13.

dab
dahanaota 32.5

.

dabayein 43.6.

diwzaidyai 45.4.

dalsnya 53.8.

dan»ra 46.17.

d a n h

dida> 49.9.

*dada i rjhe ( Mss. di- ) 43.11.

davas- 31.10.
1 dar

darayai 31.7.

daraia 44.4.

darasl 49.2.

dadre 51.8.

daraidyiii 43.1.

daravo 32. 1

.

•* d ii r

"

*ii ... drila 46.5.

daragayii 28.6.

daraizam ( neui
. ) 30. 11:31 .20

.

darayahya 43.13.

*daraao.jyaill (neui.) 33.5.

-jyalois 43.2.

darallrai 46,3.

darasa ia 30.1.

darasa i 32.13.

da rasa l 33.7.

darasiois 33.6.

dasii 44.18.

dasame 28.9.

dahmahya 32.16.

dafiyum 31.18.

daliyaus 31.16:46.1.4.

dalivunam 48.10.12.

'da
dada 31.9.1 1,

dadaili 31.14.

30.7.11; 32.10;dada I

53.2.

dazde-

opl.

daidlt

daidlia

46.13: 51.21

46.8; 51.6,19.

28.2:43.14.16:46.2.

43.2:46.18

impv

.

diidaiu 53.8.

dasva 33.12.

subj.

dada 44.15:46.7.

dadai 29.9.

dadat 31.21; 53.4.

dadan 30.8.
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dadantc 31,14.

aor. indie.

da 31.3:43.2.5; 46.6: 47.3; 51.9.

dat 44.3,5
2

; 45.4; 4S.4.

data 29.2.

data (3pl.) 44.20.

dagha 34.1:44.18.

data (3sg.) 31.5:34.14.

opt.

dyam 44.14.

dayat 43.1:46.10:50.5.

dyat 43.10:45.9.

*dya (3sg.) 29.8.

dvaidl (= *d?vaidt) 29.5.

impv.

daidi 2S.6.7 2
: 51.2.7,18.

da 43.1:49.8.

das- 28.7.

datu 51.17.

data 29.10:34.6:43.13.

dahva 50.2.

subj.

da 34.15:43.4:47.6.

dahT 53.9.

dat 29.10:48.6:49.7:53.1.3.

claiti 44.19.

dama 34.3.

dan 45.5:47.1.

daite 44.19.

daduy5( = *da-) 46.15.

perf.

dazdii {3d u.) 30,4.

proverbs

dayat anavii 29.7.

li ... dat 31.18.

15 ... dya(lsg.J 43.8.

a ... fJTsu 43.7.

adat (subj.) 51.14.

pain ... dadaitt (3pl.) 46.1

.

ni ... dadat (3pl.) 32.14.

ni ... *diUam 48.7.

nidama 45.87

{ni) ... dam! 48.11.

*m5ng ... dade 28.4.

m3n ... dazdiim 53.5.

mazdarjho.dum 45.1.

yaos ... dane 44.9.

vi ... dayat 43.12.

vfdayat 34.12.

daidyai (= *da-) 51.20,

davoi 28.2:44.14:51.9.

dazdyai 44.1.

daste 34.1.

manduidyai 44.8.

man ... daidyai 31.5.

uibi ... dainll 32.15.

dijn 49.4.

danto 32.4.

darjhe 53.2.

cl\ also 3vid.

'data (masc. pi.) 48.12.

data (neui. pi.) 34.2.

-data 50.6.11:51.19.

dataram 44.7,
Jdaiu(pl.) 33.1.

dalais 46.15:49.7.

datoibyas- 51.14.

dfiltom 36.17.

daOam 50.2.

daOang 28.10; 32.10: 46.15.

daOaeibyo 5 1 .5

.

daOranam 31.14.

daman 46.6.

damtjm 48. 7.

dang 45.11.

*das 46.5.

dam 44. 16: 45. 10*: 48.7; 49. 10.

d a r a s

darasam 43.5.

darasam 43.5.

darasani 28.5.

aibT.darasla (3sg.) 31.2.

vyadarasam 45.8.

d a r a z

didaraz.5 44.15.

darns
darast 43.13.

*dadarasall (Mss. dldarasala) 46.7,

dares 29.1.

daraza 53.8.

darasiii.aenanham 34.4.

da 28.6. '

damis 31.7: 44.4:45.7!

damjm 31.8:34.10.

damois 43.5: 51.10.

dastvam 46.7.

di

"didyat (3pl.: Mss. daid-) 44.10.

dayeiCM- *duy-'.') 31.11.

divamnam 31.20.

dis
dais 43.10.

doisa 51.2.
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doisi (2sh.) .13.13. daibitanii (ncui. pi.) 32.3.
datkloisi 51.17. daibiiana (l~.) 48.1.

dugnda 45.4. daihiiim 45.1.

dugndram 53.3. dvis
duiaijho 32.1. daibisnml 32.1.

dfuim 32.13. daihisyame (dm.) 34.4.
diiraosnm 32. 14. daihisvaio 28.6.

dura i 45. i. dvanmaihyas- 44.4.

diiirc 34. S. draono 33.8.

du-.nr.ii iris 49.1

.

j ran j

dasiia 31. IK. a ... didrayzo.duye 4.S.7.

duv xRillwa 49A

.

dragva 30. 5 : 3 ! . 17 ; 44 . 1
2

- ; 4 5 . 1 ; 4fi .4

.

dH-.nxi.ai Ira 4K.5.10. fi-7: 47.5; 49.2: 50.3.
duwxsaUrSnjj 4

L
».| |

.

dragvunlnm 32.5.I4: 4fi.5: 48.2: 5I.9.
duh.sasiis 32.9:45.1. drngvala 49.9.

dtivsyaotlanai 31.15. dnutvaiii: 31.15: 33.2: 43.4.8; 4fi.fi;

dLivsyaiiHana 34.9, 47.4:51.8.

dus.synnlliinSnii 49. H. drcgvaiae- 33.1.

duv x- aml13m 3 1 .20 : 53 .6

.

drneva i (j 3 1 . 1 K : 49 .4 ; 5 1 . 1 3 : 53 .7

.

du/jyiiiLiis 46.8. drngvanto 31.20: 32.1 1 : 4fi.l : 47.4.
du/ducnnnj! 49.11. drngvino 32. 10.16:43. 15:45.7:49. 3.1 ].

duzda 51.10. drauvo xbbTs 29.2 : 48 . 1 1

.

duida i,iho 3« 1.3. dmg\ o .dabyo 30. 1 1 : 3 1 . 1 4 : 53 .fi

.

du/manaiiho 49.!!. drauvaiam" 30.4.

duz\ aeirjho 49. ! I

.

dragvasu 29.5 : 44 . 1 4

.

duAnrnniiis 53.9. driguin 34.5.

duzvarsla 49.4. drmaovt: 53.9.

duzviirnsniii.iho 53.S. druxs 49.3.

duzazoba 4fi.4. drupm 44.13.

dSiamaspo 51.1 S. drupni 44.14.
->pri I voc.l 4fi. 1 7 :

49.9. drujim 30.8 : 3 ! .4 : 32. 1 2: 33.4 : 4S. I

,

dniit.arnia 53.9. clrujo 30.10: 31.1: 46.6.11: 49.11:
-arPUicibyo 53 .ft

.

5 1 . 1 0. 1 4 : 53.(r

.

"dnbiioma 30.fi. drajas- 32.3

dnhiivaya t 31.17: read * ba v-

.

daban 53.1. Dwaxso 29.2.

dnhazaill 44.fi: cl". banz. Owa.xsan.ha 33.3:46.12.
dahaznrjhii 47.6. Dwai 44.3.

dnmiinam 3US. *0wa.istis 44.10.
damn nahya 3 1 . 1 fi

.

Owii v;js 3 1 . 1 6 : 43 .3 : 44 . | .9 ; 4 8 .3.

damane 32. 1 3.15: 45.8 : 46. 1 1
*

: 49. 1 1 : 0w5 3 1 .9

.

50-4 :
'5

1'.'l 4- 1 5
. "

"

"
"0vi-B

'

( inslr'.

j

'

"28 '.

1 1 : 3 j .

I

' i '. 1
91

' 43 .2.5-6.
I ni ) .dyalam 4 8 .7 : read *da I a.m and cl*. 1 0. 1 4 : 44 . 1 6 : 5 \ .4.9 ; 53.3.

1(13 Owahmai 43.9.

dvaeOa 32.16:48.9. Ovvahma; 28.11:46.7:47.5.
dva&sanha 44.1 1: 46.82

. Owahya 31.3: 32.13: 34.8-9: 43.4.6:
'dvaesa 28.6. 44.14: 4K.I2.

-dvaesa (adj.) 43.8. Owahmt 32.6,8: 33.10; 34.10; 43.13-
dvatso 53.8. 48.4-7:49.5.8.10.

d va Rang 44 . 1 4

.

Owoi (ma sc. pi . ) 32. 1

.

d v a r "wa (ncui. pi.) 44.12: 46.3.
hSndvaranla 30.6. t3wot (f. sg.) 31.9: 44. II : 48.8.

daibita 49.2. Owafiya *4S.8.
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Owahu 43.7.

wars s

Owarozdum 29.1.

Oworasta 29.6.

Owi
Owoi.ahi (— *0wayahT) 34. 1 1

.

Owisra 31.13.

iOyejo 34.8.

Or a

Orazdum 34.7

.

Orayoidyai 34.5.

Oraia 50.1.

Oru
Oraosta (3sg.) 34.3:46.7.

iKaesui 49.3.

tkaeso 49.2.

poi. cr, pa.

pailT 33.11: 51.22: cf. also 'ar. i.

xsna. mru. sanh.-sa.

paitisa 44.9.

paiOyae- 53.4.

patois 45.11.

*paityaogat.ta (= *-acuta) 46.8:

cf. also aog.

puiiyastim 53.3.

pad
avapasiois (inf. I 44.4.

padats 50,8.

paOam 31.9.

paOmSng 46.4.

(pama)

paOofabl.) 51.13.

paiOT 50.4.

pallo 33.5: 34.12; 43.3: 53.2.

padahfs 51.16.

'par
fro ... frii 46.10.

- p a r

pafre 49.1.

pantos 47.4.

po lirus 43 .15: 47.6

.

pouru (neut. pi.) 32.6.

pourubyo 34.8

.

pourusu 50.2.

'para 30.2:51.5.

par5 33.7: 34.5.
2para 53.6: cf. also nas. rnruc.

parahum 46.19.

para hyat 43.12:48.2.

pain 29.5: 34.8: cf. also una. aam.
Ma.

pairigaeOe 34.2.

pain.ciOtt 29.4.

pairi.maiois 32.3.

pairyaoyza, cf. aog.

pourucista 53.3.

pourutamais 34.1.

paouruyo 28.1 1; 30.7; 31.7; 44.1

51.3,15.

paourvlm 29.10; 31 .8: 43.5

.

paourvlm (neut.) 28. 1; 30.4;

43.8.1 1; 44.2; 51.2.

paouruyehya 33.1 ; 48.6.

paouruye 44.3.

paouruye (f. = *-ya) 44.!!).

paouruyais 46.15.

paouruye (f. = *-yii) 44.19.

*paourvy:jm 45.3.

paouruya 46.6.

paurvuiaiam 33.14.

parslam (neut.) 43.10.

parsta {neut. pi.) 43.10.

pasaitg 31.15:50.1.

pasus 45.9.

pa
pal 32.13:46.4.

payat 46.8,

niparjhe 28.11:49.10.

poi 30.7*: 44.15-16.

payum 46.7.

paratus 46.11.

paratum 46.10.

paraia 51.12-13.

paraOa 48.2.

parallels 50.7.

parana. cf. IVa.

parananh5 44.13.

parasa l etc.. cf. Iras,

paso.lanvo 53.9.

piOa 53.6: read \spinfi.

pis
*pisyeintl 44.20.

pisyasu 50.2.

puOram 44.7.

pta 44.3:45.11:47.2.

ta 47.3.

ptaram 31.8:45.4.

faiiroi 53.4.

pillre 44.7.

baua 32.8.

baj

baxsia 31.10.

'ba.xsaite 47.5: 50.3.

46.9;

31.1
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abaxsa.hvu 33.50.

bund
banavan 30.6.

ba n z

dabuzaii! 44.6.

bar
buraid 31.12

baraiu 33.9.

abyii ( = *aibi

30.9.

51.1.

53.4.

-19.

1

.

. 50-6.

a) ... bairvaniL* 3.1. is.

barana

bagom

handus

hSndvo

bandvaliya 49.2

.

baraxoam 32.9; 34.9: 44.7; 4S.6: 51.17

hu
h«i\al (= *hii-» 28.11.

hi-iii 30.9.

huiimi 33.10.

h\ainii- 45.7.

iiipi *havayal 31 .17.

a\a ... bvaiiT 3D. 10.

bujim 31.13.

hu d

baodnnto 30.2.

buncii 53.7.

bum;, a 32.3.

buroiii 31.21

.

bo;
huzdyai 44.17.

bu.siIA 43.S.

b y a

b\ ainii 34.S.

bra lit 45.11.

IwroL cf. pia.

franxia 4H.I

.

fraorat 30.5: 53.2.

fruGsiarjlio 49.K.

fraxhne. cl". xsna.

I raj> Si i is 29.5.

IVadaxsia 31.17:51.3.

traidi\a 32.14.

fra>

p?r?sa 31.14-16:44.1-20.

pprnsai 29.2:43.7.

pnrasaile 31.13.

pnrasa (impv.) 43.10.

parasai 44.12.

pnrnsaili: 31.12.

Ira Si 44.8:45.6.

Ira 5ia 49.2.

u frusta 51.11.

ham ... frasia 47.3.

ham.farasva 53.3.

pnrasa> 5 1 .5

.

parasman5ng 30.6.

farase(Mss. forasayai) 43.7.

Irasastim 49.7.

iViisii 31.13.

farasam 43.9.

frusaya 44.13.

frasahyo 29.5.

Irasruta 50.8: cf. ulsosru.

larusaostro 51,17.

-5 Iras- 53.2.

-sirai 2S.H: 49.H.

-stra 46.16.

farasam 30.9: 34.15.

laraso.tamnm 46.19: 50.11
I'r a

parana 2S.10.

friixsnanc ( = *-xsniinc) 43.12.
Ira x snail? 29.1 1

.

I'raxsnanani 43.14.

t'ra d.

Iradal 46.13.

friiibnii: 43.6.

I ratio it 44.10.

1'radiiOai.ri 31.16*: 45.9.

tradaiijlic 44.20.

fradal.gaellam 33.11.

1'radd (yen.) 46.12.

frado (no in. pi.) 34.14.

IraidTin 53.6.

Irfl. cl'.
l
ar. :

is. kar. daxS. 'par. nn(ii)s.

mru. 'vid. sah.

Ira-, cl', xsna. cit. nii(n)s. ma. vac. 'var.
: vid. sru.

ro ga

.

, 'par.

I'ro.ga 46.4: read *

Iro ... Ira 46.10: c

Iroraiois. cl". 'ar.

frosyat. cl". na(n)s.

frasia. cl". na(n)s.

Tri

I'rinai 49.12.

frinamna (du.) 29.5.

fryanahya 46.12.

Iryo 46.2.6.

Iryfii 43.14:44.1:46.2.

Trya (ncut. pi.) 44.1

.

fsarulus 51.4.

Istratum 33.12.

fsanghyo 49.9.

Isanghim 31.10.

fsuyimtam (denom.) 31.10.
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fsuyente 29.5.

fsuyantae- 29.6.

fsuyasu 49.4.

fsuyo (inf.) 48.5.

naecu 32.7.

naccis 31.18*: 43.6,13.

naecim 34.7.

naeda 29.6: 45.22
; 46.1 ; 49.2.

noil 28.9: 29.l.3
2
.5

2
.6; 30.3,6: 31.2,5.

9-10.15; 32. 15; 34.8; 43.12.15; 44.12.1

3

2
,

19-20: 45. 1.2" .3-4; 46.1.6.8U7; 47.4!

49.2,4.9: 51.6.12.14.
n a d

nadanio 33.4.

naptyaesu 46.12.

nabas- 44,4.

nafsu- 46.12.

nana 48.4.

n a(n) s

nasal 51.16.

Injsta (3sg.) 43.14.

frosyai 46.8.

nisasya 50.2

.

nls ... nasamii 44.13.

azdyai 51.17.

ii ... nasi: 44.14.

n a m
namoi (inf.) 46.1'.

narapls 53.9.

n a s

nasal 53.6.

"anasal parii 53.7.

vi.nanasfi 32.15.

nasyanlo 32.4,

nasui 51.13.

nazdisiam 33.4: 50.3.

"nfi 32. 1 0: 43.2-3. 1 4- 1 5 ; 4-I.3-.4
2

. 1
lJ: 46.6.

10.13: 47.4: 48.7: 50.3: 51.8.1 1. 1 9.2 1.

naram 30.2.

naram 30,2.

naroi ...2S.S

naras 29.9: 34.2.

naro 48.10.

naras 45.7

.

naro 53.6.
;
nfi (new. pi.) 45.2.

naidyarjham 34.S.

namanis { = *-b!s) 5 1 .22

.

n5. cf. vaem.

namax*aiiis 33.7.

namagha (nam.) 50.6:51.5.

namagho (adj.) 44.1.

nsmo 44.!.

namas- 49.10.

namatjha 28.1; 34.3; 50.8; 51.20.
namagho 43.9; 45.8.

narsp
narefsaitl 44.3.

na, cF. vaem.
ni

naesal 31.20.

nl, cf. 'da, pa, marac, 3var, vis.

nidatam 49.3: cf. also 'da.

nis, cf. na(n)s.

nu 29.11; 45. 1\S; 51.1.

nuram 31.7.

'macOa (adj.) 30.9.
amac0a 31.12.
3mae()a 34.6.

*mae0a.maya 33.9.

maenis 31.15:44.19.

moi, cf. azam,

magaono 33.7.

magavabyo 51.15.

magam 53.7.

magai 46.14:51.11.

magai.a 29.11.

magahya 51.16:53.7.

mudahya 48.10.

maidyo.milgha 51.19.

mai 32.1; 34.11: 43.14: 44.7.15: 45.9:

46.19:48.11:50.8.

maibyo etc.. cf. azam.
m a n

mainycte 44.12.

mainyanla 34.8.

manySi 43.9,

mania 31.7.19:33.6:51.16.

manai 45.3.

mangh? 3 1 .8 : 43.5,7.9. 1 1 . 1 3. 1 5,

marjhr 29.10.

mahmaid? -16.13.

manghai 43.4.

manayeii? 49.2.

aram mainyata 45.1 1

.

lara.mainyamfl 45.1 !.

tara.masia 45.11.

manoi 32.1.

manaoOrfs 44,5.

manahlm 53.6.

*mana 46.19: cf. azam.
mana.vistais 46.19: read +mana visiais.

ma no 29.11: 30.4.6; 31.7; 33.4: 34.8:

48.4:49.10:51.4.
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manas- 28.3.5.9.11 : 33.11.

mananha 28.2,4.6: 29.7.10; 30.2.7-8;

3 1.4-6.8.11-12,22 1 32.2.5-6: 33.2.6-10.

12; 34.2-3.5-6.15:43.6-7,9,1 1.1 3. 1 5-1 6;

44.1.6.8-9.16: 45.6.9-10: 46.3.9-10.12-

13. IS: 47.1.3: 4-8.12; 49.1-2.5.7.12:

50.3-4.6-7.10-1 1 : 51.2.7.15.20-21 : 53.2.

munarjhu 28.1-2.7-8.10: 30.1.10: 31.8.

1 (1. 1 7.2 1 : 32.3-4.9.1 1 . 1 3. 15 : 33.3.5. 1 3

:

34.7.9-14: 43.1-2.4; 44.4.13: 45.4.9;

46.2.14.16:47.2.5:48.3.6-7.9.11:49.3:

50.1,8-9; 51.3.1 1.1 6.18: 53.3-5.

mananhas- 33. 1 4 : 43.3: 46.7. 1 8.

manaijhi- 30.3,

mana 45.2.

m a n j

mimayzo ( in T. > 45.10.

mamum 33.4.

mania 46.17.

mainyus 30.5 : 3 1 .9 : 32.5 : 53.7.

mainyiim 33.9: 43.16.

main'yii 31.3.7.12.21: 33.12: 43.2.6:

44.2.7: 45.6:47.1.5-6: 51.7.

mainvauS 28.1.11: 32.9; 33.6: 34.2:

44.1 1 :45.5.K: 47.2-4: 48.8.

mainyu (clu.) 30.3-4:45.2.

mainiva 30.5.

maya 33.9: cf. *mae0a.mnyu.
mavaile 44.1:46.7.

m a r

murnnii 43.14.

rmirnnlo 31.1.

mairisin 29.4.

marakaC- 31.18.

maraxiarti 32.13.

maraiacihyo 29.7: 45.5.

muralaeSO 46.13.

maraifmo lace, pi.) 30.6; 32.12.

mazoi 29.11:46.14.

muza (abl.) 30.2.

ma/bis 32.11.

mazislo 49.1 : 53.8.

mazisinm 28.5: 45.6,

maziiUam 31.13.

mazdaOa 30.1.

mazda 29.4.6-7: 30.11: 31.2.21: 32.2.12:

33.5:43.1.6: 45.3-7.9-10: 46.12-13.16-

17:47.1-2:48.6: 50.5: 51.6.15-17. 19.

21-22:53.1.4.

mazdas- 33.11.

mazdam 28,3: 29.5: 30.5: 45.8.

mazdai 28 .5 : 31.1.6:33.14.

mazda 28.4:30.10:32.1.4:33.2:51.20:

53.2.

mazdas- 53.3.

mazda 28. 1 -2.6-7.9-1 1 : 29 .8. 10-1 1 ; 30.

8; 31.3.5.7-11,13-14.16-17,19,22: 32.6-

9.1 1.13.16; 33.4,6-1 0.12:34.1-15 :43.2-

5.7-9.11.13-16: 44.1-4.7-11.14-18.20:

45.11: 46.1-5.7-8.10.14.18-19: 47.3-6;

48.2-4.8-12: 49. 1 -3.5-8. 1 0.12: 50.1-4.

6-1 1; 51.1-4.7-1 LIS: 53.9.

mazdas- Inom. pi.) 31.4.

mazdiis- ivoc. pi.) 30.9.

mazyo 31.17.

mas 32.3:34.9.

masa 29.11: read *-m asii and cl". 'ar.

maSim 32.5: 46.1 1

.

niasya inom. pi.) 32.4.

masyang 32.8.

masyiis- 45.11.

masyiii.s 29.4; 34.5; 48.1

.

ma\vaC'*.u 43.il.

masya 48.5.

masyanhu 3li.ll.

in a

IramimaOfi 32.4.

'ma. cl". a/.5m.

-ma 31.17:48.5.

•'ma 31.5; 32.9-1 1 ; 4.VM0; 44.12: 46.9;

49.2: 50.2: 51.10.

ma.cis 31.18: read * naeuis.

maya 43.2.

mii 29.5:44.8.

ma 46.2:49.1.

malima i 50.7.

rnahya 32.9:50.6.

mahmi 32. 1

.

maliya 44.10:46.18: 50.9.

m a r a c

maranand uyc 53.6.

marasyal 45.1.

mara.xsaitc 51.10.

vimarancaile 31.1.

m.iranunidyai 46.11.

nl ..rmarazdyai 44.14.
1 mar a d

mornndai 32.9-10.

morandan 32.11-12.
; m n r a d

nwradaiii 51.13.

ma.na 50.1 : cf. azam.
mane 29.9: read *mana and cf. azam.
mandaidyai etc.. cl". 'da.

mam 53.4

.

maraillyaos 53.8.

m a r a z d
mnrazdaia 33.11.
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marazdika 51.4.

mosu- 53.8.

ma. 44.3.

rrujOra 50.6; 51,8.

maOrane 50.5.

mqOrano 32.13.

maOram 29.7; 31.6: 45.3.

muOra 28.5.7:44.17.

muOra_s- 31.18.

maOrais 44.14.

maOri 43.14.

munarois 48.10.

mazu.xsaOra 49.10.

muzu.rayu 43.12.

mi t

rnoiOut 46.4.

hamiOyat 53.9.

ham.aibt. moist 46.12.

miOahya 33.1.

miOahvaca 31.12.

miOroibyo 46.5.

rn i s

minas 46.14.

mizan 44.20: read *iz5n.

mUdavan 43.5.

mizdam 34.13: 44.18-19: 46.19: 51.15:

53.7.

mlzde 49.9.

m00ram 48.10.

myazdam 34.3.

mru
mntoml 53.5.

mraos 34.13:43.12.

mruoi 32.12:45.5:46.9:51.19.

mraotu 43.11.

mruyai 51.8.

mraotu 31.17.

mravai 45.2.

mravaiti 51.8.

paitl.mraol 32.2.

paitl.mravat (3pU 29.3.

fro ... mruyai 46.5;

mrao?(inf.: — *mruy2?) 32.14.

mruiie 49.6.

anlara ... mruye 49.3.

m r u c

para- mruocas aoraca 53.7.

yaos. cf. ayu.

yaozda 4S.5.

yat
yoiOama 28.9.

yada 30.8:31.4,16:50.9.

yaOa 29.4; 30.4,7; 31.2,14.16; 33.1; 34.

5-6; 44. 1-,18: 45.3; 46.9; 48.9: 49.6;

51.5.

yaOana 31.22; 43.10.

yaOra 30.9; 31.11-12; 46.11J6M7;
53.7.

yam
apo ... yanul 32.9.

ayese 53.6.

a ... yamaile 31.13.

*hamyasaete 33.1.

apayeilT (inf.) 32.11.

yavoi, cf. ayu.

yavaclaitS 28.11.

yavaj 28.4; 34.9; 43.9; 50.11 : 53.7.

yavala 43.8.

yava, cf. ayu.

yaso.liyan (denom.) 51.4.

yasnam 33.3.

yasna 34.1.

yasnahya 34.12.

yesne 51.22,

yasnas- 53.2.

yasnais 45.10:50.9.

yaz
yazai tc 32.3.

yazai 50.4:51.22.

yazai apa 33.4.

yazarnnas- 34.6.

yuzamnaqho 51.20.

yazum 31.8.

ya
yasa 28.1.8:49.8:51.21.

yasai 32.1.

yasas 49.12.

yacii 33 . 1 . 1 4 : 43 .5 : 44 .20 ; 48. 1 ; cf. a iso

hyutca.

*yai 51.17.

yaat 32.4.

yiinais 28.9.

*yam5ng 48.2.

ya.syaoOanas- 31:16,

yiiliT 46.14: road *yii ahi.

ya 28.2-4.il: 29.2J-8.9-; 30.5 :
: 31.6-7.

9. 1 3, 1

5

;
, 16. 1 9-21; 32.8.10.13-14.16;

33.2-4,6.11; 43.3: 44.2.12.17.19:45.4.

6.9-11: 46.5\6.8-l0,l3.l7.lS : .19; 47.

3: 48.4: 49.1.5.7,12; 50.2-3.6: 51.5.6',

7.SU0.14.I9: 53.5.9.

yas- 31.7: 32.3.10 %
: 33.5: 43.16: 44.19;

45.11: 46.4.6: 51.6.

yam 28.S: 29.9: 34.13; 43.6.13: 45.2,8.

varna 53.6.
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vim 31. ft. yus 32.3-4:46.15.

hyal 28.9: 31.3.5:34.13: 43. 10-11. 14=: va 28.2-3.9: 31.2.20: 32.1.3.5: 34.5-6-

44.18: 45.5-.10: 46.2.19; 48.1: 49.12: 43.13: 49.6: 50.4.S\9.

50.11:51.15.18. yusma ibva 32.9

.

ya 2S.1.6-7: 29.3.10: 30.6: 31.2-3.7: "xsmaihvii 28.10:29.1:46.15:53.5.
32.5.12-13: 33.6-7; 34.P.I2: 4 3.

2
=.4. yusma l" 34.7.

12: 44.3.5: 46.1 -2.14*: 48.10: 49.10; xsmat 29.1: 44.17.

50.4 -5 : 53 .9
.

vS 2S . 7.9- 1 : 3 1 . 1 . 1 R : 32 .2.6 : 33 . 8 . 1 3

:

yahmai 29.3: 43. 1: 44.16: 46.6. 34.5: 45.3: 46.13.1 5. 1 7; 49.6.1

2

:
: 50,7.

yehya 31.4-5:32. 16:33.1 ;34.2. 13:43.6: I i : 5 1.2.3M 5.20: 53.4-5.7,

45.6-7: 4K.7.9: 51.13.22. yiiSmak.im 34.5.

yahmT 43.6. yusmakai 50.5.

yii t d u . 1 30.3. yiismiikahya 50.7.

ynya 33.9; 45.2: 46.7. d". also xsmakum etc.

yoi 28.9: 30.S-1C): 31.

I

2
: 32.1.1

1

:
. 12: yiismavalam 29.11: cf. also xsmfivaio

34.7-9.14:43.14 :44. 13, 16.20: 45.3.5-7. etc.

II: 46.1.3: 48.7.12; 49.4: 51.3.10.22.

yae~ 30.5 : 32 . 1 3 : 4 5 . 1
-

: 4 K .3 ; 53 . 1 . vaednna 34 .7

.

yang 28.10: 32.5.15: 43.3: 46.4.11. Ih. 'vaed.im 29.10.

yangs- 46.14. ;vacdnm 32.11.

yas- 46.10. vacdisio 32.7:46.19.

ya 29.4 :
: 30. P. 11: 31.5.14: 32.4.7; vaedya 44.8.

33.1.8.1 y-: 4 3. 1 0:44.6.^.1 5: 46.9-. 10: vaepyo 51.12.

47.5: 48.2: 49.fi: 50.K.I0 3
. va en

yais 28.2.1 1 ; 32.3.6-7.12: 44.12.20: 46. a i hi ... vaenahl 31.13.

1 5 : 50.7 : 5 1 .20 . 5 ... vuenu i impv.) 46.2

.

yacibyo 28.3:44,11. avacnala 30.2.

vaeibyas- 28.8. vaenarjhe 32.10.
yaesijm 32.7:49.4:51.3. vnem 30.9.

yaesu 33.5: 34.«. nii 29.11:33.7:34.7-8.12:43.3.10:45.9;
ya (T.) 31.I3-J5: 32.15: 43.13: 44.8, 46.18:50.5:51.10.
10U9; 46.8: 48.1 : 49.4.6: 53.4. 5hma 34.1 : 43.10.

yam 31.3: 44.9-: 45.3: 48.3: 49.8; ahmal 34.9:44.13:51.10*.
50.3-: 51.9.16: 53.2. ahmaihyu 28.6.

ya 31.14: 33.10: 34.3; 43.4: 44.5: 46.8. n5 29.4.R2 :30.2:31. 3. i 1.17:32.2:33.5*;
vas- 31.14: 33.10=. 44.1 2

: 45.8.9^.10: 48.52
.6-: 5 1.1.1 6.20*

yahu 34.13. vac.so 53.9.

yczivi 53.3 . vaoca rj he 28 . 11 : read *vaca ijhya

.

yceii 30.1:51.2; cr. *asaya. vaxnorahya 29.8.

yesnyii 30. 1 . v a x 5

yczi 31.2: 32.6: 34.6: 44.6.15: 48.1.9; uxsycili 44.3.

53. i. uxsya (impv.) 33.10.

yarjho 30.2. vaxSl 34.11.

yahi 49.9. vaxsal 31.6:48.1.6.

yimas- 32.8. viixSanlc 32.4.

yama (du.) 30.3. uxsyo (inl*.) 31.7.

yuxla 49.9. cf. also asaoxsayanla.

y u j vac
yaogai 44.4. vaocat 29.6:34.10:45.3.
yujan 46.11:49.9. vaoca (impv.) 31.3.5: 34.15: 44.1-19:
yaoja 50.7. 48.2.

yaojante 30.10. vaoca- (subj.) 45.3.
yuHm 28.9;29.i0-ll. vaocat 31.6.
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vad 43.13.

vaxsya 30.1 ; 46.15; 51.8.

vasyete 44.11.

para ... vaoxamu 34.S.

Travaoca 34.12;46.7.

fravaxsya 44.6:45.1-6.

Beam (inf.) 48.9.

vacarjhya (*-ye) 28.11.

vaco 31.20:53.7.

vacs 45.5.

vacanha 31.22: 32.5: 33.2: 34.1; 47.1;

48.4.

vacahi- 30.3.

vaca 31.1:33.8.

vacarjham 31.19.

va t

apivaiti (inf.) 44.18.

vad
*vndamna 53.5.

vadara 32.10.

va p
vi-vapat (imperf.) 32.10

vaf
ufya 43.8.

ufyanT 28.3.

varus 29.6:48.9.

van
vunaema 31.4.

vas 49.4.

v5n glial 48.2.

vanijhaiti 48.1.

vlvanghatii 53.5.

viiunus (neut.) 28.8.

vananam 44.15.

van la 51.22.

vainlya 28.10.

vayoi 53.7; cl". also avoi.

vayii.baradubvo 53.6.

'var
varane 46.3.

varame 43.16:51.18.

varana ta (3pl.) 30.6.

vara la 30.5 : 32.12!

varamaidl 32.2.

fravarata 31.10.

- v a r

varan vaiiS 31.17.

vauraya (aor. opi.) 31.3.

vauroimaidl 28.5.

vauraitc 47.6.

a.vivaraso (inf.) 45.8.
J var

nivariini 53.4.

vairlm (neul.) 34.14; 51.1.

vairyS(= +-yaya) 43.13.

varadamam 46.16.

varana 45.1.

varana! 49.3.

varana 45.2.

varanang 31.1 1; 48.4.

vara? 45.9.

vas
vasami 29.9; 43.1 ; 44.3.

vasl 43.9; 44.16.

vast! 29.8; 46.14.

usvahi 46.16,

usamahl 34.4.

uata 29.2.

us5n 44.10.

usyfu 50.2.

usta (impv.) 30.1 1; 51.16.

vasal 29.4.

vasasa.xsaOrahya 43.8.

*vnsa 34.12: cf. also xsa.

vasa.kois 53.9.

vasa (adj.) 31.11.

vasna 34.15; 46.19; 50.11.

va z
vazyamnabyo 53.5.

vazdagha 49.10.

vazdvara 31.21.

vasa 34.12: read *vas3.

vaidrang 46.4.

va h

vaslc 30.5.

vahisto 33.3:46.6.

valiislam (neul.) 28.8-9: 30.4: 31.6-7;

43.2.1 1 : 45.4-5: 47.2: 49.12; 51.1.4.22.

vahista 28.8; 31.4; 32.6.16: 33.9: 47.1

;

50.4.

vahistat 32.11-12:33.6.

vahistaat- 50.1.

vahistahyu 44.2.

vahisic 49.9.

yahiSia..(voc.)
. .28.8

vahisia (neut. pi.) 302; 31.1: 34.15:

43.15: 45.6:46.10.18:47.5.

vahisia (voc. pi.) 33.7.

vahisia ((".) 44.10: 48.3.5: 53.1.

valimam 48.1.

valima i 50.10:51.2.

vahmai.a 46.10: 53.2.

vahmahya 50.7.

vahme 34.2; 45.6.

vahmang 45.8:46.17.

vativa 31.2.
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vah\5 30.3: 31.5: 43.3: 4K.4: 5i.fi.l9;

53.9.

'va 31 .5-.9-.l2-*.i 3-.Ui-.17-.IS-

3
4

: 34.12=: 44.12 3
: 45.11: 4ft

ava 29.5: 33.8: 34.5: 46.7 *.S. I

vaxs 44.17.

vactm 29.9:31.12:50.6.

valai 44.4.

vadiiyoit tdenom.) 29.2.

varum 46.1 X.

\Ttrui 33.2: 51 .b.

vasinnaili 4S.ll.

-vaitim 5U.2.

vasia 29.1.

va>irfi 29.2.

*vasirS 47.3.

vfistr.im 44.2(1.

"vasira 29.1.

vasiral 33.4: 51.14.

vast re 33.3.

vusiralpl.) 32.10.

vasina incut . pi.) 33.6.

vlist r> a i I denom . ) 31.9.

viislru) 31.9: 51.5

.

viisinm 31.10.

va>lryai 29.6.

vusirychya 31.15.

vast ryaBibyo 53.4.

vaza (du.) 51.12.

vazisio 31.22.

va. cf. yuzSm.
v a r ? c

*vara«i hi I inf.) 32.14.

v a r a d

varsdaiii 28.3.

varadan 49.4.

varadayaeia 50.3.

vnrada 31.4.

vardiram.ju 44.16.

v a r ? z

var?zyati|m 48.5.

varazyai --47.2.

vawsu (2su.) 50.10.

varasva 53.3.

varpsait! 33.2: 46.19,

varpjanli 45.3.

varpsanc 51.1 .

var?saitc 29.4: 33.1.

vav?rsz6i 29.4

.

varazayanlo 45.4.

varazycidyui 33.6: 43.1 1

.

v?rwy6 30.5

.

varszpnarn 32.1

.

4:5
.10

:
.

vsrazana 34.14:46.1.

vprazanai 49.7.

varnzana liy a ( cii ) 33.4.

varazane 34.14.

varazanyo 33.3.

varazdiiis 46.3.

vasia 46.17: read 'hada.vasta.

voyaOra 34.10.

vourucasfinc 33.13.

wihii 2S.3.5.I1: 33.11: 34. R: 49.10:

51.1.

vnhu- 29.11.

vuhu l ins ir. I 2S.2.4.6: 29.1.7.10: 30.7-

8: 31.5-6.22: 32.2: 33.7-K.IO.I2: 34.3.

5-6.15: 43.6-7.9.U.1 3.1 5-16: 44.1.6.8.

16: 45.6.9: 46.3.9-10.12-l3.1K:47.3:

48.12: 49.1-2.5.7.12: 50.6-7.10-11:

51.2.7.15.20-21.

vnhu- 44.9:45.10:50.3.

vanhaovc 43.5.

varjhaus 28.1.7-8.10: 30.1.10; 31.8.10.

17.21: 32.4.9.15: 33.3.5.13-14: 34.2.7.

9-14: 43.1-4; 44.4.1 3: 45.4o.S-9: 46.2.

14-16: 47.2: 48.3.6-7.K-.9.1 1 : 49.3;

50.8-9; 51.3.0.1 1. 1 6.1 8; 53.3-5.

va
i.1hau 30.10; 31.19: 33.2: 47.6: 49.S.

voliii (ncui. pi.) 44.R.

viiQuhi 48.2:49.1.

vanuhlm 32.2: 43.5: 49,7; 51,21.

vanhuya 33.12:51.10.

varjhuyai 51.17:53.4,

vaijhuyii 4R.5; 53.1.

va. cf. yuzam.
vt

"vycinti 44.13.

vi. cl*. gam. ci. 'da. dams. nas. mora.
vap. -\'id. za.

vicilbm 46. 1 8.

viciUuhyii 30.2.

vlciOoi 32.8.

viciro- 29.4; 46.5.
1 v j d

vacda 28.10; 34.7; 45.4; 46.2; 51.22.
voisla 28.10:32.6:46.10.

vacda 31.2.

vidyat 48.9.

vacda (Lsg. subj.) 48.9.

fro ... voizdum 33.8.

vidva 29.6: 31.6.12.17.19: 32.7: 34.10:

44.19:45.3:48.2-3.

vjdus Incul.) 28.4:45.8.

viiluse 30.1:31.17: 51.82 .

viduso 34.9.
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voizdyai 43.13.

viduye 31 .5; 44.3.

vidvanoi 31.3.
2 vid

vinasil 31.15.

vaedo.dum 53.5.

vlda (impv.) 49.1.

voi.vidaite (subj.) 30.8.

fravoivide (Isg.) 44.11.

vaedamno 28.5; 43.14; 51.19.

vaedamnai 31.22; 48.3.

vlduye 29.3.
J vid

vtdat 51.5*; 53.4.

vldait? 51.6.

vidijs 33.3.

vldo (inf.) 51. 1 8.

vidam 32.6. .

vividuye 43.9.

cf. also
Jda.

vidaitim 47.6.

vidalS 31.19.

VtdTsamnai (dcnom.) 51.1.

*vidvacs3m 34.11.

vTvunhuso 32.S.

vlraat- 31.15.

virang 45.9.

v i s

visanta 32.14.

(ni) ... vlsante 48.10.

visam 31.18.

vlzibyo 53.S.

vista 48.2: ct". 'vid.

vista is 46.19.

vislo 29.6.8: 50.1: cr.
2vid.

vispa (instr.) 51.5.

vispa i 28.8:46.11:49.8.

vispai.a 53.1.4.

vispaqho 53.8.

vispang 28.1: 31.2-3: 43.15: 44.11:

49.3.

vispa.. .31 r 13; 34,2.10:43.2

vispais 34.3.5: 43.14: 46.10.19: 49.5.

vispoibyo 44.2.

vispanam 43.2:44.7:45.6.

vispa (voc. pi.) 45.1

.

vispa rjho (voc . pi . ) 32 . 3 : 5 1 . 20.

vispa (f. instr.) 34,6,

vlspa 34.3.

•vispas- 33.10,

vlspa,hisas 45.4: cf. also 'ha.

vispa.mazislam 33.5.

vispa .stoi 33.10: read *vispas toL

vistaspo 46.14; 51.16; 53.2.

vistaspai 28.7.

vizd
voizdat 32.10.

vyanaya 29.6; 44.7.

vyam 48.7.

raexonarjho (adj.) 32.11

.

racxana 34.7.

raoca 50.10.

raocas- 44.5.

raocabis 30.1; 31.7.

rajis 53.9.

ratus 29.2,6; 33.1.

ralum 31.2; 44.16; 51.5.

ratus 43.6.

raiOTm 50.6.

ra p

a ... rapa 49.1.

rapante (dat.) 34.4.

rapanlo 28.2.

rupon (loc.) 51.18.

rafaoram 51.20.

rafoSram 46.2.

ralaorai 28.3; 33.13; 46.12.

ralaSrahya 28.1.

ralano 28.6: 43.8.14.

razista 33.1.

ra s

rasayeqhc 49.3; 51.9.

Riso 30.11.

rasna. cr. razure,

rah
rarjhayan 32.12.

rarasyeinti 47.4.

riirasyan 32.11.

r a

rarjhanhoi 28.8.

ratois 29.11: read *3hma.raiois.

ralayo 33.7.

rutam 33.14:43.9.

riid

radat 51,6.

radaml 33.2.

radarjha 46.13.

rada 28.7.

radarjho (adj.) 45.7:46.17.
radam 29.9.

rail

rasti 53.9.

raOomo 44.17; 53.6.

ranoibya 31.3; 47.6; 51,9.

ranoibvS 43.12.
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ranaya 31.19.

ranyo.skoraium 44.6: 473: 50.2.

rama 47.3.

riimam 29.10: 53.S.

rayo 43.!.

riiraso 49.2: cC also rah.

razarS 34.12.

rasna 46.5.

razSng 50.6.

rasniim (adj.) 34.12.

mm5 29.1.

ramam 48.7.11*: 49.4*.

irixmm 32.7:44.2.

rill

rnjltwnn (inT.) 31.7.
1 rud

raosta 29.9.

rud
ururuost 51.12.

urudoyala 44.20.

r i! p

urupayeintf 48.10.

uru.saeibyo 29.7.

urvae.se 43.5-6: 51.6.

u r v a j

urvaxsal 34.13: 44.8.

urvamm 31.3.

urvaiahya 34.8.

urvuia (pi.) 30.11:31.1.

urvatais 31.1 : 44.15.

urvallo 31.21: 44.2: 45.11: 46.14: 50.6:

51.11.

urvuda (pi.) 51.14.

urva 29.1.5.9: 34.2: 44.8; 45.7: 46.11:

50.1: 51.13.

urvannm 28.1.4.

urva tie 31.2.

urvuno 33.9:45.2:49.11.

urunas- 49.10.

urvaxs.uxlj 32.12.

urvatois 46.5.

urvadunha 43.2.

urvaidya 34.6.

u r v a z

vaorazaOa 50.5.

urvaza 30. 1

.

urvazistam 49.8.

urvuzama 32. !

.

sa c

sasalla 30.11.

suskon 53.1.

sand
sas 43.11:46.19.

sasta 29.1.

sanh
sSnghaiii 43.6.

ssnghamahT 31.1

.wnchaitc 32.7.

sSnghiini 46.17.

saKyiii 44.1.9.

sasie i inf.) 30.8:46.12.

sazdvai 51.16.

sazdyiii ... paiii 30.2.

savanho (adj.) 43.3: 51.2.

sa viii.iham 28.9.

savo 34.3: 51.20.

snvoi 43.12.

siiva (iicm. pi.) 44.12: 45.7.

sava- 30.11.

siivais 48.1:51.15.

sa r

samme 51.3.

sar.isui 49.5.

s3 rumno 32.2.

sjirnm 53.3.

sarSm 49.8-9.

saroi 44.17.

sara 49.3.

saro 31.21.

sarnjii 29.3.

samdana 43.14.

sarnidynya 33.9.

saxvar5 29.4.

*sax\in 53.5.

s ii

sazduin 31.18.

pailT ... sycidum 48.7.

sadra (ncut. pi.) 34.7: 45.7.

sudrfi(f.) 43.11.

saslaro 46, 1

.

sasnaya 29.7.

siisna 29.8:49.9.

sasnas- 31.18.

sasnanam 48,3.

sah
sasli 48.3.

sahil 50.6.

sTSoit 43.3.

slsa 34.12.

fro ... sasiu 45.6.

fro ... slsa 28.1 1

.

sax'nn? 53.5: read. * sax* an I.

.wnghaniiis 32.9.

sSngho 32.6:51.14.

s5ngha 44.16.

sanghahya 43.14:44.14:48.12.
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sangha 45.2.

sanghagho 48.3.

sanghqs- 31.11.

sanghais 46.3; 51.14.

sanghus 34.7.

sanda 51.14.

sanrjhe 51.7.

savisto 33.11.

savistai 28.5.

sastra 46.3.

sina.m 44.14.

su
saosyajs 48.9.

saosyanto (gen.) 45.1 1 ; 53.2.

saosyanto (nom. pi.) 48.12.

saosyanta_m 34.13;46.3.

suidyai 44.2: 49.3.

suye 49.9.

savayo 51.9.

suxra 31.19:51.9.
sue

saocayat 32.14.

suca 30.2.

skando 30.10.

scanlu. cf. hue.

stol, cl*. ah.

slois 43.13.

'staoia 30.1.

staolais 45.S: 49.12.
25tuoi3 50.11.

staomya 33.S.

staram 44.3.

s t a

star)ha ( 50.4.

uxSlat 51.4.

siii, cf. ah.

s t u

stuornl 43.S.

slavas 34.6: 45.6: 50,4.9.

sluto 34.12.15.

stiitsim 2S.9: 34,2.

...spanya ..45.2.

spayaOrahya 30.10.

spas
spasya (impv.i 44.11.

spusuOu 53.6 (?).

spada (du.) 44.15.

sp5n 45.9.

spanisto 30.5: 43.16.

spanisiii 33.12:43.2:51.7.

spanistahya 47.2.

spanista (neut. pi.) 53.3.

spanto 29.7: 43.3; 44.2: 47.3; 48.3,7-

51.16.21.

spantam 43.4-5,7,9,11,13,15; 46.9.

spanta 43.6; 44.7; 45.6; 47.1,5-6.

spantat 47.4.

spanlahya 28.1.

sp3ntanyS(c2) 34.2.

spanta (f.) 51.4,11.

spantam 32.2; 34.9-10; 49.2.

spanta (Inslr.) 45.11.

spanta (voc.) 33.13.

spanto. tamo 45.5.

spanvat 51.21.

sparada 53.4.

*sparezata 31.16.

spitamo 29,8; 53.2.

spitamam 46.13; 51.12.

spitamai 51.1 i

,

spitamahya 43.1.

spitama (voc. pi.) 51.19.

spitamanho (voc. pi.) 46.15.

spitami (f. voc.) 53.3.

*spiOa 53.6.

snaiOisa 31.18.

syas- 32.16.

sy a zd
syazdat 34.9.

sizdyamna 32.4.

saraoso 43.12:44.16.

saraosam 28.5:33.5.14:45.5.

saraosu 46.17.

sravan.hu 32.12.

sravahl 30.10.

srava 28.10:32.9-10.

sravas- 34.15.

sravahyeili (denom.) 32.6.

s r u

*srvatam 30.3.

*srudum 32.3.

sravi 32.7-8:45.10:53.1.

sravTmS (= *srav6ima) 28.7.

sraotu 45.6; 49.

7

2
; 49.9.

sraotu 30.2:33.11:45.1.

saraosane 50 ;4.

sravavacma 49.6.

srEiidyiii 34.12; 45.5.

sruyS 33.7.

sravayerjhc 29.8.

frasruidyui 46.13-14.

z5isanu (du.) 51.12.

zaema 44.5.

zaota 33.6.

zaosat 47.5.

zaose 33.2,10.

zaosana 4S.4.
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zavang 28.3:29.3.

zavo 33.12.

za r

zaranaema ( = *zarnayaema) 2S.9.

zaraOustro 29.8: 33.14: 43.8,16: 50.6:

51.15.

-slram 46.13:51.12.

-sirai 28.6:46.19:49.12:51.11.

-slrahc 53.1.3.

-sirii 46.14.

zaraOusiriii 53.2.

zaram 44.17.

zastaval 29.9.

zasta (insir.) 43.4.

zasioihya 33.2:47.2.

zastayo 30.8: 44.14.

/asiais 29.5.

zasiaiiUa 50.5.

zaslaisiuis 34.4.

zaiiya 53.8,

z a

zaznmT 30.10.

avazazal (3pl.) 34.9.

ivizavaOii 53.7.

zavtm 31.4: read *zavya and cf. zu.

zavTslim 46.9.

znvistyarjho 28.9.

znvTslyang 50.7.

zarada 31.12.

zijlla 44.3.

zaOoi 43.5: 4K.6.

7.i\m AAA: 46.1

.

xsrna 50.5

.

znmo 51.12.

zi 29.4.6: 30. 10: 31.I4.1K: 33.10: 34.3.8.

1

4

2
: 43.10: 44.2: 45.1.7-8: 46.6: 47.5-6:

48.2.6,12: 50.5: 51.8 J
: 53.4-5.

z u

zbaya 33.5: 46.14: 51.10.
+zavya {= *zuviya) 31.4.

zaozaomi 43.10.

zbaycntefdat.) .49.12

zuia 50.1.

zdl. cf. ah.

zrazdailis 43.lt.

zrazda 31.1.

zrazdisio 53.7.

soiOrpm 31.18.

soiDrahya 31.16:46.4.

s i

saeili 33.5:46.16.

a.saeht 43.3.

syas 44.9: 47.5.

SyaoOanam 32.5.

syaoOana 28.1: 31.22; 34. 1-2. 10,14:

44.10:47.1-2:48.4: 50.10; 51.21.

'

syaoOanai 34.5.

syaoOanat 32.12.

syaoOanahyH 33 . 1 4 : 45 .8

.

syaoOanoi 30.3; 46.9.

syaoOana 31.11; 33.1: 34.15: 43.5:

45.2: 53.1.

syaoOanais 30.5: 31.20-21: 34.8: 43.6.

16: 44.6: 45.5; 46.4.7-8.11.15: 47.5:

48.5.12: 50.9: 51.1.3.5,13-14. 19; 53.2.

syaoOananam 28.4:48.8.

syaoOanaEsu 31.8.

syaomam 32.3.

syalo 51.8.

sycitihyo 53.8.

s(y)u

syiiviii 33.8.

savailL* (inf.) 29.3.

ha Seal.aspa 46.15.

haecai.aspana 53.3.

haeOahya 46.6.

hois 53.6; read *hoi s-.

hanzaOwal 45.9.

ha xlava 53.7.

huxmang 49.3.

h a c

hacaile 34.2:46.16:48.4.

hacainlc 45.2.

hacinie 33.9.

hacanlC* 48.12.

sL*antu 53.2.

haxsai 46.10.

Iiaca ( = * hahaea ) 46. f

hacimno 43.10.12.

hacamna 44.10.

haca 28.2.11: 29.6: 31.2.14: 32.2: 43.14;
44.17=;.. 45.4: 46.19: 47.1; 51.5^
53.1.6.

hacana (du.) 44.13.

hailim. cf. ah.

hada 29.2:50.4.

*hada.vasta 46.17.

hudamoi 44.9:46.14.

hai0yavarasia.ni 50.11.

haiOyo 43.8.

haiOyam 34.15.

haiOtm 31.6.8.

haiOTm (neui.) 34.6: 46.19.
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hail)ya(masc. pi.) 49.11.

haidyang 43.3.

haiOya 44.6; 53.6.

haiOyuis 30.5.

haiOyam 51.13.

haOra 28.4.

haOra.mana 30.9.

ha p
ha Is? 43.4.

hapn 31.22.

hiiptaiOE 32.3.

harjhus 53.4.

h a n

hununi 44,18.

haname (da I.) 44.19; 46.19.

hanara 31.15: 47.5.

hamaesiaro 4S.I2.

haurvatas 33.8.

haurvas- 34.11.

haurvala 44.17.

hauvatato 31.6:34.1.

huurvaio 31.21.

haurvaia (du.) 44.18: 45.5.10; 47.1:

51.7.

hazaoso 29.7.

hazaosam 28.8.

hazaosarjho 51.20.

haz5 43.4.

hazo 33.12.

huzsis- 29. 1

.

1 ha
hlsasat< = *hisat 3pl.) 32.13.

cf. also vTspa.hisas.
2 ha

arjhayii (opt. = +fujhayaya) 32.16.

hiikuranam 33.9.

hakurana (pi.) 44.1.

hata.marane 32.6: read 'hiitam arane.

hatam. cf. ah.

hadroya(= *hadraya) 32.7.

hiimd 31.7.

hamam 32.16.

"haro 31.13:44.2;

hankarata 31.14.

hanli etc.. cl". ah.

ham, cf. i. gam. grab. las. dvar, fras.

rntt. yam.
hamiOyat. cf. rnit.

*h5musi6 (= *h5m.usto) 46.4.

ham.parsto is 33.6; cf. also fras.

*hamyasaeie. cf. yam.

has. cf. ah.

hi
a ... hisaya 29.!.

a.hoiOoi (inf.) 32.14.

hi (neut. du.) 30.3.

hi (f.) 31.10.

htm 29.2;44.14,20:50.2.

hl(du.) 44.18.

his 33.10,

hiOflus 48.7.

hiOam 34.10.

hizva (instr.) 28.5; 31.3; 45.1: 47.2:

hizvo 31.19:50.6.

hizvas- 51.13.

hizubfS 49.4.

hu
hunaiti 31.15.

huxralus 34.10; 51.5.

huxsaOra 44.20; 48.5.

huxsaOra is 53.8.

hucistim 34.14.

hucistois 46.4.

hujttayo 33.10.

hujyatois 32.5:46.8.

hudanus 31.16.

hudanaos 44,9: 50.9.

*hudanu (neut. pi.) 53.3.

huda 45.6: 48.3.

hudanhc 31.22.

hudanho 34,3.

hudarjho (pi.) 30.3.

hudabyo 34.13.

hudamam 29.S.

hunara 43.5.

hunaratiila 50.8.

hunus 51.10.

humaralois 31.10.

humazdrai 30. 1

.

huzantus 46.5:49.5.

huzantusa 43.3.

husoiOama 4S.fi.

husailis (adj.) 48.11.

husitois .30.10

husailis 29.10,

husanam 53.5.

husyuoOanii 45.4.

hus.haxii 32.2.

hus.haxaim 46.13.

'hyat. cr. ya.
2hyai (conj.) 29.2.5.8: 30.4.6

:
.9.l I

:

8-9.11 ',14; 32.5.14,16; 34.S: 43.4 :

S
2
,9-10.II

2
.I3.15; 44.15: 46.6-7.

15; 47.3; 49.9; 50.5; 5I.8,12
:

.

51.3.

31.6.

.5-.7,

UP
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hyaica 28.2; 30.11 : 32.14; 33.1: 43.12;
44.17; 46.2. cl'. also yaeii.

hyaicll 30.1.

hvarjhavlm 53.1.

'hvare- 32.10.

x'ang 44.3:50.10.
3hvar5~ 50.2.

hvarUuis 49.4.

hvfipa 44.5*.

hvo 29.3.4-/7-9: ?I.7.16:
.22 :

: 32.9- HI;

.33.3,6 : 43.3,1 6 : 44.2. 1

2

:
: 46.4.6\9. 1

3-

14: 47.2; 48.4; 49.5: 5 1.S.I 0.1 9.2

1

:

53.8.

tarn 29.7 ; 3

1

.20 : 33.9 : 34.7. 1 3 : 43. 1 3

:

44.19:45.8-111: 46.4.6.] 3: 51.21 : 53.7.

la! 31.3.5: 32.16: 34.6.14: 43.1.10-11;

44.l-t7.lM 3
.
19=

: 40.2.5.18: 49.7-S.IO:

5 LI. 1 5*, 18=. 19 -20: 53.5.9.

la 3L7 2 :32.5:33.ri:43.4;45. 1 1:47.5-6:

49.3: 51.5.10.12-13.

hoi 29.8-9; 3Ld.20-2l: 33.1: 43.K;
44.16; 45.4.8. 1 l)

:
.ll; 46.13: 48.7.9:

50.3: 5 1.

6

2J 2.1 7; 53. 1
= .2.5.6*.

la Id u.J 30.3-4.

loi 30.9; 32.15; 33.2: 34.7; 43.15;
48.12=: 49.4: 53.9.

lac- 32.11.

tang 32.1:44.1 1.13: 46.4=. 14: 50.2.

la 51.22.

la 30.1.11; 3 LI.5. 1 3- 14: 32.4.9; 33.8.

13: 34.10.15: 44.3.6: 45.7; 46.9.19:

51.2.

laiS 30.11; 32.6: 34. S.I I; 43.14: 44.7:
46.10.15-16; 49.5: 50.9.

ha 32.2:47.6; 4K.2.6:
.

tarn 28.7; 44.10; 46.7; 48.5; 49.6;
51.16.18; 53.4*.

hoi 29.2:47.3.

la 31.14.

hvo.avo 51. 1
7- IK.

hvo.uvii I vol. | 4d.l6-i7.

rival etc.. cf. ah.

.Wicunna 34.12.

x*:icius 32.1:49.7.

x'iiciu 33.3.

xv
uL*laiis 33.4:46.1.

x'aOlavC' 46.5,

x l aciaovc 53.4,

x*ut}nfi 32.7.

x'aiOya 33.7.

.Vulanfi Hoc.) 30.3.

x l ai"nnnin 44.5.

x' a r

xTiramno 32.8.

x l ar?0ai 48.5.

x'iir.-iOfii.fi 34.11.

x l
;ir.T05ih 49.11.

*xv!irrtbm 43.2.

x^iraiOya 28.10.

x* arena 51.18.

x^aDmya 43.: : read *x'allroi yii.

x^ HOram 53.6.

xva(lra 31.7:33.9.

*x*fil)roi 43.2.

x-aOrc 28.2: 50.5.

xTipaiOyat 31.21.

x'5 46.11.

x»Tiis 31.20: 46.4: 49.4: 51.13-14.22.

x»uEMf.) 46.11.

x'uHyui 30.2.

xvaliya 33.14.

xv5ng, cl". 'hvarn-.

x*5ng.dareso 43.16.

xv5nval 53.4.

xvanvilla 32.2.

xv
iti-(du.) 30.11.
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Italic numbers refer lo pages in ihe Introduclion; the remaining numbers refer tome commentary on the individual verses of the Gathas.

Y. 2S.ia 32.1,45.7

Ic 51.5. Add.
28.2a 50.8

2ab 49.

1

2bc 28.1,43.1,53.1

2c 43.1

28.3ab 50.4

3ac 49,1

3 b 33.7

3bc 33.9

28.4a 11,15,32.6

4ac 49.

1

4c Add. to 28.

1

28.5a 29.5,49.11

Sab 32.4. 13

5bc 29.7, 33.5

5c 28. 1

1

2S.6a 44.1

6ab 30.9.51.18

28.7a 5

7b 51.17

7be 53.3

7c 29.7.46.1

28.8a 45.4

Sab 28.1

8b 28.4

8c 28.3. 33.7

28.9a 30.2

9ab 28.3

9 b 10

9c 28.7. 32.9. 43.3

28. 10a b 29.11

10c 2S.S. 43.1

28.1 lb L\ 44.1

He //. 32.3. 46.15. 48.6

V.
. 29.1a /"

lb ".48.11. 49.4

Ic 13

29.2b 31.10. 32.4. 50.5

2bc to

2c 46.8. 48. 11

29. 3be 44.17

29.4a 29.7, 31.10

4ab 29.3

4b 45.11

4c 51.5, Add. to 28.1

29.5c 50.2

29.6a 10, 48.9

29.7b 28. 1.3. 45.6, Add. (ab)
7c 12, 29.6

29.8a 29.6

8ab 29.3

8b 13, 28.3, 7

8c 34.13.46.7

29.9;tb 28.7

9c 30.7.43.4,49.1

29.l0ab 30.7

10b 13, 31.18, 48.11,50.2. 53.8

29.11a //. 50.5, Add.
lib 51.11

30.11.31.20. Add. to 30.3

33.8

12. 51.2

30.7

31.13

13. 31.1,33.7.44.1

//. 16. Add.

2S.I

51.5

32.12

Y. 30. la

lb

I be

Ic

30.2a

2c

30.3a

3 b

30.4b

4bc

30.5a ^.2. Add. to 30.3

5a be 29.9

30.6 b 30.4

6c 30.9.46.11

30.7 a 43.6.47.3.50.3.51.

7ab 28.3

7b 51.17

7c 12; 30.9, 49.1

30.8ab 31.4

8b 30.7

Sbc 30.2

Be 44.

1

30.9a 28.11

9bc 44.14

30.10a 44.14.53.6

10c 28.1

30.1 lb 28.2

libc 30.7

tic 33.7
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V. 31.1a 12. 30.ll (2>. I 31.10

lab 43.14

lac 44.11 .48.3. 53.1

Ih 31.1 K- 32.2. 46.8. 51.10 (2 x

31.2ah 6

31.3b 30. II

3he 29.3

3c 28.5

31.4a 7. 30-

S

4be 311. 1. 30.7. 50.2

3 1. 5b I.\ I 7
. 2S.1. 30.1

31.dab 29. h

6c 28.3. 31.7. 44.17. 47.1

3 1. 7a -.30.7

7b 43.2. 51.8. Add. lo 2S.I

7c 4(i. S

3 1.Kb 2S.I <2>. ). 30.1. 45.4

She 30.1.34.10

Sc 12

31.Mil ft. /J*. 47.3

31. 1 Ob 44.0

31.11b 30.7.33.10

31.12c 30.9

31.13b 31.9. 32.

S

13c 30.2

3 1. 1 4a 29. t 0. 44.20

I4ac 31.2.51.5

31.15a Ifi. 29.10. 31.9

15c 28.9. 4ft. 2

3 1.1 da ri. 29.10

Wwib 44.20

16b //. 16. 30.3

3 1. 17a //. 28.5.31.13.44.12

17b 9. 30.11

31.) Sa y. 29.7. 30.11. 31.1

18c 29.10

31. 1 9a 30.11.43.9.51.16

1 9c 28.4

31.20a 12

20b 17. 53.6

20c 51.13

3 1.2 1 u 53.8

2 lab 34.

1

2labc 32.2

2lac 31.9

21b 44.1.51.14

21hc 49. in

21c 44.2.47.1

3 1.22a 31.10

22ab 2S.5. 32.2

22 b 30.7

Y. 32.1a 28.4

lb 46.16

lc 7

32.2 a 31.2!

2ab 34.10

2h 46.13.50.6

2 c 53 1

32.3a 33.6.34.10

3ah 31.19. 21. 51.10

3b r
3c //. If>. 30.3

32.4a 51.17

4ab 49.4

4b 32.1 1. 34.

S

4 be ". 2S. 10. 29.5. 33.3

4c Add. \o 29.7

32.5a 50.2

22c 46.1

rtc 32.2. 33.(i

32.6a 7. 3 1 . 1 3

6h //. 2S.4

6c 2S.3. 30.1. 32.4

32.7 a 31.13

7a h 7

7 b 17. 30.2. 31.1

32.Sab Add. in 30.3

Sc 31.13.49.1

32.9a 28. 1. 31.15

9h 32.11. 48.

6

9c 13. 28.3

32.10a 12. 51.10. Add.
1 Otitic 7. 31.21

32.1 Ih 28.5. 29.6. 44.2

32.12a 30.6

12b 47.5

12c f>. 51.4

32.13a 30.4. 46.11

13b 30.7

13bc 33.4

13c 30.9. 46.8

32.l4ab 29.1

14b 31.15

I4bc 28.2

14c 29.3

32.15a //. 32.3

15c 30.4

32.16a 5

16c 29.1

Y. 33.1a 28.11

lab 29.4

lb 28.2

lc 28.2
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33.2a 31.15 4ab 33.14,43.1
2ab 29.3,32.12,44.2,47.4 4b 7
2abc 46.18, 51.8 34.5a 19, 28.7, 43.8
2c 46.16, Add. to 28.1 Sab 50.1

33.3a 28.1,44.2, 47.4 5c 28.5,45.11
3ab 32.2 34.6a 13, 28.3
3b 29.2, 5 6b 30.7, 33.9
3bc 51.14 6c 32.12,33.8.49.11
3c 28.10,33.6,48.6 34.7a 28.5, 34.9

33.4a 44.13 7c 34.5
4a b 49.3 34.8a 46.8
4c 31.15,46.17 Sb 7,5,28.4,30.11,32.5. 34.5

. j 33.5a 28.5 8c 31.19
-•;

5ab 7, 50.4 34.9ab S. 7

5abc 51.13 9b 28.5. 34.7
5b 6.30.7,31.4, 51.1 9c 17
5bc 30.7,46.16, 50.9 34.10a 34.2, 47.5
5c 43.3 lOab 28.4.34.9,48.12. 51.5

33.6a 28.1,32.3.44.1.51.10, 14 lUb 12
6 b 3 k 19. 21,32.2, 5, 51.17 34.11a 33.8, 48.5

33.7a 29.1 i lib 12. 43.2
7ab 28.3. 29.3. 34.6 llbc 28.3. 30.7,33.9. 12

33.8a /J. 28.10. 43.1 lie //. 13, 30.7. 32.3
8b 28.1.51.7 34.12a 33.8,34.5.49.12
Sc 32.12 12b 10. 28.1.44.1

33.9b 33. 1

3

!2c 34.13. 44.1

33.10a //. 33.9, 49.1 34. 13abe 44.8
lOab 31.21.51.6 13b 10. 34.12. Add.
10b 46.16.47.5, 50.2 13bc 28.1. 50.9. 51.15
!0c IS. 30.7, 34. 1

1

13c 30.3
33.lt a 43.3. 50.7 34.14a 28.2. 30.7. 33.10

1 lab 31.21 14b 28.1. 30.10. 34.10
lib 29.11 I4bc 28.2. 30.

1

llbc 4S.II 14c 30.7. 49.7
lie X 31.19 34.15ah 32.2. 33.14. 48,12. 51.

33.12a 28.3. 29.11. 50.2. 5 15b 28.4
12b 28.1.49.1

1 5c 28.11.30.9.46,11
33.13a //

I3ab 34. 1

5

Y. 43.lah 47.2
13c 6. L\ 28.4. 32.2 lb 43.8

33.14a 33.10 led 46.3
14ab. ...30.7 Ic 5. 28.2. 43.13; 46.19
I4bc 12. 30. 1. 47.1 43.2 a 47.2
14c 32.2. 34.2. 50.4. 51.3 2b

2c 28.1. 43.7 12 v.
J

.;] Y. 34. lab 29.S. 31.21 2c 43.13

'i
le 12. 30.7 Y. 43.3 b 44.1

J
34.2a 34.10.47.1 3c 30.7

:-4 2b 32.2.47.1 43.4ac 46.2
.-4.1

34.3a 13. 28.3 4be 46.7
3b 30.3. 46.7. 50.7 4 c 28.2
3c 28.4.30.3,34.12.44.1.51.20 4d 28.11

34.4a 28.1 4c 2S.7. 32.9.48.11
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43.5c 28.2

5cd 2S.4. 43.16

5d 32.12. 46.10

43.6ab 30.7

6c 32.2.44.1.15.46.7

6de 28.1. 30.2. 3 1.1. Add. lo 28.

6c 47.3

43.7c M-

7d /?. 43.15. 49.1

43.8a 29.3

8h 31.15. 34.5.46.7

8cl 43.7

Ke It)

43.9c 32.4

9d 10

9dc 31.19

9c 43.8

43. 1 0:i 7.31.4.53.3

lOah 33.13

I Oh 2S.ll)

10c 44.20

H)d 31.22

10c 13. 2 S. 7. 29.5

43.1 1 dc 45.5

lit 2X.I

13.12b 31.19

I2cd 45.2. 48.K

43.l3cdc 28.2. 4

13d 46.7

I3de 43.1

43.i4ah 51.6

14h 29.1 I

I4d 31.1.50.5

14dc 29.7.50.5

14c 28.4.31.10

43.l5bc 43.7

15c 45.5

I5tl 29.5.50.2

43.16c 33.10

Ibtl 6.45.5

16c 12. 28.4. 46.10

Y. 44.1b 28.1

I be 31.1.2.46.9

Ide 48.7.49.8

le 31.20. 50.5

44.2b 28.11,29.2

2d 28.!

2dc 31.21.32.11.44.12

2e 34. 1

44.3 b 30.7.43.5

3e 45.7

44.4b 17

44.6c 46.12.47.6.51.13

ficd 28.3

6d 30.7. 33.2

6c 47.3

44.7b 28.3, 4. 51.17

7c 29,6

7d 44.12

7dc 43.2

44.Kb 28.11

Sd 5. 28.5. 30.7. 32.2.44.15

44.9b V. 15. 48.5

9cd 31.1

9c 29.5.32.3.46.16

44.10b 28.1. 4

lOhd 31.20

IOl* 30.7. 32.2 (2x). 33.13,

44.15.48.11

lOd 34.10

10c 12. 31.21.51.2

44.1 1 he 48.12

lid 6. 28.1 1

tide 33.7

lie 31.13

44.12c 11

44.13b 44.1. 50.2

I3ce 49.2

13d 17

I3dc 44.1

44.14c 28.11.29.7. 31.1.44.15

I4d 30.10

44.15b 12. 30.7 (2 x }. 32.2

I Shed 34.5

I5bd 46.3

44.16b 44.15.46.3

16cd 47.3

44,l7hc 29.3. 48.8

17c 29,9

I7de 44.15

44.IKde 31.2

18c 29.8.44.19

44.19cc 9

|9d 45.7

I9e 45.7
44.20b 50.2

20bc iV

20c 13

20ce 51.14

20de 28.2

20c 44.10.49.3

Y. 45.1b 31.13

ide 31.15.49.4

le 28.5. 11.45.8

45.2b 28.1

2cc 44.15
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2e 33.9 46.4ab 30.10,46.19, Add. to 28.1
45.3a 30.7 4c //, 16, 32.3

3ab 14 4e 17
3b 29.6 46.5a 17,46.6
3bcd 29.7 5c 44.12,49.1
3c 45.1, 53.1 46.6a 5,31.9
3cd 9,33.1 6b 29.1

45.4a b 49.12 6d 28.11
4b 9 46.7 a 9, 12
4c 29,4, 30.

1

7b 31.15 (2x), 43.13
4e 32.5,46.17 7e 48.1

45.5ab 28.

1

46.8 a 9, 31.15
5b 4S.3 Sb 32.16
5cde 49.2 Sd 29.5
5c 34.10.47.1 (2x) 46.9a b 33.2

45.6b 44.16 9de 2S.4, 32.2, 49.12
6bc 28.1. 29.7. 30.3, 43.2, 48.3, 9e 45.7

51.10 46.10a 12
6cd 47.3 10b 44.10
6e 28.1. 30.11. 44.1, 48.10, 10c 12, 51.16

49.6 10c 15, 31.20
45.7d 19

46. 1 1 a 30.7
7c 47.1. 51.6 Hub 30.9, 34.15.46.12

45.8a 2S.5. 45.10 lib 30.6
8bd 2S.4 Me 6*. 47.3
8c 34.10 46.l2abd 50.5
8d 44.12

1 2d 32.2
45.9c 29.4.47.1. 51.6 I2de 30.2

9c d

9e

31.16 46.13c 31.19. 32.2, 49.5. 50.6. 53.4
3 1 .2

1

46.l4ab 29.11
45.10c 28.10 14c 32.2

lOcd 51.15 He 28.11, 34.10
lOcde 47.1 46.15a 46.13
lOde 12 15b 46.17
lOe 30.7 15c 28.5. 29.8, 51.19

45.11c 12
I5d 28.11

lid 28.1 46.16b 32.9
11 til! 43.S 16c 32.2. 44.6, 48. 1

1

I6d 28.7.30.7.48.6

46.17a 7.44.1,46.13
Y. 46.1b 31.19 17ac 31.1.45.7

Ic 28.7. 32.2 I7d 32.5
fed 46.13

17dc 33.4
Id 44.20

46.1 Sab 31.6
46.2b 28.

2

ISb 12
2c lit

.
18c 28.1. Add. to 2S.I

2de 46.12 46.l9ab 29.3. 7. 8
2e 43.2. 4 I9ac 31.6

46.3ab 44.15
19c 48.8

3 b 15. 30.7 (2 x). 46.2 19d Add. to 28.1
3c 48.3. 10. 12. Add. to 28.1

3l\ 48.11 Y. 47.1b 34.2
3c 5 1c / 2, 45.10
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Y.

Id 28.3. 45.5. 5 1.

6

lOcd 28.2
47.2a 44.10. 45.5 lOd 44.20

2ac 43.11 48.1 tab 50.2
2b 2S.IK 34.10 Mb 30.7
2bc 48.5 il be- 13
2c 34.10. 53.3 lle 46.S. 48.10
2d 47.1 lid 34.10

47.3b 30.7 48.l2bc 32.2 (2x). 50.3. 53.2
3bc 6 12c 31.1
3c 44.16

47.4c 5. 49.5. 51.11 Y. 49.1a 29.9. 30.7
4cd 44.2 49.2a HI
4d 44. M. 51.8 2c 33.14,50.2

47.5b 32.12 2at 49.5
5bc 50.3. 51.6 2d 44. 1

3

5c S. 12. 33.10.50.2 49.3a b 50.3
5d 34.10.44.9. 48.8 3h 51.9

47.6c 48.1 1 3c 31.21
6d 28.5 3d 49.9

49.4a 13. 48.7. 1

1

48.1a 30.7. 46.7. 48.6. 49.4 4 b 50.2
Ic 45.1 1 4 c 48.1

Id 30.7. 43.12 4d 32.4
48.2u 28.1 1 49.5a 49.10

2h III 5a b 29.7. 33.8
2c 29.2 5b 31.21.32.2.49.8
2d 28. t 1 5c 51.11

4K.3ab 32.4 49.6a IS. 77.28.3
3 b 28.1. 30.11 6d 49.4
3c 31.1 49.7 b 53.3
3d 12. 28.1 7c 30. 1

1

4K.4a 31.9. 13. 51.fi. Add. tab) 49.8 a 53.3
4 b 48.12 8ab 32.2
4hc 32.2. 51.21 Kc 30.3
4c 46. 1 6 Sd 7

4d 31.19. Add. u: 28.1 49.9a 48.12 '

48.5ab 44.10. 51.16 9h 31.15.44.17
5b 30.9. 34.10 9d 30.10. 31.19
5c 5. Add. 49.10c 32.2. 44.5

48.6a 50.2 49. 11 he 29.5
6a b 30.7. 43.

1

lid 6. 4ft. 1 |

6ac 51,7 49.12ab 43.1
fib 43.4 12cd 29.5.49.1
fie 30. 1

48.7a 7. 13, 48.10, 1 t Y, 50.1a 29.2. 32.11
7bc 44. 1 3 Ibed 34.5
7cd 44.16 Id 31.19
7d 30.3. 46.6 50.2a 30.

1

48.8a 51.10 2ab 31.10
Sd 28.4.34.10 2b 43.1

48.9b 32. 1 6 2c 28.1,29.5.50.3
9c 29.6 2d 9. 12. 44.13

48.10a 51.10 50.3a b 30.7. 49.3
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3d 8. 72,31.15,47.5

50.4a 33.8

4ab 29.2

4abc 28.3,29.11, 30.7

4c 30.3

4d 9

50.5a 28.4,29.11,30.7,53.3

5d 43.1

50.6b 32.2,46.13

50.7ac 30.10

7ad 28.1

7c 28.1

50.8b 28.2

8c 28.1

50.9 a 28.2. 50.8

9ab 28.4, 43.2. 50.4

9b 34.10, 50.8

9cd 30.8.31.4.31.11

50.10b 28.1

50.1 lab 5. Add. lo 28.1

51. lb 32.4

Ic 29.4, 33.5

51.2a 12. 13. 28.3. 30.1

2bc 30.7, 51.16

2c 43.3

5 1.3a 32.2

3b 28.11. 34.10

51.5a 51.6

Sab 28.1,32.4, 53.2

5b 31.21.47.1

5 1.6a 28.5. Add. to 48.4 (ub)

6b 28.1.47.1

Gbc 32.4

6c 13

51.7a 30.10.48.6

7ab 43.2. 47.3

7c 30.7, 48.6

51.Sb 31.15. 33.2, 47.4 (2 x)

51.10a 12

10b 32.3.44.16.45.6

10c 7,31:4, 51.6

51.11b 32.2, 44.5

lie 29,11. 49,5. 51, 16

51. 12a 5

1 2b 17. 31.9

12c 9. 19

51. 13a S. 15

!3b J. 46.1 1

13c 51.14, 15

51.14a 32.12

14b 51.4

51.15a 29.11

15c 9. 12, 13, 30.7, 43.12

5!.!6ab 29.11,30.7,31.19

16b 9, 34.12

!6c 30.2 (2 x )

51.17b 9,28.1,7,51.18

17bc 50.9

51. 18b 30.7, 32.4, 43.2

51.19a 28.5, 29.8

19ac 34.4

19b 30.1

19c 44.10

51.20a 34.3

20a b 44.1, 48.7

20 b 32.2, 51.19

20 c 28.

1

51.21a 47.1. 49.5, 51.11

2lab 44.10.49.11,51.5

21b 30.7

21c 28.1

5 1.22a 45.4. 49.12

22c 28.2. 8

Y. 53. lab 51.21

lube 28.2

Id 34.10. 44.10

53.2a 28.7

2ab 4S.12

2d <5, 32.4

53.3 a 9. 14

3c 32.2. 50.5

3d 28.1. 29.4, 47.3. Add. to

2S.1

53.4a 9

4ab 32.4

4 c 49.1. 53.9

4ccl 46.7

53.5 a 29.4. 46.17

5 b 6. 15. 28.4

5c 28.5, 44.8

53.6c //. 30.10

6d 32.3. 53.8

53.7ad 29.11

7b 31.19

7c 31.15, 53.9

7d 49. 1 . 53.6

53.8a 32.3

Rd 29.11

53.9d 6

Yasna

Haptaqhaili

YH. 35.5 45.4

8 43.9

9 53.3 .
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YH. 36.4 28.2

YH. 37.3 30.7

4 45.4

YH. 38.1 2S.4

YH. 39.4 31.14

YH. 40.4 46.1

YH. 41.2 33.5

3 53.3

A 28.7 (2 30.10

Yusna

N. 17 31.11

N. 19 32,14

P. 28 50.6

Vyt. 41 47.3

Y. 4.5 46.2

Y. 8.4 32.14

Y. 9.14 28.5

25 46.17

29 32.10

Y. 11.5 32.11

IK 32.4

Y. 12.4 44.17. 49.9

8 28.5

Y. 55.2 29.7

ft 30.11. 53.1

Y. 60.5 33.4

Y. 62.5 30.3

Y. 68.13 28.5

Y. 71.1 34.12

NIruncasta n

Pursisnihil

Viiitasp Ynsi

Old Persian

DB I 531*. 43.13

DB IV 35 45.9

Vispercd

Vr. 5.3 28.5

Vr. 12.4 28.5

Vr. 15.1 13. 31

Yasl

Yl. 1.1 34. 1

2

Yi. 8.50 31.16

Yi. 10.6 28.2

23 28.1

29 32.6

33 28.7

37
'

32.16

52 30.3

136 44.4

Yi. 11.3 34.5

Yl. 17.19 32.14

Yl. 19.29 33.9

VTdevdat

Vd. 2.11 46.16

Vd. 5.19 29.5

Vd. 13.32 46.2

R iuveda {RV

20.8bc 50.3

24.1 hi 28.1

32.6a b 46.4

37.7 48.10

44.yd 43.16

52. Id 45.8

60.2a 30. 1 1

63.7c! 51.4

66.10b 43.16

68.9b 50.4

69.7ab 30. 1

1

10a 49.2

71.9b 28.4

85.9c 43.7

87.4ab 45.1

88.3c 44.20

9t.22d 48.10

96.5a 49. 1

lOO.lOab 30.7

101. Mb 32.2

105.7c 44.13

lOab 46.3

113.2d 49.10

115.4c 30.10

I17.24cd 30.9

1 1 8.6a 30.9

I23.8d 50.10

127.9ef 28.2

12S.6T 30.3. 34.3

129.11b 30.2

I38.4rg 28.1

I45.2cd 32.2
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IV

147.4 46.8

14S.4abc 48.1

152. led 32.2

I56.3ub 30.7

5ab 44.13

164.17c 46.1

27 b 30.1

I65.9ab 49.3

166.12c 30.7

13d 32.11

14ab 28.7

14cd 28.7

169.2cd 30.10

171. la 50.9

Id 48.7

1 72.2d 28.3

173.9a 32.2

f 86.9a 32.11

1.6c 30.2

7.7cd 51.1

10.6cd 28.1!

ll.I8ab 33.12

12.10b 31.19

14.9a 28. 5

19.9cd 29.7

27.8c 32.2

33.4cd 30.9

35.2ab 45.3

15a 30.10

38.2 30.11

2.l4d 28.1

3.5c 45.1

lOd 49.2

7.7cd 46.3

10.5ab 28.11

14.5b 28.1

26.7a 30.7

27.11 2S.8

31.19c 44.6

32.13cd 29.10

I4b 33.7

33.Sa 28.10

12b 31.10

42.1a 30.6

54.4cd 30.S

21a 29.2

57.3a 30.1

59.3c 30.11

l.4ab 30.2

2.18a 46.2

4.10d 31.12

I6.2cd 44.1

I8.2d 47.3

20.2a b 2S.7

32.21c 33.10

42.4c 32.2

44.3cd 28.8

51.3ab 33.2

V 1.9ab 33.7

2.4a 47.5

16.3a 28.1

I8.5cd 30.10

29.13a 28.2

31.4c 45.10

32.1 2d 32.14

34.5d 33.10

41.6c 31.14

50.labc 31.14

54.IOd 48.2

55.2a 33.12

63.2b 43.16

65.4ab 48.1

VI 8.3ab 48.10

9.6d 50.6

15.15b 32.14

16.46d 28.1

21.l2ab 30.8

30.2a 31.19

47.2d 30.3

10a 30.1

62.2d 30.2

66.5d 30.2

ni l.lab 48.1

20d 29,2

5.4ab 30.11

24.6b 44.11

27. Id 33.10

3l,12ab 50.2

32.5a 29.3

5ab 28.10

39.3a 46.3,"50.5

59.3ab 31.19

60.3 a 30.10

lOab 50.2

61. 1c 31.13

65.3a 46.6

84.1ab 45.8

89.5d 31.21

91. lab 28.3

93.6b 31.19

104.12a 31.22

12b 30.3
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VII!

I4ab 32.7

20c 50.2

l.ftcci 2S.7

3.lhed 45. 1

4.5a 4d.4

7.34ac 4S. 1 fl

1 5.Hah 30. 1

25.2ah 29. (>

27. led 2S.I

37.da 44.7

44.24 c 30.1 1

45.l7hc 29.3

23a h 53.S
47. Hah 30.3

4N.2h 30.2

60.9 29, 10

67.Ka 2". 1

86.2a 43.7

94.8ah 43.7

96. 8d 51. 1

97.3d 47.5

99.2 h 43. 8

I5.7ac 4(S.4

50.2 43.6

ft 1.22a

h

44,7

94.2a 49.2

97.130.1 32.5

102. li- 49.2

ft.2c 44.13

10.7a 29.7

13.4a 44.20

IX. 12a 29.5

25. lab 46.17

3l.lc 32.2

34.13b 31.19

36.4ab 3(1.3

42.1b 43.8

49.1a 28.11

52.1a 44.1

53.11b 50-ft

59.4c 49.3

ftft.Mcd 43.13

67.4b 46.6

7 1.Gab 30.11

74.ftcd 51.11

79.2d 28.1

88.4cd 30.10

91. Id 32.2

99.1 la 28.1

162.2cd 44. 1

3

3d 44.13

176.2c 31.12

Alharvavedn (AV.)

I 18.3a 30.7

23.2ab 44.13

VI 30. 2

h

53.8

X l.lftd 28.3

XII 1.25f 32.3

Samavcda (SV.)

I 33ftac 32.15

Vajasancyi Sarph. (VS.)

XV 9 30.5

Ailaroya Brfih. (Ait Br.)

4.K.4 43.13

7.17 33.11

Kausliaki Ural). (KausBr.)

ft.4 31.19

Saiapaiha Briih. (SBr.)

2.3.3.8 46.5

3.8.2.2 28.1

4.2.4.61'. 29.5

4.4.3.13 28.3

Taiuiriya Samh. (TS.)

7.5.8.3 50.10

Kausika Sutra (KausSii.)

94.2 30.

1

Chiindogyu Upan. iChUp.

4.10.1 28.2

Paneatantra (Paficai.)

11 147 29.11

Hitupiidesa (Hi top.)

I. 16 53.2

22, 14 29.7

Manu

VI II 222ff. 30.2

Ramayana (Ram.)

3.43.49 29.7

Sakuntala (Sak.)

122a 49.3



INDEX VERBORUM

The Avestan and Vcdic material is divided into four sections: (a) roots and idioms-
(b) verb forms, including infinitives and participles; (c) nouns and adjectives

; (d) pronouns'
adverbs, particles, etc.

Alphabetical order follows Bauholomae, except that I place 6i after ac since they derive
from the same source. I treat ai and au, when real, as if *ay and *av. Non-metrical d is

not counted alphabetically.

Avestan

(a)

aog 30.2,31.19.32.7

aj 'fear' 48.10

apa yam 32.11

aipi ah 30.1

1

aipi vat 44. IS

antar kar 51.1

anh 44.12,48.1

av 44.7

a
r
'deserve' 28.10

ah {with gen.) 31.13.32.8

a kas 32.6

a xsa 46.2

a da (med.) 43.7

a var 45.1. 8

a sah 44.9

aha 29.1

a hi 29,

I

"\z 44.20

is 'seek* 30.

1

is 'have power' 28.7

isudom da 31. 1
-I

us3n kar 45.9

kamam i 43.13

gam (with loci 43.6

grd 50.9

gam h varaeii vuSn 3 2. 1

xsriu 2S.T

xsnulam da 31.14

cas 31.11

ci 46.10

cil (with ace. and ioc.) 33.

2

jad 28.1

trp 32.11

da (med.) 2S.5. 29.8. 33.12. 44.19

drs 43.13.46.7

di 31.11,20

dvi 32.3

dvig 32.3

Owi 32.3

flwis 32.3

paid da 32.10

par 49.

1

paid aog 31.19

pairi gam 28.2

pairi da 31.19,46.1

pairi man 31.19

pairi vrz 31.19

bya 34.8

byah 34.8

Tra kar 17, 46.4

fra cil 32.5

fras 43.7,47.3

nis na(n)s 50.2

man 31.19

mar 31.10

man da 15. 28.4

mi 33.9

mit 46.4. 12

miO 30.9

mil 48.10

yaoz da 44.9

yaz 33.8

ya 'entreat'

ya 'repay'

yuj 30.1

vac 33.8

vat 46J 7

van 'love'

var 'turn*

vas (with inf.) 43.1

vacim bar 53.6

vrz 29.4

vT 29.6,44.13

vi ci 32.5.46.17

vid 'find' 28.5, 44.8

vid 'serve* 32.4

vid 'know' 33. S

28.1.31.2

30.2

28.8

28.5
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vya 29.6. 44. 1

3

sac 53.

1

sand 29.1, 51.14

sanh 30.2,31.1.32.7.44.1

sar 32.2

saram da 32.2

sah 44.1,45.6

stu 33.8

spas 50.2

spa 30. JO

sru 30.2

zaram kar 44.17

zah 53.8

za 30.2, 10

zf 28.9.44.17

zya 32.11

s(y)u 48.1

hac 32.2.46.1

lb)

anjoi 32.7

akoya 51.8

ayzonvamna- 28.3

acisia 30.3. 31.2. 51.11

ajan 48.10

*ada H). 43.9

aoa 10, 43.9

apaema IH. 28.7

*apayacma 18. 2R.7

apayeitl 32.11

*apa 17. 33.5

apanS / 7. 28.3. 33.5

apo yanta 32.9. I I

aipi dabiivayai 76.3Q.il

upivuilT 44.18

aibt.iinmnn 46,11

aibT dainli 32.15

aibl.dorosla 31.2

aQhaya 7 A\ 28.7, 29.1. 32.16

anase ! /

anasal A'. 53.7

*ariasai '"ft. 53.7

anghai 44.12

aniara.caraiii 51.1

ayamahe 11

avacnala 30.3

avacna /

/

avapasiois 30. S

avarnl 44.7

avo 32. 1

4

nva 43.4

*aroi 14, 50.5

arapa //

"aire //. 28.4. 50.5

aspan 51.18

asrudiim //. 32.3

asrvfuam //. 30.3

az5 /j. 34.3, 43.14

'asa (= *aria 2pl. aor.) //. 29.11
ahmi 19. 34.5. 43.6

M.aGfiHi 31.14

*a.iie 31.2

*a.iy6i 31.2

axs5 46.2

iixsia- 32.6

*acista 30.3. 51.1

1

ficlu 43.9

adivycintT / 7. 44.13

a disa 29.5. 43.7

a dyii 29.5. 43.7

uhaxso.hva 33.10

*a i.ihaya( i )ya /.V. 28.7. 32.1

6

*fi nasal fi. 53.7

a.moyasiru {= *ii moi asta) 30.9
iiyoi 31.2.34.3

aya I «V. 46.6

aval fi. 46.6

aiit* 30.8.31.2

ait] 31.14

*avacna la 30.3

uv.imld 28.5. 45.

1

ii.vivaraso 28.5, 45.8

iivisya 50.5

ami 14. 16. 34.3. 50.5

amm 28.10

n.hoilloi /.?. 29.1. 32.14
•fi hSviiii 32.16

a' i)ham ft 7

ilc 30.8

*isoiya 28.7.43.8

isaki 30.1

isana- 28.3

isui 28.7. 43.8

isamna- 28.3

isoyu 28.7. 43.8

*Iz5n 44,20

izya 44.20

*isoil 16, 30.1. 50.2

isaili 30.1

isayijs 28,7. 50.9

isasoit 76,30.1,50.2

isasa 16. 30.1

isasijs AS, 30.1. 51.19

*isa 16. 30.1

isanto 30.1,47.6
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*isas 7(5,30.1,51.19

isuidyali 31.14

uxsyo 31.7, 34.3

upa.Owayeiti 32.3

us5n 44. 1

usjan 46.12

ustana- 28,1, 3

uzirsidyai 34.3,43.14,50.5

uzamohi 33.2, 46.9

usta 30.11

gat.toi 30.8

gat.lc 30.8

gaire //, 28.4

garaze 32.9

yamala- 44. S

xraodaiti 46. 1

1

xraodat 29.3.46.11

xsai 46.2

xsaeta IS, 2S.7

xsaesa IS, 2S.7

*xsayaeta 18, 28.7

*xsayaesa IS. 28.7

*xsaya(i)ya IS, 28.7, 50.9

xsaya IS. 28.7. 50.9

xsayas 28.7

xsanmSne 29.9

xsnaosamna- 28.3, 46. 1

8

xsnavjsa 28.

1

*xsnam 29.9

coiOaite 33.2

coisT 28.7.34.13

*coista 2S. 7. 34.13

cavlsl 28.7. 31.2. 34.13

cavistfi 28.7. 31.2. 34.13

cikoitaras 33.8

cinas 33.2

cinvant- 46.10

j5n 46.12

jlgarazai 32.10. 13

jvanto 29.5

jvamahl 29.5

taurvayama 2S.6

"iaurvarriii ""2S.fi""

•i3nca 9. I-/. 28.7. 53.3

daxsat 43.7

daxsaya 43.7

'data 14. 44.20

dadaighe 16. 43.11,46.7

daidit 29.4

daduye 46.15

daidyat 14. 16, 43.1 1, 44.10

daidyat 34.3. 46.15

danto 32.4

*dayete 31.15

daste 34.

1

dazdc 30.4

data (3sg. med. aor.) 29.5, 31.2

data (3pt. med. aor.) 14, 44.20

daitc 44.19

*datqm 7, 29.5, 48.7

daitl 44. 1

9

*dadarasatl 16. 43. 1 1 , 46.7

daid? 29.5

dabayeit? 31.17

dayat 29.5

dayete 31.11

davoi 34.3

darast 43. 1

3

dahva 29.5

dabanaola (= *dabn-) 4
daijha 29.5

*darjhe 6, 53.2

dame 8, 48. 1

1

dantl 5,48.11

dan 12, 32.4

*diSaeiti 31.11

didaighe 16. 43.11. 46.7

difiaya 31.11

dldaraSata 16. 43.11, 46.7

didarazo 46.7

didijs 43.11

*didyat 14. 16. 43.1 1. 44.10

dldrayzo.duye 46.7

*dTvaidi 19. 29.5

dtsii 29.5. 8

daban 53.

1

dabavayat 16. 31.17

dabazaiti 31.17.44.6

dya (Isg. = *diyii) 14. 29.5. 8
+dya (3sg. = diva) 13. 29.8

dyatijm 7. 48.7

dyai 29.5

dyai 13. 29.8

dyam 29.5.44.14

dyaidt ...14. 29.5

•Owoyahi 5. 13. 32.3. 34.11

*poi / 2. 30.7

poi 44.7. 15. 16

paitT.araic 30. S

paitt.mravat 29.3.46.11

*paityaogaita- 46.8

"paityaoxta- 46.8

pafre 45.11.49.1

pain a is 50.10

pair! dada tii 31.19

pairyaoyza 31.19. 43. 1

2
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payai 29.5. 46.8

psrasaiie 19, 31.13

parasaile 19. 31. J 2

pisyant- 50.2

pisyasu 14. 50.2

•pisyeinti 14. 44.20. 50.2

pisyasu 14. 50.2

pisyeinlT 14. 44.20. 50.2

*baxsaite S. 47.5. 50.3

baxsaitl A'. 47.5. 50.3

haven ic 34,

K

havat etc. /y. 28.1 I

"bavayui 16. 31.17

biwivarjha 34.8

•huvai etc. 19. 2K.I 1

buzdyai 44.17

byiiiniT 34.8

hyente 34.

K

hva| eic. 19. 2S.il

fraaracinia 32.14

fraxsne 44.7

fracinas 32.5

* fradafirii.fi //. 31.10

framiia- 33.9

framimalla 32.4

•Jramimat la 32.4

Iramrvisa 28.1

fravoivide 44.11

* (anise 43.7

"fro carat / 7. 46.4

Irorpiois 4fi.4

frusta 31.2.43.14

fryanmahi 44.4

nidata- 49.3

nl "dalam 7.48.7. 10

ni dyatam 7. 4K.7

nivarani 53.4

nisasya 43.14. 50.2

nis nasarna 44.13

moil l at 33.2. 46.4

mania 33.6

mainyaia .14.

mamanaUc 30.4

marenlo 31.10

mursnii 31.10

manayeilT 49.2

mandaidyui 15. 28.4

*rn;>razdala 14. 44.20

marazdaia 14. 44.20

marasyai 44.4

marazdyai 44.4

mahmaidj 46.13

mimavzo 45.10

mlzSn 44.20

mrao! 14. 32.14

mravai 45.2

mruite 30.8

*mruyoi 14, 32.14

mruyc 49.3

yanlo 49.11

yaso.liyan 51.18

yeinii 49.11

yfijan 46.11

vaeda 33.8

vacdamna- 28.5

vaedo.dum 28.5

vacdyai 5. 13. 44.

8

voi.vldailc 30.8

voistii 33.8

voizdum 33.8

vaocarjhc 14. 28.11

*vadam nii 6. 53.5

vuinii 29.4

*varacahlca //. 32.14

vuraca.hica //. 32.14

varnduiti 28.3

varazayani- 29.4

vara.saile 29.4

vagi 34.12

vusyeic 44.11

vaci 31.2

viivnrazoi 29.4

vauroimaidl 28.5

vuuraya 31.3

vauraite 47.6

vaslryacla 31.9

vastryal 31.9

vamnvailc 28.5

varnzyaj A\ 47.2, 51.5

varcrzyaiam 14

vnrozyjil A'. 47.2. 51.5

vTcinaoi 32.5

viduilT etc. 32.4

vidat A". 51.5

...Tvida!..A\ 51.5

vido 32.4

*vidlijaii 51.1

vidlSamna- 32.4.51.1

vldam 32.4, 34.3

vidyai 33.8

vidvanoi 13

vtvTduye 32.4

visanta 32.14

vlsanle 48. 1

vlspa.hisas 32.13

vlsvata 14
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*vyeinti / 7, 29.6, 44.13

roiGwan 31.7,34.3

rapan 51.18

urvaxsai 34.13

saosyant- 46.10,48.12

saBayeiti 29.1

saste 29.1,30.2,31,1

sazdyai 29.1,30.2,31.1

sasaOa 30. 1

1

saskan 53.

1

saHyai 31.1,44.1,9

sacayamna- 30.11,53.1

saronte 32.2

saramno 32.2

suras til 32.2

sahlt 29.4

sanghaite 31.1,32.7

songhant 31.

1

songhamahT 31.1

sas 29.1,43.11

sasta 29.

1

+sixsamna- 30. 1

1

stoi 30.8

span 51.18

syazdai 29.3.46.11

*sroima 19. 2S.7

sraota 4

saraosane 50.4

sravaema 19. 28.7
+sravoima 19. 2S.7

sravahyeitl 13

sravl 31.2,32.7

sravtma 19. 28.7

*srud0m //. 32.3

*srvaiam //. 30.3

zaemfi IS. 28.

7

*zayaerna 18. 28.7

-zaynOa IS

zaranaema IS. 28.7. 9

*zaranayuenia IS. 28.7. 9

zaranimna- 2S.9

*zarnyamna- 28.9

zazarana- 28.9

zahil 29.4

zavim 7. 3 1.

4

*zavya 31.4

*zuviya 7. 31.4

-zbata- 46.4

savaile 29.3. 30.8

haxsai 46.1

hacuke 32.2. 46.

1

haiif- 32.9

*ham-us-iata- 46.4

hahml 19, 34.5

hatam 31.1

haiti- 32.9

haca IS, 46.1

ham.aibt.moist 46.12

hamiGyat 33.2

*h5musta- //, 46.4

ham frasta 47.3

homamyasaite 33.

1

*ham.yasaetc 19, 33.1

hahaca IS, 46.1

*hisal 76,30.1,32.13
hTsasat 16, 30.

1 , 32. 1

3

hvanmahi 44.4

liyam 43.9

x
varamna- 32.7

(c)

acnagham 30.8,32.11

aenah- 30.7

aena 32.11

aesa- 28.4, 7

aesam.mahya 44.20

aosah- 34.7

*akastang 9, 50.2

ayavaraz- 30.3

adas / 7. 46.5

*adva 6,31.2
adva 6.31.2

aparo 45. 1

1

aipi.obaoya- 31.17

abifra 33.13

aiwi.varaii- 29.3

ami.sum- 48.

1

alsmarn 7,46.17

anaesa- 28.7

anaocah- 44. 1

5

analsmam 29.10.46.17

anaxsla- 32.6

anaxsti- 32.6

*anamlra 49.10

ava- 32.7

ayarjha 30.7

ayar/n- 43.7

ayara 43.7

ayara 43.7

avughanc 33.5

avarjho 32.11,50.1

avamira 49.10

avisli- 28.

5

*arane //, 32.6

aram.pitu- 44.5
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arnm.pinwa 44.5

arndra- 34.7

urSnaviiti is 44.1 S

asan- 46.3

as5no 30.fi

usislis 14. 34. K. 44.9

asunii- 28.10

aslvani- 30.7

uspprnziita //. 3 LI ft

asnam 46.3. 50.10

asrusia 43.12

asru^ii- 33.4. 32.1 2

azar n- 46.3

as.aojah- 34. K

*us.aoja .S'. 34.

S

as.aojisla- 34. K

•asayacu 12. 30.1. 51.2

asii yccu /2. 30.1. 51.2

asi- 2S.10
* as. Jsi* 14. 34. X. 4-4.9

* as.:s rutus .S'. 31.9

uSno 4fi,3

ahamust ii //. 46.4

ahu- "existence" 31 . 1 . 51.9

uhu- 'lord' 29.6

nhu 29.6

iihfi.murine- 30.9

ahum. bis 30.9

ahura- 29.6

ahma.rafnnah- 29.11

uhvu- 31.1.51.9

axx afnya- 30.3

agmali- 44. H

ugamut, (ft 44. K

ada- 30.2

adana- 30.2

adanais 30.7

iidi- / 7. 44.13

a.dabaoma 30.6

adra- 29.3

uiOi- 32.16

allri- 32.16,46.8

apar- 45.11.49.1

*aparo 45.il

*abil"ra 33.13

a.mSyastra cf. (b

)

ayapta- 28.2

avarana- 30.2

arois 51.4

urmuiti- 28.3

armaiii 6. 33.13

asu 44.4

a.sii- 43.3. 53.3

azuili- 29.7

anaxsta 32.6

arnOwa- 28.10

nrnsvti- 29.3

*.ihmu.ruto is Iti. 29.11

iinnian- 30,7

asa- 31.2

asasuta 4 S.I

Is 28.7. 50.9

i.san- 28.

7

isud- 31.14

i.sta- 28.7

tsti- 2S.7. 50.9. 51.1 S

isyii- 51.17

i!Ki- 29.7.51.1

uxii- 32.12

uluyiiiii- 30.7

urvura- 48.

6

usan- 45.9

usan 45.9

Lisnam 45.9

uzama- 29.6. 46.9

uznmah- 46.9

usnuru 34.7

u.slana- 30.7

usla- 46. 1

6

listi- 46.16

usya IS

kuinc 28.11

kuyfi- 33.6

karaiar- 10. 34.13

*karnla 34.13

-kalfi- 44.2

kaOa- 44.2

ka05 5. 47.4

karadusa 29.3

gaeOfi- 31.1.51.9

giio- 30.2

gaya- 31.1.51.9

gnus.a 5

gnus.a is 5

gnrazda 50.9

garnzdi- 50.9

grahmalt- 32.! 2

granma 7.32.12

grabmo 7.32.12

*gr5hma 7.32.12

xraiu- 28.1. Add.
xraiu 45.6.48.10

xratu.kata- 44.2

xral*sira- 28.5

xsaOra- 28.1.7,50.9

xsaOra 30.7
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:

xsaOrais 30.7

xsap- 44.5

xsapa 44.5

xsaya- 28.7

xsayah- 31.20

xsnam 43.9,48.12,53.2
*xsnam 48.12

xsnut- 30.2.31.3

xsma 30.7, 50.5

*xsmu.ux5ais 10. 29. 1 1 , 43. 1 1

xsvjd- 29.7

casman- 28.

1

casmainf 46. 1 7

*casmj|n 50.10

casmam 29.10.46.17,50.10

ciciOwan- 43,2

ciciOwa 43.2

ciOra- 33.6

cisli- 44. 1

javara- 48. S

joya 7. 32.7

*jivya 7.32.7

*juya 7,32.7

taxma- 53.3

tanusi 43.7

lancisia- 53.3

lavisT- 28.3

daena- 31.20.44.10

daeva- 29.4

daxsar/n- 43.7

*daxsar5 43.

7

daxsara 43.7

*dayana- 31.20

davaccina / 9. 31.10

*darago.jyaitT 7. 33.5

darasaifi 30.

1

data- 2S.1 0.44.2

daOa- 28.10.44.2

daman 46.6. 17

damqm 29.10. 46.6. 17

dayah- 32.4

darazi.takaOra- 30.10

dam 44.16

*d;jm 12. 45.10

*di|s 17. 46.5

divamnam 14. 31.20

dunman- 44.4

*duvascina 19, 31.10

dusaraOris 49.1

dus.sasti- 31.1, 15

dus.syaoGana- 31.15

duzazoba 46.4

dulazba- 46.4

duzdah- 30.3

duzvarsta- 29.4

duzvarasnah- 29.4

dabaoman- 30.6

*dabaoma 30.6

dabazarjha 31.17

daibitana- 32.3

*damane 6,46.11

*dyumnam 14, 31.20

*dyuvamnsm 14, 31.20
dvaeOa- 32.3

dvanman- 44.4

dragvant- 31.15

drigu- 34.5

Gwacsah- 32.3

Owayahvant- 32.3

*()wa.lslls 70,29.11,44.10

Owya- 32.16

Grayqm 44.3

paiti.sta- 53.3

paityaogat.tbaesahya- 46.8

paityastatar- 53.3

paityastaram 53.3

paityasti- 43.3, 53.3

panta 3t.2

para.daras- 46.4

pairigaeOa- 34.2

pairi.maiti- 31.19

paouruye 28.1

1

paouruyo 6

paourvlm 15/., 45.3

paourvya- 28.11

*paourvyam 14/.. 45.3

para- 45.11. 49.'

I

parato 5, 51.12

parala 5.51.12

paraOa- 48.2

paso.lanu- 49.1

piOa //, 53.6

baga 32.S

bandva- 49.

1

baraxSe 48.6

bnra.x5a.rn 48.6

busli- 43.8,44.17

Iraxsnin- 29.11

frajyaili- 29.5

fratama- 28. 1

1

farasayai 43.7

frasa 31.13

larasam 43.9

*f3rasam 43.9

farasa- 30.9

fraxsnan- 29. 1

1
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fraxsnana- 43.12

*fraxsnane 74.43.12

fraxsnana 29. 1

1

fraxsnane 14. 43.12

frado 34.14

frfiraiti- 32.4

fro.ga 77.46.4

fsanghiya- 30.2.31.10

Isuyant- 30.2

nar- 46.2

naram 44.3

narapTs 53.9

namarjhun- 50.6

n ama t,i liii 50.6

namarjho 44.

1

namah- 28.

1

nanjs 44.4

nisanJiaraDri- 49.1

nisharaiar- 49.

1

maeOa- 30.9

mnclla- "opposition" 30.9

maeOa- "change" 33.9

*macl)a.maya 10. 29.1 1. 33,9

macnis 13

maesman- 4K.I0

magaono 33.7

mafia- 29.11

magavan- 29. 1 I

madahya 13

manoi 32.1

manah- 2B, 1

mana.visliiis / 7, 46. 1

9

mantii- 33.4

mairista- 31.10

maratano 30.6

maraOno 30.6

maz- 32.11

mazdaOa /.?

mazbls 32. 1

1

mi|tlra- 29.7

mi)()run- 50.6

majlra .50.6

millahyii- 30.9

miUahvacah- 30.9

mizdavan 46,17

muOra- 48.10

myazdam 13

yaos 44.9

yaozda 48.5

yaOana 31.22

yava 29.9.30.7,49.1

*yamang 10. 48.2

villi- 30.2.31.20

vae6a- 28.

5

vacdana- 28.5

vaedana 13

vaedya 13. 44.8

*voi0ra 34.10

*vacar(hc 14. 28.11

vacughyu 14. 28.11

vafiis 29.6

vantfi- 28.8. 10

vainliya- 2S.S. 10

vayii.harad- 53.6

varan a- 30.2

varacah- 32. 1

4

varadaman- 46.16

varadamam 29.10.46.16

*vairyay;i M. 28.7. 43.13

vairya M\ 2U.7. 43.13

vara-/- 29.4. 45.9

varazi 45.9

vasalv 31.11

*vasa 34.12

vasfi 31.11

vasna 46.3

vazdah- 49.10

vazdvarn- 49.1(1

vazdvara 31.21

vahmo.sandah- 51.4

vasta r- (>. 29.2. 30.2. 47.3

vital ru- 30.2. 51.14

vastravant- 50.2

+vuslra 29.1

vaslra 29.2

vasirai 46.11.47.3

vfislrE 6. 29.2. 46.1 1. 47.3

vaslrya 29.!

vaziiHa- 3 1 .22

varazanii 30.7

voyaOrii 34.10

vouru.gaoyuiti- 50.2

viciOa- 30.2

viciltoi 32.7

...vkira-..30.2

vidisa- 32.4. 51.1

vldvacsam 13. 14. 34.1 I

vidvaesam 13. 14. 34.11

vya- 29.6, 44.7. 48.7

vyanayii 29.6.44.7

raexana ijho 32.1

1

raexanah- 30.2,32.11

raexana 32. 1

1

ruocabTs 30.7

rajis 53.9

raiOI- 50.6
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.-.-.

j

rasna 46.5

radar]ho 28.7, 32.1 1, 45.7, 46.17

radah- 28.7

rada 32.11

ramam 49.4

ramam J3, 29.10, 48.11

razan- 34. 1

2

razara 32.11

rasnam 32.11,34.12

ramam 13, 48.11, 49.4

irixta- 30.2, 32.7, 1

1

urusa- 29.7

urvaesa- 30.2

urvata- 30.11,44.2,48.3

urvaOa- 30.11,44.2

urvan- 28.4

urvjiza 30.

1

urvazi- 30.

1

urvazaman- 46.16

urvazya 30.

1

sava- 43.12

savoi 43.12

savarjho 32.11.43.4

savarjrujm 28.9,32.11

savah- 28.9

savais 30.7,43.12,48.1

saraja 29.3

saxvar/n- 29.4. 43.7

saxv5ra 29.4, 43.7

sasna- 29.7

*saxv5n / 7, 46.17, 53.5

saV'ani / 7, 46.17. 53.5

sangha- 29.7.31.1

sanghus- 30.2.31.1

-sandah- 51.14

sanda- 29.1.51.14

sanrjhe 28.11.51.7

sastra- 3 i . i

sjistra 5

sastrai J

suca- 30.2

siaram 43.9. 44.3

staro 44.3

spayaOra- 30.10

span la- 28.1

sparada 53.4

sparadi- 53.4

*sparazata //. 31.16

spilla- 30.10
+ spi0a //, 30.10. 53.6

syascit 32.16

saraosa- 33.4

stut.gaosa- 29.3

zaosa- 46. 1

6

zavah- 28.9

zastaista- 28.7

zavTstiya- 28.9

zaOa- 43.5

zaBoi 43.5

zaOa 30.7, 43.5, 44.2

zbatar- 46.4

zama 50.5

savati- 29.3

syaoOana- 28.

1

syaomnm 29.10, 46.17

haeOa- 29.

1

haozaOwa- 43.3

hacSna 13, 44.13

*hada.vasta SO, 46.17

hada.vasti- 46.17

hada.vasla 29.11

haiOim 15/., 51.13

*hai0yam /J/., 51.13

haOra.tarsti- 29.1 I

*ha0ra,mana 10, 29.11, 30.9

haratar- 49.

1

hata.maran is 32.6

hata.marane //. 32.6

hadra- 32.7

hadraya- 32.7

*hadraya 7, 32.7

hadroya 7, 32.7

hamo 13

hiira- 32.13

hankarata- 31.14

hi la- 44.2

hiOa- 44.2

hizu- 46.4

hizva- 46.4

huxraiu- 51.5

hucisti- 46,4

hujyaiti- 29.5

hudah- 30.3.31.20

humarali- 31.10

humazdra- 28.4

humiizdrai 30.

1

huzanlu- 43.3

husoiOama- 50,2

husana- 49.

1

husiti- 30.10

hus.haxa 49.1

hvar.'n- 50.2

hvarsta- 29.4

xv
alana 30.3

xv
afni- 30.3

xvara0a- 28.10.43.2

*xvara0am 5.43.2

x
v
arai0iva- 28.10

:M
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"xTiOroi 43.2

x
vaOrnm K. 43.2

x
va0r6yu 43.2

s
l5ng "2S.4

x\5na.daraso 6.43.16

x'iiica anaiti 30.1 1

(d)

*iil5 (VIss. ill 5) U). 29.6

acinic /". 30.7, 48. 1

uipi 32.3

aipi.ciOIt 29.4

*aipi./.uOam 48.5

unuraya 48. 10

aval 29. 1 1)

nvara 29.3

avii 43.4

aram 51.14

\ihmai / 2. 51.111

ahmai 30.7

ahml 43.6

ulna 30.7.32.14

akas;anu U. 50,2

aka 48.8

*acl 4 K.I

Mel 5 is 17. 48.1

ah\a 32.15

iinuUiaxS 31.12

avis 50.5

*ar.im 51.14

aaava 29.7

oyfi 47.2

ovum 47.2

*ildu.) 'J. 51.13

il 9. 45.4

im 45,3

uslatanum 33.10
*

I: atari ma //. 44.12

kalaram a //. 44.12

kill 13 29.2. 44.2

kai
. 29,2

*kSm 8. 44.20

kamnii 9. 46.7

*kam va 9. 46.7

kam S. 44.20

l-3 30.7. 11. 31.21. 32.12. 44.5

*ri 44.12

cvanl- 29.5

*tai \-5 12. 51.15

laibyaca 16

luihyo 16

Java' 31.13

ta v3 /;?. 51.15

lamca 14. 2S.7, 53.3

daibiia 49.2

Owoi ah! 13. 34.1

1

para 33.7

pairl.ciOU 29.4

fraorai 30.5

fundiva 32.14

Ira 15f.

fro 15f.

"naccis l
.K 31.18

mal 28.4

maibyaca 16

ma iby6 16

*mana 29.9.46.19

ma. cis y. 31.18

man 15. 2S.4

*manfi 29.9

*mang 15. 28.4

mancii /.\ 28.4

'mam II. 29.11

*yavata /«. 29.fi

yaviii ii /W. 29.6

yaca 28.2

*yat 9.51.17

va many 10, 48.2

yuhl (= *va a hi) /.V, 46.14

yahu 10. 34.13

yanasiu 5

vaumis 28.

4

vasiu 5

vidiis 28.4. 45.8

*vTsp&s.loi //. 33.10

vispa.sioi //. 33.10

hada 29.2

h ultra 28.4

hanara 47.5

hois //. 53.6

hyai 32.5

hyaieii 28.2

hviiiS 50.2

x
v
ai0va 33.7

Old Persian

ardumainis 34.7

llaiagus 46.4

paragmiiia- 44.8

vasna 46.3

Socdian

>rlk 49.

1

"r6wk- 34.7

yr'myy 32.12
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p*r(h) 49.1

pwrc 49.

1

swyn- 29.4

z'wr 28.9

Middle Persian

den 31.20

(sah (sen 31.10

Vedic

(a)

atijTv 29.5

a pa hnu 28.1

ava ya 30.

2

a khya 46.2

a da 30.2

a df 46.5

a bhaj 33.10

a mi 49.10

a hu 46.4

is 30. 1

uc 32. 1

2

ud ar. Tr 30.9

fdhak kr 51.1

kumam a i 43.13

cit (with ace. and dat.) 33.2
dha (med.) 33.12.43.7
dhrs 46.7

ni dha 48.7

nir nas 44.13

ni vis 32.14

ni ha 48.10

ni hnu 28.

1

pari car 2S.2

pari man 31.19

pari vad 31,19

pra kr 46,4

pra cit 32.5

bhaj (med.) 50.3

bhus 43.8

man 3J.I9

ya 'entreat' 2S. 1

ya 'race* 30.2

ya 'repay' 30.2

raps 32.4

vi kr 48.10

vid 'find' 28.5. 30.8

vidh 32.4

sams 44.

1

sas 44.

1

sac 32.2

si 29.1

svar d[s 32. 1

has 53.8

ha 30.10

hnu 28.1

(b)

aceti 51.11

achan 29.

1

upyuhe 32.7

abhi da li 32.15

abhi dasali 32.15

ayai 44.7

ichati 30.

1

isudhyali 31.14

ucyate 44. 1

1

uttana- 28.1

ksanute 28.3

gamema 28.7

-grab he 43.7

chadayali 29.

1

juhurana- 28.9

turvati 28.6

trilsllham 30.4

dadharsat(i) 46.7

duvasyati 31.10

duhlyat 29.8

ni visate 48.10

paradai 44.7

pari eli 50. 1

pra vevidiima 44.11

bhayate 31.11.34.8

bhiivai 28.11

mahayali 45.10

-rabhe 43.7

vidhaii etc. 32.4

vevidana- 30.S

vyanti 44. 1

3

saye' 32.7

srosan 50.4

stave 32.7

hita- 49.3

huta- 46.4

hrnayanl- 28.9

hrnayu- 28.9

hrntyamana- 2S.9

(c)

amhati- 29.3

"anamira- 49.10

aplcya- 29.4

amati- 29.3
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avadya- 32.6

avayiiiar- 30.2

avasana- 33.5

asmin 30.7

asya 30.7

ahabhis 30.7

adambara- 48.8

aiman- 28.4. 30.7

adhi- 44.13

adhra- 29.3

ahu- 46.4

is- 28.7,29.7

isudhyu- 31.14

isli- "28.7

urj- 29.7

rnaya- 30.2

piayavan- 30.2

rsva- 29.3

esu- 28.4. 5

okas- 44.15

kamamuta- 48.10

kaya- 33.6

ksap- 44.5

ksapfi 30.7

cikilvan- 43.2

janusii 30.7

janmana 30.7

jma 50.5

tyajasa 30.7

tvesa- 32.3

lasara- 48.8

darsala- 30,

1

daman- 46.fi

durdha- 30.3

duvas- 31.10

dusvapnya- 30.3

dyubhis 30.7

dhf- 31.20

nakiabhis 30,7

nidhi- 43.3

parijman- 34.2

para- 48:2

pisuna- 50.2

puroyudh- 46.4

purvya- 28.11

prthiikski- 50.2

prakeia- 32.5

pravfi- 30.5

bahii- 44.6

bahula- 44.6

manlsS- 32.4

milhuna- 53.4

mura- 48. 1

yatna-_ 31.22

yfuar- 30.2

yaman- 48.2

radhas- 28.7

ruksa- 29.7

vaeasya- 28.11

vanus- 28.8

villa- 28.5

vidalha- 32.4

vedana- 28.5

vraia- 30.11

suca- 30.2

sucipe 44.7

sraviis- 30.10

sriilkarna- 29.3

srusii- 30.11

sviilra- 30.10

sacana- 44.13

saplaiui- 46.4

sadhu- 32.7

sukfl- 30.3

suksili- 30.10

stijata- 43.3

sudas- 30.3

sudliu- 30.3

stoma- 28.

1

svarlha- 28.10. 43.2

svardrs- 43.16

rwivirdii 44.7

-liuviiu- 46.4

hasiacvuli- 48.1

(d:

situs 29.6

avar 29.3

anusak 31.12

are 51.14

Ssuyg 48.10

ula 29.10

upari 29.3

tmana 49.2

duram 51,14

dure 51.14

draval 28.4

dviia 49.2

dhrsat 28.4

dh r?nuya 48.10

pura 33.7

pradivas 32.14

pradiva 32.14

salrfi 28.4

sada 29.2

sasvar 50.2

hanta 30.11
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Greek

aeiro 53.4

akhomai 48.10

zemia 30.2

mantis 33.4

commiUo 46.12

coniendere 46.4

Latin

INDEX VERBORUM

gradus 50.9

vis 34.10

agis 48.10
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Gothic

Armenian

partk 49.1
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